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Documentation
Chairperson: Dr. Kelly Dixon
Co-Chairperson: Dr. C. Riley Augé
Surface vegetation at archaeological sites is a resource overlooked in cultural resource
management. Drawing upon comparative documentary surveys of site forms and human surveys
of 161 archaeologists in 12 U.S. states, this thesis explores why surface vegetation offers
archaeological data potential; how archaeological documentation is an artifact of archaeologists,
shaped by various subjectivities; and how improvements can be made for vegetal description in
cultural inventory site forms. The surveys offer a critique on how the site form records are a
product of disciplinary training oversights, differing work background experience, cultural bias,
limitations in botanical knowledge, regional differences in U.S. archaeological practice,
ocularcentrism, a lack of thorough discussion of the nature of what constitutes vegetal
anthropogenism, and thus what constitutes relevance to archaeological study. By presenting the
reader with an introduction to phytoarchaeology, solutions to documenting site vegetation, and
an awareness of the need to understand documentary subjectivities, this study takes steps toward
improving what the archaeologist can learn about the human past through anthropogenic surface
vegetation and the implications of how archaeological documentation as an artifact of
archaeologists.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
“The behavior of the archaeologist is the greatest source of variability in the archaeological
record. It is the archaeologist who determines what is found and what is not, what is saved and
what is not, what is counted and what is not, and what is reported and what is not. Above all, it
is the archaeologist who may or may not strive to identify- and ascertain the influence of
- other formation processes”
(Schiffer 1987:362-363)
1.1 The Present Issue & Research Questions
Sylvan, as used in the title, is an adjective originating from a 16th Century Latin word
meaning “of, relating to, or characteristic of the woods or forest” or “wooded” (MerriamWebster 2017a). The title carefully reflects two separate but interrelated problems in archaeology
addressed in this thesis. The choice of the uncommon word sylvan in the title holds a double
meaning for me, referring to the underappreciated significance of surface vegetation in
archaeology and the preoccupation and contentment of archaeologists to record trees to a near
exclusion of other life forms (i.e., plant types). This second intended use also interconnects with
what I mean by blindspot in the title, as a particular example of human elements behind why
certain things go unseen, unrecorded, and unutilized by archaeologists. Put another way,
blindspot flips the traditional gaze of the archaeologist from ‘The Other’s’ artifact to the artifacts
of archaeologists, namely cultural inventory site forms, and how they are unconsidered products
of various disciplinary, work sector, theoretical, and methodological biases.
Currently, surface vegetation at archaeological sites1 is under-theorized and understudied,
with regard to: methods of vegetal description in site forms; recognition of vegetation mattering
to archaeologists; definition and criteria for recognition of anthropogenic vegetation; and the
under-appreciated social roles surface vegetation may play in interpreting a site; thus, this thesis
initiates work in these areas with the following goals, provide a literature review synthesis of the
archaeological value of surface vegetation; raise awareness of archaeological site forms as
artifacts of archaeologists and the implications these subjectivities have on how
1

I loosely define an archaeological site in this thesis as, a locus of past human activity as made evident through a
collection of material evidence from more or less 50 years ago; and/or a cultural landscape, as evident through
ethnographic sources or phenomenological factors (e.g., viewshed, soundscape, etc.) that is an emic sensorial,
bodily, cosmological, or other extension of a particular cultural feature or a component of “place” on the landscape
(e.g., everything in the viewshed of a Crow fasting bed as well as the fasting bed itself).
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“anthropogenism” is construed, recognized, and recorded, and thus reveal the consequential
relevance vegetation has to archaeology (due to its poor documentation); produce a set of
cohesive definitions, categories, and criteria for the recognition of anthropogenic vegetation; and
propose solutions for describing, documenting, and studying site surface vegetation in both
lightweight and in-depth manners.
The Sylvan Blindspot seeks to solve certain problematic oversights produced in the
current setting of cultural resource management where more is expected with less.
Archaeological surveyors may be inadequately trained in what to look for or simply be tasksaturated, having to cover enormous swaths of land via pedestrian surveys with small crews may
not be able to observe all the cultural sites existing on the landscape. Obviously, it is not possible
to catch everything, so careful considerations of sampling methods have been leaned on. Some
(Plog et al. 1978; McManamon 1984; Wandsnider and Camilli 1992; Shott 1995; Schon 2002;
Banning et al. 2006; Graesch 2009; Owens 2011) have sought to ground-truth the efficacy of
such sampling methods by understanding the human error affected by environmental conditions
in an effort to improve sampling methodologies. Such studies found various sensorial and
environmental factors have affected the accuracy of field surveying. For example, vegetation was
commonly reported as something that obstructs ground visibility, but what if vegetation was not
merely an impediment? What if vegetation could be a signpost for surveyors’ attention? What if
such shrubbery could be archaeologically relevant itself?
Ultimately, this thesis is preoccupied with the big question of how surface vegetation2
might divulge the past story of a place to archaeologists. This persistent question captivates my
thoughts whenever I notice a peculiar out-of-place patch of greenery. It is a fair question when
sherds, lithics, stratigraphy, and ecofacts are already called on to answer questions about past
human stories; but the same is seldom said about using surface vegetation to answer the same
questions. This is because archaeologists typically conceive of vegetation as merely an
environmental setting or a frame of greenery around the site, a box to check on a site inventory
form, a nuisance that obstructs ground visibility, or, at best, see it with their raptor-like gaze as a
“x” which marks the spot of where the real treasure lies. These limited views on the value of
2

For the sake of brevity, “vegetation” and “plants” in this thesis will be used quite broadly, beyond traditional
scientific bounds, to encompass all vascular, non-vascular plants, and fungi. Surface vegetation also is intended to
be in contrast with buried plant remains, which predominates the concern of paleoethnobotanists and the majority of
archaeological concerns with plants.
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surface vegetation are overlooked between archaeologists’ far-sighted attentions transfixed at the
telescopic (i.e., crop marks) and microscopic scales (i.e., buried plant remains).
This gap in attention comes as a surprise to me, since archaeologists use predictive
models for forecasting the likelihood of encountering sites by considering various geographic,
topographic, and natural (e.g., water) features and resources (e.g., animals). Vegetation,
however, remains under-considered as variable for locating sites and under-considered for its
other data potential. Therefore, few have written about their observations of conspicuous shifts in
vegetation over archaeological sites and few have tried to systematically confront questions
relevant to interpreting these ubiquitous resources, leaving it little more than archaeological folk
wisdom.
To address this oversight, I employ a documentary survey (on site forms), a human
survey (on archaeologists’ methods and perceptions of documenting vegetation at sites, including
anecdotal plant-site associations), relevant case studies, and theory to propose a systematic
formal approach to testing plant-site associations for future study. In order to adequately
understand what archaeological plant-site associations are and their applications, it is necessary
to understand first the current state of methods and assumptions behind vegetal data’s use and
underlying causes. Thus, approaches employed here will help understand the reason that such a
commonplace resource (vegetation) manage to go unseen, as far as what site records would have
its users believe; the subjectivities and assumptions of recorders lay behind vegetation’s curious
absence in archaeological records; and the roles of discipline background, work experience
background (e.g., academic, governmental, and private sectors), geographic, cultural biases, gaps
in botanical knowledge, and lack of questioning our assumptions (e.g., what constitutes
anthropogenism3) play in shaping archaeological records in such a way as to reinforce
assumptions about the roles plants have in archaeology. Such self-conscientiousness, or
reflexivity4, is vital before excavation, since archaeologists have one shot to create efficaciously
detailed records for perpetuity. Through this reflexive look at the differences between
archaeologists in different work sectors, prevailing disciplinary philosophies towards studying
ecofacts, and differences between states or regions, this thesis intends to explain why what is
considered archaeologically relevant differs place to place and between group to group. In doing
3

Some effect in the environment directly or indirectly resulting from human influence.
Self-reflection on how the researcher’s subjectivities affect theory and method. In other words, reflexivity is the
practice of looking at how researchers shape research.
4

3

so, reflexivity makes archaeologists aware of both the causes of variability in archaeological
documentation and the range of uses of site vegetation to most effectively document
irreplaceable potential data of surface vegetation. Highlighting the current problem, Figure 1.1

Figure 1.1. Vegetation Section Excerpts from Site Forms. (24BE2186, 24MA0825, 24GN0996, 24GN0550,
24GA1840). (Roche 1987; Wolfgram et al. 2002; Merritt and Rowley 2008; Wager 2011; Gray and Fiege 2012)
Highlighting is mine. Source: Montana SHPO Office, Cultural Records Office (Compiled by author, 2017).

features a compilation of examples showing the ways vegetation may be documented on
archaeological site forms, which limit the interpretive prospects of site vegetation.
The reader may potentially view the above figure and not see the problems of its
variability in description, or may wonder which plants are important enough to record.
Essentially, the method of which and how plants are recorded is circumscribed by the extent of
theory or one’s assumptions on data potential of vegetation. The limited descriptions of
vegetation depicted above would not be compatible with the use of plants in discerning the
location and orientation of cultural features, ascertaining past human activities by their
environmental legacies and site formation processes. Other interpretive uses of plants, not
facilitated by the prevailing means of description, overlook how they may serve as a surviving

4

indication of past peoples’ decision-making, components of landscape perception, expressions of
ideology or identity, as agents in place-making, and even indications of the past landscape uses.
There are major implications for not reflecting on the limitations of one’s assumptions
about archaeologically components of the environmental and how archaeologists think about
what constitutes as pertaining to humans, such as loss of ecofactual data by not directly defining
the phenomenon of anthropogenism and agreement upon the criteria for recognizing it. Without
clear agreement of what counts as archaeological data, archaeologists may be unable to aptly
answer elementary questions, such as how early did peopling of the Americas first occur? For
example, there are those who question the accepted earliest date for human habitation in the
Americas as being about 13,000-14,000 years ago, arguing it was more like 100,000-280,000
years ago on the basis of anthropogenic spiral fractured bones at paleontological sites and
cultural memory (Steeves 2015a, 2015b). Even the ability to recognize a site through recognition
of an artifact or ecofact versus naturefacts (e.g., geofacts) can essentially come down to an
argument on anthropogenism too, such as whether archaeologists found early human-modified
stone or simply rocks in the eolithic controversy (Schnurrenberger and Bryan 1985; Lubinski et
al. 2014; Prentiss et al. 2016; Garvey and Mena 2016).
In an effort to fill in this gap of archaeological knowledge, as it pertains to the nature of
anthropogenic plants, I collected relevant literature on the subject demonstrating how others have
defined anthropogenism and how others have sought to harness the data potential from surface
vegetation. I then performed a series of documentary and human surveys for the purpose of
collecting anecdotal observations from archaeologists about possible plant-site associations for
testing and building inference; assembling the range of perceived interpretive application of
vegetation for archaeologists, by sector and region, to recognize various biases impacting the
archaeological study of vegetation; gauging archaeologists’ subjectivities guiding their methods
in documenting site vegetation, to understand the causes of documentation variability; and
tabulating the range of definitions and conceptualizations of “anthropogenism” in general and as
it pertains to vegetation, in order to bring comprehensive awareness of what to look for in the
environment as pertaining to past human activities.

5

1.2 Thesis Chapter Summaries
Chapter Two, a tripartite chapter, will first provide a literature review representing the
backdrop of this thesis, to elaborate on predominant approaches to botanical study in
archaeology in order to familiarize the reader with the under-utilized contribution of
phytoarchaeology (Brooks and Johannes 1990). The literature review will also examine the
scarce examples of archaeological reflexivity, as well as an overview of history of the
archaeological site forms in Montana, as one example of reflexivity. Second, Chapter Two
furnishes a theoretical background for this study, drawing on several theoretical frameworks
(e.g., historical ecology; phenomenology; archaeological semiotics; behavioral archaeology and
formation theory; entanglement and thing theory; symbolic interactionism and reflexivity).
Finally, the third section of Chapter Two offers a collection of archaeological interpretive
applications of surface vegetation, with supporting case studies.
Chapter Three outlines how the documentary (Site Forms Survey) and human (Methods
and Perceptions Survey, MAPS) surveys were developed, including discussions of the
limitations and rationale that shaped these surveys, including an overview of the processes
involved in conducting and interpreting them. Finally, Chapter Four discloses the results,
discussions, and conclusions of the Site Forms Survey and MAPS by region. Chapter Four also
includes a review of MAPS results to demonstrate how archaeologists (by region) currently
define anthropogenism and anthropogenic vegetation, conveying my cohesive theory of
anthropogenism integrating multiple definitions and categories (with their criteria for
recognition) of anthropogenic vegetation. Chapter Four, also includes a summary of the views
and varying methods archaeologists employ to document and interpret surface vegetation,
revealing plant and landscape-oriented data potential missed due to various background
experiences and biases. Lastly, Chapter Four will share some proposed solutions to the problems
associated with past and present oversights with surface vegetation and outline ways to treat
fields on the site forms as more than ‘environmental setting’ imploring readers to consider the
future aims and potential of this research.
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CHAPTER 2: Background Research & Theoretical Framework
2.1 Chapter Overview
Archaeologists can be dig-happy, placing a greater emphasis on collecting data and
artifacts than working with what they have already collected, producing an archaeology of holes
and hoards, and giving little thought to the afterlives of their collections (sometimes even
forgetting where excavated collections are eventually stored). As a consequence of
archaeologists’ appetite for new finds, documents are not typically conceived as constituting the
archaeological record, even though many times these records produced may be the only thing left
of a site. Therefore, I argue that archaeologists should look back as often as they look forward
towards new incoming data. By looking back, I do not mean a mere literature review, rather I
mean thinking about how previous research was conducted and the human behind the research,
as cultural anthropologists and historians have done (Clifford 1983; White 1987; Mutman 2006;
Spalding and Parker 2007; Nader 2011; Fassin 2015) with the artifacts of their own making
(ethnographies and histories) and the afterlives of their works. In other words, without
introspection on why and what goes into the paper record for perpetuity, archaeologists risk not
only permanent loss of whatever is not effectively recorded, but also miss how lopsided
representations of the archaeological record inadvertently affect archaeologists (Börjesson 2014;
Börjesson et al. 2016). Without reforming archaeological documentation, large-scale analysis is
quite encumbered by discordant archaeological description, thus hampering efforts needed for
substantiating archaeologists’ epistemological and interpretative claims.
To lay a foundation for answering the above questions, this chapter comprises: 1) a
synthesis for previous study of site surface vegetation, the development of archaeological site
forms, and previous reflection on archaeological representation; 2) a theoretical justification and
methodological basis for the archaeological study of surface vegetation; 3) a theoretical
grounding for the methodological study of subjectivity in archaeology, as through site forms; 4)
a review of the problematic and variable concepts of anthropogenism, laying an argument for a
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cohesive theory for this phenomenon; and 5) an outline of interpretive applications of surface
vegetation and their supporting case studies and other studies.
2.2 Literature Overview
2.2.1 The Polarized Scales of Botanical Study in Archaeology
Thematically speaking, the vast majority of previous archaeological research dealing with
the human-plant entanglement has been approached through two methodologically polar
extremes. First, the macroscopic scale of the archaeological approaches to plants, begun at the
turn of the 20th century, when surface vegetation was observed from the bird’s eye view of
aircraft, evolving to the application of data from satellite imagery in remote surveying by the turn
of the 21st century (Crawford 1923; Vogt 1974; Joseph 1975; Aqdus et al. 2008; Ceraudo 2013;
Verhoeven and Sevara 2016; Verhoeven and Vermeulen 2016). Second, the microscopic scale of
approaching plants, beginning in the 1970s, investigated plants from traditional buried remains
contexts associated with archaeological excavation. This microscopic-level approach drew upon
archaeobotanical techniques (founded earlier in the natural sciences and adapted into
ethnosciences and archaeology), namely paleoethnobotany (Renfrew 1973; Hastorf and Popper
1988; Van Zeist et al. 1991; Heiser 1992; Gremillion 1997; Pearsall 2000; Minnis 2004;
Anderson et al. 2011; Lepofsky 2013; Madella et al. 2014; Morehart and Morell-Hart 2015;
Porro 2005; VanDerwarker et al. 2016). In palaeoethnobotany, research questions have largely
orbited around: tracing and explaining the origins of agriculture in a given society, with an
emphasis upon domesticates (Dimbleby 1967; Renfrew 1973; Hurt 1987; Nabhan 1989; Smith
2006; Minnis 2004; Behre 2007); ascertaining a society’s subsistence lifestyle and diet (Allen
2010a; Chicone 2011; Cummings et al. 2014; VanDerwarker et al. 2016); and reconstructing past
environmental changes (Yarnell 1970; Wagner 1971; Goudie 1986; Turner and Davis 1993;
Gremillion 1997; Brothwell, Don; Brothwell 1998; Redman 1999; Orlove 2005; Branch et al.
2005; Arendt 2010a; Dincauze 2000; Fisher et al. 2009; Sullivan and Forste 2014). By contrast,
aerial reconnaissance satellite imagery views vegetation in broader strokes, such as crop marks
and plant communities’ growth patterns over the landscape are used to locate undiscovered sites
(Fowler and Fowler 2005; Lasaponara and Masini 2007; Aqdus et al. 2008).
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2.2.2 The Exceptions in Between
Caught between these two macro- and micro-extremes is the seldom-considered surface
vegetation. The predominant studies on surface vegetation has included: culturally modified trees
(Janseen 1941; Florin 1977; Mobley and Eldridge 1992; Elliot 1993; Andersson et al. 2008;
Ostlund et al. 2009; Turner et al. 2009; Nicolai 2013; Morrison and Shepard 2013; Kawa et al.
2015); whole forests dependent upon prehistoric anthropogenic fire disturbance (Balée 1998;
Dootlittle 2000; Vale 2002; Minnis 2004; Arno et al. 2008; Mason et al. 2012; Sullivan and
Forste 2014; Heyerdahl et al. 2015); occasional consideration of tribal ethnobotanical concerns
in cultural landscapes (traditional cultural places, such as gathering grounds) (Zedeño 2007); and
how the environment has broadly changed as seen through historic land-use indications and
various archival records (Sanford et al. 1995; Sanford et al. 1997; Floyd et al. 2003; Foster et al.
2003; Deur and Turner 2005; Egan and Howell 2001; Shahack-gross et al. 2003; Boyd et al.
2007; Wessels 2010; Shelly 2012; Mattingly and Orrock 2013; Bobbitt 2015). Obviously,
ethnobotanical species or culturally significant plants address the surface of the archaeological
record, though deserve their own space for further consideration in an effort to address surface
vegetation not restricted to present-day cultural valuation as the basis for having archaeological
worth, a further distinction will be revisited in sections 2.3.3 and 2.4.
Among these exceptions at the surface level, comparatively few have written about plant
communities or species having site indicator value or other significance. U.S. archaeologists
began to see some value in surface vegetation at archaeological sites around the turn of the 20th
century (Dall 1877; Jochelson 1925; Hrdlička 1937a), though, only 15 methodologically detailed
English publications in the last century have systematically focused on site surface vegetation
(Zeiner 1946; Bank 1953; Yarnell 1965a; Clark 1968; McCartney 1976; Minnis and Plog 1976;
McCartney 1978; Sue Pearson 1988; Forbes 1993; Forbes 1994; Forbes 1996; Huisinga 2001;
Larrue et al. 2010; Tømmervik et al. 2010; Warren 2016). While less methodologically explicit,
others have imparted important generalist observations of the human legacy that can be found
written in the environment (Clark 1957; Stewart 1977; Loendorf 1978; Beckes et al. 1982;
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Holzner and Ikusima 1983; Blasing 1986; Pearson 1988; Brooks and Johannes 1990a; Castri et
al. 1990; Yamin and Metheny 1996; Russell 1997; Egan and Howell 2001; Johnson and Klemens
2005; Šilc 2010), addressing subjects such as: using vegetal patterns to disclose the presence of
undiscovered archaeological sites and features; linking the presence of a specific species to direct
human introduction (whether intentional or unintentional) at sites; and attributing past or present
human activities (or disturbances) to soil modifications (e.g., edaphic conditions), which in turn
attract certain vegetal communities. Before commencing with an overview of important
methodologically detailed vegetation studies at archaeological sites, two observations from these
surface vegetation studies are in order: 1) theory is only implicit among these studies, which is
something this study seeks to remedy; and 2) despite the Eastern U.S. having a richer availability
of archival and field resources on the subject of human-modified site vegetation5, the
aforementioned 15 methodologically detailed studies, when occurring in the U.S., curiously
predominate in the Western U.S. what follows is discussion of important developments and
limitations among some of these case studies.
Zeiner (1946), though not an archaeologist, performed the first detailed vegetation survey
at a U.S. archaeological site and employed an inductive survey with the belt-transect method at
Angel Mounds, Indiana. Zeiner’s measures included noting species presence vs. absence, slope,
and soil PH, and discovering particular plants grow differently over buried linear cultural
features (i.e., walls and foundations). Banks (1953) performed a similar study of shifts in
vegetation communities and abundance due to human-modified edaphic conditions, using 10x10
ft2 quadrant transect surveys over prehistoric Aleut village mounds at six sites situated on four
Alaskan islands, taking soil samples for PH and counts. Banks not only took ecological factors
into consideration for the causation of plant communities at sites, but also considered how their
deposition might have had something to do with the past Aleutian use of plants. His results are
too much to share here; though in short, Banks, like Zeiner, considered some plants to be a useful
indicator of prehistoric Aleut village mounds.
Despite Zeiner’s trailblazing scientific approach, such research did not consider the habits
of past people’s plant usage as an explanation for the presence and distribution of certain species
at archaeological sites. Enter Yarnell (1965), who performed an extensive number of vegetation

5

(Leighton 1976; Stilgoe 1982; Miller and Gleason 1994; Leighton 1986; Leighton 1987; Sanford et al. 1995;
Russell 1997; Sanford et al. 1997; Cronon 2003; Piddock et al. 2009; Wessels 2010; Graham 2011; Wulf 2011)
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surveys at Southwestern U.S. archaeological sites and evaluated the likelihood of plantassociations being attributable to past people’s activities at those sites. While Zeiner attributed
plant distributions at sites to changes in the chemical composition of soils from buried walls,
which in turn attracted certain plant communities, Yarnell sought to attribute out-of-place species
(outside their expected natural range) to human intervention and use. He was the first to consider
both the role of human activities and plant uses (from ethnographic sources) in tandem with the
behavior of plant spreading mechanisms to weigh the likelihood of particular plants being at
sites.
Clark (1968) took exception to Yarnell’s lack of transparency in methods, interpretation,
and conclusion, performing his own more systematic, though small, study. Picking three of
Yarnell’s 30 sites surveyed, Clark contributed the first systematic and comprehensive vegetation
survey at an archaeological site. Clark’s (1968) study was unique in its level of consistency and
combination of scientific approaches: disclosing his counting biases (e.g., which plants would be
counted and not counted); defining his terms and variables (e.g., his meaning of frequency,
cover, etc.); using clearly delineated boundaries of sample plots; using the line-intercept survey
method; and even using control sample plots. Clark attributed vegetal signatures at these sites to
non-human forces of nature and not to any clear direct human intervention, passingly attributing
their distribution to the spreading mechanisms of plants and their chance attraction to modified
soil conditions favoring them. While laudable in his systematic approach, his approaches did not
include what testable conditions could validate human invention and simply ruled out any
possible human factors.
Breaking from the previous surveys, Minnis and Plog (1976) performed the first
deductive vegetation survey of Agave parryi (Parry's agave) at a series of archaeological sites in
Arizona, drawing on previous studies necessitating consideration of the processes of past human
uses of plants, understanding the nature of a species’ spreading mechanisms, and studying
human-modified soil conditions at sites that would have created an ecological niche for certain
species. This was the first serious study to consider and compare the distribution of a species
(surface vegetation) both inside its natural range (as their control plots) and outside its natural
range at archaeological sites. Like Zeiner, Minnis and Plog considered slope and like Yarnell,
they considered human-linked dispersal of species. Huisinga (2001) followed in the footsteps of
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Minnis and Plog (1976), performing the second deductive approach with the distribution of
Salvia dorrii subspecies mearnsii (Purple sage), in the Southwest.
Warren (2016) contributed a third deductive study breaking from the others in a careful
ethnobotanical6 consideration of one species of interest, Gleditsia triacanthos (Honeylocust), by
the Cherokee in the Southern Appalachian Mountain region. Warren saw Native Americans as
under-considered manipulators of the biogeographical distribution of tree species, much like
Euro-American colonists had been credited with in past studies (Rehder and Tucker 1946; Taylor
1996; Cronon 2003; Schiebinger 2004; Schiebinger and Swan 2005). Moreover, plant-site
associations were traced in the spaces between settlements instead of solely at settlement sites
through his consideration of human-dispersal of Honeylocust through consumption and discard
while traveling on trails. Warren was also the first to give in-depth considerations of the effects
of modern and historical land-use interfering with the results of his surveys, exercising a solid
grasp of various ecological issues.
2.2.3 Introduction to Phytosociology and Phytoarchaeology
Phytosociology (i.e., plant sociology) is a branch of ecology, or more specifically plant
community ecology, focused on today in the U.K. and Continental Europe. Phytosociology
emphasizes classifying plant associations (i.e., communities), according to the view of BraunBlanquet (1932), by the aspects of 1) “physiognomy, or gross appearance due to the growth form
of the plants” (McIntosh 1978:2); and 2) “composition, the species present and their relative
proportions” (McIntosh 1978:2). The Phytosociological syntaxonomic groupings of associations
by these two aspects are not simply by vegetation zone characterized by key species, but by
plants’ shared reactions to abiotic factors, like edaphic (soil) conditions, water, heat, light and
aspect, topography and slope, moisture, temperature, PH, and various human impacts, through
gradient analysis (Braun-Blanquet 1932; Poore 1955; McIntosh 1978; Jörg 2003; Biondi 2011;
Čarni et al. 2011; Pott 2011). Braun-Blanquet’s view of classifying plant associations differs
from that of Clements (1936), who groups are associated in terms of forest succession. Because
Braun-Blanquet’s school of phytosociology is based on the assumption that plants are strong

6

Aforementioned case-studies when considering ethnobotanical plants lumped many different tribe’s uses together,
leaving an impression of a pan-Amerindian ethnobotanical view of plants.
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indicators of the environment (Woodell 1979), it offers the method and philosophy needed to
gauge plant associations with different kinds of archaeological sites. Still, the connection
between phytosociology and archaeology was not established until Phytoarchaeology.
The most comprehensive and systematic, yet underappreciated, contribution to the
archaeological study of surface vegetation came from Robert R. Brooks and Dieter Johannes’
(1990) pioneering textbook Phytoarchaeology; as geobotanists by training, they offered
geobotanical (or bioprospecting) survey methods. Together, they integrated geobotanical survey
methods with existing aerial reconnaissance and paleoethnobotanical methods to offer a starting
point for future vegetation surveys at archaeological sites and raise awareness of the plethora of
valuable uses for vegetal data in archaeology. The roots of phytoarchaeology can be found in
archaeological aerial reconnaissance, phytosociology, and geobotany. While Brooks and
Johannes’ definition of phytoarchaeology as “the relationship between vegetation and
archaeology” was quite broad, their other descriptions are more expansive and unique than their
first definition. For example, they overlooked the existing field of paleoethnobotany (Pearsall
1992; Ollendorf 1993). Because of this oversight, I prefer Brooks and Johannes’ clarified
alternative descriptions of phytoarchaeology as the study of surface vegetation obviously
behaving as “…an indicator of buried archaeological remains…” and “…anthropogenic
modifications of the environment… by past advertent and inadvertent human activities…”
(Brooks and Johannes 1990:9,13). By contrast palaeoethnobotany, even if not expressly in
definition, but in practice focuses on archaeological remains in the (buried) archaeological
record. Phytoarchaeology’s unique description as being concerned with what exactly constitutes
“anthropogenic modification” among surface vegetation is important for bringing
phytoarchaeology into the 21st century; such details will be covered in section 2.3.3. While
lacking in explicit theory applicable to archaeological inquiry, phytoarchaeology offers sufficient
details for practice in the field by non-botanists and raises the potential of archaeological
interpretive applications of vegetation. Moreover, despite the small collection of research on the
topic (DePlaen et al. 1982; Brooks 1983, 1987; Brooks and Johannes 1990), phytoarchaeology
ignited my interest in this research in the first place.
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2.2.4 Archaeological Reflexivity and The Origins of Site Documentation
My attention to gray literature (i.e., site forms and reports) first came when cataloging the
University of Montana Anthropological Collections Facility’s gray literature and when I first
began searching for field sites that would suit future vegetation surveys. During this literature
search, I realized a glaring paucity of vegetal description in site forms and rampant template use
for environmental setting details in reports; I also observed that white literature has given little
attention to surface vegetation, which caused me to wonder why vegetation is so meagerly
documented or studied at archaeological sites. Also, why is it that Brooks and Johannes’
Phytoarchaeology neglected to gain any traction with archaeologists in nearly 30 years since its
release? All my work ameliorating the archaeological study of vegetation could be in vain if I did
not understand the forces preventing this research area from advancing. I believe the field is
stymied on multiple fronts, including at the discipline level, field technician level, and researcher
level. Therefore, this kind of reflection, called “reflexivity” caused me to see the importance in
thinking about the humans behind the research and how such knowledge is selectively produced,
starting with the role of archaeological paperwork in these processes. It is this question that led
me to realize archaeologists seldom employ anthropology’s tenet of reflexivity7. There are scarce
instances of U.S. archaeological reflexivity beyond theoretical critiques (Table 2.1).

7

Reflexivity, a researcher’s practice of reflection on his/her subjectivities in order to achieve greater objectivity
through transparency of one’s implicit assumptions about reality; reflexivity underscores how such assumptions
reveal the researcher’s experiences (i.e., habitus), upbringing, training, sensory limitations, etc. and is a concept
borrowed from sociologists of science. Pierre Bourdieu primarily developed reflexivity in the 1970s, inspired by
post-modernism’s critique of science’s ability to capture an objective reality (Weber 2003; Dean 2017)
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Table 2.1. Examples of Studies on Archaeological Reflexivity (Table by author, 2017).

Unfortunately, there is not enough space here to address the development of other
archaeological exercises in reflexivity; however, I mention documentary reflexivity here by way
of introducing the origins and development of the site form in Montana. Reflexivity in
documentation is warranted because a number of archaeologists have mentioned how their
research, often requiring significant datasets of contextual details at sites over large geographic
areas, has been hobbled by thin and the variant nature of description in site documentation and
by the archaeological imagination of what to look for or what counts (Gazin-schwartz
2001:273,278; Bundy 2005:50-72; Deur and Turner 2005:289-293; Augé 2013:176,181). To my
knowledge there is little work on reflexivity towards archaeological documentation, so there is
little equal treatment of site artifacts with site records as an artifact of archaeologists. Most
relevant here are Joyce’s and Hodder’s literary theoretical syntheses on the nature of
archaeological storytelling through reports (Joyce et al. 2002; Hodder 1989). The paucity of
‘self-checking’ literature, especially concerning archaeological archives (Garcia-Rovira 2015),
raises the question of why site form documentation is under examined. David Graeber (2015)
suspects that the anthropological study of paperwork is obviously boring compared to more
flashy objects of culture, but admits there are anthropological questions that could be asked of it.
For example, one can investigate people’s perceptions of paperwork; observe their reactions to it
and their uses for it; extrapolate reasons for form layout; examine what a form prioritizes and
what it leaves out, and what these things say about the form’s designer; question the available
options, categories, descriptions in both a forms’ prompts and its recorder’s responses, or why
signatures even make documents official (Graeber 2015).
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Therefore, I will provide a brief origin story of site forms, from the vantage point of
Montana archaeology. Beyond academic publications, the bulk of archaeological documentation
is gray literature (e.g., reports, lab forms, maps, field notebooks/notes, specimen forms,
correspondences, a variety of early site type or period specific forms, and site forms); here I
focus only on the cultural inventory site form8, beginning first broadly and narrowing to the
context of Montana. Excepting early excavation field notes from private and institutional
antiquarian archaeologists, the emergence of archaeological documentation for its own sake in
the U.S. was an outgrowth of the bureaucratization of the 1930s and 40s. During this period, the
New Deal created many work projects (i.e., Works Progress Administration, or WPA) to fix the
unemployment problem of the Great Depression (Graeber 2015). Site forms, first necessitated
from the extensive data amassed in the salvage archaeology of the 1940s and 1960s massive
infrastructure work (i.e., dam construction), due to The Flood Control Act of 1944 and The
Reservoir Salvage Act of 1960 (Wedel 1967; Lehmer 1971; King 1978; Jennings 1985; Banks et
al. 2011; Thieseen 1999; Snyder et al. 2000; Govaerts 2014). During this time, various
government and scientific agencies worked together to collect as much data as they could before
archaeological sites and cultural landscapes were impacted by dam development; this collective
work was known as the Inter-Agency Salvage Project. The Smithsonian Institution spearheaded
a series of archaeological surveys called the (Smithsonian) River Basin Survey (RBS) (Govaerts
2014). With the immense amount of information collected and records generated, a consistent
governmental system was needed to organize this information by site. Paul Cooper, between
1946-1947, drawing inspiration from the 1930s WPA projects in Nebraska, devised a three-part
naming system to identify sites with records, known today as the Smithsonian Trinomial
System9, and is used by most U.S. states in some variant (Butler 2009; Thiessen and Roberts
2009). Various other institutions and museums adopted this naming convention in some fashion,
and it spread. While credit is known for the naming system, credit for the creation of the first site
form remains a mystery.
8

This decision to focus on site forms here is due to site forms having the greatest site-specific details of vegetation.
While archaeological reports indeed discuss vegetation, reports typically are completed from pre-existing general
template information on plant communities for a region. For example, CRM, reports frequently bundle together the
environmental setting for multiple sites into a laundry list of species, loosing any useful site-specific vegetal
information.
9
Typically in this system, the first part (two number digits) represents a state number (numbered in order of the
states if put into alphabetic order). The second part a two-letter code for abbreviating the county in which the site is.
The third part is a four-digit code for the ordinal number of a site designated in the previously mentioned county.
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Archaeological site forms emerged during this 20th century salvage archaeology period,
and their design obviously served organizational purposes, detailing basic locational and
descriptive information. The RBS site form and its naming convention were adopted by museum
institutions, agencies, and state archaeological societies, such as was the case in Montana.
Napton (1958) and Montana State University anthropology staff (1958) in Archaeology in
Montana (AIM) give the first mention of a proposed site form for Montana, stating it was
patterned after the one used by the RBS. Since AIM’s inception, this organization was composed
of amateurs and professionals. Professional archaeologists wanted amateurs, who knew the
existence of archaeological sites, to have a way of passing on this information to them in a
systematic way. Therefore, this proposed form was adjusted to be friendly towards amateur
archaeologists. Also, at this time the Montana State University (today, the University of
Montana) served as the central agency to assign site numbers and house accompanying records.
Increasingly through the 1950s and 1960s, the National Park Service (NPS) took over
RBS and other archaeological systematizing responsibilities with the funding it had (Govaerts
2014). With the passage of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) of 1966, a few
relevant matters changed in archaeology. The central role of the NPS in setting various
archaeological standards solidified, as did their pivotal role in maintaining the historic registry.
NHPA also instituted state historic preservation offices (SHPOs), as well as changed the face of
U.S. archaeology as salvage work, which evolved to cultural resource management compliance
based work (King 1978; Banks et al. 2011). Thus, the way sites were recorded shifted from
serving organizational and locational purposes to serving as records for evaluating the National
Register of Historic Properties (NRHP) eligibility of a site. With NHPA creating a culture of
compliance in archaeology, coupled with the eligibility form NPS Form 10-900 (designed by
architectural historians in the 1960s (King 2016), the scene was created for site forms to be
designed around describing elements necessary for consideration of NRHP eligibility. In doing
so, NPS form 10-900 set a bias in site forms towards focusing on built structural description, as
opposed to the spaces in between features/structures and artifacts.
One effect NHPA had on site recordkeeping was the creation of SHPOs that began to
take over as the central agencies to assign site numbers or to work with state universities who
already were the share-point of site records. A major development in the regional design of site
forms occurred when the University of Utah and the BLM worked together in the late 1970s on a
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standardized archaeological site form compatible for a computer database. This collaboration
resulted in the Intermountain Antiquities Computer System (IMACS) in 1981 (Department of
Anthropology 2001). Meanwhile, in Montana during the early 1980s, archaeologists were
frustrated with inconsistencies in description and conceptions of categories on site forms.
Compliance-led researchers saw site forms to be of little research value for planning purposes in
the early period of computerized archaeological records. By 1988-1989, consensus among the
Montana Archaeological Association [sic] committee informed the creation of the first Cultural
Resource Information System (CRIS) Form (Montana Historical Society 1989) in Montana. The
Montana SHPO required that some agreed upon language would be used as a minimum and so

Figure 2.1. Vegetation surveys and documentation development timeline of key events and publications.
(Figure by author, 2017).

some standardized descriptive terms were defined, but allowed for various agencies to do their
forms differently. Though not every state’s SHPO has allowed this practice (Montana State
Historic Preservation Office 2015). Presently, the Montana SHPO continues the use of the CRIS
form and different agencies use their own versions with considerable overlap. One such example
of agency site forms differing from the CRIS would be the USFS site forms. As seen in
Montana, the latter now includes a small section for archaeological districts and cultural
landscape notes. Today the CRIS form model is used by multiple U.S. states and is one of the
more comprehensive site forms used in the U.S., aside from the IMACS model, which is used in
certain state and federal lands in California, Idaho, Nevada, Utah, and Wyoming (Department of
Anthropology 2001). See Figure 2.1 for a recapitulation of key events and publications.
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2.3 Meta-Archaeology on Documentation, Subjectivity, and Plants
2.3.1 Into the Thickets of Things: Why Documentation Matters
This section pulls at a curious loose thread left by archaeologists through their
paperwork, or what Rathje and Schiffer (1982) called “the greatest source of variability in the
archaeological record”. This critical question of why researchers think and do what they do is the
domain of reflexivity, which can be practical, personal, disciplinary, theoretical, and
methodological in nature (Weber 2003; Dean 2017). Ian Hodder, in his work on field method
reflexivity, defines reflexivity as “a recognition of positionality… a critique of one’s own takenfor-granted assumptions, not as an egocentric display, but as an historical enquiry into the
foundations of one’s claims to knowledge” (2003:58). Without reflexive consideration, we
cannot engage in effective bias control and self-correct erroneous assumptions (Dewey 1910:6;
King 1978:18; Dean 2017:5). This reflexive exercise is necessary not only for explaining why
documentation is shaped the way it is and how it affects archaeologists, but also elucidates why
something like site surface vegetation has been overlooked. Engaging in disciplinary reflexivity,
I use a number of the theories and concepts affiliated with object-oriented philosophies, posthumanism, and new materialism characterizing some of the new directions that archaeological
theory has been moving in the last 15 years (Garcia-Rovira 2015), such as phenomenology,
entanglement, object agency, thing theory, and symbolic interactionism and social objects (see
Figure 2.2).

Figure 2.2. Theoretical Approaches to Studying Archaeological Subjectivities in the Field and
in Records (Figure by author, 2017).
Figure by author, 2017.
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Archaeologists have raided the theories of other disciplines, such as literature, art,
political science, psychology, and sociology, to explain the relationship between humans and
things in the effort to explain human behavior. Two such ways of explaining human behavior
have revolved around models of explanation based on agency (i.e., the individual’s ability to
enact change on the world around him/her according to his/her own motivations) or structures
(i.e. an external limiting force of sorts, such as an official story; the established order or custom
of things; and institutions’ and authorities’ ways of doing things, such as law) determining
human actions (Gardner 2009; Praetzellis 2015; Cipolla and Harris 2017). Traditionally,
archaeologists have conceived of agency anthropocentrically, as human agency or humans as
social actors (Dornan 2002; Fuchs 2008; Gardner 2009); although, there are those who contend
agency has anything to do with intentionality (Gosden 2005; Cipolla and Harris 2017), proactive
action (thus could allow for passive action or resistance) (Mahmood 2001), or even humans
(Crumley et al. 2001; Pollan 2002; Chamovitz 2012; Kohn 2013; Musharbash and
Presterudstuen 2014; Praetzellis 2015; Wohlleben 2015; Cipolla and Harris 2017). Currently,
there is a new push to see agency more relationally, consequently de-centering humans from
study (Hodder 2016; Cipolla and Harris 2017). In this section, I break from the traditional
dichotomy between agency and structure, taking the view that both are valid. Moreover, I make
two assertions regarding agency in this text: 1) non-humans (what I will respectfully refer to, in a
theoretical sense, as “objects”) can have object agency; and 2) objects are social objects (as
depicted in symbolic interactionism, a view that accepts both agency and structure, as I will
return to later). Thus I utilize the idea of objects as both having agency and being social to
addressing my questions about the study of documents and site vegetation.
It should not come as a surprise that non-humans possess agency, as is accepted in
biology (Odling-Smee et al. 2013). For example, niche construction theory holds various
organisms can manipulate their environment to their advantage (e.g., beaver, elephants, ants,
knapweed, etc.) (Callaway et al. 2008; Albuquerque et al. 2015). Though one might dispute that
this is just an example of living beings, I will buttress my point with other non-human examples
of agency. In anthropology, non-human components of the environment can guide human
decision-making and affect the path of human adaption to a local environment, as seen in cultural
ecology theory, among others (Moran 2008; Hardesty 2009). There are also anthropologists who
examine the effects perceived entities, beings, spirits, gods, and demons have on human
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decision-making and feedback interaction with the environment and with one another (Kohn
2013; Musharbash and Presterudstuen 2014). Because archaeologists have traditionally viewed
the relationship between humans and artifacts as a one-sided relationship flowing in a singular
direction, objects are viewed as passive and merely created and used by humans (Olsen 2010;
Cipolla and Harris 2017). As such, when analyzing objects, archaeologists have looked through
the object to what the object means about the past people behind the object, including people,
activities, and ideologies involved in the creation, use, and discard of said object (i.e., life
history). This prevailing view sees an object as just an arbitrary sign to be read10 (Cipolla and
Harris 2017), for example, a paw print in the ground is read as the past presence of an animal
having passed through the area. To take this metaphor further, what about the quality (i.e.,
freshness/age, weight, sex, speed/pace) of such a ‘paw print’ affecting the decisions of an
onlooker? Does the onlooker feel fear, relief, excitement, or non-plus when seeing the paw-print?
In order to use language for describing the relationship between humans and things, I
employ Ian Hodder’s Entanglement Theory, as it considers humans and things are caught up in a
web of unintended consequences and may be codependent on each other. So, there are human to
human (H-H), human to thing (H-T), thing to thing (T-T), and thing to human (T-H)
entanglements (Hodder 2012); see Figure 2.3 for an example
of a H-T and T-H Entanglement. The nature of Entanglement
relationships is what Hodder calls either Dependence or
Dependency relationships. Dependence is an enabling
relationship, a situation where humans or things enable
human or things to act at least in some capacity on another
human or thing (Hodder 2012). In contrast, a Dependency is a
constraining relationship, asserting a limitation on the
Figure 2.3. Date Palms at Tel Megiddo,
Israel, Summer 2015.
Note: An example of Entanglement, these
Date Palms grew from the seeds spat out by
Iraqi excavators during their lunch breaks at
the turn of the 1900s (H-T). Today, visitors
take rest in the same place because of the
palms’ shade (T-H).
Caleb Ostrom (right), Scott Huff (left) (Photo
by author, 2015).

10

capacity of thing or human to act on another human or thing.
The advantages (i.e., dependence) and disadvantages (i.e.,
dependency) of things’ relationships with humans lie in the
attributes/qualities of things, or what some might refer to as
their materiality (Taylor 2009; Cipolla and Harris 2017).
Shortly I will provide applications of these Entanglements, but

This semiotic view will be returned to in Section 2.3.3
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first I must return to the question of how exactly T-H object agency can occur through examining
how their materiality affects humans.
If an archaeologist is to recognize the existence of a T-H relationship, then it necessitates
considering an object itself, rather than looking beyond the object as a mere sign, as is in the
theories of archaeological semiotics and pragmatics (Preucel and Bauer 2001; Preucel 2006).
This view of how things affect humans is the subject of thing theory, a way of seeing things
through a reversal in the aforementioned uni-directional flow of humans (the subject) making
things (the object), asserting things (the new subject) make humans (the new object) (Brown
2001; Brown 2003; Brown 2004; Plotz 2005; Joyce and Gillespie 2015; Cipolla and Harris
2017). Bill Brown, a professor of English and history of culture, was credited with coining thing
theory when expressing the power of objects over humans. He describes thing theory as “…what
is excessive in objects, as what exceeds their mere materialization as objects or their mere
utilizations as objects- their force as a sensuous presence or as a metaphysical presence, the
magic by which objects become values, fetishes, idols, and totems… the thing seems to name the
object, just as it is, even as it names some thing else” (Brown 2004:4)
In essence, Brown suggested that one way to study T-H relationship was through
examining the sensuality of a thing. Therefore, I will consider how a thing’s ‘sensuality,’ or
formal/physical properties, elicits certain sensorial qualities in human perception.
Phenomenology is well suited to this area, as it is the study of subjective pre-cognitive human
lived-experience as an explanation of human behavior (Heidegger 1926; Olsen 2010; Zahavi
2012; Praetzellis 2015; Cipolla and Harris 2017). Some examples of these subjective
“experiences” include the study of the impact senses, memories, and emotions have on human
perception of the world (Hamilakis 2013; Praetzellis 2015). Phenomenology asserts humans are
not solely rationally motivated creatures whose thoughts are logically and abstractly formulated
consciously, but rather creatures subjected to attitudes formulated from pre-logical interactions
with one’s personal experiences with the surrounding environment (Marshall 2008; Zahavi 2012;
Ram and Houston 2015). The stance of phenomenology, in contrast to other views of human
thought and action as separate from the world and the notion of humans having a uni-lineal
relationship with the world (Cipolla and Harris 2017), rejects humans as solely governed by
conscious thoughts affecting action and the traditional western dichotomy of man vs. nature
(Cipolla and Harris 2017). In practice, phenomenology evokes a method of considering the emic
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perspective of its human subjects’ subjective experiences at work between perception and action
(Zahavi 2012; Praetzellis 2015). As far as archaeological method, phenomenology uses analogy
and archival records to find the factor of lived-experience as an explanation for past human
behavior, especially in the area of landscape archaeology (Tilley 1994). Never before, am I
aware, have archaeologists turned this theory and method on living fellow-archaeologists to
understand the causes for their actions in documentation (beyond graphic illustration and
photography).
Central to phenomenology’s focus on subjective experience is Heidegger’s concept of
“Being-In-The-World”, the idea that people are inseparable from the world through their
engagements with it (Heidegger 1926; Olsen 2010; Cipolla and Harris 2017). But what does
Heidegger mean about “engagements” and where does he see distinctions between humans and
things/objects? The difference between the two came in the human state of awareness of our
relationship with things/objects in the concepts of “Present-At-Hand” and “Ready-At-Hand”.
Present-At-Hand is the relationship where a thing becomes an object through conscious attention
or contemplation (Olsen 2010; Cipolla and Harris 2017). In this view, a thing is a member of
grouping (Olsen 2010; Hodder 2012), such as a chair in a conference hall full of chairs. Whereas,
an object “is a thing itself is singled out for attention” (Olsen 2010; Hodder 2012; Cipolla and
Harris 2017), such as a chair placed curiously on display in a contemporary art gallery. A
common way in which a thing becomes an object is through a disturbance event, such as
breaking and no longer serving its purpose (Olsen 2010; Cipolla and Harris 2017), thus causing
the chair to be seen in a new and conscious manner. However, the normative relationship
between a human and a thing is called “Ready-At-Hand,” which is when a thing disappears from
mind (invisible to our conscience) during its use, where it is an extension of its human-user
(Olsen 2010; Cipolla and Harris 2017). During a thing’s use, it is in a sort of oneness relationship
with not just the human, but other things or components involved (e.g., the plug or screws in the
chair, the chair’s wheels, the table and the floor where the chair is parked), a concept Heidegger
called “equipment totality” (Olsen 2010; Cipolla and Harris 2017).
Merleau-Ponty, building on Heidegger’s Being-In-The-World idea of inseparability of
humans and their worlds, sought to emphasize how the touching-points of these engagements
were blurry and were achieved through “sensations” (Marshall 2008; Olsen 2010; Cipolla and
Harris 2017). Merleau-Ponty’s “sensations” is the notion of humans reaching out with their
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senses beyond the traditional boundary between bodies and things (Malafouris 2013). The
popular example given for this is a blindman’s sense of “sight” not only being replaced with a
walking-stick but the idea of “sight” extending beyond the eyes or touch/skin through vibrations
sent out and returning from the surroundings through the stick (Malafouris 2013). Thus one’s
sense of “sight” can extend beyond the physiological boundaries of one’s body, or with one’s
eyes (Hodder and Hutson 2003; Hodder 2012; Malafouris 2013). The power of the T-H
entanglement is when, as Harris and Cipolla (2017) explain, things exert the most influence over
humans, culture, society, when their thingly constraints (i.e., dependency) go unnoticed (Olsen
2010; Cipolla and Harris 2017). In other words, field archaeologists’ relationship with their
documentation or awareness of a site’s environmental setting is a Ready-At-Hand sort, where
implicit biases are unknowingly causing unintended consequences on physical reality. Though,
these unintended consequences can be another’s Present-At-Hand relationship. For example,
sometimes researchers who intend to use these records recognize something as unhelpful, such as
my drawing field archaeologists’ attention to the subject of surface vegetation on site forms. In
doing so, I am creating a sort of ‘disturbance’ event to turn site vegetation and site forms from
things to objects (just as an user of these records would do when frustrated with them). However,
this is necessary for increasing the research value of documentation for the sake of its audience,
which includes researchers in this case.
Until now, I have expressed my ontological framework for understanding how site
vegetation and archaeological documentation affect archaeologists through object agency,
discussing phenomenological sensation and the entanglement of relationships between
archaeologists, artifacts in the field, and the artifacts of their own making. Now, I will proceed
with the subject of objects as social objects and how archaeologists carry certain ways of seeing
into the field, colored by our individual background and experiences. In other words, while
humans make things and things make us, humans impose meanings on things. As mentioned
earlier, both disturbance11 and sensations can convert our perception of a thing into becoming an
object. However, sensations do not exist in a vacuum, nor are they standard issue for everyone;
instead sensations are filtered through what Pierre Bourdieu called “habitus;” habitus was Pierre
Bourdieu’s answer to the debate over whether agency or structure was responsible for governing
human behavior, with habitus encompassing both. Habitus is the concept of “socialized
11

When a thing becomes an object for its own sake due to some disturbance or breakage (i.e., Present-At-Hand).
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subjectivity,” the idea that the individual’s character is the summation of personal upbringing,
institutional, and cultural history (Praetzellis 2015; Dean 2017:20).
In other words, humans behave the way we do because over the course of our lives we
have unconsciously internalized the unwritten social script of how to think and act as though it
were our own invention. Habitus is also relevant here because it is part of Pierre Bourdieu’s
formula for discerning the ingredients of research practice as “(Habitus x Capital) + Field =
Practice” (Dean 2017:30). Dean (2017:20,30-31) elaborates on Bourdieu’s formula as follows:
“habitus” is the sum of “who the researcher is;” “personal biography/position,” which can
include one’s disciplinary training; “capital” is “what the researcher has at his/her disposal;”
“research skills/resources,” or tools and equipment; “field” is “where the researcher is,” located
in a given circumstantial context, a place, or institution; and “practice” is research practice or
what the researcher has done. In other words, research practice (e.g., archaeological
documentation) is a product of the inner and the (perceived) outer world, and the outer world’s
various constraints and circumstances affecting both the field technician and the researcher. This
formula will be used for discerning the processes behind what does and does not go into the site
forms.
To further parse out how habitus affects how we think and act, I must introduce the
theory of Symbolic Interactionism and its concept of objects as social objects. Symbolic
Interactionism (SI) is a perspective today in sociological social psychology [sic] originating from
George Herbert Mead and popularized by sociologist Erving Goffman (Charon 2010). SI sees
human actions as caused by humans acting on their subjective perceptions of reality formed by
ever changing and ongoing inter-communication with others and within our own thoughts
(Charon 2010; Carter and Fuller 2015). This view was intended to stand in contrast with the
previous view of human action caused by fixed qualities instilled by external structures (i.e.,
society or as a result of one’s demographics). Mead’s inspiration for SI drew from Pragmatism,
Charles Darwin, and Social Behaviorism (Mead 1934; Charon 2010). For my purposes, the most
important here are pragmatism and behaviorism. Pragmatism attests nothing truly speaks for
itself but finds value in what we can do with it (Charon 2010). In other words, we believe in the
value of or notice certain things in proportion to how often we can apply or use something.
Social Behaviorism holds human actions cannot be understood without realizing that action
begins at the level of thoughts; thus action must be understood through an understanding of
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symbols and perspective (Charon 2010). So, in this view, what we notice or miss is partly due to
how we are taught to “see” reality.
But whose symbols and what do I mean by humans “seeing” reality? This begins with
Tamotsu Shibutani’s definition of “perspective:”
A perspective is an ordered view of one’s world- what is taken for granted about the
attributes of various objects, events, and human nature. It is an order of things
remembered and expected as well as things actually perceived, an organized conception
of what is plausible and what is possible; it constitutes the matrix through which one
perceives his [or her] environment (Shibutani 1955:564).
According to Dean (2017), perspective is composed of five ways of knowing through authority,
culture, personal experience, rational thinking, and science/careful observation. Emphasizing
authority and culture as a means of knowing, Shibutani (1955) insists humans borrow a
combination of perspectives of existing groups’ (i.e., reference group’s/society’s) way of seeing
reality. So, while objects exist physically, social interactions with reference groups causes
humans to see objects as, “…pointed out, isolated, catalogued, interpreted, and given meaning
through social interaction.” (Dean 2017:45). This of course covers an explanation of how reality
is seen, but what is seen in this social reality?
Temporarily setting aside previous nuanced definitions of objects vs. things, for the sake
of taking up the Symbolic Interactionist perspective, SI considers all objects/things as being
social objects. Social objects are “…objects constantly changing as they are defined and
redefined in interaction… defined according to their use for people involved in a situation… the
object changes as its use for us changes…” (Dean 2017:45-46). In fact, the perceptual difference
between when a thing becomes an object is socially determined. Since a social object’s definition
is in flux and indicates a reference group’s use for something, we may not notice something
when not deemed useful to one’s reference group and conversely notice a social object when
one’s reference group deems it useful.
Because archaeologists do not compose just one reference group, they may be further
divided by various other memberships (e.g., theory, method, work sector, and geography), I
intend to examine work sector and geographic region as two kinds of reference groups for
comparison in my MAPS survey; as inspired in part by MacDonald’s (2008) comparison of
strengths of U.S. states’ CRM laws and geographic discrepancies in recognizing Traditional
Cultural Places. Also for purposes of the MAPS study, I will consider surface vegetation as a
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kind of social object. Therefore, I will examine the language archaeologists employ in their
definitions of anthropogenism, anthropogenic surface vegetation, and diversity of and
occurrences of botanical descriptions in site forms, for revealing their perceptions of what and
how vegetation matters. By collecting different archaeologists’ perspectives and raising
awareness of the breadth of diverse views among archaeological reference groups regarding
vegetation, I can propose modifications for how vegetation is perceived and documented. In
doing so, I can help change what some researchers might consider a constraining relationship to
a form of description that has an enabling relationship to the breadth of researcher’s needs. By
knowing the full spectrum of research applications, perceptions toward, and methods in
documenting vegetation, archaeologists might learn how to document vegetation in a way that is
more constructive to suit a wider array of archaeologists’ research needs. Figure 2.4 ties this
section’s concepts together as it pertains to vegetation and documentation, illustrating
documentation as affected by site vegetation’s object agency and as social objects.
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“…and that
is why only
species G is
important”.

Habitus is shaped through social interaction

“There is a lot of
consensus that species G
occurs frequently, though
I don’t know what to
make of the others”.
“…and that
is why only
species G is
important”.

The records have both a enabling (dependence) and constraining
(dependency) relationship on researchers

Habitus is shaped through social interaction

Figure 2.4. Archaeological site forms as a product of social objects and object agency (Figure by author, 2017).
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2.3.2 On Botanizing Behavioral Archaeology: Why Flora Matters
Having reviewed how surface vegetation has received little attention in ‘white’ published
literature, and ‘gray’ literature, as well as and reflexivity in archaeological documentation, I
provide here a theoretical justification for why surface vegetation deserves attention in
archaeological site documentation and how it could be carried out through 1) the concepts and an
inference model of behavioral archaeology and formation theory; and 2) the postulates and
methods of historical ecology and the methods of phytoarchaeology (see Figure 2.5). Afterwards,
I present my theoretical justification to underscore why archaeologists should critique their role
in shaping archaeological knowledge through documentation, and to draw attention to why or
how archaeologists’ underlying subjectivities have unintentionally hindered the study of surface
vegetation at archaeological sites.

Figure 2.5. Supporting theory and method for the archaeological study of vegetation.
(Figure by author, 2017).
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Behavioral archaeology (BA) is an archaeological way of interpreting the past in terms of
the “interactions between people and objects12” (italics are mine) (LaMotta 2012:64). BA is
about employing a systematic process of archaeological inference13, stipulations14, correlates15,
and the traces16 left of what people did in the past (i.e., cultural transforms) and how non-human
agents/forces distort these cultural traces with non-cultural traces of their own (i.e., non-cultural
transforms) (Schiffer 1995). Rather than seeing the archaeological record as constituting objects
left in place since last human-use, like undisturbed fossils in time, BA conceptualizes a site as
having two separate (but sometimes interconnected) processes or contexts: 1) the context in
which objects interacted with human activities (i.e., systemic context); and 2) the context in
which objects were no longer being interacted with by humans but instead interacted with by the
environment (i.e., archaeological context). This way of seeing the past in terms of site formation
processes stood in contrast to other archaeological perspectives that saw the human past in terms
of either objects/artifacts or people behind them (LaMotta 2012).
Schiffer (1972:149) argued that archaeologists need to explicitly articulate their implicit
epistemology and oral knowledge regarding inferences, correlates, and c-transforms (cultural
transforms). Though before this can be done effectively, Schiffer (1983) asserted that
archaeologists need to account for the distortions of non-cultural transforms (n-transforms)
interfering with properly reading the traces of c-transforms left, thus founding formation process
theory (FPT). More specifically, Schiffer, drawing upon previous archaeological philosophical
work, proposed a consistent pyramidal-shaped process for archaeological explanation he called a
“synthetic model for archaeological inference” (Schiffer 1995:39) (Figure 2.6).

12

“Objects” is a carefully chosen word by LaMotta (2012) to avoid confusion about material cultural with its own
unit of analysis in archaeology previously referred to as “artifacts” in behavioral archaeology; the early behavioral
archaeological use of “artifacts” still implied a broader definition of artifacts in the theoretical discussions of
behavioral archaeology. Thus, “Objects” here encompasses artifacts, ecofacts, features, sediments, and places.
13
An inference is a data-supported statement about a highly probable indication of cultural behavior from
archaeological evidence (Schiffer 1995:35-36).
14
A stipulation is a condition needed for a correlate to hold true (Schiffer 1995:38)
15
A correlate is a statement about a pattern of variables or an “if there is…then there will be…” formula supporting
an inference (Schiffer 1995:36).
16
A trace is a detectable change in an object or its context having resulted from a past process (human or nonhuman)
(Schiffer 1987:15).
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Figure 2.6. Schiffer’s synthetic model of archaeological inference.
Graphically adapted from Schiffer (1995:39).

Schiffer’s proposed model began with initial observations of the archaeological record (in
the field or from viewing records), to c- and n-transforms with their accompanying stipulations,
to correlates and their accompanying stipulations, and finally to a statement of inference. What
does formation process theory have to do with plants? The answer has to do with “traces”, since
he says regarding “traces:”
When human behavior is defined in terms of people-object interactions, it
follows that all behaviors potentially leave a trace…The archaeological record can be
conceived as an aggregate of traces of past human behavior that have endured into the
present, albeit with possible modification by natural processes (e.g. post-depositional
disturbance by animals, decay). If traces in the archaeological record are both adequately
preserved and sufficiently diagnostic, and the archaeologist has the tools to properly
describe and interpret them, then important insights potentially can be gained into past
human behavior and social life, through the process of inference LaMotta (2012:67).
(italics are mine)
Plants, like other previously overlooked transforms, could be traces or the product of formation
processes and thus archaeologically relevant. Schiffer (1987) was the first to prepare an
introductory textbook for archaeologists on the recognition of many different c- and ntransforms, though it only portrayed surface vegetation functioning as a ground-view obstructer.
Even so, Formation Processes Theory (FPT) and behavioral archaeology provide a theoretical
framework and formal means of systematic inference in which to place the valuation of plants.
My assertion that surface vegetation communicates past human action or environmental
inferences in the archaeological record finds support in historical ecology (HE). HE provides
language compatible with behavioral archaeology yet addresses the gap of valuing surface
vegetation as indicative of past human interactions with the landscape. Szabó (2015) admits that
this research program has rapidly evolved with slight variations in definition between those of
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ecological training and those of anthropological training. Crumley (1994) described HE as a
discipline that “traces the ongoing dialectical relations between human acts and acts of nature,
made manifest in the landscape” (italics are mine). Though more recently, Balée, without
reference to a dialectical view of humans vs. nature, characterized HE today as “concerned with
the interactions through time between societies and environments and the consequences of these
interactions for understanding the formation of contemporary and past cultures and landscapes” (
Balée 2006:76) (italics are mine). This later definition is my preferred use of the term. HE’s
relevant postulates17 for this study include: the notion that all earth’s ecosystems have been
affected by human activity; human-modifications to the environment are not necessarily innately
good or bad and humans do not necessarily always increase or decrease species diversity; various
attributes of differing societies affect landscapes in different ways; human-caused disturbances
could cause richer or poorer species diversity; and HE is interdisciplinary in nature and not just
interested in the past but applying its understanding to the present, particularly in the area of
ecosystem restoration (Egan and Howell 2001:2; Balée 2006:76). HE’s postulates are
constructive not just in explicit importance placed on surface vegetation, but in valuing more
than just cultivated plants or buried plants remains, asserting that landscapes are culturalized
ecosystems, thus possessing a record of past human activities encoded on the environment.
BA and HE not only contribute to the theoretical importance of surface vegetation in
archaeology, but also offer formal organization and methods to studying site vegetation. Balée’s
definition of historical ecology and its postulates added to the BA approach of studying plants
breaks down an artificial dichotomy in the study of living things, as between either only the
effects of man or nature on the environment. Deconstruction of these two categories allows
archaeologist to see things more clearly, which otherwise might be overlooked for not fitting into
one category or the other. Historical ecology is also relevant as an outgrowth of anthropology
(imparting a humanistic perspective) and environmental studies (imparting both a historical and
an ecological/biological perspective). HE, like BA, marries anthropological and scientific
approaches to inference, pulling n-transforms from scientific laws and testing c-transforms
through experimental archaeology and ethnoarchaeology (Schiffer 1983; Patrik 1985; Schiffer
1995).

17

Space does not allow for discussing all of the postulates of behavioral archaeology, but the interested reader could
see Schiffer 1995:251-253. )
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BA’s categorization of “traces” can refine ideas on what to look for in the study of site
vegetation. The “trace” categories (or what Schiffer calls, “dimensions of variability”) include 1)
the formal/physical properties dimension (though, I would also include qualitative attributes, for
reasons to be explained), which is the physical make-up, a set of defined attributes of description,
or chemical properties of objects; 2) the spatial dimension, which is an object’s provenience,
provenance, distribution across space, or its relationship to other objects and their context; 3) the
frequency/quantitative dimension, which is a measurement of abundance, density, and frequency
of objects’ occurrences; and 4) the relational dimension, which is an affinity/pattern of objects
grouped together through statistical comparison of co-occurrences (Schiffer and Rathje 1973;
Schiffer 1978; Rathje and Schiffer 1982; Schiffer 1983, 1987:15-21).
Therefore an application of these “dimensions of variability” in surface vegetation, as
informed by geobotanists and phytosociologists, could collect data on: the formal dimension
through qualitative signs of plants stress, vitality, abundance through cover, and knowledge of
habitat constraints of a species; the spatial dimension through knowledge of a species’ natural
range and status as a native or non-native species, scale of sociability, spatial analysis of patterns
of a species density or frequency around a cultural feature, or noting a species limitations of
spreading mechanisms; the frequency/quantitative dimension through density and frequency
calculations from plant survey plant counts; and the relational dimension through consideration
of a species’ association with a given elevation, soil substrate (including its properties such as
PH or chemical makeup), proximity to water, annual precipitation, topography, associated plant
communities, and a statistical
comparison of a species’ density and
frequency between control and
feature samples (see Figure 2.7).
These BA defined “traces”
can pinpoint measurable and
comparable data, which can be
linked to specific n-transforms and ctransforms, informed by HE’s
scientifically-backed ecological
“laws” (for n-transforms); HE’s

Figure 2.7. Linking BA’s Traces With Phytoarchaeological Method.
(Figure by author, 2017).
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method using historical archival/documentary background to fill in the BA framework of lifehistory18 (e.g., in historical archaeological contexts); and BA’s behavioral chain analysis19 (for ctransforms) and their accompanying stipulations. In turn, these realized vegetal c- and ntransforms can be applied to specific cultural features and sites in a specific region to create
correlates and their accompanying contextual/site/period/environmental stipulations. Finally,
these “if…then there will be…” statements (i.e., correlates) suggests a particular conclusion or
meaning, an inference.
Localized historical ecological research can fill in the life history of vegetation in the
systemic context through: ethnobotanical resources, ethnography, historical documents, maps
and photographs, Government Land Office survey maps and other land use records, forest stand
history records and field observation, vegetation surveys, archaeobotanical resources, and
geobotanical and sedimentological resources. All these (Egan and Howell 2001) can fill in stages
and contexts of vegetal life-history, in terms of procurement, manufacture, maintenance, reuse,
cultural deposition (loss, discard, abandonment), reclamation, and recycling (Schiffer 1995;
LaMotta 2012). From there, the life-history can be further broken down into the micro-processes
(i.e. activities) and their social components. Each identified activity would have its
accompanying components identified: energy sources (including social units/ type of people, and
non-human sources of “energy”); conjoined elements (affiliated or accessory objects); time and
frequency; location; outputs (material leftovers); intersections (materials added of subtracted)
that lead to further testable material and social/behavioral signatures (Schiffer 1987; Schiffer
1995; LaMotta 2012).
Applying BA’s language of inference can be messy because BA does not appear to have
previously accounted for living “objects” (especially when original language described things
only in terms of artifacts), particularly in the situation when living “objects” could perplexingly
include both c- and n-transforms. For example, a lilac may be a c-transform when planted in the
systemic context of a burial and survive in the archaeological context, having overgrown the
grave. But what transform do the grasses, lichens, mosses, and herbs/forbs fall under, when
exploiting an ecological niche created by human disturbance over the same grave? Are they
18

Life history refers to the stage of an object situated in specific contexts of the activity (e.g. from its inception to
decommissioning) (Schiffer 1995; LaMotta 2012).
19
Behavioral chain analysis refers to an elaboration on the activities behind a given step in an object’s life history,
elaborating on all the persons, actions, other objects, and settings involved in a given activity with the object, which
provides more leads for testability (Schiffer 1995; LaMotta 2012).
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necessarily a n-transform? The modifications to soil through backfill is obviously a c-transform,
but could the regrowth specific to this disturbance be fully considered only a n-transform (a
distortion) because its causation is attributable to cultural interference and indicative of past
human activity, not random non-human activity?
Binford (1981:199-200) offers a relevant criticism of Schiffer over how archaeologists
know what counts as a distortion/transform to an object. Binford would say what counts as a
distortion (something interfering with observing how things really were in the past) may be a
matter of perspective, particularly left up to the archaeologists’ expectations of what is normal
and what is valuable, and unfortunately not considering the past emic view towards what counts
as a “distortion” of c-transforms. In other words, what constitutes “the archaeological record,” a
“site,” or “evidence” has a level of unaccounted for subjectivity on the part of the archaeologist.
The systemic context (the realm of human behavior acting upon an object or site) loses things to
attrition. But when archaeologists observe, survey or excavate, and document the archaeological
context, still more traces of objects are lost to assumptions underlying the policies or rationale on
what to record in site forms and reports. Since archaeology is a destructive science and because
of the threat of development during Section 106 projects, whatever is recorded or collected is a
surrogate for the physical archaeological record.
Schiffer too, admits how archaeologists’ perceptions and actions affect the archaeological
record when he explained how the archaeologists is the greatest cause of variability through what
they decide ‘counts’ and how they record it, and when or not they account for their own effects
on what is left for posterity (Schiffer 1987:362-363). In effect, the archaeological record is
subjected to further “processes” or “contexts,” such as the disciplinary biases, personal biases
(e.g., personal interests, experiences, and training), and biases of the authors of documents and
their concomitant text-field constraints (Clarke 1973; Sullivan 1978; Gadamer 1984; Wylie
2002; Sullivan et al. 2007). Subsequent users must salvage what they can from this surrogate
archaeological record for its remaining research value. Patrik (1985), who wrote about different
archaeologists’ conceptions of the “archaeological record” lamented this afterthought in
archaeology. He found that out of five different definitions given, archaeological documentation
was the least utilized or ever considered of the five definitions of the archaeological record.
Consequently, he saw this attitude among archaeologists as impacting the dependability of such
records for the future. I would take it further, arguing content, format, and perceived
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dependability of site records ultimately affects archaeologists through feedback, which will be
the subject of this next section.
The synthetic model of inference and concepts in BA and HE’s methods and postulates
complement each other well in both demonstrating the data potential and systematic study of
surface vegetation. Furthermore, if what consists as the archaeological record is conceptualized
to the extent Patrik (1985) has revealed, then BA’s concept of traces, and systemic and
archaeological contexts might be extended to include a “post-excavation process” context
(Garcia-Rovira 2015:92) in order to account for the surrogate archaeological record. This
exploration, in applying some theories in new ways, highlights the need for further
archaeological philosophizing about the causes behind what is “seen” and recorded, and theory
behind how archaeological documentation is conducted and its power.
2.3.3 The Polysemous Pickings of Anthropogenism: Plants That Matter
Having established how plants matter to archaeology but also what plants that
archaeologists see, count, and report is affected by the variability of archaeologists’ conceptual
toolkit, I move to discuss the problematic polysemy20 of anthropogenic vegetation by addressing
1) the problem of blurry concepts affecting the perception of archaeological relevance of
environmental data potential, and 2) how anthropogenic vegetation functionally occupies this
gray area that produces variability in its recognition. Without clear definitions or concepts, there
can be no room for helpful classes/categories to grow, without which there can be no criteria for
consistently recognizing such phenomena in a mutually intelligible and constructive way.
Without agreement, as is achievable with having shared meaning of a concept, what constitutes
as archaeologically relevant will be missed between different groups. Agreement, stemming
from conceptual cohesion and uniformity in describing what pertains to archaeology, is needed
since variability in the archaeological record causes archaeological documents to be less useful.
The concept of social objects conveys that words are not merely for the purpose of
utilitarian communication but also betray an individual’s way of looking at the world according
to the individual’s learned use for something. Names, classification, and categories are derived
from an individual’s habitus and reference groups’ membership. Thus, the very act of noticing
20

Polysemy describes something that has different meanings to different people.
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something, describing something, and the choice to use said description for research are all
interpretive acts indicating an inherited notion of something’s use or what something is to a
group (Charon 2010). People change and the use of things change too, so words may be replaced
or existing words may be reimagined to suit the present use. Therefore, since I am proposing a
new way of looking at surface vegetation, I am arguing for a new use, which necessitates either a
new word or a revamping of an existing term.
The array of views of anthropogenic vegetation and the broader concept of
anthropogenism need to be reconciled to re-conceptualize anthropogenic vegetation in such a
way to prevent one group from missing out on what another group would consider
anthropogenic. Ian Hodder (2003), on the subject of creating a more holistic form of
archaeological value and the shape of documentation, proposed archaeologists be more inclusive
(i.e., multi-vocal) to create a more comprehensive picture satisfying to each, instead of prizing
one individual’s or group’s subjectivities over another. While Hodder suggested including local
and Native people’s perspectives, I would suggest that even diverse interests among
archaeologists are deserving of this multi-vocal approach as well. However, before doing so, I
will explain existing related terms, conceptual gaps, recent moves to address the problematically
fluid nature of how “anthropogenic” is used, and supporting ideas for re-conceptualizing
anthropogenism.
So what names do archaeologists give to describe what matters to them? An
archaeological “site,” which can be defined variously, here is heuristically and traditionally
considered a locale where there is a cluster of evidence about past human activity. A site is an
imperfect term for various reasons, including the problem of overlooking and devaluing the
potentially unperceivable and ambiguously bounded nature of many archaeological or cultural
landscapes, lacking in language to prevent overlooking things encoded with an insider’s meaning
in landscape and place (Henthorne 2007). In any case, sites are traditionally viewed as being
constituted by artifacts, (cultural) features, and ecofacts (see Table 2.2). These site constituents’
definitions are based on the opposition between whether something is mobile (artifacts vs.
features), directly human-modified (artifacts vs. ecofacts), or exhibits intentional use or creation
(artifacts and features vs. ecofacts).
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It is pretty evident from the above definitions that the epistemology of what constitutes a
site and is archaeologically relevant is artifact-centric, leaving out the spaces between artifacts
such as landscapes that are extensions of cultural features (Brien 2015); living biological traces
of past human activities (Todd 2002); living cultural heritage (Tarka 2007); and other
archaeological evidence not
visible to the naked-eye, such as
microbiology (Margesin et al.
2017). Sometimes ecofacts are
viewed as only non-human
modified biological remains, but
the denotations and
connotations for ecofacts
including non-human modified
remains (the inclusion of
geological and soil materials),
still consider ecofacts as

Table 2.2. Definitions of Site Constituents (Table compiled by author, 2017).

remains. The emphasis on
remains reflects ecofacts as seen as part of the buried archaeological record, overlooking the
surface record. Kawa et al. (2015) point out that while Binford (1964:432) described ecofacts
broadly as 1) “culturally relevant nonartifactual data”, and 2) “can be broken down into many
subclasses representing different populations, such as pollen, soil, and animal bones…”; but note
the examples all have a connotation of a buried context. Binford’s definition, like other
definitions, in practice can be too narrow or too broad in a way that allows certain things to
escape archaeologists’ attention of environmental proxies (e.g., pollen, phytoliths) and direct byproducts of human activities (e.g., charcoal, charred seeds, etc.) when myopically focused at just
the micro- or macro-botanical scale. Morehart and Morell-Hart (2015:486), sociopaleoethnobotanists, serve a potent critique of the use of “ecofact” as just “unmodified biological
remains,” describing it as problematic because ecofacts as a broad category for everything not
tooled or built, suggests ecofacts are 1) of periphery importance to more durable materials; 2) for
serving simple utilitarian (subsistence) roles, environmental proxy roles, or tracing a species’
historical dispersal in the past, as opposed to serving more socially significant roles; 3)
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unmodified, as though most plant remains were unmodified or as domestication were not some
process of human modification; and 4) do not consider vegetation growing as a response of
human modifications to the environment as “modified.”
Kawa and colleagues (2015), also sensing the conceptual gaps in attention to artifacts and
ecofacts with (living) surface archaeological record, offer two such examples that value the
archaeological evidence on the surface and living materials by coining “vivifacts” and
“vivifeatures.” They define vivifacts as “…living biological organisms that have been
manipulated or modified21 by humans in the past, but continue to live on and persist in the
environment…” (e.g., using culturally modified trees), and vivifeatures as “…landscapes that
reflect past human modification and management, including clam gardens…” (Kawa et al.
2015:184, 186).
This definitional problem is not only about which materials or where materials matter to
archaeologists; rather, it is an epistemological question of how they matter. The question “how”
needs to be further clarified. What is meant by “human-modified” or “culturally relevant?” Are
readers to assume “modified” means intentionally modified or unintentionally modified by
humans? Does “human-modified” or “culturally relevant” mean direct (i.e., evidently tooled) or
indirectly human manipulated in a qualitative sense, or a combination between intentionality and
directness? Is human-modification to be observed at a particular scale, such as remote sensing
from the air or remains examined under a microscope? It is this underlying conceptual gap of site
constituents that creates confusion around the appropriate concept to apply to one’s research. For
example, Margesin and others (2017) found soil microbiota (e.g., bacteria and fungi) in layers of
the Archaic Monte Iato (modern Western Sicily) indicative of past human consumption habits of
ritual feasting deposits and fireplaces. Margesin et al. (2017:936), too, expressed dissatisfaction
with a lack of words to conceptualize their findings and contrarily noted that things taken to be
ecofacts are actually modified and even living, saying :
…“ecofacts” were moved from the are(n)a of primary activity to the area of deposition,
selected by people, ritually discarded and intentionally modified, which finally resulted in
the development of different microbiota. Therefore, “ecofacts” are, just like artifacts, “the
result of human activities”…
Margesin and others (2017) have also seen certain conceptual shortcomings with artifacts and
ecofacts, turning to vivifacts, because of its acknowledgment of living organisms as
21

“manipulated or modified” here is intended as “direct” in nature (Nicholas C. Kawa 2017, elec. comm.).
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archaeological evidence. However, I would quibble “vivifacts” would be still an imperfect term
for Margesin’s particular example; while alive and archaeologically meaningful, these
microbiotic signatures were caused through indirect human modification rather than direct
human modification as defined by vivifacts. Another way of treating microscopic environmental
remains (including micro botanical, soils, and chemical traces) as proxies made archaeologically
meaningful due to the context of their spatial distribution and abundance or absence caused by
specific spatially restricted human activities, is the concept of “anthropic activity markers”
(AAMs) (Rondelli et al. 2014; Jenkins et al. 2017; Lancelotti et al. 2017; Pecci et al. 2017;
Szymanski 2017). AAMs, aimed at the microscopic scale, distinguish human-causation of
environmental remains from non-human causation through the context of their spatial
distribution and density. The human-causation of AAMs is the result of direct activities, not the
indirect result of human activities like the microbiota in the Margesin article.
The above concepts (i.e., vivifacts, vivifeatures, AAMs, ecofacts, and artifacts) are not
the only concepts used to describe something as archaeologically relevant, which otherwise
would be taken as background noise of the non-human (i.e., so-called natural) world around a
site. “Anthropogenic” typically occurs in archaeological literature when referring to the subjects
of ecofacts, environmental settings, environmental archaeology, and landscape archaeology.
“Anthropogenic,” a word imported from environmental history, is regularly used in archaeology,
yet it has evaded archaeological definition, with one exception to be returned to shortly. The
connotation of how anthropogenic is used in archaeology falls into one or more definitions of
how environmental history and sciences use the term (Table 2.3.), as geographic and earth
sciences are about 53 times more likely to use this term in publications than anthropological
publications (Appendix A).

Table 2.3 Definitions of “Anthropogenic”.
Note: Two of these definitions are from Environmental History sources (Table compiled by author, 2017).
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The word “anthropogenic” vacillates in contextual meaning in the pages of archaeology
and has rapidly increased in usage in the last two decades. Archaeologists often use
“anthropogenic” as a stand-in for “human-modified,” but recall the earlier mentioned ambiguity
of “modified.” Sometimes “anthropogenic” describes living vegetation (forests caused by
deliberate low-intensity burns), while other times it is the subject of ecofactual remains.
Sometimes it is negatively used as a euphemism for environmental degradation. Sometimes there
are those who used it exclusively at one scale or another, such as when talking about very
generalized comments on a whole landscape changed by humans. Sometimes this “change” is
taken to mean “human created or originating,” referring to domesticates/cultivars. Sometimes
this “change” is associated with specific kinds of land-use legacies, such as successional stages
of regrowth caused by logging, land clearing for pastures, burning-regimes, and/or “agricultural”
species replacement. Sometimes “anthropogenic” blends the notions of agriculture and land use
to the idea of a species having utilitarian properties to some people. So there are those who
conceive of “anthropogenic” as an indicator of human presence or specific human activities and
those who see it as something used by humans, even though “ethnobotanical” or “culturally
significant species” might better serve that definition. Not only is “anthropogenic” undefined in
an archaeological context, but also it is seldom clarified by specific examples of why its user
thinks something is “anthropogenic” other than some unifying elusive notion that it has
something to do with humans, much like how “anthropic”22 is used. Collecting the diverse
definitions of anthropogenism and anthropogenic vegetation among archaeologists in order to
synthesize a cohesive, nuanced, and practical clarification for its recognition are all part of this
thesis’ work. Rather than creating another term, I intend to recast this ambiguous yet popular
term by performing a survey of archaeologists to document its various definitions, and to learn
from others’ criteria given for recognizing human causation or impacts in the environment, such
as in lithic, paleoethnobotanical, soil and geoarchaeological, zooarchaeological, and
phytoarchaeological studies. Results of such gleanings from various subfields and the human
survey will be the focus of the first half of Chapter 4.
The aforementioned exception to the absent definition of “anthropogenic” belongs to
Gary Crawford (though he defines its originating noun, anthropogenesis). Crawford (1997:87)
called anthropogenic something caused by “the process by which human beings impact their
22

Anthropic describes something pertaining to humans.
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environment.” Continuing he says, “The resulting effects are manifested in nonequilibrium
ecological states characterized by spatial and temporal patchiness. Disturbance is the main factor
involved in the nonequilibrium ecological states. By removing organisms such as trees from a
habitat, human beings set in motion processes that change the character of the ecosystem.”
(Crawford 1997:87). Crawford’s definition is quite compelling because he also advances the idea
that anthropogenism (or as he refers to it as “anthropogenesis”) can be an indirect phenomenon
rather than direct, accepting the reality and acknowledgment of a blurred line between nature and
culture. Archaeologists must look at more than direct human interventions in nature (i.e.,
domesticates) and environmental proxies for climatic conditions, such as relict enculturated
forest mosaics at archaeological sites and vegetation as part of cultural landscapes.
In other words, Crawford’s definition of anthropogenesis is useful not just for adding
some clarity to the catch-all “anthropogenism,” but also for deconstructing the traditional culture
vs. nature dichotomy (Lease 1995), which otherwise might cause certain materials to be missed
for not neatly falling into one category or the other. Now, a critic may retort that humans have
affected nearly everything on earth even if in a long roundabout way, implying everything would
be anthropogenic, thereby causing “anthropogenic” to lose meaning. So the question of how far
does one take indirect human modifications of the environment as a definition of
anthropogenism, is a serious one, but not impossible. Two ways to resolve this include 1)
emphasize a definition that takes into account local factors to offset the problem of
equinfinality23, preventing the muddying by non-human agents/forces capable of duplicating the
same human signature; and 2) recognize the different natures of anthropogenic signatures,
meaning a classification system of how something is specifically anthropogenic. These
propositions are not unreasonable as ecologists already recognize that various environmental
agents and forces affect one another and humans all the time (e.g., bio/zoogenic and geogenic).
Just as there is no single way for something to be geogenic or biogenic, there is no single way for
something to be anthropogenic. In order to prevent nullifying the meaning of anthropogenism, it
may be helpful to think in terms of anthropogenism as anthropogenisms. This is because there
are many different ways for how something is anthropogenic, thus preventing loss of meaning,
since not everything shares the same type of anthropogenic interactions and effects.

23

Equinfinality is the idea more than one factor could result in the same effect.
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Because the beginning of this section’s title included “plants that matter,” I want to
clarify that I do not intend to suggest that only “anthropogenic” species matter to archaeologists;
ethnobiological species, or culturally significant plants, certainly matter, too. Though, I want to
be clear that I do not wholly equivocate the phenomena of “anthropogenism” as only constituting
ethnobiological species, since something can be anthropogenic but not necessarily always
ethnobiological. The two different perspectives towards valuing surface vegetation and shaping
methods of vegetal documentation are what I loosely refer to as the lifeway preservationist
perspective and the interpret-analyst’s
perspective (Figure 2.8). Ethnobiological
species and anthropogenic vegetation are
separate yet overlapping concepts, due to both
differing epistemic functions and differing
epistemologies. Anthropogenism can apply
beyond the realm of biological things (e.g.,
botanical remains, flora, faunal remains,
bacteria, and fauna), applying also to nonbiological things (e.g., stone manuports and
soil horizons) indicative of humans, through
Figure 2.8. The two major perspectives in valuing vegetation
in archaeology (Figure by author, 2017).

some kind of human modification or
interaction with the environment.

Disentangling the notions of anthropogenism and ethnobiology means realizing there are
different ways for how something can be anthropogenic; there are also different ways for how
plants are considered ethnobiological in nature. Ethnobiological species are deemed such
according to a given group’s emic perceptions, relationships with and varying uses of species,
but not according to the etic archaeological perspectives where they are looking for
indicators/signs of past human activities. The varying ways that something is indicative of
humans will be returned to in Section 4.3.
The theoretical key to reconciling the aforementioned differences in defining
anthropogenism is to borrow from linguistic theory with Peircian24 Semiotics’25 “Index”. When

24

Charles Sanders Peirce (pronounced “purse”) was a 19th century American philosopher and founder of the
philosophy of pragmatism (Preucel 2006).
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archaeologists speak in terms of reading the archaeological record or refer to it as having
signatures, indicators, representations, and meanings, they draw from the well of linguistics and
its way of viewing the world, which lends itself to linguistic and literary theories. Archaeological
site constituents are evidence, because they hold meaning, and because they hold meaning they
are signs to archaeologists. Yet, where does meaning in signs originate? How can meaning be
ascribed in different ways? These are important questions to address when developing a
constructive definition and framework for anthropogenism. Charles Peirce’s semiotics not only
contributes a starting point for thinking about the different ways something can be a sign of past
human activity to an archaeologist, but also conveniently integrates the earlier mentioned
theories on reflexivity, subjectivity, and the researcher’s positionality, in ways that Ferdinand de
Saussure’s26 semiology did not is worth mentioning because De Saussure’s semiology in
anthropology has drawn some valid criticism in its lack of accounting for polysemy, context, and
subjectivity (Preucel and Bauer 2001; Preucel 2006; Cipolla and Harris 2017).
Admittedly, semiotics is complicated to navigate, as a passing glance at its literature will
reveal how authors may make up new words of existing ideas with terms, ascribe different
meaning to a common place term, and may jump between how a term is defined according to a
previous author and how the present author defines it (Leach 1982). Thus, I will speak first about
the players (i.e., sign elements), their roles in meaning-making (i.e., semiosis), followed by a
classification of relevant sign modes (i.e., the index). De Saussure viewed signs as having two
parts, the thing/stimulus holding meaning (i.e., the signifier) and the concept brought to mind by
the thing (i.e., the signified) (Preucel 2006; Cipolla and Harris 2017). In Saussure’s system,
meaning is assigned by one’s culture (i.e., linguistic community) (Preucel 2006; Cipolla and
Harris 2017). His two exceptions were onomatopoeias (ie., woof, kaww, moo), where meaning
comes from imitation. The other exception being exclamations (ie., whoa, ooof, ouch), where
meaning is an instant sound effect reaction (Preucel 2006; Cipolla and Harris 2017). Saussure
accounted for change in meaning due to either officially sanctioned changes (lague) through
structure (i.e., dictionary definitions of words) or through the agency of popular usage (parole) in
25

Semiotics is “the study of the innate capacity of humans to produce and understand signs. What are signs? Signs
are such things as ideas, words, images, sounds, and objects that are implicated in the communicative process.
Semiotics thus investigates sign systems and the modes of representation that humans use to convey their emotions,
ideas, and life experiences” (Preucel 2006:5).
26
Ferdinand de Saussure (pronounced “so-sear”) was a 19th century Swiss linguist and father of modern linguistics
(Preucel 2006).
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everyday speech (Preucel 2006; Cipolla and Harris 2017). So Saussure saw meaning either being
absolutely or relatively arbitrary in origin, and admitted that change in meaning could come from
two places but not how or why change occurred. Peirce took Saussure’s signifier and signified
and added the subjective individual. He saw meaning as not always arbitrary but could be
suggested through what is in essence, object agency, and saw a sign as never existing in a
vacuum but part of a series of signs (Preucel 2006; Cipolla and Harris 2017). Together, Peirce
saw signs and meaning as taking on a life of their own through semiosis, “the fundamental
process by which reality and representation are brought together in living systems” (Preucel
2006:56). Peirce saw the elements of signs as having different kinds of relationships to each
other, which creates different kinds of signs (sign modes) through the different ways the
elements relate to each other (Cipolla and Harris 2017).
In Peirce’s three elements (Figure 2.9)
or three part sign, there is the: sign (i.e.,
representamen, sign vehicle, signifier),
something perceptible that stands for
something; object (i.e., signified), the potential
meaning or possible concept represented; and
interpretant, the individual’s received message
Figure 2.9. Peirce’s Three-Part Sign.
Modified from Preucel and Bauer (2001:90-91).

in the ‘eye’ of the beholder (Preucel 2006;
Cipolla and Harris 2017). An interpretant is a

message filtered by the individual who mediates meaning in a given situation, due to whether a
sign elicits feelings (emotional interpretant), immediate habitual reactions (energetic
interpretant), or inference from habit or actions (Preucel and Bauer 2001; Preucel 2006; Cipolla
and Harris 2017). The interpretant is important because it accounts for how meaning can be
assigned differently circumstance-to-circumstance, person-to-person, and allows for both
structure and agency in meaning-making (Preucel and Bauer 2001; Cipolla and Harris 2017).
The interpretant can draw meaning between a sign (a thing/stimulus) and object (idea) in
one of three ways, called sign modes. These sign modes are different relationships of meaning
between a sign and an object drawn through the interpretant, which include: symbols, arbitrary
conventional/culturally instilled meaning between sign and object; icons, meaning derived by
similarity in characteristics between a sign and object (like Saussure’s semi-arbitrary meaning
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exception of onomatopoeias); and indexes, non-arbitrary meaning recognized by an inferred or
observable causal or contiguous relationship between sign and object (Preucel 2006; Cipolla and
Harris 2017). Thus, Peirce recognized that meaning drawn between a sign and object could be
arbitrary (symbol), semi-arbitrary (icon), and non-arbitrary (index) and thus allowed for
polysemy and context mattering, rather than seeing meaning as arbitrary and sometimes semiarbitrary.
Signs can also be multiple layers of sign modes/ meaning. Taking an example from Riggs
(2015) work, in 19th century America, flora was not just a legal requirement of “proving up” by
homesteaders. Rather, flora stood as a public symbol of being credible landowners and “putting
down roots,” proving to others and themselves a sense of belonging. The choices of flora could
have iconic meaning by homesteaders adaptively growing local native species whose shape of
fruit had similar properties to floral heritage of their homeland. Though, the choice of
associating any flora with a homeland/heritage can be arbitrary and, thus, a symbol. When
homesteaders “proved up” and eventually left their botanical stamp on their places for others to
find, the choices of species and the spatial arrangement of flora left has the meaning of an index
to archaeologists and historical ecologists.
Understanding these sign modes are important for knowing the breadth of how
archaeological site constituents can take on meaning to an archaeologist, thus elucidating the
range of value that surface vegetation bring archaeologists. Because this thesis emphasizes plants
serving as anthropogenic indicators, I will stress the role of the index in a theory of
anthropogenism. Leach’s (1982) engaging work further elaborates on sign modes with subcategories by applying a literary perspective of opposing groups having metaphoric meaning and
those of a metonymic27 meaning. However, I will keep it simple with the more presently
recognized sub-types of indexes, as mentioned by Preucel (2006), to advance my theory of two
major ways anthropogenism can behave. An index, Hodder (1987:2) explains, is “a sign where
the signifier is contiguous with the signified,” or it, “represents its object by virtue of a physical
connection with it, or because it requires the mind to acknowledge the object” (Preucel 2006:72).
This connection can be existential, casual, or an association of a part representing the whole of
something (with some overlap with icons, a sort of metonymy, as Leach (1982) would have it).
27

Metonymy is term for a figure of speech where an attribute represents its whole or a thing stands in for its
associated concepts through sharing some intimate attribute (e.g. “The Crown” meaning, the king or royalty in
general; “suits” meaning businessmen; “The Brass” meaning generals).
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Some examples of indexes are: fire (object) as indicated by smoke or burnt charcoal remains
(sign); the direction of the wind (object) as indicated by windvanes (sign); the hour of the day
(object) as indicated by sundial; the atmospheric pressure/ weather change (object) as indicated
by a barometer (sign); someone in distress (object) by a distressing cry (sign); and the idea of an
animal having passed through an area (object) by a track (sign) (Atkin 2005; Preucel 2006;
Cipolla and Harris 2017).
A contiguous link can occur in two ways, as either a nonreferential index or a referential
index. Nonreferential indexes28 provide standalone, or direct, contextual details/variables (e.g.,
proper names, when first being introduced; indicators of social cues of a speaker’s gender,
number, age, rank, formality; and causally related things like the aforementioned weathervane)
(Goudge 1965; Leach 1982; Preucel and Bauer 2001; Atkin 2005; Preucel 2006). Whereas as
referential indexes29 are simply noise by themselves but are meaningful in a given context where
they direct attention to non-referential indexes or the variables of context (e.g. relative pronouns
like “which,” “whose,” “whom,” or demonstrative pronouns like “this” or “that;” algebraic
letters) (Goudge 1965; Leach 1982; Preucel and Bauer 2001; Atkin 2005; Preucel 2006). So, the
nonreferential index with its innate meaning could be said to have intrinsic contiguity between a
sign and object; whereas the referential index with its meaning being contextually dependent
could be said to have extrinsic contiguity between a sign and object. For example, culturally
modified trees or cultigens are innately associated with human activity, no matter the context,
even offering context to its surrounding objects and environment. A non-referential index is
intrinsically anthropogenic. On the other hand, a manuport species derives its meaning from its
new spatial context, but if it were back at its point of origin it would not be meaningful. Because
a manuport derives its meaning from its external context, it is a referential index and extrinsically
anthropogenic. Something is extrinsically anthropogenic because its meaning depends on the
when, where, and what it is associated at a given archaeological site. While something intrinsic is
anthropogenically meaningful no matter when, where, or what it is with.
Taking these ideas, I think anthropogenism, as a kind of index of human phenomena in
natural/non-human environment, can be viewed as having intrinsic and extrinsic aspects. By
recognizing both intrinsic and extrinsic anthropogenism, archaeologists can have a language

28
29

A nonreferential index has also been referred to as a “pure” index, a genuine index, or a reagent.
A referential index has also been referred to as a duplex sign, deixis, a shifter, a degenerate index, or designations.
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more conducive to the recognition of what the other might pass over as noise or a frame of
greenery at a site.
(Sutton and Yohe II 2003; Feder 2008; Renfrew and Bahn 2007; Whyte 2013; Park and Allaby 2017; Merriam-Webster 2017b)

2.3.4 Final Meta-Archaeological Thoughts
This work is part of a group of very recent efforts to fill conceptual gaps in and around
the realm of ecofacts and concepts like it (i.e., surface vegetation) (Kawa et al. 2015; Lancelotti
et al. 2017), and the realm of archaeological reflexivity and representation (Joyce et al. 2002;
Hodder 2003; Börjesson et al. 2016). As there is a small body of literature on systematic
methods, theory, or recent persuasive arguments for studying surface vegetation in the same way
as other ecofacts, this thesis is a start. To advance the study of surface vegetation, I insist on
using the common ground archaeologists share in accepting the lasting effects human actions
have had on the environment via behavioral archaeology’s and historical ecology’s postulates,
concepts, and language of past human activities, because human activities leave traces. BA’s
trace categories can be measured with geobotanical and phytosociological field methods and
units of analysis (McIntosh 1978; Brooks 1983; Robert; Brooks and Johannes 1990; Ramenofsky
and Steffen 1998; Schiffer 1995; Biondi 2011; Pott 2011). Taken together, the data produced
from future vegetation surveys can supply necessary information in Schiffer’s model of
archaeological inferences (e.g., n-transforms). Historical ecology’s (HE) method in archival
records and ethnographic sources can supply other necessary data for the inference model (e.g.,
c-transforms) for interpretative purposes. The results of which, tempered by local stipulations,
can be classified under an extrinsic or intrinsic anthropogenic framework for aiding in its
recognition by other local archaeologists.
Because documentation is a surrogate for the archaeological context/record for future
archaeologists, archaeologists should strive to recognize not only how they create lopsided
representations of reality, but also how they perpetuate unintended perspectives with the data
they choose to record. In cultivating greater foresight, archaeological documentation can benefit
from cultural anthropologists and historians who have reflected on both the role subjectivities
play and the legacy of their works, and archaeologists can effectively confront various and
inevitable subjectivities with transparency and an eye towards future researchers’ needs. This
self-awareness means contemplating how archaeologists’ perceptions are subjected to object
agency (via various sensorial biases) and the social objects, as what constitutes a site is informed
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by a socially constructed reality (via habitus). If archaeologists do not pay further attention to the
nature of archaeological variability, in which they play a role, they hamper present and future
attempts to accurately use field data on a large-scale analysis necessary for substantiating
archaeological explanation. To accomplish this reflexive practice in site forms, archaeologists
need a way of articulating and dissecting archaeological subjectivities to bring them under
greater control and into the light for enhancing greater objectivity. To accomplish this, I intend to
build methods extending from Bourdieu’s formula for research practice and Schiffer’s model of
inference beginning with “observations;” each of these can be accomplished through
documentary surveys and human surveys.
Finally, the subject of why surface vegetation and archaeological documentation matter
ultimately raises the point of what makes us archaeologists and not governmentally empowered
treasure hunters. As Thing Theory’s saying goes “things make us” (Cipolla and Harris 2017), so
as archaeologists our documentation (and curated materials) makes us archaeologists through
conscientious reflection on what we leave behind for the benefit of others after us, and what we
leave behind reflects our values.
2.4 The Archaeological Value of Site Surface Vegetation
What makes vegetation archaeologically significant? The concepts of sign modes and the
five ways of knowing are valuable for explaining how meaning-making occurs and typify
meaning, but what about the measuring rod of archaeological worth (i.e., significance)?
Significance in the U.S. archaeologists’ mind conjures a legal CRM framework for evaluating
worth in the four categories of archaeological eligibility, as decided by the National Park Service
(NPS)30. These criteria definitions are imperfect and Eurocentric, they do not encompass the full
breadth of cultural heritage; fortunately, the criteria are malleable in the interpretation with the
issuing of guidelines and bulletins. For example, The National Park Service (NPS) has issued
National Register Bulletin 38 to accommodate ethnic and public measures of significance
concerning landscapes and traditional cultural places. NPS particularly addresses the
archaeological significance of vegetation when it is part of a site’s setting or feel (National Park
Service 1997:45); (implied) part of landscape design if having retained integrity (Criterion C)
30
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(National Park Service 1997:18); and indicative of land use31 (McClelland et al. 1999). As far as
‘significance’ according to scientific and archaeological data potential (Criterion D), data
potential evolves with the discipline over time. Thus, this section proposes some interpretive
applications and data potential of surface vegetation for archaeology by demonstrating either
how vegetation is currently used, how it has been used according to case study examples, and
analogical arguments for other under-appreciated interpretive applications.
2.4.1 Context for Ground Cover
Probably one of the most widely assumed reasons for why there is a vegetation section on
many archaeological site forms is because it 1) informs the research design on how to plan
pedestrian surveys, by accounting for sampling bias caused by ground view obstruction through
heavy vegetation (Schiffer 1987:257; Burke et al. 2009:81-82); and 2) provides context to future
inquiries on how sites were missed in previous surveys, through commenting on the nature of the
vegetation obscuring ground visibility for seeing artifacts (Schon 2002; White and King
2007:111). It is common for the vegetation or environmental sections to have a place for
recording ground cover estimates; in other cases there may only be a place for ground cover
estimate plus a general land use list of options in lieu of a vegetation section (as is common in
Eastern states). Those who take the view of vegetation as just ground cover are likely to find it
unnecessary to characterize it at species level, instead settling for descriptions like “heavily
vegetated” or “scrub.” In studies of the different factors in the field that affect surveyor bias and
effectiveness, the differences of specific species is absent from consideration and instead general
life form/growth habit (i.e., shrubs, bushes) are the closest descriptions come to (Plog et al. 1978;
McManamon 1984; Wandsnider and Camilli 1992; Shott 1995; Schon 2002; Banning et al. 2006;
Graesch 2009; Owens 2011). While vegetal generalizations like this might work for only cover
31

“Vegetation Related to Land Use: Various types of vegetation bear a direct relationship to long-established patterns of land use. Vegetation includes not only crops, trees, or shrubs planted for agricultural and ornamental
purposes, but also trees that have grown up incidentally along fence lines, beside roads, or in abandoned fields.
Vegetation may include indigenous, naturalized, and introduced species. While many features change over time,
vegetation is, perhaps, the most dynamic. It grows and changes with time, whether or not people care for it. Certain
functional or ornamental plantings, such as wheat or peonies, may be evident only during selected seasons. Each
species has a unique pattern of growth and life span, making the presence of historic specimens questionable or
unlikely in many cases. Current vegetation may differ from historic vegetation, suggesting past uses of the land. For
example, Eastern red cedars or aspens indicate the natural succession of abandoned farmland in the Midwest”
(McClelland et al. 1999:5).
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concerns, I would contend such generalizations are still inefficient for this purpose. Different
vegetation zone/communities have different trait layers of cover (e.g., tree layer, shrub layer,
herb/forb layer, and moss layer), and can obstruct different kinds of site constituents, not just
affecting a visual bias against seeing artifacts on the ground. The nature of the “ground cover”
section is ambiguous and does not lend itself as well as it could to the research design for survey
sampling, while vegetation community/zone maps with their trait vegetation’s layers (or
architecture) could be more conducive for survey planning purposes than descriptions like
“bushes” and “scrub.” Though, even fixating on certain vegetal generalizations from vegetation
zone maps for the planning phase is shortsighted for the afterlife of the site form for research
applications to be mentioned.
2.4.2 Erosion Control, Preservation, and Site Integrity Indicators
Another common use of site form descriptions of vegetation is to confirm a surveyor’s
evaluation of a site’s subsurface integrity, recording either native vegetation to convey no signs
of recent human disturbance or non-native or ruderal32 species to convey compromised site
deposit integrity (Dale and Weaver 1974; Hill et al. 2002; Burke et al. 2009:81-82). In this way,
these vegetal groupings are for evaluating subsurface site integrity, such as indicating the
impacts on soil horizons from land-use (i.e., plowing, land clearing, logging, etc.) (Neumann et
al. 1993; Neumann and Sanford 2001:131-136). However, if vegetation is recorded for this
purpose, it must be acknowledged that ruderals can be non-native or native, and care must be
taken to not ignore one group or the other. The site form reader in retrospect, has no off-site way
of ascertaining whether there was literally only one group or the other present, or if the surveyor
simply chose one group over the other to further express one particular state of integrity.
Vegetation may not only indicate whether or not recent disturbance has occurred (e.g.,
land use or looting), but vegetation by virtue of its root systems could convey the likelihood of
artifacts being kept in situ through stabilizing soil erosion (Limbrey 1975; Schiffer 1983:212).
Vegetation has even been creatively used or observed to deter or obscure it from looters (Sanford
2015:67; Moschelle and Sydney 2017). On the other hand, specific species of surface vegetation
can be worth recording for taphonomic explanations, for example, providing modern context for
32

Ruderals are plants preferring to grow in marginal soils, such as along roadsides and waste ground/industrial sites.
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paleoethnobotanical samples’ accounting for modern n-transforms as a result of post-formation
disturbances (i.e., bioturbation, floralturbation, etc.) (Wood and Johnson 1978; Miksicek
1987:234; Schiffer 1987). Unfortunately, a common practice is the use of a government or other
scientific environmental template’s lists of species in a region to complete the vegetation
sections of forms. Such a practice obscures the botanical reality at a site needed to accurately
express the site’s risk for erosion; the likely state of subsurface integrity; or the clarity of the
actual local modern context needed for paleoethnobotanical taphonomic explanations of
distortions of the archaeological record.
2.4.3 Utilitarian Roles and Past Subsistence
It is common knowledge that plants are important clues for past utilitarian roles (food,
medicine, construction, and ritual), as well as for decision-making rationale (optimal foraging
theory, considerations of caloric-intake; suitable habitat for settlement and predictive modeling);
and various ethnobotanical reasons, so I have little to add to this area that has already received
extensive attention (Kornfeld and Osborn 2003; Beck and Dotte-Sarout 2014; Chevalier et al.
2014). Surface vegetation has value in these applications, especially if the site’s period in
question is somewhat recent and has not seen radical change from modern interference.
Historical archaeologists have an advantage in interpreting surface vegetation, if approached
with historical ecological, ethnographic, ethnohistoric, and paleoethnobotanical background data.
Behavioral Chain Analysis can be applied to known sites to consider the botanical ramifications
of likely past human activities’ procurement, manufacture, use, and discard of utilitarian
vegetation. Certain kinds of plants lend themselves more easily to this approach, such as garden
escapees (including non-domesticated species); pitted fruit species; tubers, clonally spreading,
and bulbous species; and other long-lived or species with a limited range of dispersal can be
deposited during the course of its use life history in a way that may leave behind relicts, though
this will be further addressed in 2.4.4 and 2.4.7. For example, Chinese mountain terraced gardens
are recorded to have relict rhubarb and fruit trees at least 50 years after abandonment, and relict
(stunted) grapevines and watercress growing after 100 years since forced abandonment (Wegars
1993:85). Vegetables and fruits were highly valuable in the American West in the 19th Century
and can relate economic information in ways similar to meat cuts have been analyzed to interpret
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faunal remains (Schulz and Gust 1983). The vegetal patchwork left over the land tells a story of
the locus of given utilitarian activity; nutrition and health; resilience and adaption; heritage,
dining customs, and taste; economic risk and competition; and ethnic, racial, and class conflict
(Yarnell 1963; Macclancy 1992; Cronon 1993; Wegars 1993; Cronon 2003; Kornfeld and
Osborn 2003; Crosby 2004; Deur and Turner 2005; Ostlund et al. 2009; Turner et al. 2009;
Crowther 2013; Morrison and Shepard 2013; Nicolai 2013; Deur et al. 2015; Riggs 2015).
Further research relevant to use surface vegetation’s ability to answer questions about utilitarian,
economic, and subsistence strategies would benefit from combining ethnobotanical and archival
information with Behavioral Chain Analysis to answer Mid-Range questions.
Vegetal communities, used in the past, may continue today to serve descendant
communities and represent ethnoecological memory of a gathering ground patch or be a
traditional cultural place (Zedeño 2007; Burke et al. 2009), which will be discussed further in
2.4.8. In CRM consultation, Tribes may request a thorough inventory of culturally significant
species present in an undertaking’s area of effect. Utilitarian plants may be dependent upon,
associated with, or resulted from certain Indigenous management practices, which may leave
behind a complex set of clues in the ecosystem (e.g., high-intensity fire dependent ecosystems
from historical fire suppression policy vs. low-intensity fire dependent ecosystems caused by
Indigenous peoples; and environmental legacies of gardening practices) (Deur and Turner 2005;
Turner 2014). In such cases, just listing a species may not be enough to preserve valuable
information about its use; a given species in a certain place may have certain properties (e.g.,
unique taste, nutrients, smell, or other phenomenological properties) that warrant qualitative
ethnographic consideration. Further work in this area could include patterns of absence vs.
abundance or instances of plant stress (to be further discussed in the next section), or even
involve collecting genetic specimens for the sake of preserving biodiversity for posterity and
other studies mentioned in 2.4.7 (Schultes 1992; Salick et al. 2014).
2.4.4 Past Human Activities, Land Use, and Site Indicators
Site indicators are helpful to archaeologists because they 1) aid the attention of surveyors
to find sites while thinly spread over large areas; 2) give clues to both the presence and nature of
buried archaeological remains and clues as to activities associated with the site; and 3) assist in
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re-locating a site, such as the occasion of new research or if a site monitor is trying to locate a
site, especially if the site location narrative maybe ambiguously worded. As a personal example,
I attempted to locate a historical log cabin along a creek, but wandered around a 100-yard range
unable to find a log cabin from a picture and the location narrative description. However, after
checking the vegetation section, which recorded quaking aspen in an area where it was a rare
sight, I immediately looked around and noticed the quaking aspen like a neon sign showing me
the whereabouts of the log cabin remains in a terribly crumbled condition. Even more interesting
though, the crumbled remains of logs were little more than foundation outlines, host to a
concentrated mass of trees growing right out of the log cabin outline. An example of locating
buried archaeological remains could be the use of vegetation in identifying the presence of a
concealed burial, among other forensic applications (Tibbett and Carter 2003; Cardoso et al.
2010; Hawksworth and Wiltshire 2011, 2015).
Building our understanding of vegetal signatures will require more work, drawing from
1) combining Mid-Range theory and Behavioral Archaeological theory with the methods of
historical ecology, ethnobotany, and plant community ecology/phytosociology; 2) recording
vegetation more consistently and accurately; 3) garnering familiarity with local forest succession
patterns for various non-human and human-caused disturbance events; and 4) understanding the
dispersal mechanisms of species associated with certain cultural features and sites. In order to
advance the idea of plants serving as indicators, due to their perceived conspicuous nature,
archaeologists need to be more explicit about what constitutes as ‘normal’ for a non-humandisturbed environment, before we can consistently recognize what constitutes environmental
anomaly, and then parse what exactly makes it conspicuous in nature and link to specific human
activity (Augé 2010). It should go without saying that archaeologists should be more
interdisciplinary and become more familiar with vegetation in the area of one’s work area:
It is the practicing archaeologist’s responsibility to become familiar with the types and
land-use associations of those plants found in the region where work is being done. This
does not mean learning all of the subtle nuances of species classification; it does mean
learning about the more common plants likely to be encountered under project
conditions, as well as the land-use situations with which they are associated (Neumann
and Sanford 2001:131).
Fortunately, there are plenty of botanical resources available across the U.S. on local
plants, weedy species, and ruderals likely to inhabit areas in the wake of certain land-use; though
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the Eastern states enjoy the availability of archaeologically relevant field guide materials on
historic land-use clues from the environment (Sanford et al. 1995; Russell 1997; Sanford et al.
1997; Watts 1999; Wessels 1997, 2010; Sanford 2015). Despite many Eastern U.S.
archaeologists’ perceiving their vegetation as having been too affected by its heavily population
and intensive historical land-use (Neumann and Sanford 2001), New England enjoys a rich
availability of records on its historical inhabitants’ relationships and use of plants in the ways
that Western state archaeologists can only envy. Probably as a consequence of New England’s
comparatively earlier agrarian relationship with the land leaving behind copious records on
attitudes and designs towards gardens, herbals, recipe books, folklore, etiquette guides, landscape
design books, and primary documents from the Founding Fathers (Leighton 1976; Stilgoe 1982;
Leighton 1986, 1987; Taylor 1996; Cronon 2003; Schiebinger 2004b; Sumner 2004; Leone et al.
2005; Ax et al. 2011). Meanwhile, Western states, with their comparatively ‘less’ historically
dense disturbed lands, suffers a paucity of synthesis on the vegetal effects of historical land use;
this is likely because the West’s early immigrant settlers were typically temporary workers.
Returning to the suggestion of using behavioral chain analysis with ethnographic and
ethnobotanical sources, the presence of present-day plant communities could be understood as a
direct result of various utilitarian and subsistence-based land use activities. These directly
(physically or genetically) modified, human dispersal dependent species or cultivars such as
ornamentals can all be examples of intrinsic anthropogenism because of their clear link with
human activity. These plants that are innately associated with human activity are probably the
most recognizable indicators of human activity and are compatible with laundry listing method.
Though the other, significantly overlooked, way for something to be indicative of humans than
simple listings of species present, is extrinsic anthropogenism. This is also where Behavioral
archaeology categories of traces can be instructive in parsing out the different ways plants can be
extrinsically meaningful. Traces’ formal, spatial, frequency, and relational dimensions (Schiffer
1995) combined with phytosociological, geobotanical, phytoarchaeological methods (McIntosh
1978; Brooks 1983; Brooks and Johannes 1990) can guide what to extrinsically look for in
plants.
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2.4.5 Boundaries and Cultural Feature Orientation
As previously seen, past human activities can modify/disturb the soil, leaving drastic
differences in floristic composition and qualitative and quantitative vegetal patterns.
Interpretations of these patterns can go beyond just indicating the general presence of sites or
features. Vegetation can contribute awareness to boundaries and the layout of a site or the
orientation of cultural features (e.g., structures’ interaction with other features). There are several
ways for vegetation can represent boundaries and feature orientation. Boundaries can be
deliberately created through the use of vegetation to delineate spaces, using both native and
introduced species (e.g., hedging in cattle with osage-orange as a natural fence precursor to
barbwire in Eastern states) (Cunningham 2001:248; Watts 1999:104-110; Sumner 2004:302305,307; Sanford 2015). Sometimes vegetation was deliberately used as an extension of a
cultural feature, or intended to accompany a linear feature for drawing attention to a cultural
feature, creating shade, or controlling viewshed (e.g. fences, gates, and roads) (Hall 1969;
Sanford et al. 1995; Cunningham 2001; Fukamachi et al. 2003; Boyd et al. 2007; Sanford 2015).
In other instances, vegetal boundaries may unintentionally caused through the differential
treatment of the vegetation and soil on either side of a fence from differing activities on either
side (e.g. residential yard versus pasture), or by the difficulty a fence presents to managing its
underlying vegetation, causing
vegetation to grow differently under a
fence long after the fence has
disappeared (Russell 1997; Sanford et
al. 1997; Egan and Howell 2001;
Neumann and Sanford 2001;
Weatherford 2010; Sanford 2015)
(Figures 2.10-11).
Boundary and outline vegetal

Figure 2.10. Former fence-line
and road (Photo by author, 2016).

Figure 2.11. Former animal pen
outline (Photo by author, 2016).

stands can be indirectly caused by
humans; such as, by the effects of grazing cattle (e.g., “if one side of the tree has large, lowgrowing limbs… or rounded knobs from limbs that have died and healed over… this side of trees
grew in the open”) (Egan and Howell 2001; Wessels 2010; Sanford 2015). In my observation of
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Western Montana historical sites, indirect vegetal modification can be caused by environmenthuman feedback; humans unknowingly attract birds with our creation of places for them to perch
(e.g., fences), causing rectangular growth patterns of gooseberries, which were left by birds
perching on wood structures and defecating berries’ seeds, especially around fenced in grave plot
or dilapidated log cabins. These vegetal growth patterns often outlive the fences that outlined
them in the first place. Weatherford (2010:110-111) gives a fascinating example of Native
Americans having used both ocotillo (Fouquieria splendens) and cacti (Opuntia) for creating
boundaries. He explained that the edible fruit of Opuntia are hard, small, and numerous, so when
its consumers swallowed the seeds whole, they would later defecate at the edges of their yards
around their homes. The seeds finding themselves a fertile starting place would grow and
reinforce stands of Opuntia, from which its inhabitants would later gather from its thin patches,
and continue the cycle. Dean (2005:412) seconds this phenomenon with cacti, adding how these
cacti hedgerows attract Neotoma devia (wood rats), which is an anthropogenic (synanthropic)
fauna. Other regrowth in special use areas, such as dumps, barnyards, or pastures could include
plants that thrive on enriched soils like “thistles, burdock and nettles” (Sanford et al. 1995),
common lilacs, and day lilies, which are often found near privies (Stewart 1977; Watts 1999).
Many garden escapees persist long after a site is abandoned (Sanford 2015), such as lily-of-thevalley and periwinkle can be found on the north side of a house (Stewart 1977) or among
cellarholes (Sanford 2015). Other plants were intentionally planted in the front yard, though the
idea of a front yard may have not appeared in U.S. until 1820, when sugar maples, morning
glories, periwinkle, day lilies, hydrangeas, roses, sumac, Lombardy poplar, white poplar, black
locust are likely began to make an appearance in Eastern states’ front yards (Sanford et al. 1995).
Others plants are associated with the back yards (e.g., day lily) (Stewart 1977). Other intentional
plantings were placed at the front door or gate (e.g., lilacs, Lombardy poplars) (Sanford et al.
1995; Watts 1999), while other plants were meant to line walkways (e.g., lilacs, hyacinths)
(Stewart 1977). An example of an unintentional plant reported to occur among fireplace remains
is bayberry (Stewart 1977).
Boundaries and site layout indicators are also anthropologically important as living
memory markers for several reasons. Obviously, archaeologists may use boundary indicators for
locating the extent or outline of former structures or other cultural features (Stewart 1977; Egan
and Howell 2001; Sanford 2015). Through understanding of the interactions between entrances,
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roadways, walkways, and other archival recorded features for clues needed for relocating the
whereabouts of ‘lost’ features (Egan and Howell 2001; Boyd et al. 2007; Lunt et al. 2016). The
nature of a boundary or feature outline’s vegetation can assist archaeologists in finding the extent
of a special use or activity areas (e.g., corrals, chicken pens, pigsties, agricultural or grazing
areas vs. residential or domestic space) long after original fencing or structure is gone (Stewart
1977; Sanford et al. 1997; Sanford 2015). Since archaeologists’ definitions for delineating a
site’s boundaries are often based on clustering of evidence of human activity, usually the
presence of cultural features and artifacts (Henthorne 2007), archaeologists may draw on signs of
anthropogenic vegetation to express evidence for past human activity and thus extending the
boundaries of an archaeological site. Botanical indicators of boundaries may also communicate
where social space was located, how it was divided, and how it was seen or experienced
phenomenologically by its contemporaries through controlling what is visible, what is accessible,
shade enjoyed, aesthetic for “feel”, and what was intended to be smelled (Tilley 1994; Jones and
Cloke 2002; Jacks 2007). Furthermore, plants comprising boundaries are also material
projections of social perceptions of space and place, entailing how and where private property is
staked out, especially in connection with the passing of laws; delineating a place for a certain
labor; guarding privacy; and recognition of social realities like the need for protection from
perceived danger from outside influences, persons, beings, and forces (Cunningham 2001:247254; Jones and Cloke 2002; Fukamachi et al. 2003; Low and Lawrence-Zúñiga 2010; Augé
2013; Lullfitz et al. 2017). More on this last point will be further discussed under section 2.4.9.
2.4.6 Relative Dating, Lichenometry, and Forensic Applications
An intriguing application of site vegetation is in the area of dating, albeit a relative form
of dating, especially in landscapes and land use, sites and their cultural features, and even human
remains, when there are few leads to narrow the creation or use of site constituents. There are
four main applications of dating surface vegetation: 1) dating regrowth to establish time since
abandonment and the nature of land use (examples include using forest succession, collected tree
DBH33 data to create seriation charts) (Mobley and Eldridge 1992; Neumann et al. 1993; Forbes
1996; Neumann and Sanford 2001; Speer and Hansen-Speer 2007; Arno et al. 2008; Tømmervik
33

DBH is a tree’s diameter breast height, or a tree’s diameter.
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et al. 2010; Towner and Creasman 2010); 2) establishing a postmortem interval34 (using various
understory and over-story growth in and over human remains with locally known growth rates)
(Lane et al. 1990; Tibbett and Carter 2003; Cardoso et al. 2010; Hawksworth and Wiltshire 2011,
2015); 3) estimating the relative period of use of a site with cultivars and ornamentals (using
seriation charts with archival datable popularity range) (McWilliams 2017a; McWilliams
2017b); and 4) narrowing down the date range of use or ascertain the antiquity of the
construction of stone features, such as cairns and fasting beds (using lichenometry) (Armstrong
2004; Benedict 2009; Osborn et al. 2015; Scott 2015).
Each of these applications are relatively simple and inexpensive considering plants are
such a pervasive resource encountered at archaeological sites (Sue Pearson 1988). In order for
these techniques to work, however, archaeologists must have pre-requisite knowledge of the
basics of botany and how to use an identification guide; local familiarity of forest succession
patterns; discernment of different vegetation zones to ascertain what counts as “local;” local
knowledge of the growth rates of key lichens in the vegetation zones in which the user works;
and knowledge of locally relevant archival records available (e.g., gardening/landscaping guides,
seedsmen/nursery catalogs, newspaper aids, receipt books, etc.) to recognize when certain
plantings came in and out of vogue.
Each of these techniques has certain caveats to keep in mind. For example, forest
succession and tree DBH seriation techniques need dendrochronological coring both at the local
level and by species to ground-truth tree age estimates (Neumann et al. 1993; Neumann and
Sanford 2001). In the case of lichenometry, some species of crustose lichens are preferable over
others for different ecological considerations in lichenometry. Different stone materials attract
certain lichens and a control sample stone may not be the same kind of stone of a feature an
archaeologist needs to date. Awareness of different species having different growth rates is also
important. Another difficulty with a lichenometry experiment is that such tests need to be
performed in different climatic, elevation, and forest canopy shade conditions and vegetation
zones with back ups (in case of the control lichens dying), because some lichen species will
tolerate only certain conditions. A testing site must be permanent, un-tampered with, and datable
(e.g. headstone or controlled site revisited over the years) (Benedict 2009; Osborn et al. 2015)
(Figure 2.12). Also important is the need for these experiments to have a clear disclosure of the
34
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methods used for the sake of replicability and
compatibility for future use. The forensic
application of using rootballs and growth patterns
involve the above combined critiques (Cardoso et
al. 2010). When using horticultural assemblages
in seriation like artifacts, as a terminus post quem,
a user should be conscientious of the issues of

Figure 2.12. Xanthoria elegans (elegant orange wall
lichen) on headstone (Photo by author, 2017).

plants as heirlooms and “nomenclature,

geographic region or natural range (including climatic variations), significant weather events,
method of propagation (seed distribution vs. root-sprouts), longevity, genetic regression, and
seasonal issues” (McWilliams 2017b).
2.4.7 Trade and Travel Routes
Site vegetation may seem innocuous, but it is a powerful form of evidence capable of
revealing how humans moved through space and artificially selected plants over time. Plants can
be linked with transportation, travel/migration, and traded, through spatial analysis, genetics, and
an understanding of a plant’s spreading mechanisms. These approaches will help with
recognizing: 1) origination, through associated points in space, as a plant “out of place” indicates
a spatial connection to some originating place (e.g., a manuport or an anthropophyte), through
intentional or unintentional transportation (Brooks and Johannes 1990; Huisinga 2001; Larrue et
al. 2010; Turner 2014:157-158); 2) movement through space, through a pathway distribution
pattern across space suggestive of travel routes/corridors) (Beckes et al. 1982; Blasing 1986;
Brooks and Johannes 1990; Warren 2016); 3) exchange, through the relationship between two
places (and possibly peoples too), which depends on the type of patterns of distribution and their
coinciding material remains, can reveal the nature of the exchange like with other classes of
material culture (e.g., down-the-line, etc.) (Brooks and Johannes 1990); and 4) selection by
humans (however seemingly weedy), which may leave morphological and genetic changes
(Cowan and Smith 1993; Gremillion 1993; Wegars 1993; Brown 1999; Ford 2000; Ritland et al.
2005; Kerrigan 2012; Gómez-pompa et al. 2016; Kinder et al. 2017; McWilliams 2017a). These
applications risk being overlooked because they are living and not frozen in time, may not
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phonologically appear distinctive, and may require viewing them in the larger picture to be
appreciated, something that cannot be done if site vegetation is simply a species listing. Perhaps
it might help to think of these three aspects in terms of scale as points, lines, and networks.
Like artifacts, which can be sourced, the story of the distribution of plants may be tied to
human migration, provided archaeologists can rule out non-human explanations (e.g., wind,
water, animal agents) for the presence and distribution of a plant beyond its natural range.
Archaeologists can also compare the trail of migration and evolution of plants through their
genetics. In order to know if something is out of place, there is the first assumption of where
something originates (‘belongs’). Unfortunately, plant field guides tend to leave out references
explaining how the continental origin of a given species is known beyond hit or miss archival
records mentioning direct introductions of species. While historical records could be useful, this
approach needs paleoethnobotanical, historical biogeographical, and historical
phytogeographical interdisciplinary cooperation, and archaeologists can provide the genetic
samples that specialists can analyze.
Despite the daunting interdisciplinary collaboration needed for this, there are promising
examples of what archaeologists could do with plants on the questions of exchange and
movement through space through genetics and phytogeography. Take for example, an isolated
palm in the aridness of central Australia, Livistona mariae (Central Australian cabbage palm) as
an illustration of something being meaningful for its point in origin. Biologists thought it a relict
of Australia’s Mid-Miocene (over five million years ago), as it was found over 500 miles away
from its nearest relation, Livistona rigida (Mataranka palm). However, a new genetics study of
these two species’ taxonomic relatedness indicate its dispersal occurred somewhere between
7,000-31,000 years ago; given its later introduction, low energy context, and low spreading
ability, human dispersal was the most likely cause for its presence in central Australia (Kondo et
al. 2012), which is also fascinating because of Aboriginal Australian memory of this culturally
significant plant coming south due to “the gods from the high north brought the seeds to this
place a long time ago” (Bowman et al. 2015).
Examples of movement between points in space include Beckes et al. (1982) finding
concentrations of Pinus flexilis (Limber Pine) lining American Indian trails, in North Dakota,
between settlements. Likewise, Blasing (1986) found an Asimina triloba (common pawpaw)
growing along American Indian trails in Kansas, and Warren (2016) found Gleditsia triacanthos
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(honey locust) following Cherokee trails between settlements. As far as genetic and
morphological clues of plants at sites that may go unnoticed for being weedy or native, Cowan
and Smith (1993) have recognized Cucurbita pepo (field pumpkin) to be the progenitor of
today’s many varieties of pepo squashes, decentering Central America as the origin of its
domestication. Kinder et al. (2017) have found Solanum jamesii (wild potato) bearing
morphological signs of cultivation and has an association with Ancestral Pueblo sites. Lesica
(2012:243) has noted an European species of gooseberry at a historical site in Montana saying,
“Ribes reclinatum L [R. uva-crispa L.] has been collected in an old mining camp in Flathead Co.,
but it is not known to be naturalized.” Imagine, if just “gooseberry” was recorded on a site form,
it might have been dismissed as just native regrowth (neo-ecology) and not be meaningful as a
manuport. It is for these reasons that more precision in identification and the collection of genetic
samples of possible ethnobotanical species are needed. Future genetic study can affect the
archaeological significance on a subject that might otherwise be passed over (see Salick et al.
2014:97-125 for procedures, equipment, and interdisciplinary research applications). One final
reason for collecting genetic specimens of ethnobotanically significant species is that
archaeologists have privileged access to resources useful for its time-depth in testing hypotheses,
relevant to fields’ researchers in biodiversity and conservation would likely appreciate.
2.4.8 Landscapes, Place, Memory, and Time
It is difficult to write about landscape35 and place36 without discussing the ways in which
place is entangled with identity, belief, and symbolism; these subjects will be handled in sections
2.4.9 and 2.4.10. However, plants play an important, but overlooked role in 1) the recognition
and making of place (Weisel 1951; Tuan 1974; Jones and Cloke 2002; Dafni 2006; Johnson and
Hunn 2010; Mazumdar and Mazumdar 2012; Tuan 2013; Harmanşah 2014); 2) the indication the
seasons and guiding the timing of activities, (taskscapes37), or mark temporal dynamics of a
cultural landscape (Ingold 1993; Johnson and Hunn 2010; Turner 2014; Kootenai Culture
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Landscape, here, is a series of experiential and socially perceived places interconnected over land/sea.
Place is a socially and experientially defined locale in space.
37
Taskscape is the way of viewing landscape by its changing seasonal rhythms of the interactions of peoples’ work
and play activities between each other and their environment.
36
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Committee 2015); 3) the instruments of becoming, “moments of being”38, and home-making
(Stilgoe 1982; Samuels 1999; Helphand 2006; Mazumdar and Mazumdar 2012; Riggs 2015;
McMillen et al. 2017; Ozawa 2017); 4) and living monuments, or relations, to story and memory
(Weisel 1951; Fukamachi et al. 2003; Dafni 2006; Mazumdar and Mazumdar 2012; McMillen et
al. 2017). If archaeologists give vegetation a thought beyond it being a frame of green around a
cultural site, they could notice plants as components of some sites, and plants as what makes a
site a “site” or of cultural importance. While vegetation may be modified, it could be unmodified
just as other natural sacred places and landscapes, despite literature on landscape having focused
on natural features like waterways, topography, fossil-laden and ochre providing substrates, and
land formations. For the outsider archaeologist looking in, it is difficult to recognize something
that may only exist in the eye of the beholder, an inner world of landscape, place, memory, and
time, let alone how these places may be made through its vegetation. Ultimately, local
ethnographic sources, linguistic ethnobotanical sources, and landscape ethnoecological sources
are crucial to learning about the existence of these landscapes and places. However, there are
some often-cited commonalities affecting what to look for and what to record in Section 2.4.9.
This is because it is common for sensorial properties of the environment to attract human
attention enough to become a place within landscape.
By saying “plants as components of sites,” I mean plants like artifact and feature
assemblages compose a site left by human actions and are not mere backdrop. In reading site
forms I’ve noticed there is an organizational emphasis, with site form descriptions revolving
around big and flashy architecture, in the way they describe and enumerate cultural features by
sometimes lumping other features under one (for example, Feature 2 could be a barn, but
subsumes the presence of a corral and privy under the barn description). Site narrative
description and maps reveal a sort of connotational core of what is central to that site and all
description flows from it down to its peripheral accompanying features and artifacts. Various
objects (whether hierarchically or not) cumulatively or supportively make up the whole; these
components can be planted-based, too. For example, a historic route is not merely a squiggle on
a map or tread marks, but is also its way-markers, such as vivifacts like ‘praying’ (bent/trained)
and scarred trees (e.g., harvested trees, or trees with arborglyphs and taphoglyphs) (Figure 2.13)
(Weisel 1951; Mobley and Eldridge 1992; Elliot 1993; Morrison and Shepard 2013; Nicolai
38

A phrase used by Samuels (1999:29)
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2013; Kawa et al. 2015), and trees grown as a consequence of their seeds spat out along the trail
(Beckes et al. 1982; Blasing 1986; Warren 2016).
So instead of recording the direction of the route and a general
environment setting pulled from a template, description should take
care to be more specific about the shapes and modifications to its
vegetation as well as its local forest understory composition.
Graves are not just human remains and headstones, they can
have grave marking trees or flowers, which don’t just indicate the
location of a grave but can symbolically stand-in for the presence of
the dead or as a living memorial of hope (McMillen et al. 2017;
McWilliams 2017a, 2017b). Sometimes vegetation is the only
marker, as families could only afford vegetation to mark a grave
(Samuels 1999:31).
Vegetation is often consciously and unconsciously imbued

Figure 2.13. Culturally Modified
Tree. Goat Rocks Wilderness, a
part of Gifford Pinchot National
Forest (Source: U.S. Forest
Service, via Wikipedia Commons,
2008).

with personhood, either through differential treatment of it or through attaching terms of kinship
to vegetation (Florin 1977; Tallbull 1995; Rival 2001; Anderson et al. 2011:72-74). Plants
surviving at sites are not just background “environmental setting.” They can represent surviving
claims to landownership that ‘credibly’ made a homestead a homestead to its contemporaries and
to the U.S. government (Riggs 2015). Plants also may signify relics of past boundary markers
and may be witness trees (or as GLO landmarks for imposing imagined graticules of latitude and
longitude on the land) (Shelly 2012) or as way markers (Janseen 1941; Elliot 1993; Turner et al.
2009). Vegetation can also be instruments of “becoming” and commemorate moments of being
(Stilgoe 1982; Samuels 1999:28; Riggs 2015; McMillen et al. 2017). Certain plants, while not
necessarily located at an archaeological site or landscape defined by a given activity, may be part
of a whole landscape or may be crucial components to ritual or to other actions that make a site
or taskscape (Ingold 1993; Kornfeld and Osborn 2003:288).
So what do I mean by vaporously implying vegetation as artifacts of “becoming and
commemorated moments of being?” Plants, like symbolic monuments, meaningfully affected a
therapeutic emotional, psychological, or spiritual change within their creators, or planters, in the
act of their creation and establishment (Helphand 2006; Riggs 2015; McMillen et al. 2017;
Ozawa 2017). Riggs discussing the function of flora in home-making in the lives of Alsatian and
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Japanese immigrant families, elaborates, “Flora, as a symbol of dedication, was powerful in the
19th century American that conceived of the concepts of property, work, independence, and
upward mobility of as inseparable” (Riggs 2015:18). Riggs further added on the subject of
symbolic performance of home-making saying, “… flora emerged as a physical symbol of
invested time and labor and a significant player within either family’s struggle to validate their
newly acquired land ownership status” (Riggs 2015:19). To these families, flora was not just
subsistence, shade, or even satisfying a legal requirement, but an act of proving something to
themselves; as their introduced and managed flora put down roots, so did their families become
‘upstanding’ Americans and free. Familiar plants, either introduced or native similar to their
homeland’s flora, were used in taming, making familiar, and home-making39 their new land. By
introducing plants (i.e., manuports) under a state of uncertainty, immigrants reinstated a sense of
home by transporting their landscapes with them and thus are components of home, place, and
landscapes. Ozawa (2017) relates a poignant example of the role growing castor beans and
gardens had among Japanese-Americans in restoring their dignity in the midst of incarceration
camps. These gardens gave Japanese-Americans a sense of normalcy in a state of uncertainty and
a sense of control through the act of territorializing. Obviously, leaving out such vegetation and
other surviving nature features, and substituting environmental template descriptions or using
“bushes” and wildflowers” on such sites’ records would leave out an important part of the stories
of these sites.
Besides vegetation being used as a means of “becoming” (i.e., performance40), it
simultaneously were used to mark events and be objects of memory. The age of the family and
house were often reflected by the maturation of these marker trees. Vegetation is also used as a
living memorial of the dead (Samuels 1999:31; McMillen et al. 2017; McWilliams 2017b;
McWilliams 2017a). Weddings may be marked by plantings of holly or “marriage”/ “coffin”
trees (Samuels 1999:31). Similarly, trees may be planted in front of a house on the occasion of
buying or building a new house (Samuels 1999:28) and births of children, called “birth trees”
(Stilgoe 1982:165; Samuels 1999:28). Because of the emotional connection between these
plantings and people, places, and events, it was common for people to view the fate of a person
39

Home-making, here, is the combination of the ideas of place-making and Riggs' (2015) “homeplace”, denotes a
location where people demonstrate both their material presence in such a way, that they internalize a sense of
attachment, freedom, and intimacy.
40
I used this term “performance” as Alfred Gell used it (Gell 1998).
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as mirrored by its ‘stand-in’ tree (e.g. harm to a tree meant harm had come to its associated
person wherever this person was in the world) (Stilgoe 1982:165; Samuels 1999); this
demonstrates that the concepts of sympathetic magic41 and embodiment42 can apply to
vegetation.
Plants can make a place a “place” or make a site a “site.” The forest composition of
plants, such as trees, can strongly influence how a forest landscape is perceived. Jones and Cloke
(2002:24-25) offer a list of examples of different forest landscapes, such as paradisal landscapes,
spiritual landscapes, mythological landscapes, gendered landscapes, and touristic or scenic
landscapes. Some other examples include plants: pertaining to sacred site of stories and
cosmogeny (e.g. medicine trees) and continue to be interacted with (e.g. pilgrimage) (Stilgoe
1982; Weisel 1951; Altman 2000; Gifford 2000; Jones and Cloke 2002; Dafni 2006; Nicolai
2013); characterizing horticultural/agricultural sites (e.g. gardens, orchards, fields, etc) and
traditional gathering grounds (Deur and Turner 2005; Harmanşah 2014:143-145); existing as
gallows trees or comprising cemeteries and memorials (Florin 1977; Stilgoe 1982; Jones and
Cloke 2002; McMillen et al. 2017; McWilliams 2017a, 2017b); representing foreign places
(Jones and Cloke 2002; Coates 2006); and delineating places of power, places of danger, other
realms, worlds, abodes of spirits, faeries, other entities (Stilgoe 1982:220-229; Tallbull 1995;
Jones and Cloke 2002; Fukamachi et al. 2003; Tuan 2013; Gómez-pompa et al. 2016).
Somewhat related to place is time or the seasons, which may affect the nature of interactions of
people and the environment at sites. Plants may be viewed as a sort of calendar guiding when to
engage in hunting, gathering, and ritual activities (Kootenai Culture Committee 2015).
2.4.9 Symbolic Roles in Belief, Religion, and Magic
Plants hold a special role in belief. In the subject of plants and belief, trees are frequently
singled out in human attention, which is not to minimize the importance of other types of plants.
Though, trees easily lend themselves to anthropomorphism because of their age, size, and ‘torso’
and ‘limbs’ (Guthrie 1993; Baker 2001; Cunningham 2001; Rival 2001; Jones and Cloke 2002;
41

Sympathetic magic is the idea that “sympathy may reside in a physical resemblance or symbolic similarity
between two objects, which case an object that looks like or is perceived to express shared qualities with another has
the ability to affect the other” (Augé 2013:15).
42
Embodiment, here, is a kind of personification of onto surrounding things that a given object is viewed as an
extension of an individual’s sense of self beyond the physical boundary of one’s skin.
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Thiselton-Dyer 2008; Tuan 2013). As such, trees are constantly revered as sacred objects and
places of enlightenment, dispensing justice, ancestral attachment, important meeting, objects of
myth, and places of cleaving to the divine (Folkard 1892; Altman 2000; Baker 2001;
Cunningham 2001; Dafni 2006; Thiselton-Dyer 2008; Carvalho 2011).
Plants, like other objects of belief, can be part of cosmologies, offering explanations for
how and why things happen, and may be perceived as persons/beings, worlds or abodes of the
supernatural, and imbued with power (Folkard 1892; Weisel 1951; Mercatante 1976; Stilgoe
1982; Altman 2000; Baker 2001; Rival 2001; Lehner and Lehner 2003; Müller-Ebelling et al.
2003; Thiselton-Dyer 2008; Carvalho 2011; Humphrey 2012; Turner 2014:254-315; Boyer
2017). Plants may be used as symbols of teachings or expressions of
religious identity (Figure 2.12) (Folkard 1892; Mercatante 1976;
Stilgoe 1982; Altman 2000; Baker 2001; Lehner and Lehner 2003;
Thiselton-Dyer 2008; Carvalho 2011; Humphrey 2012). Like other
religious-magical objects, plants are used as coping mechanisms for
dealing with the otherwise out-of-control world by: inflicting harm
or warn as ill-omens (Folkard 1892; Baker 2001; Thiselton-Dyer
2008; Humphrey 2012; Yronwode 2002); providing protection of
one’s livelihood, health, property (Baker 2001; Cunningham 2001;
Thiselton-Dyer 2008; Augé 2013; Turner 2014); attracting luck or
love (Baker 2001; Cunningham 2001; Yronwode 2002; ThiseltonDyer 2008; Turner 2014; Houlbrook 2015); and offering protection
from various other circumstances from the weather (Baker 2001;

Figure 2.14. Irises over a 117 year
old burial. Demersville Cemetery,
Northern Flathead, MT (Photo by
author, 2016).

Cunningham 2001; Yronwode 2002; Müller-Ebelling et al. 2003; Augé 2013) to increasing
fertility (Altman 2000; Baker 2001; Rival 2001; Yronwode 2002; Lehner and Lehner 2003;
Müller-Ebelling et al. 2003). Like previous discussion on plants left as a consequence of past
human activities, ritual activities may unintentionally or intentionally leave behind vegetation
(Baker 2001; Gazin-schwartz 2001; Augé 2013; Brien 2015).
Flora as magical objects suffer from the same problem that other magical artifacts do,
being taken for granted as everyday objects and, thus, easy to miss for the untrained eye.
Though, some cultures may not distinguish between magic and religion, and religion/magic from
other aspects of daily life, both in thought, objects, and space. Archaeologists, with the help of
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archival, folkloristic, linguistic, and ethnographic sources, should contemplate how plants were
perceived, ritualistically used, and extensions of a people’s cosmology, since botanical vestiges
of belief can live on, such as white bark pine potentially left in Apsáalooke (Crow) fasting beds,
as a bundles of it were used as bedding material (see
Figure 2.15) (Kornfeld and Osborn 2003:271; Brien
2015:64). Using the island of Skye as an example,
Gazin-schwartz (2001:273) reports how elder and
rowan trees, once used as protection from witches
and/or faeries, can still be found today at locations
where highland Scottish houses once stood.
As briefly mentioned before, how humans
attribute symbolic meaning is not wholly arbitrary
(Houlbrook 2015); it begins with deriving iconic
meaning through the shared likeness between two
things. One of the ways things are thought or used

Figure 2.15. Pinus albicaulis (white bark pine) in
Apsáaloke (Crow) fasting bed (Courtesy of Aaron
Brien, 2015).

magically is because of the principle of sympathetic
magic, “the belief that like effects like… This can manifest in three ways: like produces like, like
acts upon like, or like cures like” (Augé 2013:51; coming from Mauss 1972[1902]).
Additionally, anthropomorphism affects beliefs involved with plants through the Doctrine of
Signatures and sympathetic magic by virtue of a plant’s given name, as exemplified with a host
of angelic, saintly, and devilish common names for plants (Folkard 1892; Baker 2001;
Cunningham 2001; Mabey 2010).
Because objects associated with belief can have semi-arbitrary relationship with meaning,
archaeologists have clues regarding what to look for, providing them with tools to describe such
details. The recognition of magical signatures need not be lost on part of the archaeologist; an
approach to the study or such signatures can begin by collecting large datasets of numerical
frequency, placement in space, associated objects, and formal attributes, then the patterns of
which can be contrasted between the expected intended function and ritual or religious-magical
functions (informed by archival, ethnographic, and folkloristic sources) (Merrifield 1987; Walker
1998; Augé 2013, 2014). Additionally, these comparisons can be further considered through
Augé’s (2013) criteria for identifying ritual and magic contexts can be found in Appendix B.
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Some examples of how these criteria might be adapted towards flora, are (but not limited
to): an isolated plant (usually a tree) singled out for attention, usually with signs of differential
treatment to the plant in question like land clearance regrowth, geometric rock alignments or
other built environments, or the possible remains of votive offering remains (e.g., coins; candles;
metallic objects like nails or buckles; and various human or animals remains) (Augé 2013;
Houlbrook 2015); redundancy in the depiction of iconographic motifs in surrounding associated
objects or redundancy in tree modification with inserted objects or arborglyphs (Houlbrook
2015; differential placing of vegetation at places at perceived vulnerable entrances and
boundaries, or plantings in cosmologically significant directions, such as cardinal directions or
left/right in relation to religious focal objects (Baker 2001; Cunningham 2001; Gazin-schwartz
2001; Thiselton-Dyer 2008; Augé 2013); cosmologically-significant numerical patterns of plant
groups that would not be due to non-human causes (Gazin-schwartz 2001; Augé 2013, 2014);
word puns with the names of a species (Thiselton-Dyer 2008; McMillen et al. 2017); manuport
species whose origin is associated with a place of ideological significance to the culture in
question; and phenomenological suggestion through the various sensorial properties of plants
(Table 2.16), especially with known symbolic qualities (Tuan 1974; Tilley 1994; Palang and Fry
2003; Augé 2013).
It is important to remember that plants, like other magical objects, are most often
everyday things (Gazin-schwartz 2001; Augé 2013) and may not necessarily be physically
modified or have another obvious reason for sacredness. Thus, careful consideration of a plant’s
surrounding spatial and relational contexts, various folk names, and local relevant cultural
knowledge may be necessary when documenting and interpreting these resources. Sometimes a
plant is not sacred at the species level, but could be sacred at the individualistic level with its
own unique gnarls and other features that set it apart. Detailed plant descriptions will advance
further study in this area.
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Sensorial Floral
Properties
Overall growth habit,
form, and stature

Whether its form is weeping, thin, stout, tall,
phallic, etc.

Behavior, longevity,
and life cycle

Whether it is long or short lived, pioneer
species, climax forest associated, etc.

Relation or association
with other plants,
animals, and types of
people
Color

Whether it is weedy, symbiotic, parasitic,
hosts certain animals, associated with witches,
foreigners, holy people, etc.

Olfactory/Smells

Whether it has aromatic volatile oils or
repulsive odor

Gustatory/Taste

Whether it is sour, sweet, bitter, salty, spicy,
metallic, acrid, crunchy, tender, slimy, etc
Whether it known for its creaking or the
rustles its leaves or the effect of the rustling
resembles rain or water sound effects (e.g. the
shaking of the lulav and etrog set used in the
Jewish festival of Sukkot, which includes
prayer for the rainy season)
Whether it is thorny/sharp, sticky, hairy,
smooth, slick, rough, etc.

Auditory/Sound

Tactility/Feel

Shapes and numbers of
plant parts

Special utilitarianrealized properties

Description

Whether certain colors are associated with
natural phenomena/features, associations with
blood, milk, semen, corpses, etc.

Whether leaves, petals, seeds, fruit, etc. have a
symbolic shape, a form lending itself to the
doctrine of signatures, or grouping of
numerological significance in a group’s
cosmology
Whether it is flexible, strong tensile strength,
toxic, hallucinogenic, aerial seed dispersal
properties for use in play

Sources
(Stilgoe 1982; Baker 2001; Rival 2001;
Jones and Cloke 2002; Yronwode 2002;
Boyer 2017; McMillen et al. 2017)
(Altman 2000; Baker 2001; Rival 2001;
Jones and Cloke 2002; Thiselton-Dyer
2008; Boyer 2017)
(Folkard 1892; Jones and Cloke 2002;
Thiselton-Dyer 2008; Boyer 2017;
Schulke 2017)
(Baker 2001; Cunningham 2001; Rival
2001; Jones and Cloke 2002; Yronwode
2002; Lehner and Lehner 2003; Fiscelli
2004; Thiselton-Dyer 2008; Carvalho
2011; Augé 2013; McMillen et al.
2017; Boyer 2017; Schulke 2017)
(Colonial Dames of America 1995;
Baker 2001; Cunningham 2001;
Yronwode 2002; Lehner and Lehner
2003; Fiscelli 2004; Thiselton-Dyer
2008; Schulke 2017)
(Baker 2001; Yronwode 2002)
(Baker 2001)

(Baker 2001; Jones and Cloke 2002;
Yronwode 2002; Lehner and Lehner
2003; Thiselton-Dyer 2008; Boyer 2017;
Schulke 2017)
(Mercatante 1976; Baker 2001; Rival
2001; Jones and Cloke 2002; Yronwode
2002; Lehner and Lehner 2003;
Thiselton-Dyer 2008; Augé 2013, 2014;
Schulke 2017)
(Schultes et al. 1998; Altman 2000;
Baker 2001; Cunningham 2001; Jones
and Cloke 2002; Yronwode 2002;
Emboden 2003; Lehner and Lehner
2003; Müller-Ebelling et al. 2003;
Thiselton-Dyer 2008; Boyer 2017;
McMillen et al. 2017; Schulke 2017)

Table 2.4 Symbolic Sensorial Properties of Plants.
Note: These categories and descriptions of sensorial properties involved in plant symbolism were developed through
discussions with C. Riley Augé (2016, pers. comm.) (Table prepared by author, 2017).
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2.4.10 Symbolic Roles in Group Identity
The notion of identity is multi-faceted and interconnected with previous discussions on
boundaries and landownership, becoming and home-making, and ideological expressions. Just as
with belief, vegetation is affected through the performance of identification with a social group,
whether class, nationality, gender, or ethnicity. The symbolic sensorial properties of plants in
Table 2.16 apply here, too, to explain how plants could become symbols of group identity.
Unfortunately, there is a scarcity of available literature on the interpretive application of identity
in flora, which means this area of study suffers the same interpretive drawbacks of recognizing
ethnic markers and engendered artifacts. I only intend to suggest some incipient notions of how
vegetation can hold vestiges of the performance of identity and assert further research is needed.
Class, social status, and prestige are typically represented in archaeology when there is an
unequal distribution of rare and exotic goods as symbols of social stratification (Orser 2004:239246; Renfrew and Bahn 2007:216; Day 2013); therefore, this logic could be applied to both rare
and exotic plants but also plants positioned in what would have been the public’s view of a site,
as form of expressing stylishness, civility, and power (Stilgoe 1982; Leighton 1986, 1987;
Favretti 1990; Watts 1999; Mitchell 2002; Leone et al. 2005; McWilliams 2017a). Power can
also be botanically expressed through intricate arrangements or garden landscaping, because of
the means to maintain such an undertaking, and preference for plants predominately serving
aesthetic purposes (Leighton 1986, 1987; Favretti 1990; Graham 2011). By contrast, some have
also noted the use of only plants (e.g., lilies and irises) to mark graves when the family was not
privileged enough to afford a headstone, meaning lower classes may have used plants for
subsistence and economic purposes (Samuels 1999:31). However, realizing how class could be
represented in flora (in the U.S.) is obscured because early writings on plants in colonial New
England were preoccupied with recording the showy uses of plants among the upper class and
serving in the self-sufficiency of yeoman farmers. Such historic authors’ preoccupations
drowned out the masses and their use of plants to communicate their status. While historical
syntheses of colonists’ relationships with plants are quite one-sided, there is also the difficulty in
recognizing flora as a sign of social status because it could be obtained by people from many
places on the a socioeconomic scale.
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Gender, like class, also has limited literature on flora. Gender roles were reflected in
labor settings and social expectations associated with etiquette guides where plants tended to be
associated with the work of women and connected to the role of women in house-keeping. In my
search for botanical descriptions in secondary and primary sources in the Northern Rockies and
Pacific Northwest during the second-half of the 19th century, I noticed that female authors
provided greater details of specific plant species than mere economically valued species. Prior to
the hey day of the Homesteading era, male descriptions of flora were exceptionally vague, except
where they purchased trade goods (i.e., tobacco and coffee), made reference to timber for
logging, or made reference to some curious sight (e.g., culturally modified trees and medicines).
Out West, unlike the East where there are richer archival records available of immigrant’s
relationships with plants, opportunists’ pursuit of temporary work and the hope of striking it rich
attracted transient laborers, mostly men, with little interest in getting fixed in one place too long
as those in plant husbandry were. In places where the landscape was ‘domesticated' and
horticultural in nature, women’s connections are more prevalent; whereas men’s connections to
the landscape prevail where ‘wild’ landscape is concerned, such as logging or other man-camp
settings (Jones and Cloke 2002; Rutkow 2012; Tuan 2013). The choice of lilies and irises over
graves appears to be engendered, as the graves of children and mothers are often covered in lilies
and irises, but not so the graves of men (Samuels 1999:31; McWilliams 2017a); however, these
are very rough characterizations and need further attunement to local groups’ values and
circumstances. Deep scouring of inventories, receipt books, photographs, newspapers, dairies,
nursery/seed catalogs, etc. are needed to help piece together rare glimpses of the everyday lives
of people and their entanglement with flora.
Nationality, ethnicity, and flora have fascinating connections, besides just the use of plant
color schemes to convey patriotism through emulating flag colors (Jones and Cloke 2002;
McMillen et al. 2017) and national character being embodied in certain plants such as American
elm (Ulmus Americana) in America and Scottish thistle (Onopordum acanthium or Cirsium
vulgare) in Scotland) (Stilgoe 1982; Jones and Cloke 2002; Mabey 2010); but also xenophobic
nativists have interchanged botanical language to describe immigrants and racially charged
language to describe non-native species (Coates 2006). Earlier in New England, Americans
exported native species and were eager to introduce European species, but a turn came when
Americans recognized their own unique value for their native species being replaced or out72

competed by the introductions of non-natives, and went as far as to embrace some of their native
species as symbols of patriotism (Stilgoe 1982; Jones and Cloke 2002; Sumner 2004; Coates
2006). At this point, preference for local plants was a way for negotiating a unique American
identity and not an English one. For example, American elms became “liberty trees” after
American revolutionaries’ choice to meet in groves of elm to plot against England, which were
later planted along Boston streets and increased in popularity as a familiar aspect of American
“rural and domestic life” (Sumner 2004:311); whereas in England, elm, while used for timber,
was thought of as a “tree of ill fortune” in folklore. Again, even conifers (with the exception of
holly, yew, and Scot’s pine) are viewed differently from American and English points of view,
with the latter viewing Elm as alien with connotations of death, and the former viewing conifers
as native with connotations of life (Jones and Cloke 2002). Coates (2006) explains how this
attitude changed during the second wave of the three major waves (during the late-19th century
to early-20th century) of immigrants to America, where the perceived threat of new immigrants
was mirrored through their perception of alien species as a menace to a nationalized view of
nature. This exchange of biological verbiage to describe people is called “naturalization” (e.g.,
hordes, swarms, vermin, infestation, running rampant, and various associations with disease),
and when nationalistic or ethnic traits were extended to plants, this was called
“anthropomorphizing” (Coates 2006:16).
Besides a series of laws on restrictions of the import of non-native species (Riggs 2015),
eco-nationalism can be reflected in the classification conventions of non-native species as
“immigrant, alien, foreigner, nonnative, nonindigenous, invader, and exotic” (Coates 2006:1011). Indeed, if one removes botanical terminology from the pages of invasive species books,
those volumes could be mistaken for a eugenics text. The species in these books on weeds and
invasive species may not necessarily exhibit aggressive invasive behavior, but are still included
for various reasons not being aesthetically pleasing to current landscaping styles or due to a lack
of knowledge of how to use invasive and ‘weedy’ plants. Not only can a plant be viewed as a
threat due to our own ignorance and cultural expectations of ‘useful’ plants, but these
classifications also ignore the temporal relativeness of native status, as non-native species may
be naturalized and become native with enough time. So when is the arbitrary (cultural) line
drawn to denote what does and does not “belong?” In short, these decisions on the classification
of flora and our treatment towards them are culturally determined. Flora and its associations with
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a group’s identity may not always have been chosen by those inside the group, but may be
assigned by outside the group. Eco-nationalism is further reflected in the ethnic, nationalistic,
and geographic appellations in common names for flora, regardless of their natural ranges, places
of origin, or ethnic associations (Table 2.5).
Australian pine (Casuarina spp.), Brazilian pepper tree (Schinus terebinthifolius), Canada thistle (Cirsium arvense),
Chinese tallow tree (Triadica sebifera), Chinaberry tree (Melia azederach), Chinese and Japanese wisteria (Wisteria
spp.), English ivy (Hedera helix), indian paintbrush (Castilleja linariaefolia), Japanese barberry (Berberis spp.),
Japanese honeysuckle (Lonicera japonica), Japanese hop (Humulus japonicus), Japanese knotweed (Polygonum
cuspidatum), Japanese spiraea (Spiraea japonica), Jew's beard (Tacca chantrieri), Jew bush (Pedilanthus
tithymaloides), niggerhead cactus (Echinocactus polycephalus), Jew's mallow (Kerria japonic), Norway maple (Acer
platanoides), oriental bittersweet (Celastrus orbiculatus), Russian knapweed (Acroptilon repens), Russian olive
(Elaeagnus spp.), Scotch broom (Cytisus scoparius), Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris), Scotch thistle (Sonchus arvensis),
wandering Jew (Tradescantia pallid)
Table 2.5 National, Ethnic, Racial, and Related Common Plant Names.
Note: Name listings were compiled from Hunter (1991) and Kaufman and Kaufman (2007). Some names listed
here have changed in recent years (Table prepared by author, 2018).

The conflict between groups’ ethnicities (or
nationalities) can also manifest in how floral or faunal
species identified-with are ‘managed’ and their fate in
the court of law and public opinion. Thus nature, past
and present, is a metaphor and instrument of
revitalization, resistance, and colonialization (Crosby
2004; Helphand 2006; Ozawa 2017)(Figure 2.16). For
example, the American bison were being slaughtered by
settlers from the railroads and continually exterminated

Figure 2.16. Bison Hazing. (Courtesy of The
Buffalo Field Campaign, 2017).

until they were pushed into wildlife ‘reservations,’ while cattle replaced bison on the grasslands
and forests of America. Thus, the story of the bison and cattle in America run parallel to the
treatment of Native Americans and the expansion of Euro-Americans. Fear of damage to
property, hindrance to infrastructure, and the threat of disease (despite elk and deer carrying the
same disease, Brucellosis) to cattle are echoes of previous generations’ raised objections to the
biological and cultural threat of ‘The Other.’
Now while this example is of fauna and not flora, the same could be said about flora.
Government policy makers, politicians, and missionaries have undermined and sabotaged Native
peoples’ autonomy by systematically forcing a dependency on foreign crops of the
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colonists/settlers and their concomitant fixed land use on select plots of land, denying even
existing plant husbandry of Native peoples as even crop plants that count (Goble and Hirt 1999;
Crosby 2004; Deur and Turner 2005; Beinart, William; Hughes 2009; Allen 2010a, 2010b;
Arendt 2010b; Ax et al. 2011). As Deur and Turner (2005:28) demonstrate with an example of a
Knight Inlet Kwakwaka’wakw Chief Humseet before a Commission reviewing indigenous land
claims, in British Columbia in the early-20th century, saying:
When asked to identify the plants in the plots, he listed a number of root crops, including
silverweed and springbank clover. Under Commission guidelines, had he identified these
plots as potato patches, this may have represented a valid claim; but as these plants were
not cultivars recognized by the Commission the plots alone were not eligible for
protection.
Colonists, besides ignoring which plants counted as ‘civilized’ enough for agricultural land use,
intentionally and unintentionally have wiped out ecosystems that supported Indigenous lifeways
through various construction projects; deforestation; spread of monoculture; introduced species;
and restricting, displacing, and hemming Native peoples into subpar lands to make way for big
business, NGOs, and park systems inhabiting traditional gathering grounds (Crosby 2004; Deur
and Turner 2005; Beinart and Hughes 2009; Ax et al. 2011; Medina 2015).
Finally, flora may also be tied to ethnic or national identities because it brings a sense of
the familiar, affects taste preferences, food heritage, the social systems involved in the acts of
gathering, processing, customary means of consumption of certain plants, and a conduit for
resilience in foreign lands (Carney and Rosomoff 2009; Crowther 2013). Regarding the last
point, Crowther (2013) might explain the connection of food with identity by summarizing each
act of the consumption of traditional food as an act of communion with one’s culture, and this is
true for both the colonized and colonizer. It is because of the ability of some plants to survive
beyond direct human intervention and the realization of the various social roles the plants play in
the lives of people that I believe closer study will reap greater rewards for the watchful
archaeologist.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODS
“The distinction between natural and social science is beginning to seem meaningless”
Boaventura De Sousa Santos (1992)
This chapter addresses my process in trying to assess subjectivities in work at
archaeological documentation. Understanding why many archaeologists have overlooked using
surface vegetation provides a roadmap for improving how to document site vegetation. These
questions also need to be based on patterns observed in the site records, and so purposeful series
of documentary and Qualtrics surveys were needed. What follows is an explanation of my
rationale and processes employed in answering the above needs, as well as obstacles
encountered, beginning with the four goals behind these surveys (Table 3.1).
The four goals were further narrowed into questions forming the basis for research questions on
the MAPS and Site Form Surveys (Table 3.2).

Table 3.1 Goals behind the
Site Forms Survey and
MAPS (Table by author,
2017).

’

Table 3.2 Underlining
questions for the MAPS and
Site Forms survey questions
(Table by author, 2017).

’
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3.1 The Challenges and Processes of The Site Form Surveys
This study faced external and internal difficulties. External difficulties were limitations
presented by institutions, participants, states viable for study, inconsistent record keeping, and
capabilities of my survey platform. As a student researcher, gaining access to archaeological
databases at State Historic Preservation Offices (SHPO) was sometimes a lengthy process with
diverse vetting protocols (sometimes requiring a sponsor share copies of diplomas, CVs, letters
of reference from sponsoring faculty members, research proposal briefs, agreement with a
sponsor within the state you are applying for, and training course completion), and designs that
are not user friendly for academic researchers in general. Instead, these databases were
frequently created around compliance-based searches on geographic areas and often lacked a
variety of search parameters needed for large-scale research questions (e.g., questions needing to
be searched by county, site type, feature, period specific, culture specific, or even by a
Smithsonian Trinomial in some cases, and site form content or by available record types). Many
times, database search results yield a sea of extraneous information about a single artifact, or
scores of results with no uploaded documents, personal correspondence, or reports, but
comparatively less visible returning results of inventory site forms. The experience was
comparable to searching for an article on an academic database only to find endless book
reviews in place of the book that is being reviewed. This bears mentioning because the original
project research design intended to choose sites somewhat evenly spaced between more recent
site numbers, to bisect a spread of sites documented over a swath of time. In other words, the
higher the site number the more recent it was recorded and numbers successive to one another
have a greater chance of having been recorded by the same people as is common in large survey
projects. Although I was able to find enough sites, I sometimes had to accept sites in strings of
successive numbering, thereby risking the characterization of a state by the views of a few
surveyors. Also, I had hoped to choose sites sharing similar industries or associated site types,
but most databases accessed did not permit constructive43 search criteria options beyond
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While it is common for users of SHPO databases to have map-based searching abilities for an area on a map,
searching for records by text (apart from already known site numbers) were few and even random. For example, I
was surprised how I was often able to search for the authors of site forms or by site eligibility status, but not always
able to search by site types, features, associated periods, or filterable records for a county.
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“prehistoric” and “historical” sites. I was, however, able to eventually find sufficient historical
archaeological sites and counties sharing a similar range of vegetation zones.
Originally, I had hoped to choose states regionally with buffering states between each
chosen state, and sought to balance chosen states between inland and coastal states, and
differences in topography. When choosing states, my options were unexpectedly limited by
many states’ SHPO websites explicitly mentioning their databases are available only to
credentialed professional archaeologists (by the Secretary of Interior’s standards). Many
remaining states were excised from study for their lack of digitalized archaeological records.
Even fewer states remained whose digitalized records were fully available online, rather than
accessible only from a single computer in their SHPO office. As far as records utilized for the
Site Forms Survey, site forms were used rather than reports because of the common nature of the
reports’ tendency to draw from disparate and generalized environmental reports and government
databases having general botanical information for a large area and not specific to a given site.
States, agencies, and firms organize their data quite differently in databases. I found the
remaining Eastern states did not record specific species on site forms at all, while remaining
Western states ranged from having one space to four spaces where vegetal data could be
populated. Oregon is most exemplary in this regard, as their site forms have multiple places to
accommodate vegetation (e.g., two ethnobotanically significant field descriptions, and general,
local, regional, and site setting descriptions). However, despite asking field technicians to record
multiple details about site vegetation, these fields were typically left blank and if any description
was given, the site setting description field with other geographic and environmental details was
where technicians recorded some vegetal details. In cases where site forms in other states lacked
space for vegetal description, archaeologists have made up for it in the site narrative description
field; Wyoming was exemplary in this regard, with many of their forms designed to only
accommodate check-box options for broad vegetation community types. Explanations for this
will be visited later. It is clear that different state records and recorders emphasis different things,
typically architectural details or artifacts over ecofactual or landscape information.
Exploratory work in this study was due to a lack of precedent of similar studies in
archaeology and, thus, required some compiling of necessary theory, as well as making decisions
on categorizing qualitative results and how to count certain vegetal descriptions. For example,
when a site form listed a genus or family (e.g., currant, gooseberry, fir, willow, and sedge),
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should it be counted it as an “ambiguous term” or as being specific enough locally to be
categorized under “specific species?” Because too much rigidity and requiring all “specific
species” to be clearly identified at the species level would leave very little in this category for
analysis, I created an arbitrary rule to help standardize how it would be classified across states,
which I called for short, the Rule of Three. If a site form recorded a plant by genus, which had
three or less species in its state, according to the listing of species on the USDA Plant
Database44, then I could consider it close enough to fall into the “specific species” category. If a
genus had 4 or more species in it for that state, then it would be counted under an “ambiguous
term.” Ambiguous terms are made up of those deemed too broad for identification or those too
general as vernacular descriptions (e.g., berry bush, grass, scrub, beautiful wildflowers).
Deciding how to count a species under a plant type presented its own minor complication, since
“plant type” (i.e., life form, such as tree, shrub, herb, grass, etc.) categories could be treated one
way according to its folk conceptions or another to standard botanists’ conventions. To
standardize how something was counted, I looked up a given species on the USDA Plant
Database and used their plant type description, and in some cases where more than one category
was given, I chose the larger of the two because of that species’ potential to grow to that stature.
Also, for the purposes of my surveys, I lump herbs and forbs into one category “herbs,” and
subshrubs into “shrubs”. Finally, when comparing the results of a given species’ occurrence in
the forms with rating of archaeologists’ ability to identify a species, a large gap between the two
measures occurred. Part of this gap is attributable to ecological reality where a species may be
uncommon or non-existent at many sites, thus resulting in it being under-recorded even if easily
recognizable. However, without consistently available ecological information about a species’
estimated proliferation, in the area of the sites’ forms under study in every state, there is no
reasonable way to add this measurement to the analysis. Despite this, I think repeated patterns of
the occurrences of certain plant types in documentation across states will be compelling enough.
As mentioned before, cultural inventory/survey site forms were used rather than
archaeological reports. Archaeological reports often lump multiple sites’ environmental setting
data together and often do not distinguish one site’s environmental setting from another; but even
if some did, it was not consistent enough to use among all the states compared to be meaningful.
Moreover, reports tend to pull their environmental setting details from templates based on broad
44

https://plants.usda.gov/java/
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areas and, thus, have little relevance to the narrow context at the site level, even at the landscape
level, which is made up of multiple habitats with different life histories and differing vegetation
communities.
For states where site forms were viable for this study, I applied for access to state
archaeological databases, and after I gained access, I familiarized myself with the available
search options and searched sites meeting certain conditions (e.g., site period, geography/county
sharing a set of vegetation zones, interspersed recently recorded sites for given county, and
sharing site types or features in common). Unfortunately, many times these basic search criteria
were not available, and I had to manually read a plethora of site forms hoping to find those
meeting my criteria. Taking these sites’ lists, I searched them for available uploaded or
accessible site forms (Table 3.3). Because
Montana was the preliminary study for the
present multi-state study, I pulled
approximately 40 site forms from each state to
follow the number of site form samples used in
Montana for statistical comparison, based on
available results from search criteria and
difficulty of using the databases. Site forms
(Western states, except for New Mexico) were
also chosen by a group of counties sharing a
range of vegetation zones so that the possible
results of descriptions would not be spread too
thin between extremely different environments.
Site forms in Eastern states (and New Mexico)
were excluded since they lacked fields for
specific species description, instead describing
vegetation under broad vernacular check-box
descriptions (e.g., woodland, scrub, desert
scrub, agriculture, yard/domestic) in a small

Table 3.3. Forms comprising the Site Forms Survey.
(Table by author, 2017).

section on “Land Use.” Because the original

Montana study focused on historical archaeological site forms, the other states followed suit as
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best as possible. I sought plant descriptions from the environmental settings of each site form,
depending on the state and agency, variably called: local vegetation, regional vegetation, off-site
vegetation, on-site vegetation, habitat, (local or regional) ethnobotanically significant vegetation,
site setting description, and site narrative description.
From each state, I used Excel to tally and record the number of occurrences of vegetal
descriptors in the forms and then coded each under one of the main categories: “Specific
Species,” “Ambiguous Term,” and “Lifezone/General Community Description.” Once these
descriptions and their number of occurrences were entered into a spreadsheet, “Specific Species”
were further coded under a plant type (e.g., tree, shrub, herb/forb, grass, moss/bryophyte,
fungi/lichen- according to the larger of plant type description on the USDA Plant Database).
“Ambiguous Term” was further classified as those ambiguous for being either vernacular
(general) descriptions or genus/family level descriptions. “Lifezone/General Community”
descriptions, unlike the other categories, were not further reclassified. By “Lifezone/General
Community” descriptions, I mean those descriptions ending in “community,” “forest” or
“grassland,” or broad descriptions of an ecotone or vegetation zone. Thus, the data collected
from forms were used to build the following four datasets: the number conveying the breadth of
vegetal vocabulary; the number of occurrences of each vegetal descriptor in the forms; the
percentage of plant types represented through the occurrences of each vegetal description; and
phenomenological attitudes and views of plants by the plant types represented and patterns of
adjectival and ambiguous description. These numbers were turned into clustered bar charts and
pie charts, as appropriate, to reveal patterns in botanical description in Chapter 4.
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3.2 The Challenges and Processes of The MAPS Survey
The number of participants invited to the Methods and Perceptions Survey (MAPS) was
constrained by the remaining states’ varying pool of available archaeological work. For example,
one limiting factor was the lack of federal public lands, particularly in Eastern states, while the
other factor involved the varying strength of state versions of (NHPA) Section 106-like laws.
Potential participants were recruited through available contact information from the online
Register of Professional Archaeologists, publically listed contact information on state level
archaeological organizations, private CRM firms, university anthropology department websites,
and some government (state and federal) point of contacts for archaeologists where available. A
disproportionate number of archaeologists participated from Montana, because my preliminary
Montana study was originally intended to be the only study, so I contacted participants by phone
to ask if they would like to participate. Contacting archaeologists by phone in 12 states (Map 3.1)
was too unreasonable an endeavor so there was a low turn out for participants in most states,
which may be due to work saturation; security concerns in opening a Qualtrics survey45
generated email invitation and a lack of personal phone calls to assuage their cyber security
concerns; and invitations lost in spam
inboxes. The low turnout rate
influenced how and which states could
be compared. For example, originally I
hoped to do a state-by-state
comparison, but only New York and
Virginia had enough on their own for
such a comparison in the Eastern states
region. Only 5 out of 12 states (all
western) were found to keep
archaeological site forms that detail
specific plant species present at sites,

Map 3.1. States participating in the MAPS. (Map by author, 2017).

so eastern states (and New Mexico)
received a simplified version of the MAPS that did not ask state-specific species identification
45

Qualtrics is an online survey platform.
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questions (numbered 17-20 or 21) based on results from a survey of site forms for their states.
Therefore, discussion about documentary subjectivities will revolve around those five western
states that record specific species present at sites in site forms. Regional comparisons were
further complicated by the fact that CRM archaeologists often live transient lives, and their work
is reflected in more than one state; however, job postings in each region appear to reflect some
requirements of local expertise and should help prevent regional comparisons from being
completely muddied. Additionally, I drew the divide between the East and West states along the
eastern borders of North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, and Texas.
The Institutional Review Board (IRB) at the University of Montana also played a role in
shaping the MAPS’ design and results through the IRB’s concern for questions being
“voluntary,” which I interpreted to mean that online questions must be able to be skipped over if
desired, rather than being prompted with finishing one question before moving on. As a result, a
staggering number of participants inconsistently completed questions, making statistical
comparison an inconvenience. Thus, each question had to have its own averages based on its
number of respondents, which entailed the personalized treatment of approximately 30,624
pieces of data46. One minor complication was the differing IRB project application processes for
each state for the sake of participant’s anonymity, because it was more complicated to apply for
if I (the principal investigator) knew the survey participants’ identity. In the interest of
expediting this study, I made the survey as confidential and anonymous as possible while
ensuring invitations only went to archaeologists. As a result, I was not able to offer a small
incentive for participation, such as entering participants into a drawing for a prize unless I knew
personal information for distributing the prize to the winner- thus, anonymity concerns may have
impacted the number participants that could have been accrued. Qualtrics, the survey platform,
also contributed some limiting factors to the study by limiting available the kinds of question
formats and by limiting what is capable for viewing over all device types. Because this survey
would be completed on computers, tablet devices, and smartphones, simpler question formats
had to be used, such as using words rather than pictures when prompting questions on plant
identification.
Some internal constraints to the MAPS study included realizing too late the need to ask
responders about their theoretical inclinations or forgetting to provide control questions on plant
46

12 states X 22 MAPS questions [split between 24 or 20 questions in different states] X 116 participants.
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identification to ensure participants were not exaggerating their ability to identify plants by name
(as could have been curtailed by using pictures of plants in place of the names of plants, or
inserting fictitious plant names). One exception to species identification questions in the MAPS
is Montana, the only state where I additionally asked about plant types (i.e., mosses and lichens)
not present in the site forms (12/12 states did not mention any specific species of bryophytes,
lichen, or fungi)47. In Montana’s MAPS questions on these overlooked life forms, respondents
were only asked about a couple common species I personally witnessed as frequently occurring
at historical archaeological sites in Western Montana in order to compare their rate of
recognition with other plants types mentioned in the site forms. Without personal knowledge or
site form documentation of bryophytes, lichen, and fungi in all 12 states, I could only ask this
question of Montana, and even then, out of my personal experience.
The Site Forms Survey contributed to only some of the questions on the MAPS, but
where states had site forms with specific species described, the questions were tailored
accordingly. I asked archaeologists, regarding their respective state’s site forms, if they could
immediately identify a given species (in a yes or no question format). Unbeknownst to
participants, the questions I prompted about species came from their state’s site forms and were
arranged in order of their decreasing occurrence within their documentation. As mentioned
earlier, four thematic questions guided six underlining questions for the 20-25 questions on the
MAPS (MT had 25, Eastern States and New Mexico had 20, and remaining Western States had
24 questions). The following tables display both the list of MAPS questions (Table 3.4) and how
MAPS questions were designed to work together to answer the underlining questions (Table
3.5). A sample of MAPS survey, with its accompanying options, can be found in Appendix D.

47

Though one Wyoming site form is deserving of special acknowledgement (in a previous project, which I was
unable to re-locate) for detailing one or two lichen species as part of a lichenometric study of some rock features.
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Table 3.4 Sample of MAPS questions (Table by
author, 2017).

3.3 Interpretive Methods of The Surveys
The Site Forms Survey and MAPS overlap in answering questions. The rationales for
connecting survey questions (Table 3.4) to research questions are depicted in Table 3.5. All the
while, the data from the series of surveys are viewed through the aforementioned Chapter 2
concepts surrounding object agency and social objects. The hypothesis of object agency at work
through vegetal documentation in site forms and among archaeologists will be examined through
preparing charts organized by site form’s vegetal descriptor occurrences accompanied with the
MAPS’ positive identifications of species by plant type for comparison. If there are shared
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downward linear trends between the two, across multiple states, then this confirms field
vegetation having object agency, affecting visual sensorial biases. However, if the states do not
share patterns of descending species (by plant types in decreasing size) by archaeologists’ ability
of identification of species recorded in site forms, then object agency (visual sensorial bias) is
likely not a factor. This will also require accounting for small sample size variability and effects
of participants with specialized botanical training affecting trends in recordation and recognition.
Table 3.5 MAPS survey
questions used to answer
underlining questions.
Note: The results of
question no.2 were thrown
out after realizing a
mistake of not using the
appropriate state in the
phrasing
of the questions (Table by
author, 2017)

Of course, testing for the effects of phenomenology (object agency) is complex and
would need more than one avenue for testing, so object agency will also be examined through
comparing the prevalence of plant types from the vegetal descriptors in site forms to how MAPS
participants ranked the difficulty of recognizing plants by plant type (MAPS Question No. 1621). If there were a shared descending order of large to smaller plant types in both, this was taken
as confirmation of object agency (or more specifically, visual sensorial bias). However, if plant
types are arranged in a random way or if the order of the prevailing order of plant types matches
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the botanical reality of the diversity of species by plant type, then object agency would not be
considered a factor. Moreover, if vernacular ambiguous terms in the site forms have trends in
adjectival description and if archaeologists highly rate their method of recording vegetation
based on whether they are conspicuous or not, then this would also confirm the object agency of
field vegetation. Though, if there are no patterns of adjectival or value-laden judgment in
ambiguous vegetal description, and if archaeologists report using consistent techniques for
deciding what to record for plants in site forms, then object agency would not be a factor in the
documentation of vegetation.
Previous literature referenced demonstrated how site forms and field vegetation are social
objects; though the idea of subjectivity will continue to be examined in the results to see the
extent of impact both field vegetation and site forms have, as social objects, on archaeologists.
An important aspect of social objects is how reference groups (e.g., groups among
archaeologists, such as differences in sector) view certain vegetation as ‘useful’ or ‘useless,’ so I
would expect this pragmatic bias to be reflected in situations where general community/ life
zones or ambiguous genus/family level descriptions of vegetation prevail over specific species.
Plants and site forms as social objects could also be reflected through using generalist
identification sources (MAPS Question No. 3); diverse reasons for vegetal data use or disuse
(MAPS Question No. 4-5); trends in cross-tabulated responses by archaeological sector; differing
regional trends in responses to questions asked of both West and Eastern states; archaeologists
significantly citing knowledge or training as hindrance to recording and using vegetal data
(MAPS Question No. 15); archaeologists highly rating “only what I can immediately identify” as
a factor in deciding what to record on site forms (MAPS Question No. 9); and most
archaeologists realizing that the description of site vegetation is inaccurate and yet seeing no
need to change the current way it is documented (MAPS Question No. 5-6, 9-10, 23-24). By
contrast, the degree of field vegetation and site forms as social objects would be minimalized if
identification sources used were locally relevant or otherwise specialized, if no significant
differences existed between sector experience; if archaeologists rated a systematic method of
deciding what vegetation to record, such as distance around features; and if archaeologists agreed
that the recordation of site vegetation is inaccurate and need changing the way it is documented.
For the purpose of analysis, responses sharing commonalities will inductively inform the
creation of categories, including cases when “other” option or open field description are
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available to participants. Repeated responses expressing opposite responses to one another will
necessitate creating opposing categories for tallying responses; while unique and isolated
(without opposite definitions available) may receive their own categories in questions asking for
personal definitions (MAPS Question No. 8, 12-13), to aid in granting visibility to insightful
definitions. Categories, such as the ones regarding definitions of anthropogenism, will also be
shared iteratively between all the states’ responses and trends in the available literature on the
interpretive applications of vegetation. For example, in MAPS Question No. 8, anecdotal
observations about plant-site associations, or possible plant-site associations will be collected
and then contrasted regionally and then studied as a whole through the results of the following
categories: specific species associations, vague ambiguous associations, general community
associations, and qualitative shift associations. The proportion of association types will be
compared to the Site Forms Survey’s occurrences by category and biases revisited in the way the
headings and field description categories in the site forms are constructed, revealing all the
information that is being lost due to inability of the site form’s structure to accommodate them
(e.g. not prompting the field technician to remark about qualitative description, or not leaving
space for its description).
Having acquainted the reader with my processes and challenges faced in investigating
archaeological subjectivities, relating to documenting site vegetation through two surveys, it is
my hope that awareness of these matters will assist renderings in their understanding of my
rationale, so that they might learn smoother ways to approach their study in the subjects of the
reflexivity of archaeology, object-oriented philosophies, and survey methodologies.
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CHAPTER 4: Results, Discussion, and Conclusion
“A careful watch on plant life will often bring its reward to the archaeologist”
(Clark 1957:64).
Chapter 4 discusses the results of the Site Forms Survey and MAPS, beginning with
those results that can easily be stated in a straightforward fashion, while the later portion of the
chapter discusses the findings that cannot simply be answered by any one question and addresses
answering the bulk of the research questions behind the surveys. What will now follow is a stateby-state disclosure of data on the vegetal description in site forms. Tables for the raw and
tabulated results can be viewed in Appendix C.
4.1

Site Forms Survey Results
The measure of the “breadth” of vegetal descriptors is different from the measure of

“occurrences” of vegetal descriptors. “Breadth” is the diversity of terms used to describe plants,
whereas the “occurrences” measure is the number of times a given description was used in site
forms, providing a weighted sense of how frequent a term was used. These two measures help
discern whether vegetal language in site forms is conforming or diverse, thin or thick. For
example, if the breadth measure is low while the occurrence measure is high, this suggests
consistency imposed through external conditions (e.g., an environmental reality of meager
species diversity, or institutionally imposed standardized descriptions or limited options or space
for descriptions). If both the breadth and occurrence measures are low, then a lack of botanical
knowledge or lack of botanical interest on the part of the individual surveyor or institutions is
apparently. If the breadth is high, but occurrences of each are low, this could represent either an
inconsequential view of the value of vegetation or a reflection a broad environmental reality of
biodiversity encountered. Also, the proportional order of the term categories of breadth measures
when combined with the number of unique descriptors could indicate priorities, attitudes, and
interest in the use of vegetation. For example, a state with a low total breadth measure yet with a
high proportion of breadth of terms in the ambiguous category and whose ambiguous terms’
largest category is vernacular in nature, reflects a lax attitude and low level of interest in
recording vegetation.
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I expected the least common breadth measure to be lifezone/ habitat/ communities terms,
since they have the smallest potential pool of naming conventions, and all five states followed
this expectation. Whereas, I expected the most common breadth category to be species terms,
followed by ambiguous terms. Oregon forms employed the narrowest range of lifezone/ habitat/
community terms. While Wyoming and Colorado shared the descending order of proportions in
ambiguous terms, species terms, and lifezones/ habitat/ communities, Wyoming had a
disproportionately wide range of unique ambiguous terms for vegetation. Nevada had the least
diverse range of vegetal terms and the least number of vegetal descriptor occurrences, possibly
indicating 1) strong institutional standardization of vegetal descriptors; 2) meager biodiversity;
or 3) little interest among surveyors in using vegetal data. See Table 4.1 for the breadth measures
for major categories.
Colorado
Montana
Nevada
Oregon
Sample notes (n= total number of
44 forms,
40 forms,
39 forms,
40 forms,
unique terms, i.e. “breadth”)
n=56
n=87
n=42
n=103
Species terms
38%
53%
45%
53%
Lifezone/ habitat/ community terms
23%
16%
12%
3%
Ambiguous terms
39%
31%
43%
44%
Table 4.1. Breadth of Unique Vegetal Vocabulary (Major Categories) (Table by author, 2017).

Wyoming
40 forms,
n=87
36%
14%
50%

Among the occurrence measures for all categories (Table 4.2), I expected the trees to
have the greatest share of terms, while I expected grasses and herbs to be among the least
represented category of terms. Three of five states met my expectations of trees. Of the two least
common occurrence categories, I found the grasses and herbs to follow this expectation four out
of five times. The exceptions to the most common occurring categories were Wyoming and
Nevada, whose largest category was the ambiguous classification term categories. Surprisingly,
ambiguous vernacular descriptions came in as the second most common category in four out of
five states. Also unexpected was the shrub category as the least common category of occurrences
in Montana and Colorado.
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Oregon
40
forms,
n=186
Trees descriptions
28%
33%
11%
30%
Shrubs descriptions
4%
3%
20%
9%
Herbs descriptions
8%
9%
3%
15%
Grass descriptions
1%
8%
12%
2%
Lifezone/ habitat/ community descriptions
12%
13%
17%
2%
Ambiguous classification description
22%
14%
31%
17%
Ambiguous Vernacular Descriptions
25%
20%
6%
25%
Table 4.2. Occurrences of Vegetal Descriptors Used (All Categories) (Table by author, 2017).
Sample notes (n= total occurrences of
descriptions)

Colorado
44 forms,
n=240

Montana
40 forms,
n=243

Nevada
39 forms,
n=161

Wyoming
40 forms,
n=210
13%
12%
6%
5%
15%
23%
26%

Among the occurrence measures for species descriptors (Table 4.3) by plant type, I
expected trees to predominate, of which four out of five states did so. While I expected grasses to
be the least common among species description, three out of five did so. Montana forms
described shrubs the least and Nevada forms described herbs the least. Nevada, here, is the most
interesting exception on both accounts of the most and least described among species categories.
Because of Nevada’s least diverse range of vegetal terms and described shrub species most often,
while recording herb species the least common, it appears environmental limitations of
biodiversity and shortage of water, or even constraints of institutions may offer better
explanations for why the vegetation was recorded the way it was. Even so, Nevada still follows
phenomenological expectations for doing so, and will be further discussed in Section 4.4.
Colorado Montana Nevada Oregon Wyoming
Sample notes (n= total occurrences of descriptions of
n=99
n=129
n=75
n=104
n=76
species)
Tree species
68%
62%
23%
53%
36%
Shrub species
10%
5%
44%
16%
34%
Herb species
20%
18%
6%
27%
17%
Grass species
2%
15%
27%
4%
13%
Table 4.3. Occurrences of Vegetal Descriptors Used (by species specific categories) (Table by author, 2017).

Among the occurrences of vegetal descriptions (Table 4.4) by major categories, I
expected lifezone/ habitat/ community descriptions to be the least common category, and all five
states’ descriptions included them the least. I expected species descriptions to be the most
common major category of descriptions, and three out of five states followed this expectation.
Wyoming and Colorado forms’ most common category of vegetal descriptions were ambiguous
descriptors; however, the nature of ambiguous description (Table 4.5) for Wyoming and
Colorado did not show notable differences towards one subcategory of ambiguous description
over another. The only two instances of significant differences between the nature of ambiguous
descriptions were in Montana and (even more so in) Nevada, where ambiguous descriptions were
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mostly ambiguous classification descriptions. Because of this finding, Nevada’s ambiguous
descriptions are not inconsequential in nature, but suggest only a lack of botanical training as
opposed to any negative attitude towards recording surface vegetation.
Colorado Montana Nevada Oregon Wyoming
Sample notes
n=240
n=243
n=161
n=186
n=210
Lifezone/ habitat/ communities descriptors 12%
14%
17%
2%
15%
Specific species descriptors
41%
53%
46%
56%
36%
Ambiguous descriptors
47%
33%
37%
42%
49%
Table 4.4. Occurrences of Vegetal Descriptors Used (by major categories) (Table by author, 2017).

Colorado Montana Nevada Oregon
Sample notes
n=112
n=81
n=59
n=79
Ambiguous vernacular descriptors
54%
41%
15%
47%
Ambiguous classification descriptors 46%
59%
85%
41%
Table 4.5. Occurrences of Vegetal Descriptors Used (by ambiguous categories)
(Table by author, 2017).
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Wyoming
n=103
52%
48%

4.2

MAPS Results
This section focuses on U.S.-wide results to simple questions of the MAPS, as some

MAPS questions were designed to be answered with other questions, some of which had “other”
options or open description fields rather than simple answer options. So both complex questions
and questions meant to be understood through a combination of other MAPS questions for
answering underlying research questions will be saved for the later half of Chapter 4. Map 4.1
depicts what I meant by “U.S. archaeologists”, so the reader may know more precisely which
archaeological communities (in a geographic sense) the findings represent. While the U.S. total
results are skewed towards the West, separate regional results will be elaborated on later in
Chapter 4. When inviting participants, Western participants (except Montana) were solicited last.
During this time, one participant emailed me with the genius idea of inviting participants over
state archaeological Facebook pages; the subsequent turnout in handful of days was astounding.
Future archaeological survey preparers should consider doing the same. With the permission of
these page administrations to share my invitation, which did a better job of gaining trust through
intra-organizational sharing, and circumventing the spam inbox.

Map 4.1. Densities of
MAPS Participants by
State. Note: 161
participated (Map by
author, 2017)
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4.2.1

Participants by Sector Experience
MAPS Question No. 1 asked participants about their combination of archaeological work

sector experience, allowing for multiple answers. U.S. participants did not have significant
differences in representation, and the expected descending order of work sector experience
among participants followed the known trend of U.S. archaeology jobs in the order of private
(CRM), government, and academic sectors (Neumann and Sanford 2001). This trend was also
reflected in both Western and Eastern regions’ participants’ sector experience (Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1. Participants by Sector Experience (by region) (Figure by author, 2017).

4.2.2

Botanical Resources Used
MAPS Question No. 3 asked archaeologists to choose which options (including an open

field “other” option) that best described the botanical identification resources they had used, and
respondents could select more than one option. Recognizing what tools archaeologists use in
making identifications of site vegetation is one of the important parts to understanding why
vegetal descriptions appear the way they do in forms, as these resources encompass what I intend
to measure for “capital” in Bourdieu’s formula for “research practice” and affect their languages
of description. A regional plant field guide was the most popular resource (55.4%), followed by
asking for help from either a botanist or more experienced person (usually a co-worker or
supervisor) (39.5%) (Figure 4.2). My originally supplied options represented different scales of
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plant identification books (e.g. continental, regional, and by specific plant type guides) and
institutional knowledge (e.g. botanists, firm or SHPO-provided plant description template
options). Regional or plant type guides tend to be biased towards “beautiful” (or other visually
striking) wildflowers, prevalent species, invasive (or weedy species), or native plants, thus
unintentionally creating identification oversights if resorting to a low diversity of resources.
However, the benefits of using regional or plant type resources are their color illustrations for
rapid searching, as archaeologists are often non-specialists in botany. The proportion of
archaeologists who rely on botanists or other botanically experienced co-workers came as a
surprise to me, as did a variety of other contributions of identification resources, which were not
considered during the planning phase of the project. Had I considered the range of other options,
I would have included them. Also, had I known the input I would have received as responses
rolled in and had the opportunity to include them as options, I am certain these “other” options
would certainly represent much higher percentages. Therefore, the “other” generated categories
through this chapter are signified with an asterisk at the end of the responses in tables/figures.
As far as notable differences between Western and Eastern U.S. participants, Eastern
participants were more likely than Western
participants to rely on SHPO or CRM firm
provided template options, or general
regional vegetation zone/ ecotone options.
This default makes sense given Eastern
states’ site forms frequently lack space for
vegetation descriptions beyond a couple
check-box land-use options. Interpreting
these resources as “capital,” in Bourdieu’s
research practice formula, will be further
refined through questions on the methods
used in deciding what to record (Section
4.2.3), which would then explain what is
actually being consulted among these

Figure 4.2. Plant Identification Resources Used by U.S.
archaeologists (Figure by author, 2017).

resources.
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4.2.3

Methods For Which Vegetation To Record
MAPS Question No. 9 asked participants to select the options that best fit their methods

for deciding what vegetation to record. The results integrated responses completed in the open
field “other” option. Across the U.S., the chief deciding factor for which plants to record are
those they can “immediately recognize and identify” (43.5%), followed by “whatever seems
more impressionable” (35.4%), “everything within a pre-determined distance of features” (32%),
and “choose from a template’s list of possible answers” (22.4%) (Figure 4.3). There were no
significant differences between regions; though, among the miscellaneous methods Eastern
participants report using slightly more special (or even proprietary) methods internal to their
organizations, whereas Western participants report using slightly more dominant species
characterizing forest canopy and understory.

Figure 4.3. Methods on Determining Which Vegetation to Record (Figure by author, 2017).
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4.2.4

Perceived Utility of Template Vs. Free-form Vegetal Descriptions
MAPS Question No. 10 asked participants how useful template options (whether

designed by the SHPO, agency, or firm) of descriptions of vegetation (e.g., like agriculture,
domestic, mixed forest) were for researchers. By contrast, Question No. 11 asked how useful
free-form descriptions of vegetation (e.g., berry bushes, assorted grasses, riparian scrub bushes)
were to researchers. In framing these two questions, I was careful to not lead responders by
explicitly calling these descriptions “vague;” rather I provided examples of these descriptions for
responders to decide for themselves. Despite these descriptions being ambiguous in a vernacular
sense, whether institutionally or individually in origin, unexpectedly, the majority of U.S.
archaeologists viewed these ambiguities in No. 10 and 11 as “useful” or even “very useful” to
researchers (Figure 4.4). Between the views on the research potential of vegetal template options
versus free-form ambiguities, there was a slightly increased level of favor towards template
options over free-form descriptions (counting together the percentages of “very useful” and
“somewhat useful”)
in both national and
regional
comparisons. Eastern
participants were
more likely to view
these ambiguities as
more useful than
their Western
counterparts.

Figure 4.4. Perceived Research Value of
Ambiguous Template Vs. Free-form
Descriptions (Figure by author, 2017).
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4.2.5

Perceived Interpretive Applications of Surface Vegetation
MAPS Question No. 22 asked participants to select the options that addressed what

interpretive value could surface vegetation impart to archaeology. As expected, categories more
behaviorally tangible (functional/empirical) in nature enjoyed wider acceptance over those more
social (or ideational/rationalist) in nature (Figure 4.5). As a whole, the greatest interpretive
potential of plants was tied between vegetation for information on past human activities/actions
and vegetation leaving patterns visible in aerial reconnaissance (81.5%). This finding is very
promising for future use of behavioral archaeology to the study of site plants. The next most used
application of vegetation was for locating the whereabouts of site/features (81.1%). As far as
differences between the regions (see Appendix D) over the interpretive uses of site vegetation,
the East was more interested in
the consideration of plants in past
attitudes towards landscape (East
77.5%, West 56.3%), while the
West was more interested in
plants when considering past
subsistence strategies (West
83.5%, East 60%).
Among the regions’
differences, the two greatest
interpretive uses of vegetation in
the West was regarding past
subsistence strategies (83.5%),
and indicative information on
site/feature whereabouts (82.5%).
Meanwhile the East’s two most
Figure 4.5. U.S. Participants’ Perceived Applications of Vegetation (Figure by
author, 2017).

accepted uses of vegetation were
tied, accepting vegetation’s use

for indicating past human activities/actions (85%), and information on site/feature boundaries
(85%). Both the East and West agreed in the least favored applications of vegetation in question
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of labor division/gender and belief/religion. The East’s second least used application was tied
with questions about migration/ ethnic markers.
4.2.6

Perceived Accuracy and Reliability of Documented Vegetation
MAPS Question No. 23 prompted responders whether or not, in their view, that the

vegetation descriptions recorded in site forms were reliable and accurate; the vast majority of
respondents recognized the inaccuracy and unreliability of the vegetal descriptions in site forms
(Figure 4.6). Eastern state participants were more likely to acknowledge vegetal descriptions
being inaccurate or unreliable, which may have to do with their lack of options for free-from
description of vegetation. Incidentally, I realized ‘reliability’ may be not viewed necessarily as
the same thing as ‘accuracy’ among participants, because something could be viewed as ‘reliable
enough’ according to surveyors’ limited purposes in recording vegetation. The idea of perceived
inaccuracy, willingness to change, hindrances to recording plants, and usefulness of vague
descriptions, will be
revisited later in this
chapter.

Figure 4.6. The Perceived Accuracy and Reliability of Vegetation in Site Forms
(Figure by author, 2017).
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4.2.7

Rationales of Vegetal Data Usage
This section addresses the findings of MAPS Question No. 3 and 4. Question 3 asked

participants if they ever used any of the vegetal descriptions in site forms for research or in site
eligibility considerations (Figure 4.7). Question 4 asked for examples explaining why
participants did or did not use such vegetal data. For brevity’s sake, I call participants who said
they used such vegetal descriptions in their research or in eligibility considerations as “vegetal
data-users” (VDUs) and those who did not as “non-vegetal data-users” (NVDUs). In this section
I will discuss the degree of such information and the variety of reasons for use or non-use, but
section 4.5.2 will address patterns in survey responses based on whether the participant was a
VDU or NVDU. Learning the array of reasons for use or non-use of vegetal data is helpful for
two reasons. Firstly, understanding for why the study of surface vegetation has failed to gain a
foothold previously. Secondly,
discovering how U.S. archaeologists
envision what the vegetation sections of
site forms are for, in order to help the
archaeological community to be on the
same page with the variety of
applications vegetal data could be used
for and learn what reasons may
discourage its use (Figure 4.8).

Figure 4.8. Reasons Given For Using Vegetal Data (Figure by author,
2017).
Figure 4.7. U.S. Archaeologists on Whether
They Use the Vegetal Data of Site Forms.
(Figure by author, 2017).
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Among U.S. archaeologists who are VDUs, the most common reasons for use reported
were for locating sites/features (36.3%), followed by indicators of sub-surface preservation or
disturbance (24.2%) and indicators of past land use activities (22%). Among the least common
reported uses were recording culturally modified trees (1.1%) and the role of plants in cultural
landscapes and place making (1.1%). As far as differences in responses by region (Appendix D),
Eastern participants were more likely to use vegetal data for indicating subsurface preservation
or disturbance (East 40%; West 19.7%); ground cover context (East 35%; West 7%); indicating
past land-use activities (East 30%; West 19.7%); recording just the presence of crop, agricultural,
and ornamental plants (East 30%; West 4.2%); and assisting in site integrity and eligibility (East
25%; West 9.9%).
Among U.S. archaeologists who are NVDUs, the most common reasons for not using
vegetal data were (Figure 4.9) superiors or documentation did not require vegetation to be
recorded (19.4%); vegetation did not
play previous roles in research
design (19.4%); and vegetal data was
irrelevant in urban, developed, or
repeated/recently-disturbed areas
(14.5%). Whereas the least used
reasons for not using vegetal data
were vegetation has not been
statistically substantiated enough to
be useful for site indicators (1.6%);
vegetation could never be useful at
the regional scale (1.6%); and
archaeology is not about surface
vegetation (1.6%). As far as
differences in responses by region
(Appendix D), Eastern participants
were more likely to not use vegetal
data because is irrelevant in urban,
developed, or repeated/recently-

Figure 4.9. Reasons for Not Using Vegetal Data (U.S.) (Figure by author,
2017).
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disturbed areas (East 24%; West 8.1%). Eastern participants were also slightly more likely than
Western ones to cite the fact that documenting site vegetation was not required by superiors or
documentation (East 28%; West 13.5%). Western participants were more likely to cite the
variable and truncated practice of documenting vegetation as denying it any research viability
and, thus, its cause for the disuse (West 21.6%; East 0%). Western participants were slightly
more likely to attribute the lack of usefulness of vegetation as a component of site eligibility
considerations (West 10.8%; East 0%). Here again is an instance of how site eligibility mindset
of CRM shapes ‘usefulness’ in archaeology and, consequently, what is ‘seen.’ The finding of
“common ignorance,” to borrow from Proctor and Londa’s (2008) non-disparaging term, shared
between NVDUs on account of appeals to authority driven ‘significance’ and force of habit are
telling of habitus at work in archaeology, since authority is one of the five ways of knowing
(Carter and Fuller 2015). While it is true that the use of vegetation is limited in urban areas, I
would contend over dismissing vegetal data in rural areas offers more indicator potential and
could further justify the need for using cultural feature indicators, with intensive agricultural and
other multi-component land use history, as since vegetation can be sensitive to land-use.
4.2.8

The Nature of Plant-Site Associations Reported
MAPS Question No. 7 asked participants if they have ever observed an association

between plants and sites/features, while No. 8 asked for examples, if “yes” to No. 7. These
questions are instructive on how conscious archaeologists are of site vegetation (Figure 4.10);
what “initial observations” archaeologists have about plants that future studies could address;
and what patterns of observations there are and how site form design and field training could
better accommodate them (Figure 4.11). Most archaeologists have indeed recognized
associations between plants and sites, with little to no difference in responses between regions
(yes responses: West 83%; East 86%). It was no surprise that species category of plant-site
associations predominated; however, given the size of the qualitative descriptions category,
qualitative descriptions of plant-site associations merit further comment in subsection 4.7.1.
Refer to Appendix D for the important raw data on these plant-site associations.
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Figure 4.10. Whether Plants Have Been
Associated with Sites (Figure by author, 2017).

4.2.9

Figure 4.11. The Nature of Plant-Site Associations.
(Figure by author, 2017).

Participants’ Proposed Changes to How Vegetation is Documented
MAPS Question No. 6, in an open-ended
field, asked participants whether they proposed any
changes to the vegetation section of site forms in
order to ascertain the degree to which the structure of
site forms may be a perceived hindrance to botanical
documentation. About half the U.S. responses (51%)
thought no change necessary (Figure 4.12). Just 2%
of all responses did not propose changes out of its
lack of perceived usefulness, while 5% of the
proposed changes went as far as suggesting the
removal of the vegetation section altogether (Figure

Figure 4.12. Responses to Proposing Changes to How Site
Vegetation is Documented (Figure by author, 2017).

4.13). Most insightful was how archaeologists who did
not propose changes did so out of the view that the

problems facing this section lay with the field surveyors’ knowledge and not a design flaw with
site forms. However, among those who did propose changes to site forms, the largest category of
proposed changes (21.3%) also cited a knowledge problem over a site form problem. These
responders felt there needs to be training (often suggested at the college level) so field
archaeologists will systematically know what to look for, how to record it, and how to interpret
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it. This means that 59.3% of all responses (160) attribute the problem of documenting vegetation
to the knowledge of a surveyor and not to how site forms are designed.
Even so, 28.1% of all responses (160) still attribute part of the vegetal description
problem to the design reform of site forms and see its design as a strategy to ameliorate some of
the problems of ‘common ignorance.’ Excepting those considering the lack of knowledge as the
true problem, the four most common proposed solutions were adding or improving the list of
comprehensive options for describing vegetation (14.9%); including a key for the options of
vegetation communities which qualifies what makes up each option (11.5%); adding fields for
listing plants under categories of plants by what they ‘are’ to archaeologists (e.g., invasive plants,
historic non-native plants, decorative/ornamentals, ethnobotanically significant plants) (6.6%);
and add a section for local vegetation (6.6%). Still an intriguing array of other proposed changes
worth mention conveyed concerns for accuracy and user-friendliness, such as the need for larger
fields for vegetation; standardization of vegetation check-box options based on a particular
guide; links to photos of site vegetation; description of methods/sources used in identifying
plants and rationale used in deciding what to record; references for researchers on related
environmental and
dendrochronological studies
available on the area; separate
vegetation categories for cover,
species listing, hazardous plants
present, land-use section,
ethnobotanical species listings
(for Native American sites), and
a box for not-applicable.
As far as differences in
responses by region, there were
significant differences with
Eastern participants as they were
more likely to request the
addition or expansion of
comprehensive options for
Figure 4.13. Participants’ Proposed Changes to How Vegetation is Documented.
(Figure by author, 2017).
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describing vegetation (East 27.8%; West 9.3%); while Western participants were more likely to
cite a lack of botanical knowledge as the prime problem (West 30%; East 0%). One minor
difference between regions was how Eastern participants were somewhat more likely to ask for
basing the vegetation options on a particular plant guide (East 11.1%; West 0%). Western
participants also had a greater share of those who did not think a change in the site forms was
necessary (West 60.6%; East 44.2%), probably because Western states’ site forms tend to offer
dedicated space to specific vegetation descriptions.
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4.3

Re-Conceptualizing Anthropogenic Vegetation For its Recognition
Because “artifact” or “ecofact” have not always satisfactorily encapsulated environmental

phenomena of interest, archaeologists have appropriated “anthropogenic” from environmental
studies and sprinkle their writings with “anthropogenic”. Artifact doesn’t just mean a mobile
object tooled or created by humans; it has strong connotations of belonging to a class of
unmistakably human manufactured objects processed in such a degree that it could not be
mistaken as naturally occurring. Ecofacts, by contrast, are unmodified avenues of archaeological
evidence yet are varyingly defined as specifically organic materials, but often include
environmental materials in a broader sense. Though ecofacts are often viewed as remains and
their connotation is encumbered with only being archaeologically relevant from either having
been used by humans or by what they tell archaeologists about past environmental settings.
Prevailing denotations and connotations of “ecofact” are troublesome because of contradictions
and gaps in what it means to be “used by humans,” yet remain “unmodified” by humans. For
example, plants can be cultivated in such a way that their seed size or overall plant shape may
change, and while they may survive in the ‘wild’, such natural selection bears no ‘tool’ marks or
evidence of manufacturing different parts together, so surely it would be inaccurate to say such a
plant would be ‘unmodified.’ Alternatively, the problem with “unmodified” is exemplified
through the assumption that modification can only be direct human modification, yet was
indirectly caused by human actions. Another issue with who ecofacts are construed is how it
overlooks the surface by virtue of not being “remains”. So ascribing “ecofacts” to simply
environmental objects used by humans yet remaining unmodified leave out a number of different
botanical circumstances, such as sacred groves; treaty, story, or medicine trees; introduced
species with limited dispersal mechanisms left in planting patterns; slants in tree branch growth
or coppicing responses in plants relating to land use; or various plant community mosaic growth
patterns in response to past peoples’ manipulation of the environment and its soil. These
awkward situations are just botanical examples, but the need for an inclusive denotation of
ecofact is something that other environmental objects (soil, geology, fauna, stone tools, etc.)
associated with past human signatures might benefit from, otherwise a host of environmental
materials pertaining to the human past might be easily mistaken as ‘noise’ (unrelated to human
activity). I think this is why “anthropogenism” is so diversely used and has evaded definition, so
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as to serve as a ‘duct-tape’ of word to cover the conceptual gaps. How do archaeologists use
“anthropogenism”? How far do archaeologists apply the phenomenon of anthropogenism to
plants? Can these definitions be articulated and reconciled in a manner to preserve its function as
a duct-tape concept? To avoid contemplating the gamut of phenomena represented by the term
and realities of “anthropogenism”, what follows is a discussion of the habits in defining
anthropogenism and anthropogenic vegetation in the MAPS; gleanings from archaeological
literature on recognizing anthropogenism; and my own reconciliation of organizing and
recognizing anthropogenic vegetation.
4.3.1 MAPS Findings on Anthropogenism and Anthropogenic Vegetation
In an open description field, MAPS Question
No. 12 asked participants about their personal
definitions of the word “anthropogenism.” The three
most commonly shared definitions among U.S.
archaeologists for “anthropogenism” were 67.1%
“something resulting by or influenced by human
actions;” 50.7% “something directly caused/created
by human actions;” and 20% “anything non-human
relating to humans, relating human contact, or
indicating past humans in their environment”
(Figure 4.14). Eastern participants were more likely
to define anthropogenism as “something directly
caused/created by human actions (East 70.3%; West
43.7%). There were no other notable differences.
Also in an open description field, MAPS
Question No. 13 asked participants about their
personal definitions of “anthropogenic vegetation.”
The six most commonly shared definitions among
U.S. participants were 66.9% “cultivated or crop
Figure 4.14. Categories of Definitions for
“Anthropogenism” (Table by author, 2017).

plants;” 60.4% “vegetation intentionally and directly
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caused by human actions;” 60.4% “vegetation
directly caused/created by human actions”; 54%
“introduced (non-native) species;” and 48%
“vegetation resulting by or influence from
human actions” (Figure 4.15). Western
participants were more likely to define
anthropogenic vegetation as “vegetation used by
humans” (West 20.6%; East 2.7%); “vegetation
intentionally and indirectly resulting from
human actions” (West 38.2%; East 18.9%);
“vegetation unintentionally and indirectly
resulting from human actions” (West 35.3%;
East 16.2%); and “vegetation intentionally and
directly or indirectly changed resulting by
human actions” (West 34.3%; East 18.9%).
Western participants were slightly more likely
to define anthropogenic vegetation as “species
associated with disturbance caused by humans”
(West 36.3%; East 21.6%); “vegetation

Figure 4.15. Categories of Definitions for “Anthropogenic
Vegetation” (Figure by author, 2017).

unintentionally directly or indirectly changed resulting from human actions” (West 27.5%; East
13.5%); and “vegetation resulting by or influence from human actions” (West 52%; East 37.8%).
Intriguingly, when archaeologists use “anthropogenism” in terms of “influence,” or
subsequent effects from humans, when using the word in a general sense, they narrowly view
anthropogenism among plants as cultivars or crop plants, especially in the East. The West was
more inclined to see anthropogenism manifest in diverse ways. Because of patterns in the West’s
diverse views of anthropogenism, I recognized nearly half of the categories fell into those which
could be reduced down to combinations of binary nuances, while the rest were miscellaneous yet
still worth separating out for consideration. These binary nuances in responses on
anthropogenism were based on differences in causality, intentionality, directness, and scale, and
could further be organized by how they are made meaningful as well as the two major camps of
viewing anthropogenism (Figure 4.16). I called these two greater organizational commonalities,
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intrinsic and extrinsic anthropogenism, though definitions (Figure 4.17) were typically
combinations of these elemental binary nuances. Taking just intentionality and modification as
examples, it is possible to see how archaeologists are more aware of some anthropogenic
phenomena than others; this demonstrates the importance of knowing how to parse out the
aspects of anthropogenism, examples are put in the call-out boxes (Figure 4.18). For example,
greater attention on extrinsically anthropogenic plants will aid in the recognition of vegetation
that is indirect and unintentional in nature (e.g. vegetation inhabiting human-modified soil
conditions).
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Human created/caused: Objects that are unmistakably
dependent on human for its existence from
manufacturing/engineering (or artificial selection) and/or exist
at a given location only due to human agency (e.g., humans as
a transport vector).
Human influenced: Objects that are caused by or existentially
dependent on non-human agents/forces, but only because the
non-human agents/forces’ actions were affected by human
activities or constraining or enabling interventions (e.g.,
artifacts or features).
Direct modification: First-hand physical alteration(s) to an
individual object’s form, appearance, or formal
properties/qualities by humans.
Indirect modification: Second-hand physical alteration(s) to
(an) individual object’s form, appearance, or formal
properties/qualities through a non-human agent/force by
humans.
Intentional modification: Non-random patterns explainable
only by deliberate actions(s) by human changes to (an)
object(s), whether existentially, causally, or to the object(s)
formal properties.
Unintentional modification: Non-random patterns explainable
only inadvertent human agency, by lacking in evidence of
intent through design, to (an) object(s), whether existentially,
causally, or to the object(s) formal properties.
Landscape/regional modification: large-scale change by
humans (e.g., at the level of geographic regions, landformation, geological substrates, forests).
Site/local scale modification: small-scale change by humans
(e.g., at the level of a single archaeological ‘site’ or its cultural
features).

Figure 4.17. Clarity on the Categories of Causality, Intentionality,
Directness, and Scale. Figure by author, 2017.

Figure 4.16. Binary Nuances in Definitions Given on
“Anthropogenism” (Figure by author, 2017).

Figure 4.18. Popularity of Definition Combinations, Examples of
Directness and Intentionality (Figure by author, 2018).
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4.3.2 Gleanings from Elsewhere in Archaeology
Because certain specialists in archaeology have encountered similar struggles in
articulating how to recognize certain environmental materials (e.g., lithic material, soils, faunal
remains, botanical remains, and shadow and crop marks in aerial reconnaissance) as pertaining to
humans, it would be prudent to consider their rationales, but without getting too technical with
the specifics of each material type.
Lithic technologists in the early Eolithic controversy, manuports at Olduvai, and coarse
volcanic rock in Chilean Patagonia provide rich discussion on recognition of geogenic and
anthropogenic processes. For example, manuports (transported unmodified lithic material) at
Olduvai offer a situation where something is not an artifact because it is not modified, not an
ecofact because it is not remains (or necessarily used or organic in nature, according to some
definitions), and not a feature for not being a discernible built object (Torre and Mora 2005).
Essentially what makes these objects (i.e., manuports) anthropogenic hinges on demonstrating
they are out-of-place by human agency. Torre and Mora (2005) consider geological sourcing,
size and weight, and the context of energy from nature forces (e.g., gravitation, erosion,
hydrology, and glaciation) to move objects. In Chile, archaeologists have considered geogenic
processes against anthropogenic flaking of coarse volcanic rock through spatial sourcing (i.e.,
like manuports) and the energy context of a site, but also careful consideration of the nature of
the fractures (i.e., angular fractures being natural) and the contexts of absences, proximity to
other features, and their relation to other artifacts, ecofacts, and features. Prentiss et al. (2016)
noted non-random accompanying (or the lack thereof) flora and fauna expected from natural
deposition as an indicator of anthropogenism, by pointing out that the explanation of natural
causes (i.e., hydraulic forces) was insufficient for explaining the jumbling together coarse
volcanic rock and the presence of mammal remains yet lacked the expected fish and rodents.
Other anthropogenic considerations examined potential manuport lithic materials from the
perspectives of whether such objects possessed desirable properties (i.e., knapibility), but also
the significance of the placement and density of coarse volcanic rocks, lithics, and faunal
remains in relation to hearths. Prentiss et al.'s (2016) observations are well summarized by
Schnurrenberger and Bryan (1985), who pointed out the need to recognize not the mere presence
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of human versus ‘natural’ sites, but the human and ‘natural’ processes, in both the concerned
object in question and the context surrounding the object in question.
Soil scientists needed language for reliably recognizing and classifying the nature of
human involvement in soil genesis to ensure safe land management and development purposes
(Galbraith et al. 2002). Mapping anthropogenic soil was also necessary for articulating the
complexity of human alterations to the soils change over time, for example the effects of land
use (e.g., agriculture) do not always stay the same through time (e.g., different implements
affecting different depths of soil and differences in what the soil is treated with). Understanding
these nuances in the soil is further underscored by knowing the different properties human soils
have on affecting ecosystems through changes in microbial activities, nutrients, herbicides,
toxins, soil gases, radioactivity, and artifact additions (Galbraith et al. 2002).
Anthropogenism in soil has been differentiated in two ways, “anthropogeomorphic
processes” and “anthropogenic processes” (Galbraith et al. 2002). Anthropogeomorphic
processes occur when humans create new soils through their activities, which provide new parent
material that ordinarily in nature would not co-occur and, thus, form new soil. For example, they
can be middens and urban debris (Galbraith et al. 2002). Anthropogenic processes occur when
human activities drastically disturb the natural ordering of soil horizons, which Dick Cline
clarified as “additions, losses, transformations, and translocations” (Galbraith et al. 2002). Some
examples of anthropogenic soils are: anthropic epipedon, places of kitchen middens, shell heaps,
and irrigated crops supplied with a high level of calcium and phosphorous; plaggen epipedon,
long-term livestock manures, sod, and cultivated fields leaving dark organize soils and artifact
content leaving high levels of carbon and nitrogen; agric horizon, plowed cultivated soils leaving
lime, nitrogen, and phosphate and large amounts of illuvial silt, clay, and humus; and sulfuric
horizon, yellow-purple acidic soils left from brackish water negatively impacting most plants,
from surface mining, mine spills, dredging, and other earth-moving operations (NSSC Staff
2002).
Aerial reconnaissance in archaeology has also recognized traces of humans on the
landscape, but through photography. Aerial photography has noted non-random patterns in soil;
soil moisture; crop marks, greater abundance or absence of surrounding vegetation; changes in
plant communities; and shadow marks and topographical anomalies (Crawford 1923; Bennett et
al. 2012; Ceraudo 2013; Verhoeven and Vermeulen 2016). Analysts using this technique look
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with the naked eye, black and white photographs, LiDAR, and NVDI at tonal shifts in the colors
of and shading of the land, as well as shifts in plant cover against what is expected be naturally
occurring in the photographs and what is also known with the naked eye about the present-day
sites (Ceraudo 2013).
Faunal specialists have considered fauna to be anthropogenic beyond mere butcher marks
and domesticate remains. Dean (2005) proposes archaeologists consider the presence and
concentration of synanthropic fauna (particularly, non-prey species to the local humans in
question) and the decrease of urban-sensitive species, as indicators of seasonality and intensity of
site use. This is because while human manipulation to the environment deters some species, it
also benefits some species and sets in motion a domino effect of synanthropic species, which
attract other synanthropic species. These human actions and their ramifications can be intentional
and unintentional in attracting perching birds, mice, and insects (Sutton 1995; Dean 2005; PrŷsJones et al. 2016). For example, human creation of middens, rock piles, check dams, and fences
alter the behavior and habitation of species, deterring some species, creating new environmental
niches, and even extending or constraining animal ranges, and the genetic impacts of these
actions can be anthropogenically significant (Todd 2002; Dean 2005). So the faunal assemblage
context and spatial context of faunal remains are additions to the obvious suspects of
anthropogenic fauna.
Paleoethnobotanists note shifts in the relative frequency of floral species and their
concomitant habitats, as indicators of environmental disturbance by humans (e.g., land clearance,
agriculture, etc.) and introductions of species with known human use (whether from
ethnographic, ethnohistorical, and archaeological resources, or from dung or other botanical
artifacts in situ) (Hastorf and Popper 1988; Dincauze 2000). Similarly, shifts in soil
microorganisms and chemicals in water columns of underwater archaeological sites have been
noted (Margesin et al. 2017; Swanson 2017), which requires both knowledge of bio- and
geogenic forces and human activities.
These above examples show that anthropogenism can be intrinsic and extrinsic, coming
in both the forms of human creation/causation and influence. Examples of “human
causation/creation” can be either intentional or unintentional, with disturbance to soils, water,
and land formations; manipulation of soil and fauna/flora community composition and genetics
of biota; and out-of-place objects/manuports. Examples of “human influence” can be the context
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of non-random distributions of accompanying objects and environmental reactions to human
activities and artifacts/features, with clues in the assemblages of objects in the environment from
land clearance, irrigation, anthropogenic fire dependent-forests, grazing, microbial communities,
and the aggregation of synanthropes. In short, arguments for recognizing anthropogenism begin
with establishing a norm in ‘nature’ regarding a given environmental object’s distribution,
causation, and formal properties. The investigator must ask the following questions (Limbrey
1975): What was the environmental object originally? Where did the environmental object come
from? How did this environmental object get there? What has happened to the environmental
object since then? In answering these questions, what is normally expected of said environmental
object allows then for the recognition of anomaly. Surviving these explanations, what makes this
object’s properties, causation, origins, or assemblage context anomalous to the ‘natural’ expected
norm. Furthermore, how do experimental, ethnoarchaeological, or ethnohistorical explanations
account for human agency behind this anomaly? Thus, recognizing anthropogenism begins with
familiarity with the relevant natural laws, a language to describe the anomaly, and familiarity
with human explanations behind its cause or influence.
4.3.3 Gleanings from Phytoarchaeology and Phytosociology
Learning from phytoarchaeology’s and phytosociology’s previously proposed
characteristics and causes of human-associated surface vegetation is fundamental to laying a
foundation for criteria for recognizing anthropogenic vegetation (Table 4.6). Note how these
criteria are largely extrinsic/contextual in nature, emphasizing a plant’s spatial and qualitative
significance. This description of plants as having ‘associations’ finds its basis in
phytosociology’s varying ways of grouping plant communities by their common reactions to
abiotic and human effects, which will be the focus of this section.
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Jones (1942:64-65)

Yarnell (1965:668669)

Jäger (1977:287-300, translated
by Brooks and Johannes 1990:64)

Brooks and Johannes
(1990:69)

1) “Enrichment of the
soil by former
occupation, resulting
in more vigorous
vegetation on the site”
2) “Physical and
chemical alteration of
the soil resulting in
qualitative floral
differences”
3) “A concentration of
economic plants
during occupation,
and a persistence of
these to the present”

1) Vegetation
inhabiting a site
for its “favorable
soil” modified by
humans
2) Vegetation
inhabiting a site
for its
“introduction by
non-human
forces”
3) Vegetation
inhabiting a site
because of its
“introduction by
man”

1) “Preservation of relic species
that would otherwise by
extinct”
2) “Areal expansion of certain
species by colonization of
previously inaccessible
ecological niches made
available by human
activities”
3) “Development of new strains
and cultivars of plants”
4) “Areal reduction of species
distribution by agriculture or
by over-utilization of certain
plants for food, timber or
medicinal uses”
5) “Extinction of plants”

1) “Clearance of forests”
2) “Increase of the
phosphate level in
soils”
3) “Increase in nitrate
and general nutrient
levels in soils”
4) “Establishment of
mine tips and slag
heaps from mining
activities”
5) “Disturbance of soils
by agriculture thus
allowing for
introduction of
weeds”
6) “Increase of the
calcium content of
soils by building
activities”
7) “Drainage of wetlands
for agriculture”

Table 4.6. Previous Explanations Given For Plant-Site Associations & Notions of Archaeologically Relevant Plants,
Table prepared by author from Jones (1942:64-65); Yarnell (1965:668-669); Jäger (1977:287-300); and Brooks and
Johannes (1990:64, 69), 2017.

Essentially, qualitative and species diversity patterns in site vegetation come in the
varieties of positive and negative effects on vegetation, and phytosociologists have proposed
various means of grouping plant communities based on species effected positively or negatively
by certain edaphic conditions, further divided by native status, disturbance cause, and time since
introduced. A component of anthropogenism concerns species affected by humans, species that
benefit from human manipulation of the environment and are called synanthropes (Castri et al.
1990)(Figure 4.18) and are indicators of the effects of previous (or present) human activity.
Johnson and Klemens (2005) gives examples of synanthropic fauna (Table 4.7).
Urban-sensitive species
“cannot cope with the rigid
change and conditions of
urbanization”

Obligate/full synanthropes
“have a symbiotic
relationship with humans”

e.g. Ovis canadensis
mexicana (desert bighorn
sheep)

e.g. Mus musculus (house
mice), Rattus norvegicus
(Norway rats), Columba
livia (house sparrows, rock
pigeons)

Casual synanthropes
“can exploit human
ecology without
necessarily being
dependent on it”
e.g. Larus spp. (gulls)

Tangential synanthropes
“individuals within a
species that occasionally
exploit human ecology”

e.g. Buteo jamaicensis
(red-tailed hawks),
Accipiter cooperii
(Cooper’s hawks), Falco
peregrinus (peregrine
falcons), Bubo virginianus
(great horned owls)
Table 4.7. Degrees of Synanthropy. Table prepared by author from Johnson and Klemens (2005:213), 2018.
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Besides classing synanthropes
by how ‘full-time’ they are as
beneficiaries of human activities,
synanthropes can be classified
according to whether they are native
(apophytes) or non-native
(anthropophytes). Interestingly,
apophytes and anthropophytes are
subclassified differently, with
Figure 4.19. Terminology of Synanthrope Species. Figure prepared by
author from Castri et al. (1990), 2018.

apophytes sub-organized by different
kinds of human disturbances. As often as

“disturbance” is used in archaeology, it is frequently left without further clarification of the
nature of the disturbance’s precise human activities behind it, almost leaving the reader with the
impression that all disturbances are the same and have the same effects. Of course they do not
leave the same botanical signatures. While Castri et al. (1990) classified apophytes by ecological
niches created by human (or second hand) disturbances, anthropophytes are classified by their
time since being introduced and their spreading ability and whether human intentionality played
a role. This aspect of intentionality fits wells with archaeologists’ definitions of anthropogenism
tending to consider intentionality.
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Interestingly, the anthropophytes list in Figure 4.18
leaves out disturbance associations that anthropophytes might
be attracted to in the same way apophytes are. Plants do not
merely benefit from particular
disturbance events (zoogen
apophytes and anthropophytes
in former pastures and
corrals), but also soil
enrichment from nitrates,
calcium, phosphates, etc
caused by human activities
and their disturbances, as
Figure 4.19 shows. In other
words, this synanthrope
listing in Figure 4.18 could
also include descriptions of

Figure 4.20. Terminology of Hemerophilous Plants. Figure compiled by author from
Porsild (1932), 2017.

plants attracted to particular elements left as a result of human manipulation. For example,
calcium can enrich soils where limestone walls are concealed or where shell middens are located
and attract calciphilious (calcium-loving) plants (Dall 1877; Brown 1936; Meigs 1938; Brooks
and Johannes 1990); phosphate-loving plants are attracted from burials and animal bone deposits
in burial mounds enriching the soil of the mounds (Brooks and Johannes 1990); and various
metallicolous plants (plants inhabiting soil with a heavy accumulation of metals) attracted to
heavy metals left from mining and smelting activities, such as cupricolous (habitually involved
with copper) plants found in copper smelting contexts (DePlaen et al. 1982; Brooks and
Johannes 1990).
Another name for synanthropes48 from an earlier time was hemerophilous plants.
However, as indicated by Table 4.7, a given species may not necessarily be synanthropic by
nature; ergo a species may be said to be synanthropic/hemerophilous on account of its behavior
(or effects exhibited in it rather than by virtue of what species it is. In other words, some

48

While the term “synanthropy” is used predominately in Europe, it is varyingly encapsulated in North America
under the terms “human-mediated symbiosis,” “commensalism,” “human mediated dispersal,” (Johnston 2001)
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hemerophilous plants may exist without humans, but they may notably respond favorably to
human changes to the environment, typically through disturbance events; humans removing a
given species’ natural competition and predation of a given species; and enrich the soil with
particular elements and minerals that attract particular groups of plants. However, just as human
actions can benefit certain species (synanthropes/hemerophilous plants), human actions can have
the opposite effect on other plants or one plant may benefit from one human action but be
deprived by another kind of human activity. Porsild (1932) calls these plants negatively impacted
by humans, “hemerophobous plants”, and even mention another class of plants that are neutral to
human actions called “hemeradiaphorous plants.” Because of the various versions of plant
communities and classifications of synanthropes, hemerophilous, and hemerophobous plants, I
have integrated them to reflect patterns in what makes them meaningful for archaeologists both
intrinsically and extrinsically in their different manifestations (Figure 4.20).
4.3.4 A Proposed System For Classifying and Recognizing Anthropogenic Vegetation
While most archaeologists tend to think of anthropogenism in general as more “human
influence,” anthropogenic vegetation by contrast tends to be viewed by archaeologists as human
created/changed, often with allusions to intentional and direct modification. In doing so, many
archaeologists frequently conceive of plants as pertaining to humans as simply crop
plants/cultivars and culturally modified trees; thus, intrinsic anthropogenic plants receive the
lion’s share of attention. But as shown throughout this thesis, plants can pertain to human
activity through non-human agents by secondary human agency (human influence), indirect
modification, and even unintentionally. Therefore, I propose my own definition of anthropogenic
vegetation as, the phenomena of direct (first-hand) or indirect (second-hand) changes to an
individual plant/fungus, plant/fungus species, or plant/fungi communities’ (formal, spatial,
frequency, and relational) dimensions of variability resulting from the (intentional or
unintentional) activities of human agency; whether it be in the form of a species’
creation/cultivation, alteration to its form/appearance, change to its formal properties/qualities,
change from its habit of spatial distribution or spatial displacement, and change in the cooccurrence of species seen together or association with cultural features.
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Because of the complicated reality of vegetation being affected by combinations of
effects and causes, and the varying combinations of definitions of anthropogenic vegetation, I
organized my categories of anthropogenic vegetation along the divide between those plants that
are intrinsically and extrinsically anthropogenic. Intrinsically anthropogenic plants (Table 4.8)
are sub-divided by plants created by humans (e.g., cultivars) (Figure 4.22) and those that have
been directly modified by human actions (Figure 4.23). Extrinsically anthropogenic plants are
sub-divided by those that are spatially meaningful; qualitatively and quantitatively meaningful;
and relationally meaningful (Table 4.9). Qualitative and quantitative patterns can occur as either
edaphic effects (Hemerophilic49 effects50 or Hemerophobic51 effects) or indirect modifications to
individual plants. Hemerophilic effects can manifest from humans enriching soils (e.g., fertilizer)
or removing competitor species through tilling the soil or weeding practices (Figure 4.24).
Hemerophobic effects could be caused by mining activities, because mining activities can cause
heavy metals to hyper accumulate into the soils becoming toxic to many plants, or it could be
heavy ground disturbance, too compacted, or have other deleterious properties to many plants
(Figure 4.25). Another kind of qualitative or quantitative shift in vegetation is the indirect
modification to growth patterns in individual tree trunks or branches (Figure 4.26). Another
group of extrinsic anthropogenism can be the context of spatial patterns (e.g., manuport
species/disjuncts (Figure 4.27), deliberate planting schemes (Figure 4.28), or non-random
distributions of species due to their dispersal limitation or conforming to edaphic conditions
caused by buried archaeological features (Figure 4.29). Finally, extrinsic anthropogenism can
take the form of a context of relational patterns, such as neo-ecological species and species
observed to have a strong association with certain archaeological feature/site types. Figure 4.21
and Tables 4.8-11 further illustrate each of the distinctions of anthropogenic site indicators, but
each manifestation may apply to the other interpretive applications of this section.

49

Hemerophilic, according to Porsild (1932) refers to “culture loving plants”, or plants benefiting from human
activity, in the form of luxuriant growth or success.
50
I avoid Porsild’s (1932) original use of Hemero- phobic/philic as referring to particular species as though globally
a species could be innately hemero-phobic/philic; instead I use the term to describe a given condition that produces
an observable effect in one situation but not necessary in another part of the world.
51
Hemerophobic, according to Porsild (1932) refers to “culture fearing plants”, or plants detrimentally affected by
human activity.
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Figure 4.21 Anthropogenic Vegetation Site Indicators.
Note: Each of these patterns are further explained in Tables 4.8-11 (Figure by author, 2017).

Pattern Types
Human Created or Dependent
Species

Direct Modification to Plants

Description
These are species innately associated
with human manipulation of the
environment through their activities
(e.g. cultivars and cultigens,
ornamentals with there being no
doubt of human intentional
introduction and planting).
These are plants which are overtly
changed, trained/bent, cut,
marked/carved by human actions,
they may be living (i.e. vivifacts,
vivifeatures) or dead (e.g. logging
stumps)

Table 4.8. Intrinsic Anthropogenic Vegetation (Figure by author, 2017)
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Sources
(Porsild 1932; Leighton 1976; Jäger
1977; Stewart 1977; Stilgoe 1982;
Leighton 1986, 1987; Castri et al.
1990; Neumann and Sanford 2001;
Sumner 2004; McWilliams 2017a;
2017b)
(Mallea-Olaetxe 1992; Mobley and
Eldridge 1992; Janseen 1941; Elliot
1993; Stryd 1997; Andersson et al.
2008; Turner et al. 2009; Wessels
2010; Downes 2011; Morrison and
Shepard 2013; Nicolai 2013; Kawa
et al. 2015; Houser et al. 2016)

Pattern Types
Indirect
modification to
plant morphology
and growth
patterns

Description
These can be coppices or branch growth shape and
orientation, due to branches being exposed to grazing
or growth of branches indicating an open canopy in a
former pasture or evidence of land clearance. Indirect
modification can be brought on by the interaction of
non-human agents and forces with former human
changes or structures to the environment (e.g. “L” or
rectangular shaped growth patterns of gooseberries
and currants around former wooden structures, such
as log cabins and burial plot fences)

Edaphic effects
Hemerophobic effects
Plant stress
Such as slag piles and other areas with activity in
historical mining negatively affecting plants through
dwarfism, gigantism, premature flowering or
premature senescence, retarded growth or delayed
senescence, discoloration, and subdued growth.
Absence of
Absence of locally expected species, not simply bare
expected species
earth.
or Barrenness
Lower than
Thinly spaced colonization patterns of spread for a
expected
certain species (i.e. sociability in phytosociology).
sociability
Lower than
A given species seems to struggle to establish itself, it
expected
is not lush, and there are signs of it not completing its
vitality
life cycle.
Lower than
Less than expected abundance of an expected species
expected
(can be measured through cover, counts, frequency,
abundance
density).
Hemerophilic effects
Concentration of
Presence of highly hemerophilic, or synanthropes
apophytes
(organisms which derive benefit from human
manipulation of the environment). Synanthropes, in
this particular case, are apophytes (native species
deriving benefit from human manipulation of the
environment).
Higher than
expected
sociability
Higher than
expected
vitality

Dense colonization patterns of spread for a certain
species (i.e. sociability in phytosociology).

Higher than
expected
abundance

Higher than expected abundance (cover; individual
counts and density; or measurements of presence
versus absence with frequency of a given species).

Higher than expected vitality among a given species.

Sources
(Russell 1997:41; Sanford et al. 1997; Wessels
1997; Egan and Howell 2001:177-198; Boyd et al.
2007; Wessels 2010; Sanford 2015)

(Brooks 1983; Brooks 1987; Brooks and Johannes
1990)

(Hrdlička 1937; Babb and Bliss 1974; Palaniappan
1974; Dale and Weaver 1974; Jäger 1977; Brooks
1983; Brooks 1987; Brooks and Johannes 1990;
Forbes 1992, 1994)
(Meigs 1938; Russell 1997:41)
(Brooks 1987; Robert Brooks and Johannes 1990)
(Babb and Bliss 1974; Palaniappan 1974; Dale and
Weaver 1974; Jäger 1977; Brooks 1983, 1987;
Brooks and Johannes 1990; Forbes 1992, 1994)
(Jones 1942; Clark 1968; Palaniappan 1974; Dale
and Weaver 1974; McCartney 1978; DePlaen et al.
1982; Brooks 1983; Pearson 1988; Brooks and
Johannes 1990; Castri et al. 1990; Forbes 1992,
1996; Nelson 1999; Huisinga 2001; Hill et al. 2002;
Sims and Sims 2004; Tømmervik et al. 2010;
Mattingly and Orrock 2013; Turner 2014; Brien
2015; Warren 2016)
(Hrdlička 1937; Jones 1942; DePlaen et al. 1982;
Holzner et al 1983; Brooks and Johannes 1990; Hill
et al. 2002; Larrue et al. 2010)
(Brown 1936; Hrdlička 1937; Meigs 1938; Jones
1942; Stewart 1977; McCartney 1978; Brooks and
Johannes 1990; Forbes 1996; Tømmervik et al.
2010)
(Brown 1936; Meigs 1938; Jones 1942; Clark
1968; Hole and Heizer 1973; McCartney 1978;
DePlaen et al. 1982; Brooks and Johannes 1990;
Forbes 1992, 1993, 1996)

Table 4.9 Extrinsic Anthropogenic Vegetation: The Context of Qualitative & Quantitative Patterns (Table by author,
2017).
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Pattern Types
Manuports and
anthropophytes

Description
Manuport species are plants outside their expected
natural range due to intentional or unintentional
human agency extending their range and not
necessarily through its own dispersal mechanisms, or
a species present in an area normally hostile to its
survival, only due to human-created habitat/ edaphic
conditions for it to survive. “Out of place” species are
also likely to be anthropophytes (synanthropes of
foreign origin introduced by humans).

Sources
(Porsild 1932; Brown 1936; Hrdlička 1937; Meigs
1938; Yarnell 1965; Dale and Weaver 1974;
Minnis and Plog 1976; Jäger 1977; Stewart 1977;
Holzner and Ikusima 1983; Pearson 1988; Brooks
and Johannes 1990; Castri et al. 1990; Forbes 1996;
Sanford et al. 1997; Huisinga 2001; Todd 2002;
Deur and Turner 2005:218-239; Balée 2006; Boyd
et al. 2007; Allen 2010; Larrue et al. 2010;
Solórzano et al. 2016; Gómez-pompa et al. 2016;
Warren 2016; McWilliams 2017a, 2017b)

Non-random
distribution
patterns

Non-random shapes (may be geometric or
asymmetric) or an outline of a species’ distribution is
evidently due to either (intentional or unintentional)
human spreading or inhabiting human-created edaphic
conditions.

(Porsild 1932; Brown 1936; Hrdlička 1937; Jones
1942; Zeiner 1946; Yarnell 1965; Clark 1968;
Stewart 1977; McCartney 1978; DePlaen et al.
1982; Kirch 1982; Brooks 1983; Holzner and
Ikusima 1983; Pearson 1988; Brooks and Johannes
1990; Castri et al. 1990; Forbes 1992, 1996; Russell
1997:38-41,41-45; Sanford et al. 1997; Huisinga
2001; Hill et al. 2002; Foster et al. 2003; Sims and
Sims 2004; Larrue et al. 2010; Tømmervik et al.
2010; Wessels 2010:126-153; Bennett et al. 2012;
Mattingly and Orrock 2013; Sanford 2015; Scott
2015; Gómez-pompa et al. 2016; Lunt et al. 2016;
Warren 2016)

Non-random
geometric/
symmetrical
planting regimes

Non-random geometric patterns (e.g. straight edges,
linear planting patterns along linear features) due to
deliberate human planting.

(Yarnell 1965; Stewart 1977; Sanford et al. 1995,
1997; Egan and Howell 2001; Neumann and
Sanford 2001; Boyd et al. 2007; Sanford 2015;
Solórzano et al. 2016; McWilliams 2017a, 2017b)

Table 4.10 Extrinsic Anthropogenic Vegetation: The Context of Spatial Patterns (Table by author, 2017).
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Pattern Type
Botanical cooccurrences

Description
This is an association between species occurring
together (e.g. a particular forest succession, or
forest composition from a particular humancaused disturbance)

Botanicalarchaeological
features/sites
co-occurrences

This is an association of a species having a
propensity for co-occurring with certain
archaeological features or site types.

Sources
(Brown 1936; Jones 1942; Palaniappan 1974;
Jäger 1977; McCartney 1978; DePlaen et al.
1982; Holzner and Ikusima 1983; Brooks
1987; Pearson 1988; Brooks and Johannes
1990; Neumann et al. 1993; Russell 1997;
Sanford et al. 1997; Egan and Howell 2001;
Neumann and Sanford 2001; Vale 2002;
Foster et al. 2003; Sims and Sims 2004;
Tømmervik et al. 2010; Wessels 2010;
Sanford 2015; Gómez-pompa et al. 2016;
Solórzano et al. 2016; Bubandt and Tsing
2018:1-7)
(Brown 1936; Jones 1942; Yarnell 1965;
Palaniappan 1974; McCartney 1976; Minnis
and Plog 1976; McCartney 1978; DePlaen et
al. 1982; Pearson 1988; Brooks and Johannes
1990; Forbes 1992; Sanford et al. 1995;
Forbes 1996; Wessels 1997; Nelson 1999;
Egan and Howell 2001; Huisinga 2001; Hill et
al. 2002; Sims and Sims 2004; Foster et al.
2003; Tibbett and Carter 2003; Boyd et al.
2007; Cardoso et al. 2010; Larrue et al. 2010;
Tømmervik et al. 2010; Wessels 2010;
Hawksworth and Wiltshire 2011; Brien 2015;
Hawksworth and Wiltshire 2015; Sanford
2015; Gómez-pompa et al. 2016; Warren
2016; McWilliams 2017a; 2017b; Hoag et al.
2018)

Table 4.11 Extrinsic Anthropogenic Vegetation: The Context of Relational Patterns (Table by author, 2017).

Figure 4.22. Apple tree left a historic skid road
(24RA0842). An example of intrinsic
anthropogenism as a cultigen (Photo by author,
2016).

Figure 4.23. Bent trees (Krzywy Las, Nowe
Czarnowo, Poland). An example of direct human
modification (Photo by Rzuwig, via Wikipedia
Commons, 2012).
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Figure 4.24. Hemerophilic effects among stinging nettle
behind a 105 year old log cabin (24PA0484) (Photo by
author, 2016).

Figure 4.25. Hemerophobic effects among meager
vegetation a 119 year old silver mine corral
(24GN0533). Candice Odom pictured in upper right
corner (Photo by author, 2016).
Figure 4.27. An
Anthropophyte to
Montana, Ribes uvacrispa (European
Gooseberry).
Artwork by Johann
Georg Sturm, in
Deutschlands Flora
in Abbildungen,
1796 (Source
Wikipedia
Commons, 2011).

Figure 4.26. Indirect modification of a large (coppiced)
sycamore tree (Irvine, North Ayrshire, Scotland). (Photo by
Roger Griffith, source: Wikipedia Commons, 2009).

Figure 4.28. Non-random
geometric/symmetrical planting regimes of
trees at historic homestead (Northern Flathead
Lake area, MT) (Photo by author, 2016).

Figure 4.29. Non-random distribution patterns (due
to edaphic factors) exhibited in grass at old privy
footprint (Flathead Lake area, MT) (Photo by
author, 2016).
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4.4

Subjectivities from Object Agency and Phenomenology
This section addresses the findings on how object agency affects which plants that will be

documented by archaeologists. While MAPS Question No. 6 found 28.1% of all responses (160)
attributed objects of archaeologists’ own making (i.e., site forms) as a factor affecting what
vegetation is documented, another consideration is the phenomenological effects of site
vegetation on its viewers, the surveyor.
4.4.1 Difficulty of Identifying Plant Types
MAPS Question No. 16 assessed participant’s self-disclosed ability to identify plants by
their plant type/life form, by rating each plant type by difficulty of its recognition between one
and six (one being the easiest and six the most difficult). As expected, U.S. archaeologists rated
the difficulty of recognizing plant types by size, with trees as the easiest and mosses/bryophytes
as the hardest (Figure 4.30). This is interesting also for the fact that the MAPS Question No. 16
jumbled the order of the plant type options for rating in no particular order, to prevent “leading”
the survey participant towards a particular rating order. In terms of size, it did not matter whether
mosses/bryophytes or fungi and lichens were last as long as both composed the 5th and 6th
difficulty ratings. As far as differences between regions, both regions followed the same
difficulty ratings as the U.S.. One minor exception was Eastern participants’ tied the 3rd rating
between grasses and herbs, this can be expected as both herbs and grasses, like mosses and fungi,
are about the same size proportions as plant types, and grasses prevailed among the 4th rating as
expected. Also meaningful in the findings of Figure 4.30 is how unambiguous the difficulty

Figure 4.30. Ease of Recognition of Species by Plant Type Among Archaeologists (Figure by author, 2017).
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ratings were larger plant types and the easiest rating were the smaller plant types, leaving only
some ambiguity in the 3rd and 4th (middle) rankings. The realization that ease of recognition of
plants follow their monumentality, in tandem with the two largest reasons given for deciding
which plants to record (those which they can immediately recognize and whatever is most
impressionable), clarifies that size plays a significant aspect of “impressionability” of plants.
Thus when documenting site vegetation, archaeologists have a visual (ocular-centric) bias
towards larger types of plants than smaller ones.
4.4.2 Identification Ability Vs. Documentation (by state and plant type)
MAPS Questions No. 17-21 asked participants whether they could immediately
recognize and identify a list of species, which unbeknownst to the participants, were ordered
according to their occurrences in their state’s site forms. Comparing the (negative regressive)
slope (linear trend line) of the percentage of occurrences of species listed in site forms with the
slope of the percentage of archaeologists’ positive identification rate for a given species, was one
of the methods of testing for whether or not archaeologists document the plants they do by ease
of identification and whether the plant size (at the plant type level) affects this ease of
recognition. Anticipating other factors at work, such as the environmental reality at each of the
sites whose records are considered, I have prompted responders with similar questions in MAPS
Question No. 9 and 16.
Sixty percent of the time the linear trend slopes shared a negatively regressing slope. Part
of the reason these factors52 shared slopes were not higher than 60% was likely due to a lack of
variety in recording species (e.g., Nevada’s lack of variety in recorded grass and herb species,
and Oregon’s lack of variety in grass species) (Table 4.12). However, the y-coefficient averages
by plant type only showed trees (-0.0451) and grasses (-0.09664) as having identification slopes
exceeding the documentation occurrence slopes, suggesting a stronger relationship between plant
type size and identification ability. Though, the r-squared values found 53.12% of the variability
in trees to be explained by identification ability, and 52.38% of the variability in grasses (Table
52

The charts the Y column represented percentages, while the X column was comprised of species (in order of the
most frequently occurring vegetal descriptions in site forms). The two factors were the two lines on the chart that
compared positive identification ability (measured through the MAPS) of a particular species, while the other line
displayed the occurrences of species descriptions in site forms.
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4.13). The identification ability results for y-coefficient averages (shrubs 0.00002; herbs 0.3128)
and r-squared values (shrubs, 18.87%; herbs 11.86%) were positive and, hence, too low to
explain identification ability as a factor for their lesser documentation. Averaging the
identification rate of species by plant types showed larger life forms being more readily
identifiable than smaller ones, though surprisingly shrubs had higher identification than trees
(trees 77%; shrubs 83%; herbs 65%; grasses 63%).

Table 4.12. Line Slope Comparisons Between The Documented Occurrences and Identification Ability of
Species (Table by author, 2018).

Table 4.13. R-Values’ Variability for Species Documented Occurrences and Identification Ability (Table by
author, 2017).

Originally I had expected more precipitous differences
in plant types, with trees having a much higher rate of
identification than say, grasses. Then it occurred to me that I
was asking archaeologists how well they could identify plants in
a pool of already popularly shared knowledge of plants; the real
difference then is in the size of pools of botanical knowledge
(i.e., “breadth of vegetal vocabulary)(Figure 4.31). So I
compared the averages of identification rates by plant type by
the averages of the breadth of vocabulary by plant type (Figure
4.31). In this case, there was another downward trend, though it
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Figure 4.31. Breadth of Vegetal Vocabulary
(Figure by author, 2018).

is easy to see how the reality of available biodiversity affects a larger pool of knowledge of herb
species (trees 30.5%; shrubs 25%; herbs 25.8%; grasses 18.7%), as is the case of the
proliferation of shrubs over trees in Nevada. In my attempt to account for “field” (in Bourdieu’s
research practice formula, e.g., environmental reality), I turned to a list of available species,
according to the USDA NRCS PLANTS Database (2018), by plant type in the five states
considered here. The averaged biodiversity of these plants types are ordered by herbs 64.6%,
shrubs 18.4%, grasses 13.4%, and trees 3.6%, reflecting not only how the breadth of vegetal
vocabulary of archaeologists (as reflected in site forms) is a far cry from the biodiversity of
available vegetal terms (e.g., there being fewer species of trees, yet being the most recorded and
identifiable of plant types) (Figure 4.32), but also why there was a larger breadth of vocabulary
for herbs and shrubs. However, I am aware that despite what the proportions of biodiversity of
plant types in a given state, some species are more common than others and the site forms’
descriptions of plants are also reflections of sites’ grouped by geographic region and thus sharing
a range of plant communities in common.

Figure 4.32. Identification Ability
Regarding Recorded Species (Figure by
author, 2018).

Figure 4.33. Approximating Biodiversity of Species By Plant Type
(Data compiled by author from the USDA NRCS PLANTS Database
2018).

Even with the complexities of accounting for variability of the actual site environment in
this analysis, trees and shrubs in both breadth of vocabulary and in the occurrences in site forms,
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the documentation of plants are unrealistically lopsided
(Figure 4.33). The situation is further worsened when
considering how bryophytes/mosses and lichens/fungi
categories have been absent due to their complete
absence from site forms in any specific manner and yet
these categories’ biodiversity is perhaps as numerous in
prevalence and in biodiversity as grass and shrub
categories. For example, according to one estimate
(Montana Natural Heritage Program 2018), Montana has
approximately 665 bryophytes and 611 lichen/fungi,
which would put the proportions of biodiversity in
Montana to 50% herbs/forbs, 13% shrubs/sub-shrubs,

Figure 4.34. Comparing Approximate
Biodiversity of Plant Types to Breadth of Site
Form Vegetal Vocabulary. Biodiversity figures
compiled by author from the USDA Plants
Database, 2018.

12% grasses/gramoids, 11% bryophytes/mosses, 11% lichens/fungi, and 3% tree/sub-trees. Yet
Montana’s proportions of vegetal description occurrences are 62% trees, 18% herbs, 15%
grasses, 5% shrubs, 0% bryophytes, and 0% lichen and fungi. Montana’s proportions of the
breadth of vegetal vocabulary is 34.8% herbs, 30.4% trees, 26.1% grasses, 8.7% shrubs, 0%
bryophytes, and 0% lichens and fungi. Environmental reality is not enough to attribute such
warped representations of site vegetation, as most of
identification ability slopes shared downward trends with their
occurrences in archaeological documentation. So if
documentation of vegetation in Montana were more precise it
would resemble something closer to the dotted line in Figure
4.34.
Furthermore, MAPS Question No. 16 showed
archaeologists consistently consider larger life forms than
smaller life forms as easier to recognize and identify; which
when coupled with findings of archaeologists’ most common
methods of deciding what to record, in MAPS Question No. 9,
were “only what I can immediately recognize and identify”
and “whatever is most impressionable,” still supports the
theory that the larger a species is the more it has bearing on
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Figure 4.35. Occurrences of Vegetal
Descriptors by Plant Type, States, and an
Average (Figure by author, 2017).

attention and is more likely to be documented. Alternatively, archaeologists’ reasons for
recording trees more often (Figure 4.35) may also have to do with training and inferring the site
environment through the plant community and forest succession sere (phase) associated with its
present trees.
4.5

Subjectivities from Social Objects and Habitus
Having discussed the non-human factors (the secondary effects of site form design and

the phenomenological engagement of site vegetation) affecting surveyors’ recordation of
vegetation, I now move to the human explanations. MAPS participants predominately attribute a
lack of botanical knowledge and training on what to look for as significant impediments to better
vegetal documentation and study. Thus, this section will discuss the subjectivities of habitus as
shaped by reference groups by examining ambiguous descriptors for indications of pragmatism
at work; trait differences between VDUs and NVDUs; cross-tabulations of responses
characterizing differences in work sector experience and regions; and participants’ interest in
change and improvement.
4.5.1

Ambiguity By Pragmatism, Phenomenology, and Convenience

While ambiguous vegetation is of limited environmental research value, despite perceptions of
its research utility among archaeologists,
ambiguous descriptions are telling of
plants as social objects to surveyors
(Figures 4.36). Ambiguously described
plants, while suffering from a lack of
botanical articulation, capture attention
through being social objects from their
perceived ‘use,’ and through having a
Present-At-Hand relationship with the
surveyor from plants’ sensorial and
work-inhibiting properties. The

Figure 4.36. Explanations for Vernacular Ambiguous Descriptions (Figure by
author, 2017).
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occurrences of descriptions under vernacular and classificatory ambiguous categories were
further classed into three categories, convenient vaguery (by default if no other explanation if
conceivable), pragmatic reasons (language suggestive of broadly used for ground cover
indicators, subsurface site integrity indicators, agricultural or other subsistence relations, and
those listed on the MAPS plant-site association list as considerations), and Present-At-Hand
reasons (work-inhibiting or sensorially engaging properties). The convenience category prevailed
in three out of five state’s site forms’ vernacular ambiguous descriptions, implying those
engaging in vernacularly description appear to be simply filling in space in the vegetation section
and for no other constructive reason. The Present-At-Hand and sensorial engagement category
prevailed every time among the classificatory ambiguous descriptions, suggesting surveyors
performing classificatory ambiguous descriptions are prone to documenting those plants that are
captivating to their senses (both ocular and olfactory), as well as those that draw attention for
their capacity to hamper archaeological field work (Figure 4.37).

Figure 4.37. Explanations for Classificatory Ambiguous Descriptors (Figure
by author, 2018).

4.5.2

By Vegetal Data User and Non-Vegetal Data Users
In order to examine habitus at work among archaeologists who use (VDU) or do not use

site vegetation data (NVDU) for research and reports, I performed a cross-tabulation function in
Qualtrics based on responses to MAPS Question No. 4 and analyzed how these respondents
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answered simple MAPS questions53 in states with 10 or more participants54 (resulted in 7 states);
the results of which are in a stacked bar chart in Appendix D. The language of “inclined” or
“more likely” was used when a VDU or NVDU had at least a difference of 15% towards a given
answer. Whereas “no notable difference” was used when differences were less than 15% on the
chart. The designation “slightly more likely” was used when those differences between VDUs or
NVDUs fell between 14.0-14.9%. Then the patterns of each response between NVDU and VDU
were compared across seven states, and the category with the highest number of occurrences of a
given pattern were highlighted for discussion as likely characteristic of ‘U.S. archaeologists’ as a
whole. The exception here is if the highest occurrences were tied between a single category and
the “no notable difference” category, then preference was given to a VDU/NVDU category or
both if each are tied.
The findings among seven states indeed evinced differences in background and
distinctive behavior between VDU and NVDU archaeologists. Most of those with an academic
or government background were inclined towards VDUs. The government sector had the least
NVDUs and somewhat more VDUs than academics; thus VDUs have greater representation
among government archaeologists. Archaeologists with a private background were inclined
towards NVDUs. Unsurprisingly, most VDUs are aware of plants being associated with sites,
while NVDUs were not. VDUs are much more willing to use a variety of botanical identification
sources, and VDUs were inclined towards North American plant guides, regional plant guides,
plant type guides, and seeking aid of a botanists (or other botanically experienced person). The
most popular resource among VDUs was the aid of a botanist, followed by a plant type guide.
There were no differences among users of SHPO or firm templates, or using collected specimens
for identification at a herbarium. VDUs are most inclined towards using consistent techniques for
recording vegetation, namely vegetation within a pre-determined distance of a feature and those
vegetal options on a site form. There was no difference between VDUs and NVDUs when it
comes to deciding to record plants based on how impressionable they are.
As far as evaluating the differences in the perceived usefulness of vague institutional
template options for describing vegetation, there were no differences on those who rated it
“useless,” “irrelevant,” or “very useful;” though, VDUs were most likely to rate it somewhat
53

For the sake of expediency, this cross tabulation only considers pre-set options and not contributions from the
“other” categories. Other categories’ insights were given separate consideration at the individual question level.
54
These seven states were Colorado, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, New York, Oregon, and Virginia.
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useful. The results were the same for the perceived usefulness of vague freeform vegetal
descriptions. As expected, VDUs were most likely to look for anthropogenic surface vegetation
at sites, while NVDUs do not. VDUs were most open-minded with accepting an array of
interpretive applications for surface vegetation, with VDUs predominating in acceptance of eight
out of eleven proposed applications of vegetation in the MAPS (e.g., site indicators, migration
and ethnic markers, trade and exchange, boundaries, attitudes towards landscape and the
environment, place-making, belief, and gender and labor). In most social applications (placemaking, belief, and gender and labor) VDUs were least contested. NVDUs only predominated in
the acceptance of vegetation for aerial reconnaissance. There were no differences between VDUs
and NVDUs in acceptance of the vegetal applications towards past subsistence strategies or
indicating past human activities. Interestingly, VDUs were most likely to view the current
prevailing methods of documenting site vegetation as accurate and reliable, while NVDUs find
current methods to be inaccurate and unreliable. NVDUs were likely to be “somewhat”
interested in a botanical guide for helping archaeologists know what to look for at sites, and there
was no difference between VDUs and NVDUs among “not interested” and “very interested”
responses regarding such guide materials.
Because VDUs are more likely to resort to more consistent methods to documenting site
vegetation, use the most diverse botanical identification tools, accept a wider range of
interpretive applications, notice plant-site associations, yet view the prevailing method of vegetal
documentation as accurate and reliable. Accordingly, VDUs, while open-minded to the
possibilities of vegetation, are either unaware of the ineffectiveness of current documentation
necessary to make inferences needed for more social applications of vegetation, or find their
current vegetal uses of vegetation only require simple documentation efforts (e.g., using broad
vegetation zones for environmental modeling for finding sites; providing context for ground
cover; indicating sub-surface site integrity). By contrast, NVDUs tend to make minimal use of
botanical identification resources, record impressionable vegetation, link vegetation with crop
marks (or NVDI) in aerial reconnaissance, comprise those with private CRM experience, are
open minded to a user-friendly botanical guide, and are aware of the inaccuracies of documented
vegetation. All suggest that NVDUs are such because they are those who are aware that meager
site vegetation descriptions inhibit them from making more social interpretations of vegetation.
This may reflect private CRM’s more expeditious demands in the field, or suggests that it was
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simply not previously required of them.
4.5.3

By Archaeological Work Sectors
Neumann and Sanford (2001) explain how U.S. archaeology is subdivided. Private

archaeologists generate raw data; government archaeologists regulate work done to collect data;
and academics do research with raw data and produce new knowledge on data collection
techniques (e.g., theory and method). Black and Jolly (2003) add that academic and CRM
(government and private) archaeologists have different research processes, with CRM
archaeologists beginning their work with a project undertaking or developer soliciting CRM
firms for work. A CRM firm submits a research design (with budget proposal), negotiates a
contract, performs work, and writes a report. Whereas, academic archaeologists begin with a
research question, prepare a research design/plan, apply for grants/funding applications, perform
work, and engage in research dissemination/publication. These U.S. archaeology subdivisions
are characterized differently, with academic archaeologists expected to live by the discipline’s
ethical standards and consideration of the resources and what could be learned from them; driven
to collect a student following and produce a myriad of publications, find funding from student
tuition, and public and private grants; and have access to most up-to-date publications.
Government archaeologists are expected to regulate cultural resources within their agency’s legal
charge for managing natural resources for the public and private industry, through compliance of
cultural resource laws and agency policy; they governmentally rely on supported funding, and
have limited access to up-to-date publications but an abundance of local unpublished (gray)
literature. Private archaeologists (usually earlier in their career) expect to often live a nomadic
existence in fulfilling contractual obligations for their client’s CRM compliance needs in a
timely manner and within budget, sometimes producing cookie-cutter reports satisfying enough
for contracts and laws but short on research potential (Neumann and Sanford 2001; Black and
Jolly 2003; Prentiss 2012).
Because the order, time, and nature of choices of sites for research are different across the
sectors, comparing sector experience is an important clue to how different habitus’ shapes
research practice. The process for examining shared tendencies across states in 4.5.2 was also
used here. The findings, indeed, demonstrate differences in methods and perceptions towards
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documenting site vegetation. Though, there was a shared lack of notable differences between the
sectors regarding the questions on whether or not archaeologists notice plant-site associations;
the usefulness of research value of vague template or freeform descriptions of vegetation; and
whether or not vegetal descriptions in site forms are viewed as accurate and reliable.
However, shared sector-based patterns included academic archaeologists using a wider
diversity of botanical resources, while government archaeologists used the least. Despite
government archaeologists using the least variety of botanical identification resources, they
encompass the most common VDU and are least likely to look for anthropogenic vegetation at
sites. Private archaeologists encompassed the most common NVDU. Academic archaeologists
predominated those archaeologists recording vegetation based on how “impressionable” a given
plant is (no notable differences for other methods of recording) and were the most “very
interested” among archaeologists in botanical resources for archaeologists (no other notable
differences to other interest level categories). Academic archaeologists were also the most
interested in considering a wider array of interpretive categories for surface vegetation,
predominating in the vegetal applications of human migration and ethnic markers; trade and
exchange; past subsistence strategies; and place-making. Whereas as Private archaeologists most
frequently accepted the vegetal application of past attitudes towards the landscape and the
environment. There were no differences in the diversity of accepted applications of vegetation
among private or government archaeologists.
Additionally, lingering questions raised by these results can be answered by looking at
the intersections between VDU/NVDUs and sector differences. While VDUs were more likely to
use a wider range of botanical identification resources, more academic VDUs were responsible
for this than government VDUs, who used the least diversity of botanical identification
resources. Even though VDUs were most likely to look for anthropogenic vegetation at sites,
academic participants were most likely to comprise this trend, since government participants
were least likely to look for anthropogenic vegetation. The acceptance of a wide spectrum of
applications of surface vegetation among VDUs is owed more to the academic participants.
Probably the biggest question these results raised was: why did government participants
encompass the higher of the two largest VDUs, but used the least botanical identification
resources and were the least likely to look for anthropogenic vegetation? I think the answer
comes from looking at the other options to botanical resources and the reasons given for and
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against using vegetal data by VDU/NVDUs. Some of the popular explanations for using vegetal
data were for environmental predictive modeling, site eligibility integrity consideration, and
ground cover context, which have been accomplished with very broad vegetal descriptions. Also,
reasons for not using vegetal data were usually because it was not required or lacked previous
precedent for doing so. Essentially both government and private archaeologists cite ‘authority’ as
the great rationale for why things are or are not considered. Government archaeologists with
their conservation ethic, take their direction from a bunch of archaeologically unenlightened
policy makers, public input, but also their academically trained administrative archaeologists
(Black and Jolly 2003). Among private archaeologists, the directions of authority comes from
what the developers needs, the budget and time constraints of the contract, and standards of
compliance-involved and permit-granting government archaeologists (Black and Jolly 2003).
These reasons, together with governmental organizations usually having access to environmental
databases/report templates for their area and the access to their organization’s staff botanists,
explain the lack of in-depth identification efforts for site vegetation. This also explains why
private archaeologists tend to be NVDUs, as it is not something their clients or their government
colleagues would require when there is no legal precedent and no habit for using specific local
site vegetation in their reports. That said, these observations do not suggest that one sector is
monolithically one way or another or that the earlier mentioned characterizations of the sectors
are entirely true, but reflect some tendencies among sectors to draw attention to different
inclinations to keep in mind about what a subculture of a sector may be willing to accept.
4.5.4

By Geographic Region
Differences among archaeologists by their regions are expected to play an important role

in the habitus affecting research practice, since different states have different state CRM laws of
varying strength and demonstrated differences in attitudes towards consideration of TCPs and
Tribal consultation (MacDonald 2008); as well as differences in public land percentages or
acreage; and differences in history. What follows is a discussion of the regional findings. The
results account for tabulated responses in the “other” fields of the MAPS.
Regional plant guides and botanists were among the most popular botanical
identification resources for U.S. archaeologists, both being the most popular resources among
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Western participants (regional plant guides 66.7% and botanists 46.8%) and comprised the larger
share of these resources users. Eastern participants’ most popular botanical identification
resources were the SHPO template options (East 29.3%), followed by regional plant guides (East
28.3%) and botanists (East 21.7%).
Western archaeologists are more likely to be VDUs than their Eastern counterparts (West
VDUs 66%, NVDUs 34%; East VDUs 44%, NVDUs 56%). As a whole, archaeologists said the
most common reasons given for vegetal data use were for finding sites (site/feature indicators
and predictive environmental modeling) 36.4%; indicating subsurface site integrity and erosional
control 24.2%; and indicating past human activities 22%. Eastern participants’ three most
popular reasons for using vegetation were for subsurface site integrity indicators and erosion
control 40%; ground cover context 35%; and just crop, utilitarian, ornamentals, and agricultural
plants 30%. Eastern archaeologists were more likely to use plants for site integrity indicators;
crop, utilitarian, ornamentals, and agricultural plants; ground cover context; and components of
site eligibility. Western archaeologists’ most popular reasons for using vegetal data were for
finding sites (site/feature indicators and predictive environmental modeling) 36.6%; site integrity
indicators and erosion control 19.7%; and understanding sites’ present vegetation as analogous to
past vegetation affecting past humans’ decisions 16.9%.
The most common reasons given for not using vegetal data were because using vegetal
data was not part of previous research design questions 19.4%; using vegetal data were not
required by superiors 19.4%; and using vegetal information is irrelevant in urban and modern
disturbed areas 14.5%. The most common NVDU reasons given by Eastern archaeologists were
using vegetal data was not required by superiors 28%; using vegetal data is irrelevant in urban
and modern disturbed areas 24%; and using vegetal data was not part of previous research design
questions 20%. Eastern participants comprised the largest share of U.S. archaeologists who
didn’t use vegetal data for its irrelevancy in urban and modern disturbed areas. Eastern
participants were also slightly more likely than the West to cite vegetal data not being used
because superiors or documentation did not require it. Western participants’ most popular
reasons for not using vegetal data were because the current truncated practice of recording
vegetation offers little research value 21.6%; vegetal data was not part of previous research
design questions 18.9%; and the use of vegetal data was not required by superiors or
documentation 13.5%. Western archaeologists were also the sole and most significant
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contributors concerning the problem of the current truncated practice of documenting vegetation.
The vast majority of archaeologists have noticed plants associated with sites, with no
notable regional differences (West yes 83%, no 17%; East yes 86%, no 14%). As far as
differences in regions’ proportions of plant-site association categories, there were no notable
differences except Eastern archaeologists supplied more observations of species-specific plantsite association observations (East 65.9%; West 49%). Of these Eastern species-specific
examples, historically introduced species examples predominated, particularly at historic
domestic and cemetery sites.
No notable differences emerged between regions regarding methods on deciding which
vegetation to record, the perceived research value of vague SHPO/agency vegetation template
options, or the perceived research value of freeform vegetal descriptions.
Most archaeologists say they look for anthropogenic vegetation at sites, though Eastern
archaeologists were more likely to do so (East yes 80%, no 20%; West yes 64%, no 36%). The
second most common (18.9%) definition for anthropogenism among U.S. archaeologists was
“something directly caused/created by human actions.” While there were no notable differences
in the other two most common definitions, Eastern participants were more likely to define
“anthropogenism” as “something directly caused/created by human actions” (East 70.5%; West
43.7%).
As far as definitions of “anthropogenic vegetation” by region, both the West and East
agreed in the first three out of four most common definitions and among these definitions were
no significant differences between them. The agreement on three most common definitions were:
“cultivated or crop plants” (West 65%; East 70.3%); “vegetation intentionally and directly
caused by human actions” (West 60.8%; East 59.5%); “vegetation directly caused/created by
human actions” (West 60.8%; East 59.5%). The fourth most common definition among Western
participants was “introduced (non-native) species (weedy or not)” (West 55.9%), while among
Eastern participants it was “species moved outside its expected place/range” (East 51.4%). While
these fourth most common definitions are quite similar, they are different in that “introduced
(non-native),” emphasizes more a difference in status at the state level, while “outside its
expected place/range” emphasizes that while a species could be native at the state level but exist
an ‘unnatural’ distance away from its native range within the state or exists in environmentally
hostile surroundings. So the nuanced differences here reflect Western participants emphasizing
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meaning based on a status (whether it belongs), while the East emphasizes meaning based on
environmental setting, a species’ spreading mechanisms, and agency (i.e., transport vector)
necessitated for its current location (how it got there).
There were no significant differences where Eastern participants felt more strongly about
a definition of “anthropogenic vegetation,” though Western participants did. Western participants
were more likely to define anthropogenic vegetation as “vegetation intentionally and directly or
indirectly changed resulting from human actions (West 34.3%; East 18.9%); “vegetation
unintentionally and directly resulting from human actions” (West 35.3%; East 16.2%);
“vegetation intentionally and indirectly resulting from human actions” (West 38.2%; East
18.9%); and “vegetation used by humans” (West 20.6%; East 2.7%). Western participants were
slightly more likely to define “anthropogenic vegetation” as “vegetation resulting from human
actions” (West 52%; East 37.8%); “vegetation unintentionally direct or indirect changed
resulting from human actions” (West 27.5%; East 13.5%); and “species associated with human
disturbance caused by humans (West 36.3%; East 21.6%). Thus, Western participants exhibit
wider acceptance of anthropogenic vegetation as plants made meaningful through being linked
with human intentionality and direct and indirect (secondary reactions to human’s first hand
actions) causation by humans.
Regarding archaeologists’ level of interest in
botanical resources for training archaeologists what to
look for (e.g., anthropogenic vegetation, culturally
significant vegetation) and what to document, the vast
majority of U.S. archaeologists said they would
positively receive such resources (Figure 4.38). Though,
Eastern participants were slightly more likely to be “not
interested” (East 15%; West 1%), which may be due to
both the convention of recording easily recognizable
historically introduced cultivars and ornamentals, and
authorities (e.g., supervisors, site form prompting, or
contractual requirements) not requiring surveyors to
record more than just land-use check boxes and ground
cover situation.
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Figure 4.38. Interest Level in Anthropogenic
Vegetation Guides for Archaeologists (Figure
by author, 2018).

The East has a narrower and more straightforward view of anthropogenic vegetation as
directly created vegetation (or cultivars, ornamentals, and agricultural plants), due to its innate
connection to humans, in such a way it stands out among its heavier disturbed and recently
disturbed environments. The West has more reservations, THPOs, and Tribal TCPs; more public
land, open land, and wilderness; and less urbanization, in ways that may make people more
conscious of the ways vegetation can be meaningful beyond domestic and cemetery sites. The
greater numbers of federal and Tribal agencies/organizations allow more variability in the
designs of site forms. With the West’s open-spaces and public lands, the region’s archaeologists,
like the general public, are more likely to view it (comparatively to the East’s heavy population)
as ‘untouched’ since last habitation, lending the idea that vegetation at sites has a greater chance
to be linked with the activities of their last inhabitants. Also, the availability of vegetation survey
case study literature centering on the Western region is a testament to this. More Tribes and
THPOs means more recognized anthropogenic fire-dependent forests, surviving culturally
modified trees, and traditional gathering grounds receive attention among its Western
archaeologists through consultation, thus causing archaeologists to become more aware of the
variety of ways plants can matter.
Whereas the East has more urbanized and intensively farmed land, and fewer THPOs and
public lands (and their various agencies), form designs there are more likely to be similar. With
less vocality from indigenous people, Euro-American valuations of plants would prevail, raising
more consideration of historically introduced crop and ornamental plants in their designs of site
forms. Vegetation is then treated in a limited fashion as sub-surface site integrity/disturbance in
terms of land-use categories, and part of sampling considerations of ground view obstruction in
terms of ground cover.
During my collection of Eastern contacts to invite to the MAPS, I noticed academic
archaeologists appeared to specialize overseas more often, and many government archaeologist
positions are left unfilled. Given the relationship between U.S. archaeology’s sectors’
contributions to each other and these personal observations, could it be that Eastern NVDUS are
such not only because of the environmental multi-component nature of their sites, but because
Eastern ‘authorities’ (both governmental and academic) may be preoccupied with overseas’
regions, overworked, or have vacant government positions managing local archaeology to enrich
the private sector of archaeology with what to look for in vegetation. Without more contributions
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from these sectors, it would appear the authority of private supervisors and developer’s
contractual obligations drive an important part of the variability of what is recorded out East, at
least in terms of the vegetation section of site documentation.
4.6

The Cyclical Problem: Examining Hindrances Through Entanglement
MAPS Question No. 15 asked participants if anything hindered them from effectively

recognizing, identifying, and recording anthropogenic surface vegetation on site forms. The
majority of (U.S.) participants described hindrances to the documentation and study of
anthropogenic vegetation (Yes 60.87%;
No 39.13%), though “no hindrances”
was the largest single category (Figure
4.39). The next four most popular
categories were “lack personal
knowledge of botanical
knowledge/training” 28%; “lack of
training in what to look for, such as what
is anthropogenic vegetation and what
does it mean” 18.12%; “environmental
conditions as hindrances” 10.87%; and
“lack of clarity of what anthropogenic
vegetation is” 10.14%.
Other categories were also
insightful, similar to the environmental
Figure 4.39. Perceived Hindrances to Documenting Site Vegetation
(Figure by author, 2018).

conditions problem (e.g., wildfires,
catching certain plants in bloom, etc.),

others reported how vegetal data would be negated by cattle grazing changing the composition of
plant communities or for various reasons the vegetation community would have changed too
much since prehistoric times. Grazing is a problem I’ve witnessed in Southwest Montana where
cattle grazing has trampled a dilapidated historic log cabin into dust in a few years and replaced
Mountain meadow vegetation with thistles. Historical ecology recognizes the various limitations
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of studying plants, leaving surface vegetation to be more useful in historic times (Egan and
Howell 2001), though the antiquity of the historic-prehistoric divide is not universal everywhere
and several case studies (Forbes 1996; Minnis and Plog 1976; McCartney 1978; Tømmervik et
al. 2010; Kondo et al. 2012) have shown the resilience of anthropogenic plant communities
persisting since prehistoric times enough to give pause to the archaeologist.
Still other categories relate problems with the space allowed on forms for vegetation, the
perception of environmental setting may only apply to cultivars or ‘natural’ non-anthropogenic
vegetation, and database compatibility issues. The last group of categories, in light of previous
findings on NVDUs and proposed changes, is revealing on the chain of perception and behavior
that has been preventing the study of surface vegetation from going forward. For whatever
reasons, archaeologists focus on some groups of plants (e.g., natives, non-natives, historically
introduced, ethnobotanically significant species, culturally modified trees, long-lived species,
and certain plant types over others) or simply populate the vegetation section with broad
environmental generalizations from some governmental database for the sake of time. As a
result, other archaeologists are ‘entangled’ by these surveyors’ actions (Figure 4.40) and then
have cause to view such sections as too brief to be of research use and then have cause to not
take this section seriously or find alternative environmental measures for their research. Still
more archaeologists become ‘entangled’ by these reactions having not seen anything of value
produced from vegetal data and then
conclude there is nothing to statistically
substantiate the use of surface vegetation
and continue to make meager entries in site
forms on vegetation. It was very interesting
to see many responders unaware of how
each other actions affect each other’s
knowledge and subsequent practice, except
some noting the actions of those before
them in the chain.
Figure 4.40. Cycle of Behavior and Views Limiting the
Archaeological Study of Surface Vegetation (Figure by author,
2018).
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4.7

Conclusion: A New Path Forward
This thesis has covered the different ways variability in the site forms is entangled with

the history of archaeological documentation; differing concepts of anthropogenic vegetation and
what plants pertain to archaeology; and the roles of object agency and social objects (and
symbolic interactionism) play in plants, records, and archaeological knowledge. For example,
archaeological research is affected by the available recorded data, but an important avenue for
such data is affected by a past where site descriptions are viewed in terms of what they add to the
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) eligibility (a built-structure biased framework
shaped by architectural historians in the 1960s) and the need for standardization of site form
terminology for easier computer database searching since the 1970-80s. Consequently, the place
of vegetation in site forms is treated as serving to be background environmental information and
context for ground cover, with very terse and general content. In doing so, brief and cherrypicked vegetal descriptions offer limited data potential and reinforce its perceived miniscule
value.
On mapping the flexible uses of “anthropogenism,” I realized it was more than just the
first glance notion of human modification or influence in the environment. Modification and
influence can mean many things to different people, carrying different connotations of causality,
intentionality, modification, and scale. Many participants saw anthropogenic vegetation as
simply cultivars, others treated it as anything used by people, some have never heard it used in
anthropology, some thought of it with a negative connotation of environmental degradation, and
still others viewed it as any tooled modification; consequently not all archaeologists may be in
agreement of what components of the environment are worth attention, documentation, and
knowledge production. Anthropogenism can be innately and contextually connected with human
activities in the environment, whether intentional or not. Recognizing the contextual nature of
anthropogenism is very important because it is the most difficult to see but can be recognized in
spatial, qualitative and quantitative, and relational patterns in the environment.
The MAPS and Site Form Survey results show variability in archaeological
documentation is due in part to experiential factors in the field. The two most commonly
reported deciding factors on which vegetation to record was based on how easily recognizable a
given species was or how impressionable it was. As far as what made plants impressionable or
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identifiable, findings showed how monumentality of plant types play an important role in
whether a plant would be recorded. This was supported by how the breadth of and occurrences of
vegetal vocabulary employed in site forms did not even remotely follow the trends in
biodiversity by plant type. Even when factoring in the estimated availability of plants at sites,
there was a correlation between plant type size and how often its descriptions were encountered
in forms, and how plant types’ identifiability consistently considered larger life forms easier to
recognize. The effects of sensorial engagement of site vegetation were also shown when most of
the classificatory ambiguous descriptions in site forms held in-common sensorially captivating
properties (both ocular and olfactory) and for their impediment of archaeological fieldwork.
Survey findings also demonstrated how archaeologists bring subjectivities with them into
the field through their sector and geographic backgrounds, which affect how the site forms and
environmental setting are viewed and are subsequently responded to. Eastern participants
acknowledged how historically intensive land-use in the East have interfered with what can be
discerned as value among surface vegetation; as such, Eastern site forms look for obvious
historically introduced plants that stand out in the environmental setting to supplement the nature
of the site in question. In doing so, vegetal descriptions are swallowed up by broad land-use
categories and interpretations of past attitudes towards the land; erosional, preservation, and subsurface site integrity description; and ground view obstruction considerations. Eastern
participants then, are more inclined towards being non-vegetal data users (NVDUs) and are less
inclined towards using botanical identification tools when the most common prompted options
for description are a few check-box broad land-use categories.
Because the West has the bulk of public lands with less threat of development than in the
East, and more exposure to Tribal consultation and learning of the wider possible modifications
of the landscape, the vegetation and anthropogenic vegetation of interest to Western
archaeologists is broader and incorporates direct, indirect, intentional, and unintentionally left
plants. The West perceives less interference (excepting extractive industries, cattle grazing, and
public infrastructure development) to the environmental setting, accepting the environment to act
as a laboratory for or frozen-in-time since known last human disturbance. In doing so, the West
entertains a wider range of data potential for plants, constituting more vegetal data users (VDUs),
and viewing plants as useful for finding sites or understanding the role of vegetal communities in
affecting past people’s decision-making and subsistence strategies. Thus, Western archaeologists
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are more likely to care more for using botanical identification resources, such as regional plant
guides, and more likely to cite a lack of botanical knowledge and brief or ambiguous vegetation
descriptions as constraining further vegetal research.
Regional differences arose in the inclination of government and academic archaeologists
towards being VDUs, while private archaeologists comprised more NVDUs. However, the
botanical identification tools and perceived applications of plants differed between academic and
government VDUs. Academic archaeologists shared greater acceptance of the interpretive
possibilities of vegetation; greater interest in botanical resources for training archaeologists on
what to look for; greater tendency towards recording vegetation based on impressionability; and
greater tendency to use a diversity of botanical identification resources. Government
archaeologists used the least diversity of botanical identification resources, though as VDUs,
they draw on large regional vegetation zone information as opposed to local site-specific
vegetation. There was no difference in the diversity of accepted applications of vegetation
between government and private archaeologists, likely affecting less compulsion among private
archaeologists to record more with vegetation.
VDUs view the vegetation section as primarily useful for populating information that
could be used for finding sites, indicating sub-surface integrity, and indicating past land use
activities. NVDUs’ botanical recording habits are likely lackluster since they are typically not
expected to treat this section with more attention, are unaware of previous work done with
surface vegetation, and because their awareness of previous vegetal descriptions is lacking it
impairs constructive research applications. For these reasons, I think some NVDUs may change
their documentation habits by simply knowing the existence of and rationales of VDUs.
Having approached the object agency at work in the site forms (design and contents) and
in the phenomenological aspects of plants that capture surveyors’ attention, and habitus by sector
experience, region, and the rationales and habits of VDU and NVDUs, I can strategize a solution
to the cyclical problem. The proverbial “first step to overcoming a problem is recognizing that
there is one” is certainly true here. While the most common hindrances to documenting
vegetation is training to recognize anthropogenic vegetation, as well as basic botanical training;
most archaeologists having an interest in learning, so there is a reasonable hope for change. With
this hope for change, I will next to turn some proposed solutions to site form design.
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4.7.1

Proposed Solutions
Many archaeologists felt that change needed to start with the archaeologist, not the forms.

Though form design is still a part of the problem and will be addressed, too. Therefore, I have
included Figure 4.41 to illustrate my proposed
strategies for making changes in the treatment of site
vegetation in archaeological documentation in
reaction to the previous cyclical behavior depicted in
Figure 4.40.
So what to do first? Dissemination of previous
case studies of archaeological vegetation surveys, the
applications of vegetation, and findings of the MAPS
is expected to raise awareness of the range of value
plants have to offer archaeologists, allowing
archaeologists to ‘look over each others shoulders’

Figure 4.41. Proposed Strategy to Encourage the
Archaeological Study of Site Vegetation (Figure by
author, 2018).

and learn from one another, and enlarge the archaeological imagination of what is of value to one
another. However, in order to do so, archaeologists must further familiarize themselves with their
study areas’ ecology and local plant behavior and cultural activities interacting with plants to
make the discussed social interpretations possible.
Furthermore, philosophizing the catch-all term “anthropogenic,” archaeologists can
articulate carefully ‘how’ something is connected with humans and provide archaeologists with
commonly shared language for describing what is seen at sites. While the signs of intrinsic
anthropogenism is well tended to, extrinsic anthropogenism requires more historical,
ethnographic, and experimental investigation for building inferences for recognizing vegetal
signatures at sites. Without which data potential will continue to fall between the cracks as
excavation, wildfire, development, and climate change threaten the integrity of such contextual
clues.
Though all site forms do not have places for vegetation descriptions, this has not stopped
some from including such descriptions in the site narrative setting section. Form readers should
not have to hunt and peck for such information and hope surveyors might consider including
these details while in the field. Therefore, those site forms lacking dedicated places for plant
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descriptions should have them added to their design. General habitat or vegetation zone
descriptions and places for cover should have their own sections apart from species listing. The
check-box section for vegetation zone/habitat should be standardized according to a
comprehensive local/state or regional plant guide, which detail plants’ habitats or vegetation
zones. Each of these habitat sections should be further defined (ideally with added pictures of
defining species) in the guides that often accompany site forms to assist in consistent recognition
and description among surveyors. The description of cover should be broken up by the level of
cover, such as tree canopy, shrubs, herb, and moss levels of cover.
Culturally significant plants should have their own place for description, but be divided
between descriptions of ethnohistorical or physically defining features of individual or group of
plants (e.g., event trees, treaty/council trees, story trees, medicine trees, and culturally modified
trees, such as scarred and bent trees) and those plants, which as a species in general, is culturally
significant to (a) group(s). When describing individual trees, depending the nature of what makes
them culturally significant, requires specialized details worth documenting. For example, Dean
Nicolai (2013) discusses how culturally modified trees (e.g., scarred trees) have different
signatures whose dimensions are worth careful consideration in the field, without which it may
be difficult to ascertain the purpose of the past use of a given tree. In Nicolai’s case, the
dimensions of scarred cedar trees matched the signatures of bark collection for the purpose of
making cedar baskets. Houser et al. (2016) demonstrate particular details needed for effectively
recording presumed culturally modified (bent) trees. A guide defining each section of a site form
can detail these crucial details worth collecting in the field and the space in the ethnobotanically
significant individual plants section could accommodate them. When recording species
ethnobotanical in nature, it is important to record whom these species are significant to and a
reference, instead of leaving it a mystery to subsequent researchers. Just because a given species
is culturally significant to one group in one place, does not mean it is in everyplace or share the
same significant use. On the other hand, just because the people for whom a given plant is
culturally significant are no longer living in the local area of archaeological survey work at hand,
does not make it any less worth recording, such is the case of forcibly removed indigenous
peoples. An example of which was Oregon’s site forms, where even though there was often more
than one culturally significant section (yet often left blank), it was often meagerly populated with
one or two species, typically something like “Oak” or “White Oak”, though it was not clear to
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whom or why a species was significant, or how the surveyor knew Oak was culturally
significant. Such a generalizing practice turns this practice of documenting into little more than a
monotonously hollow endeavor.
There should also be a separate check-box for land-use, preservation, and disturbance
indicators section, detailing a variety of human and non-human situations of land-use and
disturbance. The accompanying site form guide should add qualifying definitions and examples
of plants and plant communities’ signs that encompass each category. Additionally, the site
narrative should add contextual information about the extent of disturbance if not entire across
the whole site.
Finally, there should be an anthropogenic section and other flora description section,
where surveyors can list species present but also contextual information (cover, frequency, scale
of sociability, any signs
of plant stress, qualitative
patterns, and the affiliated
cultural features in
proximity to said species)
about each species
(Brooks and Johannes
1990). This section
should follow the

Figure 4.42. Proportions of cover. The proportionality of percent cover in a 4x4 m2
block (Image by author, 2017).

categories of intrinsic and
extrinsic anthropogenism previously discussed, and allow for measurable shifts in vegetation for
further study and can be performed with minimal cost and time in simple vegetation surveys. In
terms of what this section could look like, I propose including approximations of cover,
frequency, scale of sociability, vitality, and notes about plant stress among species at sites. Cover
being the abundance of a species in a set area, by estimating the percent of the ground covered
by the actual plants or by its approximated shadow cast directly beneath the plant (Figure 4.42).
Frequency is the number of quadrants within a survey block (the total area for which you
estimated cover throughout) where a given species was present. For example, if the surveyor had
a 4 x 4 m block (a total of 16 quadrants) and the surveyor witnessed species Z occur within 8 of
those quadrants, then the surveyor would divide the number of quadrants with the presence of the
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species (e.g., 8) by the total number of quadrants (e.g., 16), multiplied by 100 (Braun-Blanquet
1965; Brooks 1983; Knight 1994; Coulloudon et al. 1996; Krasny and Trautmann 2003; Wilson
2007). So in this example, the frequency of species Z is 50%. The scale of sociability is a one to
five scale estimation of the density or spread of growth a given species, “soc. 1 growing in one
place singly; soc. 2) grouped or tufted; soc. 3) in troops small patches or cushions; soc. 4) in
small colonies extensive patches or forming carpets; soc. 5) in great crowds” (Brooks and
Johannes 1990:121) (Figure 4.43). Lastly, for describing plant stress and qualitative patterns, a
surveyor can review the tables of anthropogenism. The surveyor should also include
observations on whether plant descriptions had particular associations with a given cultural
feature, this would include a map of anthropogenic vegetation patterns/individual plants on a
map (to be included with a site form). See Figure 4.43 for an example for a new way to structure
a vegetation section for site forms.

2.

1.

4.

3.

5.

Figure 4.43. Scales of sociability. An illustrative interpretation of the five patterns of vegetation clustering in scale
of sociability. Legend [based on Braun-Blanquet’s (1965) and Brooks’ (1983) definitions]: (1.) Growing singly in
one place (2.) Grouped/ tufted (3.) Troops/ small patches/ or cushions (4.) Small colonies in extensive patches/
carpets (5.) Great crowds (Image by author, 2017).

While the previous paragraph addressed a light-weight set of methods for describing site
vegetation, archaeologists with more time available and interest could perform a more in-depth
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study of the vegetation which could include plant individual counts in each block quadrant; notes
about individual dispersal mechanisms, habitats, and natural range (with references);
lichenometry studies; dendrochronological and DBH studies can be performed; soil sample
analysis (with proper permission) of soil PH, moisture, and temperature; and plant parts (i.e.,
leaves) and seeds collection, dried, and curated with silicon packages until genetic studies can be
performed. The individual counts could be used to calculate density, which is the total
individuals of a given species in a block divided by the number of quadrants per block.
Unfortunately it is outside the present scope of work to go too far in-depth here on the advice for
carrying out the vegetation survey sampling strategies, counting rationales, notation techniques,
database entry, photographing, collecting, counting, processing, and identifying; providing a
segue to my final remarks. See Figure 4.44 depicts a new proposed way of organizing a
vegetation section of a site form.
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Figure 4.44. Example of an Inclusive Vegetation Section for Site Forms (Figure by author, 2017).
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4.7.2

Future Directions and Final Remarks
This work has focused on laying a foundation for why the study of surface vegetation

should matter to archaeologists; understanding subjectivities behind why archaeological
documentation of vegetation has largely been non-constructive to study; justifying new reasons
for its study with theories and case studies; providing examples of applications for future study;
and learning from survey-participant archaeologists’ methods and perceptions towards
documenting surface vegetation, in an effort to pave a new way forward compatible with many
of their diverse views. This thesis is for the 74% of archaeologists who recognized that current
vegetal setting descriptions are inaccurate and unreliable; the 71-74% who found vague vegetal
descriptions as “somewhat useful”; the 51% who thought no changes were needed to site forms
regarding the vegetation section; the 95% who those who said they were “somewhat interested”
and “very interested” in botanical resources for archaeologists needs; and the 41% NVDUs.
In considering future directions, four areas stand out: 1) considering improvements
beyond the vegetation section in site forms (and reports) and how they can be designed for a
wider audience of archaeologists’ research needs; 2) studying site flora will assist future NVDI
research and drone archaeology, as site vegetation surveys can provide the necessary groundtruthing needed for advancing the aerial recognition of species’ reflectance and their affiliated
loci of human activity; 3) surveying local vegetation to test for and discover what local
anthropology vegetation signs exist; and 4) researching their areas’ past inhabitants’
relationships with plants to explain how they got there and why, in order to interpret vegetation
survey findings. In doing so, surface vegetation research can explore the more social questions
regarding plants as ‘artifacts’ through following Schiffer’s model of inference building and
behavioral chain analysis. Part of the reason why this research area suffers is that unlike more
eye-catching artifacts, findings with flora are harder to give a straightforward answer to a curious
on-looker’s question of “what have you found?” To which, archaeologists may reply with David
Hurst Thomas’ refrain (2018, elec. comm.) “It is not what you find, but what you find out” in
archaeology that matters. So, plants represent a missing page from the human story, waiting to be
told if only we can teach ourselves to read it printed across the landscape wherever humans have
gone. Given flora’s place in heritage, having been handed down one generation to the next,
greater vigilance is needed to illuminate the sylvan blindspot.
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Appendix A
Figures on the Use of “Anthropogenic”
in Academic Literature
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Keyword Search results by subject for "anthropogenic" By Topic.
Note: Results were filtered in WorldCat on 30 Dec. 2017 for 1975-2014, included books, articles,
journals, and dissertations (Figure by author, 2017).

Trends in Archaeological Journal Articles Using the Term “Anthropogenic”.
Note: Results were filtered through a “search this journal” function on 30 Dec. 2017 for 19752014, and included books, articles, journals, and dissertations. Counts are not cumulative across all
years but a total within a five-year range. Year range ended in 2014 due to a lack of reliable library
access to some journals from the last three years (Figure by author, 2017).
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Appendix B
Augé’s Criteria to
Recognizing Religion and Magic

194

Spatial Orientation
1. Objects or symbols often occur at boundaries perceived as permeable to danger or evil forces
(e.g., doors, windows, hearths, roofs, corners, cellars, walls, fences, property boundaries,
crossroads).
2. Objects or symbols may occur in areas of close proximity to potential victims (e.g., near beds,
cradles, stables/barns).
3. Placement of magical objects or symbols may correspond to the right/up/forward/male/sacred
or left/down/behind/female/profane constructs or similar cultural associations.
4. Objects may be intentionally concealed (e.g., buried, walled-in, in hidden niches) or
deliberately overt (e.g., attached to doors/windows, carved or painted on architectural features).
5. Objects or symbols are often situated in household or personal space, occurring in mundane
settings amidst everyday activities.
6. Orientation often corresponds with cosmologically associated directions or contains symbols
to represent this directionality.
7. Elements of the landscape may work together as an integrated magical setting (e.g., plants,
water, cardinal directions).
8. Concentrations of symbols and specially assembled and/or oriented materials in a particular
structure may indicate the presence of a specialized practitioner.
Materiality
9. Objects are usually utilitarian, possibly worn beyond use or intentionally ‘killed’ (e.g., bent,
broken, folded, pierced, cut, etc.) to act in or upon the spirit world.
10. Objects may be of natural materials deemed extraordinary (e.g., holed stones) or cosmically
powerful (e.g., iron, particular plants).
11. Written charms or symbols may combine verifiable religious names, words, and images with
invented ones.
12. Objects or symbols may include colors as correlates to natural features (e.g., blue=water),
substances (e.g., red=blood), states (e.g., black=death, spirit realm), or directions (e.g.,
black=left/down, white=right/up).
13. Objects and symbols may be combined into assemblages that include numerical and
symbolic components with human/animal elements and natural inanimate materials.
14. Objects may include human or animal elements (e.g., fingernails, hair, urine, tails, ears,
talons, skulls, carcasses).
Ideological Concepts
15. The objects or symbols may express a sympathetic correlation with the dangers/harm they
are meant to affect or the people, animals, or property they are meant to protect or harm.
16. Symbol imagery and the number of objects will likely relate to cosmological number
associations.
17. Images, symbols, orientation, and numerology will likely be repeated across several domains
(e.g., architectural, funerary, sartorial, decorative, and landscape).
Criteria for Identifying Magic in Archaeological Contexts.
Source: Augé (2013:286-287)
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Appendix C
Site Forms Survey Data
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Appendix D
MAPS Survey Data
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Qualtrics Survey Software

8/25/17, 13:41

Sample of MAPS Offered to Survey Participants

Methods and Perceptions of Archaeologists in Recording Vegetation on Site forms

Informed Consent.
You are invited to participate in a research project, Methods and Perceptions of Archaeologists
in Recording Vegetation on Site Forms. This online survey should take about 25 minutes to
complete. Participation is voluntary, and responses will be kept confidential to the degree
permitted by the technology being used.
You have the option to not respond to any questions that you choose. Participation or
nonparticipation will not impact your relationship with the University of Montana. Submission
of the survey will be interpreted as your informed consent to participate and that you affirm
that you are at least 18 years of age.
The results will be utilized in John S. Harris’ MA thesis and dissertation, at the University of
Montana, to potentially substantiate the hypothesized causes behind the present state of
vegetation documentation on site forms, contribute insight on plant-archaeological site
associations in future research directions, and survey the range of methods, attitudes, and use
of vegetation data on site forms among archaeologists in Montana. While there are no
monetary incentives for participating, your participation will provide data useful to improving
the methodologies and interpretative analysis in archaeology. So, go ahead and pat yourself on
your back! If you are interested in hearing about the outcome of this study and more about the
thesis, try searching in Scholarworks for John Harris, when it is expected to be published in
2018.
If you have any questions about the research, please contact the Principal Investigator, John
Harris, via email at john1.harris@umontana.edu or the faculty advisor, Dr. Kelly Dixon at
kelly.dixon@mso.umt.edu. If you have any questions regarding your rights as a research
subject, contact the UM Institutional Review Board (IRB) at (406) 243-6672 and reference IRB
Protocol No. 208-16.
Please print or save a copy of this page for your records.
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Page 1 of 10

Qualtrics Survey Software

8/25/17, 13:41

I have read the above information and agree to participate in this research project.

Q1. Select all the sectors of archaeology in which you've worked in Wyoming.
academic sector
government sector
private/firm sector
I have not done archaeological work in Oregon

Q2. In Wyoming, have you ever completed vegetation information on a cultural inventory site form or
CRIS (Cultural Resource Information System) form? Select yes or no.
Yes
No

Q3.
Select all that apply. Which resources/references you have used in determining what terms to
use in identifying and describing the vegetation/habitat/vegetation zone section of a cultural
inventory site form/CRIS form?
a specific N. American plant field guide
a regional plant field guide
a specific plant/life form field guide (e.g. just for wildflowers or trees)
a SHPO provided template or list for possible terms
a firm provided template or list for possible terms
utilized the assistance of a botanist
collected or recorded plants and used herbarium specimens to make an identification
Other (list here)
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Page 2 of 10

Qualtrics Survey Software

8/25/17, 13:41

Q4. Have you ever utilized information about surface vegetation/ vegetation zone/ ecotone /habitat related
information from a cultural inventory site form/CRIS form for your research or in your own evaluation of
a site?
Yes
No

Q5. Please describe why or why not, according to the previous question (on utilizing vegetation data on a
site form/CRIS form).

Q6. If there is anything you would change about the vegetation/ vegetation zones/ habitat/ ecotone portions
of a cultural inventory site form/CRIS, what would it be? If none, just say, none.

Q7. In your own experience, have you ever noticed any association between certain surface vegetation
(even if you have not identified them) and certain archaeological features or sites?
Yes
No
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Page 3 of 10

Qualtrics Survey Software

8/25/17, 13:41

Q8. If yes to the previous question, please describe as best as you can what associations you have
noticed. Be specific about both the vegetation and the specific site and feature types.

Q9. When considering the vegetation during a site survey for a cultural inventory site form/CRIS form,
select whatever method(s) you apply for determining what surface vegetation to record.
whatever seems most impressionable
everything within a pre-determined distance of features
only what I immediately recognize and can identify off the top of my head
I choose from a template's list of possible answers/descriptors
other (describe here)

Q10. Presently, many SHPO or federal agencies' cultural inventory site forms (or CRIS forms) have a
template with a drop down list of terms to use to describe vegetation, using terms like "coniferous forest,
xerophytic (sagebrush, short grass prairie, other (farmland, cultivated)". How useful do you believe this
drop-down template is for researchers?
useless
irrelevant, just following orders and "checking boxes"
somewhat useful
very useful
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Qualtrics Survey Software

8/25/17, 13:41

Q11. Sometimes archaeologists complete the vegetation section of site forms with terms like "assorted
grasses, riparian scrub bushes, berry bushes, shrubs, conifer forest', and many more”. How useful do you
believe these descriptors are for researchers?
useless
irrelevant, just following orders and "checking boxes"
somewhat useful
very useful

Q12. In your own words, give your own definition for “anthropogenic”.

Q13. In your own words, how do you define “anthropogenic vegetation”?

Q14. When surveying a site, do you regularly look for anthropogenic surface vegetation to record on a
cultural inventory site form, CRIS form, or other related-documentation?
Yes
No
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Qualtrics Survey Software
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Q15. Would you say anything hinders you from effectively recognizing, identifying, and recording
anthropogenic surface vegetation on a cultural inventory site form, CRIS form, or related documentation?
If yes, please briefly describe what obstacles you face, if no, then just say no.

Q16. Arrange these plant type categories into a numbered order based on which you feel you
could more easily identify; with 1 the easiest to identify and 6 the hardest to identify for you
(use each number only once).
fungi and lichens
grasses
herbs/ forbes
trees
mosses (or bryophytes)
shrubs

Q17. Would you be able to identify these trees in the field, off the top of your head without the
help of a guide?
Could you identify it?
no
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Qualtrics Survey Software

8/25/17, 13:41

Douglas-Fir
Quaking Aspen
Lodgepole Pine
Limber Pine
Blue Spruce
Chokecherry
Ponderosa Pine
Subalpine Fir
Utah Juniper
White Fir

Q18. Would you be able to identify these shrubs in the field, off the top of your head without
the help of a guide?
Could you identify it?
no

yes

Rabbitbrush
Low Sagebrush
Greasewood
Wyoming Big Sage
Antelope Bitterbrush
Shadescale Saltbush
Snakeweed
Winterfat
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Qualtrics Survey Software
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Q19. Would you be able to identify these herbs/forbs in the field, off the top of your
head without the help of a guide?
Could you identify it?
no

yes

Prickly Pear Cactus
Bitterroot
Indian Paint Brush
Kochia/ Burningbush
Russian Thistle

Q20. Would you be able to identify these grasses in the field, off the top of your head without
the help of a guide?
Could you identify it?
no

yes

Cheatgrass
Indian Rice Grass
Basin Wild Rye
Bottlebrush Squirrel Tail
Needle-And-Thread
Plains Bluegrass
Sandberg Bluegrass
Thickspike Wheatgrass
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Q21. Select any of the options below to which you think a site's surface vegetation may
contribute valuable archaeological knowledge. If you think none apply, then just leave them all
unchecked.
Vegetal patterns discovered through aerial reconnaissance
Indicative information on the whereabouts of specific sites or features
Information on human migration or ethnic markers
Information on trade and exchange
Information on site/feature boundaries
Information on past subsistence strategies
Information on past human activities and actions
Information on past attitudes towards landscape and the environment
Information on place-making
Information on past beliefs, symbolism, religious practice, and magic.
Information on past labor division and gender roles

Q22. Do you think the present prevailing approach to documenting vegetation at
archaeological sites is accurate and reliable?
Yes
No

Q23. Select which option best describes how interested you be in a resource tailored for archaeologists
demonstrating how to recognize regionally relevant anthropogenic surface vegetation and ideas on how to
interpret (including its social significance).
not interested
somewhat interested
very interested
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Q24. (OPTIONAL) Please include any comments or suggestions you may have about this
survey. Thanks!

Powered by Qualtrics
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Page 10 of 10

Western State MAPS Participants’ Results - Q1 & 3
Responder

OR 10

Q1 Select all the sectors of
Q3 Select all that apply. Which resources/references
archaeology in which you've worked you have used
in STATE
in determining what terms to use in identifying and
describing the vegetation/habitat/vegetation zone
section of a cultural inventory site form/CRIS form? Selected Choice
academic sector
a specific N. American plant field guide,a regional plant
field guide,utilized the assistance of a botanist,collected
or recorded plants and used herbarium specimens to
make an identification
academic sector,government sector a regional plant field guide,utilized the assistance of a
botanist
government sector
a regional plant field guide,a SHPO provided template or
list for possible terms
academic sector,private/firm sector a regional plant field guide,a specific plant/life form field
guide (e.g. just for wildflowers or trees),a SHPO provided
template or list for possible terms
academic sector,government
collected or recorded plants and used herbarium
sector,private/firm sector
specimens to make an identification,Other (list here)
government sector,private/firm
a regional plant field guide,a specific plant/life form field
sector
guide (e.g. just for wildflowers or trees),utilized the
assistance of a botanist,collected or recorded plants and
used herbarium specimens to make an identification
academic sector,government
a specific N. American plant field guide,a regional plant
sector,private/firm sector
field guide,a specific plant/life form field guide (e.g. just
for wildflowers or trees),a firm provided template or list
for possible terms,utilized the assistance of a botanist
academic sector,government
a specific N. American plant field guide,a regional plant
sector,private/firm sector
field guide,a specific plant/life form field guide (e.g. just
for wildflowers or trees),a SHPO provided template or
list for possible terms,utilized the assistance of a
botanist,collected or recorded plants and used
herbarium specimens to make an identification,Other
(list here)
academic sector,government
a regional plant field guide,utilized the assistance of a
sector,private/firm sector
botanist,collected or recorded plants and used
herbarium specimens to make an identification
private/firm sector
Other (list here)

OR 11

private/firm sector

OR 12

government sector

OR 13

private/firm sector

OR 14

academic sector,government
sector,private/firm sector
academic sector,government
sector,private/firm sector

OR 1

OR 2
OR 3
OR 4

OR 5
OR 6

OR 7

OR 8

OR 9

OR 15

OR 16
OR 17

OR 18
OR 19
WY 1
WY 2
WY 3

WY 4
WY 5

a regional plant field guide,utilized the assistance of a
botanist,Other (list here)
a specific N. American plant field guide,a regional plant
field guide,a specific plant/life form field guide (e.g. just
for wildflowers or trees),utilized the assistance of a
botanist
a regional plant field guide,a specific plant/life form field
guide (e.g. just for wildflowers or trees),utilized the
assistance of a botanist
a firm provided template or list for possible terms

Q3 Other

Worked with native elders to identify particular
plants important to local community.

What would I have used? A regional plant field
guide, w/ref to a botanist or specimen as needed.
Over the years, I have gained some limited plant ID
skills from various co-workers and tribal members.

a regional plant field guide,a specific plant/life form field
guide (e.g. just for wildflowers or trees),utilized the
assistance of a botanist,collected or recorded plants and
used herbarium specimens to make an identification
government sector,private/firm
a specific N. American plant field guide,a regional plant
sector
field guide
academic sector,government
a regional plant field guide,a specific plant/life form field
sector,private/firm sector
guide (e.g. just for wildflowers or trees),a SHPO provided
template or list for possible terms
private/firm sector
utilized the assistance of a botanist
government sector,private/firm
a regional plant field guide,a specific plant/life form field list of culturally significant plants produced by tribal
sector
guide (e.g. just for wildflowers or trees),Other (list here) cultural resources department
academic sector
a regional plant field guide
academic sector,government sector a SHPO provided template or list for possible terms
academic sector,government
a specific N. American plant field guide,a regional plant field guide,a firm provided template or list for possible
sector,private/firm sector,I have not terms,utilized the assistance of a botanist,collected or recorded plants and used herbarium specimens to make
done archaeological work in Oregon an identification
academic sector,I have not done
a specific N. American plant field guide,a regional plant field guide,a specific plant/life form field guide (e.g. just
archaeological work in Oregon
for wildflowers or trees),utilized the assistance of a botanist,collected or recorded plants and used herbarium
private/firm sector
a specific N. American plant field guide
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WY 6

academic sector,government sector Other (list here)

WY 7
NV 1
NV 2

government sector
academic sector,government sector
government sector,private/firm
sector
academic sector,government
sector,private/firm sector
private/firm sector
private/firm sector
private/firm sector
academic sector,private/firm sector

NV 3
NV 4
NV 5
NV 6
NV 7

NV 8

academic sector,government
sector,private/firm sector

NV 9

government sector,private/firm
sector

NV 10

private/firm sector

NV 11
NV 12

NV 13
NV 14
NM 1
NM 2
NM 3

a regional plant field guide,a SHPO provided template or
list for possible terms
a regional plant field guide,utilized the assistance of a
botanist,Other (list here)
a regional plant field guide
Other (list here)
a regional plant field guide
a specific N. American plant field guide,a regional plant
field guide,a specific plant/life form field guide (e.g. just
for wildflowers or trees),utilized the assistance of a
botanist,collected or recorded plants and used
herbarium specimens to make an identification
a specific N. American plant field guide,a regional plant
field guide,a SHPO provided template or list for possible
terms
Other (list here)

I learned about many plants from colleagues and
professors
IMACS template with vegetation zones

personal knowledge as a plant enthusiast, USDA
PLANTS website, CalFlora. I have never found a
really good Great Basin shrubs guidebook

a regional plant field guide,a specific plant/life form field
guide (e.g. just for wildflowers or trees)
academic sector,government sector Other (list here)
General ecozone reference
academic sector,private/firm sector a regional plant field guide,a SHPO provided template or
list for possible terms,utilized the assistance of a botanist
government sector
government sector,private/firm
sector
government sector,private/firm
sector
government sector,private/firm
sector
government sector,private/firm
sector

NM 4

academic sector,private/firm sector

NM 5

academic sector,government
sector,private/firm sector

NM 6
NM 7

academic sector,government
sector,private/firm sector
private/firm sector

NM 8

academic sector,government sector

NM 9

government sector,private/firm
sector
academic sector,private/firm sector

NM 10

I filled out the form for vegetation/habit/vegetation
zone section according to the PI's instructions.
a specific N. American plant field guide,a regional plant field guide,a specific plant/life form field guide (e.g. just

NM 11

academic sector,government
sector,private/firm sector

NM 12
NM 13

government sector
private/firm sector

NM 14

academic sector,private/firm sector

a regional plant field guide
a regional plant field guide,utilized the assistance of a
botanist
a regional plant field guide,a SHPO provided template or
list for possible terms
a regional plant field guide
a specific N. American plant field guide,a regional plant
field guide,a specific plant/life form field guide (e.g. just
for wildflowers or trees),utilized the assistance of a
botanist,Other (list here)
a specific N. American plant field guide,a regional plant
field guide,a firm provided template or list for possible
terms
a specific N. American plant field guide,a firm provided
template or list for possible terms,utilized the assistance
of a botanist,collected or recorded plants and used
herbarium specimens to make an identification
a SHPO provided template or list for possible
terms,utilized the assistance of a botanist
a specific N. American plant field guide,a regional plant
field guide,a specific plant/life form field guide (e.g. just
for wildflowers or trees)
a specific plant/life form field guide (e.g. just for
wildflowers or trees),Other (list here)
a specific N. American plant field guide,a regional plant
field guide,utilized the assistance of a botanist
a specific N. American plant field guide,a regional plant
field guide,a specific plant/life form field guide (e.g. just
for wildflowers or trees),a SHPO provided template or
list for possible terms,a firm provided template or list for
possible terms,utilized the assistance of a botanist
a specific N. American plant field guide,a specific
plant/life form field guide (e.g. just for wildflowers or
trees),a firm provided template or list for possible terms
a firm provided template or list for possible terms
a regional plant field guide,a specific plant/life form field
guide (e.g. just for wildflowers or trees),collected or
recorded plants and used herbarium specimens to make
an identification,Other (list here)
Other (list here)
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personal knowledge

general knowledge of regional vegetation, internet
searches

Previous knowledge about plants gained from living
and working in the southwest

Collaboration with fellow crew members to come to
a consensus regarding what plants made up the
over/understory.

NM 15
NM 16
CO 1

CO 2

CO 3
CO 4
CO 5

CO 6

CO 7

CO 8

CO 9
CO 10

CO 11
CO 12
CO 13

CO 14
CO 15

CO 16
CO 17
CO 18

CO 19

CO 20

government sector,private/firm
sector
academic sector,government
sector,private/firm sector
academic sector,private/firm sector

a regional plant field guide,utilized the assistance of a
botanist
a regional plant field guide

a specific N. American plant field guide,a regional plant
field guide,utilized the assistance of a botanist,collected
or recorded plants and used herbarium specimens to
make an identification
academic sector,private/firm sector a regional plant field guide,Other (list here)
Dennis Knights "Mountains and Plains, The Ecology
of Wyoming Landscapes", also NRCS web soil survey
has vegetation communities
private/firm sector
a regional plant field guide
academic sector,private/firm sector Other (list here)
Generalized list of possible terms and knowledge of
the field director
government sector,private/firm
a regional plant field guide,a specific plant/life form field
sector
guide (e.g. just for wildflowers or trees),utilized the
assistance of a botanist
private/firm sector
a specific N. American plant field guide,a regional plant
field guide,a specific plant/life form field guide (e.g. just
for wildflowers or trees)
private/firm sector
a regional plant field guide,utilized the assistance of a
botanist,collected or recorded plants and used
herbarium specimens to make an identification
academic sector,private/firm sector a specific N. American plant field guide,a regional plant
field guide,a specific plant/life form field guide (e.g. just
for wildflowers or trees)
government sector
Other (list here)
Government provided vegetation layer in GIS
government sector,private/firm
a regional plant field guide,a specific plant/life form field
sector
guide (e.g. just for wildflowers or trees),a SHPO provided
template or list for possible terms,utilized the assistance
of a botanist
government sector
a regional plant field guide
private/firm sector
Other (list here)
Gained information from experienced archaeological
survey crews
academic sector,private/firm sector a specific N. American plant field guide,a regional plant
field guide,a SHPO provided template or list for possible
terms,a firm provided template or list for possible
terms,utilized the assistance of a botanist,collected or
recorded plants and used herbarium specimens to make
an identification
private/firm sector
Other (list here)
I've only filled out a few such forms and they were
later edited using unknown resources.
government sector
a specific N. American plant field guide,a regional plant
field guide,collected or recorded plants and used
herbarium specimens to make an identification
academic sector,private/firm sector a regional plant field guide,utilized the assistance of a
botanist
private/firm sector
a regional plant field guide,a specific plant/life form field
guide (e.g. just for wildflowers or trees)
academic sector,government
a regional plant field guide,a specific plant/life form field
sector,private/firm sector
guide (e.g. just for wildflowers or trees),a SHPO provided
template or list for possible terms
private/firm sector
a regional plant field guide,a SHPO provided template or
list for possible terms,utilized the assistance of a botanist

CO 24
CO 25

academic sector,private/firm sector a regional plant field guide,collected or recorded plants
and used herbarium specimens to make an
identification,Other (list here)
academic sector
academic sector,private/firm sector a regional plant field guide
academic sector,private/firm sector a SHPO provided template or list for possible terms,a
firm provided template or list for possible terms,utilized
the assistance of a botanist,Other (list here)
private/firm sector
a SHPO provided template or list for possible terms
private/firm sector
utilized the assistance of a botanist,Other (list here)

CO 26

private/firm sector

MT 1

academic sector,government
sector,private/firm sector

CO 21
CO 22
CO 23

I am a trained ethnobotanist, archaeologist, and
naturalist and have largely had to rely on my own
background and experience while in the field

A personally collected list of most common plant
species, eco-zones for the area

Firm has biologists on staff available for fine-tuning
some identificaiton; however, in general broad biotic
communities and general terms are used such as
"sagebrush steppe," "forbs," "mixed grasses."

a regional plant field guide,a specific plant/life form field
guide (e.g. just for wildflowers or trees)
Other (list here)
none
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MT 2

MT 4

government sector,private/firm
sector
academic sector,government
sector,private/firm sector
academic sector,government sector

MT 5

academic sector,private/firm sector

MT 6

private/firm sector

MT 7

government sector,private/firm
sector

MT 8

academic sector,government sector

MT 9
MT 10

government sector
academic sector,government sector

MT 11

academic sector,private/firm sector

MT 12

academic sector,government sector

MT 13

academic sector,government
sector,private/firm sector

MT 14

academic sector,government sector

MT 15

academic sector,government
sector,private/firm sector

MT 16

government sector,private/firm
sector

MT 17

government sector

MT 18

government sector

MT 19

government sector

MT 20

government sector

MT 21
MT 22

academic sector
government sector,private/firm
sector

MT 23

government sector

MT 24
MT 25
MT 26

academic sector
government sector
academic sector,government sector

MT 27
MT 28

government sector
academic sector,government sector

MT 3

Other (list here)

previous classes in plant identification

a regional plant field guide,utilized the assistance of a
botanist,Other (list here)
utilized the assistance of a botanist,Other (list here)

Drew upon expertise of staff range specialists

SCS county soils book ( includes vegetation zones);
Nature conservancy studies
a specific N. American plant field guide,a regional plant Montana Natural Heritage Program, Professionally
field guide,a specific plant/life form field guide (e.g. just conducted and purblished plant surveys, various
for wildflowers or trees),utilized the assistance of a
state herbaria
botanist,collected or recorded plants and used
herbarium specimens to make an identification,Other
(list here)
a specific N. American plant field guide,a regional plant I studied range plants in college to better understand
field guide,Other (list here)
past impacts to sites.
a specific N. American plant field guide,a regional plant
field guide,a specific plant/life form field guide (e.g. just
for wildflowers or trees),utilized the assistance of a
botanist
a specific plant/life form field guide (e.g. just for
wildflowers or trees),utilized the assistance of a botanist
a SHPO provided template or list for possible terms
a regional plant field guide,Other (list here)
non-botanist senior archaeology tech identified
plants during survey
a specific N. American plant field guide,a regional plant
field guide,a SHPO provided template or list for possible
terms
a regional plant field guide,a specific plant/life form field
guide (e.g. just for wildflowers or trees),utilized the
assistance of a botanist,collected or recorded plants and
used herbarium specimens to make an identification
a specific N. American plant field guide,a regional plant
field guide,a specific plant/life form field guide (e.g. just
for wildflowers or trees),utilized the assistance of a
botanist
a specific N. American plant field guide,a regional plant
field guide,utilized the assistance of a botanist
a specific N. American plant field guide,a regional plant
field guide,a specific plant/life form field guide (e.g. just
for wildflowers or trees),utilized the assistance of a
botanist
a specific N. American plant field guide,a regional plant
field guide,a specific plant/life form field guide (e.g. just
for wildflowers or trees),utilized the assistance of a
botanist
Other (list here)
25 years of field experience based on working with
foresters/botanists/ecologists
a specific N. American plant field guide,a regional plant Planning Document References
field guide,utilized the assistance of a botanist,Other (list
here)
a regional plant field guide,a specific plant/life form field
guide (e.g. just for wildflowers or trees),utilized the
assistance of a botanist
a regional plant field guide,a firm provided template or
list for possible terms
a firm provided template or list for possible terms
a regional plant field guide,a specific plant/life form field Lolo National Forest Lands Systems Inventory, 1988
guide (e.g. just for wildflowers or trees),a SHPO provided
template or list for possible terms,utilized the assistance
of a botanist,Other (list here)
Other (list here)
I have used only very general terms based on my
layman botony knowledge.
a regional plant field guide
a SHPO provided template or list for possible terms
a specific N. American plant field guide,a regional plant
field guide,a specific plant/life form field guide (e.g. just
for wildflowers or trees),utilized the assistance of a
botanist
a regional plant field guide
utilized the assistance of a botanist,collected or recorded
plants and used herbarium specimens to make an
identification
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Western State MAPS Participants’ Results - Q4 & 5 - VDU Categories
Responder Q4 Have you ever
utilized information
about surface
vegetation/
vegetation zone/
ecotone /habitat
related information
from a cultural
inventory site
form/CRIS form for
your research or in
your own evaluation
of a site?

Q5 Please describe why
or why not, according to
the
previous question (on
utilizing vegetation data
on a site form/CRIS
form).

OR 1
OR 2

No
Yes

OR 3

Yes

non existed
If I'm evaluating a site, I
will more likely rely on
my own observations
tested relationships of
both water and plant
distances to USGS quad
data to determine if
there is a cultural
correlation or simply
landform.ecological
relationship. For
example, average
distance to water for
sites turned out to be
the average distance to
water for any random
point on the quads.

OR 4
OR 5

Yes
Yes

OR 6

Yes

OR 7

Yes

OR 8

Yes

OR 9

Yes

OR 10

No

OR 11

Yes

OR 12
OR 13

Yes
Yes

Used as site
and subsurface
cultural
feature
indicators in
the field or
used in
environmen
tal
predictive
modeling
for probable
site
locations

Could
possibly
provide
useful
interpretati
ve
information
or recorded
out of
curiosity

Linked with
certain site
disturbance
s, also
assists in
erosional
control and
may be
indicative of
of good in
situ
preservatio
n of site
artifacts

Helpful for
context on
site
formation
processes,
palaeoethn
obotanical
study, and
geoarchaeol
ogy study

Just crop,
utilitarian,
ornamental
s, or
agricultural
plants

Species
Non-local
distributions species or
abundance, out-of-place
and shifts in species
prosperity/h could be
ealth can
attributed
meaninful to human
to
intervention
archaeologi through
sts
past human
activities

Just nonnative
vegetation,
invasives,
exotics are
helpful or
worth
recording

Because it
was
required on
a site form,
or because
vegetal
information
on site
forms could
populate
the
environmen
tal setting in
a report

Just
ethnobotani
cally
significant
plants listed
by Tribes

Surviving
vegetation
may have
been used
by its past
human
occupants

Present
habitat may
be
analogous
to its past,
where its
ecology may
have
influenced
human
decesion
making, use,
and
habitation
(e.g. flora,
fauna,
water, and
topography)

1

Just
culturallymodified
trees

Can be
useful in
evaluation
of site
eligibility
and could
be even be
a
component
of integrity
and
significance

Planning or
offering
context for
ground
cover
obstructing
surveyors'
views

Used in
attributing
functions or
context for
artifacts and
features

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Such information helps
in attributing functions
to artifacts and features.
1
The presence of certain
vegetation may indicate
past land use.

Plant
communitie
s can be
used as
justification
for site
boundaries

1

1

As both a professional
archaeologist and
registered professional
surveyor I used the
spatial distributions of
plant populations to use
as evidence in the court
of law to support use
boundaries through
time. It was often
necessary to combine
several disciplines to
provide adequate
documentation to be
used in court. This
combined the need for
survey grade accuracy
and the documented
distributions of plants,
both native and non
native, to provide a
meaningful shift in
vegetation patterns that
could be then identified
as cultural activities. This
involved using aerial
photography, various
cartographic
mediums
I have used the
vegetation to relocate
sites in Wilderness areas
from obscure and old
site forms for the
purposes of evaluation. I
read the vegetation
types and found areas,
which matched those
descriptions, especially
when plant types
indicate riparian zones,
scabland, or other
landscape types. Some
vegetation types are
very revealing from a
distance, especially in an
arid or desert
environment, such as
Great Basin Wild Rye
around a rockshelter.
If the form specifically
calls out specific plant
species that are
important to Native
Americans, and the plant
can properly be
identified in the field, it
is recorded. Forms
typically call out such
plants as an example.
Which is a good
reminder
Vegatation data is very
importnat in
hypothesizing land use
practices in area of site. I
can not see such data
not being utilized in such
evaluations.
Tribal representatives
interested in culturallysignificant plants and
also to document
evidence of slash-andburn techniques.
Those were not available
at the time I was doing
related field work, I used
California specific
vegetation references in
California, would have
looked for Oregon
specific references if I
had been working here
at the time.l

Indicative of
past land
use and
various past
human
activities as
evident
through
their
environmen
tal impacts
(e.g. forest
sucession,
proliferation
of invasives,
etc)

1
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Plants play
active roles
in cultural
landscapes
and placemaking

Responder Q4 Have you ever
utilized information
about surface
vegetation/
vegetation zone/
ecotone /habitat
related information
from a cultural
inventory site
form/CRIS form for
your research or in
your own evaluation
of a site?

Q5 Please describe why
or why not, according to
the
previous question (on
utilizing vegetation data
on a site form/CRIS
form).

OR 14

Yes

OR 15

Yes

OR 16

Yes

When utilizing
vegetation information
to try to interpolate site
use, it's usually to make
a guess. For example, if
there is a lot of camas
nearby, we'll note it in
the site log and say
possible root harvesting
site, and look for
evidence of that activity
in the material record.
I've used current and
known previously
existing vegetation at a
site to justify NRHP
eligibility under Criteria
A and D at both
precontact habitation
and processing sites and
historic homestead and
farmstead sites.
I have noted that that
area containing nonnative vegetation, can
be an indicator of an
historic site from the
introduction of non
native species. In
analysis of predictive site
modelling, that instead
of using e.g. elevation
and slope- that site
potential site location
may utilize vegetation
maps- as expected- the
vegetation correlates
with the elevation;
hence simplifying GIS
analysis. Note this
predictive modelling
corresponds primarily to
prehistoric sites,

OR 19

No

I've always described the
vegetation
within/surrounding
sites, and made a point
of noting culturally
significant vegetation
(huckleberries,
balsamroot, etc.), but its
never been a variable in
the evaluation (I
presume NRHP) of a site.

WY 1

No

WY 2

Yes

WY 3

Yes

WY 4
WY 5

Yes
Yes

WY 6

Yes

My research focuses
primarily on rock art and
wildlife. I look at surface
vegetation only to
determine habitat
quality for prey to either
hide or be more
exposed.
I have used vegetation
data to assist in
determining the level of
past disturbances, within
transportation rights-ofway, in order to
determine the potential
for intact buried cultural
deposits.
Most of the areas I have
worked in are
considered: desert,
sagebrush steppe or
timbered intermountain
areas. I have used CRIS
information to give me a
better understanding of
the use of plants by
Native Peoples. For
subsistence, clothing
and housing.
It is valuable data.
Invasive species vs.
native species
I am a volunteer and I
am curios.
Examine how vegetation
has changed to help
determine changing site
conditions, such as
disturbance or visibility
impacts.

Used as site
and subsurface
cultural
feature
indicators in
the field or
used in
environmen
tal
predictive
modeling
for probable
site
locations

Indicative of
past land
use and
various past
human
activities as
evident
through
their
environmen
tal impacts
(e.g. forest
sucession,
proliferation
of invasives,
etc)

Could
possibly
provide
useful
interpretati
ve
information
or recorded
out of
curiosity

Linked with
certain site
disturbance
s, also
assists in
erosional
control and
may be
indicative of
of good in
situ
preservatio
n of site
artifacts

1

Helpful for
context on
site
formation
processes,
palaeoethn
obotanical
study, and
geoarchaeol
ogy study

Just crop,
utilitarian,
ornamental
s, or
agricultural
plants

Species
Non-local
distributions species or
abundance, out-of-place
and shifts in species
prosperity/h could be
ealth can
attributed
meaninful to human
to
intervention
archaeologi through
sts
past human
activities

Just nonnative
vegetation,
invasives,
exotics are
helpful or
worth
recording

Because it
was
required on
a site form,
or because
vegetal
information
on site
forms could
populate
the
environmen
tal setting in
a report

1

NV 1
NV 2

Yes
No

Just
culturallymodified
trees

Can be
useful in
evaluation
of site
eligibility
and could
be even be
a
component
of integrity
and
significance

Planning or
offering
context for
ground
cover
obstructing
surveyors'
views

1

1

1

1

1
1
1

1

1

1
If not too General.

Present
habitat may
be
analogous
to its past,
where its
ecology may
have
influenced
human
decesion
making, use,
and
habitation
(e.g. flora,
fauna,
water, and
topography)

1

1

Yes

Surviving
vegetation
may have
been used
by its past
human
occupants

1

1

WY 7

Just
ethnobotani
cally
significant
plants listed
by Tribes

1

1
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Used in
attributing
functions or
context for
artifacts and
features

Plant
communitie
s can be
used as
justification
for site
boundaries

Plants play
active roles
in cultural
landscapes
and placemaking

Responder Q4 Have you ever
utilized information
about surface
vegetation/
vegetation zone/
ecotone /habitat
related information
from a cultural
inventory site
form/CRIS form for
your research or in
your own evaluation
of a site?

Q5 Please describe why
or why not, according to
the
previous question (on
utilizing vegetation data
on a site form/CRIS
form).

NV 3

Yes

Large sagebrush can
indicate that there is
good depth potential in
an area. Additionally, in
the Great Basin many
site types correspond
with different present
and past ecotones on
the landscape. These
types include paleo sites
on remnant pluvial
shorelines, ethnohistoric
pinyon camps in the
Pinyon/Juniper Zone,
ect. Also, many Basque
arborglyphs only occur
in aspen stands.

NV 4

Yes

I use veg data because
site location and type
might be related to the
plant resources in and
near the site (pinyonjuniper woodland,
riparian stream habitats,
meadow grasslands,
dune grasses, spring
surrounding vegetation,
north-facing vs. southfacing types of
vegetation, ecotones
between any of these
habitats). And the plant
resources may also
attract animal resources.

NV 5

Yes

NV 6
NV 7

No
Yes

NV 8

No

Sometimes cheat grass
can tell us about
disturbed areas. I don't
know if that really helps
with the evaluation
except to talk about
integrity if the site meets
certain criteria.
Unreliable
correlation of sites
within certain habitat
types
I work primarily on 20th
century Cold War sites
or in industrial contexts.
There is no point to
describing the
vegetation data as it
would be invasive
species (halogeton,
cheatgrass, etc) or
barren (e.g. cement pad,
swelling clays, tailings).

NV 9

No

There are several
reasons. One is that the
plant communities I
encounter are often
highly altered by
invasive species and fire.
Another is that it is not
clearly likely that the
plant community I see
now at a site is
representative of the
plant community that
would have been
present in the past,
especially for older sites.

NV 10

No

Much of the vegetation
across Nevada has
changed radically since
the mid-19th century. In
many cases where
landscapes are forested,
we don't know how old
the trees are or how
long a particular
landscape has been
forested. Particularly
regarding the
distribution of single-leaf
pinyon, which was an
important food source
for Native people during
historic and prehistoric
times, we don't know
how long ago pinyon
arrived in many parts of
Nevada.

NV 11

Yes

Helps to identify site
conditions, potential
past resource use

Used as site
and subsurface
cultural
feature
indicators in
the field or
used in
environmen
tal
predictive
modeling
for probable
site
locations

Indicative of
past land
use and
various past
human
activities as
evident
through
their
environmen
tal impacts
(e.g. forest
sucession,
proliferation
of invasives,
etc)

Could
possibly
provide
useful
interpretati
ve
information
or recorded
out of
curiosity

Linked with
certain site
disturbance
s, also
assists in
erosional
control and
may be
indicative of
of good in
situ
preservatio
n of site
artifacts

Helpful for
context on
site
formation
processes,
palaeoethn
obotanical
study, and
geoarchaeol
ogy study

Just crop,
utilitarian,
ornamental
s, or
agricultural
plants

Species
Non-local
distributions species or
abundance, out-of-place
and shifts in species
prosperity/h could be
ealth can
attributed
meaninful to human
to
intervention
archaeologi through
sts
past human
activities

Just nonnative
vegetation,
invasives,
exotics are
helpful or
worth
recording

Because it
was
required on
a site form,
or because
vegetal
information
on site
forms could
populate
the
environmen
tal setting in
a report

Just
ethnobotani
cally
significant
plants listed
by Tribes

Surviving
vegetation
may have
been used
by its past
human
occupants

Present
habitat may
be
analogous
to its past,
where its
ecology may
have
influenced
human
decesion
making, use,
and
habitation
(e.g. flora,
fauna,
water, and
topography)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Just
culturallymodified
trees

Can be
useful in
evaluation
of site
eligibility
and could
be even be
a
component
of integrity
and
significance

Planning or
offering
context for
ground
cover
obstructing
surveyors'
views

1

1

1

1
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1

Used in
attributing
functions or
context for
artifacts and
features

Plant
communitie
s can be
used as
justification
for site
boundaries

Plants play
active roles
in cultural
landscapes
and placemaking

Responder Q4 Have you ever
utilized information
about surface
vegetation/
vegetation zone/
ecotone /habitat
related information
from a cultural
inventory site
form/CRIS form for
your research or in
your own evaluation
of a site?

Q5 Please describe why
or why not, according to
the
previous question (on
utilizing vegetation data
on a site form/CRIS
form).

NV 12

Yes

Sometimes the plants
can indicate a different
use of land at some
point in time. It is not
unusual to find a desert
plant/tree in the middle
of a feature. That kind
of thing. Also vegetation
can be different in
culturally used spaces.
Grass growing inside a
slight depression is an
example.

NV 13

Yes

NV 14

Yes

NM 1

Yes

NM 2

No

NM 3

Yes

NM 4

Yes

NM 5

Yes

To deal with the extent
of the site.
Used vegetation data
along with slope, soil
conditions, etc. to
identify similar site
traits.
I do macrobotanical
analysis of flotation
samples and like to
compare my findings to
current vegetation
growing in a site area.
I utilize other published
scientific reference
sources.
As a historical
archaeologist, I use
introduced and invasive
species as part of the
interpretation of past
land use.
Surface vegetation
coverage is directly
related to surface
visibility, which is a
required field to
complete in the LA site
form.
Some plants at sites
could potentially have
been resources
exploited by the
inhabitants. Also, lack of
diversity at some sites is
indicative of prolonged
and intense grazing,
which informs the
evaluation of the site's
condition. In other cases
where invasive plants
are present, it is useful
to note that the current
site setting is not as it
would have been in the
past.

NM 6

No

These data are available
for the area in which I
work as a vegetation
map created by
botanists and ecologists.
In other areas, we use
SW REGAP.

NM 7

Yes

NM 8

No

NM 9

Yes

NM 10

Yes

vegetatation can reflect
disturbance and can
include cultigens
It has never been a part
of my research design or
goals
Vegetation can be a
useful indicator of
transformational
processes that affect
archaeological sites,
both during formation as
well as afterwards. In
my own experience,
"indicator" plants
(including
presence/absence of
particular species as well
as their current status)
have been useful in
terms of: 1). evaluating
the degree to which
wildfire may have
affected below-ground
cultural deposits, and 2).
assessing potential
effects of other sources
of disturbance, including
human and animal
activity. Note: some
land-managing agencies
add their own criteria for
assessing vegetation into
the LA
form,
in for has
The
firm
I work

Used as site
and subsurface
cultural
feature
indicators in
the field or
used in
environmen
tal
predictive
modeling
for probable
site
locations

Indicative of
past land
use and
various past
human
activities as
evident
through
their
environmen
tal impacts
(e.g. forest
sucession,
proliferation
of invasives,
etc)

Could
possibly
provide
useful
interpretati
ve
information
or recorded
out of
curiosity

Linked with
certain site
disturbance
s, also
assists in
erosional
control and
may be
indicative of
of good in
situ
preservatio
n of site
artifacts

Helpful for
context on
site
formation
processes,
palaeoethn
obotanical
study, and
geoarchaeol
ogy study

Just crop,
utilitarian,
ornamental
s, or
agricultural
plants

1

Species
Non-local
distributions species or
abundance, out-of-place
and shifts in species
prosperity/h could be
ealth can
attributed
meaninful to human
to
intervention
archaeologi through
sts
past human
activities

1

Because it
was
required on
a site form,
or because
vegetal
information
on site
forms could
populate
the
environmen
tal setting in
a report

Just
ethnobotani
cally
significant
plants listed
by Tribes

Surviving
vegetation
may have
been used
by its past
human
occupants

Present
habitat may
be
analogous
to its past,
where its
ecology may
have
influenced
human
decesion
making, use,
and
habitation
(e.g. flora,
fauna,
water, and
topography)

Just
culturallymodified
trees

Can be
useful in
evaluation
of site
eligibility
and could
be even be
a
component
of integrity
and
significance

Planning or
offering
context for
ground
cover
obstructing
surveyors'
views

Used in
attributing
functions or
context for
artifacts and
features

Plant
communitie
s can be
used as
justification
for site
boundaries

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

compiled vegetation
data from multiple LA
forms in the same area
as a way of getting a
coarse baseline sense of
vegetation communities
within a given area.

Just nonnative
vegetation,
invasives,
exotics are
helpful or
worth
recording

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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1

1

Plants play
active roles
in cultural
landscapes
and placemaking

Responder Q4 Have you ever
utilized information
about surface
vegetation/
vegetation zone/
ecotone /habitat
related information
from a cultural
inventory site
form/CRIS form for
your research or in
your own evaluation
of a site?

Q5 Please describe why
or why not, according to
the
previous question (on
utilizing vegetation data
on a site form/CRIS
form).

NM 11

Yes

NM 12

Yes

NM 13

Yes

NM 14

Yes

NM 15

No

NM 16

No

Important especially for
archaic cave sites as to
scatter on the apron of
rockshelters and caves.
Non local plants
sometimes occurring at
altitudes no common for
those species.
We use surface
vegetation/ ecotone/
and habitat data
extensively to help to
define and identify
Native American Sites.
Often, it is the larger
trees/plants which I'm
looking at in terms of
relocating a site on a
previously recorded site
form. Specifically,
mapped in juniper or
pinyon trees.
Sometimes I look at
changed species data
from previous site
recording to update
recording to identify if
there has been a
seasonal vegetation
change, or a change in
surface disturbance to
the site which may
explain varying site
artifact data.
As I am not a botanist, I
rely heavily upon the
work of previous
researchers regarding
vegetation data for site
forms. While I can list
basic plant types, I will
utilize information
provided by previous
researchers if their
information provides
greater scope than my
existing knowledge.
Typically, vegetation is
not a very useful
indicator of prehistoric
activity in this region
(the Tularosa Basin) due
to the fact that the
majority of the area is
coppice dune terrain
created by overgrazing
of cattle in semi-arid
desert grassland and
shrubland. The current
landscape is not
indicative of what was
present in the past
precisely because it has
changed so much. That
being said, there are
areas were recording
current flora is useful:
mainly upland areas like
proximal alluvial fans
and montane ecotones.
Has never factored in to
any research questions
or job-related objectives.
Also, just as with soils,
archaeologists do not
receive proper training
in identification.

CO 1

Yes

CO 2

Yes

Vegetation patterns on
the surface often betray
characteristics of the
subsurface deposits. For
example, one can often
determine where wall
lines are by following
lines of taprooms in
plants and shrubs
Just to see what they
said

Used as site
and subsurface
cultural
feature
indicators in
the field or
used in
environmen
tal
predictive
modeling
for probable
site
locations

Indicative of
past land
use and
various past
human
activities as
evident
through
their
environmen
tal impacts
(e.g. forest
sucession,
proliferation
of invasives,
etc)

Could
possibly
provide
useful
interpretati
ve
information
or recorded
out of
curiosity

Linked with
certain site
disturbance
s, also
assists in
erosional
control and
may be
indicative of
of good in
situ
preservatio
n of site
artifacts

Helpful for
context on
site
formation
processes,
palaeoethn
obotanical
study, and
geoarchaeol
ogy study

Just crop,
utilitarian,
ornamental
s, or
agricultural
plants

Species
Non-local
distributions species or
abundance, out-of-place
and shifts in species
prosperity/h could be
ealth can
attributed
meaninful to human
to
intervention
archaeologi through
sts
past human
activities

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1
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Just nonnative
vegetation,
invasives,
exotics are
helpful or
worth
recording

Because it
was
required on
a site form,
or because
vegetal
information
on site
forms could
populate
the
environmen
tal setting in
a report

Just
ethnobotani
cally
significant
plants listed
by Tribes

Surviving
vegetation
may have
been used
by its past
human
occupants

Present
habitat may
be
analogous
to its past,
where its
ecology may
have
influenced
human
decesion
making, use,
and
habitation
(e.g. flora,
fauna,
water, and
topography)

Just
culturallymodified
trees

Can be
useful in
evaluation
of site
eligibility
and could
be even be
a
component
of integrity
and
significance

Planning or
offering
context for
ground
cover
obstructing
surveyors'
views

Used in
attributing
functions or
context for
artifacts and
features

Plant
communitie
s can be
used as
justification
for site
boundaries

Plants play
active roles
in cultural
landscapes
and placemaking

Responder Q4 Have you ever
utilized information
about surface
vegetation/
vegetation zone/
ecotone /habitat
related information
from a cultural
inventory site
form/CRIS form for
your research or in
your own evaluation
of a site?

Q5 Please describe why
or why not, according to
the
previous question (on
utilizing vegetation data
on a site form/CRIS
form).

CO 3

Yes

CO 4

No

Plant information is
usually so generic as to
be of little use in
evaluating a site.
Sometimes plant
information is somewhat
informative as to
disturbances. On trails,
such as the Santa Fe
Trail and Old Spanish
Trail, we have noted
slight variations in
vegetation that have
made the trails visible.
Sometimes this has been
through agricultural
fields and other times it
is in areas of sparse
vegetation where
compaction or
disturbance has resulted
is slight vegetation
changes or the growth of
species that either
tolerate compaction or
benefit from increased
moisture that
accumulates
in former
In my experience
thus

CO 5

Yes

CO 6

No

CO 7

Yes

CO 8

Yes

CO 9

Yes

CO 10

Yes

CO 11

Yes

CO 12

Yes

CO 13

Yes

CO 14

Yes

CO 15

No

far I have not had any
situations in which
vegetation data was an
important factor in site
evaluation.
Often there is a
correlation apparent
between vegetation
zone/ecotone and
certain types of
archaeological sites or
with site densities.
Occasionally this
relationship is so
obvious that it is worth
mentioning or exploring,
such as with some
simple statistics and
discussion in the
inventory report.
I don't find the
information useful for
site specific questions
and too inconsistent or
vague for regional
overviews.
current plants within a
project area could
reflect past vegetation
of the area. Plants
useful for prehistoric
peoples may or may not
be present in a given
area. This also is where
pollen analysis from
mud in bottoms of lakes
comes in handy
The amount and type of
vegetation can be
utilized to determine
whether there is
seasonal or subsurface
water in the vicinity,
which might also explain
the presence of cultural
phenomena.
To assist in tribal
consultation of that
particular site.
Sometimes required to
use the vegetation data
provided in the site form
manual (e.g. Wyoming)

Used as site
and subsurface
cultural
feature
indicators in
the field or
used in
environmen
tal
predictive
modeling
for probable
site
locations

Indicative of
past land
use and
various past
human
activities as
evident
through
their
environmen
tal impacts
(e.g. forest
sucession,
proliferation
of invasives,
etc)

1

1

Could
possibly
provide
useful
interpretati
ve
information
or recorded
out of
curiosity

Linked with
certain site
disturbance
s, also
assists in
erosional
control and
may be
indicative of
of good in
situ
preservatio
n of site
artifacts

Helpful for
context on
site
formation
processes,
palaeoethn
obotanical
study, and
geoarchaeol
ogy study

Just crop,
utilitarian,
ornamental
s, or
agricultural
plants

Species
Non-local
distributions species or
abundance, out-of-place
and shifts in species
prosperity/h could be
ealth can
attributed
meaninful to human
to
intervention
archaeologi through
sts
past human
activities

Just nonnative
vegetation,
invasives,
exotics are
helpful or
worth
recording

Because it
was
required on
a site form,
or because
vegetal
information
on site
forms could
populate
the
environmen
tal setting in
a report

Just
ethnobotani
cally
significant
plants listed
by Tribes

Surviving
vegetation
may have
been used
by its past
human
occupants

Present
habitat may
be
analogous
to its past,
where its
ecology may
have
influenced
human
decesion
making, use,
and
habitation
(e.g. flora,
fauna,
water, and
topography)

Just
culturallymodified
trees

Can be
useful in
evaluation
of site
eligibility
and could
be even be
a
component
of integrity
and
significance

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
In my work (underwater
archaeology), the
presence of specific
vegetation on a site is
integral to judging site
stability and sediment
attrition. Therefore, site
habitat details are
recorded via a cultural
inventory site form, and
aids in the evaluation of
site risk and
management.
I have used vegetation
information on survey
site forms in site reports.

1

1

1
For our company we
routinely use all types of
information available
including info on the
CRIS form.
I use this information to
get a preliminary idea
about site ecology for
my own reporting of
faunal remains.
Sometimes it wasn't
required.

1

1
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Planning or
offering
context for
ground
cover
obstructing
surveyors'
views

Used in
attributing
functions or
context for
artifacts and
features

Plant
communitie
s can be
used as
justification
for site
boundaries

Plants play
active roles
in cultural
landscapes
and placemaking

Responder Q4 Have you ever
utilized information
about surface
vegetation/
vegetation zone/
ecotone /habitat
related information
from a cultural
inventory site
form/CRIS form for
your research or in
your own evaluation
of a site?

Q5 Please describe why
or why not, according to
the
previous question (on
utilizing vegetation data
on a site form/CRIS
form).

CO 16

Yes

CO 17

Yes

CO 18

Yes

CO 19

Yes

CO 20

No

CO 21

No

CO 22

No

CO 23

Yes

CO 24

No

CO 25

Yes

CO 26

Yes

On prehistoric sites
understanding the
natural setting of the
site can provide useful
information to help
determine the activities
undertaken at a site.
Surface vegetation
affects visibility which in
turn affects how a site is
evaluated.
Vegetation is directly
tied to soil depth, and
therefore potential for
buried components of
sites
We have correlated
vegetation zone data
and site locations when
building predictive
models for prehistoric
sites.
I find that data available
is often absent, or if
present, is in general
unreliable.
Not done this kind of
work. I'm only a
student, but not
graduate student.
do people in the field
actually have enough
botanical training to
make an accurate
determination about
what plants are around
them or what biome (if
not supplied from a
previous report) thay are
in.
The surface vegetation
can sometimes be a
good indicator of
potential soil depth as
well as deposition.
Combined with soil
information it can be
very useful in providing
support for claims of the
potential of buried
deposits. However, it
must be used cautiously
and only as
supplemental. Outside
of Colorado, certain
species of plant are very
indicative of specific
cultural activity (i.e.
prehistoric latrines) and
can be very important. It
can also indicate if the
area has recently been
disturbed and if you are
looking at a disturbed
context.
The evaluation of a site
is more determined by
the dirt rather than the
vegetation, and
vegetation likely
changed over time.
Yes, once during a
modeling project for City
of Aurora Undeveloped
Lands (Colorado) in the
1990s, data were used
from forms to analyze
site trends;
vegetation/habitat data
was not ultimately
making the cut for the
statistically reliable
indicators used.
Rarely do we use
environmental data
from site forms at all for
any purpose since these
data are available in far
more robust and
analyzable sets through
GIS. The firm does
extensive modeling with
vegetation data and
archaeological sites with
those data sets.
Including analysis of
plant based processing
indicators on
archaeological
sites tend to besites
located

MT 1

No

at ecotone boundaries
and vegetation speaks
toward depositional
stability and potential
for additional deposits.
The research that I have
been involved in did not
include vegetation in the
scope of work, other
than old growth trees vs.
new growth and soil
samples.

Used as site
and subsurface
cultural
feature
indicators in
the field or
used in
environmen
tal
predictive
modeling
for probable
site
locations

Indicative of
past land
use and
various past
human
activities as
evident
through
their
environmen
tal impacts
(e.g. forest
sucession,
proliferation
of invasives,
etc)

Could
possibly
provide
useful
interpretati
ve
information
or recorded
out of
curiosity

Linked with
certain site
disturbance
s, also
assists in
erosional
control and
may be
indicative of
of good in
situ
preservatio
n of site
artifacts

Helpful for
context on
site
formation
processes,
palaeoethn
obotanical
study, and
geoarchaeol
ogy study

Just crop,
utilitarian,
ornamental
s, or
agricultural
plants

Species
Non-local
distributions species or
abundance, out-of-place
and shifts in species
prosperity/h could be
ealth can
attributed
meaninful to human
to
intervention
archaeologi through
sts
past human
activities

Just nonnative
vegetation,
invasives,
exotics are
helpful or
worth
recording

Because it
was
required on
a site form,
or because
vegetal
information
on site
forms could
populate
the
environmen
tal setting in
a report

Just
ethnobotani
cally
significant
plants listed
by Tribes

Surviving
vegetation
may have
been used
by its past
human
occupants

Present
habitat may
be
analogous
to its past,
where its
ecology may
have
influenced
human
decesion
making, use,
and
habitation
(e.g. flora,
fauna,
water, and
topography)

Just
culturallymodified
trees

Can be
useful in
evaluation
of site
eligibility
and could
be even be
a
component
of integrity
and
significance

Planning or
offering
context for
ground
cover
obstructing
surveyors'
views

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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1

Used in
attributing
functions or
context for
artifacts and
features

Plant
communitie
s can be
used as
justification
for site
boundaries

Plants play
active roles
in cultural
landscapes
and placemaking

Responder Q4 Have you ever
utilized information
about surface
vegetation/
vegetation zone/
ecotone /habitat
related information
from a cultural
inventory site
form/CRIS form for
your research or in
your own evaluation
of a site?

Q5 Please describe why
or why not, according to
the
previous question (on
utilizing vegetation data
on a site form/CRIS
form).

MT 2

Yes

MT 3

No

This is especially
important in helping
determine the potential
for associated buried
cultural remains.
The information is too
general for
ethnobotanical research.
CRIS forms are inventory
documents and typically
are not intended to give
the level of specificity
needed in research.

MT 4

No

MT 5

Yes

MT 6

No

Generally not reliable
data too much variation
in descriptions for crosscomparisons
More likely to use
elevation as an
environmental indicator
I believe such data is
important in aiding with
developing local and
regional settlement and
subsistence modeling
and could be important
in interpreting activities
and activity patterning
(along with
paleoethnobotany/archa
eobotany). I also believe
that contemporary
vegetation data can play
a role in
Paleoenvironmental
reconstruction and can
assist in developing
models on the effect of
past climate change on
vegetation (and thereby
the effect on human and
wildlife populations). I
also believe that data on
extant plant
communities and
species can in some
instances provide
information
on post
I have not seen
any
significant data about
plants in a site form.
I have never conducted
Montana archaeological
research where I felt
that the vegetation
records on CRIS forms
were all that important.
Not doing research on
vegetation.
I have not yet performed
field work in Montana.
However, in other
projects and other
states, we have used
vegetation as an
indicator of disturbance
and used it to aid in the
identification of
features.

MT 7

No

MT 8

No

MT 9

No

MT 10
MT 11

No
Yes

MT 12

Yes

MT 13

Yes

Not sure if this qualifies:
I've asked local ranchers
how deep a hay field
might have been
plowed, in order to
determine depth of
disturbance for a site I
found in a hay field.
Also, the format of the
site form wasn't exactly
the MT CRIS, it was a
Lewis and Clark National
Forest site form.

MT 14

Yes

MT 15

Yes

Vegetation can lead to
further identification of
site functions and help
future generations
identify certain plant
species that are more
likely to grow on certain
sites.
Used CRIS as an
additional check to
insure I've addressed all
relevant information.

Used as site
and subsurface
cultural
feature
indicators in
the field or
used in
environmen
tal
predictive
modeling
for probable
site
locations

Indicative of
past land
use and
various past
human
activities as
evident
through
their
environmen
tal impacts
(e.g. forest
sucession,
proliferation
of invasives,
etc)

Could
possibly
provide
useful
interpretati
ve
information
or recorded
out of
curiosity

Linked with
certain site
disturbance
s, also
assists in
erosional
control and
may be
indicative of
of good in
situ
preservatio
n of site
artifacts

Helpful for
context on
site
formation
processes,
palaeoethn
obotanical
study, and
geoarchaeol
ogy study

Just crop,
utilitarian,
ornamental
s, or
agricultural
plants

Species
Non-local
distributions species or
abundance, out-of-place
and shifts in species
prosperity/h could be
ealth can
attributed
meaninful to human
to
intervention
archaeologi through
sts
past human
activities

Just nonnative
vegetation,
invasives,
exotics are
helpful or
worth
recording

Because it
was
required on
a site form,
or because
vegetal
information
on site
forms could
populate
the
environmen
tal setting in
a report

Just
ethnobotani
cally
significant
plants listed
by Tribes

Surviving
vegetation
may have
been used
by its past
human
occupants

Present
habitat may
be
analogous
to its past,
where its
ecology may
have
influenced
human
decesion
making, use,
and
habitation
(e.g. flora,
fauna,
water, and
topography)

Just
culturallymodified
trees

Can be
useful in
evaluation
of site
eligibility
and could
be even be
a
component
of integrity
and
significance

Planning or
offering
context for
ground
cover
obstructing
surveyors'
views

Used in
attributing
functions or
context for
artifacts and
features

1

1

1

1

Yes, as it allows a more
comprehensive
interpretation of a site.
Vegetation is important
to site formation and
helps to keep artifacts in
context. Sites in areas
with less vegetation
typically have a more
diffuse scatter of
artifacts and less context
due erosional processes.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Plant
communitie
s can be
used as
justification
for site
boundaries

Plants play
active roles
in cultural
landscapes
and placemaking

Responder Q4 Have you ever
utilized information
about surface
vegetation/
vegetation zone/
ecotone /habitat
related information
from a cultural
inventory site
form/CRIS form for
your research or in
your own evaluation
of a site?

Q5 Please describe why
or why not, according to
the
previous question (on
utilizing vegetation data
on a site form/CRIS
form).

MT 16

No

MT 17

Yes

MT 18

No

Vegetation is usually
either relatively
homogeneous or of little
to no value in site
determination and
relocations
Mostly to correlate site
occurrences with the
likelihood of finding
similar sites in similar
environments.
Rangeland management,
current conditions
include addditonal
diversity healthier plant
communities vice versa

MT 19

No

MT 20

No

MT 21

No

MT 22

Yes

MT 23

No

MT 24

No

MT 25

No

MT 26

Yes

MT 27

Yes

Used as site
and subsurface
cultural
feature
indicators in
the field or
used in
environmen
tal
predictive
modeling
for probable
site
locations

Indicative of
past land
use and
various past
human
activities as
evident
through
their
environmen
tal impacts
(e.g. forest
sucession,
proliferation
of invasives,
etc)

Could
possibly
provide
useful
interpretati
ve
information
or recorded
out of
curiosity

Linked with
certain site
disturbance
s, also
assists in
erosional
control and
may be
indicative of
of good in
situ
preservatio
n of site
artifacts

Helpful for
context on
site
formation
processes,
palaeoethn
obotanical
study, and
geoarchaeol
ogy study

Just crop,
utilitarian,
ornamental
s, or
agricultural
plants

Species
Non-local
distributions species or
abundance, out-of-place
and shifts in species
prosperity/h could be
ealth can
attributed
meaninful to human
to
intervention
archaeologi through
sts
past human
activities

Just nonnative
vegetation,
invasives,
exotics are
helpful or
worth
recording

Because it
was
required on
a site form,
or because
vegetal
information
on site
forms could
populate
the
environmen
tal setting in
a report

Just
ethnobotani
cally
significant
plants listed
by Tribes

Surviving
vegetation
may have
been used
by its past
human
occupants

Present
habitat may
be
analogous
to its past,
where its
ecology may
have
influenced
human
decesion
making, use,
and
habitation
(e.g. flora,
fauna,
water, and
topography)

Just
culturallymodified
trees

Can be
useful in
evaluation
of site
eligibility
and could
be even be
a
component
of integrity
and
significance

Planning or
offering
context for
ground
cover
obstructing
surveyors'
views

Used in
attributing
functions or
context for
artifacts and
features

Plant
communitie
s can be
used as
justification
for site
boundaries

1

1

MT 28

Yes

In managing cultural
resources for the Forest
Service I have never had
a need to us the
vegetation data. The
only exception has been
when a site is a certain
vegetation, for example
a scarred tree.
I have not yet worked on
a site where vegetation
data was necessary for
the type of work I was
completing. I have only
so far looked at whether
it was native plants or
crop land. Crested
wheat grass in particular
indicated whether an
area had been
previously farmed, but
that was the only
vegetation we
considered beyond a
passing notice.
However, there is a shift
in focus on vegetation at
sites given that many
Native American tribes
are pushing for botanical
studies, which means
that archaeologists
should start considering
plant life in relation to
sites associated with
Native Americans.

1

1

have not used the CRIS
form
proximity to water is
always a factor in
defining sites. location of
plants that grow in
riparian areas can
further bolster presence
of water.
I haven't factored
vegetation in at all when
doing site eligibility
determinations.
My research activities
have not been such that
I required vegetation
information from a CRIS
form.
Rarely given the chance
to do research on
specific sites in regards
to vegetation.
When working out of
state, we noticed that
the vegetation had a
direct correlation with
human patterns. Grassy
areas were inhabited
whereas, areas that only
grew sagebrush, were
areas between living
areas.
More often as a general
indicator of site setting.
We have used it to
locate outlines of
structures when grasses
first come in during the
spring. The "ghostlike"
outlines of rectangular
features can be
discernible in the right
light at the right time of
the year.
Vegetation is about as
key to the analysis of a
site as the cultural
materials themselves,
assuming that the
vegetation is not
cultural...which is not a
valid assumption in
many cases.

1

1

1
1

1

1
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Plants play
active roles
in cultural
landscapes
and placemaking

Responder Q4 Have you ever
utilized information
about surface
vegetation/
vegetation zone/
ecotone /habitat
related information
from a cultural
inventory site
form/CRIS form for
your research or in
your own evaluation
of a site?

Q5 Please describe why
or why not, according to
the
previous question (on
utilizing vegetation data
on a site form/CRIS
form).

OR 1
OR 2

No
Yes

OR 3

Yes

non existed
If I'm evaluating a site, I
will more likely rely on
my own observations
tested relationships of
both water and plant
distances to USGS quad
data to determine if
there is a cultural
correlation or simply
landform.ecological
relationship. For
example, average
distance to water for
sites turned out to be
the average distance to
water for any random
point on the quads.

OR 4
OR 5

Yes
Yes

OR 6

Yes

OR 7

Yes

OR 8

Yes

OR 9

Yes

Vegetal data Never seen
was only
anything
collected
noteworthy
because it enough to
was desired record or
by American site areas
Indian
were too
groups
barren

Surface
Vegetation
is of little to
no
archaeologi
cal value

Archaeology
is not about
surface
vegetation

Could never
be useful at
the regional
scale

Is not
statistically
substantiate
d as useful
for site
indication

1

As both a professional
archaeologist and
registered professional
surveyor I used the
spatial distributions of
plant populations to use
as evidence in the court
of law to support use
boundaries through
time. It was often
necessary to combine
several disciplines to
provide adequate
documentation to be
used in court. This
combined the need for
survey grade accuracy
and the documented
distributions of plants,
both native and non
native, to provide a
meaningful shift in
vegetation patterns that
could be then identified
as cultural activities. This
involved using aerial
photography, various
cartographic
mediums
I have used the
vegetation to relocate
sites in Wilderness areas
from obscure and old
site forms for the
purposes of evaluation. I
read the vegetation
types and found areas,
which matched those
descriptions, especially
when plant types
indicate riparian zones,
scabland, or other
landscape types. Some
vegetation types are
very revealing from a
distance, especially in an
arid or desert
environment, such as
Great Basin Wild Rye
around a rockshelter.
If the form specifically
calls out specific plant
species that are
important to Native
Americans, and the plant
can properly be
identified in the field, it
is recorded. Forms
typically call out such
plants as an example.
Which is a good
reminder
Vegatation data is very
importnat in
hypothesizing land use
practices in area of site. I
can not see such data
not being utilized in such
evaluations.
Tribal representatives
interested in culturallysignificant plants and
also to document
evidence of slash-andburn techniques.

Was not
required to
be recorded
either by an
authority or
not required
in site
documentat
ion

1
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The current
variable and
truncated
practice of
surface
vegetation
documentat
ion on site
forms is
performed
in such a
way that it
cannot offer
value to
researchers

Broad aerial
photograph
y, various
government
environmen
tal reports,
various
scientific
government
databases,
GLO, or GIS
data is all
that is
needed

Vegetation
changes too
rapidly, or
considered
illrelevant
to
prehistoric
archaeologi
cal study

Vegetation
is illrelevant
in urban,
developed,
or regularly
disturbed
areas in
modern
times

Vegetation
is not a
component
of site
eligibility

Other
Unclear
topographic reasons
or
environmen
tal factors
are more
reliable (e.g.
soils,
elevation,
etc)

Archaeologi
sts are not
trained in
botany

Vegetation
has not
played a
role in
previous
research
questions or
research
design

Responder Q4 Have you ever
utilized information
about surface
vegetation/
vegetation zone/
ecotone /habitat
related information
from a cultural
inventory site
form/CRIS form for
your research or in
your own evaluation
of a site?

Q5 Please describe why
or why not, according to
the
previous question (on
utilizing vegetation data
on a site form/CRIS
form).

OR 10

No

Those were not available
at the time I was doing
related field work, I used
California specific
vegetation references in
California, would have
looked for Oregon
specific references if I
had been working here
at the time.l

OR 11

Yes

Such information helps
in attributing functions
to artifacts and features.

OR 12
OR 13

Yes
Yes

OR 14

Yes

OR 15

Yes

OR 16

Yes

OR 19

No

I've always described the
vegetation
within/surrounding
sites, and made a point
of noting culturally
significant vegetation
(huckleberries,
balsamroot, etc.), but its
never been a variable in
the evaluation (I
presume NRHP) of a site.

WY 1

No

WY 2

Yes

My research focuses
primarily on rock art and
wildlife. I look at surface
vegetation only to
determine habitat
quality for prey to either
hide or be more
exposed.
I have used vegetation
data to assist in
determining the level of
past disturbances, within
transportation rights-ofway, in order to
determine the potential
for intact buried cultural
deposits.

Vegetal data Never seen
was only
anything
collected
noteworthy
because it enough to
was desired record or
by American site areas
Indian
were too
groups
barren

Surface
Vegetation
is of little to
no
archaeologi
cal value

Archaeology
is not about
surface
vegetation

Could never
be useful at
the regional
scale

Is not
statistically
substantiate
d as useful
for site
indication

Was not
required to
be recorded
either by an
authority or
not required
in site
documentat
ion

The current
variable and
truncated
practice of
surface
vegetation
documentat
ion on site
forms is
performed
in such a
way that it
cannot offer
value to
researchers

Broad aerial
photograph
y, various
government
environmen
tal reports,
various
scientific
government
databases,
GLO, or GIS
data is all
that is
needed

Vegetation
changes too
rapidly, or
considered
illrelevant
to
prehistoric
archaeologi
cal study

Vegetation
is illrelevant
in urban,
developed,
or regularly
disturbed
areas in
modern
times

Vegetation
is not a
component
of site
eligibility

1

The presence of certain
vegetation may indicate
past land use.
When utilizing
vegetation information
to try to interpolate site
use, it's usually to make
a guess. For example, if
there is a lot of camas
nearby, we'll note it in
the site log and say
possible root harvesting
site, and look for
evidence of that activity
in the material record.
I've used current and
known previously
existing vegetation at a
site to justify NRHP
eligibility under Criteria
A and D at both
precontact habitation
and processing sites and
historic homestead and
farmstead sites.
I have noted that that
area containing nonnative vegetation, can
be an indicator of an
historic site from the
introduction of non
native species. In
analysis of predictive site
modelling, that instead
of using e.g. elevation
and slope- that site
potential site location
may utilize vegetation
maps- as expected- the
vegetation correlates
with the elevation;
hence simplifying GIS
analysis. Note this
predictive modelling
corresponds primarily to
prehistoric sites,

1
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Other
Unclear
topographic reasons
or
environmen
tal factors
are more
reliable (e.g.
soils,
elevation,
etc)

Archaeologi
sts are not
trained in
botany

Vegetation
has not
played a
role in
previous
research
questions or
research
design

Responder Q4 Have you ever
utilized information
about surface
vegetation/
vegetation zone/
ecotone /habitat
related information
from a cultural
inventory site
form/CRIS form for
your research or in
your own evaluation
of a site?

Q5 Please describe why
or why not, according to
the
previous question (on
utilizing vegetation data
on a site form/CRIS
form).

WY 3

Yes

WY 4
WY 5

Yes
Yes

WY 6

Yes

WY 7

Yes

Most of the areas I have
worked in are
considered: desert,
sagebrush steppe or
timbered intermountain
areas. I have used CRIS
information to give me a
better understanding of
the use of plants by
Native Peoples. For
subsistence, clothing
and housing.
It is valuable data.
Invasive species vs.
native species
I am a volunteer and I
am curios.
Examine how vegetation
has changed to help
determine changing site
conditions, such as
disturbance or visibility
impacts.

NV 1
NV 2
NV 3

Yes
No
Yes

NV 4

Yes

I use veg data because
site location and type
might be related to the
plant resources in and
near the site (pinyonjuniper woodland,
riparian stream habitats,
meadow grasslands,
dune grasses, spring
surrounding vegetation,
north-facing vs. southfacing types of
vegetation, ecotones
between any of these
habitats). And the plant
resources may also
attract animal resources.

NV 5

Yes

NV 6
NV 7

No
Yes

NV 8

No

Sometimes cheat grass
can tell us about
disturbed areas. I don't
know if that really helps
with the evaluation
except to talk about
integrity if the site meets
certain criteria.
Unreliable
correlation of sites
within certain habitat
types
I work primarily on 20th
century Cold War sites
or in industrial contexts.
There is no point to
describing the
vegetation data as it
would be invasive
species (halogeton,
cheatgrass, etc) or
barren (e.g. cement pad,
swelling clays, tailings).

Vegetal data Never seen
was only
anything
collected
noteworthy
because it enough to
was desired record or
by American site areas
Indian
were too
groups
barren

Surface
Vegetation
is of little to
no
archaeologi
cal value

Archaeology
is not about
surface
vegetation

Could never
be useful at
the regional
scale

Is not
statistically
substantiate
d as useful
for site
indication

Was not
required to
be recorded
either by an
authority or
not required
in site
documentat
ion

The current
variable and
truncated
practice of
surface
vegetation
documentat
ion on site
forms is
performed
in such a
way that it
cannot offer
value to
researchers

Broad aerial
photograph
y, various
government
environmen
tal reports,
various
scientific
government
databases,
GLO, or GIS
data is all
that is
needed

Vegetation
changes too
rapidly, or
considered
illrelevant
to
prehistoric
archaeologi
cal study

Vegetation
is illrelevant
in urban,
developed,
or regularly
disturbed
areas in
modern
times

Vegetation
is not a
component
of site
eligibility

Other
Unclear
topographic reasons
or
environmen
tal factors
are more
reliable (e.g.
soils,
elevation,
etc)

Archaeologi
sts are not
trained in
botany

If not too General.
1
Large sagebrush can
indicate that there is
good depth potential in
an area. Additionally, in
the Great Basin many
site types correspond
with different present
and past ecotones on
the landscape. These
types include paleo sites
on remnant pluvial
shorelines, ethnohistoric
pinyon camps in the
Pinyon/Juniper Zone,
ect. Also, many Basque
arborglyphs only occur
in aspen stands.

1

1

1
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Vegetation
has not
played a
role in
previous
research
questions or
research
design

Responder Q4 Have you ever
utilized information
about surface
vegetation/
vegetation zone/
ecotone /habitat
related information
from a cultural
inventory site
form/CRIS form for
your research or in
your own evaluation
of a site?

Q5 Please describe why
or why not, according to
the
previous question (on
utilizing vegetation data
on a site form/CRIS
form).

NV 9

No

There are several
reasons. One is that the
plant communities I
encounter are often
highly altered by
invasive species and fire.
Another is that it is not
clearly likely that the
plant community I see
now at a site is
representative of the
plant community that
would have been
present in the past,
especially for older sites.

NV 10

No

Much of the vegetation
across Nevada has
changed radically since
the mid-19th century. In
many cases where
landscapes are forested,
we don't know how old
the trees are or how
long a particular
landscape has been
forested. Particularly
regarding the
distribution of single-leaf
pinyon, which was an
important food source
for Native people during
historic and prehistoric
times, we don't know
how long ago pinyon
arrived in many parts of
Nevada.

NV 11

Yes

NV 12

Yes

Helps to identify site
conditions, potential
past resource use
Sometimes the plants
can indicate a different
use of land at some
point in time. It is not
unusual to find a desert
plant/tree in the middle
of a feature. That kind
of thing. Also vegetation
can be different in
culturally used spaces.
Grass growing inside a
slight depression is an
example.

NV 13

Yes

NV 14

Yes

NM 1

Yes

NM 2

No

NM 3

Yes

NM 4

Yes

Vegetal data Never seen
was only
anything
collected
noteworthy
because it enough to
was desired record or
by American site areas
Indian
were too
groups
barren

Surface
Vegetation
is of little to
no
archaeologi
cal value

Archaeology
is not about
surface
vegetation

Could never
be useful at
the regional
scale

Is not
statistically
substantiate
d as useful
for site
indication

Was not
required to
be recorded
either by an
authority or
not required
in site
documentat
ion

The current
variable and
truncated
practice of
surface
vegetation
documentat
ion on site
forms is
performed
in such a
way that it
cannot offer
value to
researchers

Broad aerial
photograph
y, various
government
environmen
tal reports,
various
scientific
government
databases,
GLO, or GIS
data is all
that is
needed

Vegetation
changes too
rapidly, or
considered
illrelevant
to
prehistoric
archaeologi
cal study

Vegetation
is illrelevant
in urban,
developed,
or regularly
disturbed
areas in
modern
times

1

1

To deal with the extent
of the site.
Used vegetation data
along with slope, soil
conditions, etc. to
identify similar site
traits.
I do macrobotanical
analysis of flotation
samples and like to
compare my findings to
current vegetation
growing in a site area.
I utilize other published
scientific reference
sources.
As a historical
archaeologist, I use
introduced and invasive
species as part of the
interpretation of past
land use.
Surface vegetation
coverage is directly
related to surface
visibility, which is a
required field to
complete in the LA site
form.

1
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1

Vegetation
is not a
component
of site
eligibility

Other
Unclear
topographic reasons
or
environmen
tal factors
are more
reliable (e.g.
soils,
elevation,
etc)

Archaeologi
sts are not
trained in
botany

Vegetation
has not
played a
role in
previous
research
questions or
research
design

Responder Q4 Have you ever
utilized information
about surface
vegetation/
vegetation zone/
ecotone /habitat
related information
from a cultural
inventory site
form/CRIS form for
your research or in
your own evaluation
of a site?

Q5 Please describe why
or why not, according to
the
previous question (on
utilizing vegetation data
on a site form/CRIS
form).

NM 5

Yes

Some plants at sites
could potentially have
been resources
exploited by the
inhabitants. Also, lack of
diversity at some sites is
indicative of prolonged
and intense grazing,
which informs the
evaluation of the site's
condition. In other cases
where invasive plants
are present, it is useful
to note that the current
site setting is not as it
would have been in the
past.

NM 6

No

These data are available
for the area in which I
work as a vegetation
map created by
botanists and ecologists.
In other areas, we use
SW REGAP.

NM 7

Yes

NM 8

No

NM 9

Yes

NM 10

Yes

vegetatation can reflect
disturbance and can
include cultigens
It has never been a part
of my research design or
goals
Vegetation can be a
useful indicator of
transformational
processes that affect
archaeological sites,
both during formation as
well as afterwards. In
my own experience,
"indicator" plants
(including
presence/absence of
particular species as well
as their current status)
have been useful in
terms of: 1). evaluating
the degree to which
wildfire may have
affected below-ground
cultural deposits, and 2).
assessing potential
effects of other sources
of disturbance, including
human and animal
activity. Note: some
land-managing agencies
add their own criteria for
assessing vegetation into
the LA
form,
in for has
The
firm
I work

Vegetal data Never seen
was only
anything
collected
noteworthy
because it enough to
was desired record or
by American site areas
Indian
were too
groups
barren

Surface
Vegetation
is of little to
no
archaeologi
cal value

Archaeology
is not about
surface
vegetation

Could never
be useful at
the regional
scale

Is not
statistically
substantiate
d as useful
for site
indication

Was not
required to
be recorded
either by an
authority or
not required
in site
documentat
ion

The current
variable and
truncated
practice of
surface
vegetation
documentat
ion on site
forms is
performed
in such a
way that it
cannot offer
value to
researchers

Broad aerial
photograph
y, various
government
environmen
tal reports,
various
scientific
government
databases,
GLO, or GIS
data is all
that is
needed

Vegetation
changes too
rapidly, or
considered
illrelevant
to
prehistoric
archaeologi
cal study

Vegetation
is illrelevant
in urban,
developed,
or regularly
disturbed
areas in
modern
times

Vegetation
is not a
component
of site
eligibility

Other
Unclear
topographic reasons
or
environmen
tal factors
are more
reliable (e.g.
soils,
elevation,
etc)

Archaeologi
sts are not
trained in
botany

Vegetation
has not
played a
role in
previous
research
questions or
research
design

1

NM 11

Yes

NM 12

Yes

1

compiled vegetation
data from multiple LA
forms in the same area
as a way of getting a
coarse baseline sense of
vegetation communities
within a given area.
Important especially for
archaic cave sites as to
scatter on the apron of
rockshelters and caves.
Non local plants
sometimes occurring at
altitudes no common for
those species.
We use surface
vegetation/ ecotone/
and habitat data
extensively to help to
define and identify
Native American Sites.
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Responder Q4 Have you ever
utilized information
about surface
vegetation/
vegetation zone/
ecotone /habitat
related information
from a cultural
inventory site
form/CRIS form for
your research or in
your own evaluation
of a site?

Q5 Please describe why
or why not, according to
the
previous question (on
utilizing vegetation data
on a site form/CRIS
form).

NM 13

Yes

NM 14

Yes

NM 15

No

NM 16

No

Often, it is the larger
trees/plants which I'm
looking at in terms of
relocating a site on a
previously recorded site
form. Specifically,
mapped in juniper or
pinyon trees.
Sometimes I look at
changed species data
from previous site
recording to update
recording to identify if
there has been a
seasonal vegetation
change, or a change in
surface disturbance to
the site which may
explain varying site
artifact data.
As I am not a botanist, I
rely heavily upon the
work of previous
researchers regarding
vegetation data for site
forms. While I can list
basic plant types, I will
utilize information
provided by previous
researchers if their
information provides
greater scope than my
existing knowledge.
Typically, vegetation is
not a very useful
indicator of prehistoric
activity in this region
(the Tularosa Basin) due
to the fact that the
majority of the area is
coppice dune terrain
created by overgrazing
of cattle in semi-arid
desert grassland and
shrubland. The current
landscape is not
indicative of what was
present in the past
precisely because it has
changed so much. That
being said, there are
areas were recording
current flora is useful:
mainly upland areas like
proximal alluvial fans
and montane ecotones.
Has never factored in to
any research questions
or job-related objectives.
Also, just as with soils,
archaeologists do not
receive proper training
in identification.

CO 1

Yes

CO 2

Yes

Vegetal data Never seen
was only
anything
collected
noteworthy
because it enough to
was desired record or
by American site areas
Indian
were too
groups
barren

Surface
Vegetation
is of little to
no
archaeologi
cal value

Archaeology
is not about
surface
vegetation

Could never
be useful at
the regional
scale

Is not
statistically
substantiate
d as useful
for site
indication

Was not
required to
be recorded
either by an
authority or
not required
in site
documentat
ion

The current
variable and
truncated
practice of
surface
vegetation
documentat
ion on site
forms is
performed
in such a
way that it
cannot offer
value to
researchers

Broad aerial
photograph
y, various
government
environmen
tal reports,
various
scientific
government
databases,
GLO, or GIS
data is all
that is
needed

Vegetation
changes too
rapidly, or
considered
illrelevant
to
prehistoric
archaeologi
cal study

Vegetation
is illrelevant
in urban,
developed,
or regularly
disturbed
areas in
modern
times

1

Vegetation
is not a
component
of site
eligibility

Other
Unclear
topographic reasons
or
environmen
tal factors
are more
reliable (e.g.
soils,
elevation,
etc)

Archaeologi
sts are not
trained in
botany

1

1

1

1
Vegetation patterns on
the surface often betray
characteristics of the
subsurface deposits. For
example, one can often
determine where wall
lines are by following
lines of taprooms in
plants and shrubs
Just to see what they
said
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Vegetation
has not
played a
role in
previous
research
questions or
research
design

1

Responder Q4 Have you ever
utilized information
about surface
vegetation/
vegetation zone/
ecotone /habitat
related information
from a cultural
inventory site
form/CRIS form for
your research or in
your own evaluation
of a site?

Q5 Please describe why
or why not, according to
the
previous question (on
utilizing vegetation data
on a site form/CRIS
form).

CO 3

Yes

CO 4

No

Plant information is
usually so generic as to
be of little use in
evaluating a site.
Sometimes plant
information is somewhat
informative as to
disturbances. On trails,
such as the Santa Fe
Trail and Old Spanish
Trail, we have noted
slight variations in
vegetation that have
made the trails visible.
Sometimes this has been
through agricultural
fields and other times it
is in areas of sparse
vegetation where
compaction or
disturbance has resulted
is slight vegetation
changes or the growth of
species that either
tolerate compaction or
benefit from increased
moisture that
accumulates
in former
In my experience
thus

CO 5

Yes

CO 6

No

CO 7

Yes

CO 8

Yes

CO 9

Yes

CO 10

Yes

far I have not had any
situations in which
vegetation data was an
important factor in site
evaluation.
Often there is a
correlation apparent
between vegetation
zone/ecotone and
certain types of
archaeological sites or
with site densities.
Occasionally this
relationship is so
obvious that it is worth
mentioning or exploring,
such as with some
simple statistics and
discussion in the
inventory report.
I don't find the
information useful for
site specific questions
and too inconsistent or
vague for regional
overviews.
current plants within a
project area could
reflect past vegetation
of the area. Plants
useful for prehistoric
peoples may or may not
be present in a given
area. This also is where
pollen analysis from
mud in bottoms of lakes
comes in handy
The amount and type of
vegetation can be
utilized to determine
whether there is
seasonal or subsurface
water in the vicinity,
which might also explain
the presence of cultural
phenomena.
To assist in tribal
consultation of that
particular site.
Sometimes required to
use the vegetation data
provided in the site form
manual (e.g. Wyoming)

Vegetal data Never seen
was only
anything
collected
noteworthy
because it enough to
was desired record or
by American site areas
Indian
were too
groups
barren

Surface
Vegetation
is of little to
no
archaeologi
cal value

Archaeology
is not about
surface
vegetation

Could never
be useful at
the regional
scale

Is not
statistically
substantiate
d as useful
for site
indication

Was not
required to
be recorded
either by an
authority or
not required
in site
documentat
ion

The current
variable and
truncated
practice of
surface
vegetation
documentat
ion on site
forms is
performed
in such a
way that it
cannot offer
value to
researchers

Broad aerial
photograph
y, various
government
environmen
tal reports,
various
scientific
government
databases,
GLO, or GIS
data is all
that is
needed

Vegetation
changes too
rapidly, or
considered
illrelevant
to
prehistoric
archaeologi
cal study

Vegetation
is illrelevant
in urban,
developed,
or regularly
disturbed
areas in
modern
times

Vegetation
is not a
component
of site
eligibility

1

1

1

1
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Other
Unclear
topographic reasons
or
environmen
tal factors
are more
reliable (e.g.
soils,
elevation,
etc)

Archaeologi
sts are not
trained in
botany

Vegetation
has not
played a
role in
previous
research
questions or
research
design

Responder Q4 Have you ever
utilized information
about surface
vegetation/
vegetation zone/
ecotone /habitat
related information
from a cultural
inventory site
form/CRIS form for
your research or in
your own evaluation
of a site?

Q5 Please describe why
or why not, according to
the
previous question (on
utilizing vegetation data
on a site form/CRIS
form).

CO 11

Yes

CO 12

Yes

In my work (underwater
archaeology), the
presence of specific
vegetation on a site is
integral to judging site
stability and sediment
attrition. Therefore, site
habitat details are
recorded via a cultural
inventory site form, and
aids in the evaluation of
site risk and
management.
I have used vegetation
information on survey
site forms in site reports.

CO 13

Yes

CO 14

Yes

CO 15

No

CO 16

Yes

CO 17

Yes

CO 18

Yes

CO 19

Yes

CO 20

No

CO 21

No

CO 22

No

CO 23

Yes

For our company we
routinely use all types of
information available
including info on the
CRIS form.
I use this information to
get a preliminary idea
about site ecology for
my own reporting of
faunal remains.
Sometimes it wasn't
required.
On prehistoric sites
understanding the
natural setting of the
site can provide useful
information to help
determine the activities
undertaken at a site.
Surface vegetation
affects visibility which in
turn affects how a site is
evaluated.
Vegetation is directly
tied to soil depth, and
therefore potential for
buried components of
sites
We have correlated
vegetation zone data
and site locations when
building predictive
models for prehistoric
sites.
I find that data available
is often absent, or if
present, is in general
unreliable.
Not done this kind of
work. I'm only a
student, but not
graduate student.
do people in the field
actually have enough
botanical training to
make an accurate
determination about
what plants are around
them or what biome (if
not supplied from a
previous report) thay are
in.
The surface vegetation
can sometimes be a
good indicator of
potential soil depth as
well as deposition.
Combined with soil
information it can be
very useful in providing
support for claims of the
potential of buried
deposits. However, it
must be used cautiously
and only as
supplemental. Outside
of Colorado, certain
species of plant are very
indicative of specific
cultural activity (i.e.
prehistoric latrines) and
can be very important. It
can also indicate if the
area has recently been
disturbed and if you are
looking at a disturbed
context.

Vegetal data Never seen
was only
anything
collected
noteworthy
because it enough to
was desired record or
by American site areas
Indian
were too
groups
barren

Surface
Vegetation
is of little to
no
archaeologi
cal value

Archaeology
is not about
surface
vegetation

Could never
be useful at
the regional
scale

Is not
statistically
substantiate
d as useful
for site
indication

Was not
required to
be recorded
either by an
authority or
not required
in site
documentat
ion

The current
variable and
truncated
practice of
surface
vegetation
documentat
ion on site
forms is
performed
in such a
way that it
cannot offer
value to
researchers

Broad aerial
photograph
y, various
government
environmen
tal reports,
various
scientific
government
databases,
GLO, or GIS
data is all
that is
needed

Vegetation
changes too
rapidly, or
considered
illrelevant
to
prehistoric
archaeologi
cal study

Vegetation
is illrelevant
in urban,
developed,
or regularly
disturbed
areas in
modern
times

Vegetation
is not a
component
of site
eligibility

Other
Unclear
topographic reasons
or
environmen
tal factors
are more
reliable (e.g.
soils,
elevation,
etc)

Archaeologi
sts are not
trained in
botany

1

1

1

1

1
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Vegetation
has not
played a
role in
previous
research
questions or
research
design

Responder Q4 Have you ever
utilized information
about surface
vegetation/
vegetation zone/
ecotone /habitat
related information
from a cultural
inventory site
form/CRIS form for
your research or in
your own evaluation
of a site?

Q5 Please describe why
or why not, according to
the
previous question (on
utilizing vegetation data
on a site form/CRIS
form).

CO 24

No

CO 25

Yes

CO 26

Yes

The evaluation of a site
is more determined by
the dirt rather than the
vegetation, and
vegetation likely
changed over time.
Yes, once during a
modeling project for City
of Aurora Undeveloped
Lands (Colorado) in the
1990s, data were used
from forms to analyze
site trends;
vegetation/habitat data
was not ultimately
making the cut for the
statistically reliable
indicators used.
Rarely do we use
environmental data
from site forms at all for
any purpose since these
data are available in far
more robust and
analyzable sets through
GIS. The firm does
extensive modeling with
vegetation data and
archaeological sites with
those data sets.
Including analysis of
plant based processing
indicators on
archaeological
sites
tend to besites
located

MT 1

No

MT 2

Yes

MT 3

No

MT 4

No

Vegetal data Never seen
was only
anything
collected
noteworthy
because it enough to
was desired record or
by American site areas
Indian
were too
groups
barren

Surface
Vegetation
is of little to
no
archaeologi
cal value

Archaeology
is not about
surface
vegetation

Could never
be useful at
the regional
scale

Is not
statistically
substantiate
d as useful
for site
indication

Was not
required to
be recorded
either by an
authority or
not required
in site
documentat
ion

The current
variable and
truncated
practice of
surface
vegetation
documentat
ion on site
forms is
performed
in such a
way that it
cannot offer
value to
researchers

Broad aerial
photograph
y, various
government
environmen
tal reports,
various
scientific
government
databases,
GLO, or GIS
data is all
that is
needed

Vegetation
changes too
rapidly, or
considered
illrelevant
to
prehistoric
archaeologi
cal study

1

Vegetation
is illrelevant
in urban,
developed,
or regularly
disturbed
areas in
modern
times

Vegetation
is not a
component
of site
eligibility

Other
Unclear
topographic reasons
or
environmen
tal factors
are more
reliable (e.g.
soils,
elevation,
etc)

Archaeologi
sts are not
trained in
botany

Vegetation
has not
played a
role in
previous
research
questions or
research
design

1

1

at ecotone boundaries
and vegetation speaks
toward depositional
stability and potential
for additional deposits.
The research that I have
been involved in did not
include vegetation in the
scope of work, other
than old growth trees vs.
new growth and soil
samples.
This is especially
important in helping
determine the potential
for associated buried
cultural remains.
The information is too
general for
ethnobotanical research.
CRIS forms are inventory
documents and typically
are not intended to give
the level of specificity
needed in research.

1

1
Generally not reliable
data too much variation
in descriptions for crosscomparisons
More likely to use
elevation as an
environmental indicator

1
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1

Responder Q4 Have you ever
utilized information
about surface
vegetation/
vegetation zone/
ecotone /habitat
related information
from a cultural
inventory site
form/CRIS form for
your research or in
your own evaluation
of a site?

Q5 Please describe why
or why not, according to
the
previous question (on
utilizing vegetation data
on a site form/CRIS
form).

MT 5

Yes

MT 6

No

I believe such data is
important in aiding with
developing local and
regional settlement and
subsistence modeling
and could be important
in interpreting activities
and activity patterning
(along with
paleoethnobotany/archa
eobotany). I also believe
that contemporary
vegetation data can play
a role in
Paleoenvironmental
reconstruction and can
assist in developing
models on the effect of
past climate change on
vegetation (and thereby
the effect on human and
wildlife populations). I
also believe that data on
extant plant
communities and
species can in some
instances provide
information
on post
I have not seen
any

MT 7

No

MT 8

No

significant data about
plants in a site form.
I have never conducted
Montana archaeological
research where I felt
that the vegetation
records on CRIS forms
were all that important.
Not doing research on
vegetation.
I have not yet performed
field work in Montana.
However, in other
projects and other
states, we have used
vegetation as an
indicator of disturbance
and used it to aid in the
identification of
features.

MT 9

No

MT 10
MT 11

No
Yes

MT 12

Yes

MT 13

Yes

Not sure if this qualifies:
I've asked local ranchers
how deep a hay field
might have been
plowed, in order to
determine depth of
disturbance for a site I
found in a hay field.
Also, the format of the
site form wasn't exactly
the MT CRIS, it was a
Lewis and Clark National
Forest site form.

MT 14

Yes

MT 15

Yes

Vegetation can lead to
further identification of
site functions and help
future generations
identify certain plant
species that are more
likely to grow on certain
sites.
Used CRIS as an
additional check to
insure I've addressed all
relevant information.

Vegetal data Never seen
was only
anything
collected
noteworthy
because it enough to
was desired record or
by American site areas
Indian
were too
groups
barren

Surface
Vegetation
is of little to
no
archaeologi
cal value

Archaeology
is not about
surface
vegetation

Could never
be useful at
the regional
scale

Is not
statistically
substantiate
d as useful
for site
indication

Was not
required to
be recorded
either by an
authority or
not required
in site
documentat
ion

The current
variable and
truncated
practice of
surface
vegetation
documentat
ion on site
forms is
performed
in such a
way that it
cannot offer
value to
researchers

1

1

1
1

Yes, as it allows a more
comprehensive
interpretation of a site.
Vegetation is important
to site formation and
helps to keep artifacts in
context. Sites in areas
with less vegetation
typically have a more
diffuse scatter of
artifacts and less context
due erosional processes.
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Broad aerial
photograph
y, various
government
environmen
tal reports,
various
scientific
government
databases,
GLO, or GIS
data is all
that is
needed

Vegetation
changes too
rapidly, or
considered
illrelevant
to
prehistoric
archaeologi
cal study

Vegetation
is illrelevant
in urban,
developed,
or regularly
disturbed
areas in
modern
times

Vegetation
is not a
component
of site
eligibility

Other
Unclear
topographic reasons
or
environmen
tal factors
are more
reliable (e.g.
soils,
elevation,
etc)

Archaeologi
sts are not
trained in
botany

Vegetation
has not
played a
role in
previous
research
questions or
research
design

Responder Q4 Have you ever
utilized information
about surface
vegetation/
vegetation zone/
ecotone /habitat
related information
from a cultural
inventory site
form/CRIS form for
your research or in
your own evaluation
of a site?

Q5 Please describe why
or why not, according to
the
previous question (on
utilizing vegetation data
on a site form/CRIS
form).

MT 16

No

MT 17

Yes

MT 18

No

Vegetation is usually
either relatively
homogeneous or of little
to no value in site
determination and
relocations
Mostly to correlate site
occurrences with the
likelihood of finding
similar sites in similar
environments.
Rangeland management,
current conditions
include addditonal
diversity healthier plant
communities vice versa

MT 19

No

MT 20

No

MT 21

No

MT 22

Yes

MT 23

No

MT 24

No

MT 25

No

MT 26

Yes

MT 27

Yes

In managing cultural
resources for the Forest
Service I have never had
a need to us the
vegetation data. The
only exception has been
when a site is a certain
vegetation, for example
a scarred tree.
I have not yet worked on
a site where vegetation
data was necessary for
the type of work I was
completing. I have only
so far looked at whether
it was native plants or
crop land. Crested
wheat grass in particular
indicated whether an
area had been
previously farmed, but
that was the only
vegetation we
considered beyond a
passing notice.
However, there is a shift
in focus on vegetation at
sites given that many
Native American tribes
are pushing for botanical
studies, which means
that archaeologists
should start considering
plant life in relation to
sites associated with
Native Americans.

Vegetal data Never seen
was only
anything
collected
noteworthy
because it enough to
was desired record or
by American site areas
Indian
were too
groups
barren

Surface
Vegetation
is of little to
no
archaeologi
cal value

1

1

Archaeology
is not about
surface
vegetation

Could never
be useful at
the regional
scale

Is not
statistically
substantiate
d as useful
for site
indication

Was not
required to
be recorded
either by an
authority or
not required
in site
documentat
ion

The current
variable and
truncated
practice of
surface
vegetation
documentat
ion on site
forms is
performed
in such a
way that it
cannot offer
value to
researchers

Broad aerial
photograph
y, various
government
environmen
tal reports,
various
scientific
government
databases,
GLO, or GIS
data is all
that is
needed

Vegetation
changes too
rapidly, or
considered
illrelevant
to
prehistoric
archaeologi
cal study

Vegetation
is illrelevant
in urban,
developed,
or regularly
disturbed
areas in
modern
times

Vegetation
is not a
component
of site
eligibility

Other
Unclear
topographic reasons
or
environmen
tal factors
are more
reliable (e.g.
soils,
elevation,
etc)

Archaeologi
sts are not
trained in
botany

Vegetation
has not
played a
role in
previous
research
questions or
research
design

1

1

1

1

1

have not used the CRIS
form
proximity to water is
always a factor in
defining sites. location of
plants that grow in
riparian areas can
further bolster presence
of water.
I haven't factored
vegetation in at all when
doing site eligibility
determinations.

1

1
My research activities
have not been such that
I required vegetation
information from a CRIS
form.
Rarely given the chance
to do research on
specific sites in regards
to vegetation.
When working out of
state, we noticed that
the vegetation had a
direct correlation with
human patterns. Grassy
areas were inhabited
whereas, areas that only
grew sagebrush, were
areas between living
areas.
More often as a general
indicator of site setting.

1

1

1
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Responder Q4 Have you ever
utilized information
about surface
vegetation/
vegetation zone/
ecotone /habitat
related information
from a cultural
inventory site
form/CRIS form for
your research or in
your own evaluation
of a site?

Q5 Please describe why
or why not, according to
the
previous question (on
utilizing vegetation data
on a site form/CRIS
form).

MT 28

We have used it to
locate outlines of
structures when grasses
first come in during the
spring. The "ghostlike"
outlines of rectangular
features can be
discernible in the right
light at the right time of
the year.
Vegetation is about as
key to the analysis of a
site as the cultural
materials themselves,
assuming that the
vegetation is not
cultural...which is not a
valid assumption in
many cases.

Yes

Vegetal data Never seen
was only
anything
collected
noteworthy
because it enough to
was desired record or
by American site areas
Indian
were too
groups
barren

Surface
Vegetation
is of little to
no
archaeologi
cal value

Archaeology
is not about
surface
vegetation

Could never
be useful at
the regional
scale

Is not
statistically
substantiate
d as useful
for site
indication
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Was not
required to
be recorded
either by an
authority or
not required
in site
documentat
ion

The current
variable and
truncated
practice of
surface
vegetation
documentat
ion on site
forms is
performed
in such a
way that it
cannot offer
value to
researchers

Broad aerial
photograph
y, various
government
environmen
tal reports,
various
scientific
government
databases,
GLO, or GIS
data is all
that is
needed

Vegetation
changes too
rapidly, or
considered
illrelevant
to
prehistoric
archaeologi
cal study

Vegetation
is illrelevant
in urban,
developed,
or regularly
disturbed
areas in
modern
times

Vegetation
is not a
component
of site
eligibility

Other
Unclear
topographic reasons
or
environmen
tal factors
are more
reliable (e.g.
soils,
elevation,
etc)

Archaeologi
sts are not
trained in
botany

Vegetation
has not
played a
role in
previous
research
questions or
research
design

Western State MAPS Participants’ Results - Q6 - “No” & “Other” Categories
Responder

Q6 Is there anything you
would change about the
vegetation section of site
forms?

OR 1
OR 2

none
Not something I've given a
lot of thought to
probably not... basic issue is
with the recorder's ability to
recognize plants or even
look for them and the
fuzziness of ecotones
Not sure
I'm not real familiar with the
CRIS form. Not for the lack
of use but because of the
work that I did the reports
and documents had to
withstand the rigors of court
room scrutiny. This the CRIS
form did not provide. I
needed a higher level of
information to present to
the court. Granted the
information was the same
but the qualifications were
completely different. The
CRIS form although
academically useful is not
useful for the rigors of legal
documents. The biggest
reason is the lack of survey
control and exactness when
detailing the position of
cultural material. The typical
archaeologist is not
equipped to handle the legal
requirements of the local
Board of Engineering
Examiners as outlined by
the various states I have

OR 3

OR 4
OR 5

None, no
changes
recommend
ed.
Recorders
or differing
skill will see
what they
see.

None, I
don't really
use it or it is
not real
useful

Undecided Other,
pending
unclear
more
response
familiarity
on the
subject or
knowledge
of what is
required

1
1

1
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Responder

Q6 Is there anything you
would change about the
vegetation section of site
forms?

OR 6

I just informed a colleague
yesterday that I
wholeheartedly believe we,
as archaeologists, must be
better informed about plant
identification, identification
of landscape and habitat
types, and geology. I
revisited a lithic landscape
once and the site form had a
blanket statement
"sagebrush and various
grasses" and when I arrived
there was yarrow, three
different varieties of
lomatium, camas, and a
huge diversity of plant types.
I don't know what needs to
change on the site forms so
much as a shift in blind
compliance to a better
understanding of the
habitats that past people
occupied.
None
Many people working in the
field have litttle to no
experience identifying local
plants or in realizing the
importnace for them to do
so. Site forms are rarely
filled out with any detail and
I fear that many do not
understand why they are
asked to fill out these fields
and how it can/should be
useful to them and future
researchers. Perhaps more
description of the
importnace and how to use
these fields in a site form
manual would be good as
well as an emphasis of how
and why to record such data
during academic studies and
by federal agencies hiring
summer help.

OR 7
OR 8

OR 9
OR 10
OR 11
OR 12
OR 13
OR 14

None, no
changes
recommend
ed.
Recorders
or differing
skill will see
what they
see.

None, I
don't really
use it or it is
not real
useful

Undecided Other,
pending
unclear
more
response
familiarity
on the
subject or
knowledge
of what is
required

1

None.
n/a, no experience with
those forms
none

1

None
None, although I would
include knowledge of
regional vegetation in
introductory course work for
archaeology courses

1

1
1

1
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Responder

Q6 Is there anything you
would change about the
vegetation section of site
forms?

OR 15
OR 16

None
Most forms I have
encountered, both
government and private
sector include both primary
and secondary vegetation
sections

OR 17
OR 18
OR 19

WY 1
WY 2
WY 3

WY 4
WY 5
WY 6

WY 7
NV 1
NV 2
NV 3

NV 4

NV 5

NV 6

NV 7

Provide clear, well-defined,
options for vegetation
zones, ecotones, etc.. The
current system is a mess, to
put it bluntly.
none
None.
I would like to see a
breakdown of the use of
plants by Native People.
None
None
I don't have enough
background to make
suggestions.
Possibly add a section on
local vegetation on site.
None
I think there should be more
room for better vegetation
descriptions.
Not really, if people are
knowledgeable about plants
they usually describe them
on and around a site.
I would like a guide about
common vegetation
encountered in Nevada. I'm
not a natural botanist so I
usually have to ask someone
with me who knows plants
better than I do to name off
the plants on the site.
I would omit it completely.
There are better sources of
information and
archaeological field
personnel are not qualified
to fill it out reliably. Perhaps
a field for vegetation notes,
should anybody be
knowledgeable and feel
inclined.
None

None, no
changes
recommend
ed.
Recorders
or differing
skill will see
what they
see.

None, I
don't really
use it or it is
not real
useful

Undecided Other,
pending
unclear
more
response
familiarity
on the
subject or
knowledge
of what is
required

1

1

1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1
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Responder

Q6 Is there anything you
would change about the
vegetation section of site
forms?

NV 8

Have a box for Not
Applicable. Veg. data is only
really useful (in my
experience) in prehistoric or
ethnohistoric contexts.
none
Contemporary vegetation
maps, even at the scale of
1:24,000, would help
tremendously. Further
studies involving tree-dating
would also be helpful in the
case of pinyon and other
pines in Nevada.
none
None
In Nevada there are too
many contractors out there
of varying quality who work
on Federal land. Create
standards for identifying
ecotone.
Usually just use the written
description of the
vegetation.
None
none
none
none
On the LA form, I would add
a checkbox for a riparian
zone that is not a
marshland.
Eliminate it because better
data are available.
Observations about things
like fuel load should be
made, but that does not
require the same level of
knowledge and expertise
about individual plant
species.
been too long since I've
filled out a form to
remember

NV 9
NV 10

NV 11
NV 12
NV 13

NV 14

NM 1
NM 2
NM 3
NM 4
NM 5

NM 6

NM 7

None, no
changes
recommend
ed.
Recorders
or differing
skill will see
what they
see.

None, I
don't really
use it or it is
not real
useful

Undecided Other,
pending
unclear
more
response
familiarity
on the
subject or
knowledge
of what is
required

1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1

NM 8

241

Responder

Q6 Is there anything you
would change about the
vegetation section of site
forms?

NM 9

The basic categories on the
LA form used in New Mexico
are generic, but appropriate.
The vigor with which they
are addressed depends on
the person filling them out,
and whether or not they
judge such information to be
a useless exercise (or not). I
would say if these portions
of the LA form were to be
improved, the best way to
do so would be to educate
more archaeologists about
why this information is
important. I had worked for
a land-managing agency in
another discipline before I
began working as an
archaeologist, so I already
understood the reasoning
behind the questions asked.

NM 10

if it could be efficiently
added without devoting too
much space, a checkable list
of major New Mexico
vegetation communities
(with a few of their
characteristic species) might
provide a little structure and
reduce the likelihood of
blank or completely spurious
vegetation sections.

NM 11

More training for field
archaeologists in
ethnobotany.
none
I would add a category for
vegetative ground cover
and/or duff cover
percentage.
None.
None
None. I doesn't hurt, or take
much time to check a box.
I haven't filled out enough of
these forms directly to say
whether they are adequate
in this area.
My suggestion would be to
narrow it down to
vegetation zones/habitat.
My belief is that most CRM
archaeologists dont know
plants well enough.
None
None

NM 12
NM 13

NM 14
NM 15
NM 16
CO 1

CO 2

CO 3
CO 4

None, no
changes
recommend
ed.
Recorders
or differing
skill will see
what they
see.

None, I
don't really
use it or it is
not real
useful

Undecided Other,
pending
unclear
more
response
familiarity
on the
subject or
knowledge
of what is
required

1

1
1
1

1

1
1

242

Responder

Q6 Is there anything you
would change about the
vegetation section of site
forms?

CO 5
CO 6
CO 7
CO 8
CO 9
CO 10
CO 11

None
none
None
None
No
None.
More specifics for more
detailed observations
(species, types, etc.), and
mechanisms for sharing data
with other specialists (e.g.
natural resource managers,
or biological technicians).

1
1
1
1
1
1

CO 12
CO 13

None
They seem rather limited
and should be expanded as
not all situations apply.
None
Be asked to include it.
Most state forms only ask
for a limited description of
the species present at a site,
it would be helpful if a more
comprehensive view of the
natural setting of sites.

1

none
none
Checklists might be more
useful than just free-form
blanks.
The forms are not
necessarily the problem, it is
the lack of knowledge and
training of field crew in this
area that limits the quality of
data collected.

1
1

none

1

CO 14
CO 15
CO 16

CO 17
CO 18
CO 19

CO 20

CO 21
CO 22

None, no
changes
recommend
ed.
Recorders
or differing
skill will see
what they
see.

None, I
don't really
use it or it is
not real
useful

Undecided Other,
pending
unclear
more
response
familiarity
on the
subject or
knowledge
of what is
required

1

243

Responder

Q6 Is there anything you
would change about the
vegetation section of site
forms?

CO 23

Generally, I find that most
people don't fill them out
fully and have to look it up
later in the office and it ends
up not being helpful.
Vegetation can change so
quickly on a site that it may
not even resemble that from
a site recorded 10-20 years
previous. I would rather
have whether or not it is
something that seasonally
covers the site, the
percentage of vegetation
cover is useful (but needs a
description of how that was
determined), whether the
vegetation indicates a threat
or potential disturbance to
the site. Overall, it would be
more helpful to guide users
towards the why they
should record the vegetation
rather than just ask them to
do so and name plants that
most can't identify properly.

CO 24
CO 25

None
Get rid of them. GIS exists.
Better training in specific
plant identification on
archaeological sites may be
worthwhile to make them
more reliable and these
descriptions can be added to
descriptive notes on sites
that are needed in most
states' site forms.
Cross comparison of plants
available around sites
retains important both for
ethnographic consideration
and for later use informing
plant based sampling from
residues, fill, etc.
Regardless, data in site
forms are not usually mined
or very reliable for these
purposes.
The Colorado form has a
qualitative vegetation
description. It works.
I don't have enough
information about it to give
an opinion.
None
None

None, no
changes
recommend
ed.
Recorders
or differing
skill will see
what they
see.

None, I
don't really
use it or it is
not real
useful

Undecided Other,
pending
unclear
more
response
familiarity
on the
subject or
knowledge
of what is
required

1

CO 26

MT 1

MT 2
MT 3

1

1

1
1
1

244

Responder

Q6 Is there anything you
would change about the
vegetation section of site
forms?

MT 4

Probably none. It is what it is
(what each recorder chooses
to see) I would look to other
non-archaeology layers of
vegetation zones if looking
to make settlementsubsistence comparisons.
Cite sources or references
for any vegetation
classification or
identification (including CRIS
preparer if that is the only
source).
I would like to see a more in
depth analysis of plant
types.
None.
None
In general, considering the
various forms (multiple
decades, multiple states,
multiple agencies) I have
worked with, this allows for
the greatest degree of
consistency, as very few
archaeologists have
experience in botany. That
said, I would possibly put a
list of the primary species in
each of the categories (ie:
Short Grass Prairie =
primarily ___, ____, and
___.).
None
None
There is a need for
documenting Native plant
species used ceremony,
ritual and medicinal plants.
The areas these plants grow
can be considered TCPs used
generationally. Documenting
these plants is important to
cultural identity.

MT 5

MT 6

MT 7
MT 8
MT 9

MT 10
MT 11
MT 12

MT 13
MT 14
MT 15

MT 16
MT 17
MT 18
MT 19
MT 20
MT 21
MT 22

none
None
None. I rely primarily on
other sources and previous
academic training.
none
none
None
None
None.
none
none

None, no
changes
recommend
ed.
Recorders
or differing
skill will see
what they
see.

None, I
don't really
use it or it is
not real
useful

Undecided Other,
pending
unclear
more
response
familiarity
on the
subject or
knowledge
of what is
required

1

1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Responder

Q6 Is there anything you
would change about the
vegetation section of site
forms?

MT 23

I have never understood the
value of describing the
vegetation on the site for
research purposes...just for
management purposes (i.e.
fuel loading, risk of
blowdown disturbance,
etc.).
None.
none
none
None
There should be a field for
invasive plants and a field
for native plants. There
should also be a field for
traditional cultural uses of
the plant in a particular
region; this extra field could
double as an aid in TCP
evaluations down the line.

MT 24
MT 25
MT 26
MT 27
MT 28

None, no
changes
recommend
ed.
Recorders
or differing
skill will see
what they
see.

None, I
don't really
use it or it is
not real
useful

1
1
1
1
1

1

Undecided Other,
pending
unclear
more
response
familiarity
on the
subject or
knowledge
of what is
required
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Western State MAPS Participants’ Results - Q6 - “Yes” Categories
Responder

Q6 Is there anything you
would change about the
vegetation section of site
forms?

OR 1
OR 2

none
Not something I've given a
lot of thought to
probably not... basic issue is
with the recorder's ability to
recognize plants or even
look for them and the
fuzziness of ecotones
Not sure
I'm not real familiar with the
CRIS form. Not for the lack
of use but because of the
work that I did the reports
and documents had to
withstand the rigors of court
room scrutiny. This the CRIS
form did not provide. I
needed a higher level of
information to present to
the court. Granted the
information was the same
but the qualifications were
completely different. The
CRIS form although
academically useful is not
useful for the rigors of legal
documents. The biggest
reason is the lack of survey
control and exactness when
detailing the position of
cultural material. The typical
archaeologist is not
equipped to handle the legal
requirements of the local
Board of Engineering
Examiners as outlined by
the
states
I have
I justvarious
informed
a colleague

OR 3

OR 4
OR 5

OR 6

OR 7
OR 8

Yes,
remove the
site
vegetation
section as it
has little to
no research
value, there
are more
reliable
general
environmen
tal sources
to use

Yes, add a
box for "not
applicable"
in the
existing
vegetation
section of a
site form

Yes, greater
detail for
American
Indian sites,
as they play
a role in
TCP
documentat
ion or other
Native
peoples'
uses for
these plants

Yes, Insert Yes, add
fields for
hazardous
various
plants
(folk)
present on
classificatio the set of
ns of plants options to
(e.g.
choose
invasive
from
plants
present,
historic nonnative
plants
present,
decorative/
ornamental
s present,
ethnobotan
ically
significant
plants
present,
etc)

Yes, keep or
add a land
use section
to the site
form

Yes, add
both
standardize
d dropdown
menus and
field
description
boxes for
documentin
g cultural
landscapes
and
vegetation

Yes, include
citations of
plant
identificatio
n resources
used (even
if just selfidentified)

Yes, include
a
contempora
ry
vegetation
map,
reference
materials
for local
tree-dating
studies, or
other useful
environmen
tal
contextual
information

Yes, include
link to
photos of
species
present

Yes, needs
to be more
userfriendly

1

Yes, but the
vegetation
section
needs a
rationale,
function/pu
rpose, and
methodolog
ical section
to provide
context on
how it was
performed
and how to
best use it
(e.g. does
veg.
potentially
harm the
site? How is
cover
determined
?)

Yes, add a
section for
more
comprehen
sive
description
more than
ecotones/v
egetation
zones and
species (e.g.
qualitative
information
or other
details
compatible
for
biologists
using it)

Yes, add a
specific
category for
vegetative
ground
cover
and/or duff
cover
percentage

Yes, add
more space
in the
present
vegetation
description
fields

Yes, but it is
more than a
problem
with forms,
it is a
knowledge
problem.
There needs
to be
training
(e.g. college
level) on
how to
systematica
lly know
what to
look for,
how to
record it,
and how to
interpret it

1

Yes, include
a
standardize
d set of
plant
options
patterned
off of a
specific
plant guide

Yes, add or
improve a
check-list
for a more
comprehen
sive options

Yes, add a
local
surface
vegetation
section to
the site
form for
specific
description

Yes, add a
sublist of
species that
qualifies
the present
drop down
habitat/veg
etal zone
categories

1

1

1

1

1

yesterday that I
wholeheartedly believe we,
as archaeologists, must be
better informed about plant
identification, identification
of landscape and habitat
types, and geology. I
revisited a lithic landscape
once and the site form had a
blanket statement
"sagebrush and various
grasses" and when I arrived
there was yarrow, three
different varieties of
lomatium, camas, and a
huge diversity of plant types.
I don't know what needs to
change on the site forms so
much as a shift in blind
compliance to a better
understanding of the
habitats that past people
occupied.
None
Many people working in the
field have litttle to no
experience identifying local
plants or in realizing the
importnace for them to do
so. Site forms are rarely
filled out with any detail and
I fear that many do not
understand why they are
asked to fill out these fields
and how it can/should be
useful to them and future
researchers. Perhaps more
description of the
importnace and how to use
these fields in a site form
manual would be good as
well as an emphasis of how
and why to record such data
during academic studies and
by federal agencies hiring
summer help.

1

1
OR 9
OR 10
OR 11
OR 12
OR 13
OR 14

OR 15
OR 16

OR 17
OR 18
OR 19

WY 1
WY 2

None.
n/a, no experience with
those forms
none
None
None, although I would
include knowledge of
regional vegetation in
introductory course work for
archaeology courses
None
Most forms I have
encountered, both
government and private
sector include both primary
and secondary vegetation
sections

1

Provide clear, well-defined,
options for vegetation
zones, ecotones, etc.. The
current system is a mess, to
put it bluntly.
none
None.
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Responder

Q6 Is there anything you
would change about the
vegetation section of site
forms?

WY 3

I would like to see a
breakdown of the use of
plants by Native People.
None
None
I don't have enough
background to make
suggestions.
Possibly add a section on
local vegetation on site.
None

WY 4
WY 5
WY 6

WY 7
NV 1
NV 2
NV 3

NV 4

NV 5

Yes,
remove the
site
vegetation
section as it
has little to
no research
value, there
are more
reliable
general
environmen
tal sources
to use

Yes, add a
box for "not
applicable"
in the
existing
vegetation
section of a
site form

Yes, greater
detail for
American
Indian sites,
as they play
a role in
TCP
documentat
ion or other
Native
peoples'
uses for
these plants

Yes, Insert Yes, add
fields for
hazardous
various
plants
(folk)
present on
classificatio the set of
ns of plants options to
(e.g.
choose
invasive
from
plants
present,
historic nonnative
plants
present,
decorative/
ornamental
s present,
ethnobotan
ically
significant
plants
present,
etc)

Yes, keep or
add a land
use section
to the site
form

Yes, add
both
standardize
d dropdown
menus and
field
description
boxes for
documentin
g cultural
landscapes
and
vegetation

Yes, include
citations of
plant
identificatio
n resources
used (even
if just selfidentified)

Yes, include
a
contempora
ry
vegetation
map,
reference
materials
for local
tree-dating
studies, or
other useful
environmen
tal
contextual
information

Yes, include
link to
photos of
species
present

Yes, needs
to be more
userfriendly

Yes, but the
vegetation
section
needs a
rationale,
function/pu
rpose, and
methodolog
ical section
to provide
context on
how it was
performed
and how to
best use it
(e.g. does
veg.
potentially
harm the
site? How is
cover
determined
?)

Yes, add a
section for
more
comprehen
sive
description
more than
ecotones/v
egetation
zones and
species (e.g.
qualitative
information
or other
details
compatible
for
biologists
using it)

Yes, add a
specific
category for
vegetative
ground
cover
and/or duff
cover
percentage

Yes, add
more space
in the
present
vegetation
description
fields

Yes, but it is
more than a
problem
with forms,
it is a
knowledge
problem.
There needs
to be
training
(e.g. college
level) on
how to
systematica
lly know
what to
look for,
how to
record it,
and how to
interpret it

Yes, include
a
standardize
d set of
plant
options
patterned
off of a
specific
plant guide

Yes, add or
improve a
check-list
for a more
comprehen
sive options

Yes, add a
local
surface
vegetation
section to
the site
form for
specific
description

Yes, add a
sublist of
species that
qualifies
the present
drop down
habitat/veg
etal zone
categories

1

1

I think there should be more
room for better vegetation
descriptions.
Not really, if people are
knowledgeable about plants
they usually describe them
on and around a site.
I would like a guide about
common vegetation
encountered in Nevada. I'm
not a natural botanist so I
usually have to ask someone
with me who knows plants
better than I do to name off
the plants on the site.

1

1
NV 6

NV 7
NV 8

NV 9
NV 10

NV 11
NV 12
NV 13

NV 14

NM 1
NM 2
NM 3
NM 4
NM 5

NM 6

NM 7

NM 8
NM 9

I would omit it completely.
There are better sources of
information and
archaeological field
personnel are not qualified
to fill it out reliably. Perhaps
a field for vegetation notes,
should anybody be
knowledgeable and feel
inclined.
None
Have a box for Not
Applicable. Veg. data is only
really useful (in my
experience) in prehistoric or
ethnohistoric contexts.
none
Contemporary vegetation
maps, even at the scale of
1:24,000, would help
tremendously. Further
studies involving tree-dating
would also be helpful in the
case of pinyon and other
pines in Nevada.
none
None
In Nevada there are too
many contractors out there
of varying quality who work
on Federal land. Create
standards for identifying
ecotone.
Usually just use the written
description of the
vegetation.
None
none
none
none
On the LA form, I would add
a checkbox for a riparian
zone that is not a
marshland.
Eliminate it because better
data are available.
Observations about things
like fuel load should be
made, but that does not
require the same level of
knowledge and expertise
about individual plant
species.
been too long since I've
filled out a form to
remember

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

The basic categories on the
LA form used in New Mexico
are generic, but appropriate.
The vigor with which they
are addressed depends on
the person filling them out,
and whether or not they
judge such information to be
a useless exercise (or not). I
would say if these portions
of the LA form were to be
improved, the best way to
do so would be to educate
more archaeologists about
why this information is
important. I had worked for
a land-managing agency in
another discipline before I
began working as an
archaeologist, so I already
understood the reasoning
behind the questions asked.
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Responder

Q6 Is there anything you
would change about the
vegetation section of site
forms?

NM 10

if it could be efficiently
added without devoting too
much space, a checkable list
of major New Mexico
vegetation communities
(with a few of their
characteristic species) might
provide a little structure and
reduce the likelihood of
blank or completely spurious
vegetation sections.

NM 11

More training for field
archaeologists in
ethnobotany.
none
I would add a category for
vegetative ground cover
and/or duff cover
percentage.
None.
None
None. I doesn't hurt, or take
much time to check a box.
I haven't filled out enough of
these forms directly to say
whether they are adequate
in this area.
My suggestion would be to
narrow it down to
vegetation zones/habitat.
My belief is that most CRM
archaeologists dont know
plants well enough.
None
None
None
none
None
None
No
None.
More specifics for more
detailed observations
(species, types, etc.), and
mechanisms for sharing data
with other specialists (e.g.
natural resource managers,
or biological technicians).

Yes,
remove the
site
vegetation
section as it
has little to
no research
value, there
are more
reliable
general
environmen
tal sources
to use

Yes, add a
box for "not
applicable"
in the
existing
vegetation
section of a
site form

Yes, greater
detail for
American
Indian sites,
as they play
a role in
TCP
documentat
ion or other
Native
peoples'
uses for
these plants

Yes, Insert Yes, add
fields for
hazardous
various
plants
(folk)
present on
classificatio the set of
ns of plants options to
(e.g.
choose
invasive
from
plants
present,
historic nonnative
plants
present,
decorative/
ornamental
s present,
ethnobotan
ically
significant
plants
present,
etc)

Yes, keep or
add a land
use section
to the site
form

Yes, add
both
standardize
d dropdown
menus and
field
description
boxes for
documentin
g cultural
landscapes
and
vegetation

Yes, include
citations of
plant
identificatio
n resources
used (even
if just selfidentified)

Yes, include
a
contempora
ry
vegetation
map,
reference
materials
for local
tree-dating
studies, or
other useful
environmen
tal
contextual
information

Yes, include
link to
photos of
species
present

Yes, needs
to be more
userfriendly

Yes, but the
vegetation
section
needs a
rationale,
function/pu
rpose, and
methodolog
ical section
to provide
context on
how it was
performed
and how to
best use it
(e.g. does
veg.
potentially
harm the
site? How is
cover
determined
?)

Yes, add a
section for
more
comprehen
sive
description
more than
ecotones/v
egetation
zones and
species (e.g.
qualitative
information
or other
details
compatible
for
biologists
using it)

Yes, add a
specific
category for
vegetative
ground
cover
and/or duff
cover
percentage

Yes, add
more space
in the
present
vegetation
description
fields

Yes, but it is
more than a
problem
with forms,
it is a
knowledge
problem.
There needs
to be
training
(e.g. college
level) on
how to
systematica
lly know
what to
look for,
how to
record it,
and how to
interpret it

Yes, include
a
standardize
d set of
plant
options
patterned
off of a
specific
plant guide

Yes, add or
improve a
check-list
for a more
comprehen
sive options

Yes, add a
local
surface
vegetation
section to
the site
form for
specific
description

Yes, add a
sublist of
species that
qualifies
the present
drop down
habitat/veg
etal zone
categories

1

NM 12
NM 13

NM 14
NM 15
NM 16
CO 1

CO 2

CO 3
CO 4
CO 5
CO 6
CO 7
CO 8
CO 9
CO 10
CO 11

1

1

1

1

1
CO 12
CO 13

CO 14
CO 15
CO 16

None
They seem rather limited
and should be expanded as
not all situations apply.
None
Be asked to include it.
Most state forms only ask
for a limited description of
the species present at a site,
it would be helpful if a more
comprehensive view of the
natural setting of sites.

1
1

1
CO 17
CO 18
CO 19

CO 20

CO 21
CO 22
CO 23

none
none
Checklists might be more
useful than just free-form
blanks.
The forms are not
necessarily the problem, it is
the lack of knowledge and
training of field crew in this
area that limits the quality of
data collected.

1

1

none
Generally, I find that most
people don't fill them out
fully and have to look it up
later in the office and it ends
up not being helpful.
Vegetation can change so
quickly on a site that it may
not even resemble that from
a site recorded 10-20 years
previous. I would rather
have whether or not it is
something that seasonally
covers the site, the
percentage of vegetation
cover is useful (but needs a
description of how that was
determined), whether the
vegetation indicates a threat
or potential disturbance to
the site. Overall, it would be
more helpful to guide users
towards the why they
should record the vegetation
rather than just ask them to
do so and name plants that
most can't identify properly.
1

CO 24

None
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Responder

Q6 Is there anything you
would change about the
vegetation section of site
forms?

CO 25

Get rid of them. GIS exists.
Better training in specific
plant identification on
archaeological sites may be
worthwhile to make them
more reliable and these
descriptions can be added to
descriptive notes on sites
that are needed in most
states' site forms.
Cross comparison of plants
available around sites
retains important both for
ethnographic consideration
and for later use informing
plant based sampling from
residues, fill, etc.
Regardless, data in site
forms are not usually mined
or very reliable for these
purposes.
The Colorado form has a
qualitative vegetation
description. It works.
I don't have enough
information about it to give
an opinion.
None
None
Probably none. It is what it is
(what each recorder chooses
to see) I would look to other
non-archaeology layers of
vegetation zones if looking
to make settlementsubsistence comparisons.
Cite sources or references
for any vegetation
classification or
identification (including CRIS
preparer if that is the only
source).
I would like to see a more in
depth analysis of plant
types.
None.
None
In general, considering the
various forms (multiple
decades, multiple states,
multiple agencies) I have
worked with, this allows for
the greatest degree of
consistency, as very few
archaeologists have
experience in botany. That
said, I would possibly put a
list of the primary species in
each of the categories (ie:
Short Grass Prairie =
primarily ___, ____, and
___.).
None
None
There is a need for
documenting Native plant
species used ceremony,
ritual and medicinal plants.
The areas these plants grow
can be considered TCPs used
generationally. Documenting
these plants is important to
cultural identity.

CO 26

MT 1

MT 2
MT 3
MT 4

MT 5

MT 6

MT 7
MT 8
MT 9

MT 10
MT 11
MT 12

MT 13
MT 14
MT 15

MT 16
MT 17
MT 18
MT 19
MT 20
MT 21
MT 22
MT 23

MT 24
MT 25
MT 26
MT 27
MT 28

none
None
None. I rely primarily on
other sources and previous
academic training.
none
none
None
None
None.
none
none
I have never understood the
value of describing the
vegetation on the site for
research purposes...just for
management purposes (i.e.
fuel loading, risk of
blowdown disturbance,
etc.).
None.
none
none
None
There should be a field for
invasive plants and a field
for native plants. There
should also be a field for
traditional cultural uses of
the plant in a particular
region; this extra field could
double as an aid in TCP
evaluations down the line.

Yes,
remove the
site
vegetation
section as it
has little to
no research
value, there
are more
reliable
general
environmen
tal sources
to use

Yes, add a
box for "not
applicable"
in the
existing
vegetation
section of a
site form

Yes, greater
detail for
American
Indian sites,
as they play
a role in
TCP
documentat
ion or other
Native
peoples'
uses for
these plants

Yes, Insert Yes, add
fields for
hazardous
various
plants
(folk)
present on
classificatio the set of
ns of plants options to
(e.g.
choose
invasive
from
plants
present,
historic nonnative
plants
present,
decorative/
ornamental
s present,
ethnobotan
ically
significant
plants
present,
etc)

Yes, keep or
add a land
use section
to the site
form

Yes, add
both
standardize
d dropdown
menus and
field
description
boxes for
documentin
g cultural
landscapes
and
vegetation

Yes, include
citations of
plant
identificatio
n resources
used (even
if just selfidentified)

Yes, include
a
contempora
ry
vegetation
map,
reference
materials
for local
tree-dating
studies, or
other useful
environmen
tal
contextual
information

1

Yes, include
link to
photos of
species
present

Yes, needs
to be more
userfriendly

Yes, but the
vegetation
section
needs a
rationale,
function/pu
rpose, and
methodolog
ical section
to provide
context on
how it was
performed
and how to
best use it
(e.g. does
veg.
potentially
harm the
site? How is
cover
determined
?)

Yes, add a
section for
more
comprehen
sive
description
more than
ecotones/v
egetation
zones and
species (e.g.
qualitative
information
or other
details
compatible
for
biologists
using it)

Yes, add a
specific
category for
vegetative
ground
cover
and/or duff
cover
percentage

Yes, add
more space
in the
present
vegetation
description
fields

Yes, but it is
more than a
problem
with forms,
it is a
knowledge
problem.
There needs
to be
training
(e.g. college
level) on
how to
systematica
lly know
what to
look for,
how to
record it,
and how to
interpret it

Yes, include
a
standardize
d set of
plant
options
patterned
off of a
specific
plant guide

Yes, add or
improve a
check-list
for a more
comprehen
sive options

Yes, add a
local
surface
vegetation
section to
the site
form for
specific
description

Yes, add a
sublist of
species that
qualifies
the present
drop down
habitat/veg
etal zone
categories

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Certain species grow in organically
enriched areas

Historically introduced and
domesticated species at historic sites

Bushes on quarry pits

Berrybushes on/near cairns

Sea grasses and coral are attracted to
the underwater ferrous
concentrations of shipwrecks

Grasses in abandoned corrals

Certain Navajo sites in treed areas

Used Previously recorded veg. in relocating a site

dunes and dune veg. at sites (e.g.
hearths)

Yes

Invasives in disturbed areas

OR 6

Plants can indicate subsurface
poential for artifacts/sites

Yes

Sagebrush as indicators

OR 5

Evergreens in cemeteries (E. states)

Yes

Ornamentals around historic
foundations

Yes

OR 4

Underwater, vegetation covers
anything above the sediment and can
be indicative around historic
foundations

OR 3

domesticated/cultigen species at
historic domestic/residential sites
(e.g. fruit trees)

Yes

line of trees or other linear patterns in
vegetal growth at roadways and
orchards

OR 2

nothing for extant surface
vegetation, but in sites
where the presence of
marsh grasses usually
corresponds to artifacts
The type of site often
drives my level of
attention to plants. Peeled
cedar trees often occur
where huckleberries grow.
Camas baking ovens tend
to be found where camas
and other geophytes can
grow. When excavation
analysis is done, it is
useful to compare
identified species with
plants in the current site
vicinity. It is often the
case, though, that, my
level of attention to plants
is very different for a
survey-level effort (where
I'm primarily recording the
presence of a site) than
for an evaluation (where
I'm trying to understand
site function, etc.).

Vegetation can provide subtle clues to
soil drainage and topography

Yes

Pine forest (E. states) at isolated
(prehistoric) finds and small camps

OR 1

Roots follow soil layers or buried
cultural features

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have
noticed. Be specific about
both the vegetation and
the specific site and
feature types.

Exotic and ornamentals remenant
vegetation left at historic sites

Participant Q7 In your own
experience, have you
ever noticed
any association
between certain
surface vegetation
(even if you have not
identified
them) and certain
archaeological
features or sites?

Trees lining roadways

Western State MAPS Participants’ Results - Q7 & 8 - Ambiguous Plant-Site Association Categories

wild rye in high desert
country
I have recorded rock oven
features in open meadows
that likely supported
camas in the past. I have
recorded segments of the
Oregon Trail that were
cleared of vegetation by
historic peoples.
It is very difficult to
completely describe the
vegetation indicators that
point to human activities
and cultural practices.
Certainly when I was
dealing with old fence
lines the alterations to
vegetative patterns were
obvious and could be
detected on aerial
photographs. But the
presence or absence of
burials was a little more
problematic. With burials
that indicate European
cultural ties the native and
non native vegetation
patterns were important.
But with the case of native
American cultural
practices very few
indicators were left that
would point to ritual
burial practices. In the
case of middens the
alteration of soil chemistry
was
enough
Camas
fieldsto
orusually
small

1

meadows with lithic
scatters on the edge of
the meadow
Great Basin Wild Rye near
rockshelters
Small lithic scatters near
scabland covered in thick
areas of wild onions
Ponderosa peeled pines,
cambium peeled pines, I
check every old growth
Ponderosa for peels and it
pays off occasionally I am
met with a peel scar...
Yellow bell in lithic
scatters
Sometimes I identify the
presence of a spring with
plants such as penstemon
that enjoy that type of
habitat, springs aren't
always as easy to see
when you are barreling
through the woods and do
not know what plants like
seeps
OR 7

Yes

OR 8

Yes

OR 9

Yes

OR 10

Yes

OR 11

Yes

I have noted that certain
plant species do well in
organic rich soils
associated with
archaeological deposits,
such as middens, or
historic features. Also,
wetland species that
indicate springs are
helpful to find sites
associated with springs,
etc.
Groundstone artifacts in
areas of lots of bitteroot
and bisquitroot; stone
caches in Alaska in areas
where particular plants
were abundant that
matched the use patterns
of such features, etc.
There are many examples
of site distribution and
specific features types
being found that are
directly related to
surrounding vegetation.
Lack of surface vegetation
around stacked rock
features and in general,
around sacred
spaces/ceremonial areas.
Turkey mullein, with
prehistoric middens (in
CA). Domesticated plants
and trees with historical
sites. Differences in plant
species between midden
soils and adjacent soils.
Camas ovens found in
association with Camas
prairies.

1

1

1

1
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1

Certain species grow in organically
enriched areas

Historically introduced and
domesticated species at historic sites

Bushes on quarry pits

Berrybushes on/near cairns

Sea grasses and coral are attracted to
the underwater ferrous
concentrations of shipwrecks

Grasses in abandoned corrals

Certain Navajo sites in treed areas

Used Previously recorded veg. in relocating a site

dunes and dune veg. at sites (e.g.
hearths)

Invasives in disturbed areas

Yes

Plants can indicate subsurface
poential for artifacts/sites

OR 16

Sagebrush as indicators

Yes

Evergreens in cemeteries (E. states)

OR 15

Ornamentals around historic
foundations

Yes

Underwater, vegetation covers
anything above the sediment and can
be indicative around historic
foundations

OR 14

Yucca and mint have been
present in the vicinity of
many historic sites I've
identified. Came brakes
along floodplain terraces
have also shown a loose
correlation with
precontact lithic scatters.
Only once. It was a known
root harvesting site with
groundstone on the
surface. The roots were
lumations (I think biscuit
root), and there were
hopper mortars on the
surface.
Areas of camas prairie
often indicate where
camas ovens and
habitation sites are in
Southern Oregon. The
shift in vegetation zones
as one moves east out of
Mt. Hood National Forest
marks an increase in the
likelihood for precontact
sites mostly because the
ground surface is more
visible and there is less
deposition. The remaining
Western red cedars in the
forests often have cedar
peel marks from use of
the soft bark for a variety
of purposes. Areas in the
forest and coast range
with large stumps with
spring-board grooves cut
will often indicate the
older logging sites and
areas. Areas with large
very mature sagebrush
tend to be where
Iundisturbed
have noted older
that that

domesticated/cultigen species at
historic domestic/residential sites
(e.g. fruit trees)

Yes

line of trees or other linear patterns in
vegetal growth at roadways and
orchards

OR 13

Vegetation can provide subtle clues to
soil drainage and topography

Flora is indicative of
human occupation,
especially on historic sites.

Pine forest (E. states) at isolated
(prehistoric) finds and small camps

Yes

Roots follow soil layers or buried
cultural features

OR 12

Exotic and ornamentals remenant
vegetation left at historic sites

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have
noticed. Be specific about
both the vegetation and
the specific site and
feature types.

Trees lining roadways

Participant Q7 In your own
experience, have you
ever noticed
any association
between certain
surface vegetation
(even if you have not
identified
them) and certain
archaeological
features or sites?

1

area containing nonnative vegetation, can be
an indicator of an historic
site from the introduction
of non native species. In
analysis of predictive site
modelling, that instead of
using e.g. elevation and
slope- that site potential
site location may utilize
vegetation maps- as
expected- the vegetation
correlates with the
elevation; hence
simplifying GIS analysis.
Note this predictive
modelling corresponds
primarily to prehistoric
sites,
OR 17
OR 18
OR 19

Yes

WY 1

Yes

WY 2

Yes

WY 3

Yes

WY 4

Yes

WY 5
WY 6

No
Yes

WY 7

Yes

NV 1

Yes

NV 2
NV 3

No
Yes

1

1

To a certain
degree...however, 99% of
the "associations"
between sites and
environmental variables
(including vegetation) is
strictly based on
conjecture with nothing to
back it up. Of course, it's
nice to be on flat ground
near a water source with a
huckleberry patch
nearby...but focusing on
the "obvious" means you
miss the drive trap on a
steep slope below a basalt
outcrop. If folks actually
used the
environmental/vegetation
information on site forms
to do real honest science
(with p values) or to assist
local tribes in locating
culturally significant veg, I
would be 100% more
enthusiastic about filling
out the vegetation section
in
the
site at
forms.
Bee
weed
some rock art
sites.
The lack of vegetation,
due to a highly eroded
surface, correlates to the
complete absence of
archaeological sites and
features.
biscuitroot, cattail, prickly
pear. Prickly pear seems
to have been used to
steam other plants and
tubers. Use of Willow,
chokecherry and Wild
Rose.
At sites with shallow soil
deposits vegetation
changes indicate features.
1
N/A
I like to read about
sagebrush. As I
understand, scientists use
sagebrush as indicators.
Even the temperature
around sagebrush is
useful.
Certain species grow well
in disturbed soils, which
can help identify
subsurface features and
impacts.
Grinding stones and
surface vegetation types
one can process for food.

1

1

Basque arborglyphs in
aspen stands; pinyon
camps in PJ zones; Great
Basin Wild Rye can often
be associated with
middens.
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1

NM 1

Yes

NM 2

Yes

NM 3

Yes

Certain species grow in organically
enriched areas

Yes

Historically introduced and
domesticated species at historic sites

NV 14

Bushes on quarry pits

Yes

Berrybushes on/near cairns

NV 13

Sea grasses and coral are attracted to
the underwater ferrous
concentrations of shipwrecks

Yes

Grasses in abandoned corrals

NV 12

Certain Navajo sites in treed areas

Yes

Used Previously recorded veg. in relocating a site

NV 11

In some places, midden
deposits support different
vegetation than
surrounding zones. Plant
species are often more
variable, or sometimes
denser or lighter, perhaps
due to the acidity/Ph of
the midden soil or to its
overall organic content.
Plants can indicate
subsurface potential, used
dunes to located deflated
hearth sites
Already spoke of it in
previous question. Grass
growing in slight
depression that you may
not see otherwise.
Tree/plant growing in a
feature such as a rock ring
or room, etc.
Yes, but not Nevada for
the most part. rabbit
brush though tends to be
in disturbed ground.
Dune sites with mesquite
trees. Transitions zones
between sage and
pinyon/juniper.
It's commonly thought
that wolf berry (Lycium)
likes to grow on ruins, and
it seems to be true.
However the association
might just be that it likes
rocky disturbed soils.
wolfberry is a common
growth on archaeological
sites. In general, if one
identifies large patches of
wolfberry during survey,
one can predict that an
archaeological site will be
at that location.
1. Some plants thrive in
disturbed soil (datura, for
example) 2. Historical
road swales are frequently
demarcated by linear
distinctions in vegetation
3. The interior spaces of
corrals are frequently
filled with grasses 4.
Exotic species as ethnic
markers

dunes and dune veg. at sites (e.g.
hearths)

Yes

Invasives in disturbed areas

NV 10

Plants can indicate subsurface
poential for artifacts/sites

Yes

Sagebrush as indicators

NV 9

Evergreens in cemeteries (E. states)

Yes

Ornamentals around historic
foundations

NV 8

Underwater, vegetation covers
anything above the sediment and can
be indicative around historic
foundations

Yes
Yes

domesticated/cultigen species at
historic domestic/residential sites
(e.g. fruit trees)

NV 6
NV 7

line of trees or other linear patterns in
vegetal growth at roadways and
orchards

Yes

Vegetation can provide subtle clues to
soil drainage and topography

NV 5

Rock rings are often in P-J
woodlands; bedrock
milling features are
usually on meadow edges;
charcoal platforms usually
have the tallest Great
Basin wildrye in the
surrounding area; historic
mining sites on the
Klamath River often are
overgrown in poison oak;
midden soils often
support taller and denser
vegetation of many kinds
I have used density and
growth difference of
vegetation to help identify
surface features. For
example, once were able
to identify unmarked
graves because they
retained water much
longer than the
surrounding ground and
the vegetation growing
above them was greener
and longer than
surrounding vegetation.
Cottonwoods or daffodils
marking historic sites.
Denser vegetation around
water sources on sites
usually help identify well
or privy features.
Pinyon zone-rock circles
Dune veg and dune site
contexts. Rice grass
availability, rhizomes, etc.
with ground stone
clustering
1) Surface veg does not
grow well on concrete
pads.
2) Invasive species tend to
be found primarily in
disturbed areas.
3) Sage and creosote will
grow on any feature given
sufficient time and lack of
other invasives.
There is a clear
association between
occurrence of single-leaf
pinyon and pine nut
gathering, processing, and
storage sites. A less clear,
but likely association I
have observed is the
occurrence of grinding
implements (mostly
metates here) in areas
where biscuitroot
(lomatium species) grow
today.

Pine forest (E. states) at isolated
(prehistoric) finds and small camps

Yes

Roots follow soil layers or buried
cultural features

NV 4

Exotic and ornamentals remenant
vegetation left at historic sites

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have
noticed. Be specific about
both the vegetation and
the specific site and
feature types.

Trees lining roadways

Participant Q7 In your own
experience, have you
ever noticed
any association
between certain
surface vegetation
(even if you have not
identified
them) and certain
archaeological
features or sites?

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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NM 11

Yes

NM 12

Yes

NM 13

Yes

NM 14

Yes

NM 15
NM 16
CO 1

No
No
Yes

CO 2

Yes

CO 3

Yes

CO 4

No

1

1

preferentially on masonry
rubble mounds and
roomblocks in the
northern/middle Rio
Grande Valley in NM,
while kochia grows
densely on
mounded/melted adobe
in the same regions. Cane
cholla grows heavily in
disturbed and/or
anthropogenic settings
throughout NM.
Aforementioned caves
and rockshelters.
In thin soil conditions,
archaeological features
typically hold more soil,
and healthier vegetation.
This makes taller weeds
and heavy clusters of oak
brush a likely place to look
for archaeological
features.
Disturbance vegetation in
historic sites. Certain
Navajo features in treed
areas.
In the northwest region of
New Mexico, I have
noticed a certain type of
weed/thistle that likes to
grow over pueblo room
blocks.
N/A
no
Wolfberry plants typically
grow in the middens of
SW Colorado ancestral
Pueblo sites. And the old
houses typically occur
within areas of sagebrush
where pinyon and juniper
trees are less frequent
than the background
condition.
It is sometimes assumed
that stands of Indian Rice
Grass usually have sites
associated with them. I
doubt this to be true, but
would make an interesting
research topic
See information
presented about trails
above. Also, wolfberry on
some Anasazi sites in
southwestern Colorado
and southeastern Utah.
None

1

1
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1

Certain species grow in organically
enriched areas

Historically introduced and
domesticated species at historic sites

Bushes on quarry pits

Berrybushes on/near cairns

Sea grasses and coral are attracted to
the underwater ferrous
concentrations of shipwrecks

Grasses in abandoned corrals

Certain Navajo sites in treed areas

Used Previously recorded veg. in relocating a site

Yes

dunes and dune veg. at sites (e.g.
hearths)

NM 10

Invasives in disturbed areas

Yes

Plants can indicate subsurface
poential for artifacts/sites

NM 9

Sagebrush as indicators

Yes

Evergreens in cemeteries (E. states)

Yes

NM 8

Ornamentals around historic
foundations

NM 7

Underwater, vegetation covers
anything above the sediment and can
be indicative around historic
foundations

No

domesticated/cultigen species at
historic domestic/residential sites
(e.g. fruit trees)

NM 6

line of trees or other linear patterns in
vegetal growth at roadways and
orchards

Yes

Vegetation can provide subtle clues to
soil drainage and topography

NM 5

Wolfberry is a very
noticeable and relatively
common disturbance
vegetation that occurs
within architectural
features in NM- I have
noticed it most in the SW
part of the state, growing
atop rubble mounds or
within kiva depressions.
Other types of vegetation
differences are noticeable
on arch sites- I don't know
specific plant names off
the top of my head, but
often you can observe
clear changes in
vegetation growing atop a
site or cultural features
versus the vegetation in
the surrounding area.
Saltbush is often found
growing in the rubble
mounds of collapsed
pueblos on the Pajarito
Plateau in New Mexico.
Large honey mesquite
bushes are often found in
the centers of ring
middens in southern New
Mexico.
I notice some associations,
but its not very consistent,
and I wouldn't rely on
them.
weedy plants =
disturbance. A site by
deinition a disturbed site
A colleague had a theory
that dogweed grows well
in disturbed soil and could
possibly be used as a
signifier on survey.
My best anecdote
relevant to this question is
not from New Mexico
archaeology, but rather,
Mayan archaeology--I
spent a season doing work
in Yucatan. During that
time, I was working with a
Mayan field crew verifying
survey results from a
previous season, trudging
through the rain forest
and dodging snakes. We
were relocating cultural
sites, and one of the
things my crew taught me
was that "Bird's Nest
Ferns" (Asplenium sp.) are
typically found on cultural
sites, one of the indices
that they used to
distinguish a "real" small
site/structural deposit
from a natural deposit
(the big structures can't
be easily confused with
anything "natural" in that
part of theseems
world).toThe
Wolfberry
grow

Pine forest (E. states) at isolated
(prehistoric) finds and small camps

Yes

Roots follow soil layers or buried
cultural features

NM 4

Exotic and ornamentals remenant
vegetation left at historic sites

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have
noticed. Be specific about
both the vegetation and
the specific site and
feature types.

Trees lining roadways

Participant Q7 In your own
experience, have you
ever noticed
any association
between certain
surface vegetation
(even if you have not
identified
them) and certain
archaeological
features or sites?

CO 16

Yes

CO 17
CO 18

No
Yes

CO 19

Yes

CO 20

Yes

1

In our area, prehistoric
sites are often associated
with pinyon-juniper
vegetation zones.
Without access to site
forms I am not able to
specifically answer this
question.
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Certain species grow in organically
enriched areas

Yes

1
Disturbance often brings
the same types of
vegetation - noxious
weeds, various
wildflowers and grasses,
sagebrush, and/or yucca
plants. Since CR sites
often have been
disturbed, these types of
vegetation may provide
hints for CR sites.
While I am not familiar
with specific plant species,
changes in spatial
relationships of site
vegetation can show new
or old growth and
patterned changes in
vegetation can show
where earthen platforms
begin and end or where
past structures were
located.
Wolfberry bush was
always present at diturbed
sites. Grasses and
"weeds", different from
undisturbed surrounding
areas were always
present.
Clearings dominated by
sagebrush in the pinion
juniper woodlands of
southwestern Colorado
often are associated with
prehistoric agricultural
fields.
n/a
In general, sagebrush
indicated reasonably deep
soils, whereas pinyonjuniper incates very
shallow and rocky soils

Historically introduced and
domesticated species at historic sites

CO 15

1

Bushes on quarry pits

Yes

Berrybushes on/near cairns

CO 14

Sea grasses and coral are attracted to
the underwater ferrous
concentrations of shipwrecks

No
Yes

Grasses in abandoned corrals

CO 12
CO 13

Cottonwoods can identify
seasonal springs or water
sources, and I have found
both prehistoric and
historic sites in proximity
to these areas.
Vegetation changes
associated with
prehistoric ancestral
puebloan features such as
a roomblock or kiva
Depends where you are
working. In Wyoming, for
example, an absence of
vegetation frequently
correlates to the location
of dune blowouts. These
are common places to find
lithic materials and fireaffected rock
concentration or hearth
features. In Kansas,
clumps of sand plums are
indicative of past
disturbance, and possibly
even gathering activities,
not just the dropping of
the fruit and reseeding of
area. No direct
experience with the sand
plums, but I've heard
several archaeologists talk
about the correlation
between sand plums and
archaeological sites.
Sea grass species are
typically found on buried
shipwreck sites, as its root
system provides a
stabilizing environment,
anchoring sediment and
preventing artifact loss.
Also (not technically
vegetation, but...) coral
growth often appears on
ferrous artifact structures,
attracted by the process
of underwater ferrous
concretion development.

Certain Navajo sites in treed areas

Yes

Used Previously recorded veg. in relocating a site

CO 11

dunes and dune veg. at sites (e.g.
hearths)

No

Invasives in disturbed areas

CO 10

Plants can indicate subsurface
poential for artifacts/sites

Yes

Sagebrush as indicators

CO 9

Evergreens in cemeteries (E. states)

Yes

Ornamentals around historic
foundations

CO 8

Underwater, vegetation covers
anything above the sediment and can
be indicative around historic
foundations

Yes

domesticated/cultigen species at
historic domestic/residential sites
(e.g. fruit trees)

CO 7

line of trees or other linear patterns in
vegetal growth at roadways and
orchards

Yes

Vegetation can provide subtle clues to
soil drainage and topography

CO 6

In west-central Colorado,
association between site
densities of huntergatherer camps and
pinyon-juniper zone. In
SW Colorado, association
between patches of
wolfberry and Ancestral
Puebloan habitation or
horticultural sites.
Typically associated with
domestic structures (tipis,
pueblos, historical sites)
where the
interior/exterior of the
structures have different
flora. Presumably, this is
because length of
occupation/amount of
disturbance modified the
vegetation and sediment.
in Colorado, particularly in
the mountains, I have
dealt with several
temporary Archaic sites
that still contain stands of
Yampa, arrow leaf balsam,
various lilies, onions, and
biscuitroot. Most of these
sites have really not
contained features
beyond simple firepits.

Pine forest (E. states) at isolated
(prehistoric) finds and small camps

Yes

Roots follow soil layers or buried
cultural features

CO 5

Exotic and ornamentals remenant
vegetation left at historic sites

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have
noticed. Be specific about
both the vegetation and
the specific site and
feature types.

Trees lining roadways

Participant Q7 In your own
experience, have you
ever noticed
any association
between certain
surface vegetation
(even if you have not
identified
them) and certain
archaeological
features or sites?

Certain species grow in organically
enriched areas

Historically introduced and
domesticated species at historic sites

Bushes on quarry pits

Berrybushes on/near cairns

Yes

Sea grasses and coral are attracted to
the underwater ferrous
concentrations of shipwrecks

MT 6

Grasses in abandoned corrals

Yes

Certain Navajo sites in treed areas

MT 5

Used Previously recorded veg. in relocating a site

Yes

dunes and dune veg. at sites (e.g.
hearths)

MT 4

Invasives in disturbed areas

Yes

Plants can indicate subsurface
poential for artifacts/sites

MT 3

Sagebrush as indicators

No
Yes

Evergreens in cemeteries (E. states)

CO 26
MT 1
MT 2

Ornamentals around historic
foundations

No
Yes

Underwater, vegetation covers
anything above the sediment and can
be indicative around historic
foundations

CO 24
CO 25

domesticated/cultigen species at
historic domestic/residential sites
(e.g. fruit trees)

No
Yes

line of trees or other linear patterns in
vegetal growth at roadways and
orchards

CO 22
CO 23

Vegetation can provide subtle clues to
soil drainage and topography

Sites in my part of
Colorado are often
associated with
Pinon/Juniper forests and
sagebrush habitat.

Pine forest (E. states) at isolated
(prehistoric) finds and small camps

Yes

Roots follow soil layers or buried
cultural features

CO 21

Exotic and ornamentals remenant
vegetation left at historic sites

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have
noticed. Be specific about
both the vegetation and
the specific site and
feature types.

Trees lining roadways

Participant Q7 In your own
experience, have you
ever noticed
any association
between certain
surface vegetation
(even if you have not
identified
them) and certain
archaeological
features or sites?

1

As mentioned previously,
outside of Colorado, it has
been thoroughly
documented that
chokecherry bushes on
Iroquois village sites
generally indicate a
latrine. Thistle and
invasive species generally
prefer disturbed soils so
grow in pipeline scars,
historic latrines, dugouts,
etc... I have not noticed
any specific plants which
indicate prehistoric
activity, whereas more
recent activity can be
indicated by a smaller
variety of species which
prefer disturbed soils.
Such activity may include
wildfires.

1

Juniper groves on the
Colorado Plateau through
the Wyoming Basin tend
to support brush structure
sites.
Ponderosa groves in Ute
areas, especially in
southern Colorado, tend
to support peeled tree
sites.
Aspen groves everywhere
tend to support historic
glyphs.
Seasonally wet basins at
the feet of dunes in
southern Wyoming may
support greater numbers
of biscuit root or similar
plants and we (my
colleagues and I) have
correlated the higher
occurrence of
mano/metate grinding
technology in association
with thermal-feature
bearing sites in these
areas through GIS based
modeling.
The foremost association
is between the presence
of native rice grass in front
of a rockshelter and
associated buried cultural
deposits.
Currant (esp. squaw berry)
bushes tend to grow in
higher-profile cairns
(specifically clusters or
heaps of stone as opposed
to stacked features).
Some have suggested a
cultural affiliation, but
botantists suggest that
this pattern is likely a
natural phenomenon
because the shelter of
heaped rock provides a
protected environment
for seeds discarded by
birds or small mammals to
germinate in.
1

MT 7

Yes

MT 8

Yes

Bushes (all kinds) and
quarry pits, cairns and
other areas of man-made
disturbance.
At the Absaroka Agency
Site (second agency of the
Crow Indians 1875-1884)
various obvious
differences in vegetation
were apparent in features
that were associated with
organically enriched soils
and historic disturbance.
Trash/dump deposited
often exhibited more
dense vegetative cover
with growth of species of
wildrye (Elymus spp.)
much more pronounced in
dump deposits. Dump
deposits contained a
variety cultural material
including bone, glass,
wood, charcoal, metal
(often corroded), leather,
cloth and other materials.
At what is called the main
compound dump,
chokecherry (Prunus
virginiana) and snowberry
(Symphoricarpos albus
and Symphoricarpos
Generally
speaking you

1

1

can see native prairie
ecosystem around stone
features. It is a good way
to eliminate "cairns" that
are not actually cairns but
the result of early field
clearing, etc.
Yes, for example
Ponderosa pine is closely
related to scarred
(culturally modified) tree
sites... Basin wild rye is
often associated with
bison kill (jump) sites,
etc...
Human activity influencing
area vegetation through
farming, planting of
medicinal or ritual plants,
accidental transfer of
vegetation due to
population movement,
etc.
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1

1

1

MT 20

Yes

MT 21

Yes

MT 22

Yes

As stated in a previous
comment, crested wheat
grass is a common
indicator of farming and
was also noted
specifically.
changes in the density of
plants associated with
high concentrations of
archaeological remains
clumps of small, immature
Douglas-fir trees often
delineate the location of a
dilapidated structure. nuts
stashed by forest rodents
on the feature's interior
can grow into clusters of
trees.

MT 23
MT 24
MT 25

No
No
No

Certain species grow in organically
enriched areas

Non-native species are
typically found at historic
sites, such as lilacs and
apple trees. I have also
noticed that pine trees
tend to grow in a
square/rectangle pattern
where a former cabin use
to be. This tends to be
from the fact that pine
cones will roll off roofs
while the structure is
standing and begin to
grow before the structure
collapses or is removed. I
also find trees (pine
varieties) growing in linear
patterns which indicate an
old road, ditch or trail. It
is interesting too that
raspberry bushes are
almost always found near
the entrances of mine
shafts or adits which I
have been told is due to
the cool underground air
leaving these locations.

Historically introduced and
domesticated species at historic sites

Yes

Bushes on quarry pits

MT 19

Berrybushes on/near cairns

Specific site types highly
correlate between, past
government policies and
common practices,
Historic records of
vegetation & rangeland
treatments are
documented as part of the
archeological record. IE
site forms like 24CR1252
(Site type/practices) &
24CT0863

1

Sea grasses and coral are attracted to
the underwater ferrous
concentrations of shipwrecks

Yes

1

Grasses in abandoned corrals

MT 18

1

Certain Navajo sites in treed areas

Yes

1

Used Previously recorded veg. in relocating a site

Yes

MT 17

dunes and dune veg. at sites (e.g.
hearths)

MT 16

Invasives in disturbed areas

No
Yes

Plants can indicate subsurface
poential for artifacts/sites

MT 14
MT 15

Sagebrush as indicators

Yes

Evergreens in cemeteries (E. states)

MT 13

Ornamentals around historic
foundations

Yes

Underwater, vegetation covers
anything above the sediment and can
be indicative around historic
foundations

MT 12

Invasive species in
proximity to historic sites.
Currently investigating
medicinal plants that may
be associated with historic
archaeological sites
associated with the
Chinese in the West.
Poison Ivy, man sage and
buck brush are all
associated with Sundance
as well as willow,
cottonwood and white
ash.
1) On the HiLine (not
western MT), where I've
found native short grass
communities, I find
relatively undisturbed
Indian sites like tipi ring
sites, lithic scatters,
isolated cairns. Where
there's crested wheat
grass or a crop, I expect
only abandoned
homesteads or
abandoned tiny prairie
communities. It's a nobrainer.

domesticated/cultigen species at
historic domestic/residential sites
(e.g. fruit trees)

No
Yes

line of trees or other linear patterns in
vegetal growth at roadways and
orchards

MT 10
MT 11

Vegetation can provide subtle clues to
soil drainage and topography

I have not noticed
specifics. However, I have
noticed (with remote
sensing), that there are
often large plants growing
from the depression of a
pit-house, or other such
feature -- But not always.

Pine forest (E. states) at isolated
(prehistoric) finds and small camps

No

Roots follow soil layers or buried
cultural features

MT 9

Exotic and ornamentals remenant
vegetation left at historic sites

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have
noticed. Be specific about
both the vegetation and
the specific site and
feature types.

Trees lining roadways

Participant Q7 In your own
experience, have you
ever noticed
any association
between certain
surface vegetation
(even if you have not
identified
them) and certain
archaeological
features or sites?

I've noticed an association
between historic mining
sites, and other historic
habitation sites as well,
and rhubarb plants. I've
assumed people living in
these usually isolated sites
wanted rhubarb to
supplement their
vitmin/mineral dietary
needs, so they planted a
hardy plant that needs
little or no attention to
thrive. I've noticed an
association with certain
kinds of ceremonial sites
in Western Montana with
juniper plants. For
example, circular stone
pits or circular stone
enclosures, will often have
juniper bushes growing in
them. I've assumed this
was the accidental result
of using parts of the
juniper plant in
ceremonial practices at
these
sites. I've
noted
high nitrogen
sites
(i.e.no
buffalo jumps) yield more
dense vegatation
Primarily forest/woodland
to grassland transitions for
small lithic/campsites,
with sites in openings.

1

1

1

1

1

n/a
I answered "no" above.
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Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have
noticed. Be specific about
both the vegetation and
the specific site and
feature types.

MT 26
Yes

MT 27
Yes

MT 28
Yes
Please see the previous
answer, grass lithics and
habitation sites, whereas
where sage brush was
growing no sites. This was
verified after a 340,000
acre wild fire.
At some stone ring sites
there may be differences
in the density of the plant
cover and where the rings
are located.
previously
harvested/cultivated/tend
ed to terrain
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Certain species grow in organically
enriched areas

Historically introduced and
domesticated species at historic sites

Bushes on quarry pits

Berrybushes on/near cairns

Sea grasses and coral are attracted to
the underwater ferrous
concentrations of shipwrecks

Grasses in abandoned corrals

Certain Navajo sites in treed areas

Used Previously recorded veg. in relocating a site

dunes and dune veg. at sites (e.g.
hearths)

Invasives in disturbed areas

Plants can indicate subsurface
poential for artifacts/sites

Sagebrush as indicators

Evergreens in cemeteries (E. states)

Ornamentals around historic
foundations

Underwater, vegetation covers
anything above the sediment and can
be indicative around historic
foundations

domesticated/cultigen species at
historic domestic/residential sites
(e.g. fruit trees)

line of trees or other linear patterns in
vegetal growth at roadways and
orchards

Vegetation can provide subtle clues to
soil drainage and topography

Pine forest (E. states) at isolated
(prehistoric) finds and small camps

Roots follow soil layers or buried
cultural features

Exotic and ornamentals remenant
vegetation left at historic sites

Trees lining roadways

Participant Q7 In your own
experience, have you
ever noticed
any association
between certain
surface vegetation
(even if you have not
identified
them) and certain
archaeological
features or sites?

Yes

OR 8

Yes

OR 9

Yes

OR 10

Yes

OR 11

Yes

OR 12

Yes

OR 13

Yes

OR 14

Yes

Lack of surface vegetation around
stacked rock features and around
sacred/ceremonial space

High nitrogen soils at bison jumps
yield more dense vegetation

Increases in plant density where there
are higher concentrations of
archaeological remains

Small clumps of Douglas-Fir around
dilapitated structures from squirrels

Lack of vegetation at 19th Century
copper stamp mill tailings

Large patches of Wolfberry at
archaeological sites

Vegetation is meager on concrete
pads

Vegtation may be light or darker,
thinner or thicker due to PH changes
at middens

Different grass growth in depression

wild rye in high desert
country
I have recorded rock oven
features in open meadows
that likely supported
camas in the past. I have
recorded segments of the
Oregon Trail that were
cleared of vegetation by
historic peoples.
It is very difficult to
completely describe the
vegetation indicators that
point to human activities
and cultural practices.
Certainly when I was
dealing with old fence
lines the alterations to
vegetative patterns were
obvious and could be
detected on aerial
photographs. But the
presence or absence of
burials was a little more
problematic. With burials
that indicate European
cultural ties the native and
non native vegetation
patterns were important.
But with the case of native
American cultural
practices very few
indicators were left that
would point to ritual
burial practices. In the
case of middens the
alteration of soil chemistry
was
enough
Camas
fieldsto
orusually
small

1

meadows with lithic
scatters on the edge of
the meadow
Great Basin Wild Rye near
rockshelters
Small lithic scatters near
scabland covered in thick
areas of wild onions
Ponderosa peeled pines,
cambium peeled pines, I
check every old growth
Ponderosa for peels and it
pays off occasionally I am
met with a peel scar...
Yellow bell in lithic
scatters
Sometimes I identify the
presence of a spring with
plants such as penstemon
that enjoy that type of
habitat, springs aren't
always as easy to see
when you are barreling
through the woods and do
not know what plants like
seeps
OR 7

Lack of vegetation and erosion
associated with the absence of
artifacts

Thick areas of wild onion at small
lithic scatters

Abundant growth, particularly edible
plants, around ground stone tools

Large very mature sagebrush equated
with undisturbed pre-contact sites

Springboard-cut grooves and large
stumps at historic logging sites

Mounds and other prehistoric
vegetation and different vegetation
and crop markers/qualitative shifts in
plants

Changes in color and moisture levels
as indicated by archaeological sites'
vegetation

Yes

Old growth trees clusted admist
young growth trees indicating these
trees roles as historic boundry
markers

OR 6

Dense growth and briars and
disturbance associated growth over
prehistoric village (Post-Archaic)

Yes

Species density and biodiversity
differences over archaeological sites

OR 5

Patches of Clover over filled
residential and farmstead foundations

Yes

Richer vegetatio over middens

Yes

OR 4

Clumps of daffodils and irises around
former yard boundries

OR 3

"Scrub" grass can indicate disturbance

Yes

Denser vegetation around collapsed
wood structures than in them (looser
soil from decaying wood)

OR 2

nothing for extant surface
vegetation, but in sites
where the presence of
marsh grasses usually
corresponds to artifacts
The type of site often
drives my level of
attention to plants. Peeled
cedar trees often occur
where huckleberries grow.
Camas baking ovens tend
to be found where camas
and other geophytes can
grow. When excavation
analysis is done, it is
useful to compare
identified species with
plants in the current site
vicinity. It is often the
case, though, that, my
level of attention to plants
is very different for a
survey-level effort (where
I'm primarily recording the
presence of a site) than
for an evaluation (where
I'm trying to understand
site function, etc.).

Stressed vegetation over cultural
features

Yes

Non-local species out of place and
with high likeihood of human-agency
based dispersal

OR 1

Higher density growth Oak and
Walnut at 'Settled' prehistoric villages

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have
noticed. Be specific about
both the vegetation and
the specific site and
feature types.

Increased vegetal growth over privies

Participant Q7 In your own
experience, have you
ever noticed
any association
between certain
surface vegetation
(even if you have not
identified
them) and certain
archaeological
features or sites?

Certain species grow in well disturbed
soils

Western State MAPS Participants’ Results - Q7 & 8 - Qualitative Plant-Site Association Categories

I have noted that certain
plant species do well in
organic rich soils
associated with
archaeological deposits,
such as middens, or
historic features. Also,
wetland species that
indicate springs are
helpful to find sites
associated with springs,
etc.
Groundstone artifacts in
areas of lots of bitteroot
and bisquitroot; stone
caches in Alaska in areas
where particular plants
were abundant that
matched the use patterns
of such features, etc.
There are many examples
of site distribution and
specific features types
being found that are
directly related to
surrounding vegetation.
Lack of surface vegetation
around stacked rock
features and in general,
around sacred
spaces/ceremonial areas.
Turkey mullein, with
prehistoric middens (in
CA). Domesticated plants
and trees with historical
sites. Differences in plant
species between midden
soils and adjacent soils.
Camas ovens found in
association with Camas
prairies.
Flora is indicative of
human occupation,
especially on historic sites.

1

1

1

1

1

1

Yucca and mint have been
present in the vicinity of
many historic sites I've
identified. Came brakes
along floodplain terraces
have also shown a loose
correlation with
precontact lithic scatters.
Only once. It was a known
root harvesting site with
groundstone on the
surface. The roots were
lumations (I think biscuit
root), and there were
hopper mortars on the
surface.

1
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1

1

area containing nonnative vegetation, can be
an indicator of an historic
site from the introduction
of non native species. In
analysis of predictive site
modelling, that instead of
using e.g. elevation and
slope- that site potential
site location may utilize
vegetation maps- as
expected- the vegetation
correlates with the
elevation; hence
simplifying GIS analysis.
Note this predictive
modelling corresponds
primarily to prehistoric
sites,
OR 17
OR 18
OR 19

Yes

WY 1

Yes

WY 2

Yes

WY 3

Yes

WY 4

Yes

WY 5
WY 6

No
Yes

WY 7

Yes

NV 1

Yes

NV 2
NV 3

No
Yes

NV 4

Yes

NV 5

Yes

NV 6
NV 7

Yes
Yes

To a certain
degree...however, 99% of
the "associations"
between sites and
environmental variables
(including vegetation) is
strictly based on
conjecture with nothing to
back it up. Of course, it's
nice to be on flat ground
near a water source with a
huckleberry patch
nearby...but focusing on
the "obvious" means you
miss the drive trap on a
steep slope below a basalt
outcrop. If folks actually
used the
environmental/vegetation
information on site forms
to do real honest science
(with p values) or to assist
local tribes in locating
culturally significant veg, I
would be 100% more
enthusiastic about filling
out the vegetation section
in
the
site at
forms.
Bee
weed
some rock art
sites.
The lack of vegetation,
due to a highly eroded
surface, correlates to the
complete absence of
archaeological sites and
features.
biscuitroot, cattail, prickly
pear. Prickly pear seems
to have been used to
steam other plants and
tubers. Use of Willow,
chokecherry and Wild
Rose.
At sites with shallow soil
deposits vegetation
changes indicate features.

1

1
N/A
I like to read about
sagebrush. As I
understand, scientists use
sagebrush as indicators.
Even the temperature
around sagebrush is
useful.
Certain species grow well
in disturbed soils, which
can help identify
subsurface features and
impacts.
Grinding stones and
surface vegetation types
one can process for food.
Basque arborglyphs in
aspen stands; pinyon
camps in PJ zones; Great
Basin Wild Rye can often
be associated with
middens.
Rock rings are often in P-J
woodlands; bedrock
milling features are
usually on meadow edges;
charcoal platforms usually
have the tallest Great
Basin wildrye in the
surrounding area; historic
mining sites on the
Klamath River often are
overgrown in poison oak;
midden soils often
support taller and denser
vegetation of many kinds
I have used density and
growth difference of
vegetation to help identify
surface features. For
example, once were able
to identify unmarked
graves because they
retained water much
longer than the
surrounding ground and
the vegetation growing
above them was greener
and longer than
surrounding vegetation.
Cottonwoods or daffodils
marking historic sites.
Denser vegetation around
water sources on sites
usually help identify well
or privy features.
Pinyon zone-rock circles
Dune veg and dune site
contexts. Rice grass
availability, rhizomes, etc.
with ground stone
clustering

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Lack of surface vegetation around
stacked rock features and around
sacred/ceremonial space

High nitrogen soils at bison jumps
yield more dense vegetation

Increases in plant density where there
are higher concentrations of
archaeological remains

Small clumps of Douglas-Fir around
dilapitated structures from squirrels

Lack of vegetation at 19th Century
copper stamp mill tailings

Large patches of Wolfberry at
archaeological sites

Vegetation is meager on concrete
pads

Vegtation may be light or darker,
thinner or thicker due to PH changes
at middens

Different grass growth in depression

Lack of vegetation and erosion
associated with the absence of
artifacts

Thick areas of wild onion at small
lithic scatters

Abundant growth, particularly edible
plants, around ground stone tools

Large very mature sagebrush equated
with undisturbed pre-contact sites

Springboard-cut grooves and large
stumps at historic logging sites

Mounds and other prehistoric
vegetation and different vegetation
and crop markers/qualitative shifts in
plants

Changes in color and moisture levels
as indicated by archaeological sites'
vegetation

Old growth trees clusted admist
young growth trees indicating these
trees roles as historic boundry
markers

Dense growth and briars and
disturbance associated growth over
prehistoric village (Post-Archaic)

Species density and biodiversity
differences over archaeological sites

Patches of Clover over filled
residential and farmstead foundations

Richer vegetatio over middens

Clumps of daffodils and irises around
former yard boundries

"Scrub" grass can indicate disturbance

Denser vegetation around collapsed
wood structures than in them (looser
soil from decaying wood)

Yes

Stressed vegetation over cultural
features

OR 16

Areas of camas prairie
often indicate where
camas ovens and
habitation sites are in
Southern Oregon. The
shift in vegetation zones
as one moves east out of
Mt. Hood National Forest
marks an increase in the
likelihood for precontact
sites mostly because the
ground surface is more
visible and there is less
deposition. The remaining
Western red cedars in the
forests often have cedar
peel marks from use of
the soft bark for a variety
of purposes. Areas in the
forest and coast range
with large stumps with
spring-board grooves cut
will often indicate the
older logging sites and
areas. Areas with large
very mature sagebrush
tend to be where
Iundisturbed
have noted older
that that

Non-local species out of place and
with high likeihood of human-agency
based dispersal

Yes

Higher density growth Oak and
Walnut at 'Settled' prehistoric villages

OR 15

Increased vegetal growth over privies

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have
noticed. Be specific about
both the vegetation and
the specific site and
feature types.

Certain species grow in well disturbed
soils

Participant Q7 In your own
experience, have you
ever noticed
any association
between certain
surface vegetation
(even if you have not
identified
them) and certain
archaeological
features or sites?

Yes

NM 8

Yes

NM 9

Yes

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Lack of surface vegetation around
stacked rock features and around
sacred/ceremonial space

NM 7

1

High nitrogen soils at bison jumps
yield more dense vegetation

No

1
In some places, midden
deposits support different
vegetation than
surrounding zones. Plant
species are often more
variable, or sometimes
denser or lighter, perhaps
due to the acidity/Ph of
the midden soil or to its
overall organic content.
Plants can indicate
subsurface potential, used
dunes to located deflated
hearth sites
Already spoke of it in
previous question. Grass
growing in slight
depression that you may
not see otherwise.
Tree/plant growing in a
feature such as a rock ring
or room, etc.
Yes, but not Nevada for
the most part. rabbit
brush though tends to be
in disturbed ground.
Dune sites with mesquite
trees. Transitions zones
between sage and
pinyon/juniper.
It's commonly thought
that wolf berry (Lycium)
likes to grow on ruins, and
it seems to be true.
However the association
might just be that it likes
rocky disturbed soils.
wolfberry is a common
growth on archaeological
sites. In general, if one
identifies large patches of
wolfberry during survey,
one can predict that an
archaeological site will be
at that location.
1. Some plants thrive in
disturbed soil (datura, for
example) 2. Historical
road swales are frequently
demarcated by linear
distinctions in vegetation
3. The interior spaces of
corrals are frequently
filled with grasses 4.
Exotic species as ethnic
markers
Wolfberry is a very
noticeable and relatively
common disturbance
vegetation that occurs
within architectural
features in NM- I have
noticed it most in the SW
part of the state, growing
atop rubble mounds or
within kiva depressions.
Other types of vegetation
differences are noticeable
on arch sites- I don't know
specific plant names off
the top of my head, but
often you can observe
clear changes in
vegetation growing atop a
site or cultural features
versus the vegetation in
the surrounding area.
Saltbush is often found
growing in the rubble
mounds of collapsed
pueblos on the Pajarito
Plateau in New Mexico.
Large honey mesquite
bushes are often found in
the centers of ring
middens in southern New
Mexico.
I notice some associations,
but its not very consistent,
and I wouldn't rely on
them.
weedy plants =
disturbance. A site by
deinition a disturbed site
A colleague had a theory
that dogweed grows well
in disturbed soil and could
possibly be used as a
signifier on survey.
My best anecdote
relevant to this question is
not from New Mexico
archaeology, but rather,
Mayan archaeology--I
spent a season doing work
in Yucatan. During that
time, I was working with a
Mayan field crew verifying
survey results from a
previous season, trudging
through the rain forest
and dodging snakes. We
were relocating cultural
sites, and one of the
things my crew taught me
was that "Bird's Nest
Ferns" (Asplenium sp.) are
typically found on cultural
sites, one of the indices
that they used to
distinguish a "real" small
site/structural deposit
from a natural deposit
(the big structures can't
be easily confused with
anything "natural" in that
part of the world). The

Increases in plant density where there
are higher concentrations of
archaeological remains

NM 6

1

Small clumps of Douglas-Fir around
dilapitated structures from squirrels

Yes

Lack of vegetation at 19th Century
copper stamp mill tailings

NM 5

Large patches of Wolfberry at
archaeological sites

Yes

Vegetation is meager on concrete
pads

NM 4

Vegtation may be light or darker,
thinner or thicker due to PH changes
at middens

Yes

Different grass growth in depression

NM 3

Lack of vegetation and erosion
associated with the absence of
artifacts

Yes

Thick areas of wild onion at small
lithic scatters

NM 2

Abundant growth, particularly edible
plants, around ground stone tools

Yes

Large very mature sagebrush equated
with undisturbed pre-contact sites

NM 1

Springboard-cut grooves and large
stumps at historic logging sites

Yes

Mounds and other prehistoric
vegetation and different vegetation
and crop markers/qualitative shifts in
plants

NV 14

Changes in color and moisture levels
as indicated by archaeological sites'
vegetation

Yes

Old growth trees clusted admist
young growth trees indicating these
trees roles as historic boundry
markers

NV 13

Dense growth and briars and
disturbance associated growth over
prehistoric village (Post-Archaic)

Yes

Species density and biodiversity
differences over archaeological sites

NV 12

Patches of Clover over filled
residential and farmstead foundations

Yes

Richer vegetatio over middens

NV 11

Clumps of daffodils and irises around
former yard boundries

Yes

"Scrub" grass can indicate disturbance

NV 10

Denser vegetation around collapsed
wood structures than in them (looser
soil from decaying wood)

Yes

Stressed vegetation over cultural
features

NV 9

1) Surface veg does not
grow well on concrete
pads.
2) Invasive species tend to
be found primarily in
disturbed areas.
3) Sage and creosote will
grow on any feature given
sufficient time and lack of
other invasives.
There is a clear
association between
occurrence of single-leaf
pinyon and pine nut
gathering, processing, and
storage sites. A less clear,
but likely association I
have observed is the
occurrence of grinding
implements (mostly
metates here) in areas
where biscuitroot
(lomatium species) grow
today.

Non-local species out of place and
with high likeihood of human-agency
based dispersal

Yes

Higher density growth Oak and
Walnut at 'Settled' prehistoric villages

NV 8

Increased vegetal growth over privies

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have
noticed. Be specific about
both the vegetation and
the specific site and
feature types.

Certain species grow in well disturbed
soils

Participant Q7 In your own
experience, have you
ever noticed
any association
between certain
surface vegetation
(even if you have not
identified
them) and certain
archaeological
features or sites?

CO 11

Yes

CO 12
CO 13

No
Yes

Disturbance often brings
the same types of
vegetation - noxious
weeds, various
wildflowers and grasses,
sagebrush, and/or yucca
plants. Since CR sites
often have been
disturbed, these types of
vegetation may provide
hints for CR sites.

1
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Lack of surface vegetation around
stacked rock features and around
sacred/ceremonial space

No

Cottonwoods can identify
seasonal springs or water
sources, and I have found
both prehistoric and
historic sites in proximity
to these areas.
Vegetation changes
associated with
prehistoric ancestral
puebloan features such as
a roomblock or kiva
Depends where you are
working. In Wyoming, for
example, an absence of
vegetation frequently
correlates to the location
of dune blowouts. These
are common places to find
lithic materials and fireaffected rock
concentration or hearth
features. In Kansas,
clumps of sand plums are
indicative of past
disturbance, and possibly
even gathering activities,
not just the dropping of
the fruit and reseeding of
area. No direct
experience with the sand
plums, but I've heard
several archaeologists talk
about the correlation
between sand plums and
archaeological sites.
Sea grass species are
typically found on buried
shipwreck sites, as its root
system provides a
stabilizing environment,
anchoring sediment and
preventing artifact loss.
Also (not technically
vegetation, but...) coral
growth often appears on
ferrous artifact structures,
attracted by the process
of underwater ferrous
concretion development.

High nitrogen soils at bison jumps
yield more dense vegetation

CO 10

1

Increases in plant density where there
are higher concentrations of
archaeological remains

Yes

1

Small clumps of Douglas-Fir around
dilapitated structures from squirrels

CO 9

Lack of vegetation at 19th Century
copper stamp mill tailings

Yes

Large patches of Wolfberry at
archaeological sites

CO 8

Vegetation is meager on concrete
pads

Yes

Vegtation may be light or darker,
thinner or thicker due to PH changes
at middens

CO 7

Different grass growth in depression

Yes

Lack of vegetation and erosion
associated with the absence of
artifacts

CO 6

Thick areas of wild onion at small
lithic scatters

No
Yes

Abundant growth, particularly edible
plants, around ground stone tools

CO 4
CO 5

Large very mature sagebrush equated
with undisturbed pre-contact sites

Yes

Springboard-cut grooves and large
stumps at historic logging sites

CO 3

Mounds and other prehistoric
vegetation and different vegetation
and crop markers/qualitative shifts in
plants

Yes

Changes in color and moisture levels
as indicated by archaeological sites'
vegetation

CO 2

Old growth trees clusted admist
young growth trees indicating these
trees roles as historic boundry
markers

No
No
Yes

Dense growth and briars and
disturbance associated growth over
prehistoric village (Post-Archaic)

NM 15
NM 16
CO 1

Species density and biodiversity
differences over archaeological sites

Yes

Patches of Clover over filled
residential and farmstead foundations

NM 14

Richer vegetatio over middens

Yes

Clumps of daffodils and irises around
former yard boundries

NM 13

"Scrub" grass can indicate disturbance

Yes

Denser vegetation around collapsed
wood structures than in them (looser
soil from decaying wood)

Yes

NM 12

Stressed vegetation over cultural
features

NM 11

Wolfberry seems to grow
preferentially on masonry
rubble mounds and
roomblocks in the
northern/middle Rio
Grande Valley in NM,
while kochia grows
densely on
mounded/melted adobe
in the same regions. Cane
cholla grows heavily in
disturbed and/or
anthropogenic settings
throughout NM.
Aforementioned caves
and rockshelters.
In thin soil conditions,
archaeological features
typically hold more soil,
and healthier vegetation.
This makes taller weeds
and heavy clusters of oak
brush a likely place to look
for archaeological
features.
Disturbance vegetation in
historic sites. Certain
Navajo features in treed
areas.
In the northwest region of
New Mexico, I have
noticed a certain type of
weed/thistle that likes to
grow over pueblo room
blocks.
N/A
no
Wolfberry plants typically
grow in the middens of
SW Colorado ancestral
Pueblo sites. And the old
houses typically occur
within areas of sagebrush
where pinyon and juniper
trees are less frequent
than the background
condition.
It is sometimes assumed
that stands of Indian Rice
Grass usually have sites
associated with them. I
doubt this to be true, but
would make an interesting
research topic
See information
presented about trails
above. Also, wolfberry on
some Anasazi sites in
southwestern Colorado
and southeastern Utah.
None
In west-central Colorado,
association between site
densities of huntergatherer camps and
pinyon-juniper zone. In
SW Colorado, association
between patches of
wolfberry and Ancestral
Puebloan habitation or
horticultural sites.
Typically associated with
domestic structures (tipis,
pueblos, historical sites)
where the
interior/exterior of the
structures have different
flora. Presumably, this is
because length of
occupation/amount of
disturbance modified the
vegetation and sediment.
in Colorado, particularly in
the mountains, I have
dealt with several
temporary Archaic sites
that still contain stands of
Yampa, arrow leaf balsam,
various lilies, onions, and
biscuitroot. Most of these
sites have really not
contained features
beyond simple firepits.

Non-local species out of place and
with high likeihood of human-agency
based dispersal

Yes

Higher density growth Oak and
Walnut at 'Settled' prehistoric villages

NM 10

Increased vegetal growth over privies

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have
noticed. Be specific about
both the vegetation and
the specific site and
feature types.

Certain species grow in well disturbed
soils

Participant Q7 In your own
experience, have you
ever noticed
any association
between certain
surface vegetation
(even if you have not
identified
them) and certain
archaeological
features or sites?

1

1

1

In our area, prehistoric
sites are often associated
with pinyon-juniper
vegetation zones.
Without access to site
forms I am not able to
specifically answer this
question.
Sites in my part of
Colorado are often
associated with
Pinon/Juniper forests and
sagebrush habitat.
As mentioned previously,
outside of Colorado, it has
been thoroughly
documented that
chokecherry bushes on
Iroquois village sites
generally indicate a
latrine. Thistle and
invasive species generally
prefer disturbed soils so
grow in pipeline scars,
historic latrines, dugouts,
etc... I have not noticed
any specific plants which
indicate prehistoric
activity, whereas more
recent activity can be
indicated by a smaller
variety of species which
prefer disturbed soils.
Such activity may include
wildfires.

1

Juniper groves on the
Colorado Plateau through
the Wyoming Basin tend
to support brush structure
sites.
Ponderosa groves in Ute
areas, especially in
southern Colorado, tend
to support peeled tree
sites.
Aspen groves everywhere
tend to support historic
glyphs.
Seasonally wet basins at
the feet of dunes in
southern Wyoming may
support greater numbers
of biscuit root or similar
plants and we (my
colleagues and I) have
correlated the higher
occurrence of
mano/metate grinding
technology in association
with thermal-feature
bearing sites in these
areas through GIS based
modeling.

1

The foremost association
is between the presence
of native rice grass in front
of a rockshelter and
associated buried cultural
deposits.
Currant (esp. squaw berry)
bushes tend to grow in
higher-profile cairns
(specifically clusters or
heaps of stone as opposed
to stacked features).
Some have suggested a
cultural affiliation, but
botantists suggest that
this pattern is likely a
natural phenomenon
because the shelter of
heaped rock provides a
protected environment
for seeds discarded by
birds or small mammals to
germinate in.
Bushes (all kinds) and
quarry pits, cairns and
other areas of man-made
disturbance.
At the Absaroka Agency
Site (second agency of the
Crow Indians 1875-1884)
various obvious
differences in vegetation
were apparent in features
that were associated with
organically enriched soils
and historic disturbance.
Trash/dump deposited
often exhibited more
dense vegetative cover
with growth of species of
wildrye (Elymus spp.)
much more pronounced in
dump deposits. Dump
deposits contained a
variety cultural material
including bone, glass,
wood, charcoal, metal
(often corroded), leather,
cloth and other materials.
At what is called the main
compound dump,
chokecherry (Prunus
virginiana) and snowberry
(Symphoricarpos albus
and Symphoricarpos

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Lack of surface vegetation around
stacked rock features and around
sacred/ceremonial space

High nitrogen soils at bison jumps
yield more dense vegetation

Increases in plant density where there
are higher concentrations of
archaeological remains

Yes

Small clumps of Douglas-Fir around
dilapitated structures from squirrels

Yes

MT 5

Lack of vegetation at 19th Century
copper stamp mill tailings

MT 4

Large patches of Wolfberry at
archaeological sites

Yes

Vegetation is meager on concrete
pads

MT 3

Vegtation may be light or darker,
thinner or thicker due to PH changes
at middens

No
Yes

Different grass growth in depression

CO 26
MT 1
MT 2

Lack of vegetation and erosion
associated with the absence of
artifacts

No
Yes

Thick areas of wild onion at small
lithic scatters

CO 24
CO 25

Abundant growth, particularly edible
plants, around ground stone tools

No
Yes

Large very mature sagebrush equated
with undisturbed pre-contact sites

CO 22
CO 23

Springboard-cut grooves and large
stumps at historic logging sites

Yes

1

Mounds and other prehistoric
vegetation and different vegetation
and crop markers/qualitative shifts in
plants

CO 21

1

Changes in color and moisture levels
as indicated by archaeological sites'
vegetation

Yes

Old growth trees clusted admist
young growth trees indicating these
trees roles as historic boundry
markers

CO 20

Dense growth and briars and
disturbance associated growth over
prehistoric village (Post-Archaic)

Yes

Species density and biodiversity
differences over archaeological sites

CO 19

Patches of Clover over filled
residential and farmstead foundations

No
Yes

Richer vegetatio over middens

CO 17
CO 18

Clumps of daffodils and irises around
former yard boundries

Yes

"Scrub" grass can indicate disturbance

CO 16

Denser vegetation around collapsed
wood structures than in them (looser
soil from decaying wood)

Yes

Stressed vegetation over cultural
features

CO 15

While I am not familiar
with specific plant species,
changes in spatial
relationships of site
vegetation can show new
or old growth and
patterned changes in
vegetation can show
where earthen platforms
begin and end or where
past structures were
located.
Wolfberry bush was
always present at diturbed
sites. Grasses and
"weeds", different from
undisturbed surrounding
areas were always
present.
Clearings dominated by
sagebrush in the pinion
juniper woodlands of
southwestern Colorado
often are associated with
prehistoric agricultural
fields.
n/a
In general, sagebrush
indicated reasonably deep
soils, whereas pinyonjuniper incates very
shallow and rocky soils

Non-local species out of place and
with high likeihood of human-agency
based dispersal

Yes

Higher density growth Oak and
Walnut at 'Settled' prehistoric villages

CO 14

Increased vegetal growth over privies

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have
noticed. Be specific about
both the vegetation and
the specific site and
feature types.

Certain species grow in well disturbed
soils

Participant Q7 In your own
experience, have you
ever noticed
any association
between certain
surface vegetation
(even if you have not
identified
them) and certain
archaeological
features or sites?

MT 21

Yes

As stated in a previous
comment, crested wheat
grass is a common
indicator of farming and
was also noted
specifically.
changes in the density of
plants associated with
high concentrations of
archaeological remains

Lack of surface vegetation around
stacked rock features and around
sacred/ceremonial space

Yes

High nitrogen soils at bison jumps
yield more dense vegetation

MT 20

Increases in plant density where there
are higher concentrations of
archaeological remains

Non-native species are
typically found at historic
sites, such as lilacs and
apple trees. I have also
noticed that pine trees
tend to grow in a
square/rectangle pattern
where a former cabin use
to be. This tends to be
from the fact that pine
cones will roll off roofs
while the structure is
standing and begin to
grow before the structure
collapses or is removed. I
also find trees (pine
varieties) growing in linear
patterns which indicate an
old road, ditch or trail. It
is interesting too that
raspberry bushes are
almost always found near
the entrances of mine
shafts or adits which I
have been told is due to
the cool underground air
leaving these locations.

Small clumps of Douglas-Fir around
dilapitated structures from squirrels

Yes

Lack of vegetation at 19th Century
copper stamp mill tailings

MT 19

Large patches of Wolfberry at
archaeological sites

Specific site types highly
correlate between, past
government policies and
common practices,
Historic records of
vegetation & rangeland
treatments are
documented as part of the
archeological record. IE
site forms like 24CR1252
(Site type/practices) &
24CT0863

Vegetation is meager on concrete
pads

Yes

Vegtation may be light or darker,
thinner or thicker due to PH changes
at middens

MT 18

Different grass growth in depression

Yes

Lack of vegetation and erosion
associated with the absence of
artifacts

Yes

MT 17

Thick areas of wild onion at small
lithic scatters

MT 16

Abundant growth, particularly edible
plants, around ground stone tools

No
Yes

Large very mature sagebrush equated
with undisturbed pre-contact sites

MT 14
MT 15

Springboard-cut grooves and large
stumps at historic logging sites

Yes

Mounds and other prehistoric
vegetation and different vegetation
and crop markers/qualitative shifts in
plants

MT 13

Changes in color and moisture levels
as indicated by archaeological sites'
vegetation

Yes

Old growth trees clusted admist
young growth trees indicating these
trees roles as historic boundry
markers

MT 12

Dense growth and briars and
disturbance associated growth over
prehistoric village (Post-Archaic)

No
Yes

Species density and biodiversity
differences over archaeological sites

MT 10
MT 11

Patches of Clover over filled
residential and farmstead foundations

No

Richer vegetatio over middens

MT 9

Clumps of daffodils and irises around
former yard boundries

Yes

"Scrub" grass can indicate disturbance

MT 8

Denser vegetation around collapsed
wood structures than in them (looser
soil from decaying wood)

Yes

Stressed vegetation over cultural
features

MT 7

Generally speaking you
can see native prairie
ecosystem around stone
features. It is a good way
to eliminate "cairns" that
are not actually cairns but
the result of early field
clearing, etc.
Yes, for example
Ponderosa pine is closely
related to scarred
(culturally modified) tree
sites... Basin wild rye is
often associated with
bison kill (jump) sites,
etc...
Human activity influencing
area vegetation through
farming, planting of
medicinal or ritual plants,
accidental transfer of
vegetation due to
population movement,
etc.

Non-local species out of place and
with high likeihood of human-agency
based dispersal

Yes

Higher density growth Oak and
Walnut at 'Settled' prehistoric villages

MT 6

Increased vegetal growth over privies

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have
noticed. Be specific about
both the vegetation and
the specific site and
feature types.

Certain species grow in well disturbed
soils

Participant Q7 In your own
experience, have you
ever noticed
any association
between certain
surface vegetation
(even if you have not
identified
them) and certain
archaeological
features or sites?

1
I have not noticed
specifics. However, I have
noticed (with remote
sensing), that there are
often large plants growing
from the depression of a
pit-house, or other such
feature -- But not always.

Invasive species in
proximity to historic sites.
Currently investigating
medicinal plants that may
be associated with historic
archaeological sites
associated with the
Chinese in the West.
Poison Ivy, man sage and
buck brush are all
associated with Sundance
as well as willow,
cottonwood and white
ash.
1) On the HiLine (not
western MT), where I've
found native short grass
communities, I find
relatively undisturbed
Indian sites like tipi ring
sites, lithic scatters,
isolated cairns. Where
there's crested wheat
grass or a crop, I expect
only abandoned
homesteads or
abandoned tiny prairie
communities. It's a nobrainer.

I've noticed an association
between historic mining
sites, and other historic
habitation sites as well,
and rhubarb plants. I've
assumed people living in
these usually isolated sites
wanted rhubarb to
supplement their
vitmin/mineral dietary
needs, so they planted a
hardy plant that needs
little or no attention to
thrive. I've noticed an
association with certain
kinds of ceremonial sites
in Western Montana with
juniper plants. For
example, circular stone
pits or circular stone
enclosures, will often have
juniper bushes growing in
them. I've assumed this
was the accidental result
of using parts of the
juniper plant in
ceremonial practices at
these
sites. I've
noted
high nitrogen
sites
(i.e.no
buffalo jumps) yield more
dense vegatation
Primarily forest/woodland
to grassland transitions for
small lithic/campsites,
with sites in openings.

1

1

1

1

1

1
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1

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have
noticed. Be specific about
both the vegetation and
the specific site and
feature types.

MT 22
Yes
clumps of small, immature
Douglas-fir trees often
delineate the location of a
dilapidated structure. nuts
stashed by forest rodents
on the feature's interior
can grow into clusters of
trees.

MT 23
MT 24
MT 25
MT 26
No
No
No
Yes
n/a
I answered "no" above.

MT 27
Yes

MT 28
Yes
Please see the previous
answer, grass lithics and
habitation sites, whereas
where sage brush was
growing no sites. This was
verified after a 340,000
acre wild fire.
At some stone ring sites
there may be differences
in the density of the plant
cover and where the rings
are located.
previously
harvested/cultivated/tend
ed to terrain
1

1
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1

Lack of surface vegetation around
stacked rock features and around
sacred/ceremonial space

High nitrogen soils at bison jumps
yield more dense vegetation

Increases in plant density where there
are higher concentrations of
archaeological remains

Small clumps of Douglas-Fir around
dilapitated structures from squirrels

Lack of vegetation at 19th Century
copper stamp mill tailings

Large patches of Wolfberry at
archaeological sites

Vegetation is meager on concrete
pads

Vegtation may be light or darker,
thinner or thicker due to PH changes
at middens

Different grass growth in depression

Lack of vegetation and erosion
associated with the absence of
artifacts

Thick areas of wild onion at small
lithic scatters

Abundant growth, particularly edible
plants, around ground stone tools

Large very mature sagebrush equated
with undisturbed pre-contact sites

Springboard-cut grooves and large
stumps at historic logging sites

Mounds and other prehistoric
vegetation and different vegetation
and crop markers/qualitative shifts in
plants

Changes in color and moisture levels
as indicated by archaeological sites'
vegetation

Old growth trees clusted admist
young growth trees indicating these
trees roles as historic boundry
markers

Dense growth and briars and
disturbance associated growth over
prehistoric village (Post-Archaic)

Species density and biodiversity
differences over archaeological sites

Patches of Clover over filled
residential and farmstead foundations

Richer vegetatio over middens

Clumps of daffodils and irises around
former yard boundries

"Scrub" grass can indicate disturbance

Denser vegetation around collapsed
wood structures than in them (looser
soil from decaying wood)

Stressed vegetation over cultural
features

Non-local species out of place and
with high likeihood of human-agency
based dispersal

Higher density growth Oak and
Walnut at 'Settled' prehistoric villages

Increased vegetal growth over privies

Certain species grow in well disturbed
soils

Participant Q7 In your own
experience, have you
ever noticed
any association
between certain
surface vegetation
(even if you have not
identified
them) and certain
archaeological
features or sites?

Yes

OR 4

Yes

1
wild rye in high desert
country
I have recorded rock oven
features in open meadows
that likely supported
camas in the past. I have
recorded segments of the
Oregon Trail that were
cleared of vegetation by
historic peoples.
1
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Native shortgrass communities and
undisturbed Native American Sites
(e.g. tipi rings, lithic scatters, isolated
cairns)

OR 3

1

Primary forest/woodland transition to
grasslands and small lithic sites and
campsites

Yes

Pinyon zone/ Pinyon-Juniper
woodland zone and prehistoric sites
(e.g. rock circles/rings or Pinyon
camps)

OR 2

nothing for extant surface
vegetation, but in sites
where the presence of
marsh grasses usually
corresponds to artifacts
The type of site often
drives my level of
attention to plants. Peeled
cedar trees often occur
where huckleberries grow.
Camas baking ovens tend
to be found where camas
and other geophytes can
grow. When excavation
analysis is done, it is
useful to compare
identified species with
plants in the current site
vicinity. It is often the
case, though, that, my
level of attention to plants
is very different for a
survey-level effort (where
I'm primarily recording the
presence of a site) than
for an evaluation (where
I'm trying to understand
site function, etc.).

lithic scatters

Yes

Wetland/riparian communities or
other water indicative species (e.g.
cottonwoods, penstemons) are likely
indicators of past human activity (e.g.
waterand
features,
wells, privies)
Camas fields
small meadows
and

OR 1

Camas oven on camas prairies

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have
noticed. Be specific about
both the vegetation and
the specific site and
feature types.

Pre-contact campsites at OakSavannah, Pine-Prairie interfaes, timer
breaks at the heads of Coulees, Prairie
pothole wetlands (SE WI)

Participant Q7 In your own
experience, have you
ever noticed
any association
between certain
surface vegetation
(even if you have not
identified
them) and certain
archaeological
features or sites?

Land use and forest succession
patterns

Western State MAPS Participants’ Results - Q7 & 8 - Vegetation Community Plant-Site Association Categories

OR 7

Yes

meadows with lithic
scatters on the edge of
the meadow
Great Basin Wild Rye near
rockshelters
Small lithic scatters near
scabland covered in thick
areas of wild onions
Ponderosa peeled pines,
cambium peeled pines, I
check every old growth
Ponderosa for peels and it
pays off occasionally I am
met with a peel scar...
Yellow bell in lithic
scatters
Sometimes I identify the
presence of a spring with
plants such as penstemon
that enjoy that type of
habitat, springs aren't
always as easy to see
when you are barreling
through the woods and do
not know what plants like
seeps

1

I have noted that certain
plant species do well in
organic rich soils
associated with
archaeological deposits,
such as middens, or
historic features. Also,
wetland species that
indicate springs are
helpful to find sites
associated with springs,
etc.

1
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1

Native shortgrass communities and
undisturbed Native American Sites
(e.g. tipi rings, lithic scatters, isolated
cairns)

Primary forest/woodland transition to
grasslands and small lithic sites and
campsites

Pinyon zone/ Pinyon-Juniper
woodland zone and prehistoric sites
(e.g. rock circles/rings or Pinyon
camps)

Yes

lithic scatters

OR 6

It is very difficult to
completely describe the
vegetation indicators that
point to human activities
and cultural practices.
Certainly when I was
dealing with old fence
lines the alterations to
vegetative patterns were
obvious and could be
detected on aerial
photographs. But the
presence or absence of
burials was a little more
problematic. With burials
that indicate European
cultural ties the native and
non native vegetation
patterns were important.
But with the case of native
American cultural
practices very few
indicators were left that
would point to ritual
burial practices. In the
case of middens the
alteration of soil chemistry
was
enough
Camas
fieldsto
orusually
small

Wetland/riparian communities or
other water indicative species (e.g.
cottonwoods, penstemons) are likely
indicators of past human activity (e.g.
waterand
features,
wells, privies)
Camas fields
small meadows
and

Yes

Camas oven on camas prairies

OR 5

Pre-contact campsites at OakSavannah, Pine-Prairie interfaes, timer
breaks at the heads of Coulees, Prairie
pothole wetlands (SE WI)

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have
noticed. Be specific about
both the vegetation and
the specific site and
feature types.

Land use and forest succession
patterns

Participant Q7 In your own
experience, have you
ever noticed
any association
between certain
surface vegetation
(even if you have not
identified
them) and certain
archaeological
features or sites?

OR 11

Yes

OR 12

Yes

OR 13

Yes

OR 14

Yes

1

Yucca and mint have been
present in the vicinity of
many historic sites I've
identified. Came brakes
along floodplain terraces
have also shown a loose
correlation with
precontact lithic scatters.
Only once. It was a known
root harvesting site with
groundstone on the
surface. The roots were
lumations (I think biscuit
root), and there were
hopper mortars on the
surface.
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Native shortgrass communities and
undisturbed Native American Sites
(e.g. tipi rings, lithic scatters, isolated
cairns)

Yes

Primary forest/woodland transition to
grasslands and small lithic sites and
campsites

OR 10

Pinyon zone/ Pinyon-Juniper
woodland zone and prehistoric sites
(e.g. rock circles/rings or Pinyon
camps)

Yes

lithic scatters

OR 9

Groundstone artifacts in
areas of lots of bitteroot
and bisquitroot; stone
caches in Alaska in areas
where particular plants
were abundant that
matched the use patterns
of such features, etc.
There are many examples
of site distribution and
specific features types
being found that are
directly related to
surrounding vegetation.
Lack of surface vegetation
around stacked rock
features and in general,
around sacred
spaces/ceremonial areas.
Turkey mullein, with
prehistoric middens (in
CA). Domesticated plants
and trees with historical
sites. Differences in plant
species between midden
soils and adjacent soils.
Camas ovens found in
association with Camas
prairies.
Flora is indicative of
human occupation,
especially on historic sites.

Wetland/riparian communities or
other water indicative species (e.g.
cottonwoods, penstemons) are likely
indicators of past human activity (e.g.
waterand
features,
wells, privies)
Camas fields
small meadows
and

Yes

Camas oven on camas prairies

OR 8

Pre-contact campsites at OakSavannah, Pine-Prairie interfaes, timer
breaks at the heads of Coulees, Prairie
pothole wetlands (SE WI)

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have
noticed. Be specific about
both the vegetation and
the specific site and
feature types.

Land use and forest succession
patterns

Participant Q7 In your own
experience, have you
ever noticed
any association
between certain
surface vegetation
(even if you have not
identified
them) and certain
archaeological
features or sites?

1

area containing nonnative vegetation, can be
an indicator of an historic
site from the introduction
of non native species. In
analysis of predictive site
modelling, that instead of
using e.g. elevation and
slope- that site potential
site location may utilize
vegetation maps- as
expected- the vegetation
correlates with the
elevation; hence
simplifying GIS analysis.
Note this predictive
modelling corresponds
primarily to prehistoric
sites,
OR 17
OR 18
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Native shortgrass communities and
undisturbed Native American Sites
(e.g. tipi rings, lithic scatters, isolated
cairns)

Primary forest/woodland transition to
grasslands and small lithic sites and
campsites

Pinyon zone/ Pinyon-Juniper
woodland zone and prehistoric sites
(e.g. rock circles/rings or Pinyon
camps)

Yes

lithic scatters

OR 16

Areas of camas prairie
often indicate where
camas ovens and
habitation sites are in
Southern Oregon. The
shift in vegetation zones
as one moves east out of
Mt. Hood National Forest
marks an increase in the
likelihood for precontact
sites mostly because the
ground surface is more
visible and there is less
deposition. The remaining
Western red cedars in the
forests often have cedar
peel marks from use of
the soft bark for a variety
of purposes. Areas in the
forest and coast range
with large stumps with
spring-board grooves cut
will often indicate the
older logging sites and
areas. Areas with large
very mature sagebrush
tend to be where
Iundisturbed
have noted older
that that

Wetland/riparian communities or
other water indicative species (e.g.
cottonwoods, penstemons) are likely
indicators of past human activity (e.g.
waterand
features,
wells, privies)
Camas fields
small meadows
and

Yes

Camas oven on camas prairies

OR 15

Pre-contact campsites at OakSavannah, Pine-Prairie interfaes, timer
breaks at the heads of Coulees, Prairie
pothole wetlands (SE WI)

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have
noticed. Be specific about
both the vegetation and
the specific site and
feature types.

Land use and forest succession
patterns

Participant Q7 In your own
experience, have you
ever noticed
any association
between certain
surface vegetation
(even if you have not
identified
them) and certain
archaeological
features or sites?

WY 3

Yes

WY 4

Yes

WY 5
WY 6

No
Yes

WY 7

Yes

NV 1

Yes

NV 2

No

sites.
The lack of vegetation,
due to a highly eroded
surface, correlates to the
complete absence of
archaeological sites and
features.
biscuitroot, cattail, prickly
pear. Prickly pear seems
to have been used to
steam other plants and
tubers. Use of Willow,
chokecherry and Wild
Rose.
At sites with shallow soil
deposits vegetation
changes indicate features.
N/A
I like to read about
sagebrush. As I
understand, scientists use
sagebrush as indicators.
Even the temperature
around sagebrush is
useful.
Certain species grow well
in disturbed soils, which
can help identify
subsurface features and
impacts.
Grinding stones and
surface vegetation types
one can process for food.
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Native shortgrass communities and
undisturbed Native American Sites
(e.g. tipi rings, lithic scatters, isolated
cairns)

Yes

Primary forest/woodland transition to
grasslands and small lithic sites and
campsites

WY 2

Pinyon zone/ Pinyon-Juniper
woodland zone and prehistoric sites
(e.g. rock circles/rings or Pinyon
camps)

Yes

lithic scatters

WY 1

To a certain
degree...however, 99% of
the "associations"
between sites and
environmental variables
(including vegetation) is
strictly based on
conjecture with nothing to
back it up. Of course, it's
nice to be on flat ground
near a water source with a
huckleberry patch
nearby...but focusing on
the "obvious" means you
miss the drive trap on a
steep slope below a basalt
outcrop. If folks actually
used the
environmental/vegetation
information on site forms
to do real honest science
(with p values) or to assist
local tribes in locating
culturally significant veg, I
would be 100% more
enthusiastic about filling
out the vegetation section
in
the
site at
forms.
Bee
weed
some rock art

Wetland/riparian communities or
other water indicative species (e.g.
cottonwoods, penstemons) are likely
indicators of past human activity (e.g.
waterand
features,
wells, privies)
Camas fields
small meadows
and

Yes

Camas oven on camas prairies

OR 19

Pre-contact campsites at OakSavannah, Pine-Prairie interfaes, timer
breaks at the heads of Coulees, Prairie
pothole wetlands (SE WI)

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have
noticed. Be specific about
both the vegetation and
the specific site and
feature types.

Land use and forest succession
patterns

Participant Q7 In your own
experience, have you
ever noticed
any association
between certain
surface vegetation
(even if you have not
identified
them) and certain
archaeological
features or sites?

NV 6
NV 7

Yes
Yes

NV 8

Yes

1

1
1
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Native shortgrass communities and
undisturbed Native American Sites
(e.g. tipi rings, lithic scatters, isolated
cairns)

Yes

Primary forest/woodland transition to
grasslands and small lithic sites and
campsites

NV 5

Pinyon zone/ Pinyon-Juniper
woodland zone and prehistoric sites
(e.g. rock circles/rings or Pinyon
camps)

Yes

lithic scatters

NV 4

Basque arborglyphs in
aspen stands; pinyon
camps in PJ zones; Great
Basin Wild Rye can often
be associated with
middens.
Rock rings are often in P-J
woodlands; bedrock
milling features are
usually on meadow edges;
charcoal platforms usually
have the tallest Great
Basin wildrye in the
surrounding area; historic
mining sites on the
Klamath River often are
overgrown in poison oak;
midden soils often
support taller and denser
vegetation of many kinds
I have used density and
growth difference of
vegetation to help identify
surface features. For
example, once were able
to identify unmarked
graves because they
retained water much
longer than the
surrounding ground and
the vegetation growing
above them was greener
and longer than
surrounding vegetation.
Cottonwoods or daffodils
marking historic sites.
Denser vegetation around
water sources on sites
usually help identify well
or privy features.
Pinyon zone-rock circles
Dune veg and dune site
contexts. Rice grass
availability, rhizomes, etc.
with ground stone
clustering
1) Surface veg does not
grow well on concrete
pads.
2) Invasive species tend to
be found primarily in
disturbed areas.
3) Sage and creosote will
grow on any feature given
sufficient time and lack of
other invasives.

Wetland/riparian communities or
other water indicative species (e.g.
cottonwoods, penstemons) are likely
indicators of past human activity (e.g.
waterand
features,
wells, privies)
Camas fields
small meadows
and

Yes

Camas oven on camas prairies

NV 3

Pre-contact campsites at OakSavannah, Pine-Prairie interfaes, timer
breaks at the heads of Coulees, Prairie
pothole wetlands (SE WI)

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have
noticed. Be specific about
both the vegetation and
the specific site and
feature types.

Land use and forest succession
patterns

Participant Q7 In your own
experience, have you
ever noticed
any association
between certain
surface vegetation
(even if you have not
identified
them) and certain
archaeological
features or sites?

Yes

NV 12

Yes

NV 13

Yes

NV 14

Yes

NM 1

Yes

NM 2

Yes

1
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Native shortgrass communities and
undisturbed Native American Sites
(e.g. tipi rings, lithic scatters, isolated
cairns)

NV 11

In some places, midden
deposits support different
vegetation than
surrounding zones. Plant
species are often more
variable, or sometimes
denser or lighter, perhaps
due to the acidity/Ph of
the midden soil or to its
overall organic content.
Plants can indicate
subsurface potential, used
dunes to located deflated
hearth sites
Already spoke of it in
previous question. Grass
growing in slight
depression that you may
not see otherwise.
Tree/plant growing in a
feature such as a rock ring
or room, etc.
Yes, but not Nevada for
the most part. rabbit
brush though tends to be
in disturbed ground.
Dune sites with mesquite
trees. Transitions zones
between sage and
pinyon/juniper.
It's commonly thought
that wolf berry (Lycium)
likes to grow on ruins, and
it seems to be true.
However the association
might just be that it likes
rocky disturbed soils.
wolfberry is a common
growth on archaeological
sites. In general, if one
identifies large patches of
wolfberry during survey,
one can predict that an
archaeological site will be
at that location.

Primary forest/woodland transition to
grasslands and small lithic sites and
campsites

Yes

Pinyon zone/ Pinyon-Juniper
woodland zone and prehistoric sites
(e.g. rock circles/rings or Pinyon
camps)

NV 10

lithic scatters

There is a clear
association between
occurrence of single-leaf
pinyon and pine nut
gathering, processing, and
storage sites. A less clear,
but likely association I
have observed is the
occurrence of grinding
implements (mostly
metates here) in areas
where biscuitroot
(lomatium species) grow
today.

Wetland/riparian communities or
other water indicative species (e.g.
cottonwoods, penstemons) are likely
indicators of past human activity (e.g.
waterand
features,
wells, privies)
Camas fields
small meadows
and

Yes

Camas oven on camas prairies

NV 9

Pre-contact campsites at OakSavannah, Pine-Prairie interfaes, timer
breaks at the heads of Coulees, Prairie
pothole wetlands (SE WI)

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have
noticed. Be specific about
both the vegetation and
the specific site and
feature types.

Land use and forest succession
patterns

Participant Q7 In your own
experience, have you
ever noticed
any association
between certain
surface vegetation
(even if you have not
identified
them) and certain
archaeological
features or sites?

NM 6

No

NM 7

Yes

NM 8

Yes
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Native shortgrass communities and
undisturbed Native American Sites
(e.g. tipi rings, lithic scatters, isolated
cairns)

Yes

Primary forest/woodland transition to
grasslands and small lithic sites and
campsites

NM 5

Pinyon zone/ Pinyon-Juniper
woodland zone and prehistoric sites
(e.g. rock circles/rings or Pinyon
camps)

Yes

lithic scatters

NM 4

1. Some plants thrive in
disturbed soil (datura, for
example) 2. Historical
road swales are frequently
demarcated by linear
distinctions in vegetation
3. The interior spaces of
corrals are frequently
filled with grasses 4.
Exotic species as ethnic
markers
Wolfberry is a very
noticeable and relatively
common disturbance
vegetation that occurs
within architectural
features in NM- I have
noticed it most in the SW
part of the state, growing
atop rubble mounds or
within kiva depressions.
Other types of vegetation
differences are noticeable
on arch sites- I don't know
specific plant names off
the top of my head, but
often you can observe
clear changes in
vegetation growing atop a
site or cultural features
versus the vegetation in
the surrounding area.
Saltbush is often found
growing in the rubble
mounds of collapsed
pueblos on the Pajarito
Plateau in New Mexico.
Large honey mesquite
bushes are often found in
the centers of ring
middens in southern New
Mexico.
I notice some associations,
but its not very consistent,
and I wouldn't rely on
them.
weedy plants =
disturbance. A site by
deinition a disturbed site
A colleague had a theory
that dogweed grows well
in disturbed soil and could
possibly be used as a
signifier on survey.

Wetland/riparian communities or
other water indicative species (e.g.
cottonwoods, penstemons) are likely
indicators of past human activity (e.g.
waterand
features,
wells, privies)
Camas fields
small meadows
and

Yes

Camas oven on camas prairies

NM 3

Pre-contact campsites at OakSavannah, Pine-Prairie interfaes, timer
breaks at the heads of Coulees, Prairie
pothole wetlands (SE WI)

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have
noticed. Be specific about
both the vegetation and
the specific site and
feature types.

Land use and forest succession
patterns

Participant Q7 In your own
experience, have you
ever noticed
any association
between certain
surface vegetation
(even if you have not
identified
them) and certain
archaeological
features or sites?

NM 11

Yes

NM 12

Yes

NM 13

Yes

NM 14

Yes

NM 15
NM 16

No
No

preferentially on masonry
rubble mounds and
roomblocks in the
northern/middle Rio
Grande Valley in NM,
while kochia grows
densely on
mounded/melted adobe
in the same regions. Cane
cholla grows heavily in
disturbed and/or
anthropogenic settings
throughout NM.
Aforementioned caves
and rockshelters.
In thin soil conditions,
archaeological features
typically hold more soil,
and healthier vegetation.
This makes taller weeds
and heavy clusters of oak
brush a likely place to look
for archaeological
features.
Disturbance vegetation in
historic sites. Certain
Navajo features in treed
areas.
In the northwest region of
New Mexico, I have
noticed a certain type of
weed/thistle that likes to
grow over pueblo room
blocks.
N/A
no
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Native shortgrass communities and
undisturbed Native American Sites
(e.g. tipi rings, lithic scatters, isolated
cairns)

Primary forest/woodland transition to
grasslands and small lithic sites and
campsites

Pinyon zone/ Pinyon-Juniper
woodland zone and prehistoric sites
(e.g. rock circles/rings or Pinyon
camps)

Yes

lithic scatters

NM 10

My best anecdote
relevant to this question is
not from New Mexico
archaeology, but rather,
Mayan archaeology--I
spent a season doing work
in Yucatan. During that
time, I was working with a
Mayan field crew verifying
survey results from a
previous season, trudging
through the rain forest
and dodging snakes. We
were relocating cultural
sites, and one of the
things my crew taught me
was that "Bird's Nest
Ferns" (Asplenium sp.) are
typically found on cultural
sites, one of the indices
that they used to
distinguish a "real" small
site/structural deposit
from a natural deposit
(the big structures can't
be easily confused with
anything "natural" in that
part of theseems
world).toThe
Wolfberry
grow

Wetland/riparian communities or
other water indicative species (e.g.
cottonwoods, penstemons) are likely
indicators of past human activity (e.g.
waterand
features,
wells, privies)
Camas fields
small meadows
and

Yes

Camas oven on camas prairies

NM 9

Pre-contact campsites at OakSavannah, Pine-Prairie interfaes, timer
breaks at the heads of Coulees, Prairie
pothole wetlands (SE WI)

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have
noticed. Be specific about
both the vegetation and
the specific site and
feature types.

Land use and forest succession
patterns

Participant Q7 In your own
experience, have you
ever noticed
any association
between certain
surface vegetation
(even if you have not
identified
them) and certain
archaeological
features or sites?

CO 4
CO 5

No
Yes

CO 6

Yes

CO 7

Yes

CO 8

Yes

Cottonwoods can identify
seasonal springs or water
sources, and I have found
both prehistoric and
historic sites in proximity
to these areas.

1
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Native shortgrass communities and
undisturbed Native American Sites
(e.g. tipi rings, lithic scatters, isolated
cairns)

Yes

Primary forest/woodland transition to
grasslands and small lithic sites and
campsites

CO 3

Pinyon zone/ Pinyon-Juniper
woodland zone and prehistoric sites
(e.g. rock circles/rings or Pinyon
camps)

Yes

lithic scatters

CO 2

Wolfberry plants typically
grow in the middens of
SW Colorado ancestral
Pueblo sites. And the old
houses typically occur
within areas of sagebrush
where pinyon and juniper
trees are less frequent
than the background
condition.
It is sometimes assumed
that stands of Indian Rice
Grass usually have sites
associated with them. I
doubt this to be true, but
would make an interesting
research topic
See information
presented about trails
above. Also, wolfberry on
some Anasazi sites in
southwestern Colorado
and southeastern Utah.
None
In west-central Colorado,
association between site
densities of huntergatherer camps and
pinyon-juniper zone. In
SW Colorado, association
between patches of
wolfberry and Ancestral
Puebloan habitation or
horticultural sites.
Typically associated with
domestic structures (tipis,
pueblos, historical sites)
where the
interior/exterior of the
structures have different
flora. Presumably, this is
because length of
occupation/amount of
disturbance modified the
vegetation and sediment.
in Colorado, particularly in
the mountains, I have
dealt with several
temporary Archaic sites
that still contain stands of
Yampa, arrow leaf balsam,
various lilies, onions, and
biscuitroot. Most of these
sites have really not
contained features
beyond simple firepits.

Wetland/riparian communities or
other water indicative species (e.g.
cottonwoods, penstemons) are likely
indicators of past human activity (e.g.
waterand
features,
wells, privies)
Camas fields
small meadows
and

Yes

Camas oven on camas prairies

CO 1

Pre-contact campsites at OakSavannah, Pine-Prairie interfaes, timer
breaks at the heads of Coulees, Prairie
pothole wetlands (SE WI)

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have
noticed. Be specific about
both the vegetation and
the specific site and
feature types.

Land use and forest succession
patterns

Participant Q7 In your own
experience, have you
ever noticed
any association
between certain
surface vegetation
(even if you have not
identified
them) and certain
archaeological
features or sites?

CO 12
CO 13

No
Yes

Disturbance often brings
the same types of
vegetation - noxious
weeds, various
wildflowers and grasses,
sagebrush, and/or yucca
plants. Since CR sites
often have been
disturbed, these types of
vegetation may provide
hints for CR sites.
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Native shortgrass communities and
undisturbed Native American Sites
(e.g. tipi rings, lithic scatters, isolated
cairns)

Yes

Primary forest/woodland transition to
grasslands and small lithic sites and
campsites

CO 11

Pinyon zone/ Pinyon-Juniper
woodland zone and prehistoric sites
(e.g. rock circles/rings or Pinyon
camps)

No

lithic scatters

CO 10

Vegetation changes
associated with
prehistoric ancestral
puebloan features such as
a roomblock or kiva
Depends where you are
working. In Wyoming, for
example, an absence of
vegetation frequently
correlates to the location
of dune blowouts. These
are common places to find
lithic materials and fireaffected rock
concentration or hearth
features. In Kansas,
clumps of sand plums are
indicative of past
disturbance, and possibly
even gathering activities,
not just the dropping of
the fruit and reseeding of
area. No direct
experience with the sand
plums, but I've heard
several archaeologists talk
about the correlation
between sand plums and
archaeological sites.
Sea grass species are
typically found on buried
shipwreck sites, as its root
system provides a
stabilizing environment,
anchoring sediment and
preventing artifact loss.
Also (not technically
vegetation, but...) coral
growth often appears on
ferrous artifact structures,
attracted by the process
of underwater ferrous
concretion development.

Wetland/riparian communities or
other water indicative species (e.g.
cottonwoods, penstemons) are likely
indicators of past human activity (e.g.
waterand
features,
wells, privies)
Camas fields
small meadows
and

Yes

Camas oven on camas prairies

CO 9

Pre-contact campsites at OakSavannah, Pine-Prairie interfaes, timer
breaks at the heads of Coulees, Prairie
pothole wetlands (SE WI)

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have
noticed. Be specific about
both the vegetation and
the specific site and
feature types.

Land use and forest succession
patterns

Participant Q7 In your own
experience, have you
ever noticed
any association
between certain
surface vegetation
(even if you have not
identified
them) and certain
archaeological
features or sites?

CO 17
CO 18

No
Yes

CO 19

Yes

CO 20

Yes

CO 21

Yes

CO 22

No

1

In our area, prehistoric
sites are often associated
with pinyon-juniper
vegetation zones.
Without access to site
forms I am not able to
specifically answer this
question.
Sites in my part of
Colorado are often
associated with
Pinon/Juniper forests and
sagebrush habitat.

1

1
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Native shortgrass communities and
undisturbed Native American Sites
(e.g. tipi rings, lithic scatters, isolated
cairns)

Yes

1

Primary forest/woodland transition to
grasslands and small lithic sites and
campsites

CO 16

Pinyon zone/ Pinyon-Juniper
woodland zone and prehistoric sites
(e.g. rock circles/rings or Pinyon
camps)

Yes

lithic scatters

CO 15

While I am not familiar
with specific plant species,
changes in spatial
relationships of site
vegetation can show new
or old growth and
patterned changes in
vegetation can show
where earthen platforms
begin and end or where
past structures were
located.
Wolfberry bush was
always present at diturbed
sites. Grasses and
"weeds", different from
undisturbed surrounding
areas were always
present.
Clearings dominated by
sagebrush in the pinion
juniper woodlands of
southwestern Colorado
often are associated with
prehistoric agricultural
fields.
n/a
In general, sagebrush
indicated reasonably deep
soils, whereas pinyonjuniper incates very
shallow and rocky soils

Wetland/riparian communities or
other water indicative species (e.g.
cottonwoods, penstemons) are likely
indicators of past human activity (e.g.
waterand
features,
wells, privies)
Camas fields
small meadows
and

Yes

Camas oven on camas prairies

CO 14

Pre-contact campsites at OakSavannah, Pine-Prairie interfaes, timer
breaks at the heads of Coulees, Prairie
pothole wetlands (SE WI)

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have
noticed. Be specific about
both the vegetation and
the specific site and
feature types.

Land use and forest succession
patterns

Participant Q7 In your own
experience, have you
ever noticed
any association
between certain
surface vegetation
(even if you have not
identified
them) and certain
archaeological
features or sites?

No
Yes

The foremost association
is between the presence
of native rice grass in front
of a rockshelter and
associated buried cultural
deposits.
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Native shortgrass communities and
undisturbed Native American Sites
(e.g. tipi rings, lithic scatters, isolated
cairns)

CO 26
MT 1
MT 2

Juniper groves on the
Colorado Plateau through
the Wyoming Basin tend
to support brush structure
sites.
Ponderosa groves in Ute
areas, especially in
southern Colorado, tend
to support peeled tree
sites.
Aspen groves everywhere
tend to support historic
glyphs.
Seasonally wet basins at
the feet of dunes in
southern Wyoming may
support greater numbers
of biscuit root or similar
plants and we (my
colleagues and I) have
correlated the higher
occurrence of
mano/metate grinding
technology in association
with thermal-feature
bearing sites in these
areas through GIS based
modeling.

Primary forest/woodland transition to
grasslands and small lithic sites and
campsites

No
Yes

Pinyon zone/ Pinyon-Juniper
woodland zone and prehistoric sites
(e.g. rock circles/rings or Pinyon
camps)

CO 24
CO 25

lithic scatters

As mentioned previously,
outside of Colorado, it has
been thoroughly
documented that
chokecherry bushes on
Iroquois village sites
generally indicate a
latrine. Thistle and
invasive species generally
prefer disturbed soils so
grow in pipeline scars,
historic latrines, dugouts,
etc... I have not noticed
any specific plants which
indicate prehistoric
activity, whereas more
recent activity can be
indicated by a smaller
variety of species which
prefer disturbed soils.
Such activity may include
wildfires.

Wetland/riparian communities or
other water indicative species (e.g.
cottonwoods, penstemons) are likely
indicators of past human activity (e.g.
waterand
features,
wells, privies)
Camas fields
small meadows
and

Yes

Camas oven on camas prairies

CO 23

Pre-contact campsites at OakSavannah, Pine-Prairie interfaes, timer
breaks at the heads of Coulees, Prairie
pothole wetlands (SE WI)

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have
noticed. Be specific about
both the vegetation and
the specific site and
feature types.

Land use and forest succession
patterns

Participant Q7 In your own
experience, have you
ever noticed
any association
between certain
surface vegetation
(even if you have not
identified
them) and certain
archaeological
features or sites?

Yes

MT 6

Yes

MT 7

Yes

can see native prairie
ecosystem around stone
features. It is a good way
to eliminate "cairns" that
are not actually cairns but
the result of early field
clearing, etc.
Yes, for example
Ponderosa pine is closely
related to scarred
(culturally modified) tree
sites... Basin wild rye is
often associated with
bison kill (jump) sites,
etc...

Native shortgrass communities and
undisturbed Native American Sites
(e.g. tipi rings, lithic scatters, isolated
cairns)

MT 5

Bushes (all kinds) and
quarry pits, cairns and
other areas of man-made
disturbance.
At the Absaroka Agency
Site (second agency of the
Crow Indians 1875-1884)
various obvious
differences in vegetation
were apparent in features
that were associated with
organically enriched soils
and historic disturbance.
Trash/dump deposited
often exhibited more
dense vegetative cover
with growth of species of
wildrye (Elymus spp.)
much more pronounced in
dump deposits. Dump
deposits contained a
variety cultural material
including bone, glass,
wood, charcoal, metal
(often corroded), leather,
cloth and other materials.
At what is called the main
compound dump,
chokecherry (Prunus
virginiana) and snowberry
(Symphoricarpos albus
and
Symphoricarpos
Generally
speaking you

Primary forest/woodland transition to
grasslands and small lithic sites and
campsites

Yes

Pinyon zone/ Pinyon-Juniper
woodland zone and prehistoric sites
(e.g. rock circles/rings or Pinyon
camps)

MT 4

lithic scatters

Currant (esp. squaw berry)
bushes tend to grow in
higher-profile cairns
(specifically clusters or
heaps of stone as opposed
to stacked features).
Some have suggested a
cultural affiliation, but
botantists suggest that
this pattern is likely a
natural phenomenon
because the shelter of
heaped rock provides a
protected environment
for seeds discarded by
birds or small mammals to
germinate in.

Wetland/riparian communities or
other water indicative species (e.g.
cottonwoods, penstemons) are likely
indicators of past human activity (e.g.
waterand
features,
wells, privies)
Camas fields
small meadows
and

Yes

Camas oven on camas prairies

MT 3

Pre-contact campsites at OakSavannah, Pine-Prairie interfaes, timer
breaks at the heads of Coulees, Prairie
pothole wetlands (SE WI)

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have
noticed. Be specific about
both the vegetation and
the specific site and
feature types.

Land use and forest succession
patterns

Participant Q7 In your own
experience, have you
ever noticed
any association
between certain
surface vegetation
(even if you have not
identified
them) and certain
archaeological
features or sites?

1
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MT 10
MT 11

No
Yes

MT 12

Yes

MT 13

Yes

MT 14

No

Native shortgrass communities and
undisturbed Native American Sites
(e.g. tipi rings, lithic scatters, isolated
cairns)

I have not noticed
specifics. However, I have
noticed (with remote
sensing), that there are
often large plants growing
from the depression of a
pit-house, or other such
feature -- But not always.

Primary forest/woodland transition to
grasslands and small lithic sites and
campsites

No

Pinyon zone/ Pinyon-Juniper
woodland zone and prehistoric sites
(e.g. rock circles/rings or Pinyon
camps)

MT 9

lithic scatters

Human activity influencing
area vegetation through
farming, planting of
medicinal or ritual plants,
accidental transfer of
vegetation due to
population movement,
etc.

Wetland/riparian communities or
other water indicative species (e.g.
cottonwoods, penstemons) are likely
indicators of past human activity (e.g.
waterand
features,
wells, privies)
Camas fields
small meadows
and

Yes

Camas oven on camas prairies

MT 8

Pre-contact campsites at OakSavannah, Pine-Prairie interfaes, timer
breaks at the heads of Coulees, Prairie
pothole wetlands (SE WI)

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have
noticed. Be specific about
both the vegetation and
the specific site and
feature types.

Land use and forest succession
patterns

Participant Q7 In your own
experience, have you
ever noticed
any association
between certain
surface vegetation
(even if you have not
identified
them) and certain
archaeological
features or sites?

1

Invasive species in
proximity to historic sites.
Currently investigating
medicinal plants that may
be associated with historic
archaeological sites
associated with the
Chinese in the West.
Poison Ivy, man sage and
buck brush are all
associated with Sundance
as well as willow,
cottonwood and white
ash.
1) On the HiLine (not
western MT), where I've
found native short grass
communities, I find
relatively undisturbed
Indian sites like tipi ring
sites, lithic scatters,
isolated cairns. Where
there's crested wheat
grass or a crop, I expect
only abandoned
homesteads or
abandoned tiny prairie
communities. It's a nobrainer.
1
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MT 17

Yes

MT 18

Yes

Native shortgrass communities and
undisturbed Native American Sites
(e.g. tipi rings, lithic scatters, isolated
cairns)

Primary forest/woodland transition to
grasslands and small lithic sites and
campsites

Pinyon zone/ Pinyon-Juniper
woodland zone and prehistoric sites
(e.g. rock circles/rings or Pinyon
camps)

Yes

lithic scatters

MT 16

I've noticed an association
between historic mining
sites, and other historic
habitation sites as well,
and rhubarb plants. I've
assumed people living in
these usually isolated sites
wanted rhubarb to
supplement their
vitmin/mineral dietary
needs, so they planted a
hardy plant that needs
little or no attention to
thrive. I've noticed an
association with certain
kinds of ceremonial sites
in Western Montana with
juniper plants. For
example, circular stone
pits or circular stone
enclosures, will often have
juniper bushes growing in
them. I've assumed this
was the accidental result
of using parts of the
juniper plant in
ceremonial practices at
these
sites. I've
noted
high nitrogen
sites
(i.e.no

Wetland/riparian communities or
other water indicative species (e.g.
cottonwoods, penstemons) are likely
indicators of past human activity (e.g.
waterand
features,
wells, privies)
Camas fields
small meadows
and

Yes

Camas oven on camas prairies

MT 15

Pre-contact campsites at OakSavannah, Pine-Prairie interfaes, timer
breaks at the heads of Coulees, Prairie
pothole wetlands (SE WI)

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have
noticed. Be specific about
both the vegetation and
the specific site and
feature types.

Land use and forest succession
patterns

Participant Q7 In your own
experience, have you
ever noticed
any association
between certain
surface vegetation
(even if you have not
identified
them) and certain
archaeological
features or sites?

buffalo jumps) yield more
dense vegatation
Primarily forest/woodland
to grassland transitions for
small lithic/campsites,
with sites in openings.
1
Specific site types highly
correlate between, past
government policies and
common practices,
Historic records of
vegetation & rangeland
treatments are
documented as part of the
archeological record. IE
site forms like 24CR1252
(Site type/practices) &
24CT0863
1
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Yes

MT 22

Yes

MT 23
MT 24
MT 25
MT 26

No
No
No
Yes

MT 27

Yes

MT 28

Yes

1

n/a
I answered "no" above.
Please see the previous
answer, grass lithics and
habitation sites, whereas
where sage brush was
growing no sites. This was
verified after a 340,000
acre wild fire.
At some stone ring sites
there may be differences
in the density of the plant
cover and where the rings
are located.
previously
harvested/cultivated/tend
ed to terrain

1
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Native shortgrass communities and
undisturbed Native American Sites
(e.g. tipi rings, lithic scatters, isolated
cairns)

MT 21

As stated in a previous
comment, crested wheat
grass is a common
indicator of farming and
was also noted
specifically.
changes in the density of
plants associated with
high concentrations of
archaeological remains
clumps of small, immature
Douglas-fir trees often
delineate the location of a
dilapidated structure. nuts
stashed by forest rodents
on the feature's interior
can grow into clusters of
trees.

Primary forest/woodland transition to
grasslands and small lithic sites and
campsites

Yes

Pinyon zone/ Pinyon-Juniper
woodland zone and prehistoric sites
(e.g. rock circles/rings or Pinyon
camps)

MT 20

lithic scatters

Non-native species are
typically found at historic
sites, such as lilacs and
apple trees. I have also
noticed that pine trees
tend to grow in a
square/rectangle pattern
where a former cabin use
to be. This tends to be
from the fact that pine
cones will roll off roofs
while the structure is
standing and begin to
grow before the structure
collapses or is removed. I
also find trees (pine
varieties) growing in linear
patterns which indicate an
old road, ditch or trail. It
is interesting too that
raspberry bushes are
almost always found near
the entrances of mine
shafts or adits which I
have been told is due to
the cool underground air
leaving these locations.

Wetland/riparian communities or
other water indicative species (e.g.
cottonwoods, penstemons) are likely
indicators of past human activity (e.g.
waterand
features,
wells, privies)
Camas fields
small meadows
and

Yes

Camas oven on camas prairies

MT 19

Pre-contact campsites at OakSavannah, Pine-Prairie interfaes, timer
breaks at the heads of Coulees, Prairie
pothole wetlands (SE WI)

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have
noticed. Be specific about
both the vegetation and
the specific site and
feature types.

Land use and forest succession
patterns

Participant Q7 In your own
experience, have you
ever noticed
any association
between certain
surface vegetation
(even if you have not
identified
them) and certain
archaeological
features or sites?

U.S. MAPS Participants’ Results - Q8 - ’Species’ Specific Plant-Site Association Categories
Historic Sites
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Daffodils
Periwinkle
Vinca Minor
Apple
Ivy
Yucca
Bromus ( a grass genus)
Lilac
Mint
Alder
Cheatgrass
Clover
Chinese Tree-of-Heaven
Cottonwood
Douglas-Fir
Eastern Red Cedar
Honey Locust Tree
Lilies
Lemon Balm
Oak
Rhubarb
Wisteria
Historic Domestic Sites
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Daffodils
Periwinkle
Vinca Minor
Eastern Red Cedar
Lemon Balm
Lilies
Mint
Wisteria
Yucca
Disturbed Ground
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Cane Cholla
Dogwood
(Eastern) Poison Ivy
Rabbitbrush
Sagebrush
Sand Plum
Thistle
Wolfberry
Yucca

Responses
9
5
5
3
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Responses
4
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
Responses
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Historic Residential Foundations
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Clover
1
Daffodils
1
Lilies
1
Periwinkle
1
Vinca Minor
1
Wisteria
1
Prehistoric Mano/Metate and Other Ground Stone
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Biscuit Root
4
Bitteroot
1
Indian Rice Grass
1
Historic Yards
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Daffodils
2
Lilies
1
Periwinkle
1
Vinca Minor
1
Wisteria
1

Historic Cemeteries
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Responses
Vinca Minor
4
Ivy
3
Periwinkle
3
Daffodils
2
Yucca
2
Chinese Tree-of-Heaven
1
Eastern Red Cedar
1
Holly
1
(Wild) Roses
1
Ambiguously Associated with "Sites"
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Responses
Oak
2
Biscuit Root
1
Butternut Tree
1
Cattail
1
Chokeherry
1
Cresote
1
Hickory
1
Indian Rice Grass
1
Oak
1
Prickly Pear Cactus
1
Sagebrush
1
Sand Plum
1
(Wild) Roses
1
Willow
1
Wolfberry
1
Yucca
1
Historic Foundation Outlines
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Responses
Daffodils
2
Bromus (a grass genus)
1
Douglas-Fir
1
English Ivy
1
Horseradish
1
Narrsius
1
Rhubarb
1
Tulip
1
Western Wheatgrass (Agropyron Smithii)
1
(Wild) Roses
1
Culturally Modified Trees and Dendroglyphs Sites
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Responses
Ponderosa Pine
3
Ouaking Aspen
2
Huckleberry
1
Western Red Cedar
1
Depression
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Buffaloberry (Shepherdia argentea)
Canada Buffaloberry (Shepherdia canadensis)
Chokecherry
Skunkbush Sumac (Rhus aromatica)
Snowberry
Historic Middens/ Dumps
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Chokecherry
Chenopodium
Great Basin Wildrye
Snowberry
Squaw Bush
Wildrye (Elymus Sp..)
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Responses
1
1
1
1
1
Responses
1
1
1
1
1
1

Historic Farmsteads/ Homesteads
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Crested Wheatgrass
2
Alder
1
Bromus ( a grass genus)
1
Clover
1
Historic Houses/ Residences
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Clover
1
Daffodils
1
Periwinkle
1
Vinca Minor
1
Masonry Rubble Mounds/ Melted Adobe
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Wolfberry
2
Kochia
1
(Four-Wing) Saltbush
1
Historic Outbuildings
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Lilies
1
Periwinkle
1
Wisteria
1
Pueblo Room Block
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Wolfberry
2
Thistle
1
Ancestral Pueblo Habitation Sites
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Sagebrush
1
Wolfberry
1
Cairn
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Currants
1
Squaw Bush
1
Historic Mining Sites
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Poison Oak
1
Rhubarb
1
Pre-Contact/ Prehistoric Sites
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Oak
1
Walnut
1
Rock Art/ Petroglyph Sites
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Beeweed
1
Yarrow
1
Ancestral Pueblo Horticultural Sites
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Wolfberry
1
Bison Kill/ Jump Sites
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Great Basin Wildrye
1
Charcoal Platforms
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Great Basin Wildrye
1
Circular Stone Enclosures
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
"Different" Junipers
1
Dugouts
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Thistle
1
Historic Cellar Holes
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Daffodils
1
Historic Roadways
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Oak
1

Historic Barn Foundations
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Clover
Lilies
Periwinkle
Vinca Minor
Wisteria
Prehistoric (Archaic) Firepits
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Arrowleaf Balsam
Biscuit Root
Lilies
Wild Onions
Yampa
Lithic Scatters
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Camas
Great Basin Wildrye
Yellowbell
Wild Onions
Sundance Sites
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Buckbrush
Man Sage
Whie Ash Tree
(Western) Poison Ivy
Railroad Grades
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Bromus (a grass genus)
Cheatgrass
Knapweed
Ancestral Pueblo Sites
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Wolfberry
Historic Privies/ Latrines
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Chenopodium
Thistle
Prehistoric Middens
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Great Basin Wildrye
Turkey Mullein
Rockshelters
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Great Basin Wildrye
Indian Rice Grass
"Settled" Prehistoric Villages
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Oak
Walnut
Ancestral Pueblo Middens
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Wolfberry
Buried Cultural Deposits
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Indian Rice Grass
Cherokee Sites
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Honey Locust Tree
Circular Stone Pits
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
"Different" Junipers
Historic Brick Piers
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Daffodils
Historic Logging
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Apple

Kiva Depression
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Wolfberry
1
Prehistoric Agricultural Fields
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Sagebrush
1
Prehistoric Iroquois Village and Latrines
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Chokecherries
1
Ring Middens
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Honey Mesquite Bush
1
Wood Structures
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Douglas-Fir
1

Historic Walkways
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Responses
Daffodils
1
Mining Entrances/ Adits
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Responses
Raspberries
1
Prehistoric Brush Structure
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Responses
Rocky Mountain Juniper
1
Prehistoric Shell Middens
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Responses
Daylilies
1
Small Mayan Sites and Strcutural Deposit
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Responses
Bird's Nest Ferns (Asplenium Sp.)
1
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Responses
1
1
1
1
1
Responses
1
1
1
1
1
Responses
1
1
1
1
Responses
1
1
1
1
Responses
1
1
1
Responses
2
Responses
1
1
Responses
1
1
Responses
1
1
Responses
1
1
Responses
1
Responses
1
Responses
1
Responses
1
Responses
1
Responses
1

OR 1

OR 2

OR 3

OR 4

OR 5

OR 6

OR 7

OR 8

OR 9

OR 10

OR 11

OR 12

OR 13

OR 14

everything within a predetermined distance of
features
whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head,other (describe here)

I don't typically use a plant 1
guide during survey, but
do try to characterize
overstory, understory, and
major plant classes (trees,
shrubs, forbs, grasses,
etc.)

only what I immediately
recognize and can identify off
the top of my head,other
(describe here)
everything within a predetermined distance of
features,I choose from a
template's list of possible
answers/descriptors,other
(describe here)
whatever seems most
impressionable,everything
within a pre-determined
distance of features,I choose
from a template's list of
possible answers/descriptors
whatever seems most
impressionable,other
(describe here)

1

1

1

1

1

1

I always record the basic 1
understory and overstory
vegetation using
templates, local guides
and my own knowledge.
Then I highlight the plants
that I know have been
traditionally important to
local native peoples.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

everything to the extent
possible, sometimes plant
communities, e.g., oak
woodland.
photos for later ID

1

1

specific flora known to
accompany humans

1

I generally focus on
culturally significant
vegetation

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Record whatever I am told to record by the PI or
supervisor

Uses a special methodology internal an
organization*

Emphasize documenting ethnobotanical utilitarian
species*

Record not just species but their proportions and
other qualitative notes

Emphasize documenting foreign, exotic, rare
species*

Thoroughly document everything in/around a site
as much as possible*

Dominant species (in terms of cover or
density/abundance) in/around a site*

1

1

The collection of data
must be done to satisfy
the rigors of legal and
scientific thought. Often
patterns aren't
recognizable until the data
is complied and plotted on
maps
everything within a preI list as many plants as
determined distance of
possible. If I am in a recent
features,only what I
post-burn landscape, I
immediately recognize and often infer what plant
can identify off the top of my types may grow back ie.
head,other (describe here)
lupine

everything within a predetermined distance of
features
other (describe here)

I choose from a template's list of possible
answers/descriptions (e.g. generalized vegetation
zone, plant community, or habitat)

1

everything within a predetermined distance of
features
whatever seems most
impressionable,everything
within a pre-determined
distance of features
other (describe here)

whatever seems most
impressionable,everything
within a pre-determined
distance of features
whatever seems most
impressionable,everything
within a pre-determined
distance of features,I choose
from a template's list of
possible
answers/descriptors,other
(describe here)

Only what I can immediately recognize and
identify

Q9 Other

Everything within a pre-determined distance of
features

Responder Q9 When considering the
vegetation during a site
survey for a cultural
inventory site form/CRIS
form, select whatever
method(s) you apply for
determining what surface
vegetation
to record. - Selected Choice

Whatever seems most impressionable

Western State MAPS Participants’ Results - Q9 - Categories

OR 17
OR 18
OR 19

WY 1

WY 2

WY 3

WY 4

WY 5

WY 6

WY 7

everything within a predetermined distance of
features
everything within a predetermined distance of
features
whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head,I choose from a
template's list of possible
answers/descriptors
everything within a predetermined distance of
features,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head
only what I immediately
recognize and can identify off
the top of my head
everything within a predetermined distance of
features
everything within a predetermined distance of
features,other (describe
here)
whatever seems most
impressionable,I choose from
a template's list of possible
answers/descriptors,other
(describe here)

1

Record whatever I am told to record by the PI or
supervisor

Uses a special methodology internal an
organization*

1

1

1

1

I rely on the PI so that I
don't miss any plant
notation.

1

1

Species that are pertinent 1
to site interpretation and
condition assessment.

everything within a predetermined distance of
features,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head
other (describe here)
I try to list vegetation as
specifically as possible and
in relative amounts
only what I immediately
And I take photos and try
recognize and can identify off to key out what I do not
the top of my head,other
recognize, some
(describe here)
herbaceous and grass
species
only what I immediately
recognize and can identify off
the top of my head
whatever seems most
1
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head

NV 6

1

1

NV 2

NV 5

Emphasize documenting ethnobotanical utilitarian
species*

1

whatever seems most
impressionable,other
(describe here)

NV 4

1

1

NV 1

NV 3

Record not just species but their proportions and
other qualitative notes

I record primary and
secondary vegetation

Emphasize documenting foreign, exotic, rare
species*

other (describe here)

Thoroughly document everything in/around a site
as much as possible*

OR 16

Dominant species (in terms of cover or
density/abundance) in/around a site*

Also what I can take back 1
to the office or
photograph to have
someone else or myself
identify

I choose from a template's list of possible
answers/descriptions (e.g. generalized vegetation
zone, plant community, or habitat)

whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head,other (describe here)

Only what I can immediately recognize and
identify

OR 15

Everything within a pre-determined distance of
features

Q9 Other

Whatever seems most impressionable

Responder Q9 When considering the
vegetation during a site
survey for a cultural
inventory site form/CRIS
form, select whatever
method(s) you apply for
determining what surface
vegetation
to record. - Selected Choice

Exploitable resources (to
see if existed/exploited
historically and
prehistorically/

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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1

NV 7

NV 8

NV 9

NV 10

whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head
I choose from a template's
list of possible
answers/descriptors
only what I immediately
recognize and can identify off
the top of my head,other
(describe here)
whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head,other (describe here)

1

what I can identify as well
as notable unfamiliar
plants that I'll photograph
and try to identify later.
Dominant trees, shrubs, 1
and grasses get recorded

other (describe here)

NV 12

other (describe here)

NV 13

NV 14

I choose from a template's
list of possible
answers/descriptors
other (describe here)

NM 1

other (describe here)

NM 2

everything within a predetermined distance of
features
everything within a predetermined distance of
features
whatever seems most
1
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head
everything within a predetermined distance of
features
whatever seems most
canopy vs understory
1
impressionable,other
(describe here)
everything within a predetermined distance of
features
only what I immediately
recognize and can identify off
the top of my head
other (describe here)
I try to make sure that I
am as comprehensive as
possible, and take time to
make sure that I have the
information needed to
identify and describe
species present.

NM 4

NM 5

NM 6

NM 7

NM 8

NM 9

1

1

1

vegetation relevant to site
context or general
environment type if
nothing specific
Pretty much everything in
the vicinity if possible.

1

1

1
1

Describe the
characteristics of the site,
landform, etc. including
veg.
I typically just list
dominant trees and
shrubs, and note if there
are understory fobs or
grasses. I try to be familiar
with all the domonant
vegetation in an area I'm
working in, but there isn't
time on survey to identify
every plant on a site.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Record whatever I am told to record by the PI or
supervisor

Uses a special methodology internal an
organization*

Emphasize documenting ethnobotanical utilitarian
species*

Record not just species but their proportions and
other qualitative notes

Emphasize documenting foreign, exotic, rare
species*

Thoroughly document everything in/around a site
as much as possible*

Dominant species (in terms of cover or
density/abundance) in/around a site*

I choose from a template's list of possible
answers/descriptions (e.g. generalized vegetation
zone, plant community, or habitat)

Only what I can immediately recognize and
identify
1

1

NV 11

NM 3

Everything within a pre-determined distance of
features

Q9 Other

Whatever seems most impressionable

Responder Q9 When considering the
vegetation during a site
survey for a cultural
inventory site form/CRIS
form, select whatever
method(s) you apply for
determining what surface
vegetation
to record. - Selected Choice

NM 10

NM 11

NM 12

NM 13

NM 14

NM 15

NM 16
CO 1

CO 2

CO 3

CO 4

CO 5

CO 6

CO 7

CO 8
CO 9

CO 10

whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head
everything within a predetermined distance of
features,I choose from a
template's list of possible
answers/descriptors
I choose from a template's
list of possible
answers/descriptors
everything within a preEverything within the site
determined distance of
boundaries and visible
features,other (describe
from the site
here)
whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head,I choose from a
template's list of possible
answers/descriptors
only what I immediately
recognize and can identify off
the top of my head
whatever seems most
impressionable
whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head
only what I immediately
recognize and can identify off
the top of my head,I choose
from a template's list of
possible answers/descriptors

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

whatever seems most
1
impressionable,everything
within a pre-determined
distance of features,only
what I immediately recognize
and can identify off the top of
my head
only what I immediately
recognize and can identify off
the top of my head
only what I immediately
recognize and can identify off
the top of my head
whatever seems most
1
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head
other (describe here)
Record all vegetation
within and in the general
vicinity of the site
whatever seems most
1
impressionable
everything within a predetermined distance of
features
everything within a predetermined distance of
features,I choose from a
template's list of possible
answers/descriptors

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Record whatever I am told to record by the PI or
supervisor

Uses a special methodology internal an
organization*

Emphasize documenting ethnobotanical utilitarian
species*

Record not just species but their proportions and
other qualitative notes

Emphasize documenting foreign, exotic, rare
species*

Thoroughly document everything in/around a site
as much as possible*

Dominant species (in terms of cover or
density/abundance) in/around a site*

I choose from a template's list of possible
answers/descriptions (e.g. generalized vegetation
zone, plant community, or habitat)

Only what I can immediately recognize and
identify

Everything within a pre-determined distance of
features

Q9 Other

Whatever seems most impressionable

Responder Q9 When considering the
vegetation during a site
survey for a cultural
inventory site form/CRIS
form, select whatever
method(s) you apply for
determining what surface
vegetation
to record. - Selected Choice

CO 11

CO 12

CO 13

CO 14

CO 15

CO 16
CO 17

CO 18

CO 19

CO 20

CO 21
CO 22

CO 23

CO 24

CO 25

whatever seems most
1
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head
other (describe here)
I begin withe largest or
most prevalent vegetation
and work my way down to
the smallest or sparsest. I
do not attempt to identify
every plant on a site.
everything within a predetermined distance of
features,I choose from a
template's list of possible
answers/descriptors
whatever seems most
Whatever shows majority 1
impressionable,other
coverage of the site area
(describe here)
whatever seems most
1
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head
whatever seems most
1
impressionable
other (describe here)
It's a combiantion of what
can easily be identified
and what plants are most
prevelant in the area
only what I immediately
recognize and can identify off
the top of my head
only what I immediately
recognize and can identify off
the top of my head,I choose
from a template's list of
possible
answers/descriptors,other
(describe here)
whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head,other (describe here)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

I tend to lump plants that I
am not familiar with, such
as "other forbs and
grasses."

1

that which I cannot key
1
and make an absolute
positive identification I
will at least describe and
sometimes collect
samples for identification
in the lab

1

only what I immediately
recognize and can identify off
the top of my head
whatever seems most
All of the above methods 1
impressionable,everything
play some role in what I
within a pre-determined
am able to describe. I try
distance of features,only
to get the context of the
what I immediately recognize site, as well as what is
and can identify off the top of located within the site
my head,I choose from a
boundary. I am not a
template's list of possible
botanist so therefore
answers/descriptors,other
cannot specifically name
(describe here)
all the plants. I also try to
get to the reasons the
plants may be important.
other (describe here)
All vegetation, even if
grouped, like "mixed
grasses" or "forbs."
other (describe here)
All of the above really,
plus see previous answer
about what references are
consulted typically

1

1

1

1

1

CO 26
MT 1
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Record whatever I am told to record by the PI or
supervisor

Uses a special methodology internal an
organization*

Emphasize documenting ethnobotanical utilitarian
species*

Record not just species but their proportions and
other qualitative notes

Emphasize documenting foreign, exotic, rare
species*

Thoroughly document everything in/around a site
as much as possible*

Dominant species (in terms of cover or
density/abundance) in/around a site*

I choose from a template's list of possible
answers/descriptions (e.g. generalized vegetation
zone, plant community, or habitat)

Only what I can immediately recognize and
identify

Everything within a pre-determined distance of
features

Q9 Other

Whatever seems most impressionable

Responder Q9 When considering the
vegetation during a site
survey for a cultural
inventory site form/CRIS
form, select whatever
method(s) you apply for
determining what surface
vegetation
to record. - Selected Choice

MT 2

MT 3

MT 4

MT 5

MT 6
MT 7

MT 8

MT 9

MT 10

MT 11

MT 12

MT 13

MT 14
MT 15

MT 16

everything within a predetermined distance of
features
other (describe here)

1

Regional climax
vegetation generalizations

1

whatever seems most
1
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head
other (describe here)
As a specialist in
paleoethnobotany I
personally consider it
important to identify as
many plant species as
possible (at a
reconnaissance level)
within and immediately
adjacet to a site boundary.
Obviously phenology plays
a role in how
comprehensive an on-site,
reconnaissance level,
plant survey can be.
whatever seems most
1
impressionable
whatever seems most
1
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head
only what I immediately
recognize and can identify off
the top of my head
whatever seems most
I list specifically what I can 1
impressionable,I choose from name, then use generic
a template's list of possible terms/descriptors to cover
answers/descriptors,other
what I don't know
(describe here)
everything within a predetermined distance of
features
whatever seems most
1
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head
whatever seems most
1
impressionable,everything
within a pre-determined
distance of features
other (describe here)
I look for
edible/medicinal/useful
plants, indicator species
(from 1972 Forest
publication including
vegetation zones) or if it's
unfamiliar and not rare at
a spot, I bring it into the
office to learn what it is.
other (describe here)
I use proper identification
books.
everything within a predetermined distance of
features
only what I immediately
recognize and can identify off
the top of my head

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1
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Record whatever I am told to record by the PI or
supervisor

Uses a special methodology internal an
organization*

Emphasize documenting ethnobotanical utilitarian
species*

Record not just species but their proportions and
other qualitative notes

Emphasize documenting foreign, exotic, rare
species*

Thoroughly document everything in/around a site
as much as possible*

Dominant species (in terms of cover or
density/abundance) in/around a site*

I choose from a template's list of possible
answers/descriptions (e.g. generalized vegetation
zone, plant community, or habitat)

Only what I can immediately recognize and
identify

Everything within a pre-determined distance of
features

Q9 Other

Whatever seems most impressionable

Responder Q9 When considering the
vegetation during a site
survey for a cultural
inventory site form/CRIS
form, select whatever
method(s) you apply for
determining what surface
vegetation
to record. - Selected Choice

MT 17

whatever seems most
vegetation that seems
1
impressionable,only what I unique or foreign, or could
immediately recognize and act as a landmark
can identify off the top of my
head,other (describe here)

MT 18

whatever seems most
impressionable,everything
within a pre-determined
distance of features,I choose
from a template's list of
possible
answers/descriptors,other
(describe here)
only what I immediately
recognize and can identify off
the top of my head,I choose
from a template's list of
possible answers/descriptors

MT 19

MT 20

MT 21

MT 22

MT 23

MT 24

MT 25

MT 26

MT 27

MT 28

Detailed records, site
1
specific species that are
not include in general ecotype descriptions.

everything within a predetermined distance of
features,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head
only what I immediately
recognize and can identify off
the top of my head
only what I immediately
i usually include a
recognize and can identify off statement generalizing
the top of my head,other
forest vegetation based
(describe here)
on the dominant species
only what I immediately
recognize and can identify off
the top of my head
everything within a predetermined distance of
features,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head
only what I immediately
recognize and can identify off
the top of my head
whatever seems most
1
impressionable,everything
within a pre-determined
distance of features,only
what I immediately recognize
and can identify off the top of
my head
other (describe here)
Mainly the represented
vegetation on the site.
Reference material is used
during the identification
process.
other (describe here)
Generally, what you see in
terms of plant
communities, making sure
to get trees, shrubs, forbs,
and grasses.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Record whatever I am told to record by the PI or
supervisor

Uses a special methodology internal an
organization*

Emphasize documenting ethnobotanical utilitarian
species*

Record not just species but their proportions and
other qualitative notes

Emphasize documenting foreign, exotic, rare
species*

Thoroughly document everything in/around a site
as much as possible*

Dominant species (in terms of cover or
density/abundance) in/around a site*

I choose from a template's list of possible
answers/descriptions (e.g. generalized vegetation
zone, plant community, or habitat)

Only what I can immediately recognize and
identify

Everything within a pre-determined distance of
features

Q9 Other

Whatever seems most impressionable

Responder Q9 When considering the
vegetation during a site
survey for a cultural
inventory site form/CRIS
form, select whatever
method(s) you apply for
determining what surface
vegetation
to record. - Selected Choice

OR 1

OR 2

OR 3

OR 4

OR 5

OR 6

OR 7

OR 8

OR 9

OR 10

OR 11

OR 12

OR 13

everything within a predetermined distance of
features
whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head,other (describe here)

I don't typically use a plant
guide during survey, but
do try to characterize
overstory, understory, and
major plant classes (trees,
shrubs, forbs, grasses,
etc.)

1

everything within a predetermined distance of
features
whatever seems most
impressionable,everything
within a pre-determined
distance of features
other (describe here)

The collection of data
must be done to satisfy
the rigors of legal and
scientific thought. Often
patterns aren't
recognizable until the data
is complied and plotted on
maps
everything within a preI list as many plants as
determined distance of
possible. If I am in a recent
features,only what I
post-burn landscape, I
immediately recognize and often infer what plant
can identify off the top of my types may grow back ie.
head,other (describe here)
lupine
whatever seems most
impressionable,everything
within a pre-determined
distance of features
whatever seems most
impressionable,everything
within a pre-determined
distance of features,I choose
from a template's list of
possible
answers/descriptors,other
(describe here)
everything within a predetermined distance of
features
other (describe here)

1

I always record the basic
understory and overstory
vegetation using
templates, local guides
and my own knowledge.
Then I highlight the plants
that I know have been
traditionally important to
local native peoples.

1

everything to the extent
possible, sometimes plant
communities, e.g., oak
woodland.
photos for later ID

only what I immediately
recognize and can identify off
the top of my head,other
(describe here)
everything within a prespecific flora known to
determined distance of
accompany humans
features,I choose from a
template's list of possible
answers/descriptors,other
(describe here)
whatever seems most
impressionable,everything
within a pre-determined
distance of features,I choose
from a template's list of
possible answers/descriptors

1

1
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Only what various scientific databases or various
environmental reports generalize about the
species expected in the area*

Take photos of or collect specimens of species for
off-site identification

Inferrence from what forest succession phase the
site is characterized by*

Only what I can identify enough to characterize
the larger in stature plant types, or major canopy
vs. understory vegetation *

Never been required to record surface vegetation*

Just vague terms (report may be more specific)*

Records species indicative of land use or landscape
manipulation or use*

Basic vegetal description for giving a picture of site
conditions*

Specific flora known to accompany human activity

Q9 Other

Only invasives or disturbance related vegetation
for site evaluation of integrity*

Responder Q9 When considering the
vegetation during a site
survey for a cultural
inventory site form/CRIS
form, select whatever
method(s) you apply for
determining what surface
vegetation
to record. - Selected Choice

OR 17
OR 18
OR 19

WY 1

WY 2

WY 3

WY 4

WY 5

WY 6

WY 7

everything within a predetermined distance of
features
everything within a predetermined distance of
features
whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head,I choose from a
template's list of possible
answers/descriptors
everything within a predetermined distance of
features,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head
only what I immediately
recognize and can identify off
the top of my head
everything within a predetermined distance of
features
everything within a predetermined distance of
features,other (describe
here)
whatever seems most
impressionable,I choose from
a template's list of possible
answers/descriptors,other
(describe here)

Species that are pertinent
to site interpretation and
condition assessment.

whatever seems most
impressionable,other
(describe here)

NV 2

everything within a predetermined distance of
features,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head
other (describe here)
I try to list vegetation as
specifically as possible and
in relative amounts
only what I immediately
And I take photos and try
recognize and can identify off to key out what I do not
the top of my head,other
recognize, some
(describe here)
herbaceous and grass
species

NV 4

1

1

Exploitable resources (to
see if existed/exploited
historically and
prehistorically/

1
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Only what various scientific databases or various
environmental reports generalize about the
species expected in the area*

Take photos of or collect specimens of species for
off-site identification

Inferrence from what forest succession phase the
site is characterized by*

1

I rely on the PI so that I
don't miss any plant
notation.

NV 1

NV 3

Only what I can identify enough to characterize
the larger in stature plant types, or major canopy
vs. understory vegetation *

I record primary and
secondary vegetation

OR 16

Never been required to record surface vegetation*

other (describe here)

OR 15

Just vague terms (report may be more specific)*

I generally focus on
culturally significant
vegetation
Also what I can take back
to the office or
photograph to have
someone else or myself
identify

Records species indicative of land use or landscape
manipulation or use*

whatever seems most
impressionable,other
(describe here)
whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head,other (describe here)

Basic vegetal description for giving a picture of site
conditions*

OR 14

Specific flora known to accompany human activity

Q9 Other

Only invasives or disturbance related vegetation
for site evaluation of integrity*

Responder Q9 When considering the
vegetation during a site
survey for a cultural
inventory site form/CRIS
form, select whatever
method(s) you apply for
determining what surface
vegetation
to record. - Selected Choice

NV 5

NV 6

NV 7

NV 8

NV 9

NV 10

only what I immediately
recognize and can identify off
the top of my head
whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head
whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head
I choose from a template's
list of possible
answers/descriptors
only what I immediately
recognize and can identify off
the top of my head,other
(describe here)
whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head,other (describe here)
other (describe here)

NV 12

other (describe here)

NV 13

NV 14

I choose from a template's
list of possible
answers/descriptors
other (describe here)

NM 1

other (describe here)

NM 2

everything within a predetermined distance of
features
everything within a predetermined distance of
features
whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head
everything within a predetermined distance of
features
whatever seems most
canopy vs understory
impressionable,other
(describe here)

NM 4

NM 5

NM 6

1

1

vegetation relevant to site
context or general
environment type if
nothing specific
Pretty much everything in
the vicinity if possible.

1

Describe the
characteristics of the site,
landform, etc. including
veg.
I typically just list
dominant trees and
shrubs, and note if there
are understory fobs or
grasses. I try to be familiar
with all the domonant
vegetation in an area I'm
working in, but there isn't
time on survey to identify
every plant on a site.

1

1

1

1
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Only what various scientific databases or various
environmental reports generalize about the
species expected in the area*

Take photos of or collect specimens of species for
off-site identification

Inferrence from what forest succession phase the
site is characterized by*

Only what I can identify enough to characterize
the larger in stature plant types, or major canopy
vs. understory vegetation *

Never been required to record surface vegetation*

Just vague terms (report may be more specific)*

Records species indicative of land use or landscape
manipulation or use*

Basic vegetal description for giving a picture of site
conditions*

what I can identify as well
as notable unfamiliar
plants that I'll photograph
and try to identify later.
Dominant trees, shrubs,
and grasses get recorded

NV 11

NM 3

Specific flora known to accompany human activity

Q9 Other

Only invasives or disturbance related vegetation
for site evaluation of integrity*

Responder Q9 When considering the
vegetation during a site
survey for a cultural
inventory site form/CRIS
form, select whatever
method(s) you apply for
determining what surface
vegetation
to record. - Selected Choice

NM 7

NM 8

NM 9

NM 10

NM 11

NM 12

NM 13

NM 14

NM 15

NM 16
CO 1

CO 2

CO 3

CO 4

CO 5

everything within a predetermined distance of
features
only what I immediately
recognize and can identify off
the top of my head
other (describe here)
I try to make sure that I
am as comprehensive as
possible, and take time to
make sure that I have the
information needed to
identify and describe
species present.
whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head
everything within a predetermined distance of
features,I choose from a
template's list of possible
answers/descriptors
I choose from a template's
list of possible
answers/descriptors
everything within a preEverything within the site
determined distance of
boundaries and visible
features,other (describe
from the site
here)
whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head,I choose from a
template's list of possible
answers/descriptors
only what I immediately
recognize and can identify off
the top of my head
whatever seems most
impressionable
whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head
only what I immediately
recognize and can identify off
the top of my head,I choose
from a template's list of
possible answers/descriptors
whatever seems most
impressionable,everything
within a pre-determined
distance of features,only
what I immediately recognize
and can identify off the top of
my head
only what I immediately
recognize and can identify off
the top of my head
only what I immediately
recognize and can identify off
the top of my head
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Only what various scientific databases or various
environmental reports generalize about the
species expected in the area*

Take photos of or collect specimens of species for
off-site identification

Inferrence from what forest succession phase the
site is characterized by*

Only what I can identify enough to characterize
the larger in stature plant types, or major canopy
vs. understory vegetation *

Never been required to record surface vegetation*

Just vague terms (report may be more specific)*

Records species indicative of land use or landscape
manipulation or use*

Basic vegetal description for giving a picture of site
conditions*

Specific flora known to accompany human activity

Q9 Other

Only invasives or disturbance related vegetation
for site evaluation of integrity*

Responder Q9 When considering the
vegetation during a site
survey for a cultural
inventory site form/CRIS
form, select whatever
method(s) you apply for
determining what surface
vegetation
to record. - Selected Choice

CO 6

CO 7

CO 8
CO 9

CO 10

CO 11

CO 12

CO 13

CO 14

CO 15

CO 16
CO 17

CO 18

CO 19

CO 20

whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head
other (describe here)
Record all vegetation
within and in the general
vicinity of the site
whatever seems most
impressionable
everything within a predetermined distance of
features
everything within a predetermined distance of
features,I choose from a
template's list of possible
answers/descriptors
whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head
other (describe here)
I begin withe largest or
most prevalent vegetation
and work my way down to
the smallest or sparsest. I
do not attempt to identify
every plant on a site.

1

everything within a predetermined distance of
features,I choose from a
template's list of possible
answers/descriptors
whatever seems most
Whatever shows majority
impressionable,other
coverage of the site area
(describe here)
whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head
whatever seems most
impressionable
other (describe here)
It's a combiantion of what
can easily be identified
and what plants are most
prevelant in the area
only what I immediately
recognize and can identify off
the top of my head
only what I immediately
recognize and can identify off
the top of my head,I choose
from a template's list of
possible
answers/descriptors,other
(describe here)
whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head,other (describe here)

I tend to lump plants that I
am not familiar with, such
as "other forbs and
grasses."

1

that which I cannot key
and make an absolute
positive identification I
will at least describe and
sometimes collect
samples for identification
in the lab

1

1

CO 21
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Only what various scientific databases or various
environmental reports generalize about the
species expected in the area*

Take photos of or collect specimens of species for
off-site identification

Inferrence from what forest succession phase the
site is characterized by*

Only what I can identify enough to characterize
the larger in stature plant types, or major canopy
vs. understory vegetation *

Never been required to record surface vegetation*

Just vague terms (report may be more specific)*

Records species indicative of land use or landscape
manipulation or use*

Basic vegetal description for giving a picture of site
conditions*

Specific flora known to accompany human activity

Q9 Other

Only invasives or disturbance related vegetation
for site evaluation of integrity*

Responder Q9 When considering the
vegetation during a site
survey for a cultural
inventory site form/CRIS
form, select whatever
method(s) you apply for
determining what surface
vegetation
to record. - Selected Choice

CO 22

CO 23

CO 24

CO 25

CO 26
MT 1
MT 2

MT 3

MT 4

MT 5

MT 6
MT 7

MT 8

MT 9

MT 10

only what I immediately
recognize and can identify off
the top of my head
whatever seems most
All of the above methods
impressionable,everything
play some role in what I
within a pre-determined
am able to describe. I try
distance of features,only
to get the context of the
what I immediately recognize site, as well as what is
and can identify off the top of located within the site
my head,I choose from a
boundary. I am not a
template's list of possible
botanist so therefore
answers/descriptors,other
cannot specifically name
(describe here)
all the plants. I also try to
get to the reasons the
plants may be important.
other (describe here)
All vegetation, even if
grouped, like "mixed
grasses" or "forbs."
other (describe here)
All of the above really,
plus see previous answer
about what references are
consulted typically

everything within a predetermined distance of
features
other (describe here)

Only what various scientific databases or various
environmental reports generalize about the
species expected in the area*

Take photos of or collect specimens of species for
off-site identification

Inferrence from what forest succession phase the
site is characterized by*

Only what I can identify enough to characterize
the larger in stature plant types, or major canopy
vs. understory vegetation *

Never been required to record surface vegetation*

Just vague terms (report may be more specific)*

Records species indicative of land use or landscape
manipulation or use*

Basic vegetal description for giving a picture of site
conditions*

Specific flora known to accompany human activity

Q9 Other

Only invasives or disturbance related vegetation
for site evaluation of integrity*

Responder Q9 When considering the
vegetation during a site
survey for a cultural
inventory site form/CRIS
form, select whatever
method(s) you apply for
determining what surface
vegetation
to record. - Selected Choice

1

1

1

1

Regional climax
vegetation generalizations

1

whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head
other (describe here)
As a specialist in
paleoethnobotany I
personally consider it
important to identify as
many plant species as
possible (at a
reconnaissance level)
within and immediately
adjacet to a site boundary.
Obviously phenology plays
a role in how
comprehensive an on-site,
reconnaissance level,
plant survey can be.
whatever seems most
impressionable
whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head
only what I immediately
recognize and can identify off
the top of my head
whatever seems most
I list specifically what I can
impressionable,I choose from name, then use generic
a template's list of possible terms/descriptors to cover
answers/descriptors,other
what I don't know
(describe here)

1

everything within a predetermined distance of
features
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MT 13

MT 14
MT 15

MT 16

MT 17

MT 18

MT 19

MT 20

MT 21

MT 22

MT 23

MT 24

whatever seems most
impressionable,everything
within a pre-determined
distance of features,I choose
from a template's list of
possible
answers/descriptors,other
(describe here)
only what I immediately
recognize and can identify off
the top of my head,I choose
from a template's list of
possible answers/descriptors
everything within a predetermined distance of
features,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head
only what I immediately
recognize and can identify off
the top of my head
only what I immediately
recognize and can identify off
the top of my head,other
(describe here)
only what I immediately
recognize and can identify off
the top of my head
everything within a predetermined distance of
features,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head

i usually include a
statement generalizing
forest vegetation based
on the dominant species
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Inferrence from what forest succession phase the
site is characterized by*

Only what I can identify enough to characterize
the larger in stature plant types, or major canopy
vs. understory vegetation *

Never been required to record surface vegetation*

Just vague terms (report may be more specific)*

Records species indicative of land use or landscape
manipulation or use*

Basic vegetal description for giving a picture of site
conditions*

Specific flora known to accompany human activity

Detailed records, site
specific species that are
not include in general ecotype descriptions.

Only what various scientific databases or various
environmental reports generalize about the
species expected in the area*

MT 12

whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my
head
whatever seems most
impressionable,everything
within a pre-determined
distance of features
other (describe here)
I look for
edible/medicinal/useful
plants, indicator species
(from 1972 Forest
publication including
vegetation zones) or if it's
unfamiliar and not rare at
a spot, I bring it into the
office to learn what it is.
other (describe here)
I use proper identification
books.
everything within a predetermined distance of
features
only what I immediately
recognize and can identify off
the top of my head
whatever seems most
vegetation that seems
impressionable,only what I unique or foreign, or could
immediately recognize and act as a landmark
can identify off the top of my
head,other (describe here)

Take photos of or collect specimens of species for
off-site identification

MT 11

Q9 Other

Only invasives or disturbance related vegetation
for site evaluation of integrity*

Responder Q9 When considering the
vegetation during a site
survey for a cultural
inventory site form/CRIS
form, select whatever
method(s) you apply for
determining what surface
vegetation
to record. - Selected Choice

1

1

Responder Q9 When considering the
vegetation during a site
survey for a cultural
inventory site form/CRIS
form, select whatever
method(s) you apply for
determining what surface
vegetation
to record. - Selected Choice

MT 25

MT 26

MT 27

MT 28
only what I immediately
recognize and can identify off
the top of my head
whatever seems most
impressionable,everything
within a pre-determined
distance of features,only
what I immediately recognize
and can identify off the top of
my head
other (describe here)
Mainly the represented
vegetation on the site.
Reference material is used
during the identification
process.
other (describe here)
Generally, what you see in
terms of plant
communities, making sure
to get trees, shrubs, forbs,
and grasses.
1
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1

Only what various scientific databases or various
environmental reports generalize about the
species expected in the area*

Take photos of or collect specimens of species for
off-site identification

Inferrence from what forest succession phase the
site is characterized by*

Only what I can identify enough to characterize
the larger in stature plant types, or major canopy
vs. understory vegetation *

Never been required to record surface vegetation*

Just vague terms (report may be more specific)*

Records species indicative of land use or landscape
manipulation or use*

Basic vegetal description for giving a picture of site
conditions*

Specific flora known to accompany human activity

Only invasives or disturbance related vegetation
for site evaluation of integrity*

Q9 Other

1

1

Western State MAPS Participants’ Results - Q9-11, 14, 16 Results
MAPS Q.10 Perceptive Research Usefulness of Ambiguous Template Options for Vegetation
Useless
Montana
Colorado
Wyoming
Oregon
Nevada
New Mexico

Irrelevant, just followingSomewhat
order anduseful
"checkingVery
boxes"
Useful
3
22
2
3
14
4
0
3
3
3
9
3
1
11
1
1
12
3
Irrelevant, just followingSomewhat
order anduseful
"checkingVery
boxes"
Useful
8
11
71
16
1
3
1
2
1
0

Useless
W. Totals

MAPS Q.11 Perceptive Research Usefulness of Ambiguous Free-form Descriptions for Vegetation
Useless
Irrelevant, just followingSomewhat
order anduseful
"checkingVery
boxes"
Useful
Montana
3
3
22
0
Colorado
6
2
16
0
Wyoming
1
1
4
1
Oregon
1
2
9
1
Nevada
1
1
11
1
New Mexico
0
3
13
0
Useless
Irrelevant, just followingSomewhat
order anduseful
"checkingVery
boxes"
Useful
W. Totals
12
12
75
3
MAPS Q.14 Do you regularly look for anthropenic vegetation?
Yes
No
66
37
MAPS Q.16 Difficulty Rating of Identifying Plants by Their Plant Type (1=easiest, 6=most difficult)
Count of
Count of
Count of
Trees
Count of Trees Trees
Count of Trees Ranked Count of Trees
Trees
Ranked 6
SUM OF
Ranked 1 (easy) Ranked 2
3
Ranked 4
Ranked 5
(hard)
TREES
79
14
7
2
0
0
102
77.45%
13.73%
6.86%
1.96%
0.00%
0.00%
Count of
Count of
Count of
Shrubs
Count of Shrubs Shrubs
Count of Shrubs
Count of Shrubs
Shrubs
Ranked 6
SUM OF
Ranked 1 (easy) Ranked 2
Ranked 3
Ranked 4
Ranked 5
(hard)
Shrubs
12
57
24
6
3
0
102
11.76%
55.88%
23.53%
5.88%
2.94%
0.00%
Count of
Count of
Count of
Count of
Count of
Herbs/Forbs
Herbs/Forbs
Herbs/Forbs Count of Herbs/Forbs Herbs/Forbs
Herbs/Forbs Ranked 6
SUM OF
Ranked 1 (easy) Ranked 2
Ranked 3
Ranked 4
Ranked 5
(hard)
Herbs/Forbs
3
13
36
37
7
6
102
2.94%
12.75%
35.29%
36.27%
6.86%
5.88%
Count of
Count of
Count of
Count of
Grasses
Grasses Ranked Grasses
Count of Grasses
Count of Grasses Grasses
Ranked 6
SUM OF
1 (easy)
Ranked 2
Ranked 3
Ranked 4
Ranked 5
(hard)
Grasses
5
15
31
42
6
2
101
4.95%
14.85%
30.69%
41.58%
5.94%
1.98%

Count of
Mosses/
Bryophytes
Ranked 1 (easy)
0
0.00%

Count of
Mosses/
Bryophytes
Ranked 2

Count of
Count of Mosses/ Mosses/
Count of Mosses/
Bryophytes Ranked Bryophytes
Bryophytes Ranked 3 4
Ranked 5
1
1
6
35
1.00%
1.00%
6.00%
35.00%

Count of
Count of Fungi Fungi &
& Lichens
Lichens
Count of Fungi &
Count of Fungi &
Ranked 1 (easy) Ranked 2
Lichens Ranked 3
Lichens Ranked 4
2
3
4
7
2.00%
3.00%
4.00%
7.00%

1 (Easiest)
Trees
77.45%
Shrubs
11.76%
Herbs/ Forbes
2.94%
Grasses
4.95%
Mosses/Bryophytes
0.00%
Fungi & Lichens
2.00%

2
13.73%
55.88%
12.75%
14.85%
1.00%
3.00%

3
6.86%
23.53%
35.29%
30.69%
1.00%
4.00%
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Count of
Fungi &
Lichens
Ranked 5

Count of
Mosses/
Bryophytes SUM OF
Ranked 6
Mosses/
(hard)
Bryophytes
57
100
57.00%
Count of
Fungi &
Lichens
Ranked 6
(hard)

SUM OF
Fungi &
Lichens

49
49.00%

35
35.00%

100

4
1.96%
5.88%
36.27%
41.58%
6.00%
7.00%

5 6 (Hardest)
0.00%
0.00%
2.94%
0.00%
6.86%
5.88%
5.94%
1.98%
35.00%
57.00%
49.00%
35.00%

Western State MAPS Participants - Q16 - Data
MAPS Q.16 Difficulty Rating of Identifying Plants by Their Plant Type (1=easiest, 6=most
difficult)
Responder Trees
Shrubs
Herbs/Forb Grasses
Mosses/
Fungi &
s
Bryophytes Lichens
OR 1
1
2
3
4
5
6
OR 2
1
2
3
4
6
5
OR 3
4
3
1
2
5
6
OR 4
2
1
4
3
6
5
OR 5
2
1
6
3
5
4
OR 6
1
4
2
3
6
5
OR 7
3
5
6
4
2
1
OR 8
1
2
3
4
6
5
OR 9
1
3
2
4
6
5
OR 10
1
2
4
3
6
5
OR 11
1
4
3
2
6
5
OR 12
OR 13
1
3
2
5
6
4
OR 14
1
3
2
4
5
6
OR 15
1
4
2
3
5
6
OR 16
1
2
4
3
4
6
OR 17
OR 18
OR 19
1
2
3
5
6
4
WY 1
3
4
5
2
6
1
WY 2
1
2
4
3
5
6
WY 3
3
1
2
4
6
5
WY 4
4
2
5
1
6
3
WY 5
2
3
4
1
5
6
WY 6
1
3
6
2
4
5
WY 7
1
2
4
3
6
5

NV 1
NV 2
NV 3
NV 4

1
2
1
1

3
1
2
2

5
3
4
3

4
4
3
4

6
6
5
6

2
5
6
5

NV 5
NV 6
NV 7
NV 8

3
1
1
3

1
5
2
1

4
4
3
4

2
2
4
2

6
6
5
5

5
3
6
6

NV 9
NV 10
NV 11
NV 12

1
1
2
1

2
2
1
2

3
4
3
4

4
3
4
3

5
6
6
6

6
5
5
5

NV 13
NV 14
NM 1
NM 2

2

3

5

5

6

5

1
1

2
2

3
4

4
3

6
6

5
5

NM 3
NM 4
NM 5
NM 6

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
4
4
3

4
3
3
4

6
6
6
6

5
5
5
5

NM 7
NM 8
NM 9
NM 10
NM 11
NM 12
NM 13
NM 14
NM 15
NM 16
CO 1

2
1
1
2
1

3
3
2
1
3

1
4
4
4
4

4
2
5
3
2

5
5
6
6
5

6
6
3
5
6

1
1
2
2
1

2
2
1
1
2

3
6
3
4
3

5
3
6
3
4

6
5
4
5
5

4
4
5
6
6
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OR 3

OR 4

OR 5

OR 6

OR 7
OR 8

OR 9
OR 10

OR 11
OR 12
OR 13

OR 14
OR 15
OR 16
OR 17
OR 18
OR 19

WY 1
WY 2
WY 3
WY 4
WY 5
WY 6

Something indirectly resulting
from human actions

Something intentionally and
indirectly resulting from humans
actions (e.g. anthropogenic fire
dependent forests)

Something unintentionally and
indirectly resulting from human
actions (e.g. ruderals innhabiting
human disturbed soil)

Something unintentionally directly
or indirectly changed resulting
from human actions

Something directly or indirectly
changed resulting from human
actions

Something Intentionally and
directly or indirectly changed
resulting by human actions

Something resulting by or
influence from human actions (in a
passive, reactive, weaker, or more
holistic sense)

something created or caused by
humans
The product of human
intervention/manipulation
vague catch term... human ecology is
not separate from ecology except
that the impact is so great as to
approach a difference in kind as a
limit. The farther into the past, the
fewer the people, the less the impact
so it is a sliding scale. For most of
"prehistory" that scale is so small as
to be negligible compared to the rest
of ecological processes. Pyroculture
(anthropomorphic burning) is one
scale that had measurable ecological
impacts... so also cultural
technologies a factor.
Altered by humans, typically I
interpret this to mean historically or
modern alteration. Like a plowed
field. The plow zone or AP horizon.
The word "anthropogenic" simply
means something that has come to
be by human contact. Something as
simple as a rock pile or something as
complex as lithic distributions.
Related to or altered by humans.
Moved, cultivated, nurtured through
prescribed burn, whatever it takes to
condition a landscape to produce and
provide.
Human induced, or as the result of
human activities
The term relates to anything that is
related to or influenced by humans.
Vegetation is certainly one such
category that falls in this category.
However, vegetation that can be
defined as anthropogenic includes
not only plants that areharvesged
and enhanced (e.g., huckleberries
and oak trees through periodic
burning) but overstory vegetation
such as canoe trees and trees that
are culturally modified for a variety
of reasons (e.g., burial trees, to
highlight specific important places,
aspen stands at Basque sheep herder
camps).
Evidence of past human activities on
their environment.
Relating to man's use, introduced
species, environmental modification
(e.g., periodic burning to favor
specific species or conditions,
clearing/leveling for crop fields and
orchards), changes in vegetation
patterns due to grazing of domestic
animals.
created or nurtured by humans

OR 2

Something unintentionally and
directly caused by human actions
(e.g. unintentionally transporting
and sowing cheatgrass from socks)

OR 1

Something intentionally and
directly caused by human actions
(e.g. cultivars- corn; plowed field
and AP horizon)

Q12 In your own words, how do you
define anthropogenism?

Something directly caused/created
by human actions (in an active,
concrete, and narrow sense)

Western State MAPS Participants - Q12
Responder

1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1
1

1
1

1

1

Anthropogenic suggests that human
interaction with the environment has
occurred, leaving an observable
impact.
it involves humans somehow
Where humans have altered or
influenced the environment
Environmental impacts of human
land usage

1

1

Any vegetation that is
directly/indirectly influenced by
cultural activity.
Marks left on an environment
resulting from human activity.
Influenced by humans.
Human beings relationship with
nature.
Landscape modified by human
activity.
Resulting from the influence of
human beings on nature
I would have to look up this word.
Sorry.

1

1

1
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Something indirectly resulting
from human actions

Something intentionally and
indirectly resulting from humans
actions (e.g. anthropogenic fire
dependent forests)

Something unintentionally and
indirectly resulting from human
actions (e.g. ruderals innhabiting
human disturbed soil)

Something unintentionally directly
or indirectly changed resulting
from human actions

Something directly or indirectly
changed resulting from human
actions

Something Intentionally and
directly or indirectly changed
resulting by human actions

Any modification of natural
stands/clusters/etc by human
activity.

Something resulting by or
influence from human actions (in a
passive, reactive, weaker, or more
holistic sense)

Created/impacted by human activity.

NV 1

Something unintentionally and
directly caused by human actions
(e.g. unintentionally transporting
and sowing cheatgrass from socks)

WY 7

Something intentionally and
directly caused by human actions
(e.g. cultivars- corn; plowed field
and AP horizon)

Q12 In your own words, how do you
define anthropogenism?

Something directly caused/created
by human actions (in an active,
concrete, and narrow sense)

Responder

1
1

NV 2
NV 3
NV 4

NV 5

NV 6
NV 7

NV 8

NV 9
NV 10

NV 11
NV 12
NV 13
NV 14
NM 1
NM 2
NM 3
NM 4
NM 5
NM 6
NM 7
NM 8
NM 9
NM 10

NM 11
NM 12
NM 13
NM 14
NM 15
NM 16

CO 1

CO 2
CO 3
CO 4
CO 5
CO 6
CO 7
CO 8

1

Human-caused or human-altered.
I think of this as a soils term,
although I realize that there are
historic plantings on many historic
sites, and on ethnographic and
prehistoric sites, certain plants may
have been encouraged through
burning and seed spreading. I
recently worked with Native
Americans and learned about their
plant gathering areas on a mountain
in my project area. Small excavated
holes in a high density stand of
lomatium are the root gathering
locations that I would not recognize
as a site.
We usually use it to help describe a
buried soil layer that may not have
cultural material but shows
indications of human activity
(disturbance, rich soil, sometimes
burning)
Caused by humans
impacts, direct or indirect, of human
activity on the content, density, or
distribution of veg
Did humans have anything to do with
directly or indirectly causing
something to come about.
human-caused; intentionally or
unintentionally
A soil or midden produced through
the introduction of organic materials
generated by human activity
significantly affected by human
behavior
changes due to cultural use
human created or disturbed.

1

Human-caused modification to the
natural environment.
results from direct and/or indirect
human activities
Affected by human activity (directly
or indirectly).
caused or related to human activity
Human-caused, or of human origin.
arising from the action (intentional or
unintentional) of humans
caused or created by human action
human caused, or derived from
human activity.
"Caused or influenced by humans."
human-created or -modified;
resulting directly or indirectly from
human activity.
Plants that are utilized by
populations in a cultural way.
Human caused
Caused by humans.
Human caused or influenced
ANY human impact upon the
environment that can be observed
Something (usually soils, in my
experience) altered directly or
indirectly by human activity.
A landscape whose character is in
part and at least indirectly a product
of human action.
Environmental changes caused by
human action
A change of a natural environmental
state due to the activities of man.
A result of human activity.
Caused by or resulting from human
disturbances or activities.
Human modification of a landscape
Changes on nature caused by human
activities
Manipulated or modified by humans.

1

1

1

1
1

CO 10

CO 11

Changes to the environment caused
by humans
Means something is there because a
person put it there, either on
purpose, by accident, or incidentally.
Caused by humans.

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1

1

1
1
1
1

1
1

1

1
1
1

1

1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

CO 9

1

1

1
1
1
1

1

1

1
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1

1

1

1

1

CO 14
CO 15
CO 16

CO 17
CO 18
CO 19
CO 20
CO 21
CO 22
CO 23

CO 24
CO 25
CO 26
MT 1
MT 2
MT 3
MT 4
MT 5
MT 6

MT 7
MT 8
MT 9

MT 10
MT 11

MT 12

MT 13
MT 14

MT 15

MT 16
MT 17
MT 18
MT 19
MT 20

MT 21

MT 22
MT 23

MT 24

MT 25
MT 26
MT 27
MT 28

human beings impact on the
environment
The influence of people on nature,
including climate.
A result of human activity?
human caused
Originating from human activity,
either directly or indirectly.
How the land was utilized by people
over time. Was it plowed in the past,
has bit been tailored for grazing, has
it been left in its native form.
Referring to a human-modified
environment...
Under the Influence of humans
Items that were specifically
placed/introduced to a new location
by humans.
created/introduced by humans or
human activity
The interaction between the natural
world and humans that results in
significant modifications to
landscapes.
How humans influence the
environment. Behavioral Ecology
uses the term in relationship with
cultural landscapes.
unfamiliar term for an aspect of
anthropology.
The result of human influence on
nature or better the pollutant result
of human influence on nature.
An event or outcome effecting the
natural world caused by human
activity.
formed by human processes
direct human caused changes to the
local or regional environment.
Human altered environmental
conditions.
Anthropogenic is something that
comes from humans; human made or
originated with humans.
modification of the
environment/landscape attributed to
human activity
human impact on our environment
I had to look it up...but the effect that
humans have on the natural
environment.
I define "anthropogenic" to mean a
condition that has been strongly
influenced by human activities.
how humans have influenced their
surroundings
people focus
Relating to the influence of humans
on nature.
Human-originated influence [or
impact] on the physical and biotic
environment.

Something indirectly resulting
from human actions

Something intentionally and
indirectly resulting from humans
actions (e.g. anthropogenic fire
dependent forests)

Something unintentionally and
indirectly resulting from human
actions (e.g. ruderals innhabiting
human disturbed soil)

Something unintentionally directly
or indirectly changed resulting
from human actions

Something directly or indirectly
changed resulting from human
actions

Something Intentionally and
directly or indirectly changed
resulting by human actions

Something resulting by or
influence from human actions (in a
passive, reactive, weaker, or more
holistic sense)

Influenced by human activity.
Human made disturbance or
pollution
The result of human activity
How humans influence nature.
Anthropogenic would be any pattern
of vegetation or landscape features
that owe their presence or current
distribution to intentional and
unintentional human actions.
How humans influence the world
around them/nature.
natural features caused by human
activity
Altered or caused by humans.
human caused impacts on the
environment
Caused by human activity- either
intentional or unintentional.
Human-associated
"Originating from humans" would be
my basic translation, but in practical
terms, I consider it to be anything
produced, modified, or strongly
influenced by the presence humans
or human activities.
human-caused
Generated or influenced by human
beings.

Something unintentionally and
directly caused by human actions
(e.g. unintentionally transporting
and sowing cheatgrass from socks)

CO 12
CO 13

Something intentionally and
directly caused by human actions
(e.g. cultivars- corn; plowed field
and AP horizon)

Q12 In your own words, how do you
define anthropogenism?

Something directly caused/created
by human actions (in an active,
concrete, and narrow sense)

Responder

1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1

1

1

1
1
1
1

1

1

1

1
1

1
1

1

1

1
1
1

1

1

1
1

1

1
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1
1

OR 3

OR 4

OR 5

OR 6

OR 7
OR 8

OR 9
OR 10

OR 11
OR 12
OR 13

OR 14
OR 15
OR 16
OR 17
OR 18
OR 19

WY 1
WY 2
WY 3
WY 4
WY 5
WY 6
WY 7
NV 1

NV 2
NV 3

Anthropogenic suggests that human
interaction with the environment has
occurred, leaving an observable
impact.
it involves humans somehow
Where humans have altered or
influenced the environment
Environmental impacts of human
land usage

Any vegetation that is
directly/indirectly influenced by
cultural activity.
Marks left on an environment
resulting from human activity.
Influenced by humans.
Human beings relationship with
nature.
Landscape modified by human
activity.
Resulting from the influence of
human beings on nature
I would have to look up this word.
Sorry.
Created/impacted by human activity.

Human modification on the local
scale

Human modification on the
(cultural) landscape scale or
regional scale

Something having to do with
human's relationship with nature

Species diversity changes due to
human activity

Qualitative changes in vegetation
patterns due to human activity
(e.g. abundance/density)

Conceived of as a soils terms

Unfamiliar term or unfamiliar with
its usage in anthropology

Environmental impacts due to land
usage

Introduced species or soils

Something disturbed by humans

Human pollutant influence on
nature, environment, or climate

Something moved or out of its
expected place/range due to
human interferrence (e.g.
manuports)

Anything non-human relating to
humans, involving human contact,
or indicative of past humans on
their environment

Something by its virtue of human
use (e.g. sweetgrass in ritual use,
wild mint in eating, holly over a
grave)

something created or caused by
humans
The product of human
intervention/manipulation
vague catch term... human ecology is
not separate from ecology except
that the impact is so great as to
approach a difference in kind as a
limit. The farther into the past, the
fewer the people, the less the impact
so it is a sliding scale. For most of
"prehistory" that scale is so small as
to be negligible compared to the rest
of ecological processes. Pyroculture
(anthropomorphic burning) is one
scale that had measurable ecological
impacts... so also cultural
technologies a factor.
Altered by humans, typically I
interpret this to mean historically or
modern alteration. Like a plowed
field. The plow zone or AP horizon.
The word "anthropogenic" simply
means something that has come to
be by human contact. Something as
simple as a rock pile or something as
complex as lithic distributions.
Related to or altered by humans.
Moved, cultivated, nurtured through
prescribed burn, whatever it takes to
condition a landscape to produce and
provide.
Human induced, or as the result of
human activities
The term relates to anything that is
related to or influenced by humans.
Vegetation is certainly one such
category that falls in this category.
However, vegetation that can be
defined as anthropogenic includes
not only plants that areharvesged
and enhanced (e.g., huckleberries
and oak trees through periodic
burning) but overstory vegetation
such as canoe trees and trees that
are culturally modified for a variety
of reasons (e.g., burial trees, to
highlight specific important places,
aspen stands at Basque sheep herder
camps).
Evidence of past human activities on
their environment.
Relating to man's use, introduced
species, environmental modification
(e.g., periodic burning to favor
specific species or conditions,
clearing/leveling for crop fields and
orchards), changes in vegetation
patterns due to grazing of domestic
animals.
created or nurtured by humans

OR 2

Something tooled by humans (e.g.
culturally modified tree)

OR 1

An observable (or strong) impact
on the environment by humans

Q12 In your own words, how do you
define anthropogenism?

A measurable ecological impact of
humans

Responder

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

Any modification of natural
stands/clusters/etc by human
activity.
Human-caused or human-altered.
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NV 5

NV 6
NV 7

NV 8

NV 9
NV 10

NV 11
NV 12
NV 13
NV 14
NM 1
NM 2
NM 3
NM 4
NM 5
NM 6
NM 7
NM 8
NM 9
NM 10

NM 11
NM 12
NM 13
NM 14
NM 15
NM 16

CO 1

CO 2
CO 3
CO 4
CO 5
CO 6
CO 7
CO 8
CO 9
CO 10

CO 11
CO 12

Human-caused modification to the
natural environment.
results from direct and/or indirect
human activities
Affected by human activity (directly
or indirectly).
caused or related to human activity
Human-caused, or of human origin.
arising from the action (intentional or
unintentional) of humans
caused or created by human action
human caused, or derived from
human activity.
"Caused or influenced by humans."
human-created or -modified;
resulting directly or indirectly from
human activity.
Plants that are utilized by
populations in a cultural way.
Human caused
Caused by humans.
Human caused or influenced
ANY human impact upon the
environment that can be observed
Something (usually soils, in my
experience) altered directly or
indirectly by human activity.
A landscape whose character is in
part and at least indirectly a product
of human action.
Environmental changes caused by
human action
A change of a natural environmental
state due to the activities of man.
A result of human activity.
Caused by or resulting from human
disturbances or activities.
Human modification of a landscape
Changes on nature caused by human
activities
Manipulated or modified by humans.

1

1

Human modification on the local
scale

Human modification on the
(cultural) landscape scale or
regional scale

Something having to do with
human's relationship with nature

Species diversity changes due to
human activity

Qualitative changes in vegetation
patterns due to human activity
(e.g. abundance/density)

Conceived of as a soils terms

Unfamiliar term or unfamiliar with
its usage in anthropology

Environmental impacts due to land
usage

Introduced species or soils

Something disturbed by humans

Human pollutant influence on
nature, environment, or climate

Something moved or out of its
expected place/range due to
human interferrence (e.g.
manuports)

Anything non-human relating to
humans, involving human contact,
or indicative of past humans on
their environment

Something by its virtue of human
use (e.g. sweetgrass in ritual use,
wild mint in eating, holly over a
grave)

created
or caused
Isomething
think of this
as a soils
term, by
humans I realize that there are
although
historic plantings on many historic
sites, and on ethnographic and
prehistoric sites, certain plants may
have been encouraged through
burning and seed spreading. I
recently worked with Native
Americans and learned about their
plant gathering areas on a mountain
in my project area. Small excavated
holes in a high density stand of
lomatium are the root gathering
locations that I would not recognize
as a site.
We usually use it to help describe a
buried soil layer that may not have
cultural material but shows
indications of human activity
(disturbance, rich soil, sometimes
burning)
Caused by humans
impacts, direct or indirect, of human
activity on the content, density, or
distribution of veg
Did humans have anything to do with
directly or indirectly causing
something to come about.
human-caused; intentionally or
unintentionally
A soil or midden produced through
the introduction of organic materials
generated by human activity
significantly affected by human
behavior
changes due to cultural use
human created or disturbed.

Something tooled by humans (e.g.
culturally modified tree)

OR 14
NV

An observable (or strong) impact
on the environment by humans

Q12 In your own words, how do you
define anthropogenism?

A measurable ecological impact of
humans

Responder

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

Changes to the environment caused
by humans
Means something is there because a
person put it there, either on
purpose, by accident, or incidentally.
Caused by humans.
Influenced by human activity.
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CO 17
CO 18
CO 19
CO 20
CO 21
CO 22
CO 23

CO 24
CO 25
CO 26
MT 1
MT 2
MT 3
MT 4
MT 5
MT 6

MT 7
MT 8
MT 9

MT 10
MT 11

MT 12

MT 13
MT 14

MT 15

MT 16
MT 17
MT 18
MT 19
MT 20

MT 21

MT 22
MT 23

MT 24

MT 25
MT 26
MT 27
MT 28

human beings impact on the
environment
The influence of people on nature,
including climate.
A result of human activity?
human caused
Originating from human activity,
either directly or indirectly.
How the land was utilized by people
over time. Was it plowed in the past,
has bit been tailored for grazing, has
it been left in its native form.
Referring to a human-modified
environment...
Under the Influence of humans
Items that were specifically
placed/introduced to a new location
by humans.
created/introduced by humans or
human activity
The interaction between the natural
world and humans that results in
significant modifications to
landscapes.
How humans influence the
environment. Behavioral Ecology
uses the term in relationship with
cultural landscapes.
unfamiliar term for an aspect of
anthropology.
The result of human influence on
nature or better the pollutant result
of human influence on nature.
An event or outcome effecting the
natural world caused by human
activity.
formed by human processes
direct human caused changes to the
local or regional environment.
Human altered environmental
conditions.
Anthropogenic is something that
comes from humans; human made or
originated with humans.
modification of the
environment/landscape attributed to
human activity
human impact on our environment
I had to look it up...but the effect that
humans have on the natural
environment.
I define "anthropogenic" to mean a
condition that has been strongly
influenced by human activities.
how humans have influenced their
surroundings
people focus
Relating to the influence of humans
on nature.
Human-originated influence [or
impact] on the physical and biotic
environment.

1

Human modification on the local
scale

Human modification on the
(cultural) landscape scale or
regional scale

Something having to do with
human's relationship with nature

Species diversity changes due to
human activity

Qualitative changes in vegetation
patterns due to human activity
(e.g. abundance/density)

Conceived of as a soils terms

Unfamiliar term or unfamiliar with
its usage in anthropology

Environmental impacts due to land
usage

Introduced species or soils

Something disturbed by humans

Human pollutant influence on
nature, environment, or climate

Something moved or out of its
expected place/range due to
human interferrence (e.g.
manuports)

Anything non-human relating to
humans, involving human contact,
or indicative of past humans on
their environment

Something by its virtue of human
use (e.g. sweetgrass in ritual use,
wild mint in eating, holly over a
grave)

something
created
or caused
Human
made
disturbance
or by
humans
pollution
The result of human activity
How humans influence nature.
Anthropogenic would be any pattern
of vegetation or landscape features
that owe their presence or current
distribution to intentional and
unintentional human actions.
How humans influence the world
around them/nature.
natural features caused by human
activity
Altered or caused by humans.
human caused impacts on the
environment
Caused by human activity- either
intentional or unintentional.
Human-associated
"Originating from humans" would be
my basic translation, but in practical
terms, I consider it to be anything
produced, modified, or strongly
influenced by the presence humans
or human activities.
human-caused
Generated or influenced by human
beings.

CO 14
CO 15
CO 16

Something tooled by humans (e.g.
culturally modified tree)

OR 13
1
CO

An observable (or strong) impact
on the environment by humans

Q12 In your own words, how do you
define anthropogenism?

A measurable ecological impact of
humans

Responder

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1
1

1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1
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1

OR 3

OR 4

OR 5

OR 6

OR 7
OR 8

OR 9
OR 10

OR 11
OR 12
OR 13

OR 14
OR 15
OR 16
OR 17
OR 18
OR 19

WY 1
WY 2
WY 3
WY 4
WY 5
WY 6
WY 7
NV 1

NV 2
NV 3

Anthropogenic suggests that human
interaction with the environment has
occurred, leaving an observable
impact.
it involves humans somehow
Where humans have altered or
influenced the environment
Environmental impacts of human
land usage

Any vegetation that is
directly/indirectly influenced by
cultural activity.
Marks left on an environment
resulting from human activity.
Influenced by humans.
Human beings relationship with
nature.
Landscape modified by human
activity.
Resulting from the influence of
human beings on nature
I would have to look up this word.
Sorry.
Created/impacted by human activity.

Human modification on the local
scale

Human modification on the
(cultural) landscape scale or
regional scale

Something having to do with
human's relationship with nature

Species diversity changes due to
human activity

Qualitative changes in vegetation
patterns due to human activity
(e.g. abundance/density)

Conceived of as a soils terms

Unfamiliar term or unfamiliar with
its usage in anthropology

Environmental impacts due to land
usage

Introduced species or soils

Something disturbed by humans

Human pollutant influence on
nature, environment, or climate

Something moved or out of its
expected place/range due to
human interferrence (e.g.
manuports)

Anything non-human relating to
humans, involving human contact,
or indicative of past humans on
their environment

Something by its virtue of human
use (e.g. sweetgrass in ritual use,
wild mint in eating, holly over a
grave)

something created or caused by
humans
The product of human
intervention/manipulation
vague catch term... human ecology is
not separate from ecology except
that the impact is so great as to
approach a difference in kind as a
limit. The farther into the past, the
fewer the people, the less the impact
so it is a sliding scale. For most of
"prehistory" that scale is so small as
to be negligible compared to the rest
of ecological processes. Pyroculture
(anthropomorphic burning) is one
scale that had measurable ecological
impacts... so also cultural
technologies a factor.
Altered by humans, typically I
interpret this to mean historically or
modern alteration. Like a plowed
field. The plow zone or AP horizon.
The word "anthropogenic" simply
means something that has come to
be by human contact. Something as
simple as a rock pile or something as
complex as lithic distributions.
Related to or altered by humans.
Moved, cultivated, nurtured through
prescribed burn, whatever it takes to
condition a landscape to produce and
provide.
Human induced, or as the result of
human activities
The term relates to anything that is
related to or influenced by humans.
Vegetation is certainly one such
category that falls in this category.
However, vegetation that can be
defined as anthropogenic includes
not only plants that areharvesged
and enhanced (e.g., huckleberries
and oak trees through periodic
burning) but overstory vegetation
such as canoe trees and trees that
are culturally modified for a variety
of reasons (e.g., burial trees, to
highlight specific important places,
aspen stands at Basque sheep herder
camps).
Evidence of past human activities on
their environment.
Relating to man's use, introduced
species, environmental modification
(e.g., periodic burning to favor
specific species or conditions,
clearing/leveling for crop fields and
orchards), changes in vegetation
patterns due to grazing of domestic
animals.
created or nurtured by humans

OR 2

Something tooled by humans (e.g.
culturally modified tree)

OR 1

An observable (or strong) impact
on the environment by humans

Q12 In your own words, how do you
define anthropogenism?

A measurable ecological impact of
humans

Responder

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

Any modification of natural
stands/clusters/etc by human
activity.
Human-caused or human-altered.
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NV 5

NV 6
NV 7

NV 8

NV 9
NV 10

NV 11
NV 12
NV 13
NV 14
NM 1
NM 2
NM 3
NM 4
NM 5
NM 6
NM 7
NM 8
NM 9
NM 10

NM 11
NM 12
NM 13
NM 14
NM 15
NM 16

CO 1

CO 2
CO 3
CO 4
CO 5
CO 6
CO 7
CO 8
CO 9
CO 10

CO 11
CO 12

Human-caused modification to the
natural environment.
results from direct and/or indirect
human activities
Affected by human activity (directly
or indirectly).
caused or related to human activity
Human-caused, or of human origin.
arising from the action (intentional or
unintentional) of humans
caused or created by human action
human caused, or derived from
human activity.
"Caused or influenced by humans."
human-created or -modified;
resulting directly or indirectly from
human activity.
Plants that are utilized by
populations in a cultural way.
Human caused
Caused by humans.
Human caused or influenced
ANY human impact upon the
environment that can be observed
Something (usually soils, in my
experience) altered directly or
indirectly by human activity.
A landscape whose character is in
part and at least indirectly a product
of human action.
Environmental changes caused by
human action
A change of a natural environmental
state due to the activities of man.
A result of human activity.
Caused by or resulting from human
disturbances or activities.
Human modification of a landscape
Changes on nature caused by human
activities
Manipulated or modified by humans.

1

1

Human modification on the local
scale

Human modification on the
(cultural) landscape scale or
regional scale

Something having to do with
human's relationship with nature

Species diversity changes due to
human activity

Qualitative changes in vegetation
patterns due to human activity
(e.g. abundance/density)

Conceived of as a soils terms

Unfamiliar term or unfamiliar with
its usage in anthropology

Environmental impacts due to land
usage

Introduced species or soils

Something disturbed by humans

Human pollutant influence on
nature, environment, or climate

Something moved or out of its
expected place/range due to
human interferrence (e.g.
manuports)

Anything non-human relating to
humans, involving human contact,
or indicative of past humans on
their environment

Something by its virtue of human
use (e.g. sweetgrass in ritual use,
wild mint in eating, holly over a
grave)

created
or caused
Isomething
think of this
as a soils
term, by
humans I realize that there are
although
historic plantings on many historic
sites, and on ethnographic and
prehistoric sites, certain plants may
have been encouraged through
burning and seed spreading. I
recently worked with Native
Americans and learned about their
plant gathering areas on a mountain
in my project area. Small excavated
holes in a high density stand of
lomatium are the root gathering
locations that I would not recognize
as a site.
We usually use it to help describe a
buried soil layer that may not have
cultural material but shows
indications of human activity
(disturbance, rich soil, sometimes
burning)
Caused by humans
impacts, direct or indirect, of human
activity on the content, density, or
distribution of veg
Did humans have anything to do with
directly or indirectly causing
something to come about.
human-caused; intentionally or
unintentionally
A soil or midden produced through
the introduction of organic materials
generated by human activity
significantly affected by human
behavior
changes due to cultural use
human created or disturbed.

Something tooled by humans (e.g.
culturally modified tree)

OR 14
NV

An observable (or strong) impact
on the environment by humans

Q12 In your own words, how do you
define anthropogenism?

A measurable ecological impact of
humans

Responder

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

Changes to the environment caused
by humans
Means something is there because a
person put it there, either on
purpose, by accident, or incidentally.
Caused by humans.
Influenced by human activity.
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CO 17
CO 18
CO 19
CO 20
CO 21
CO 22
CO 23

CO 24
CO 25
CO 26
MT 1
MT 2
MT 3
MT 4
MT 5
MT 6

MT 7
MT 8
MT 9

MT 10
MT 11

MT 12

MT 13
MT 14

MT 15

MT 16
MT 17
MT 18
MT 19
MT 20

MT 21

MT 22
MT 23

MT 24

MT 25
MT 26
MT 27
MT 28

human beings impact on the
environment
The influence of people on nature,
including climate.
A result of human activity?
human caused
Originating from human activity,
either directly or indirectly.
How the land was utilized by people
over time. Was it plowed in the past,
has bit been tailored for grazing, has
it been left in its native form.
Referring to a human-modified
environment...
Under the Influence of humans
Items that were specifically
placed/introduced to a new location
by humans.
created/introduced by humans or
human activity
The interaction between the natural
world and humans that results in
significant modifications to
landscapes.
How humans influence the
environment. Behavioral Ecology
uses the term in relationship with
cultural landscapes.
unfamiliar term for an aspect of
anthropology.
The result of human influence on
nature or better the pollutant result
of human influence on nature.
An event or outcome effecting the
natural world caused by human
activity.
formed by human processes
direct human caused changes to the
local or regional environment.
Human altered environmental
conditions.
Anthropogenic is something that
comes from humans; human made or
originated with humans.
modification of the
environment/landscape attributed to
human activity
human impact on our environment
I had to look it up...but the effect that
humans have on the natural
environment.
I define "anthropogenic" to mean a
condition that has been strongly
influenced by human activities.
how humans have influenced their
surroundings
people focus
Relating to the influence of humans
on nature.
Human-originated influence [or
impact] on the physical and biotic
environment.

1

Human modification on the local
scale

Human modification on the
(cultural) landscape scale or
regional scale

Something having to do with
human's relationship with nature

Species diversity changes due to
human activity

Qualitative changes in vegetation
patterns due to human activity
(e.g. abundance/density)

Conceived of as a soils terms

Unfamiliar term or unfamiliar with
its usage in anthropology

Environmental impacts due to land
usage

Introduced species or soils

Something disturbed by humans

Human pollutant influence on
nature, environment, or climate

Something moved or out of its
expected place/range due to
human interferrence (e.g.
manuports)

Anything non-human relating to
humans, involving human contact,
or indicative of past humans on
their environment

Something by its virtue of human
use (e.g. sweetgrass in ritual use,
wild mint in eating, holly over a
grave)

something
created
or caused
Human
made
disturbance
or by
humans
pollution
The result of human activity
How humans influence nature.
Anthropogenic would be any pattern
of vegetation or landscape features
that owe their presence or current
distribution to intentional and
unintentional human actions.
How humans influence the world
around them/nature.
natural features caused by human
activity
Altered or caused by humans.
human caused impacts on the
environment
Caused by human activity- either
intentional or unintentional.
Human-associated
"Originating from humans" would be
my basic translation, but in practical
terms, I consider it to be anything
produced, modified, or strongly
influenced by the presence humans
or human activities.
human-caused
Generated or influenced by human
beings.

CO 14
CO 15
CO 16

Something tooled by humans (e.g.
culturally modified tree)

OR 13
1
CO

An observable (or strong) impact
on the environment by humans

Q12 In your own words, how do you
define anthropogenism?

A measurable ecological impact of
humans

Responder

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1
1

1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1
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1

OR 1

cultivated crops

OR 2

A vegetation community that is at
least partially a product of human
manipulation.
I assume this means anything utilized
(or destroyed???) by humans? If this
is simple a list of known plants used
by humans then? Best reference that
I have right now is Daniel E.
Moerman's NATIVE AMERICAN
ETHNOBOTANY.

1

OR 3

1

Vegetation relating to humans,
vegetation involving human contact, or
indicative of past humans on their
environment

Vegetation used by humans (e.g.
sweetgrass in ritual use, wild mint in
eating, holly over a grave)

Vegetation tooled by humans (e.g.
culturally modified tree)

An observable (or strong) impact on the
environment by humans

A measurable ecological impact of
humans

Vegetation indirectly resulting from
human actions

Vegetation intentionally and indirectly
resulting from humans actions (e.g.
anthropogenic fire dependent forests)

Vegetation unintentionally and indirectly
resulting from human actions (e.g.
ruderals innhabiting human disturbed
soil)

Vegetation unintentionally directly or
indirectly changed resulting from human
actions

Vegetation directly or indirectly changed
resulting from human actions

Vegetation Intentionally and directly or
indirectly changed resulting by human
actions

Vegetation resulting by or influence from
human actions (in a passive, reactive,
weaker, or more holistic sense)

Vegetation unintentionally and directly
caused by human actions (e.g.
unintentionally transporting and sowing
cheatgrass from socks)

Vegetation intentionally and directly
caused by human actions (e.g. cultivarscorn; plowed field and AP horizon)

Responder Q13 In your own words, how do you
define
anthropogenic vegetation?

Vegetation directly caused/created by
human actions (in an active, concrete, and
narrow sense)

Western State MAPS Participants - Q13

1

1

1

1

1

1
OR 4

Intentionally planted or cultivated by
people.

OR 5

That is much more difficult to
describe and requires the analysis of
the data. I would say any true
definition would have to include any
changes to either native or non native
plant species that result from cultural
practices.
My first reaction is prescribed
burning and other cultivation and
management methods to control the
production of a fruit, seed, or plant
for human use.
vegetation growing in response to
human activity
See above answer.

1

OR 6

OR 7
OR 8

1

1

1

1

1

OR 10

OR 11

OR 12
OR 13

OR 14

OR 15
OR 16
OR 17
OR 18
OR 19

WY 1

WY 2
WY 3

Human introduction of vegetation
into an environment.
Introduced species; vegetation
patterns resulting from periodic
burning; clearing and or leveling;
changes in vegetation patterns due to
grazing of domestic animals;
harvesting practices that promote
increased range or production of
specific native plants (imo detectable
for only short temporal periods).
Plants that have been produced by
agricultural processes or that have
been encouraged (tilled, watered, or
fertilized) or discouraged (eg.
removed from one area and
discarded in another, or incidentally
enhanced by ground disturbance
(ruderal)) by cultural practices.
I would associate "anthropogenic
vegetation" with plants that have
either been selectively cultivated, or
species that are indicative of human
disturbance of the environment.
vegetation important to humans. Are
you just using an unnecessary word
made up by a professor that just
means "culturally significant
vegetation"?
Vegetation that's growth patterns
have been manipulated by humans.
Introduction of non native species
into the local environment

Any vegetation that is
directly/indirectly influenced by
cultural activities. This includes trees,
roots (balsamroot, bitterroot, etc.),
grasses, etc..
Vegetation that is present due to
human activity whether intentional or
accidental. For example, the
intentional planting of bee weed at
certain sites or the accidental transfer
of invasive species cheat grass seeds.
Modified or introduced as a result of
human activity.
Human beings use of natural growing
vegetation - such as harvesting camas
or biscuitroot

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
OR 9

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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1

WY 4

WY 5

The vegetation has to be an exotic
plant introduced by human related
factors. However, in terms of
concentrations of native plants, if the
environment has been modified to
grow things like chenopodium this
plant community too is
anthropogenic in nature.
Human influence on vegetation

1

1

Vegetation relating to humans,
vegetation involving human contact, or
indicative of past humans on their
environment

Vegetation used by humans (e.g.
sweetgrass in ritual use, wild mint in
eating, holly over a grave)

Vegetation tooled by humans (e.g.
culturally modified tree)

An observable (or strong) impact on the
environment by humans

A measurable ecological impact of
humans

Vegetation indirectly resulting from
human actions

Vegetation intentionally and indirectly
resulting from humans actions (e.g.
anthropogenic fire dependent forests)

Vegetation unintentionally and indirectly
resulting from human actions (e.g.
ruderals innhabiting human disturbed
soil)

Vegetation unintentionally directly or
indirectly changed resulting from human
actions

Vegetation directly or indirectly changed
resulting from human actions

Vegetation Intentionally and directly or
indirectly changed resulting by human
actions

Vegetation resulting by or influence from
human actions (in a passive, reactive,
weaker, or more holistic sense)

Vegetation unintentionally and directly
caused by human actions (e.g.
unintentionally transporting and sowing
cheatgrass from socks)

Vegetation intentionally and directly
caused by human actions (e.g. cultivarscorn; plowed field and AP horizon)

Vegetation directly caused/created by
human actions (in an active, concrete, and
narrow sense)

Responder Q13 In your own words, how do you
define
anthropogenic vegetation?

1

1
1

WY 6
WY 7
NV 1

NV 2

NV 3

NV 4

Intentionally planted or cultivated by
humans.
Vegetation that has been spread by
or which propagates easily from
human activity (e.g. Disturbed soils);
cultivation of naturally occurring
vegetation.
human influence on vegetation type,
location; use of controlled fire to
stimulate growth of vegetation
Vegetation that has clearly been
cultivated or changed by humans,
such as exotic plants near cabin
remains or axe cut trees.
Historic plantings or clearcuts with
vegetation regrowth, prehistoric
burning and seed scattering
encouragement

NV 5

Never use it.

NV 6

Vegetation planted or otherwise
resulting from human activity; i.e.,
not likely to be present naturally
domestic escapes, plants entirely out
of context, plants expanded due to
human disturbance (roadside veg,
etc.)
Any vegetation introduced to an area
by people. Or, vegetation which
occurs in an area due to people's
actions which have created an
acceptable environment.
I would say that anthropogenic
vegetation is vegetation introduced
or altered by humans. It's a very
broad term, and could include a
forest groomed or managed for nut
crops, a riparian area burned for
straight willow growth for traditional
Native American use, a modern postfire seeding of selected species, or a
modern human-caused disturbance
invaded by cheatgrass or other
disturbance-loving native or nonnative species.
Vegetation produced by the
introduction of imported seeds
through human activity or produced
by other human impacts on the
landscape (e.g., irrigation)
vegetation that is a result of human
behavior such as agriculture, land
management, or invasive species
taking advantage of human related
conditions
Things that are growing due to
human use or disturbance
I don't unless it's clearly something
like crested wheat.

NV 7

NV 8

NV 9

NV 10

NV 11

NV 12
NV 13
NV 14
NM 1

NM 2
NM 3

NM 4

Vegetation patterns influenced by or
dependent on humans, for example
grasslands caused by human burning
of the landscape.
Vegetation that is privileged by
humans
Introduced vegetation (crops,
ornamental plants, shade plants,
windbreaks), invasive vegetation
resulting from human activity,
modified native species (cut trees,
bent trees, bow trees, brush corrals,
cultivated native species).
domesticates? intrusives?

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1
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1

1
1

1

1

1

1

NM 5

NM 6
NM 7
NM 8

NM 9

NM 10

NM 11

NM 12
NM 13
NM 14
NM 15

Vegetation growing in a place as a
result of human agency. These could
be purposefully planted, or occur as
an indirect result of human activities
(e.g., cheat grass and other invasives
that spread with grazing), be or plants
that have been modified by human
selection to have particular
characteristics (domestication in all
its various stages).
Vegetation that is the result of
human use of the land
cultigens, weedy plants present
because of human action
vegetation that does not grow
naturally on its own in the area, but is
planted (and maybe tended) by
humans
Vegetation that has been affected by
human activities, in terms of its
constituents or status.
Vegetation that is present as a direct
result of the presence of human
features or human-modified
environments, including both species
directly cultivated or otherwise
encouraged by past occupants as well
as species favoring archaeological
features or human-modified
landscapes like those described
above. I wouldn't use the term
"anthropogenic vegetation," but
would refer to species that seem to
be present because of an
anthropogenic landscape. I would
describe cultivars or humanencouraged plants in those terms.
Plants in cultural context that are
utilized in a cultural way or produced
as food.
Vegetative change brought on by
human use of the landscape.
Vegetation (usually non-native)
planted intentionally by humans.
Agriculture

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

Vegetation relating to humans,
vegetation involving human contact, or
indicative of past humans on their
environment

Vegetation used by humans (e.g.
sweetgrass in ritual use, wild mint in
eating, holly over a grave)

Vegetation tooled by humans (e.g.
culturally modified tree)

An observable (or strong) impact on the
environment by humans

A measurable ecological impact of
humans

Vegetation indirectly resulting from
human actions

Vegetation intentionally and indirectly
resulting from humans actions (e.g.
anthropogenic fire dependent forests)

Vegetation unintentionally and indirectly
resulting from human actions (e.g.
ruderals innhabiting human disturbed
soil)

Vegetation unintentionally directly or
indirectly changed resulting from human
actions

Vegetation directly or indirectly changed
resulting from human actions

Vegetation Intentionally and directly or
indirectly changed resulting by human
actions

Vegetation resulting by or influence from
human actions (in a passive, reactive,
weaker, or more holistic sense)

Vegetation unintentionally and directly
caused by human actions (e.g.
unintentionally transporting and sowing
cheatgrass from socks)

Vegetation intentionally and directly
caused by human actions (e.g. cultivarscorn; plowed field and AP horizon)

Vegetation directly caused/created by
human actions (in an active, concrete, and
narrow sense)

Responder Q13 In your own words, how do you
define
anthropogenic vegetation?

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

NM 16

CO 1

CO 2

CO 3
CO 4

CO 5
CO 6

CO 7

CO 8

CO 9

I've never seen that phrase. If I had,
I'd suppose it referred to vegetation
growing because of some human
intervention at some point.
Vegetation patterns that have
responded to the specific
microenvironments created by
archaeological sites.
Invasive weeds. Perhaps if you could
identify a landscape maintained
through controlled forest or prairie
fires.
Plant community that has been
modified by man.
Vegetation and/or vegetative
communities that are a result of
human activities within a given area.
Vegetation present as a result of
human disturbances or activities.
Human modification that alters
vegetation. It could be on a local or
regional scale.
Introduction or the elimination of
naturally occurring vegetation that is
caused by human interactions to the
local landscapes
Vegetation that has been modified by
humans, or whose presence in an
area most likely can be attributed to
human activity.
Humans' influence on vegetation

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

CO 10

CO 11
CO 12
CO 13
CO 14

The presence or even a
preponderance of a certain type of
vegetation due to past (or present)
human activities (arboriculture,
agriculture, gathering).
Vegetation occurring as a result of
human behavior.
Vegetation that has been affected or
influenced by human activity.
Vegetation caused by man-made
disturbance or pollution.
Plants that would not be in that place
or pattern without human activity

CO 15

Changes in the environment due to
cultivation, building, human activities.

CO 16

As previous entry on Q12

CO 17

Human altered vegetation - through
selection for increased food
production or say, a culturally
modified tree.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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1

1

CO 18

see above

CO 19

Crops or secondary vegetation
growth in areas disturbed by people.
plant communities influenced by
human behavior
vegetation modified by human
activity
I have never seen the term before
this moment.
That is not as straight forward a
question as it may appear. I would
broadly consider vegetation that
returns after a man-made forest fire,
anthropogenic (as the fire was
anthropogenic), however, overall that
is not how I believe the term is
intended to be used. So I would
define it as: plants originating from
humans, specifically through
modification, utilization, or strongly
influenced by indirect human
activities (such as waste disposal,
pipeline construction, etc...).
Copicing, agriculture, forest
clearance, etc... all could produce
anthropogenic vegetation.
Vegetation that exists only due to
human behavior/existence
Vegetation generated or influenced
by human beings.

1

CO 20
CO 21
CO 22
CO 23

CO 24
CO 25
CO 26
MT 1

MT 2

MT 3
MT 4
MT 5

MT 6

MT 7

MT 8
MT 9

MT 10

MT 11

MT 12

MT 13
MT 14

MT 15

MT 16
MT 17
MT 18

MT 19

Human activity influencing area
vegetation through farming, planting
of medicinal or ritual plants,
accidental transfer of vegetation due
to population movement, etc.
The presence of such plants as rice
grass and tobacco at sites that
probably resulted from past use of
that area.
vegetation correlating to human
activity
human caused or created vegetation
Excluding cultivars and domesticates,
I would describe anthropogenic
vegetation as vegetation that can be
influenced directly or indirectly in
habitat selection by human activity.
To me it is any vegetation that has
been utilized or is the result of certain
land utilization. An area may be in
crested wheat grass, does not mean
the area was plowed for crops, but
rather it could have been planted to
increase the grazing capacity of the
area.
Second growth timber, agricultural
field and/or areas dominated by
introduced (non-native) species.
Vegetation influenced by human
activity
Plants that were specifically
planted/introduced to a new location
by humans.
vegetation that has been introduced
(intentional or otherwise) to an area
by humans
I look for invasive species, non-native
plants, or unusual distribution of
native plants, such as herbs or edible
species.
Vegetation gathered for subsistence,
ceremony, ritual and medicinal use.
Plant husbandry.
? Plants introduced or enhanced by
people or their activities?
The influence of depositing different
plant species across the landscape.
Veg. modified in any way from its
natural biological development,
purposely or accidentally, by human
activities.
I wouldn't use those terms but to me
that would denote crops
presence or absence of human
physical alteration to soils,
encroachment and density of
nonnative species an the
interrelationship of the two.
human altered vegetation

1

1

1

MT 21

Anthropogenic vegetation would be
vegetation that was influenced by
humans directly, through: farming
activities; selecting for specific plant
types for decoration or wind breaks;
other activities like the Timber
Culture act.
vegetation patterns attributable to
humanly modified landscapes

1

1

1

1

Vegetation relating to humans,
vegetation involving human contact, or
indicative of past humans on their
environment

Vegetation used by humans (e.g.
sweetgrass in ritual use, wild mint in
eating, holly over a grave)

Vegetation tooled by humans (e.g.
culturally modified tree)

An observable (or strong) impact on the
environment by humans

A measurable ecological impact of
humans

Vegetation indirectly resulting from
human actions

Vegetation intentionally and indirectly
resulting from humans actions (e.g.
anthropogenic fire dependent forests)

Vegetation unintentionally and indirectly
resulting from human actions (e.g.
ruderals innhabiting human disturbed
soil)

Vegetation unintentionally directly or
indirectly changed resulting from human
actions

Vegetation directly or indirectly changed
resulting from human actions

Vegetation Intentionally and directly or
indirectly changed resulting by human
actions
1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1
MT 20

Vegetation resulting by or influence from
human actions (in a passive, reactive,
weaker, or more holistic sense)

Vegetation unintentionally and directly
caused by human actions (e.g.
unintentionally transporting and sowing
cheatgrass from socks)

Vegetation intentionally and directly
caused by human actions (e.g. cultivarscorn; plowed field and AP horizon)

Vegetation directly caused/created by
human actions (in an active, concrete, and
narrow sense)

Responder Q13 In your own words, how do you
define
anthropogenic vegetation?

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

314

1

1

1

1

1

1

MT 22

MT 23

MT 24

MT 25

MT 26
MT 27

MT 28
previously
harvested/cultivated/tended to
terrain
The evident marks of humans on the
natural vegetation...I tend to think of
things like cambium pealed trees and
wildfire use instead of perhaps a
certain type of vegetation that likes
to grow on top of organic rich areas
(i.e. on top of middens or bison bone
beds).
I don't think I'd use the term
"anthropogenic vegetation". I would
define that phrase to mean a
vegetation species that is under
strong human selection/control.
Domesticated plants such as wheat
and maize are what I have in mind.
How humans have used vegetation in
the past and how specific vegetation
may be an indicator of certain types
of sites.
people focus vegetation.
Vegetation influenced by humans
interacting with nature.
As humans make choices about which
plants they want, some plants are
getting selected for and nurtured or
cultivated while others are getting
weeded out (sometimes literally). The
vegetation communities that evolve
from such selection or deselection
could be defined as anthropogenic
vegetation.
1
1

1

1

1
1

1

1
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1

1
1
1
1

1
1

Vegetation relating to humans,
vegetation involving human contact, or
indicative of past humans on their
environment

Vegetation used by humans (e.g.
sweetgrass in ritual use, wild mint in
eating, holly over a grave)

Vegetation tooled by humans (e.g.
culturally modified tree)

An observable (or strong) impact on the
environment by humans

A measurable ecological impact of
humans

Vegetation indirectly resulting from
human actions

Vegetation intentionally and indirectly
resulting from humans actions (e.g.
anthropogenic fire dependent forests)

Vegetation unintentionally and indirectly
resulting from human actions (e.g.
ruderals innhabiting human disturbed
soil)

Vegetation unintentionally directly or
indirectly changed resulting from human
actions

Vegetation directly or indirectly changed
resulting from human actions

Vegetation Intentionally and directly or
indirectly changed resulting by human
actions

Vegetation resulting by or influence from
human actions (in a passive, reactive,
weaker, or more holistic sense)

Vegetation unintentionally and directly
caused by human actions (e.g.
unintentionally transporting and sowing
cheatgrass from socks)

Vegetation intentionally and directly
caused by human actions (e.g. cultivarscorn; plowed field and AP horizon)

Vegetation directly caused/created by
human actions (in an active, concrete, and
narrow sense)

Responder Q13 In your own words, how do you
define
anthropogenic vegetation?

1

1
1

1

1
1

1

1

1
1

1

OR 1

cultivated crops

OR 2

A vegetation community that is at
least partially a product of human
manipulation.
I assume this means anything utilized
(or destroyed???) by humans? If this
is simple a list of known plants used
by humans then? Best reference that
I have right now is Daniel E.
Moerman's NATIVE AMERICAN
ETHNOBOTANY.

Cultivated or crop plants

Human modification on the local scale

Human modification on the (cultural)
landscape scale or regional scale

Something having to do with human's
relationship with nature

Species diversity changes due to human
activity

Qualitative changes in vegetation
patterns due to human activity (e.g.
abundance/density)

Conceived of as a soils terms

Unfamiliar term or unfamiliar with its
usage in anthropology

Environmental impacts due to land usage

Introduced (non-native) species (e.g.
weedy or otherwise)

Species associated disturbance caused by
humans

environment, or climate

Species moved or out of its expected
place/range and needing human agency
for its propagation or dispersal outside
expected areas (e.g. can be native or nonnative,bulb
or clonally
spreading
plants,
Human pollutant
influence
on nature,

Responder Q13 In your own words, how do you
define
anthropogenic vegetation?

1

OR 3

1

1

1
OR 4

Intentionally planted or cultivated by
people.

OR 5

That is much more difficult to
describe and requires the analysis of
the data. I would say any true
definition would have to include any
changes to either native or non native
plant species that result from cultural
practices.
My first reaction is prescribed
burning and other cultivation and
management methods to control the
production of a fruit, seed, or plant
for human use.
vegetation growing in response to
human activity
See above answer.

1

OR 6

OR 7
OR 8

OR 9
OR 10

OR 11

Human introduction of vegetation
into an environment.
Introduced species; vegetation
patterns resulting from periodic
burning; clearing and or leveling;
changes in vegetation patterns due to
grazing of domestic animals;
harvesting practices that promote
increased range or production of
specific native plants (imo detectable
for only short temporal periods).
Plants that have been produced by
agricultural processes or that have
been encouraged (tilled, watered, or
fertilized) or discouraged (eg.
removed from one area and
discarded in another, or incidentally
enhanced by ground disturbance
(ruderal)) by cultural practices.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

OR 12
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1
OR 13

OR 14

OR 15
OR 16
OR 17
OR 18
OR 19

WY 1

WY 2
WY 3

WY 4

WY 5

crops "anthropogenic
Icultivated
would associate
vegetation" with plants that have
either been selectively cultivated, or
species that are indicative of human
disturbance of the environment.
vegetation important to humans. Are
you just using an unnecessary word
made up by a professor that just
means "culturally significant
vegetation"?
Vegetation that's growth patterns
have been manipulated by humans.
Introduction of non native species
into the local environment

Cultivated or crop plants

Human modification on the local scale

Human modification on the (cultural)
landscape scale or regional scale

Something having to do with human's
relationship with nature

Species diversity changes due to human
activity

Qualitative changes in vegetation
patterns due to human activity (e.g.
abundance/density)

Conceived of as a soils terms

Unfamiliar term or unfamiliar with its
usage in anthropology

Environmental impacts due to land usage

Introduced (non-native) species (e.g.
weedy or otherwise)

Species associated disturbance caused by
humans

environment, or climate

Species moved or out of its expected
place/range and needing human agency
for its propagation or dispersal outside
expected areas (e.g. can be native or nonnative,bulb
or clonally
spreading
plants,
Human pollutant
influence
on nature,

Responder Q13 In your own words, how do you
define
anthropogenic vegetation?

1

1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Any vegetation that is
directly/indirectly influenced by
cultural activities. This includes trees,
roots (balsamroot, bitterroot, etc.),
grasses, etc..
Vegetation that is present due to
human activity whether intentional or
accidental. For example, the
intentional planting of bee weed at
certain sites or the accidental transfer
of invasive species cheat grass seeds.
Modified or introduced as a result of
human activity.
Human beings use of natural growing
vegetation - such as harvesting camas
or biscuitroot
The vegetation has to be an exotic
plant introduced by human related
factors. However, in terms of
concentrations of native plants, if the
environment has been modified to
grow things like chenopodium this
plant community too is
anthropogenic in nature.
Human influence on vegetation

1

WY 6
WY 7
NV 1

NV 2

NV 3

NV 4

Intentionally planted or cultivated by
humans.
Vegetation that has been spread by
or which propagates easily from
human activity (e.g. Disturbed soils);
cultivation of naturally occurring
vegetation.
human influence on vegetation type,
location; use of controlled fire to
stimulate growth of vegetation
Vegetation that has clearly been
cultivated or changed by humans,
such as exotic plants near cabin
remains or axe cut trees.
Historic plantings or clearcuts with
vegetation regrowth, prehistoric
burning and seed scattering
encouragement

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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OR 15
NV

cultivated
Never
use crops
it.

NV 6

Vegetation planted or otherwise
resulting from human activity; i.e.,
not likely to be present naturally
domestic escapes, plants entirely out
of context, plants expanded due to
human disturbance (roadside veg,
etc.)
Any vegetation introduced to an area
by people. Or, vegetation which
occurs in an area due to people's
actions which have created an
acceptable environment.
I would say that anthropogenic
vegetation is vegetation introduced
or altered by humans. It's a very
broad term, and could include a
forest groomed or managed for nut
crops, a riparian area burned for
straight willow growth for traditional
Native American use, a modern postfire seeding of selected species, or a
modern human-caused disturbance
invaded by cheatgrass or other
disturbance-loving native or nonnative species.
Vegetation produced by the
introduction of imported seeds
through human activity or produced
by other human impacts on the
landscape (e.g., irrigation)
vegetation that is a result of human
behavior such as agriculture, land
management, or invasive species
taking advantage of human related
conditions
Things that are growing due to
human use or disturbance
I don't unless it's clearly something
like crested wheat.

Cultivated or crop plants

Human modification on the local scale

Human modification on the (cultural)
landscape scale or regional scale

Something having to do with human's
relationship with nature

Species diversity changes due to human
activity

Qualitative changes in vegetation
patterns due to human activity (e.g.
abundance/density)

Conceived of as a soils terms

Unfamiliar term or unfamiliar with its
usage in anthropology

Environmental impacts due to land usage

Introduced (non-native) species (e.g.
weedy or otherwise)

Species associated disturbance caused by
humans

environment, or climate

Species moved or out of its expected
place/range and needing human agency
for its propagation or dispersal outside
expected areas (e.g. can be native or nonnative,bulb
or clonally
spreading
plants,
Human pollutant
influence
on nature,

Responder Q13 In your own words, how do you
define
anthropogenic vegetation?

1

NV 7

NV 8

NV 9

NV 10

NV 11

NV 12
NV 13
NV 14
NM 1

NM 2
NM 3

NM 4
NM 5

NM 6

Vegetation patterns influenced by or
dependent on humans, for example
grasslands caused by human burning
of the landscape.
Vegetation that is privileged by
humans
Introduced vegetation (crops,
ornamental plants, shade plants,
windbreaks), invasive vegetation
resulting from human activity,
modified native species (cut trees,
bent trees, bow trees, brush corrals,
cultivated native species).
domesticates? intrusives?
Vegetation growing in a place as a
result of human agency. These could
be purposefully planted, or occur as
an indirect result of human activities
(e.g., cheat grass and other invasives
that spread with grazing), be or plants
that have been modified by human
selection to have particular
characteristics (domestication in all
its various stages).
Vegetation that is the result of
human use of the land

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1
1

1

1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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OR 17
NM
NM 8

NM 9

NM 10

NM 11

NM 12
NM 13
NM 14
NM 15
NM 16

CO 1

CO 2

CO 3
CO 4

CO 5
CO 6

CO 7

CO 8

CO 9
CO 10

cultivated weedy
crops plants present
cultigens,
because of human action
vegetation that does not grow
naturally on its own in the area, but is
planted (and maybe tended) by
humans
Vegetation that has been affected by
human activities, in terms of its
constituents or status.
Vegetation that is present as a direct
result of the presence of human
features or human-modified
environments, including both species
directly cultivated or otherwise
encouraged by past occupants as well
as species favoring archaeological
features or human-modified
landscapes like those described
above. I wouldn't use the term
"anthropogenic vegetation," but
would refer to species that seem to
be present because of an
anthropogenic landscape. I would
describe cultivars or humanencouraged plants in those terms.
Plants in cultural context that are
utilized in a cultural way or produced
as food.
Vegetative change brought on by
human use of the landscape.
Vegetation (usually non-native)
planted intentionally by humans.
Agriculture
I've never seen that phrase. If I had,
I'd suppose it referred to vegetation
growing because of some human
intervention at some point.
Vegetation patterns that have
responded to the specific
microenvironments created by
archaeological sites.
Invasive weeds. Perhaps if you could
identify a landscape maintained
through controlled forest or prairie
fires.
Plant community that has been
modified by man.
Vegetation and/or vegetative
communities that are a result of
human activities within a given area.
Vegetation present as a result of
human disturbances or activities.
Human modification that alters
vegetation. It could be on a local or
regional scale.
Introduction or the elimination of
naturally occurring vegetation that is
caused by human interactions to the
local landscapes
Vegetation that has been modified by
humans, or whose presence in an
area most likely can be attributed to
human activity.
Humans' influence on vegetation
The presence or even a
preponderance of a certain type of
vegetation due to past (or present)
human activities (arboriculture,
agriculture, gathering).

1

1

Cultivated or crop plants

Human modification on the local scale

Human modification on the (cultural)
landscape scale or regional scale

Something having to do with human's
relationship with nature

Species diversity changes due to human
activity

Qualitative changes in vegetation
patterns due to human activity (e.g.
abundance/density)

Conceived of as a soils terms

Unfamiliar term or unfamiliar with its
usage in anthropology

Environmental impacts due to land usage

Introduced (non-native) species (e.g.
weedy or otherwise)

Species associated disturbance caused by
humans

environment, or climate

Species moved or out of its expected
place/range and needing human agency
for its propagation or dispersal outside
expected areas (e.g. can be native or nonnative,bulb
or clonally
spreading
plants,
Human pollutant
influence
on nature,

Responder Q13 In your own words, how do you
define
anthropogenic vegetation?

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

OR 11
1
CO
CO 12
CO 13
CO 14

cultivated crops
Vegetation
occurring as a result of
human behavior.
Vegetation that has been affected or
influenced by human activity.
Vegetation caused by man-made
disturbance or pollution.
Plants that would not be in that place
or pattern without human activity

CO 15

Changes in the environment due to
cultivation, building, human activities.

CO 16

As previous entry on Q12

CO 17

Human altered vegetation - through
selection for increased food
production or say, a culturally
modified tree.
see above

CO 18
CO 19
CO 20
CO 21
CO 22
CO 23

CO 24
CO 25
CO 26
MT 1

MT 2

MT 3
MT 4
MT 5

Crops or secondary vegetation
growth in areas disturbed by people.
plant communities influenced by
human behavior
vegetation modified by human
activity
I have never seen the term before
this moment.
That is not as straight forward a
question as it may appear. I would
broadly consider vegetation that
returns after a man-made forest fire,
anthropogenic (as the fire was
anthropogenic), however, overall that
is not how I believe the term is
intended to be used. So I would
define it as: plants originating from
humans, specifically through
modification, utilization, or strongly
influenced by indirect human
activities (such as waste disposal,
pipeline construction, etc...).
Copicing, agriculture, forest
clearance, etc... all could produce
anthropogenic vegetation.
Vegetation that exists only due to
human behavior/existence
Vegetation generated or influenced
by human beings.
Human activity influencing area
vegetation through farming, planting
of medicinal or ritual plants,
accidental transfer of vegetation due
to population movement, etc.
The presence of such plants as rice
grass and tobacco at sites that
probably resulted from past use of
that area.
vegetation correlating to human
activity
human caused or created vegetation
Excluding cultivars and domesticates,
I would describe anthropogenic
vegetation as vegetation that can be
influenced directly or indirectly in
habitat selection by human activity.

Cultivated or crop plants

Human modification on the local scale

Human modification on the (cultural)
landscape scale or regional scale

Something having to do with human's
relationship with nature

Species diversity changes due to human
activity

Qualitative changes in vegetation
patterns due to human activity (e.g.
abundance/density)

Conceived of as a soils terms

Unfamiliar term or unfamiliar with its
usage in anthropology

Environmental impacts due to land usage

Introduced (non-native) species (e.g.
weedy or otherwise)

Species associated disturbance caused by
humans

environment, or climate

Species moved or out of its expected
place/range and needing human agency
for its propagation or dispersal outside
expected areas (e.g. can be native or nonnative,bulb
or clonally
spreading
plants,
Human pollutant
influence
on nature,

Responder Q13 In your own words, how do you
define
anthropogenic vegetation?

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1
1

1
1

1
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1

OR 16
MT

MT 7

MT 8
MT 9

MT 10

MT 11

MT 12

cultivated
To
me it is crops
any vegetation that has
been utilized or is the result of certain
land utilization. An area may be in
crested wheat grass, does not mean
the area was plowed for crops, but
rather it could have been planted to
increase the grazing capacity of the
area.
Second growth timber, agricultural
field and/or areas dominated by
introduced (non-native) species.
Vegetation influenced by human
activity
Plants that were specifically
planted/introduced to a new location
by humans.
vegetation that has been introduced
(intentional or otherwise) to an area
by humans
I look for invasive species, non-native
plants, or unusual distribution of
native plants, such as herbs or edible
species.
Vegetation gathered for subsistence,
ceremony, ritual and medicinal use.
Plant husbandry.

1

1

1

Cultivated or crop plants

Human modification on the local scale

Human modification on the (cultural)
landscape scale or regional scale

Something having to do with human's
relationship with nature

Species diversity changes due to human
activity

Qualitative changes in vegetation
patterns due to human activity (e.g.
abundance/density)

Conceived of as a soils terms

Unfamiliar term or unfamiliar with its
usage in anthropology

Environmental impacts due to land usage

Introduced (non-native) species (e.g.
weedy or otherwise)

Species associated disturbance caused by
humans

environment, or climate

Species moved or out of its expected
place/range and needing human agency
for its propagation or dispersal outside
expected areas (e.g. can be native or nonnative,bulb
or clonally
spreading
plants,
Human pollutant
influence
on nature,

Responder Q13 In your own words, how do you
define
anthropogenic vegetation?

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
MT 13
MT 14

MT 15

MT 16
MT 17
MT 18

MT 19

? Plants introduced or enhanced by
people or their activities?
The influence of depositing different
plant species across the landscape.
Veg. modified in any way from its
natural biological development,
purposely or accidentally, by human
activities.
I wouldn't use those terms but to me
that would denote crops
presence or absence of human
physical alteration to soils,
encroachment and density of
nonnative species an the
interrelationship of the two.
human altered vegetation

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

MT 21

1

1

1

Anthropogenic vegetation would be
vegetation that was influenced by
humans directly, through: farming
activities; selecting for specific plant
types for decoration or wind breaks;
other activities like the Timber
Culture act.
vegetation patterns attributable to
humanly modified landscapes

MT 23

previously
harvested/cultivated/tended to
terrain
The evident marks of humans on the
natural vegetation...I tend to think of
things like cambium pealed trees and
wildfire use instead of perhaps a
certain type of vegetation that likes
to grow on top of organic rich areas
(i.e. on top of middens or bison bone
beds).

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1
MT 22

1

1

1
MT 20

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

OR 124
MT

MT 25

MT 26
MT 27
MT 28

crops
Icultivated
don't think
I'd use the term
"anthropogenic vegetation". I would
define that phrase to mean a
vegetation species that is under
strong human selection/control.
Domesticated plants such as wheat
and maize are what I have in mind.
How humans have used vegetation in
the past and how specific vegetation
may be an indicator of certain types
of sites.
people focus vegetation.
Vegetation influenced by humans
interacting with nature.
As humans make choices about which
plants they want, some plants are
getting selected for and nurtured or
cultivated while others are getting
weeded out (sometimes literally). The
vegetation communities that evolve
from such selection or deselection
could be defined as anthropogenic
vegetation.

1

1

Cultivated or crop plants

Human modification on the local scale

1

1

1
1

1

1

1
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Human modification on the (cultural)
landscape scale or regional scale

Something having to do with human's
relationship with nature

Species diversity changes due to human
activity

Qualitative changes in vegetation
patterns due to human activity (e.g.
abundance/density)

Conceived of as a soils terms

Unfamiliar term or unfamiliar with its
usage in anthropology

Environmental impacts due to land usage

Introduced (non-native) species (e.g.
weedy or otherwise)

Species associated disturbance caused by
humans

environment, or climate

Species moved or out of its expected
place/range and needing human agency
for its propagation or dispersal outside
expected areas (e.g. can be native or nonnative,bulb
or clonally
spreading
plants,
Human pollutant
influence
on nature,

Responder Q13 In your own words, how do you
define
anthropogenic vegetation?

1

OR 1
OR 2

no
I think this is nearly impossible
with respect to prehistoric
sites, given the extent of
landscape changes during the
historic period. For historic
sites, much of what we
observe has an anthropogenic
component. But features like
exotic plants in the midst of
native vegetation (fruit trees,
English ivy, daffodils, vinca,
etc. often helps to identify the
presence of historic sites that
may not be identifiable by
surface artifacts or features

OR 3

only the observational skills
and training of the observer. a
tree is a tree is a tree or a
bush is a bush is a bush if that
is your lack of training in
ethnobotany. Just like a bone
is a bone is a bone with skill in
fuana ID... etc. Every human
observer has different skill
sets, fact of life.
Poor knowledge of plant
types. I wish there was a
course, even online, that I
could take to increase my
knowledge.
No nothing hinders me from
properly recording the data. It
is just that the data must be
gathered using different
methods than are currently
practiced in the archaeology
world.
Sometimes I get caught up in
thinking about what the
present landscape would
HAVE looked like when
occupied. Vegetation and
habitats have changed so
much since the 19th century.
No
Only the degree of experience
and expertise I have in an area
to both be aware of and
recognize the range of
activities and vegetation
effects that might be in an
area.
No
The most recent forms I have
worked with are CA DPR523
forms. I found including the
information I wanted to
include difficult - this is the
result of trying to fit all of the
information into a limited
category of boxes in order to
make the information
database compatible, a
difficult task. The only work
around I can think of is to have
very general categories to, in
effect, check off, with
allowance for expanded text,
such as this box provides. The
other problem I encountered
in CA (haven't seriously looked
at OR forms) is Microsoft
Word specific forms - I
understand the desire to make
the forms interactive and
uniform but I think something
more universally available
such as PDF (in spite of
apparently reduced
popularity) would be
preferable.
may be and
yes,
my lack There
of knowledge

1

1

OR 4

OR 5

OR 6

OR 7
OR 8

OR 9
OR 10

OR 11

OR 12

OR 13
OR 14

1

1

1

1
1

lack of diligence to educate
myself on plant ID holds me
back.
archaeologist often overlook
the built environment and
associated flora that coincides
No
no

1

1
1
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Difficulty in ascertaining the antiquity
of plants being where they are due to
humans (particularly if native
species).

Non-native invasives (e.g. cheatgrass)
spread from graze leasing on public
lands take over the meaninful plants
at archaeological sites

Only those that can be genetically
tested as being genetically modified
by humans from cultivation matter

Little to no perceived usefulness at
Prehistoric sites

It's Perceived Lack of Usefulness

Lack of time, resources, or interest

Environmental Conditions (Seasonal
Issues, Fire, and obstructed views due
to overgrowth) as hindrances

No hindrances

Lack of Personal Botanical
Knowledge/Training

Lack of locally relevant and userfriendly plant identification guides

Western State MAPS Participants - Q15
Responder Q15 Would you say anything
hinders you from effectively
recognizing, identifying, and
recording anthropogenic
surface vegetation on a
cultural inventory site form,
CRIS form, or related
documentation? If yes, please
briefly describe what
obstacles you face, if no, then
just say no.

OR 15

OR 16
OR 17
OR 18
OR 19

WY 1
WY 2
WY 3
WY 4
WY 5
WY 6
WY 7

NV 1
NV 2
NV 3

NV 4
NV 5
NV 6
NV 7
NV 8

NV 9

NV 10

NV 11

NV 12

NV 13
NV 14
NM 1
NM 2

Oregon's recordation forms
are fine but certain States'
forms do not leave enough
room for lengthly descriptions
of vegetation or
anthropogenic impacts.
no

No one utilizes the vegetation
information and most folks
entering the vegetation data
know this and they put in the
minimum amount of
effort/energy into completing
the vegetation section of the
site form.
no
No.
Not enough education of
identifying plants
No
No
Seasonality presence of
certain species. When native
species are planted by
humans, that can be difficult
to distinguish in an
archaeological context.
No
Limited experience
recognizing this
I think the main problem is the
prevalent grazing and
takeover of cheat grass and
other invasive exotics that
often choke out other plants.
Also fire often removes such
traces.
no
Lack of knowledge on the
subject
No
No
Yes. The applicability of the
information for the sites I
record and the data I am
gathering causes me to
prioritize my focus elsewhere.
Yes - in the Great Basin,
traditional Native American
management of native plants
is not well understood by the
average archaeologist,
including me. We know that
Native Americans tended
desirable food plant areas
such as rice grass "gardens"
and certainly other plants. But
what to look for, how to
identify a historically or
prehistorically managed plant
population is not part of our
knowledge base. We are also
hampered in identifying
archaeologically-significant
anthropogenic vegetation due
to heavy disturbance from
livestock grazing, mining, fire,
and other alterations to plant
communities.

Difficulty in ascertaining the antiquity
of plants being where they are due to
humans (particularly if native
species).

Non-native invasives (e.g. cheatgrass)
spread from graze leasing on public
lands take over the meaninful plants
at archaeological sites

Only those that can be genetically
tested as being genetically modified
by humans from cultivation matter

Little to no perceived usefulness at
Prehistoric sites

It's Perceived Lack of Usefulness

Lack of time, resources, or interest

Environmental Conditions (Seasonal
Issues, Fire, and obstructed views due
to overgrowth) as hindrances

1

1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1
1
1

Most areas of Nevada have no
useful plant guides that work
at a local level. It is often
difficult to identify plants in
the field during different
seasons. And again, since
much of Nevada's vegetation
communities are not very old
it is often not worth the
concern - especially if subject
sites are several thousand
years old
Not in my experience, though
it is not prioritized on site
forms
Could use more real data. A
large portion of my
recognition is due to my own,
or others I am working with,
observations.
My knowledge of plants.
No.
No

Lack of locally relevant and userfriendly plant identification guides

Lack of Personal Botanical
Knowledge/Training

No hindrances

Responder Q15 Would you say anything
hinders you from effectively
recognizing, identifying, and
recording anthropogenic
surface vegetation on a
cultural inventory site form,
CRIS form, or related
documentation? If yes, please
briefly describe what
obstacles you face, if no, then
just say no.

1

1

1
1

1

1

1
1
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1

1

NM 3
NM 4
NM 5

no
basic lack of knowledge
In some cases, it is quite clear.
In others, one would need to
do analysis at the genetic level
to determine if a species is
one that has been modified
and cultivated by humans (a
good example are certain
types of agaves found at
prehistoric sites in Arizona).

NM 6

Incomplete knowledge of
succession species; everything
swamped by cheatgrass.

NM 7

memory, ability to reliably
identify some plants,
geophytes and grasses
especially
Training. Very little incentive
to fill out these sections
properly or comprehensively.
I do the best I can, but I am
sure that my knowledge of
what constitutes
"anthropogenic surface
vegetation" is not complete.
More information and training
would be helpful.
Nothing specifically, although I
think that more people would
discuss vegetation in terms of
anthropogenic settings if
those connections were more
explicitly drawn out or
specifically
mentioned/explained in SHPO
documents.
Ground cover or impassable
areas.

Difficulty in ascertaining the antiquity
of plants being where they are due to
humans (particularly if native
species).

Non-native invasives (e.g. cheatgrass)
spread from graze leasing on public
lands take over the meaninful plants
at archaeological sites

Only those that can be genetically
tested as being genetically modified
by humans from cultivation matter

Little to no perceived usefulness at
Prehistoric sites

It's Perceived Lack of Usefulness

Lack of time, resources, or interest

Environmental Conditions (Seasonal
Issues, Fire, and obstructed views due
to overgrowth) as hindrances

Lack of locally relevant and userfriendly plant identification guides

Lack of Personal Botanical
Knowledge/Training

No hindrances

Responder Q15 Would you say anything
hinders you from effectively
recognizing, identifying, and
recording anthropogenic
surface vegetation on a
cultural inventory site form,
CRIS form, or related
documentation? If yes, please
briefly describe what
obstacles you face, if no, then
just say no.

1
1

1

1

NM 8

NM 9

NM 10

NM 11
NM 12
NM 13

NM 14

NM 15

1

1

1

1

1
1

Inadequate knowledge of all
anthropogenic vegetative
change I may encounter.
When I have documented
anthropogenic surface
vegetation on a site form, it
was because the veg was very
prominent and difficult to
miss. Otherwise, looking for
and documenting
anthropogenic surface
vegetation isn't in the
forefront of my mind's field todo list. If I was prompted to
record anthropogenic surface
vegetation on the site form, I
would be more likely to pay
extra attention to the
vegetation and would be
encouraged to learn more
about native species.
Aeolian deflation prevents this
sort of identification in the
majority of the Tularosa Basin.
1

NM 16
CO 1

no
I would say that being
reminded specifically to
record anthropogenic
vegetation would be useful, as
I think this is just as relevant
as the overall environmental
setting of archaeological sites
but site forms generally focus
on natural vegetation to the
exclusion of anthropogenic.

CO 2

Yes, an anthropogenic surface
vegetation is not recognized
on CRIS forms and never
talked about. If this was the
purpose to identifying
vegetation in the field it
should be stated more clearly.

1

1
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CO 3

Modern disturbances often
obscure past disturbances.
This might included the
obvious situation of peeled
trees that have been cut down
in the past or something like
recent disturbances resulting
in heavy growth of weedy or
non-native plants, such as
kocia or cheatgrass.

CO 4
CO 5

No
The forms typically do not
hinder such identification, but
neither do they facilitate it.
no
no, if you know how to
identify the plants and do your
research ahead of time of
what should be in the area
and what is now in the area,
there is no hinderance and
adds to the understanding of
the sites
No.
individuals may not be familiar
with anthropogenic vegetation
for a particular area or cultural
group
The recording forms generally
ask you for a minimum of
information, assuming, I think,
that you will provide details
when you write the site
narrative. I think the larger
issue is the lack of importance
given to vegetation as an
indicator of past human
activity. Plant types,
recognition, and the
correlation between plants
and humans is stressed during
education and training, more
emphasis would be placed on
it.
For underwater sites, I
typically do not make a
distinction between
anthropogenic surface
vegetation and the vegetation
that may occur naturally. Also,
more research needs to be
done between correlations
between cultural resource
materials and vegetation
growth on submerged sites.

1

No.
No
Yes, I am no botanist. I am
horribly ignorant of how to
meaningfully classify a plant.
no
Identifying anthropogenic
surface vegetation is not
usually called out on site
forms, but can be
incorporated in site narrative
sections. However, this would
be difficult to search for in
databases as it is not a specific
field.
no
no
Because I am not sure that my
definition of anthropogenic
surface vegetation matches
your definition, I do not know
how to answer this question. I
always list all the plants within
the site boundaries, so if I
note that the site is in a wheat
field or is covered with
Russian thistle, then I would
consider both statements to
be documentation of
anthropogenic surface
vegetation.

1
1

1

CO 6
CO 7

CO 8
CO 9

CO 10

CO 11

CO 12
CO 13
CO 14

CO 15
CO 16

CO 17
CO 18
CO 19

1

1

1
1

1
1

1
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Difficulty in ascertaining the antiquity
of plants being where they are due to
humans (particularly if native
species).

Non-native invasives (e.g. cheatgrass)
spread from graze leasing on public
lands take over the meaninful plants
at archaeological sites
1

1

1
1

Only those that can be genetically
tested as being genetically modified
by humans from cultivation matter

Little to no perceived usefulness at
Prehistoric sites

It's Perceived Lack of Usefulness

Lack of time, resources, or interest

Environmental Conditions (Seasonal
Issues, Fire, and obstructed views due
to overgrowth) as hindrances

Lack of locally relevant and userfriendly plant identification guides

Lack of Personal Botanical
Knowledge/Training

No hindrances

Responder Q15 Would you say anything
hinders you from effectively
recognizing, identifying, and
recording anthropogenic
surface vegetation on a
cultural inventory site form,
CRIS form, or related
documentation? If yes, please
briefly describe what
obstacles you face, if no, then
just say no.

CO 20

CO 21
CO 22
CO 23

CO 24

CO 25

CO 26
MT 1
MT 2
MT 3

In general, time is often an
issue (not enough) when
recording sites. The focus is on
recording features and
artifacts, obtaining
photographs, and completing
forms. In my experience there
is little support for obtaining
complete and accurate
botanical data during surveys
and recordation.

1

MT 5

MT 6

MT 7
MT 8

Not sure about what
vegetration is caused by
human use
Obstacles in plant
identification are primarily
related to plant phenology
and season of archaeological
survey. Most CRM
archaeologists are limited to a
single visit to a site when it
was located and recorded.
Therefore plant observations
are limited to the season of
survey.
I would like it more loosely
open to define what we see. I
think the form is too
generically defining.
No.
No

Difficulty in ascertaining the antiquity
of plants being where they are due to
humans (particularly if native
species).

Non-native invasives (e.g. cheatgrass)
spread from graze leasing on public
lands take over the meaninful plants
at archaeological sites

Only those that can be genetically
tested as being genetically modified
by humans from cultivation matter

Little to no perceived usefulness at
Prehistoric sites
1

1

1

1

1

1

1
MT 4

It's Perceived Lack of Usefulness

Lack of time, resources, or interest

Environmental Conditions (Seasonal
Issues, Fire, and obstructed views due
to overgrowth) as hindrances

1

interest
Education on the subject is
probably the biggest
hindrance. It also should and
could get lumped with other
things that should and are on
the form (such and livestock
activity in the area). Learning
what vegetation may indicate
specific human activities is not
taught particularly well to
archaeologists, but could be
very beneficial to the
discipline overall.
I don't think I've seen nonnative vegetation, but I don't
know that I would recognize it.
So the obstacle of not
knowing what's native and
not.
It must be obvious during
initial standard site recording,
such as growth patterns
influenced by human use of a
landscape, or old growth
vegetation altered by human
use.
It is often affected by later
patterns, grazing especially,
lack of past factors that
influenced the vegetation mix
(e.g., bison herds, fire, etc.
kept Wyoming prairies
generally in mixed growth
stages, now it is largely
monotone sage brush in
Wyoming and buffalo grassdominated plains in Colorado
have been replaced by blue
grama dominated prairie;
juniper trees are encroaching
on much of the Colorado
plateau).

No.
No, other than CRIS forms are
intended to be more general
than a detailed ethnobotanical
survey. I should also point out
that I consider noxious weeds
to be anthropogeneic, but I
generally do not record their
presence on CRIS forms.

Lack of locally relevant and userfriendly plant identification guides

Lack of Personal Botanical
Knowledge/Training

No hindrances

Responder Q15 Would you say anything
hinders you from effectively
recognizing, identifying, and
recording anthropogenic
surface vegetation on a
cultural inventory site form,
CRIS form, or related
documentation? If yes, please
briefly describe what
obstacles you face, if no, then
just say no.

1

1

1
1
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1

MT 9

There is nothing to keep you
from recording it. The issue is
identification -- be it a
knowledge of what's "normal"
and what is not (either not
from the region, or a lack of
knowledge of plants). Most
archaeologists are only
basically knowledgeable with
botany and it can take years to
develop a background on a
regions' vegetation.

MT 10

Only my own inexperience
and lack of knowledge on the
subject.
My own lack of botanical
knowledge!
Its not the document that
prohibits recording
ethnobotanicals. CRM
companies don't train their
personnel in recording native
plant species because the
people in charge don't know
what to look for or what sites
specific plants are associated
with.
no
No
No.
Its usefullness

Difficulty in ascertaining the antiquity
of plants being where they are due to
humans (particularly if native
species).

Non-native invasives (e.g. cheatgrass)
spread from graze leasing on public
lands take over the meaninful plants
at archaeological sites

Only those that can be genetically
tested as being genetically modified
by humans from cultivation matter

Little to no perceived usefulness at
Prehistoric sites

It's Perceived Lack of Usefulness

Lack of time, resources, or interest

Environmental Conditions (Seasonal
Issues, Fire, and obstructed views due
to overgrowth) as hindrances

Lack of locally relevant and userfriendly plant identification guides

Lack of Personal Botanical
Knowledge/Training

No hindrances

Responder Q15 Would you say anything
hinders you from effectively
recognizing, identifying, and
recording anthropogenic
surface vegetation on a
cultural inventory site form,
CRIS form, or related
documentation? If yes, please
briefly describe what
obstacles you face, if no, then
just say no.

1

MT 11
MT 12

MT 13
MT 14
MT 15
MT 16
MT 17
MT 18
MT 19
MT 20

1
1

1
1
1
1
1

Field may be fallow
The fact that I am not a
botanist is biggest hindrance.
My own personal knowledge
of specific plants is what
creates the biggest hindrance.
I am familiar with a few
introduced plants, and it is
apparent when vegetation has
been placed deliberately,
however, I cannot always tell
based off the type of plant.

1
1

1
MT 21
MT 22

no
fire can destroy most evidence
of surface vegetation
completely untouched areas
that are overgrown and
plantations/roads/trails also
hinder identification of surface
veg

MT 23

Ignorance of plant names
and/or plant zone
descriptions.
Ignorance of why it is useful or
how it will be used.
I might not be fully familiar
with nor able to recognize all
possible anthropogenic
vegetation species.
no
My own mind
It might be difficult to
determine which surface
vegetation has been influence
by human activity.
Other than my own self
forgetting plant names
hindering me, no.

1

1

1

MT 24

MT 25
MT 26
MT 27

MT 28

1

1

1
1
1

1
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OR 1
OR 2

no
OR 1
I think this is nearly impossible OR 2
with respect to prehistoric
sites, given the extent of
landscape changes during the
historic period. For historic
sites, much of what we
observe has an anthropogenic
component. But features like
exotic plants in the midst of
native vegetation (fruit trees,
English ivy, daffodils, vinca,
etc. often helps to identify the
presence of historic sites that
may not be identifiable by
surface artifacts or features

no
I think this is nearly impossible
with respect to prehistoric
sites, given the extent of
landscape changes during the
historic period. For historic
sites, much of what we
observe has an anthropogenic
component. But features like
exotic plants in the midst of
native vegetation (fruit trees,
English ivy, daffodils, vinca,
etc. often helps to identify the
presence of historic sites that
may not be identifiable by
surface artifacts or features

OR 3

only the observational skills
and training of the observer. a
tree is a tree is a tree or a
bush is a bush is a bush if that
is your lack of training in
ethnobotany. Just like a bone
is a bone is a bone with skill in
fuana ID... etc. Every human
observer has different skill
sets, fact of life.
Poor knowledge of plant
types. I wish there was a
course, even online, that I
could take to increase my
knowledge.
No nothing hinders me from
properly recording the data. It
is just that the data must be
gathered using different
methods than are currently
practiced in the archaeology
world.
Sometimes I get caught up in
thinking about what the
present landscape would
HAVE looked like when
occupied. Vegetation and
habitats have changed so
much since the 19th century.
No
Only the degree of experience
and expertise I have in an area
to both be aware of and
recognize the range of
activities and vegetation
effects that might be in an
area.
No
The most recent forms I have
worked with are CA DPR523
forms. I found including the
information I wanted to
include difficult - this is the
result of trying to fit all of the
information into a limited
category of boxes in order to
make the information
database compatible, a
difficult task. The only work
around I can think of is to have
very general categories to, in
effect, check off, with
allowance for expanded text,
such as this box provides. The
other problem I encountered
in CA (haven't seriously looked
at OR forms) is Microsoft
Word specific forms - I
understand the desire to make
the forms interactive and
uniform but I think something
more universally available
such as PDF (in spite of
apparently reduced
popularity) would be
preferable.
may be and
yes,
my lack There
of knowledge

only the observational skills
and training of the observer. a
tree is a tree is a tree or a
bush is a bush is a bush if that
is your lack of training in
ethnobotany. Just like a bone
is a bone is a bone with skill in
fuana ID... etc. Every human
observer has different skill
sets, fact of life.
Poor knowledge of plant
types. I wish there was a
course, even online, that I
could take to increase my
knowledge.
No nothing hinders me from
properly recording the data. It
is just that the data must be
gathered using different
methods than are currently
practiced in the archaeology
world.
Sometimes I get caught up in
thinking about what the
present landscape would
HAVE looked like when
occupied. Vegetation and
habitats have changed so
much since the 19th century.
No
Only the degree of experience
and expertise I have in an area
to both be aware of and
recognize the range of
activities and vegetation
effects that might be in an
area.
No
The most recent forms I have
worked with are CA DPR523
forms. I found including the
information I wanted to
include difficult - this is the
result of trying to fit all of the
information into a limited
category of boxes in order to
make the information
database compatible, a
difficult task. The only work
around I can think of is to have
very general categories to, in
effect, check off, with
allowance for expanded text,
such as this box provides. The
other problem I encountered
in CA (haven't seriously looked
at OR forms) is Microsoft
Word specific forms - I
understand the desire to make
the forms interactive and
uniform but I think something
more universally available
such as PDF (in spite of
apparently reduced
popularity) would be
preferable.
may be and
yes,
my lack There
of knowledge

1

OR 4

OR 5

OR 6

OR 7
OR 8

OR 9
OR 10

OR 11

lack of diligence to educate
myself on plant ID holds me
back.

OR 3

OR 4

OR 5

OR 6

OR 7
OR 8

OR 9
OR 10

OR 11

1

1

1

lack of diligence to educate
myself on plant ID holds me
back.
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1

Either reports, narrative sections of
site forms, or other sections in site
forms are better suited for detailing
vegetation

No one knows how to use/interpret
the vegetal information and so
minimal effort is put into describing
it.

Not enough room to describe plants
adequately

The purpose of recording surface
vegetation on site forms is unclear

Site forms when asking about surface
vegetation prioritize "natural" or nonanthropogenic vegetation

Not enough data on the subject to
prioritize it

Database compatibility issues with
the options and language available for
standardizing description.

"Hinderance" is not the issue, rather a
different technique for accounting for
plants or other environmental factors
is is needed than surface vegetation

Lack of Clarity of what Anthropogenic
Vegetation Is

Lack of Training in what to look for
(e.g. indicators/site associated
plants), such as what are
anthropogenic vegetation and what
do they mean?

Only obvious human associated plants
are useful, such as expected plants at
historic sites or in the case of
ornamental exotics

Responder Q15 Would you say anything Responder Q15 Would you say anything
hinders you from effectively
hinders you from effectively
recognizing, identifying, and
recognizing, identifying, and
recording anthropogenic
recording anthropogenic
surface vegetation on a
surface vegetation on a
cultural inventory site form,
cultural inventory site form,
CRIS form, or related
CRIS form, or related
documentation? If yes, please
documentation? If yes, please
briefly describe what
briefly describe what
obstacles you face, if no, then
obstacles you face, if no, then
just say no.
just say no.

OR 12

archaeologist often overlook OR 12
the built environment and
associated flora that coincides

archaeologist often overlook
the built environment and
associated flora that coincides

OR 13
OR 14
OR 15

No
no
Oregon's recordation forms
are fine but certain States'
forms do not leave enough
room for lengthly descriptions
of vegetation or
anthropogenic impacts.
no

No
no
Oregon's recordation forms
are fine but certain States'
forms do not leave enough
room for lengthly descriptions
of vegetation or
anthropogenic impacts.
no

1

OR 16
OR 17
OR 18
OR 19

WY 1
WY 2
WY 3
WY 4
WY 5
WY 6
WY 7

NV 1
NV 2
NV 3

NV 4
NV 5
NV 6
NV 7
NV 8

NV 9

OR 13
OR 14
OR 15

OR 16
OR 17
OR 18
No one utilizes the vegetation OR 19
information and most folks
entering the vegetation data
know this and they put in the
minimum amount of
effort/energy into completing
the vegetation section of the
site form.
no
WY 1
No.
WY 2
Not enough education of
WY 3
identifying plants
No
WY 4
No
WY 5
WY 6
Seasonality presence of
WY 7
certain species. When native
species are planted by
humans, that can be difficult
to distinguish in an
archaeological context.
No
NV 1
Limited experience
NV 2
recognizing this
I think the main problem is the NV 3
prevalent grazing and
takeover of cheat grass and
other invasive exotics that
often choke out other plants.
Also fire often removes such
traces.
no
NV 4
Lack of knowledge on the
NV 5
subject
No
NV 6
No
NV 7
Yes. The applicability of the
NV 8
information for the sites I
record and the data I am
gathering causes me to
prioritize my focus elsewhere.
Yes - in the Great Basin,
NV 9
traditional Native American
management of native plants
is not well understood by the
average archaeologist,
including me. We know that
Native Americans tended
desirable food plant areas
such as rice grass "gardens"
and certainly other plants. But
what to look for, how to
identify a historically or
prehistorically managed plant
population is not part of our
knowledge base. We are also
hampered in identifying
archaeologically-significant
anthropogenic vegetation due
to heavy disturbance from
livestock grazing, mining, fire,
and other alterations to plant
communities.

1

No one utilizes the vegetation
information and most folks
entering the vegetation data
know this and they put in the
minimum amount of
effort/energy into completing
the vegetation section of the
site form.
no
No.
Not enough education of
identifying plants
No
No
Seasonality presence of
certain species. When native
species are planted by
humans, that can be difficult
to distinguish in an
archaeological context.
No
Limited experience
recognizing this
I think the main problem is the
prevalent grazing and
takeover of cheat grass and
other invasive exotics that
often choke out other plants.
Also fire often removes such
traces.
no
Lack of knowledge on the
subject
No
No
Yes. The applicability of the
information for the sites I
record and the data I am
gathering causes me to
prioritize my focus elsewhere.
Yes - in the Great Basin,
traditional Native American
management of native plants
is not well understood by the
average archaeologist,
including me. We know that
Native Americans tended
desirable food plant areas
such as rice grass "gardens"
and certainly other plants. But
what to look for, how to
identify a historically or
prehistorically managed plant
population is not part of our
knowledge base. We are also
hampered in identifying
archaeologically-significant
anthropogenic vegetation due
to heavy disturbance from
livestock grazing, mining, fire,
and other alterations to plant
communities.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Either reports, narrative sections of
site forms, or other sections in site
forms are better suited for detailing
vegetation

No one knows how to use/interpret
the vegetal information and so
minimal effort is put into describing
it.

Not enough room to describe plants
adequately

The purpose of recording surface
vegetation on site forms is unclear

Site forms when asking about surface
vegetation prioritize "natural" or nonanthropogenic vegetation

Not enough data on the subject to
prioritize it

Database compatibility issues with
the options and language available for
standardizing description.

"Hinderance" is not the issue, rather a
different technique for accounting for
plants or other environmental factors
is is needed than surface vegetation

Lack of Clarity of what Anthropogenic
Vegetation Is

Lack of Training in what to look for
(e.g. indicators/site associated
plants), such as what are
anthropogenic vegetation and what
do they mean?

Only obvious human associated plants
are useful, such as expected plants at
historic sites or in the case of
ornamental exotics

Responder Q15 Would you say anything Responder Q15 Would you say anything
hinders you from effectively
hinders you from effectively
recognizing, identifying, and
recognizing, identifying, and
recording anthropogenic
recording anthropogenic
surface vegetation on a
surface vegetation on a
cultural inventory site form,
cultural inventory site form,
CRIS form, or related
CRIS form, or related
documentation? If yes, please
documentation? If yes, please
briefly describe what
briefly describe what
obstacles you face, if no, then
obstacles you face, if no, then
just say no.
just say no.

NV 10

NV 11

NV 12

Most areas of Nevada have no
useful plant guides that work
at a local level. It is often
difficult to identify plants in
the field during different
seasons. And again, since
much of Nevada's vegetation
communities are not very old
it is often not worth the
concern - especially if subject
sites are several thousand
years old
Not in my experience, though
it is not prioritized on site
forms
Could use more real data. A
large portion of my
recognition is due to my own,
or others I am working with,
observations.
My knowledge of plants.

NV 10

NV 11

NV 12

NV 13
NV 14
No.
NM 1
No
NM 2
no
NM 3
basic lack of knowledge
NM 4
In some cases, it is quite clear. NM 5
In others, one would need to
do analysis at the genetic level
to determine if a species is
one that has been modified
and cultivated by humans (a
good example are certain
types of agaves found at
prehistoric sites in Arizona).

No.
No
no
basic lack of knowledge
In some cases, it is quite clear.
In others, one would need to
do analysis at the genetic level
to determine if a species is
one that has been modified
and cultivated by humans (a
good example are certain
types of agaves found at
prehistoric sites in Arizona).

NM 6

Incomplete knowledge of
NM 6
succession species; everything
swamped by cheatgrass.

Incomplete knowledge of
succession species; everything
swamped by cheatgrass.

NM 7

memory, ability to reliably
identify some plants,
geophytes and grasses
especially
Training. Very little incentive
to fill out these sections
properly or comprehensively.
I do the best I can, but I am
sure that my knowledge of
what constitutes
"anthropogenic surface
vegetation" is not complete.
More information and training
would be helpful.
Nothing specifically, although I
think that more people would
discuss vegetation in terms of
anthropogenic settings if
those connections were more
explicitly drawn out or
specifically
mentioned/explained in SHPO
documents.
Ground cover or impassable
areas.

memory, ability to reliably
identify some plants,
geophytes and grasses
especially
Training. Very little incentive
to fill out these sections
properly or comprehensively.
I do the best I can, but I am
sure that my knowledge of
what constitutes
"anthropogenic surface
vegetation" is not complete.
More information and training
would be helpful.
Nothing specifically, although I
think that more people would
discuss vegetation in terms of
anthropogenic settings if
those connections were more
explicitly drawn out or
specifically
mentioned/explained in SHPO
documents.
Ground cover or impassable
areas.

NM 8

NM 9

NM 10

NM 11
NM 12
NM 13

NM 14

NM 8

NM 9

NM 10

NM 11

NM 12
Inadequate knowledge of all NM 13
anthropogenic vegetative
change I may encounter.
When I have documented
NM 14
anthropogenic surface
vegetation on a site form, it
was because the veg was very
prominent and difficult to
miss. Otherwise, looking for
and documenting
anthropogenic surface
vegetation isn't in the
forefront of my mind's field todo list. If I was prompted to
record anthropogenic surface
vegetation on the site form, I
would be more likely to pay
extra attention to the
vegetation and would be
encouraged to learn more
about native species.

Inadequate knowledge of all
anthropogenic vegetative
change I may encounter.
When I have documented
anthropogenic surface
vegetation on a site form, it
was because the veg was very
prominent and difficult to
miss. Otherwise, looking for
and documenting
anthropogenic surface
vegetation isn't in the
forefront of my mind's field todo list. If I was prompted to
record anthropogenic surface
vegetation on the site form, I
would be more likely to pay
extra attention to the
vegetation and would be
encouraged to learn more
about native species.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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1

Either reports, narrative sections of
site forms, or other sections in site
forms are better suited for detailing
vegetation

No one knows how to use/interpret
the vegetal information and so
minimal effort is put into describing
it.

Not enough room to describe plants
adequately

The purpose of recording surface
vegetation on site forms is unclear

Site forms when asking about surface
vegetation prioritize "natural" or nonanthropogenic vegetation

Not enough data on the subject to
prioritize it

Database compatibility issues with
the options and language available for
standardizing description.

"Hinderance" is not the issue, rather a
different technique for accounting for
plants or other environmental factors
is is needed than surface vegetation

Lack of Clarity of what Anthropogenic
Vegetation Is

Lack of Training in what to look for
(e.g. indicators/site associated
plants), such as what are
anthropogenic vegetation and what
do they mean?

Most areas of Nevada have no
useful plant guides that work
at a local level. It is often
difficult to identify plants in
the field during different
seasons. And again, since
much of Nevada's vegetation
communities are not very old
it is often not worth the
concern - especially if subject
sites are several thousand
years old
Not in my experience, though
it is not prioritized on site
forms
Could use more real data. A
large portion of my
recognition is due to my own,
or others I am working with,
observations.
My knowledge of plants.

NV 13
NV 14
NM 1
NM 2
NM 3
NM 4
NM 5

NM 7

Only obvious human associated plants
are useful, such as expected plants at
historic sites or in the case of
ornamental exotics

Responder Q15 Would you say anything Responder Q15 Would you say anything
hinders you from effectively
hinders you from effectively
recognizing, identifying, and
recognizing, identifying, and
recording anthropogenic
recording anthropogenic
surface vegetation on a
surface vegetation on a
cultural inventory site form,
cultural inventory site form,
CRIS form, or related
CRIS form, or related
documentation? If yes, please
documentation? If yes, please
briefly describe what
briefly describe what
obstacles you face, if no, then
obstacles you face, if no, then
just say no.
just say no.

NM 15

Aeolian deflation prevents this NM 15
sort of identification in the
majority of the Tularosa Basin.

Aeolian deflation prevents this
sort of identification in the
majority of the Tularosa Basin.

NM 16
CO 1

no
NM 16
I would say that being
CO 1
reminded specifically to
record anthropogenic
vegetation would be useful, as
I think this is just as relevant
as the overall environmental
setting of archaeological sites
but site forms generally focus
on natural vegetation to the
exclusion of anthropogenic.

no
I would say that being
reminded specifically to
record anthropogenic
vegetation would be useful, as
I think this is just as relevant
as the overall environmental
setting of archaeological sites
but site forms generally focus
on natural vegetation to the
exclusion of anthropogenic.

CO 2

Yes, an anthropogenic surface CO 2
vegetation is not recognized
on CRIS forms and never
talked about. If this was the
purpose to identifying
vegetation in the field it
should be stated more clearly.

Yes, an anthropogenic surface
vegetation is not recognized
on CRIS forms and never
talked about. If this was the
purpose to identifying
vegetation in the field it
should be stated more clearly.

CO 3

Modern disturbances often
CO 3
obscure past disturbances.
This might included the
obvious situation of peeled
trees that have been cut down
in the past or something like
recent disturbances resulting
in heavy growth of weedy or
non-native plants, such as
kocia or cheatgrass.

Modern disturbances often
obscure past disturbances.
This might included the
obvious situation of peeled
trees that have been cut down
in the past or something like
recent disturbances resulting
in heavy growth of weedy or
non-native plants, such as
kocia or cheatgrass.

CO 4
CO 5

No
The forms typically do not
hinder such identification, but
neither do they facilitate it.
no
no, if you know how to
identify the plants and do your
research ahead of time of
what should be in the area
and what is now in the area,
there is no hinderance and
adds to the understanding of
the sites
No.
individuals may not be familiar
with anthropogenic vegetation
for a particular area or cultural
group
The recording forms generally
ask you for a minimum of
information, assuming, I think,
that you will provide details
when you write the site
narrative. I think the larger
issue is the lack of importance
given to vegetation as an
indicator of past human
activity. Plant types,
recognition, and the
correlation between plants
and humans is stressed during
education and training, more
emphasis would be placed on
it.
For underwater sites, I
typically do not make a
distinction between
anthropogenic surface
vegetation and the vegetation
that may occur naturally. Also,
more research needs to be
done between correlations
between cultural resource
materials and vegetation
growth on submerged sites.

CO 4
CO 5

No
The forms typically do not
hinder such identification, but
neither do they facilitate it.
no
no, if you know how to
identify the plants and do your
research ahead of time of
what should be in the area
and what is now in the area,
there is no hinderance and
adds to the understanding of
the sites
No.
individuals may not be familiar
with anthropogenic vegetation
for a particular area or cultural
group
The recording forms generally
ask you for a minimum of
information, assuming, I think,
that you will provide details
when you write the site
narrative. I think the larger
issue is the lack of importance
given to vegetation as an
indicator of past human
activity. Plant types,
recognition, and the
correlation between plants
and humans is stressed during
education and training, more
emphasis would be placed on
it.
For underwater sites, I
typically do not make a
distinction between
anthropogenic surface
vegetation and the vegetation
that may occur naturally. Also,
more research needs to be
done between correlations
between cultural resource
materials and vegetation
growth on submerged sites.

No.
No
Yes, I am no botanist. I am
horribly ignorant of how to
meaningfully classify a plant.
no

CO 12
CO 13
CO 14

1

1

CO 6
CO 7

CO 8
CO 9

CO 10

CO 11

CO 6
CO 7

CO 8
CO 9

CO 10

CO 11

CO 15

CO 15

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

No.
No
Yes, I am no botanist. I am
horribly ignorant of how to
meaningfully classify a plant.
no
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1

Either reports, narrative sections of
site forms, or other sections in site
forms are better suited for detailing
vegetation

No one knows how to use/interpret
the vegetal information and so
minimal effort is put into describing
it.

Not enough room to describe plants
adequately

1

1
CO 12
CO 13
CO 14

The purpose of recording surface
vegetation on site forms is unclear

Site forms when asking about surface
vegetation prioritize "natural" or nonanthropogenic vegetation

Not enough data on the subject to
prioritize it

Database compatibility issues with
the options and language available for
standardizing description.

"Hinderance" is not the issue, rather a
different technique for accounting for
plants or other environmental factors
is is needed than surface vegetation

Lack of Clarity of what Anthropogenic
Vegetation Is

Lack of Training in what to look for
(e.g. indicators/site associated
plants), such as what are
anthropogenic vegetation and what
do they mean?

Only obvious human associated plants
are useful, such as expected plants at
historic sites or in the case of
ornamental exotics

Responder Q15 Would you say anything Responder Q15 Would you say anything
hinders you from effectively
hinders you from effectively
recognizing, identifying, and
recognizing, identifying, and
recording anthropogenic
recording anthropogenic
surface vegetation on a
surface vegetation on a
cultural inventory site form,
cultural inventory site form,
CRIS form, or related
CRIS form, or related
documentation? If yes, please
documentation? If yes, please
briefly describe what
briefly describe what
obstacles you face, if no, then
obstacles you face, if no, then
just say no.
just say no.

CO 16

CO 17
CO 18
CO 19

Identifying anthropogenic
surface vegetation is not
usually called out on site
forms, but can be
incorporated in site narrative
sections. However, this would
be difficult to search for in
databases as it is not a specific
field.
no
no
Because I am not sure that my
definition of anthropogenic
surface vegetation matches
your definition, I do not know
how to answer this question. I
always list all the plants within
the site boundaries, so if I
note that the site is in a wheat
field or is covered with
Russian thistle, then I would
consider both statements to
be documentation of
anthropogenic surface
vegetation.

CO 16

CO 17
CO 18
CO 19

Identifying anthropogenic
surface vegetation is not
usually called out on site
forms, but can be
incorporated in site narrative
sections. However, this would
be difficult to search for in
databases as it is not a specific
field.
no
no
Because I am not sure that my
definition of anthropogenic
surface vegetation matches
your definition, I do not know
how to answer this question. I
always list all the plants within
the site boundaries, so if I
note that the site is in a wheat
field or is covered with
Russian thistle, then I would
consider both statements to
be documentation of
anthropogenic surface
vegetation.

1

1

1
CO 20

CO 21
CO 22
CO 23

CO 24

CO 25

CO 26
MT 1
MT 2

In general, time is often an
CO 20
issue (not enough) when
recording sites. The focus is on
recording features and
artifacts, obtaining
photographs, and completing
forms. In my experience there
is little support for obtaining
complete and accurate
botanical data during surveys
and recordation.
CO 21
interest
CO 22
Education on the subject is
CO 23
probably the biggest
hindrance. It also should and
could get lumped with other
things that should and are on
the form (such and livestock
activity in the area). Learning
what vegetation may indicate
specific human activities is not
taught particularly well to
archaeologists, but could be
very beneficial to the
discipline overall.
I don't think I've seen nonCO 24
native vegetation, but I don't
know that I would recognize it.
So the obstacle of not
knowing what's native and
not.
It must be obvious during
CO 25
initial standard site recording,
such as growth patterns
influenced by human use of a
landscape, or old growth
vegetation altered by human
use.
It is often affected by later
patterns, grazing especially,
lack of past factors that
influenced the vegetation mix
(e.g., bison herds, fire, etc.
kept Wyoming prairies
generally in mixed growth
stages, now it is largely
monotone sage brush in
Wyoming and buffalo grassdominated plains in Colorado
have been replaced by blue
grama dominated prairie;
juniper trees are encroaching
on much of the Colorado
plateau).
CO 26
MT 1
No.
MT 2

In general, time is often an
issue (not enough) when
recording sites. The focus is on
recording features and
artifacts, obtaining
photographs, and completing
forms. In my experience there
is little support for obtaining
complete and accurate
botanical data during surveys
and recordation.
interest
Education on the subject is
probably the biggest
hindrance. It also should and
could get lumped with other
things that should and are on
the form (such and livestock
activity in the area). Learning
what vegetation may indicate
specific human activities is not
taught particularly well to
archaeologists, but could be
very beneficial to the
discipline overall.
I don't think I've seen nonnative vegetation, but I don't
know that I would recognize it.
So the obstacle of not
knowing what's native and
not.
It must be obvious during
initial standard site recording,
such as growth patterns
influenced by human use of a
landscape, or old growth
vegetation altered by human
use.
It is often affected by later
patterns, grazing especially,
lack of past factors that
influenced the vegetation mix
(e.g., bison herds, fire, etc.
kept Wyoming prairies
generally in mixed growth
stages, now it is largely
monotone sage brush in
Wyoming and buffalo grassdominated plains in Colorado
have been replaced by blue
grama dominated prairie;
juniper trees are encroaching
on much of the Colorado
plateau).

1

1

1

No.
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1

1

Either reports, narrative sections of
site forms, or other sections in site
forms are better suited for detailing
vegetation

No one knows how to use/interpret
the vegetal information and so
minimal effort is put into describing
it.

Not enough room to describe plants
adequately

The purpose of recording surface
vegetation on site forms is unclear

Site forms when asking about surface
vegetation prioritize "natural" or nonanthropogenic vegetation

Not enough data on the subject to
prioritize it

Database compatibility issues with
the options and language available for
standardizing description.

"Hinderance" is not the issue, rather a
different technique for accounting for
plants or other environmental factors
is is needed than surface vegetation

Lack of Clarity of what Anthropogenic
Vegetation Is

Lack of Training in what to look for
(e.g. indicators/site associated
plants), such as what are
anthropogenic vegetation and what
do they mean?

Only obvious human associated plants
are useful, such as expected plants at
historic sites or in the case of
ornamental exotics

Responder Q15 Would you say anything Responder Q15 Would you say anything
hinders you from effectively
hinders you from effectively
recognizing, identifying, and
recognizing, identifying, and
recording anthropogenic
recording anthropogenic
surface vegetation on a
surface vegetation on a
cultural inventory site form,
cultural inventory site form,
CRIS form, or related
CRIS form, or related
documentation? If yes, please
documentation? If yes, please
briefly describe what
briefly describe what
obstacles you face, if no, then
obstacles you face, if no, then
just say no.
just say no.

MT 3

No, other than CRIS forms are MT 3
intended to be more general
than a detailed ethnobotanical
survey. I should also point out
that I consider noxious weeds
to be anthropogeneic, but I
generally do not record their
presence on CRIS forms.

No, other than CRIS forms are
intended to be more general
than a detailed ethnobotanical
survey. I should also point out
that I consider noxious weeds
to be anthropogeneic, but I
generally do not record their
presence on CRIS forms.

MT 4

Not sure about what
vegetration is caused by
human use
Obstacles in plant
identification are primarily
related to plant phenology
and season of archaeological
survey. Most CRM
archaeologists are limited to a
single visit to a site when it
was located and recorded.
Therefore plant observations
are limited to the season of
survey.
I would like it more loosely
open to define what we see. I
think the form is too
generically defining.
No.
No
There is nothing to keep you
from recording it. The issue is
identification -- be it a
knowledge of what's "normal"
and what is not (either not
from the region, or a lack of
knowledge of plants). Most
archaeologists are only
basically knowledgeable with
botany and it can take years to
develop a background on a
regions' vegetation.

MT 4

Not sure about what
vegetration is caused by
human use
Obstacles in plant
identification are primarily
related to plant phenology
and season of archaeological
survey. Most CRM
archaeologists are limited to a
single visit to a site when it
was located and recorded.
Therefore plant observations
are limited to the season of
survey.
I would like it more loosely
open to define what we see. I
think the form is too
generically defining.
No.
No
There is nothing to keep you
from recording it. The issue is
identification -- be it a
knowledge of what's "normal"
and what is not (either not
from the region, or a lack of
knowledge of plants). Most
archaeologists are only
basically knowledgeable with
botany and it can take years to
develop a background on a
regions' vegetation.

Only my own inexperience
and lack of knowledge on the
subject.
My own lack of botanical
knowledge!
Its not the document that
prohibits recording
ethnobotanicals. CRM
companies don't train their
personnel in recording native
plant species because the
people in charge don't know
what to look for or what sites
specific plants are associated
with.
no
No
No.
Its usefullness

MT 10

1

MT 5

MT 6

MT 7
MT 8
MT 9

MT 5

MT 6

MT 7
MT 8
MT 9

MT 11
MT 12

MT 13
MT 14
MT 15
MT 16
MT 17
MT 18
MT 19
MT 20

MT 21
MT 22

MT 11
MT 12

MT 13
MT 14
MT 15
MT 16
MT 17
MT 18
MT 19

Only my own inexperience
and lack of knowledge on the
subject.
My own lack of botanical
knowledge!
Its not the document that
prohibits recording
ethnobotanicals. CRM
companies don't train their
personnel in recording native
plant species because the
people in charge don't know
what to look for or what sites
specific plants are associated
with.
no
No
No.
Its usefullness

Field may be fallow
The fact that I am not a
botanist is biggest hindrance.
My own personal knowledge MT 20
of specific plants is what
creates the biggest hindrance.
I am familiar with a few
introduced plants, and it is
apparent when vegetation has
been placed deliberately,
however, I cannot always tell
based off the type of plant.

Field may be fallow
The fact that I am not a
botanist is biggest hindrance.
My own personal knowledge
of specific plants is what
creates the biggest hindrance.
I am familiar with a few
introduced plants, and it is
apparent when vegetation has
been placed deliberately,
however, I cannot always tell
based off the type of plant.

no
MT 21
fire can destroy most evidence MT 22
of surface vegetation
completely untouched areas
that are overgrown and
plantations/roads/trails also
hinder identification of surface
veg

no
fire can destroy most evidence
of surface vegetation
completely untouched areas
that are overgrown and
plantations/roads/trails also
hinder identification of surface
veg

1

1

1

1
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Either reports, narrative sections of
site forms, or other sections in site
forms are better suited for detailing
vegetation

No one knows how to use/interpret
the vegetal information and so
minimal effort is put into describing
it.
1

1

1
MT 10

Not enough room to describe plants
adequately

The purpose of recording surface
vegetation on site forms is unclear

Site forms when asking about surface
vegetation prioritize "natural" or nonanthropogenic vegetation

Not enough data on the subject to
prioritize it

Database compatibility issues with
the options and language available for
standardizing description.

"Hinderance" is not the issue, rather a
different technique for accounting for
plants or other environmental factors
is is needed than surface vegetation

Lack of Clarity of what Anthropogenic
Vegetation Is

Lack of Training in what to look for
(e.g. indicators/site associated
plants), such as what are
anthropogenic vegetation and what
do they mean?

Only obvious human associated plants
are useful, such as expected plants at
historic sites or in the case of
ornamental exotics

Responder Q15 Would you say anything Responder Q15 Would you say anything
hinders you from effectively
hinders you from effectively
recognizing, identifying, and
recognizing, identifying, and
recording anthropogenic
recording anthropogenic
surface vegetation on a
surface vegetation on a
cultural inventory site form,
cultural inventory site form,
CRIS form, or related
CRIS form, or related
documentation? If yes, please
documentation? If yes, please
briefly describe what
briefly describe what
obstacles you face, if no, then
obstacles you face, if no, then
just say no.
just say no.

MT 23

MT 24

MT 25
MT 26
MT 27

MT 28

Ignorance of plant names
and/or plant zone
descriptions.
Ignorance of why it is useful or
how it will be used.
I might not be fully familiar
with nor able to recognize all
possible anthropogenic
vegetation species.
no
My own mind
It might be difficult to
determine which surface
vegetation has been influence
by human activity.
Other than my own self
forgetting plant names
hindering me, no.

MT 23

MT 24

MT 25
MT 26
MT 27

MT 28

Ignorance of plant names
and/or plant zone
descriptions.
Ignorance of why it is useful or
how it will be used.
I might not be fully familiar
with nor able to recognize all
possible anthropogenic
vegetation species.
no
My own mind
It might be difficult to
determine which surface
vegetation has been influence
by human activity.
Other than my own self
forgetting plant names
hindering me, no.

1
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1

1

Either reports, narrative sections of
site forms, or other sections in site
forms are better suited for detailing
vegetation

No one knows how to use/interpret
the vegetal information and so
minimal effort is put into describing
it.

Not enough room to describe plants
adequately

The purpose of recording surface
vegetation on site forms is unclear

Site forms when asking about surface
vegetation prioritize "natural" or nonanthropogenic vegetation

Not enough data on the subject to
prioritize it

1

1

1

Database compatibility issues with
the options and language available for
standardizing description.

"Hinderance" is not the issue, rather a
different technique for accounting for
plants or other environmental factors
is is needed than surface vegetation

Lack of Clarity of what Anthropogenic
Vegetation Is

Lack of Training in what to look for
(e.g. indicators/site associated
plants), such as what are
anthropogenic vegetation and what
do they mean?

Only obvious human associated plants
are useful, such as expected plants at
historic sites or in the case of
ornamental exotics

Responder Q15 Would you say anything Responder Q15 Would you say anything
hinders you from effectively
hinders you from effectively
recognizing, identifying, and
recognizing, identifying, and
recording anthropogenic
recording anthropogenic
surface vegetation on a
surface vegetation on a
cultural inventory site form,
cultural inventory site form,
CRIS form, or related
CRIS form, or related
documentation? If yes, please
documentation? If yes, please
briefly describe what
briefly describe what
obstacles you face, if no, then
obstacles you face, if no, then
just say no.
just say no.

Western State MAPS Participants - Q17-20
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Western State MAPS Participants - Q21-23
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Eastern State MAPS Participants - Q1
Responder Q. 1 Select all the sectors of
archaeology in which you've
worked in Virginia.

VA 1

academic sector,private/firm
sector

VA 2

academic sector,government
sector
academic sector,government
sector,private/firm sector
academic sector,private/firm
sector
academic sector,government
sector,private/firm sector

VA 3
VA 4
VA 5

VA 6

academic sector,government
sector

VA 7

academic sector,government
sector,private/firm sector
academic sector

VA 8
VA 9
VA 10

government sector,private/firm
sector
private/firm sector

VA 11

academic sector,private/firm
sector

VA 12
VA 13

government sector,private/firm
sector
private/firm sector

VA 14

private/firm sector

VA 15

government sector,private/firm
sector
academic sector

VA 16

VA 17

academic sector,government
sector,private/firm sector

VA 18

government sector,private/firm
sector
academic sector,government
sector

AR 1
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Responder Q. 1 Select all the sectors of
archaeology in which you've
worked in Virginia.

AR 2

academic sector

AR 3

academic sector

AR 4

government sector,private/firm
sector,I have not done
archaeological work in
Wisconsin
academic sector,private/firm
sector
academic sector,government
sector,private/firm sector

NY 1
NY 2

NY 3
NY 4
NY 5

government sector,private/firm
sector
academic sector,government
sector,private/firm sector
academic sector,government
sector

NY 6

government sector,private/firm
sector

NY 7

private/firm sector

NY 8

academic sector,private/firm
sector
government sector

NY 9

NY 10
NY 11

government sector,private/firm
sector
academic sector

MO 1

academic sector,government
sector,private/firm sector,I
have not done archaeological
work in Wisconsin

MO 2
MO 3

academic sector,government
sector,private/firm sector
private/firm sector

MO 4
MO 5

government sector
academic sector

TN 1

government sector,I have not
done archaeological work in
Wisconsin
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Responder Q. 1 Select all the sectors of
archaeology in which you've
worked in Virginia.

TN 2

TN 3

TN 4

TN 5

academic sector,government
sector,I have not done
archaeological work in
Wisconsin
academic sector,government
sector

academic sector,government
sector,private/firm sector,I
have not done archaeological
work in Wisconsin
government sector,private/firm
sector

TN 6

academic sector,government
sector,private/firm sector

TN 7

academic sector,government
sector,private/firm sector,I
have not done archaeological
work in Wisconsin
government sector,private/firm
sector
private/firm sector

TN 8
TN 9
WI 1
WI 2
WI 3
WI 4

academic sector,private/firm
sector
academic sector,government
sector,private/firm sector
academic sector,government
sector,private/firm sector
government sector,private/firm
sector
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Eastern State MAPS Participants - Q3
Participant

VA 1

VA 2
VA 3

VA 4

VA 5

VA 6

VA 7

VA 8

VA 9

VA 10

VA 11
VA 12

VA 13

VA 14

Options Chosen for
Plant Identification
Resources Used
(Question 3)

Other (list here)

"Other" Description

a specific N. American
plant field guide,a
regional plant field
guide,a SHPO
provided template or
list for possible
terms,utilized the
assistance of a
botanist
a regional plant field
guide,a specific
plant/life form field
guide (e.g. just for
wildflowers or trees)

Other (list here)

Other (list here)
a SHPO provided
template or list for
possible terms
a firm provided
template or list for
possible terms
a specific plant/life
form field guide (e.g.
just for wildflowers or
trees),utilized the
assistance of a
botanist

AR 3

AR 4
NY 1

Other
Reference
to General
Vegetation
Zone,
Ecotone, or
Ecozone*

Utilized the
Assistance
of a
Botanist (or
other more
experienced
person*)

Collect &
Personal
Record
Experience/
Plants and Knowledge*
Used
Herbarium
Specimens
to Make an
Identificatio
n

Existing
Environmen
tal Reports
(for a list of
species in
area)*

USDA
Database(s)
or Other
Scientific
Databases*

Local or
Internet
State Plant Searches*
Identificatio
n Manual*

Does not
(Unexplaine
Use Plant
d) Other*
Identificatio
n Resources
or Does Not
Document
Vegetation*

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Haven't filled out a VA
Cris form only in ca

1

1

1

a SHPO provided
template or list for
possible terms
a SHPO provided
template or list for
possible terms

1

1

1
State conservation
publications

I have a masters
degree in biology and
did a Flora for my
masters thesis.

utilized the assistance
of a botanist
a regional plant field
guide,a firm provided
template or list for
possible
terms,collected or
recorded plants and
used herbarium
specimens to make
an identification

Other (list here)
a regional plant field
guide,a specific
plant/life form field
guide (e.g. just for
wildflowers or
trees),utilized the
assistance of a
botanist

A Tribal
Cultural
Resources
Dept.
Template or
List of
Culturally
Significant
Plants*

experience and not
very detailed
descriptions

VA 17

AR 2

A Firm
Provided
Template or
List for
Possible
Terms

1

1

a specific plant/life
form field guide (e.g.
just for wildflowers or
trees),a firm provided
template or list for
possible terms,Other
(list here)
USDA Plant database

AR 1

A SHPO
Provided
Template or
List of
Possible
Terms

utilized the assistance
of a botanist
Other (list here)
None
a SHPO provided
template or list for
possible terms

VA 16

VA 18

A Specific
Plant/Life
Form Field
Guide

My survey research is
based on systematic
STP sampling to
record variable
artifact densities
continuously on a
landscape scale. We
do not use the notion
of "site".in fieldwork.

a regional plant field
guide,Other (list here)
a specific N. American
plant field guide,a
regional plant field
guide,a specific
plant/life form field
guide (e.g. just for
wildflowers or
trees),Other (list
here)

VA 15

A Specific N. American A Regional
Plant Field Guide
Plant Field
Guide

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

used free form
description of plant
evidence for a historic
site .. eg fruit trees,
daffodils etc.

1

1

1

1

utilized the assistance
of a botanist

1
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NY 2

a SHPO provided
template or list for
possible terms,a firm
provided template or
list for possible terms

NY 3

Other (list here)

NY 4

NY 5

Other (list here)
a regional plant field
guide,a specific
plant/life form field
guide (e.g. just for
wildflowers or trees)

NY 6

a specific N. American
plant field guide,a
specific plant/life
form field guide (e.g.
just for wildflowers or
trees),utilized the
assistance of a
botanist,Other (list
here)

NY 7

utilized the assistance
of a botanist

NY 8

Other (list here)

NY 9

Other (list here)
a SHPO provided
template or list for
possible terms
a specific N. American
plant field guide,a
regional plant field
guide

NY 10

NY 11

MO 1
MO 2
MO 3
MO 4

MO 5

TN 1
TN 2

TN 3
TN 4

TN 5

TN 6
TN 7

TN 8

TN 9

WI 1
WI 2

1

1
1

1

The t&e and wetland
survey results
generated for the
NEPA or seqra
document

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1
1

1

1
1

1

1

a SHPO provided
template or list for
possible terms
a SHPO provided
template or list for
possible terms

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Standard reference
map "Historic
a regional plant field Vegetation of
guide,Other (list here) Wisconsin" WGS 1976

WI 4

1

1

a SHPO provided
template or list for
possible terms,a firm
provided template or
list for possible
terms,utilized the
assistance of a
botanist
a SHPO provided
template or list for
possible terms,a firm
provided template or
list for possible
USDA & USGS web
terms,Other (list
and GIS regional
here)
datasets

a specific N. American
plant field guide,a
regional plant field
guide,utilized the
assistance of a
botanist

1

1

a specific N. American
plant field guide,a
regional plant field
guide,a specific
plant/life form field
guide (e.g. just for
wildflowers or trees)

WI 3

1

have not completed
this on a site form or
in CRIS
General observation
regarding existing
vegetation (e.g.
wooded, pasture,
lawn, etc.).

I know as much about
plants as I do
archaeology, and I
usually include such
information in the
general description of
sites, particularly if
they are historic and
include horticultural
Other (list here)
species.
a SHPO provided template or list for possible
a specific N. American plant field
a regional plant field
guide
Used general terms
for extent of ground
Other (list here)
cover only
personal familiarity
with local/regional
Other (list here)
plants
a regional plant field
guide

a SHPO provided
template or list for
possible terms

1

in 20 years I've never
done a "vegetation
survey"...
USDA County Soil
Survey

1

1

1

1

1

1
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VA 1

No

VA 2

Yes

VA 3

No

VA 4

No

VA 5

Yes

VA 6

Yes

We not not use the notion of site in studying
landscapes
Existing vegetation can inform on past natural
processes occurring within the site boundaries.
I have noted degrees of bioturbidity, both plant and
animal, in site narratives but not on a form.
Vegetation/land use information, while listed on site
forms, is often also easily determined at a broad scale
from aerial photography, which we often rely on
when crafting proposals or examining sites/project
areas. Vegetation/land use information can be helpful
in determining past settings for a site, however.
Especially when if the site was first recorded before
aerial imagery existed for an area.
Because Virginia requires you to include consideration
of other CRIS data on or adjacent you a site.
Correlation of planted ground cover (periwinkle) with 1
historic (19th/20th century) unmarked cemeteries

Plants play active roles in cultural landscapes and placemaking

Plant communities can be used as justification for site
boundaries

Used in attributing functions or context for artifacts and
features

Planning or offering context for ground cover obstructing
surveyors' views

Can be useful in evaluation of site eligibility and could be
even be a component of integrity and significance

Just culturally-modified trees

Present habitat may be analogous to its past, where its
ecology may have influenced human decesion making, use,
and habitation (e.g. flora, fauna, water, and topography)

Surviving vegetation may have been used by its past human
occupants

Just ethnobotanically significant plants listed by Tribes

Because it was required on a site form, or because vegetal
information on site forms could populate the environmental
setting in a report

Just non-native vegetation, invasives, exotics are helpful or
worth recording

Non-local species or out-of-place species could be attributed
to human intervention through past human activities

Species distributions abundance, and shifts in
prosperity/health can meaninful to archaeologists

Just crop, utilitarian, ornamentals, or agricultural plants

Helpful for context on site formation processes,
palaeoethnobotanical study, and geoarchaeology study

Linked with certain site disturbances, also assists in erosional
control and may be indicative of of good in situ preservation
of site artifacts

Could possibly provide useful interpretative information or
recorded out of curiosity

Indicative of past land use and various past human activities
as evident through their environmental impacts (e.g. forest
sucession, proliferation of invasives, etc)

Used as site and sub-surface cultural feature indicators in the
field or used in environmental predictive modeling for
probable site locations

Eastern State MAPS Participants - Q4 & 5
Responder Q4 Have you ever
Q5 Please describe why or why not, according to the
utilized information previous question (on utilizing vegetation data on a
about surface
site form/CRIS form).
vegetation/
vegetation zone/
land use
information from a
cultural inventory
site form/CRIS form
for your research or
in your own
evaluation of a site?

1
1
1

1

1

1

Noted presence of oak/walnut tree vs. pine and
relation to prehistoric land use and economies
VA 7

Yes

The only time I've used it is when identifying potential 1
historic sites from non-native plant presence.

VA 8

No

VA 9

Yes

VA 10

Yes

It wasn't relevant to my research questions, but could
be useful in understanding depositional processes at
a site
I have used basic narrative descriptions of vegetation 1
to assess site preservation and probability.
I'm aware on some plants whose growth shows
recent human disturbance (poison ivy for example)
and can recognize crop plants which sometimes plays
a role in site evaluation. Typically researching the
geological soil profile for a site will give a list of typical
vegetation for those soil types.

VA 11
VA 12

No

There has never been anything notable enough to
record.

VA 13
VA 14
VA 15

No
No

VA 16

Yes

VA 17

Yes

VA 18

Yes

was not asked for
For historic sites research in the Virginia coastal plain
it has little relevance.
Most of my archeological expereince was done in the
1980's; at that time and more recently, I contributed
to conversations in the evaluations of sites.
it is a required field (?)
it adds contextual data of the site or project area
conditions at the time of archaeological testing or
excavation.
Vegetation and land use data were useful in planning
field surveys.

AR 1
AR 2
AR 3

Yes
No
No

AR 4
NY 1
NY 2

No
No

NY 3

No

NY 4

No

NY 5

Yes

NY 6

Yes

NY 7
NY 8

No
No

NY 9

Yes

NY 10

No

NY 11

No

MO 1

No

MO 2
MO 3

No
No

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

did not bear on my research topics
The Arkansas Archeological Survey has- I have not yet.
A lot of our sites are being re-visited 20-30 years later
and the vegetation/land use has changed drastically.

Terrain description in Phase 1A looked at soils maps
and general topography. Plant/vegetation coverage
only examine din case of farm fields for client
interactions. historic vegetation examined through
pollen and float analysis.
Not really important in NY (and more specifically) NYC
archaeology...tells you nothing.
Vegetation has been extensively altered in the
1
Historic Period. Current vegetation has limited value
for interpreting Pre-Contact Native American sites.
Current vegetation can assist in the location of
historic period sites, due to the cultivation of
particular plant species on farmsteads.
Noted plants as part of the cultural landscape, esp. at 1
historical sites and cemeteries.
I have used it comparatively to discuss condition
during recording vs current setting.
The CRIS forms or site forms are generally lacking this
data and information.
The existing site specific vegetation has been used
during site assessments and research to determine
the former land use of the property. However
vegetation types (agricultural field succession, lightly
forested, dense forest etc) have changed significantly
throughout the 19th and 20th centuries.
Used only to the extent of assessing past land use. For
example, tree farms cause a high degree of
disturbance.
Unfortunately work is inventory and not conducting
synthetic comparisons where vegetation and other
environmental relationships would be useful
sites I have worked in NY have been heavily
disturbed...my own research focus is a specific artifact
class
Well, it is much more complicated than this. Yes, I
have used General Land Office (GLO) survey data on
many occasions, but it is generally not applicable to
sites that go back 1,000 years or more. Working in
river valleys, many sites dating before the late
Holocene are buried and the bottomland landscape
often bears little to no relationship to the modern
surface architecture, and therefore the vegetation
found there. While one can talk about vegetation
zones or communities, there is also the Continuum
School of thought and different species migrated
northward at different rates from refugia at the close
of the Pleistocene. Are there present-day analogs for
plant communities in the past. Some would say no.
So, the relevance of modern vegetation to land use
becomes less and less useful as one moves back in
time.

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1
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1

MO 5
No
CRM only

TN 1
Yes
such information, especially "land use" information
relating to agricultural practices was often part of the
description of sites that were being recorded.

TN 2
No
Never really had a need to do this.

TN 3
No
That type of information is not usually provided.

TN 4
No
Never encountered such information on any site form
I have completed or used for research.

TN 6

Yes

Cultural resource compliance reporting to assess
erosion, potential erosion, and as evidence for
historical site presence

TN 7
TN 8
TN 9

No

WI 1

Yes

WI 2

Yes

Yes

1

I usually note vegetation at historic sites especially
1
ornamentals like yucca, graveyard vinca (cemeteries)
daffodils, and lilacs.
I will generally not be so aggressive in surveying an
area that has wetland, bog vegetation and can be
confirmed as having such for several hundred years.
Conversely, areas that held "prime" human habitat
such as Woodland opening or oak-savannah on a
terrace will receive a good deal of my focus during a
survey.
Assessing reliability of surface survey based on
approximate percent of ground obscured by crops or
other plants.
1
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1

MO 4

1

TN 5

1

1

1

1

Plants play active roles in cultural landscapes and placemaking

Plant communities can be used as justification for site
boundaries

Used in attributing functions or context for artifacts and
features

Planning or offering context for ground cover obstructing
surveyors' views

Can be useful in evaluation of site eligibility and could be
even be a component of integrity and significance

Just culturally-modified trees

Present habitat may be analogous to its past, where its
ecology may have influenced human decesion making, use,
and habitation (e.g. flora, fauna, water, and topography)

Surviving vegetation may have been used by its past human
occupants

Just ethnobotanically significant plants listed by Tribes

Because it was required on a site form, or because vegetal
information on site forms could populate the environmental
setting in a report

Just non-native vegetation, invasives, exotics are helpful or
worth recording

Non-local species or out-of-place species could be attributed
to human intervention through past human activities

Species distributions abundance, and shifts in
prosperity/health can meaninful to archaeologists

Just crop, utilitarian, ornamentals, or agricultural plants

Helpful for context on site formation processes,
palaeoethnobotanical study, and geoarchaeology study

Linked with certain site disturbances, also assists in erosional
control and may be indicative of of good in situ preservation
of site artifacts

Could possibly provide useful interpretative information or
recorded out of curiosity

Indicative of past land use and various past human activities
as evident through their environmental impacts (e.g. forest
sucession, proliferation of invasives, etc)

Used as site and sub-surface cultural feature indicators in the
field or used in environmental predictive modeling for
probable site locations

Responder Q4 Have you ever
Q5 Please describe why or why not, according to the
utilized information previous question (on utilizing vegetation data on a
about surface
site form/CRIS form).
vegetation/
vegetation zone/
land use
information from a
cultural inventory
site form/CRIS form
for your research or
in your own
evaluation of a site?

WI 3
Yes

WI 4
Yes
Vegetation data is used to predict future survey
methods and visibility. Also to predict potential site
disturbances.
I have investigated late Pre-contact horticultural sites,
and have reported extant surface vegetation and
forest cover
1

1
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1

1

Plants play active roles in cultural landscapes and placemaking

Plant communities can be used as justification for site
boundaries

Used in attributing functions or context for artifacts and
features

Planning or offering context for ground cover obstructing
surveyors' views

Can be useful in evaluation of site eligibility and could be
even be a component of integrity and significance

Just culturally-modified trees

Present habitat may be analogous to its past, where its
ecology may have influenced human decesion making, use,
and habitation (e.g. flora, fauna, water, and topography)

Surviving vegetation may have been used by its past human
occupants

Just ethnobotanically significant plants listed by Tribes

Because it was required on a site form, or because vegetal
information on site forms could populate the environmental
setting in a report

Just non-native vegetation, invasives, exotics are helpful or
worth recording

Non-local species or out-of-place species could be attributed
to human intervention through past human activities

Species distributions abundance, and shifts in
prosperity/health can meaninful to archaeologists

Just crop, utilitarian, ornamentals, or agricultural plants

Helpful for context on site formation processes,
palaeoethnobotanical study, and geoarchaeology study

Linked with certain site disturbances, also assists in erosional
control and may be indicative of of good in situ preservation
of site artifacts

Could possibly provide useful interpretative information or
recorded out of curiosity

Indicative of past land use and various past human activities
as evident through their environmental impacts (e.g. forest
sucession, proliferation of invasives, etc)

Used as site and sub-surface cultural feature indicators in the
field or used in environmental predictive modeling for
probable site locations

Responder Q4 Have you ever
Q5 Please describe why or why not, according to the
utilized information previous question (on utilizing vegetation data on a
about surface
site form/CRIS form).
vegetation/
vegetation zone/
land use
information from a
cultural inventory
site form/CRIS form
for your research or
in your own
evaluation of a site?

VA 1
VA 2
VA 3
VA 4
VA 5
VA 6
VA 7
VA 8
VA 9
VA 10
VA 11
VA 12
VA 13
VA 14
VA 15
VA 16
VA 17
VA 18
AR 1

AR 2
AR 3
AR 4
NY 1
NY 2
NY 3
NY 4

NY 5
NY 6
NY 7

We not not use the notion of site in
studying landscapes
None
I will add a formal assessment of surface
vegetation in the future.
None
Having more of a check-list format would
be helpful time wise.
None
I don't really use it.
None
I would improve picklist choices to reflect
more comprehensive observations.
None

Other, unclear response

Undecided pending more familiarity on the
subject or knowledge of what is required

1
1

1

1
1
1

1

none

1

none
none
none
none
don't have an opinion
None
None
good to alert surveyor of possibility .. such
as "any vegetative evidence ? if so which?"
kind of question
None

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

inclusion of hazard plants, standardized
plant/tree identification guide
NONE
1
None
1
I would add sections (maybe pull-down
menus) to include descriptions that align
more closely with the NR guidance on
documenting cultural landscapes (including
rural landscapes, designed landscapes, and
cemeteries), as well as a field to document
the natural vegetation.
Space to record references used. Also link
to photos of species present
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None, I don't really use it or it is not real
useful

Response Id Q6 If there is anything you would change
about the vegetation/ vegetation zones/
habitat/ land use portions of a site
form/CRIS form, what would it be? If none,
just say, none.

None, no changes recommended

Eastern State MAPS Participants - Q6 - “No” and “Other” Categories

NY 8
NY 9

NY 10
NY 11

MO 1

Other, unclear response

Undecided pending more familiarity on the
subject or knowledge of what is required

None, I don't really use it or it is not real
useful

None, no changes recommended

Response Id Q6 If there is anything you would change
about the vegetation/ vegetation zones/
habitat/ land use portions of a site
form/CRIS form, what would it be? If none,
just say, none.

When dealing with historic sites (i.e. 17th19th century) the documentation of non
native or decorative plants should be
included. These plant varieties are helpful
in determining the presence of domestic
structures and contribute to the
understanding of the socio-cultural norms
of the period.
None
1
Like nearly every other form or checklist
and for every type of data it is important
that each user is guided by standard
references. Wether it is vegetation,
geomorphology, soils, sediments etc. if the
data going in is not standardized, the
ultimate utility of the database is
compromised.
none
1
Historic and modern-day land use has
implications for site preservation conditions
in the midcontinent, particularly where
agriculture is commonly practiced.

MO 2
MO 3

MO 4

MO 5
1

TN 1

none

TN 2

I do not know what current information is
required so I would not know what to
change.
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1

TN 3
TN 4
TN 5

Make them more common and accessible.

TN 6

Yes probably, if I ran the zoo. More specific
data. Many of the site forms have very
general terms, and then those often not
well understood by CRM survey crews
vegetation can change tremendously from
the time a site is recorded until it is
investigated. Not real useful

TN 7
TN 8
TN 9

WI 1
WI 2
WI 3
WI 4
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Other, unclear response

Undecided pending more familiarity on the
subject or knowledge of what is required

1

I would add a section for historic plants
Wisconsin's system could be better, say
more similar to Minnesota's where they use
it in conjunction to their predictive
modeling efforts...
Perhaps add more options/varieties to the
SHPO template.
none

None, I don't really use it or it is not real
useful

None, no changes recommended

Response Id Q6 If there is anything you would change
about the vegetation/ vegetation zones/
habitat/ land use portions of a site
form/CRIS form, what would it be? If none,
just say, none.

1

1

VA 1
VA 2
VA 3
VA 4
VA 5
VA 6
VA 7
VA 8
VA 9
VA 10
VA 11
VA 12
VA 13
VA 14
VA 15
VA 16
VA 17
VA 18
AR 1

AR 2
AR 3
AR 4
NY 1
NY 2
NY 3
NY 4

NY 5
NY 6
NY 7

NY 8
NY 9

Yes, include link to photos of species present

Yes, include a contemporary vegetation map,
reference materials for local tree-dating
studies, or other useful environmental
contextual information

Yes, include citations of plant identification
resources used (even if just self-identified)

Yes, add both standardized dropdown menus
and field description boxes for documenting
cultural landscapes and vegetation

Yes, keep or add a land use section to the site
form

of options to choose from

Yes, Insert fields for various (folk)
classifications of plants (e.g. invasive plants
present, historic non-native plants present,
decorative/ornamentals present,
ethnobotanically
plantsonpresent,
Yes,
add hazardoussignificant
plants present
the set

Yes, greater detail for native Species in
American Indian sites, as they play a role in
TCP documentation

Yes, add a box for "not applicable" in the
existing vegetation section of a site form

Response Id Q6 If there is anything you would change
about the vegetation/ vegetation zones/
habitat/ land use portions of a site
form/CRIS form, what would it be? If none,
just say, none.

Yes, remove the site vegetation section as it
has little to no research value

Eastern State MAPS Participants - Q6 - “Yes” Categories

We not not use the notion of site in
studying landscapes
None
I will add a formal assessment of surface
vegetation in the future.
None
Having more of a check-list format would
be helpful time wise.
None
I don't really use it.
None
I would improve picklist choices to reflect
more comprehensive observations.
None
none
none
none
none
none
don't have an opinion
None
None
good to alert surveyor of possibility .. such
as "any vegetative evidence ? if so which?"
kind of question
None

inclusion of hazard plants, standardized
plant/tree identification guide
NONE
None
I would add sections (maybe pull-down
menus) to include descriptions that align
more closely with the NR guidance on
documenting cultural landscapes (including
rural landscapes, designed landscapes, and
cemeteries), as well as a field to document
the natural vegetation.
Space to record references used. Also link
to photos of species present

1

1
1

When dealing with historic sites (i.e. 17th19th century) the documentation of non
native or decorative plants should be
included. These plant varieties are helpful
in determining the presence of domestic
structures and contribute to the
understanding of the socio-cultural norms
of the period.
None

1
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1

VA 1

NY 10
NY 11

MO 1

We not
notevery
use the
notion
ofor
site
in
Like
nearly
other
form
checklist
studying
landscapes
and for every
type of data it is important
that each user is guided by standard
references. Wether it is vegetation,
geomorphology, soils, sediments etc. if the
data going in is not standardized, the
ultimate utility of the database is
compromised.
none
Historic and modern-day land use has
implications for site preservation conditions
in the midcontinent, particularly where
agriculture is commonly practiced.

MO 3

MO 4

MO 5

none

TN 2

I do not know what current information is
required so I would not know what to
change.

TN 3
TN 4
TN 5

Make them more common and accessible.

TN 6

Yes probably, if I ran the zoo. More specific
data. Many of the site forms have very
general terms, and then those often not
well understood by CRM survey crews
vegetation can change tremendously from
the time a site is recorded until it is
investigated. Not real useful

TN 7
TN 8
TN 9

WI 1

I would add a section for historic plants
Wisconsin's system could be better, say
more similar to Minnesota's where they use
it in conjunction to their predictive
modeling efforts...

1
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Yes, include link to photos of species present

Yes, include a contemporary vegetation map,
reference materials for local tree-dating
studies, or other useful environmental
contextual information

Yes, include citations of plant identification
resources used (even if just self-identified)

Yes, add both standardized dropdown menus
and field description boxes for documenting
cultural landscapes and vegetation

Yes, keep or add a land use section to the site
form
1

MO 2

TN 1

of options to choose from

Yes, Insert fields for various (folk)
classifications of plants (e.g. invasive plants
present, historic non-native plants present,
decorative/ornamentals present,
ethnobotanically
plantsonpresent,
Yes,
add hazardoussignificant
plants present
the set

Yes, greater detail for native Species in
American Indian sites, as they play a role in
TCP documentation

Yes, add a box for "not applicable" in the
existing vegetation section of a site form

Yes, remove the site vegetation section as it
has little to no research value

Response Id Q6 If there is anything you would change
about the vegetation/ vegetation zones/
habitat/ land use portions of a site
form/CRIS form, what would it be? If none,
just say, none.

WI 2
VA 1
WI 3
WI 4
We not not use the notion of site in
studying
landscapes
Perhaps add
more options/varieties to the
SHPO template.
none
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Yes, include link to photos of species present

Yes, include a contemporary vegetation map,
reference materials for local tree-dating
studies, or other useful environmental
contextual information

Yes, include citations of plant identification
resources used (even if just self-identified)

Yes, add both standardized dropdown menus
and field description boxes for documenting
cultural landscapes and vegetation

Yes, keep or add a land use section to the site
form

of options to choose from

Yes, Insert fields for various (folk)
classifications of plants (e.g. invasive plants
present, historic non-native plants present,
decorative/ornamentals present,
ethnobotanically
plantsonpresent,
Yes,
add hazardoussignificant
plants present
the set

Yes, greater detail for native Species in
American Indian sites, as they play a role in
TCP documentation

Yes, add a box for "not applicable" in the
existing vegetation section of a site form

Yes, remove the site vegetation section as it
has little to no research value

Response Id Q6 If there is anything you would change
about the vegetation/ vegetation zones/
habitat/ land use portions of a site
form/CRIS form, what would it be? If none,
just say, none.

VA 1
VA 2
VA 3
VA 4
VA 5
VA 6
VA 7
VA 8
VA 9
VA 10
VA 11
VA 12
VA 13
VA 14
VA 15
VA 16
VA 17
VA 18
AR 1

AR 2
AR 3
AR 4
NY 1
NY 2
NY 3
NY 4

NY 5
NY 6
NY 7

NY 8
NY 9

We not not use the notion of site in
studying landscapes
None
I will add a formal assessment of surface
vegetation in the future.
None
Having more of a check-list format would
be helpful time wise.
None
I don't really use it.
None
I would improve picklist choices to reflect
more comprehensive observations.
None

1

1

none
none
none
none
none
don't have an opinion
None
None
good to alert surveyor of possibility .. such
as "any vegetative evidence ? if so which?"
kind of question
None

1

inclusion of hazard plants, standardized
plant/tree identification guide
NONE
None
I would add sections (maybe pull-down
menus) to include descriptions that align
more closely with the NR guidance on
documenting cultural landscapes (including
rural landscapes, designed landscapes, and
cemeteries), as well as a field to document
the natural vegetation.
Space to record references used. Also link
to photos of species present

1

When dealing with historic sites (i.e. 17th19th century) the documentation of non
native or decorative plants should be
included. These plant varieties are helpful
in determining the presence of domestic
structures and contribute to the
understanding of the socio-cultural norms
of the period.
None
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Yes, add a sublist of species that qualifies the
present drop down habitat/vegetal zone
categories

Yes, add a surface vegetation section to the
site form for specific description

Yes, add or improve a check-list for a more
comprehensive options

options patterned off of a specific plant guide

Yes, but it is more than a problem with
forms, it is a knowledge problem. There
needs to be training (e.g. college level) on
how to systematically know what to look for,
how
recordait,
and how to set
interpret
it
Yes,to
include
standardized
of plant

Yes, add more space in the present
vegetation description fields

ground cover and/or duff cover percentage

description more than ecotones/vegetation
zones and species (e.g. qualitative
information or other details compatible for
biologists
using it)
Yes, add a specific category
for vegetative

Yes, but the vegetation section needs a
rationale, function/purpose, and
methodological section to provide context on
how it was performed and how to best use it
(e.g.
veg. potentially
harm the site?
Yes,
adddoes
a section
for more comprehensive

Yes, needs to be more user-friendly

Response Id Q6 If there is anything you would change
about the vegetation/ vegetation zones/
habitat/ land use portions of a site
form/CRIS form, what would it be? If none,
just say, none.

NY 10
NY 11

MO 1

Like nearly every other form or checklist
and for every type of data it is important
that each user is guided by standard
references. Wether it is vegetation,
geomorphology, soils, sediments etc. if the
data going in is not standardized, the
ultimate utility of the database is
compromised.
none
Historic and modern-day land use has
implications for site preservation conditions
in the midcontinent, particularly where
agriculture is commonly practiced.

1

Yes, add a sublist of species that qualifies the
present drop down habitat/vegetal zone
categories

Yes, add a surface vegetation section to the
site form for specific description

Yes, add or improve a check-list for a more
comprehensive options

options patterned off of a specific plant guide

Yes, but it is more than a problem with
forms, it is a knowledge problem. There
needs to be training (e.g. college level) on
how to systematically know what to look for,
how
recordait,
and how to set
interpret
it
Yes,to
include
standardized
of plant

Yes, add more space in the present
vegetation description fields

ground cover and/or duff cover percentage

description more than ecotones/vegetation
zones and species (e.g. qualitative
information or other details compatible for
biologists
using it)
Yes, add a specific category
for vegetative

Yes, but the vegetation section needs a
rationale, function/purpose, and
methodological section to provide context on
how it was performed and how to best use it
(e.g.
veg. potentially
harm the site?
Yes,
adddoes
a section
for more comprehensive

Yes, needs to be more user-friendly

Response Id Q6 If there is anything you would change
about the vegetation/ vegetation zones/
habitat/ land use portions of a site
form/CRIS form, what would it be? If none,
just say, none.

1

1

MO 2
MO 3

MO 4

MO 5

TN 1

none

TN 2

I do not know what current information is
required so I would not know what to
change.

TN 3
TN 4
TN 5

Make them more common and accessible.

1

TN 6

Yes probably, if I ran the zoo. More specific
data. Many of the site forms have very
general terms, and then those often not
well understood by CRM survey crews
vegetation can change tremendously from
the time a site is recorded until it is
investigated. Not real useful

1

TN 7
TN 8
TN 9

WI 1

1

I would add a section for historic plants
Wisconsin's system could be better, say
more similar to Minnesota's where they use
it in conjunction to their predictive
modeling efforts...
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WI 3
WI 4
Perhaps add more options/varieties to the
SHPO template.
none
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WI 2

1
Yes, add a sublist of species that qualifies the
present drop down habitat/vegetal zone
categories

Yes, add a surface vegetation section to the
site form for specific description

Yes, add or improve a check-list for a more
comprehensive options

options patterned off of a specific plant guide

Yes, but it is more than a problem with
forms, it is a knowledge problem. There
needs to be training (e.g. college level) on
how to systematically know what to look for,
how
recordait,
and how to set
interpret
it
Yes,to
include
standardized
of plant

Yes, add more space in the present
vegetation description fields

ground cover and/or duff cover percentage

description more than ecotones/vegetation
zones and species (e.g. qualitative
information or other details compatible for
biologists
using it)
Yes, add a specific category
for vegetative

Yes, but the vegetation section needs a
rationale, function/purpose, and
methodological section to provide context on
how it was performed and how to best use it
(e.g.
veg. potentially
harm the site?
Yes,
adddoes
a section
for more comprehensive

Yes, needs to be more user-friendly

Response Id Q6 If there is anything you would change
about the vegetation/ vegetation zones/
habitat/ land use portions of a site
form/CRIS form, what would it be? If none,
just say, none.

VA 1

Yes

VA 2

Yes

VA 3

Yes

VA 4

Yes

VA 5

Yes

Associations are sensitive to
historical context. For example on
one plantation, eighteenth
century . slave domestic sites are
located on ridges that entered the
first stages of ecological
succession 50 years ago, with
early-nineteenth century sites are
on slopes that entered the first
stages of succession a century
ago. Successional stages are
determined by surveys of species
composition, Ages are estimated
by dendrochonology.
Oak trees lining historic roadways,
remnant imported vegetation at
historic sites.
Roots follow lines between soil
layers or zones giving clues to
those and other changes. Roots
often follow courses of least
resistance between hard objects
in the soil and push them in
different directions.
Often flowers and low ground
cover within wooded areas, such
as periwinkle, tend to correlate
with domestic sites and/or
cemeteries. Particularly those
dating to the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries.
Vegetation requiring more
moisture will typically grow better
over a feature that impedes
downward water migration, such
as foundations, compacted soils,
clay puddling, etc. Also, growth
that does better in less
compacted, well - drained soils
typically are discernible on old
well and privy features. My
company actually has done
research correlating plant type
and growth pattern, with
geophysical survey and ground
truthing, and have included our
findings in our field manuals.
(as noted earlier)

VA 6

Yes

VA 7
VA 8

Yes
No

VA 9

Yes

oak/walnut (deciduous) tree cover
associated with higher density
and 'settled' prehistoric villages;
pine forest w/isolated finds and
small camps
I often see specific decorative
plants near historic domestic
sites. Plants such as daffodils,
periwinkle, and occasionally herbs
like mint or lemon balm.
N/a
I have used observation of
vegetation to identify historic
domestic and cemetery sites
(vinca, daffodils, yucca, cedar). On
other site types, vegetation can
provide subtle clues to soil
drainage and topography.

Yes

Occasionally, I have seen some
flowers which are not local
wildflowers growing whose pollen
dispersal method would suggest
they had been intentionally
planted and represent a lost
garden. Sometimes you find a
certain type of tree growing in a
straight line which likely lined a
driveway or were part of an
orchard depending on tree type.

Yes

Daffodils are often near cellar
holes or the remains of brick
piers.

VA 10
VA 11

VA 12
VA 13
VA 14

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

cemeteries/graveyards and
periwinkle
VA 15

Yes

VA 16

Yes

VA 17

Yes

daffodils and domestic sites
Domesticated species often show
up on historic sites, which can
indicated where house sites might
be located; I have not noticed an
association with prehistoric sites.
Vegetation on top of features
close the ground surface
sometimes exhibit stressed
vegetation (the vegetation can be
grass, forbs, young trees, trees)
I don't remember specific
vegetation associated with a
specific feature type.

1

1
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Certain species grow in organically
enriched areas

Bushes on quarry pits

Historically introduced and
domesticated species at historic sites

Berrybushes on/near cairns

Grasses in abandoned corrals

Sea grasses and coral are attracted to
the underwater ferrous concentrations
of shipwrecks

Certain Navajo sites in treed areas

Used Previously recorded veg. in relocating a site

Invasives in disturbed areas

dunes and dune veg. at sites (e.g.
hearths)

Sagebrush as indicators

Plants can indicate subsurface poential
for artifacts/sites

Evergreens in cemeteries (E. states)

Ornamentals around historic
foundations

Underwater, vegetation covers anything
above the sediment and can be
indicative around historic foundations

domesticated/cultigen species at
historic domestic/residential sites (e.g.
fruit trees)

line of trees or other linear patterns in
vegetal growth at roadways and
orchards

Vegetation can provide subtle clues to
soil drainage and topography

Pine forest (E. states) at isolated
(prehistoric) finds and small camps

Roots follow soil layers or buried
cultural features

Trees lining roadways

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have noticed. Be
specific about both the
vegetation and the specific site
and feature types.

Exotic and ornamentals remenant
vegetation left at historic sites

Eastern State MAPS Participants - Q7 & 8 - Ambiguous Plant-Site Associations
Participant Q7 In your own experience, have
you ever noticed
any association between certain
surface vegetation (even if you
have not identified
them) and certain archaeological
features or sites?

VA 18
AR 1

AR 2
AR 3
AR 4

Yes
No

Yes
No

NY 1

Yes

NY 2
NY 3

Yes
No

NY 4

Yes

NY 5

Yes

NY 6

Yes

NY 7

Yes

NY 8
NY 9

Yes
No

NY 10
NY 11

Yes
Yes

MO 1

Yes

MO 2
MO 3
MO 4

Yes
No

MO 5

Yes

TN 1

Yes

On underwater sites, vegetation
generally grows on anything that
extends above the bottom
sediment. Therefore, while
vegetation can mask a site, at the
same time it can be an indicator
that cultural material may lie
beneath.
abandoned historic sites in Ozarks
with various fruit trees and
flowers - e.g. dafodils

1

1

1

1

1

Prior to completing excavations,
the identification of these species,
can aid in determining house
foundations from barn or out
building foundations.
No
For example, the presence of fruit
trees and/or ornamental flowers
in a woodland environment keys
you in to the presence of a
historic farmstead.
honey locust with Cherokee sites
Again, I harken back to historic
sites where you might find
daffodils or irises in clumbs
bordering former yards, or
periwinkle or ivy along with
evergreens in old cemeteries. As
for prehistoric sites, I would say
no except for sites that are
exceptionally rich and
characterized by midden deposits.
In those contexts, the vegetation
tends to be more luxuriant. If
open conditions (rather than
forested), the weeds also tend to
exhibit the same characteristics.
In Missouri, typically in the
Ozarks, there is a direct
correlation of budding spring
flowers and historic residential
and farmstead sites. Also, many
back filled house and barn
foundations have clover patches
over them - usually indicating a
subsurface feature.

In Africa, the organic content and
the hydrology difference of
archaeological and other deposits
created vegetation differences
and quantities.
early spring plants such as
daffodils often indicates the
presence of historic period house
sites; and other plants such as ivy
and Vinca minor are common
indicators of historic cemeteries
(sometimes with no visible grave
stones).

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Certain species grow in organically
enriched areas

Bushes on quarry pits

Historically introduced and
domesticated species at historic sites

Berrybushes on/near cairns

Grasses in abandoned corrals

Sea grasses and coral are attracted to
the underwater ferrous concentrations
of shipwrecks

Certain Navajo sites in treed areas

Used Previously recorded veg. in relocating a site

Invasives in disturbed areas

dunes and dune veg. at sites (e.g.
hearths)

Sagebrush as indicators

1

Collapsed wooden structures have
looser soils due to decay. The
plants around those features tend
to be denser than in them.
disturbed terrain- scrub grass,
poison ivy, etc.
historic sites- locust trees, apple
trees, lilacs, etc
N/A
Ornamental flowers can indicate
the location of Historic Period
house foundations.
Historic domestic sites: remnant
perennial flowers such as bulbs
(narcissus, tulip), roses, english
ivy, and other foundation
plantings; also, remnant garden
plants such as rhubarb and
horseradish.
Cemeteries: symbolic plants such
as holly and ivy.
Prehistoric shell midden sites in
coastal NY: patches of daylillies
seem to thrive in the alkaline soil.
In az squawbush and midden. In
east, daffodils and foundation
lines.
Some archaeological sites are
associated with nut trees groves
such as oak, hickory and
butternut.
Other sites are in excellent areas
for cultivating corn, beans and
squash.
Decorative plant species (lilies,
wisteria or trumpet vine, vinca,
periwinkle) are generally found in
the yard area of historic domestic
sites, more specifically house
foundations.

Plants can indicate subsurface poential
for artifacts/sites

Evergreens in cemeteries (E. states)

Ornamentals around historic
foundations

Underwater, vegetation covers anything
above the sediment and can be
indicative around historic foundations

domesticated/cultigen species at
historic domestic/residential sites (e.g.
fruit trees)

line of trees or other linear patterns in
vegetal growth at roadways and
orchards

Vegetation can provide subtle clues to
soil drainage and topography

Pine forest (E. states) at isolated
(prehistoric) finds and small camps

Roots follow soil layers or buried
cultural features

Exotic and ornamentals remenant
vegetation left at historic sites

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have noticed. Be
specific about both the
vegetation and the specific site
and feature types.

Trees lining roadways

Participant Q7 In your own experience, have
you ever noticed
any association between certain
surface vegetation (even if you
have not identified
them) and certain archaeological
features or sites?

TN 2

Yes

TN 3

Yes

At historic sites, there is often
ornamental plants still growing in
the site area.
There are multiple associations
with historic site types. Vinca
minor (cemetery ivy) is a frequent
indicator of cemeteries -although it can occur
independently downstream from
an historic cemetery. Chinese tree
of heaven is another frequent
association with historic
cemeteries. Daffodils are
frequent reminders of old lanes
and yards. Fruit trees are also
things I consider important. The
landscapes upon which I typically
work have been some heavily
altered historically (clearcutting,
agriculture, etc.) that I do not
typically perceive any valuable
insights for surviving vegetation to
prehistoric sites.

Yes

Large areas of disturbed growth,
briers and other dense vegetation
on top of a well-recorded
prehistoric village (post-Archaic)
site. Able to see general site
boundaries (modern vegetative
differentiation) through satellite
imagery. Ground-truthed and
found a buried, large pot-smash
just inside dense, disturbed
vegetation zone.

TN 4
TN 5

Certain species grow in organically
enriched areas

Bushes on quarry pits

Historically introduced and
domesticated species at historic sites

Berrybushes on/near cairns

Grasses in abandoned corrals

Sea grasses and coral are attracted to
the underwater ferrous concentrations
of shipwrecks

Certain Navajo sites in treed areas

Used Previously recorded veg. in relocating a site

Invasives in disturbed areas

dunes and dune veg. at sites (e.g.
hearths)

Sagebrush as indicators

Plants can indicate subsurface poential
for artifacts/sites

Evergreens in cemeteries (E. states)

Ornamentals around historic
foundations

Underwater, vegetation covers anything
above the sediment and can be
indicative around historic foundations

domesticated/cultigen species at
historic domestic/residential sites (e.g.
fruit trees)

line of trees or other linear patterns in
vegetal growth at roadways and
orchards

Vegetation can provide subtle clues to
soil drainage and topography

Pine forest (E. states) at isolated
(prehistoric) finds and small camps

Roots follow soil layers or buried
cultural features

Exotic and ornamentals remenant
vegetation left at historic sites

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have noticed. Be
specific about both the
vegetation and the specific site
and feature types.

Trees lining roadways

Participant Q7 In your own experience, have
you ever noticed
any association between certain
surface vegetation (even if you
have not identified
them) and certain archaeological
features or sites?

1

1

1

Some for sure: non-native species
that mark historical sites and
cemeteries -- old flowering bulbs
like daffodils and others; yucca;
wild rose, etc.
Others that make it look different:
color and moisture differences
that could indicate site features
etc.
mature trees esp. clustered in
otherwise young growth forest as
old historical boundary markers
TN 6
TN 7
TN 8

Yes

1

1

Usually daffodils around old
historic foundations or walkways.
Makes it easier to note where
these features were located. This
also works sometimes with Yucca
plants.
I've also recorded graveyard vinca
on the ground surface. Can be a
good indication of a cemetery
nearby or burried in the
vegetation.
TN 9

Yes

WI 1

Yes

WI 2

Yes

WI 3
WI 4

Yes

1
In our area, pre-contact campsites
tend to be along oak savannah,
pine-prairie interfaces or along
the timber breaks at the heads of
coulees or in SE Wisconsin in
areas of Prairie pothole wetlands.
Though I would argue that
topography trumps/dictates
vegetation.
HIstoric-era sites are sometimes
characterized by obvious
disturbed-ground or early
successional vegetation. Some
prehistoric features (mounds,
etc.) are occasionally associated
with differential vegetation
(including crop) growth.
Farmland is one example of
vegetation that would
impact/disturb sites. Tree growth
versus prairie would impact
survey methods (shovel
testing/walkover).

1

1

1

1

1
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1

VA 1

Yes

VA 2

Yes

VA 3

Yes

VA 4

Yes

VA 5

Yes

Associations are sensitive to
historical context. For example on
one plantation, eighteenth
century . slave domestic sites are
located on ridges that entered the
first stages of ecological
succession 50 years ago, with
early-nineteenth century sites are
on slopes that entered the first
stages of succession a century
ago. Successional stages are
determined by surveys of species
composition, Ages are estimated
by dendrochonology.
Oak trees lining historic roadways,
remnant imported vegetation at
historic sites.
Roots follow lines between soil
layers or zones giving clues to
those and other changes. Roots
often follow courses of least
resistance between hard objects
in the soil and push them in
different directions.
Often flowers and low ground
cover within wooded areas, such
as periwinkle, tend to correlate
with domestic sites and/or
cemeteries. Particularly those
dating to the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries.
Vegetation requiring more
moisture will typically grow better
over a feature that impedes
downward water migration, such
as foundations, compacted soils,
clay puddling, etc. Also, growth
that does better in less
compacted, well - drained soils
typically are discernible on old
well and privy features. My
company actually has done
research correlating plant type
and growth pattern, with
geophysical survey and ground
truthing, and have included our
findings in our field manuals.
(as noted earlier)

VA 6

Yes

VA 7
VA 8

Yes
No

VA 9

Yes

oak/walnut (deciduous) tree cover
associated with higher density
and 'settled' prehistoric villages;
pine forest w/isolated finds and
small camps
I often see specific decorative
plants near historic domestic
sites. Plants such as daffodils,
periwinkle, and occasionally herbs
like mint or lemon balm.
N/a
I have used observation of
vegetation to identify historic
domestic and cemetery sites
(vinca, daffodils, yucca, cedar). On
other site types, vegetation can
provide subtle clues to soil
drainage and topography.

Yes

Occasionally, I have seen some
flowers which are not local
wildflowers growing whose pollen
dispersal method would suggest
they had been intentionally
planted and represent a lost
garden. Sometimes you find a
certain type of tree growing in a
straight line which likely lined a
driveway or were part of an
orchard depending on tree type.

VA 12
VA 13
VA 14

Yes

Daffodils are often near cellar
holes or the remains of brick
piers.

VA 15

Yes

daffodils and domestic sites

VA 10
VA 11

1

1

1

cemeteries/graveyards and
periwinkle

VA 16

Yes

VA 17

Yes

VA 18
AR 1

Yes
No

AR 2
AR 3
AR 4

Yes
No

NY 1

Yes

NY 2
NY 3

Yes
No

NY 4

Yes

NY 5

Yes

NY 6

Yes

Domesticated species often show
up on historic sites, which can
indicated where house sites might
be located; I have not noticed an
association with prehistoric sites.
Vegetation on top of features
close the ground surface
sometimes exhibit stressed
vegetation (the vegetation can be
grass, forbs, young trees, trees)
I don't remember specific
vegetation associated with a
specific feature type.
On underwater sites, vegetation
generally grows on anything that
extends above the bottom
sediment. Therefore, while
vegetation can mask a site, at the
same time it can be an indicator
that cultural material may lie
beneath.

1

abandoned historic sites in Ozarks
with various fruit trees and
flowers - e.g. dafodils

Collapsed wooden structures have
looser soils due to decay. The
plants around those features tend
to be denser than in them.
disturbed terrain- scrub grass,
poison ivy, etc.
historic sites- locust trees, apple
trees, lilacs, etc

1

1
N/A
Ornamental flowers can indicate
the location of Historic Period
house foundations.
Historic domestic sites: remnant
perennial flowers such as bulbs
(narcissus, tulip), roses, english
ivy, and other foundation
plantings; also, remnant garden
plants such as rhubarb and
horseradish.
Cemeteries: symbolic plants such
as holly and ivy.
Prehistoric shell midden sites in
coastal NY: patches of daylillies
seem to thrive in the alkaline soil.
In az squawbush and midden. In
east, daffodils and foundation
lines.

1
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Lack of surface vegetation around
stacked rock features and around
sacred/ceremonial space

High nitrogen soils at bison jumps yield
more dense vegetation

Small clumps of Douglas-Fir around
dilapitated structures from squirrels

Increases in plant density where there
are higher concentrations of
archaeological remains

Large patches of Wolfberry at
archaeological sites

Lack of vegetation at 19th Century
copper stamp mill tailings

Vegetation is meager on concrete pads

Different grass growth in depression

Vegtation may be light or darker,
thinner or thicker due to PH changes at
middens

Lack of vegetation and erosion
associated with the absence of artifacts

Abundant growth, particularly edible
plants, around ground stone tools

Thick areas of wild onion at small lithic
scatters

Large very mature sagebrush equated
with undisturbed pre-contact sites

Springboard-cut grooves and large
stumps at historic logging sites

Mounds and other prehistoric
vegetation and different vegetation and
crop markers/qualitative shifts in plants

Changes in color and moisture levels as
indicated by archaeological sites'
vegetation

Old growth trees clusted admist young
growth trees indicating these trees roles
as historic boundry markers

Dense growth and briars and
disturbance associated growth over
prehistoric village (Post-Archaic)

Species density and biodiversity
differences over archaeological sites

Richer vegetatio over middens

Patches of Clover over filled residential
and farmstead foundations

Clumps of daffodils and irises around
former yard boundries

"Scrub" grass can indicate disturbance

Stressed vegetation over cultural
features

Denser vegetation around collapsed
wood structures than in them (looser
soil from decaying wood)

Non-local species out of place and with
high likeihood of human-agency based
dispersal

Increased vegetal growth over privies

Higher density growth Oak and Walnut
at 'Settled' prehistoric villages

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have noticed. Be
specific about both the
vegetation and the specific site
and feature types.

Certain species grow in well disturbed
soils

Eastern State MAPS Participants - Q7 & 8 - Qualitative Plant-Site Associations
Participant Q7 In your own experience, have
you ever noticed
any association between certain
surface vegetation (even if you
have not identified
them) and certain archaeological
features or sites?

Yes

NY 8
NY 9

Yes
No

NY 10
NY 11

Yes
Yes

MO 1

Yes

MO 2
MO 3
MO 4

Yes
No

Yes

TN 1

Yes

TN 2

Yes

TN 3

Yes

Yes

Large areas of disturbed growth,
briers and other dense vegetation
on top of a well-recorded
prehistoric village (post-Archaic)
site. Able to see general site
boundaries (modern vegetative
differentiation) through satellite
imagery. Ground-truthed and
found a buried, large pot-smash
just inside dense, disturbed
vegetation zone.

1

1

1

1

1

1

Some for sure: non-native species
that mark historical sites and
cemeteries -- old flowering bulbs
like daffodils and others; yucca;
wild rose, etc.
Others that make it look different:
color and moisture differences
that could indicate site features
etc.
mature trees esp. clustered in
otherwise young growth forest as
old historical boundary markers
TN 6
TN 7
TN 8

Yes

1

1

Usually daffodils around old
historic foundations or walkways.
Makes it easier to note where
these features were located. This
also works sometimes with Yucca
plants.
I've also recorded graveyard vinca
on the ground surface. Can be a
good indication of a cemetery
nearby or burried in the
vegetation.
TN 9

WI 1

Yes

Yes

In our area, pre-contact campsites
tend to be along oak savannah,
pine-prairie interfaces or along
the timber breaks at the heads of
coulees or in SE Wisconsin in
areas of Prairie pothole wetlands.
Though I would argue that
topography trumps/dictates
vegetation.
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1

Lack of surface vegetation around
stacked rock features and around
sacred/ceremonial space

High nitrogen soils at bison jumps yield
more dense vegetation

Small clumps of Douglas-Fir around
dilapitated structures from squirrels

Increases in plant density where there
are higher concentrations of
archaeological remains

Large patches of Wolfberry at
archaeological sites

Lack of vegetation at 19th Century
copper stamp mill tailings

Vegetation is meager on concrete pads

Different grass growth in depression

Vegtation may be light or darker,
thinner or thicker due to PH changes at
middens

Lack of vegetation and erosion
associated with the absence of artifacts

Abundant growth, particularly edible
plants, around ground stone tools

Thick areas of wild onion at small lithic
scatters

Large very mature sagebrush equated
with undisturbed pre-contact sites

Springboard-cut grooves and large
stumps at historic logging sites

Mounds and other prehistoric
vegetation and different vegetation and
crop markers/qualitative shifts in plants

Changes in color and moisture levels as
indicated by archaeological sites'
vegetation

Old growth trees clusted admist young
growth trees indicating these trees roles
as historic boundry markers

Dense growth and briars and
disturbance associated growth over
prehistoric village (Post-Archaic)

Species density and biodiversity
differences over archaeological sites

Richer vegetatio over middens

Patches of Clover over filled residential
and farmstead foundations

Clumps of daffodils and irises around
former yard boundries

"Scrub" grass can indicate disturbance

Stressed vegetation over cultural
features

1

Again, I harken back to historic
sites where you might find
daffodils or irises in clumbs
bordering former yards, or
periwinkle or ivy along with
evergreens in old cemeteries. As
for prehistoric sites, I would say
no except for sites that are
exceptionally rich and
characterized by midden deposits.
In those contexts, the vegetation
tends to be more luxuriant. If
open conditions (rather than
forested), the weeds also tend to
exhibit the same characteristics.
In Missouri, typically in the
Ozarks, there is a direct
correlation of budding spring
flowers and historic residential
and farmstead sites. Also, many
back filled house and barn
foundations have clover patches
over them - usually indicating a
subsurface feature.

MO 5

Denser vegetation around collapsed
wood structures than in them (looser
soil from decaying wood)

Non-local species out of place and with
high likeihood of human-agency based
dispersal

Prior to completing excavations,
the identification of these species,
can aid in determining house
foundations from barn or out
building foundations.
No
For example, the presence of fruit
trees and/or ornamental flowers
in a woodland environment keys
you in to the presence of a
historic farmstead.
honey locust with Cherokee sites

In Africa, the organic content and
the hydrology difference of
archaeological and other deposits
created vegetation differences
and quantities.
early spring plants such as
daffodils often indicates the
presence of historic period house
sites; and other plants such as ivy
and Vinca minor are common
indicators of historic cemeteries
(sometimes with no visible grave
stones).
At historic sites, there is often
ornamental plants still growing in
the site area.
There are multiple associations
with historic site types. Vinca
minor (cemetery ivy) is a frequent
indicator of cemeteries -although it can occur
independently downstream from
an historic cemetery. Chinese tree
of heaven is another frequent
association with historic
cemeteries. Daffodils are
frequent reminders of old lanes
and yards. Fruit trees are also
things I consider important. The
landscapes upon which I typically
work have been some heavily
altered historically (clearcutting,
agriculture, etc.) that I do not
typically perceive any valuable
insights for surviving vegetation to
prehistoric sites.

TN 4
TN 5

Increased vegetal growth over privies

NY 7

Some archaeological sites are
associated with nut trees groves
such as oak, hickory and
butternut.
Other sites are in excellent areas
for cultivating corn, beans and
squash.
Decorative plant species (lilies,
wisteria or trumpet vine, vinca,
periwinkle) are generally found in
the yard area of historic domestic
sites, more specifically house
foundations.

Higher density growth Oak and Walnut
at 'Settled' prehistoric villages

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have noticed. Be
specific about both the
vegetation and the specific site
and feature types.

Certain species grow in well disturbed
soils

Participant Q7 In your own experience, have
you ever noticed
any association between certain
surface vegetation (even if you
have not identified
them) and certain archaeological
features or sites?

Participant Q7 In your own experience, have
you ever noticed
any association between certain
surface vegetation (even if you
have not identified
them) and certain archaeological
features or sites?

WI 2
Yes

WI 3
WI 4
Yes
HIstoric-era sites are sometimes
characterized by obvious
disturbed-ground or early
successional vegetation. Some
prehistoric features (mounds,
etc.) are occasionally associated
with differential vegetation
(including crop) growth.
Farmland is one example of
vegetation that would
impact/disturb sites. Tree growth
versus prairie would impact
survey methods (shovel
testing/walkover).
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1

Lack of surface vegetation around
stacked rock features and around
sacred/ceremonial space

High nitrogen soils at bison jumps yield
more dense vegetation

Increases in plant density where there
are higher concentrations of
archaeological remains

Small clumps of Douglas-Fir around
dilapitated structures from squirrels

Lack of vegetation at 19th Century
copper stamp mill tailings

Large patches of Wolfberry at
archaeological sites

Vegetation is meager on concrete pads

Vegtation may be light or darker,
thinner or thicker due to PH changes at
middens

Different grass growth in depression

Lack of vegetation and erosion
associated with the absence of artifacts

Thick areas of wild onion at small lithic
scatters

Abundant growth, particularly edible
plants, around ground stone tools

Large very mature sagebrush equated
with undisturbed pre-contact sites

Springboard-cut grooves and large
stumps at historic logging sites

Mounds and other prehistoric
vegetation and different vegetation and
crop markers/qualitative shifts in plants

Changes in color and moisture levels as
indicated by archaeological sites'
vegetation

Old growth trees clusted admist young
growth trees indicating these trees roles
as historic boundry markers

Dense growth and briars and
disturbance associated growth over
prehistoric village (Post-Archaic)

Species density and biodiversity
differences over archaeological sites

Patches of Clover over filled residential
and farmstead foundations

Richer vegetatio over middens

Clumps of daffodils and irises around
former yard boundries

"Scrub" grass can indicate disturbance

Denser vegetation around collapsed
wood structures than in them (looser
soil from decaying wood)

Stressed vegetation over cultural
features

Non-local species out of place and with
high likeihood of human-agency based
dispersal

Higher density growth Oak and Walnut
at 'Settled' prehistoric villages

Increased vegetal growth over privies

Certain species grow in well disturbed
soils

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have noticed. Be
specific about both the
vegetation and the specific site
and feature types.

VA 1

Yes

VA 2

Yes

VA 3

Yes

VA 4

Yes

VA 5

Yes

VA 6

Yes

VA 7
VA 8

Yes
No

VA 9

Yes

Associations are sensitive to
historical context. For example on
one plantation, eighteenth
century . slave domestic sites are
located on ridges that entered the
first stages of ecological
succession 50 years ago, with
early-nineteenth century sites are
on slopes that entered the first
stages of succession a century
ago. Successional stages are
determined by surveys of species
composition, Ages are estimated
by dendrochonology.
Oak trees lining historic roadways,
remnant imported vegetation at
historic sites.
Roots follow lines between soil
layers or zones giving clues to
those and other changes. Roots
often follow courses of least
resistance between hard objects
in the soil and push them in
different directions.
Often flowers and low ground
cover within wooded areas, such
as periwinkle, tend to correlate
with domestic sites and/or
cemeteries. Particularly those
dating to the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries.
Vegetation requiring more
moisture will typically grow better
over a feature that impedes
downward water migration, such
as foundations, compacted soils,
clay puddling, etc. Also, growth
that does better in less
compacted, well - drained soils
typically are discernible on old
well and privy features. My
company actually has done
research correlating plant type
and growth pattern, with
geophysical survey and ground
truthing, and have included our
findings in our field manuals.
(as noted earlier)
oak/walnut (deciduous) tree cover
associated with higher density
and 'settled' prehistoric villages;
pine forest w/isolated finds and
small camps
I often see specific decorative
plants near historic domestic
sites. Plants such as daffodils,
periwinkle, and occasionally herbs
like mint or lemon balm.
N/a
I have used observation of
vegetation to identify historic
domestic and cemetery sites
(vinca, daffodils, yucca, cedar). On
other site types, vegetation can
provide subtle clues to soil
drainage and topography.
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Native shortgrass communities and
undisturbed Native American Sites (e.g.
tipi rings, lithic scatters, isolated cairns)

Primary forest/woodland transition to
grasslands and small lithic sites and
campsites

Pinyon zone/ Pinyon-Juniper woodland
zone and prehistoric sites (e.g. rock
circles/rings or Pinyon camps)

lithic scatters

Wetland/riparian communities or other
water indicative species (e.g.
cottonwoods, penstemons) are likely
indicators of past human activity (e.g.
waterand
features,
wells, privies)
Camas fields
small meadows
and

Camas oven on camas prairies

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have noticed. Be
specific about both the
vegetation and the specific site
and feature types.

Pre-contact campsites at Oak-Savannah,
Pine-Prairie interfaes, timer breaks at
the heads of Coulees, Prairie pothole
wetlands (SE WI)

Participant Q7 In your own experience, have
you ever noticed
any association between certain
surface vegetation (even if you
have not identified
them) and certain archaeological
features or sites?

Land use and forest succession patterns

Eastern State MAPS Participants - Q7 & 8 - Vegetation Community Plant-Site Associations

VA 10
VA 11

VA 12
VA 13
VA 14

Yes

Occasionally, I have seen some
flowers which are not local
wildflowers growing whose pollen
dispersal method would suggest
they had been intentionally
planted and represent a lost
garden. Sometimes you find a
certain type of tree growing in a
straight line which likely lined a
driveway or were part of an
orchard depending on tree type.

Yes

Daffodils are often near cellar
holes or the remains of brick
piers.

cemeteries/graveyards and
periwinkle
VA 15

Yes

VA 16

Yes

VA 17

Yes

VA 18
AR 1

Yes
No

AR 2
AR 3
AR 4

Yes
No

NY 1

Yes

NY 2
NY 3

Yes
No

NY 4

Yes

daffodils and domestic sites
Domesticated species often show
up on historic sites, which can
indicated where house sites might
be located; I have not noticed an
association with prehistoric sites.
Vegetation on top of features
close the ground surface
sometimes exhibit stressed
vegetation (the vegetation can be
grass, forbs, young trees, trees)
I don't remember specific
vegetation associated with a
specific feature type.
On underwater sites, vegetation
generally grows on anything that
extends above the bottom
sediment. Therefore, while
vegetation can mask a site, at the
same time it can be an indicator
that cultural material may lie
beneath.
abandoned historic sites in Ozarks
with various fruit trees and
flowers - e.g. dafodils

Collapsed wooden structures have
looser soils due to decay. The
plants around those features tend
to be denser than in them.
disturbed terrain- scrub grass,
poison ivy, etc.
historic sites- locust trees, apple
trees, lilacs, etc
N/A
Ornamental flowers can indicate
the location of Historic Period
house foundations.
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Native shortgrass communities and
undisturbed Native American Sites (e.g.
tipi rings, lithic scatters, isolated cairns)

Primary forest/woodland transition to
grasslands and small lithic sites and
campsites

Pinyon zone/ Pinyon-Juniper woodland
zone and prehistoric sites (e.g. rock
circles/rings or Pinyon camps)

lithic scatters

Wetland/riparian communities or other
water indicative species (e.g.
cottonwoods, penstemons) are likely
indicators of past human activity (e.g.
waterand
features,
wells, privies)
Camas fields
small meadows
and

Camas oven on camas prairies

Pre-contact campsites at Oak-Savannah,
Pine-Prairie interfaes, timer breaks at
the heads of Coulees, Prairie pothole
wetlands (SE WI)

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have noticed. Be
specific about both the
vegetation and the specific site
and feature types.

Land use and forest succession patterns

Participant Q7 In your own experience, have
you ever noticed
any association between certain
surface vegetation (even if you
have not identified
them) and certain archaeological
features or sites?

NY 5

Yes

NY 6

Yes

NY 7

Yes

NY 8
NY 9

Yes
No

NY 10
NY 11

Yes
Yes

MO 1

Yes

MO 2
MO 3
MO 4

Yes
No

Historic domestic sites: remnant
perennial flowers such as bulbs
(narcissus, tulip), roses, english
ivy, and other foundation
plantings; also, remnant garden
plants such as rhubarb and
horseradish.
Cemeteries: symbolic plants such
as holly and ivy.
Prehistoric shell midden sites in
coastal NY: patches of daylillies
seem to thrive in the alkaline soil.
In az squawbush and midden. In
east, daffodils and foundation
lines.
Some archaeological sites are
associated with nut trees groves
such as oak, hickory and
butternut.
Other sites are in excellent areas
for cultivating corn, beans and
squash.
Decorative plant species (lilies,
wisteria or trumpet vine, vinca,
periwinkle) are generally found in
the yard area of historic domestic
sites, more specifically house
foundations.
Prior to completing excavations,
the identification of these species,
can aid in determining house
foundations from barn or out
building foundations.
No
For example, the presence of fruit
trees and/or ornamental flowers
in a woodland environment keys
you in to the presence of a
historic farmstead.
honey locust with Cherokee sites
Again, I harken back to historic
sites where you might find
daffodils or irises in clumbs
bordering former yards, or
periwinkle or ivy along with
evergreens in old cemeteries. As
for prehistoric sites, I would say
no except for sites that are
exceptionally rich and
characterized by midden deposits.
In those contexts, the vegetation
tends to be more luxuriant. If
open conditions (rather than
forested), the weeds also tend to
exhibit the same characteristics.
In Missouri, typically in the
Ozarks, there is a direct
correlation of budding spring
flowers and historic residential
and farmstead sites. Also, many
back filled house and barn
foundations have clover patches
over them - usually indicating a
subsurface feature.
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Native shortgrass communities and
undisturbed Native American Sites (e.g.
tipi rings, lithic scatters, isolated cairns)

Primary forest/woodland transition to
grasslands and small lithic sites and
campsites

Pinyon zone/ Pinyon-Juniper woodland
zone and prehistoric sites (e.g. rock
circles/rings or Pinyon camps)

lithic scatters

Wetland/riparian communities or other
water indicative species (e.g.
cottonwoods, penstemons) are likely
indicators of past human activity (e.g.
waterand
features,
wells, privies)
Camas fields
small meadows
and

Camas oven on camas prairies

Pre-contact campsites at Oak-Savannah,
Pine-Prairie interfaes, timer breaks at
the heads of Coulees, Prairie pothole
wetlands (SE WI)

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have noticed. Be
specific about both the
vegetation and the specific site
and feature types.

Land use and forest succession patterns

Participant Q7 In your own experience, have
you ever noticed
any association between certain
surface vegetation (even if you
have not identified
them) and certain archaeological
features or sites?

MO 5

Yes

TN 1

Yes

TN 2

Yes

TN 3

Yes

In Africa, the organic content and
the hydrology difference of
archaeological and other deposits
created vegetation differences
and quantities.
early spring plants such as
daffodils often indicates the
presence of historic period house
sites; and other plants such as ivy
and Vinca minor are common
indicators of historic cemeteries
(sometimes with no visible grave
stones).
At historic sites, there is often
ornamental plants still growing in
the site area.
There are multiple associations
with historic site types. Vinca
minor (cemetery ivy) is a frequent
indicator of cemeteries -although it can occur
independently downstream from
an historic cemetery. Chinese tree
of heaven is another frequent
association with historic
cemeteries. Daffodils are
frequent reminders of old lanes
and yards. Fruit trees are also
things I consider important. The
landscapes upon which I typically
work have been some heavily
altered historically (clearcutting,
agriculture, etc.) that I do not
typically perceive any valuable
insights for surviving vegetation to
prehistoric sites.

Yes

Large areas of disturbed growth,
briers and other dense vegetation
on top of a well-recorded
prehistoric village (post-Archaic)
site. Able to see general site
boundaries (modern vegetative
differentiation) through satellite
imagery. Ground-truthed and
found a buried, large pot-smash
just inside dense, disturbed
vegetation zone.

TN 4
TN 5

1

Some for sure: non-native species
that mark historical sites and
cemeteries -- old flowering bulbs
like daffodils and others; yucca;
wild rose, etc.
Others that make it look different:
color and moisture differences
that could indicate site features
etc.
mature trees esp. clustered in
otherwise young growth forest as
old historical boundary markers
TN 6
TN 7
TN 8

Yes
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Native shortgrass communities and
undisturbed Native American Sites (e.g.
tipi rings, lithic scatters, isolated cairns)

Primary forest/woodland transition to
grasslands and small lithic sites and
campsites

Pinyon zone/ Pinyon-Juniper woodland
zone and prehistoric sites (e.g. rock
circles/rings or Pinyon camps)

lithic scatters

Wetland/riparian communities or other
water indicative species (e.g.
cottonwoods, penstemons) are likely
indicators of past human activity (e.g.
waterand
features,
wells, privies)
Camas fields
small meadows
and

Camas oven on camas prairies

Pre-contact campsites at Oak-Savannah,
Pine-Prairie interfaes, timer breaks at
the heads of Coulees, Prairie pothole
wetlands (SE WI)

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have noticed. Be
specific about both the
vegetation and the specific site
and feature types.

Land use and forest succession patterns

Participant Q7 In your own experience, have
you ever noticed
any association between certain
surface vegetation (even if you
have not identified
them) and certain archaeological
features or sites?

Usually daffodils around old
historic foundations or walkways.
Makes it easier to note where
these features were located. This
also works sometimes with Yucca
plants.
I've also recorded graveyard vinca
on the ground surface. Can be a
good indication of a cemetery
nearby or burried in the
vegetation.
TN 9

Yes

WI 1

Yes

WI 2

Yes

WI 3
WI 4

Yes

In our area, pre-contact campsites
tend to be along oak savannah,
pine-prairie interfaces or along
the timber breaks at the heads of
coulees or in SE Wisconsin in
areas of Prairie pothole wetlands.
Though I would argue that
topography trumps/dictates
vegetation.
HIstoric-era sites are sometimes
characterized by obvious
disturbed-ground or early
successional vegetation. Some
prehistoric features (mounds,
etc.) are occasionally associated
with differential vegetation
(including crop) growth.
Farmland is one example of
vegetation that would
impact/disturb sites. Tree growth
versus prairie would impact
survey methods (shovel
testing/walkover).

1

1
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Native shortgrass communities and
undisturbed Native American Sites (e.g.
tipi rings, lithic scatters, isolated cairns)

Primary forest/woodland transition to
grasslands and small lithic sites and
campsites

Pinyon zone/ Pinyon-Juniper woodland
zone and prehistoric sites (e.g. rock
circles/rings or Pinyon camps)

lithic scatters

Wetland/riparian communities or other
water indicative species (e.g.
cottonwoods, penstemons) are likely
indicators of past human activity (e.g.
waterand
features,
wells, privies)
Camas fields
small meadows
and

Camas oven on camas prairies

Pre-contact campsites at Oak-Savannah,
Pine-Prairie interfaes, timer breaks at
the heads of Coulees, Prairie pothole
wetlands (SE WI)

Q8 If yes to the previous
question, please describe
as best as you can what
associations you have noticed. Be
specific about both the
vegetation and the specific site
and feature types.

Land use and forest succession patterns

Participant Q7 In your own experience, have
you ever noticed
any association between certain
surface vegetation (even if you
have not identified
them) and certain archaeological
features or sites?

U.S. MAPS Participants’ Results - Q8 - ’Species’ Specific Plant-Site Association Categories
Historic Sites
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Daffodils
Periwinkle
Vinca Minor
Apple
Ivy
Yucca
Bromus ( a grass genus)
Lilac
Mint
Alder
Cheatgrass
Clover
Chinese Tree-of-Heaven
Cottonwood
Douglas-Fir
Eastern Red Cedar
Honey Locust Tree
Lilies
Lemon Balm
Oak
Rhubarb
Wisteria
Historic Domestic Sites
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Daffodils
Periwinkle
Vinca Minor
Eastern Red Cedar
Lemon Balm
Lilies
Mint
Wisteria
Yucca
Disturbed Ground
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Cane Cholla
Dogwood
(Eastern) Poison Ivy
Rabbitbrush
Sagebrush
Sand Plum
Thistle
Wolfberry
Yucca

Responses
9
5
5
3
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Responses
4
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
Responses
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Historic Residential Foundations
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Clover
1
Daffodils
1
Lilies
1
Periwinkle
1
Vinca Minor
1
Wisteria
1
Prehistoric Mano/Metate and Other Ground Stone
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Biscuit Root
4
Bitteroot
1
Indian Rice Grass
1
Historic Yards
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Daffodils
2
Lilies
1
Periwinkle
1
Vinca Minor
1
Wisteria
1

Historic Cemeteries
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Responses
Vinca Minor
4
Ivy
3
Periwinkle
3
Daffodils
2
Yucca
2
Chinese Tree-of-Heaven
1
Eastern Red Cedar
1
Holly
1
(Wild) Roses
1
Ambiguously Associated with "Sites"
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Responses
Oak
2
Biscuit Root
1
Butternut Tree
1
Cattail
1
Chokeherry
1
Cresote
1
Hickory
1
Indian Rice Grass
1
Oak
1
Prickly Pear Cactus
1
Sagebrush
1
Sand Plum
1
(Wild) Roses
1
Willow
1
Wolfberry
1
Yucca
1
Historic Foundation Outlines
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Responses
Daffodils
2
Bromus (a grass genus)
1
Douglas-Fir
1
English Ivy
1
Horseradish
1
Narrsius
1
Rhubarb
1
Tulip
1
Western Wheatgrass (Agropyron Smithii)
1
(Wild) Roses
1
Culturally Modified Trees and Dendroglyphs Sites
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Responses
Ponderosa Pine
3
Ouaking Aspen
2
Huckleberry
1
Western Red Cedar
1
Depression
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Buffaloberry (Shepherdia argentea)
Canada Buffaloberry (Shepherdia canadensis)
Chokecherry
Skunkbush Sumac (Rhus aromatica)
Snowberry
Historic Middens/ Dumps
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Chokecherry
Chenopodium
Great Basin Wildrye
Snowberry
Squaw Bush
Wildrye (Elymus Sp..)
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Responses
1
1
1
1
1
Responses
1
1
1
1
1
1

Historic Farmsteads/ Homesteads
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Crested Wheatgrass
2
Alder
1
Bromus ( a grass genus)
1
Clover
1
Historic Houses/ Residences
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Clover
1
Daffodils
1
Periwinkle
1
Vinca Minor
1
Masonry Rubble Mounds/ Melted Adobe
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Wolfberry
2
Kochia
1
(Four-Wing) Saltbush
1
Historic Outbuildings
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Lilies
1
Periwinkle
1
Wisteria
1
Pueblo Room Block
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Wolfberry
2
Thistle
1
Ancestral Pueblo Habitation Sites
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Sagebrush
1
Wolfberry
1
Cairn
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Currants
1
Squaw Bush
1
Historic Mining Sites
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Poison Oak
1
Rhubarb
1
Pre-Contact/ Prehistoric Sites
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Oak
1
Walnut
1
Rock Art/ Petroglyph Sites
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Beeweed
1
Yarrow
1
Ancestral Pueblo Horticultural Sites
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Wolfberry
1
Bison Kill/ Jump Sites
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Great Basin Wildrye
1
Charcoal Platforms
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Great Basin Wildrye
1
Circular Stone Enclosures
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
"Different" Junipers
1
Dugouts
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Thistle
1
Historic Cellar Holes
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Daffodils
1
Historic Roadways
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Oak
1

Historic Barn Foundations
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Clover
Lilies
Periwinkle
Vinca Minor
Wisteria
Prehistoric (Archaic) Firepits
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Arrowleaf Balsam
Biscuit Root
Lilies
Wild Onions
Yampa
Lithic Scatters
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Camas
Great Basin Wildrye
Yellowbell
Wild Onions
Sundance Sites
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Buckbrush
Man Sage
Whie Ash Tree
(Western) Poison Ivy
Railroad Grades
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Bromus (a grass genus)
Cheatgrass
Knapweed
Ancestral Pueblo Sites
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Wolfberry
Historic Privies/ Latrines
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Chenopodium
Thistle
Prehistoric Middens
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Great Basin Wildrye
Turkey Mullein
Rockshelters
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Great Basin Wildrye
Indian Rice Grass
"Settled" Prehistoric Villages
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Oak
Walnut
Ancestral Pueblo Middens
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Wolfberry
Buried Cultural Deposits
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Indian Rice Grass
Cherokee Sites
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Honey Locust Tree
Circular Stone Pits
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
"Different" Junipers
Historic Brick Piers
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Daffodils
Historic Logging
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Apple

Kiva Depression
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Wolfberry
1
Prehistoric Agricultural Fields
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Sagebrush
1
Prehistoric Iroquois Village and Latrines
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Chokecherries
1
Ring Middens
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Honey Mesquite Bush
1
Wood Structures
Vernacular Species/Genus Description Responses
Douglas-Fir
1

Historic Walkways
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Responses
Daffodils
1
Mining Entrances/ Adits
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Responses
Raspberries
1
Prehistoric Brush Structure
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Responses
Rocky Mountain Juniper
1
Prehistoric Shell Middens
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Responses
Daylilies
1
Small Mayan Sites and Strcutural Deposit
Vernacular Species/Genus Description
Responses
Bird's Nest Ferns (Asplenium Sp.)
1
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Responses
1
1
1
1
1
Responses
1
1
1
1
1
Responses
1
1
1
1
Responses
1
1
1
1
Responses
1
1
1
Responses
2
Responses
1
1
Responses
1
1
Responses
1
1
Responses
1
1
Responses
1
Responses
1
Responses
1
Responses
1
Responses
1
Responses
1

Eastern State MAPS Participants Results - Q9
Responder

Q9 When considering the vegetation Q9 Other
during a site survey for a cultural
inventory site form/CRIS form, select
whatever method(s) you apply for
determining what surface vegetation
to record. - Selected Choice

VA 1

other (describe here)
I choose from a template's list of
possible answers/descriptors
whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and can
identify off the top of my head
I choose from a template's list of
possible answers/descriptors
everything within a pre-determined
distance of features,I choose from a
template's list of possible
answers/descriptors,other (describe
here)
everything within a pre-determined
distance of features,only what I
immediately recognize and can
identify off the top of my head
whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and can
identify off the top of my head
I choose from a template's list of
possible answers/descriptors,other
(describe here)
whatever seems most impressionable
whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and can
identify off the top of my head

VA 2

VA 3
VA 4

VA 5

VA 6

VA 7

VA 8
VA 9

VA 10
VA 11
VA 12
VA 13
VA 14

VA 16

VA 17

other (describe here)

VA 18

AR 1

AR 2

AR 3
AR 4
NY 1

NY 2
NY 3
NY 4

NY 5
NY 6
NY 7

NY 8
NY 9

NY 10

Everything Only what I
within a pre- can
determined immediatel
distance of y recognize
features
and identify

Dominant
species (in
terms of
cover or
density/abu
ndance)
in/around a
site*

Thoroughly
document
everything
in/around a
site as much
as possible*

Emphasize
documentin
g foreign,
exotic, rare
species*

Record not
just species
but their
proportions
and other
qualitative
notes

Emphasize
documentin
g
ethnobotan
ical
utilitarian
species*

Uses a
special
methodolog
y internal
an
organization
*

1

1

1
1

We use our own methodology
deleloped from our own data
collection and verification, as stated
above in addition to the checked
responses.

1

1

1

1

1

1

Didn't use va form

1
1

1

1

1

1
and try to note dominant species and
those that might be biologically
significant.
Most forms record basic information, I
record info that gives a picture of the
site conditions. The report has more
detail.

1

only what I immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my head
everything within a pre-determined
distance of features,only what I
immediately recognize and can
identify off the top of my head
whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and can
identify off the top of my head
whatever seems most
impressionable,everything within a predetermined distance of features

1

1

1

1

1

whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and can
identify off the top of my head,I
choose from a template's list of
possible answers/descriptors
everything within a pre-determined
distance of features
whatever seems most impressionable

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

only what I immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my head
everything within a pre-determined
distance of features
everything within a pre-determined
distance of features

other (describe here)
whatever seems most impressionable
whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and can
identify off the top of my head,I
choose from a template's list of
possible answers/descriptors

I choose
from a
template's
list of
possible
answers/de
scriptions
(e.g.
generalized
vegetation
zone, plant
community,
or habitat)

see above

whatever seems most impressionable

everything within a pre-determined
distance of features
everything within a pre-determined
distance of features,other (describe
here)

VA 15

Whatever seems
most
impressionable

1
1
1
any species that might be indicative of
land use or changes to the landscape
(purposeful planting of decorative
species, or the presence of invasive
opportunistic species)
1

1
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1

1

Responder

Q9 When considering the vegetation Q9 Other
during a site survey for a cultural
inventory site form/CRIS form, select
whatever method(s) you apply for
determining what surface vegetation
to record. - Selected Choice

NY 11
MO 1

everything within a pre-determined
distance of features
whatever seems most impressionable

MO 2

only what I immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my head

MO 3
MO 4
MO 5

TN 1

TN 2

TN 3
TN 4
TN 5

TN 6
TN 7
TN 8

TN 9

WI 1

WI 2
WI 3
WI 4

Whatever seems
most
impressionable

Everything Only what I
within a pre- can
determined immediatel
distance of y recognize
features
and identify

Emphasize
documentin
g foreign,
exotic, rare
species*

Record not
just species
but their
proportions
and other
qualitative
notes

Emphasize
documentin
g
ethnobotan
ical
utilitarian
species*

Uses a
special
methodolog
y internal
an
organization
*

1

1
Vague terms only

1

1

1

sometimes custom survey sheets have
a developed set of parameters

1

1

1

whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and can
identify off the top of my head

other (describe here)
only what I immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my head,I
choose from a template's list of
possible answers/descriptors
I choose from a template's list of
possible answers/descriptors

Thoroughly
document
everything
in/around a
site as much
as possible*

1

only what I immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my head
whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and can
identify off the top of my head
whatever seems most
impressionable,everything within a predetermined distance of features
other (describe here)
Have never been required to do so.
everything within a pre-determined
distance of features,only what I
immediately recognize and can
identify off the top of my head,I
choose from a template's list of
possible answers/descriptors,other
(describe here)

Dominant
species (in
terms of
cover or
density/abu
ndance)
in/around a
site*

1

only what I immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my head
other (describe here)

I choose
from a
template's
list of
possible
answers/de
scriptions
(e.g.
generalized
vegetation
zone, plant
community,
or habitat)

1

1

1

1

I usually go for a eco-tone approach
"pine barrens" etc. and then list
specific plant communities

1

1

1
1
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Q9 When considering the vegetation Q9 Other
during a site survey for a cultural
inventory site form/CRIS form, select
whatever method(s) you apply for
determining what surface vegetation
to record. - Selected Choice

VA 1

other (describe here)
I choose from a template's list of
possible answers/descriptors
whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and can
identify off the top of my head
I choose from a template's list of
possible answers/descriptors
everything within a pre-determined
distance of features,I choose from a
template's list of possible
answers/descriptors,other (describe
here)
everything within a pre-determined
distance of features,only what I
immediately recognize and can
identify off the top of my head
whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and can
identify off the top of my head
I choose from a template's list of
possible answers/descriptors,other
(describe here)
whatever seems most impressionable
whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and can
identify off the top of my head

VA 2

VA 3
VA 4

VA 5

VA 6

VA 7

VA 8
VA 9

VA 10
VA 11
VA 12
VA 13
VA 14

VA 16

VA 17

other (describe here)

VA 18

AR 1

AR 2

AR 3
AR 4
NY 1

NY 2
NY 3
NY 4

NY 5
NY 6
NY 7

NY 8
NY 9

NY 10
NY 11
MO 1

Only
invasives or
disturbance
related
vegetation
for site
evaluation
of integrity*

Specific
flora known
to
accompany
human
activity

Basic
vegetal
description
for giving a
picture of
site
conditions*

Records
species
indicative of
land use or
landscape
manipulatio
n or use*

Never been
required to
record
surface
vegetation*

We use our own methodology
deleloped from our own data
collection and verification, as stated
above in addition to the checked
responses.

Didn't use va form

1

and try to note dominant species and
those that might be biologically
significant.
Most forms record basic information, I
record info that gives a picture of the
site conditions. The report has more
detail.

1

only what I immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my head
everything within a pre-determined
distance of features,only what I
immediately recognize and can
identify off the top of my head
whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and can
identify off the top of my head
whatever seems most
impressionable,everything within a predetermined distance of features

whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and can
identify off the top of my head,I
choose from a template's list of
possible answers/descriptors
everything within a pre-determined
distance of features
whatever seems most impressionable
only what I immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my head
everything within a pre-determined
distance of features
everything within a pre-determined
distance of features

other (describe here)
whatever seems most impressionable
whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and can
identify off the top of my head,I
choose from a template's list of
possible answers/descriptors
everything within a pre-determined
distance of features
whatever seems most impressionable

Just vague
terms
(report may
be more
specific)*

see above

whatever seems most impressionable

everything within a pre-determined
distance of features
everything within a pre-determined
distance of features,other (describe
here)

VA 15

Record
whatever I
am told to
record by
the PI or
supervisor

any species that might be indicative of
land use or changes to the landscape
(purposeful planting of decorative
species, or the presence of invasive
opportunistic species)

1

372

1

Only what I
can identify
enough to
characterize
the larger in
stature
plant types,
or major
canopy vs.
understory
vegetation
*

Inferrence
from what
forest
succession
phase the
site is
characterize
d by*

Take photos
of or collect
specimens
of species
for off-site
identificatio
n

Only what
various
scientific
databases
or various
environmen
tal reports
generalize
about the
species
expected in
the area*

-

MO 2

MO 3
MO 4
MO 5

TN 1

TN 2

TN 3
TN 4
TN 5

TN 6
TN 7
TN 8

TN 9

WI 1

WI 2
WI 3
WI 4

Q9 When considering the vegetation Q9 Other
during a site survey for a cultural
inventory site form/CRIS form, select
whatever method(s) you apply for
determining what surface vegetation
to record. - Selected Choice

Record
whatever I
am told to
record by
the PI or
supervisor

Only
invasives or
disturbance
related
vegetation
for site
evaluation
of integrity*

Specific
flora known
to
accompany
human
activity

Basic
vegetal
description
for giving a
picture of
site
conditions*

Records
species
indicative of
land use or
landscape
manipulatio
n or use*

Just vague
terms
(report may
be more
specific)*

Never been
required to
record
surface
vegetation*

Only what I
can identify
enough to
characterize
the larger in
stature
plant types,
or major
canopy vs.
understory
vegetation
*

Inferrence
from what
forest
succession
phase the
site is
characterize
d by*

Take photos
of or collect
specimens
of species
for off-site
identificatio
n

Only what
various
scientific
databases
or various
environmen
tal reports
generalize
about the
species
expected in
the area*

only what I immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my head
only what I immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my head
other (describe here)

Vague terms only

1

only what I immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my head
whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and can
identify off the top of my head
whatever seems most
impressionable,everything within a predetermined distance of features
other (describe here)
Have never been required to do so.
everything within a pre-determined
distance of features,only what I
immediately recognize and can
identify off the top of my head,I
choose from a template's list of
possible answers/descriptors,other
(describe here)

1

sometimes custom survey sheets have
a developed set of parameters

whatever seems most
impressionable,only what I
immediately recognize and can
identify off the top of my head
I usually go for a eco-tone approach
"pine barrens" etc. and then list
other (describe here)
specific plant communities
only what I immediately recognize and
can identify off the top of my head,I
choose from a template's list of
possible answers/descriptors
I choose from a template's list of
possible answers/descriptors

1

373
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Q18

Q19

Q17 Acceptance of Interpretive Applications of Vegetation

374

VA 1

VA 2
VA 3
VA 4

VA 5
VA 6

VA 7
VA 8

VA 9
VA 10
VA 11
VA 12
VA 13
VA 14
VA 15
VA 16

VA 17
VA 18
AR 1
AR 2
AR 3
AR 4
NY 1
NY 2
NY 3
NY 4

NY 5
NY 6

Influenced by human
behavior
Recordable phenomena that
would not occur but for
human intervention.
Human caused.
Originating from human
activity.
The influence that humans
exert on anything, typically
the environment or on
crafted materials.
created all or in part by
human agency
Containing features
introduced by or as a result of
human activity.
Shaped by or created by man
in some way
Intentionally planted or
descended from intentionally
planted vegetation.
human caused

Something indirectly resulting from
human actions

Something intentionally and
indirectly resulting from humans
actions (e.g. anthropogenic fire
dependent forests)

Something unintentionally and
indirectly resulting from human
actions (e.g. ruderals innhabiting
human disturbed soil)

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

OK. I cheated and did a
google search. caused by
humans.

1

1

Changes caused by human
actions.
human effect upon the
landscape
?
Created by humans.
In terms of plants, one that
has been introduced to the
environment by human
action, both intentional
propagation and accidental
introduction.
Of human origin or present
with human assistance

Something unintentionally directly or
indirectly changed resulting from
human actions

1

caused by humans

Natural things affected by
humans
evidence of modification of
soil by human action
human-caused

Something directly or indirectly
changed resulting from human
actions

Something Intentionally and directly
or indirectly changed resulting by
human actions

Something resulting by or influence
from human actions (in a passive,
reactive, weaker, or more holistic
sense)

Something unintentionally and
directly caused by human actions
(e.g. unintentionally transporting and
sowing cheatgrass from socks)

Something intentionally and directly
caused by human actions (e.g.
cultivars- corn; plowed field and AP
horizon)

Response ID Responses to Q12 - In your
own words, give your own
definition for
"anthropogenic"

Something directly caused/created
by human actions (in an active,
concrete, and narrow sense)

Eastern State MAPS Participants Results - Q12

1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

375

1

NY 7
NY 8
NY 9
NY 10
NY 11

MO 1
MO 2
MO 3
MO 4
MO 5

TN 1

TN 2

TN 3
TN 4
TN 5

TN 6
TN 7
TN 8
TN 9

WI 1
WI 2

associated with the origin or
evolution of humans.
the human impact on the
environment or site
Significantly modified by
human activity.
created or modified by
people
altered through use or
movement by humans
Most archaeologists know
little about botany and the
drop-down lists are useful,
although more detail is
better. As for anthropogenic,
it is simply defined as humanmade ecological conditions.

Clear, substantial intervention
in the ecology
not sure I have ever used the
term, but would say it refers
to human effects on the
natural environment
Anthropogenic means
resulting from or caused by
human activities.
Evidence of various kinds
showing the human
influences on a landscape
under consideration.
anything that is the result of
human activity.

Something indirectly resulting from
human actions

Something intentionally and
indirectly resulting from humans
actions (e.g. anthropogenic fire
dependent forests)

Something unintentionally and
indirectly resulting from human
actions (e.g. ruderals innhabiting
human disturbed soil)

Something unintentionally directly or
indirectly changed resulting from
human actions

Something directly or indirectly
changed resulting from human
actions

1
1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

originating from human
influence. But with soils, my
geoarch professor would
want a more complete
answer for sure

Don't know that one wothout
looking it up
"Human created". As in soils
built up in a mound,
rockshelter or midden
context.
Generated by or significantly
affected by human activity.

Something Intentionally and directly
or indirectly changed resulting by
human actions

Something resulting by or influence
from human actions (in a passive,
reactive, weaker, or more holistic
sense)

Something unintentionally and
directly caused by human actions
(e.g. unintentionally transporting and
sowing cheatgrass from socks)

Something intentionally and directly
caused by human actions (e.g.
cultivars- corn; plowed field and AP
horizon)

Something directly caused/created
by human actions (in an active,
concrete, and narrow sense)

Response ID Responses to Q12 - In your
own words, give your own
definition for
"anthropogenic"

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

376

1

WI 3
WI 4
A landscape that is actively
being cultivated or
manipulated by humans, or
has been drastically changed
by past humans.
1
1
1

377

1
Something indirectly resulting from
human actions

Something intentionally and
indirectly resulting from humans
actions (e.g. anthropogenic fire
dependent forests)

Something unintentionally and
indirectly resulting from human
actions (e.g. ruderals innhabiting
human disturbed soil)

Something unintentionally directly or
indirectly changed resulting from
human actions

Something directly or indirectly
changed resulting from human
actions

Something Intentionally and directly
or indirectly changed resulting by
human actions

Something resulting by or influence
from human actions (in a passive,
reactive, weaker, or more holistic
sense)

Something unintentionally and
directly caused by human actions
(e.g. unintentionally transporting and
sowing cheatgrass from socks)

Something intentionally and directly
caused by human actions (e.g.
cultivars- corn; plowed field and AP
horizon)

Something directly caused/created
by human actions (in an active,
concrete, and narrow sense)

Response ID Responses to Q12 - In your
own words, give your own
definition for
"anthropogenic"

VA 1

VA 2
VA 3
VA 4

VA 5
VA 6

VA 7
VA 8

VA 9
VA 10
VA 11
VA 12
VA 13
VA 14
VA 15
VA 16

VA 17
VA 18
AR 1
AR 2
AR 3
AR 4
NY 1
NY 2
NY 3
NY 4

NY 5
NY 6
NY 7
NY 8
NY 9
NY 10
NY 11

Influenced by human
behavior
Recordable phenomena that
would not occur but for
human intervention.
Human caused.
Originating from human
activity.
The influence that humans
exert on anything, typically
the environment or on
crafted materials.
created all or in part by
human agency
Containing features
introduced by or as a result of
human activity.
Shaped by or created by man
in some way
Intentionally planted or
descended from intentionally
planted vegetation.
human caused

1

1

Human modification on the local
scale

Human modification on the (cultural)
landscape scale or regional scale

Something having to do with human's
relationship with nature

Species diversity changes due to
human activity

Qualitative changes in vegetation
patterns due to human activity (e.g.
abundance/density)

Conceived of as a soils terms

Unfamiliar term or unfamiliar with its
usage in anthropology

Environmental impacts due to land
usage

Introduced species or soils

Something disturbed by humans

Human pollutant influence on nature,
environment, or climate

Something moved or out of its
expected place/range due to human
interferrence (e.g. manuports)

Anything non-human relating to
humans, involving human contact, or
indicative of past humans on their
environment

Something by its virtue of human use
(e.g. sweetgrass in ritual use, wild
mint in eating, holly over a grave)

Something tooled by humans (e.g.
culturally modified tree)

An observable (or strong) impact on
the environment by humans

A measurable ecological impact of
humans

Response ID Responses to Q12 - In your
own words, give your own
definition for
"anthropogenic"

1

1

1

1

1

caused by humans

OK. I cheated and did a
google search. caused by
humans.
Natural things affected by
humans
evidence of modification of
soil by human action
human-caused
Changes caused by human
actions.
human effect upon the
landscape
?
Created by humans.
In terms of plants, one that
has been introduced to the
environment by human
action, both intentional
propagation and accidental
introduction.
Of human origin or present
with human assistance
associated with the origin or
evolution of humans.
the human impact on the
environment or site
Significantly modified by
human activity.
created or modified by
people
altered through use or
movement by humans

1

1

1

1
1
1

1
1

1

1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1

378

1

1

MO 1
MO 2
MO 3
MO 4
MO 5

TN 1

TN 2

TN 3
TN 4
TN 5

TN 6
TN 7
TN 8
TN 9

WI 1
WI 2

WI 3
WI 4

Most archaeologists know
little about botany and the
drop-down lists are useful,
although more detail is
better. As for anthropogenic,
it is simply defined as humanmade ecological conditions.

Clear, substantial intervention
in the ecology
not sure I have ever used the
term, but would say it refers
to human effects on the
natural environment
Anthropogenic means
resulting from or caused by
human activities.
Evidence of various kinds
showing the human
influences on a landscape
under consideration.
anything that is the result of
human activity.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Human modification on the local
scale

Human modification on the (cultural)
landscape scale or regional scale

Something having to do with human's
relationship with nature

1
1

1

1

1
1

1

Species diversity changes due to
human activity

Qualitative changes in vegetation
patterns due to human activity (e.g.
abundance/density)

1

originating from human
influence. But with soils, my
geoarch professor would
want a more complete
answer for sure

Don't know that one wothout
looking it up
"Human created". As in soils
built up in a mound,
rockshelter or midden
context.
Generated by or significantly
affected by human activity.
A landscape that is actively
being cultivated or
manipulated by humans, or
has been drastically changed
by past humans.

Conceived of as a soils terms

Unfamiliar term or unfamiliar with its
usage in anthropology

Environmental impacts due to land
usage

Introduced species or soils

Something disturbed by humans

Human pollutant influence on nature,
environment, or climate

Something moved or out of its
expected place/range due to human
interferrence (e.g. manuports)

Anything non-human relating to
humans, involving human contact, or
indicative of past humans on their
environment

Something by its virtue of human use
(e.g. sweetgrass in ritual use, wild
mint in eating, holly over a grave)

Something tooled by humans (e.g.
culturally modified tree)

An observable (or strong) impact on
the environment by humans

A measurable ecological impact of
humans

Response ID Responses to Q12 - In your
own words, give your own
definition for
"anthropogenic"

1

379

VA 6

VA 7

VA 8

1

1

1

Vegetation
1
altered by human
activity,
regardless of
intention; either
direct influence
(clearing timber
for example) or
indirect (change
due to water
pollution for
example).
created all or plant regime
1
in part by
created in part or
human
in whole by
agency
human
interference with
environment (fire,
planting, animal
herding, etc.)
Presence of
weedy
plants/disturbed
earth plants that
were, in part,
domesticated.
Containing
Vegetation
1
features
introduced by or
introduced by influenced by
or as a result human activity.
of human
activity.

1

1

1

1

VA 9

VA 10

VA 11
VA 12
VA 13
VA 14
VA 15
VA 16
VA 17

Shaped by or
created by
man in some
way
Intentionally
planted or
descended
from
intentionally
planted
vegetation.
human
caused

Vegetation as the 1
result of humans

caused by
humans

same as above.

1

intentionally
planted
vegetation

1

plants put there
by humans

1

OK. I cheated vegetation or
1
and did a
vegetation
google search. patterns resulting
caused by
from intentional
humans.
or unintentional
human action.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

380

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Vegetation used by humans (e.g.
sweetgrass in ritual use, wild mint in
eating, holly over a grave)

1

Vegetation tooled by humans (e.g.
culturally modified tree)

1

An observable (or strong) impact on
the environment by humans

1

A measurable ecological impact of
humans

Vegetation indirectly resulting from
human actions

1

The influence
that humans
exert on
anything,
typically the
environment
or on crafted
materials.

Vegetation intentionally and
indirectly resulting from humans
actions (e.g. anthropogenic fire
dependent forests)

1

VA 5

Vegetation unintentionally and
indirectly resulting from human
actions (e.g. ruderals innhabiting
human disturbed soil)

1

Originating
from human
activity.

1

1

Vegetation that 1
would not occur
at a specific
location but for
human
intervention.
Human
1
introduced and
human assisted
vegetation.
Vegetation
1
resulting from the
actions of people.
I would include
things like crops,
ornamental
flowers, orchards,
etc.

VA 4

Vegetation unintentionally directly or
indirectly changed resulting from
human actions

Recordable
phenomena
that would
not occur but
for human
intervention.
Human
caused.

Vegetation directly or indirectly
changed resulting from human actions

VA 2

Vegetation Intentionally and directly
or indirectly changed resulting by
human actions

Influenced by Vegetation in a
1
human
sample whose
behavior
taxonomic
composition or
morphology has
been influence by
human behavior.

Vegetation resulting by or influence
from human actions (in a passive,
reactive, weaker, or more holistic
sense)

VA 1

VA 3

Q13 In your own
words, how do
you define
anthropogenic
vegetation?

Vegetation unintentionally and
directly caused by human actions (e.g.
unintentionally transporting and
sowing cheatgrass from socks)

Q12 In your
own words,
how do you
define
anthropogeni
sm?

Vegetation directly caused/created by
human actions (in an active, concrete,
and narrow sense)

Responder

Vegetation intentionally and directly
caused by human actions (e.g.
cultivars- corn; plowed field and AP
horizon)

Eastern State MAPS Participants Results - Q13

In an
archaeological
setting vegetation that
would otherwise
not be present
unless introduced
by humans

1

AR 3

humancaused

domesticated

1

Changes
caused by
human
actions.

1) Introduced
1
vegetation
2) Alteration of
natural
vegetation due to
disturbances
caused by land
clearing, building,
or burning.

1

1

1

1

NY 3

NY 4

NY 5

NY 6

NY 7

NY 8

NY 9

NY 10

human effect stuff we
upon the
purposely planted
landscape
and stuff we
inadvertently
caused to grow
?
stop being an
academic - in the
real world of CRM
these terms are
NOT used.
Created by
Vegetation
humans.
patterns that
exists due to the
human actions.
In terms of
Same as above.
plants, one
that has been
introduced to
the
environment
by human
action, both
intentional
propagation
and
accidental
introduction.
Of human
Something
origin or
present because
present with of human
human
assistance. For
assistance
example, now
perennial
daffodils
associated
Vegetation that
with the
influenced the
origin or
development of
evolution of humans.
humans.
the human
The way in which
impact on the human activity
environment may have altered
or site
the present
vegetation on a
site.
Significantly In NYS, there are
modified by no virgin (i.e.
human
unmodified by
activity.
human activity)
forests or
grasslands.
Therefore, all
vegetation is
anthropogenic.
created or
same as above
modified by
people

1

Vegetation used by humans (e.g.
sweetgrass in ritual use, wild mint in
eating, holly over a grave)

Vegetation tooled by humans (e.g.
culturally modified tree)

An observable (or strong) impact on
the environment by humans

A measurable ecological impact of
humans

Vegetation indirectly resulting from
human actions

Vegetation intentionally and
indirectly resulting from humans
actions (e.g. anthropogenic fire
dependent forests)

Vegetation unintentionally and
indirectly resulting from human
actions (e.g. ruderals innhabiting
human disturbed soil)

Vegetation directly or indirectly
changed resulting from human actions

Vegetation unintentionally directly or
indirectly changed resulting from
human actions

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

evidence of
modification
of soil by
human action

NY 2

Vegetation Intentionally and directly
or indirectly changed resulting by
human actions

1

AR 2

AR 4
NY 1

Vegetation resulting by or influence
from human actions (in a passive,
reactive, weaker, or more holistic
sense)

Vegetation that 1
has been
influenced or
altered by human
activity.
Natural things Plants affected by
affected by
humans.
humans

Vegetation unintentionally and
directly caused by human actions (e.g.
unintentionally transporting and
sowing cheatgrass from socks)

VA 18

AR 1

Q13 In your own
words, how do
you define
anthropogenic
vegetation?

Vegetation intentionally and directly
caused by human actions (e.g.
cultivars- corn; plowed field and AP
horizon)

Q12 In your
own words,
how do you
define
anthropogeni
sm?

Vegetation directly caused/created by
human actions (in an active, concrete,
and narrow sense)

Responder

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

381

1

MO 1

MO 2
MO 3
MO 4
MO 5

vegetation
1
outside of its
natural range due
to behavior of
humans
Most
This is a very
archaeologists loaded question
know little
and I do not have
about botany the time to go
and the drop- into it.
down lists are
useful,
although
more detail is
better. As for
anthropogeni
c, it is simply
defined as
human-made
ecological
conditions.

Clear,
-Would only be a
substantial
guessintervention
in the ecology

TN 1

not sure I
have ever
used the
term, but
would say it
refers to
human effects
on the natural
environment

non-native plant
species
introduced by
human actions

1

TN 2

Anthropogeni
c means
resulting from
or caused by
human
activities.

Vegetation
1
directly or
indirectly
attributable to
human alteration
of the landscape.

TN 3

Evidence of
various kinds
showing the
human
influences on
a landscape
under
consideration.

Plants that can be 1
connected to
human action on
the landscape. I
would consider
virtually all of the
vegetation on the
landscapes I
typically deal with
the be
anthropogenic at
this point-- the
value of recording
them depends on
whether they can
be tied to specific
kinds of
anthropogenic
activities or not.

1

TN 4

anything that
is the result of
human
activity.

Broad-reaching
term. Could refer
to something as
obviously
intentional and
orderly as
agricultural fields
or garden plots,
but could also
range as far as
identifying areas
of new- or
disturbed-growth
that was a result
of intentional or
unintentional
burning or other
land-modification.

1

1

1

1

1

TN 5

382

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Vegetation used by humans (e.g.
sweetgrass in ritual use, wild mint in
eating, holly over a grave)

Vegetation tooled by humans (e.g.
culturally modified tree)

An observable (or strong) impact on
the environment by humans

A measurable ecological impact of
humans

Vegetation indirectly resulting from
human actions

Vegetation intentionally and
indirectly resulting from humans
actions (e.g. anthropogenic fire
dependent forests)

Vegetation unintentionally and
indirectly resulting from human
actions (e.g. ruderals innhabiting
human disturbed soil)

1

Vegetation unintentionally directly or
indirectly changed resulting from
human actions

1

Vegetation directly or indirectly
changed resulting from human actions

1

Vegetation Intentionally and directly
or indirectly changed resulting by
human actions

1

Vegetation resulting by or influence
from human actions (in a passive,
reactive, weaker, or more holistic
sense)

altered
through use
or movement
by humans

Vegetation unintentionally and
directly caused by human actions (e.g.
unintentionally transporting and
sowing cheatgrass from socks)

NY 11

Q13 In your own
words, how do
you define
anthropogenic
vegetation?

Vegetation intentionally and directly
caused by human actions (e.g.
cultivars- corn; plowed field and AP
horizon)

Q12 In your
own words,
how do you
define
anthropogeni
sm?

Vegetation directly caused/created by
human actions (in an active, concrete,
and narrow sense)

Responder

Q12 In your
own words,
how do you
define
anthropogeni
sm?
Q13 In your own
words, how do
you define
anthropogenic
vegetation?

TN 6
originating
from human
influence. But
with soils, my
geoarch
professor
would want a
more
complete
answer for
sure
Never thought of
it, so not in my
lexicon, but the
concept seems

TN 7
TN 8
TN 9

Don't know
that one
wothout
looking it up
"Human
created". As
in soils built
up in a
mound,
rockshelter or
midden
context.
Have to look it up
don't know.

WI 1

WI 2

WI 3
Human created.
This could be
something like
row agriculture,
or for instance
the dominance of
apple/cherry
trees and lilac
bushes on
abandoned
historic
homestead sites.
Generated by Plant growth
1
or
whose
significantly characteristics are
affected by
significantly
human
affected by
activity.
human activity.
A landscape Crops, gardens,
that is actively landscaped yards
being
cultivated or
manipulated
by humans, or
has been
drastically
changed by
past humans.
1

1

WI 4

383
1

1

1

Vegetation used by humans (e.g.
sweetgrass in ritual use, wild mint in
eating, holly over a grave)

Vegetation tooled by humans (e.g.
culturally modified tree)

An observable (or strong) impact on
the environment by humans

A measurable ecological impact of
humans

Vegetation indirectly resulting from
human actions

Vegetation intentionally and
indirectly resulting from humans
actions (e.g. anthropogenic fire
dependent forests)

Vegetation unintentionally and
indirectly resulting from human
actions (e.g. ruderals innhabiting
human disturbed soil)

Vegetation unintentionally directly or
indirectly changed resulting from
human actions

Vegetation directly or indirectly
changed resulting from human actions

Vegetation Intentionally and directly
or indirectly changed resulting by
human actions

Vegetation resulting by or influence
from human actions (in a passive,
reactive, weaker, or more holistic
sense)

Vegetation unintentionally and
directly caused by human actions (e.g.
unintentionally transporting and
sowing cheatgrass from socks)

Vegetation intentionally and directly
caused by human actions (e.g.
cultivars- corn; plowed field and AP
horizon)

Vegetation directly caused/created by
human actions (in an active, concrete,
and narrow sense)

Responder

VA 4

Originating
from human
activity.

VA 5

The influence
that humans
exert on
anything,
typically the
environment
or on crafted
materials.

VA 6

VA 7

VA 8

VA 9

VA 10

VA 11
VA 12
VA 13
VA 14
VA 15
VA 16
VA 17

Vegetation that
would not occur
at a specific
location but for
human
intervention.
Human
introduced and
human assisted
vegetation.
Vegetation
resulting from the
actions of people.
I would include
things like crops,
ornamental
flowers, orchards,
etc.

Cultivated or crop plants

Human modification on the local scale

Human modification on the (cultural)
landscape scale or regional scale

Something having to do with human's
relationship with nature

Species diversity changes due to
human activity

Conceived of as a soils terms

Qualitative changes in vegetation
patterns due to human activity (e.g.
abundance/density)

Unfamiliar term or unfamiliar with its
usage in anthropology

Environmental impacts due to land
usage

Recordable
phenomena
that would
not occur but
for human
intervention.
Human
caused.

Introduced (non-native) species (e.g.
weedy or otherwise)

VA 2

environment, or climate

Influenced by Vegetation in a
human
sample whose
behavior
taxonomic
composition or
morphology has
been influence by
human behavior.

Species associated disturbance caused
by humans

VA 1

VA 3

Q13 In your own
words, how do
you define
anthropogenic
vegetation?

Species moved or out of its expected
place/range and needing human
agency for its propagation or dispersal
outside expected areas (e.g. can be
nativepollutant
or non-native,bulb
or clonally
Human
influence on
nature,

Q12 In your
own words,
how do you
define
anthropogeni
sm?

Vegetation relating to humans,
vegetation involving human contact,
or indicative of past humans on their
environment

Responder

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Vegetation
altered by human
activity,
regardless of
intention; either
direct influence
(clearing timber
for example) or
indirect (change
due to water
pollution for
example).
created all or plant regime
1
in part by
created in part or
human
in whole by
agency
human
interference with
environment (fire,
planting, animal
herding, etc.)
Presence of
weedy
plants/disturbed
earth plants that
were, in part,
domesticated.
Containing
Vegetation
features
introduced by or
introduced by influenced by
or as a result human activity.
of human
activity.

1

Shaped by or
created by
man in some
way
Intentionally
planted or
descended
from
intentionally
planted
vegetation.
human
caused

Vegetation as the 1
result of humans

caused by
humans

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

same as above.

1

intentionally
planted
vegetation

1

plants put there
by humans

1

OK. I cheated vegetation or
and did a
vegetation
google search. patterns resulting
caused by
from intentional
humans.
or unintentional
human action.

1

1
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1

1

1

1

1

1

human effect stuff we
upon the
purposely planted
landscape
and stuff we
inadvertently
caused to grow
?
stop being an
academic - in the
real world of CRM
these terms are
NOT used.
Created by
Vegetation
humans.
patterns that
exists due to the
human actions.
In terms of
Same as above.
plants, one
that has been
introduced to
the
environment
by human
action, both
intentional
propagation
and
accidental
introduction.
Of human
Something
origin or
present because
present with of human
human
assistance. For
assistance
example, now
perennial
daffodils
associated
Vegetation that
with the
influenced the
origin or
development of
evolution of humans.
humans.
the human
The way in which 1
impact on the human activity
environment may have altered
or site
the present
vegetation on a
site.
Significantly In NYS, there are 1
modified by no virgin (i.e.
human
unmodified by
activity.
human activity)
forests or
grasslands.
Therefore, all
vegetation is
anthropogenic.
created or
same as above
1
modified by
people

1

NY 2

NY 3

NY 4

NY 5

NY 6

NY 7

NY 8

NY 9

NY 10

1

1

Cultivated or crop plants

1) Introduced
1
vegetation
2) Alteration of
natural
vegetation due to
disturbances
caused by land
clearing, building,
or burning.

1

Human modification on the local scale

Changes
caused by
human
actions.

1

Human modification on the (cultural)
landscape scale or regional scale

domesticated

1

Something having to do with human's
relationship with nature

humancaused

AR 4
NY 1

Species diversity changes due to
human activity

AR 3

1

Conceived of as a soils terms

1

1

Qualitative changes in vegetation
patterns due to human activity (e.g.
abundance/density)

In an
archaeological
setting vegetation that
would otherwise
not be present
unless introduced
by humans

1

Unfamiliar term or unfamiliar with its
usage in anthropology

evidence of
modification
of soil by
human action

Environmental impacts due to land
usage

AR 2

Introduced (non-native) species (e.g.
weedy or otherwise)

1

environment, or climate

Vegetation that 1
has been
influenced or
altered by human
activity.
Natural things Plants affected by 1
affected by
humans.
humans

Species associated disturbance caused
by humans

VA 18

AR 1

Q13 In your own
words, how do
you define
anthropogenic
vegetation?

Species moved or out of its expected
place/range and needing human
agency for its propagation or dispersal
outside expected areas (e.g. can be
nativepollutant
or non-native,bulb
or clonally
Human
influence on
nature,

Q12 In your
own words,
how do you
define
anthropogeni
sm?

Vegetation relating to humans,
vegetation involving human contact,
or indicative of past humans on their
environment

Responder

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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1

1

MO 1

MO 2
MO 3
MO 4
MO 5

vegetation
outside of its
natural range due
to behavior of
humans
Most
This is a very
archaeologists loaded question
know little
and I do not have
about botany the time to go
and the drop- into it.
down lists are
useful,
although
more detail is
better. As for
anthropogeni
c, it is simply
defined as
human-made
ecological
conditions.

1

not sure I
have ever
used the
term, but
would say it
refers to
human effects
on the natural
environment

non-native plant
species
introduced by
human actions

TN 2

Anthropogeni
c means
resulting from
or caused by
human
activities.

Vegetation
1
directly or
indirectly
attributable to
human alteration
of the landscape.

TN 3

Evidence of
various kinds
showing the
human
influences on
a landscape
under
consideration.

Plants that can be 1
connected to
human action on
the landscape. I
would consider
virtually all of the
vegetation on the
landscapes I
typically deal with
the be
anthropogenic at
this point-- the
value of recording
them depends on
whether they can
be tied to specific
kinds of
anthropogenic
activities or not.

TN 4

anything that
is the result of
human
activity.

Broad-reaching
1
term. Could refer
to something as
obviously
intentional and
orderly as
agricultural fields
or garden plots,
but could also
range as far as
identifying areas
of new- or
disturbed-growth
that was a result
of intentional or
unintentional
burning or other
land-modification.

Cultivated or crop plants

Human modification on the local scale

Human modification on the (cultural)
landscape scale or regional scale

Something having to do with human's
relationship with nature

Species diversity changes due to
human activity

Conceived of as a soils terms

Qualitative changes in vegetation
patterns due to human activity (e.g.
abundance/density)

1

1

Clear,
-Would only be a
substantial
guessintervention
in the ecology

TN 1

Unfamiliar term or unfamiliar with its
usage in anthropology

Environmental impacts due to land
usage

Introduced (non-native) species (e.g.
weedy or otherwise)

environment, or climate

altered
through use
or movement
by humans

Species associated disturbance caused
by humans

NY 11

Q13 In your own
words, how do
you define
anthropogenic
vegetation?

Species moved or out of its expected
place/range and needing human
agency for its propagation or dispersal
outside expected areas (e.g. can be
nativepollutant
or non-native,bulb
or clonally
Human
influence on
nature,

Q12 In your
own words,
how do you
define
anthropogeni
sm?

Vegetation relating to humans,
vegetation involving human contact,
or indicative of past humans on their
environment

Responder

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

TN 5

386

1

1

1

1

1

1

WI 1

WI 2

WI 3

Human created.
This could be
something like
row agriculture,
or for instance
the dominance of
apple/cherry
trees and lilac
bushes on
abandoned
historic
homestead sites.
Generated by Plant growth
or
whose
significantly characteristics are
affected by
significantly
human
affected by
activity.
human activity.
A landscape Crops, gardens,
that is actively landscaped yards
being
cultivated or
manipulated
by humans, or
has been
drastically
changed by
past humans.

1

Cultivated or crop plants

Human modification on the local scale

Human modification on the (cultural)
landscape scale or regional scale

Something having to do with human's
relationship with nature

Species diversity changes due to
human activity

1

Conceived of as a soils terms

Have to look it up
don't know.

Qualitative changes in vegetation
patterns due to human activity (e.g.
abundance/density)

Don't know
that one
wothout
looking it up
"Human
created". As
in soils built
up in a
mound,
rockshelter or
midden
context.

TN 7
TN 8
TN 9

Unfamiliar term or unfamiliar with its
usage in anthropology
1

Environmental impacts due to land
usage

Never thought of
it, so not in my
lexicon, but the
concept seems

Introduced (non-native) species (e.g.
weedy or otherwise)

originating
from human
influence. But
with soils, my
geoarch
professor
would want a
more
complete
answer for
sure

environment, or climate

TN 6

Species associated disturbance caused
by humans

Q13 In your own
words, how do
you define
anthropogenic
vegetation?

Species moved or out of its expected
place/range and needing human
agency for its propagation or dispersal
outside expected areas (e.g. can be
nativepollutant
or non-native,bulb
or clonally
Human
influence on
nature,

Q12 In your
own words,
how do you
define
anthropogeni
sm?

Vegetation relating to humans,
vegetation involving human contact,
or indicative of past humans on their
environment

Responder

1

1

1

WI 4
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VA 1
VA 2

VA 3
VA 4

VA 5
VA 6
VA 7
VA 8

VA 9

VA 10
VA 11
VA 12
VA 13
VA 14
VA 15
VA 16

Again, I do not use the notion
"site" in the collection of field
data.
No
Proper identification guides,
for each class of vegetation,
i.e., trees, grasses, etc.,
no
Personally, no. For most
archaeologists, what they lack
is training in what is relevant
and what is just descriptive,
and some knowledge of
geoarchaeology works hand in
hand with vegetation to make
a correct, and complete site
analysis.
no
Knowledge and training.
No
More details about vegetation
end up in the CRM report
because there's not much
room on the site inventory
form for this level of
information, but I don't think
that's a bad thing.
Yes, I have some minimal
botany experience which I
attained completely
independently of my
archaeological education,
training and experience. I've
never had anyone attempt to
train me in plant identification,
no one I work with is
competent in plant
identification, and we have no
field resources to aid in plant
identification.

AR 1

AR 2

AR 3
AR 4
NY 1

1
1

1

1

1

1

NY 2
NY 3
NY 4

NY 5

Either reports, narrative sections of site forms, or
other sections in site forms are better suited for
detailing vegetation

1

1

1
1

no

1

1

1
Yes, since most of my survey
work is done in the rivers and
bays of the mid-Atlantic, where
underwater visibility is rarely
more than a few inches.
I need to learn more about
types of plants and what's non
native
Not familiar with all types of
vegetation that could serve as
indicators
Lack of
botanical/environmental
knowledge

basic plant identification
difficulties, lack of varietal
knowledge
No
No
I have some knowledge of
plant species, but no formal
training. Hanging out with
landscape architects has been
very instructive.

No one knows how to use/interpret the vegetal
information and so minimal effort is put into
describing it.

1
1

No. There are plenty of text
boxes to record pertinent data.

VA 18

Not enough room to describe plants adequately

1

no

VA 17

The purpose of recording surface vegetation on site
forms is unclear

Not enough data on the subject to prioritize it

Site forms, when asking about surface vegetation,
prioritize "natural" or non-anthropogenic vegetation

Database compatibility issues with the options and
language available for standardizing description.

"Hinderance" is not the issue, rather a different
technique for accounting for plants or other
environmental factors is is needed than surface
vegetation

Lack of Clarity of what Anthropogenic Vegetation Is

Lack of Training in what to look for (e.g.
indicators/site associated plants), such as what are
anthropogenic vegetation and what do they mean?

Only obvious human associated plants are useful,
such as expected plants at historic sites or in the
case of ornamental exotics

Difficulty in ascertaining the antiquity of plants being
where they are due to humans (particularly if native
species).

Non-native invasives (e.g. cheatgrass) spread from
graze leasing on public lands take over the meaninful
plants at archaeological sites

Only those that can be genetically tested as being
genetically modified by humans from cultivation
matter

It's Perceived Lack of Usefulness

Little to no perceived usefulness at Prehistoric sites

Lack of time, resources, or interest

Environmental Conditions (Seasonal Issues, Fire, and
obstructed views due to overgrowth) as hindrances

Lack of locally relevant and user-friendly plant
identification guides

Q15 Would you say anything
hinders you from effectively
recognizing, identifying, and
recording anthropogenic
surface vegetation on a site
form/CRIS form or related
documentation? If yes, please
briefly describe what obstacles
you face, if no, then just say
no.

No hindrances

Response ID

Lack of Personal Botanical Knowledge/Training

Eastern State MAPS Participants Results - Q15

1

1

1

1

1

1
1
1

1
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1

1

NY 6
NY 7
NY 8
NY 9

NY 10
NY 11
MO 1
MO 2
MO 3
MO 4

Season, leaf litter, other
surface instructions, lack of
familiarity with indigenous
species in area
no
No
No
I guess the format and
selections limit what can be
described however more
detailed observations could be
described in the narrative of
the report.
no
No.

Either reports, narrative sections of site forms, or
other sections in site forms are better suited for
detailing vegetation

No one knows how to use/interpret the vegetal
information and so minimal effort is put into
describing it.

Not enough room to describe plants adequately

The purpose of recording surface vegetation on site
forms is unclear

Not enough data on the subject to prioritize it

Site forms, when asking about surface vegetation,
prioritize "natural" or non-anthropogenic vegetation

Database compatibility issues with the options and
language available for standardizing description.

"Hinderance" is not the issue, rather a different
technique for accounting for plants or other
environmental factors is is needed than surface
vegetation

Lack of Clarity of what Anthropogenic Vegetation Is

Lack of Training in what to look for (e.g.
indicators/site associated plants), such as what are
anthropogenic vegetation and what do they mean?

Only obvious human associated plants are useful,
such as expected plants at historic sites or in the
case of ornamental exotics

Difficulty in ascertaining the antiquity of plants being
where they are due to humans (particularly if native
species).

Non-native invasives (e.g. cheatgrass) spread from
graze leasing on public lands take over the meaninful
plants at archaeological sites

Only those that can be genetically tested as being
genetically modified by humans from cultivation
matter

It's Perceived Lack of Usefulness

Little to no perceived usefulness at Prehistoric sites

Lack of time, resources, or interest

Environmental Conditions (Seasonal Issues, Fire, and
obstructed views due to overgrowth) as hindrances

Lack of locally relevant and user-friendly plant
identification guides

Lack of Personal Botanical Knowledge/Training

Q15 Would you say anything
hinders you from effectively
recognizing, identifying, and
recording anthropogenic
surface vegetation on a site
form/CRIS form or related
documentation? If yes, please
briefly describe what obstacles
you face, if no, then just say
no.

No hindrances

Response ID

1
1
1
1

1

1

1

1
1

Lack of signs of active or recent
plowing or recent buildings
MO 5

TN 1

TN 2
TN 3

TN 4
TN 5

1
not entirely relevant to my
current status, but most
archaeologist I know are not
very proficient in identifying
plants, native or otherwise.
The greatest hindrance I have
encountered is seasonal. For
example, late fall/winter might
have the best surface
exposure, but show little in the
way of vegetation. Spring/
summer vegetation can
impede survey work.
I include whatever I feel
appropriate in the text part.
In a non-academic setting, I'm
sure many people don't see
much value in utilizing modern
vegetation to understand
prehistoric and historic
archaeological sites. That is
not to say that it doesn't have
value. However, especially in
the private sector time, money,
and (lack of) knowledge of
modern vegetative growth may
all be considered all a burden
in taking the time to add this
information to site reports.
Also, there needs to be
information regarding the
modern background ecology
(i.e. the general growth outside
of a site) that can be compared
to what is identified within the
boundaries of a site. That
would make statements about
site vegetation much stronger.
Too, there should be a way to
evaluate if a modern site
vegetation survey would be
helpful especially if a site has
been greatly modified or

1

1
1

1

1
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Response ID

TN 6
TN 7
TN 8
TN 9

WI 1
WI 2

WI 3
WI 4
No
I am not a trained or expert
plant biologist or forester, as
such I have to rely on field
guides and my own limited
knowledge.
Minimal botanical training.
Anthropogenic surface
vegetation does not appear as
its own field on site forms.
Rather, anthropogenic surface
vegetation is represented in
other fields such as farmland,
yard, etc.

Yes, it is rare that we have a
biologist or anyone really
trained in plant ID in the field
or as part of the form
development team.
I was a park ranger, and
consider myself to have above
average skill in plant ID, but do
not have the expertise that is
necessary to make informed
decisions on what to
include/exclude
1

390
1
1

1
Either reports, narrative sections of site forms, or
other sections in site forms are better suited for
detailing vegetation

No one knows how to use/interpret the vegetal
information and so minimal effort is put into
describing it.

Not enough room to describe plants adequately

The purpose of recording surface vegetation on site
forms is unclear

Site forms, when asking about surface vegetation,
prioritize "natural" or non-anthropogenic vegetation

Not enough data on the subject to prioritize it

Database compatibility issues with the options and
language available for standardizing description.

"Hinderance" is not the issue, rather a different
technique for accounting for plants or other
environmental factors is is needed than surface
vegetation

Lack of Clarity of what Anthropogenic Vegetation Is

Lack of Training in what to look for (e.g.
indicators/site associated plants), such as what are
anthropogenic vegetation and what do they mean?

Only obvious human associated plants are useful,
such as expected plants at historic sites or in the
case of ornamental exotics

Difficulty in ascertaining the antiquity of plants being
where they are due to humans (particularly if native
species).

Non-native invasives (e.g. cheatgrass) spread from
graze leasing on public lands take over the meaninful
plants at archaeological sites

Only those that can be genetically tested as being
genetically modified by humans from cultivation
matter

Little to no perceived usefulness at Prehistoric sites

It's Perceived Lack of Usefulness

Lack of time, resources, or interest

Environmental Conditions (Seasonal Issues, Fire, and
obstructed views due to overgrowth) as hindrances

Lack of locally relevant and user-friendly plant
identification guides

Lack of Personal Botanical Knowledge/Training

No hindrances

Q15 Would you say anything
hinders you from effectively
recognizing, identifying, and
recording anthropogenic
surface vegetation on a site
form/CRIS form or related
documentation? If yes, please
briefly describe what obstacles
you face, if no, then just say
no.

1

1

1
1

1
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Select States’ MAPS Results - VDU vs. NVDU Tendencies
Montana
More VDUs were academic (VDU 66.67%;
NVDU 43.75%); More VDUs were Private
(VDU 50%; 31.25%)

Nevada
More VDUs were academic (VDU
55.56%; NVDU 20%); More NVDUs were
Private (NVDU 100%; VDU 66.67%)

Notes by botanical resources More of the NVDUs used N. Amer plant
used
guides (NVDU 33.33%; VDU 16.67% );
More of the VDUs use the assistance of a
botanists or botanically experienced
person (VDU 50%; NVDU 0%)

More VDUs used N. Amer plant guides
(VDU 50%; NVDU 25%); More VDUs used
regional plant guides (VDU 75%; 56.25%);
More VDUs used plant type guides (VDU
50%; NVDU 25%); More VDUs used the
assistance of botanists or botanically
experiences person (VDU 66.67%; NVDU
43.75%); More VDUs collected or
recorded plants and used herbarium
specimens to make an identification (VDU
25% ; NVDU 0%)

More NVDUs use institutional template
options (NVDU 40%; VDU 12.5%); More
VDUs used the help of botanists or a
botanically experienced person (VDU
50%; NVDU 0%)

Notes by noticing plant-site
associations

More VDUs were likely to notice plants
associated with sites (VDU 91.67%; NVDU
62.5%; More NVDUs were more likely to
not notice plants associated with sites
(NVDU 37.5%; VDU 8.33%)

More VDUs were likey to notice plants
associated with sites (VDU 100%; NVDU
80%); More NVDUs did not noticed
plants associated with sites (NVDU 20%;
VDU 0%)

Notes by method of what to NVDUs were more likely to record only the
record
most impressionable vegetation (NVDU
50%; VDU 38.89%); VDUs were more liekly
to record vegetation based on a predetermined distance of features (VDU
27.78; NVDU 0%); NVDUs were more likely
to record vegetation they could
immediately identify (NVDU 83.33%; VDU
44.44%); VDUs were more likely to choose
template options (VDU 27.78%; NVDU 0%)

NVDUs were more likely to record only
vegetation they could immediately
identify (NVDU 66.67%; VDU 33.33%);
NVDUs were more likely to include
vegetation from template options (NVDU
20%; VDU 0%)

More NVDUs were likely to record only
the most impressionable vegetation
(NVDU 40%; VDU 22.22%); More NVDUs
were likely to record vegetation within a
pre-determined distance of features
(NVDU 20%; VDU 0%); More NVDUs
were likely to record immediately
recognizable vegetation (NVDU 80%;
VDU 33.33%)

Notes on perceived research NVDUs were more likely to view vague
usefulness of institution
institutional template options as
template options
somewhat useful for researchers (NVDU
33.33%; VDU 11.11%)

NVDUs were more likely to view vague
institutional template otions as irrelevant
for researchers (NVDU 18.75%; VDU 0%);
VDUs were view vague institutional
template options as somewhat useful for
researchers (VDU 91.67%; NVDU 68.75%)

More NVDUs were likely to view vague
institutional template options as useless
(NVDU 20%; VDU 0%); More NVDUs
were likely to view vague insitutional
template options as irrelevant (NVDU
20%; 0%); More VDUs were likely to
view vague institutional template
options as somewhat useful (VDU
89.89%; NVDU 60%)

Notes on perceived research NVDUs were more likely to view vague
usefulness of freeform
freeform vegetal descriptions as
descriptions
somewhat useful for researchers (NVDU
33.33%; VDU 11.11%)

no notable differences

Notes by sector

Notes on regularly looking
for anthropogenic plants

Colorado
More of the Academia exp'd were NVDUs
(NVDU 57.14%; VDU 38.89%); More of the
Private exp'd were VDUs (VDU 88.89%;
NVDU 71.43%)

More VDUs were likely to notice plants
associated with sites (VDU 83.33%; NVDU
57.14%); NVDUs were more likely not to
notice plants associated with sites (NVDU
42.86%; VDU 16.67% )

VDUs were more likely to look for
anthropogenic surface vegetation at sites
(VDU 72.22%; NVDU 50%); NVDUs were
more likely not to look for anthropogenic
surface vegetation (NVDU 50%; VDU
27.78% )

More NVDUs were likely to view vague
freeform vegetal descriptions as useless
(NVDU 20%; VDU 0%); More NVDUs
were likely to view vague freeform
vegetal descriptions as irrelevant (NVDU
20%; 0%); More VDUs were likely to
view vague freeform vegetal
descriptions as somewhat useful (VDU
100%; NVDU 40%)
VDUs were more likely to look for
VDUs were more likely to look for
anthropogenic surface vegetation at sites anthropogenic surface vegetation at
(VDU 75%; NVDU 50%); NVDUs were
sites (VDU50%; NVDU 20%); NVDUs
more likely not to look for anthropogenic were more likely not to look for
surface vegetation (NVDU 50%; VDU 25% anthropogenic surface vegetation
)
(NVDU 80%; VDU 50% )
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Notes on interpretive
applications of surf. Veg

NVDUs were more likely to accept the
usage of vegetal patterns in aerial reconn.
(NVDU 100%; 83.33%); VDUs were more
likely to accept the usage of vegetation for
finding sites or features (VDU 94.44%;
NVDU 66.67%); VDUs were more likely to
accept the usage of vegetation regarding
trade and exchange (VDU 50%; NVDU
33.33%); VDUs were more likely to accept
the usage of vegetation regarding the
indication of past human activities (VDU
83.33%; NVDU 50%); NVDUs were more
likely to accept the usage of vegetation
regarding place-making (NVDU 50%;
38.89%); VDUs were more likely to accept
the usage of vegetation regarding belief
(VDU 33.33%; NVDU 16.67%)

VDUs were more likely to accept the
usage of vegetation in human migration
or ethnic markers (VDU 63.64%; NVDU
31.25%); VDUs were more likely to use
vegetation regarding past subsistence
strategies (VDU 90.91%; NVDU 62.5%);
VDUs were more likely to accept the use
of vegetation for past attitudes towards
landscape and the environment (VDU
63.64%; 25%); VDUs were more likely to
accept the use of vegetation in placemaking (VDU 54.55%; NVDU 6.25%);
VDUs were more likely to accept the use
of vegetation regarding belief (VDU
81.82%; NVDU 25%); VDUs were more
likely to accept the use of vegetation
regarding gender and labor (VDU 54.55%;
NVDU 12.50%)

VDUs were more likely to accept the use
of vegetation in aerial recon. (VDU 75%;
NVDU 60%); VDUs were more likely to
accept the use of vegetal site/feature
indicators (VDU 100%; NVDU 60%);
VDUs were more likely to accept the use
of vegetation in human migration and
ethnic markers (VDU 37.5%; NVDU 0%);
VDUs were more likely to accept the use
of vegetation in boundaries (VDU 87.5%;
NVDU 60%); VDUs were more likely to
accept the use of vegetation on past
attitudes towards the landsc. and
enviro. (VDU 50%; NVDU 20%); VDUs
were more likely to accept the use of
vegetation in place-making (VDU 75%;
NVDU 20%); VDUs were more likely to
accept the use of vegetation in labor and
gender (VDU 50%; NVDU 0%)

Notes on accuracy and
reliability

no notable differences

no notable differences

NVDUs were more likely to view the
prevailing approach to documenting
vegetation is accurate and reliable
(NVDU 40%; VDU 28.57%)

Notes on phytoarch
resources

no notable differences

no notable differences

NVDUs were more likely to be
somewhat interested in botanical
resources geared towards archaeologists
(NVDU 100%; VDU 25%); VDUs were
very interested in botanical resources
geared towards archaeologists (VDU
75%; NVDU 0%)
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New York
NVDUs were more likely to be academic
(NVDU 62.5%; VDU 33.33%); NVDUs were
more likely to be Private (NVDU 87.5%;
VDU 33.33%); VDUs were more likely to
be government (VDU 100%; NVDU 50%)

Oregon
More VDUs were likely to be academic
(VDU 57.14%; NVDU 33.33%); More
VDUs were likely to be government
(VDU 78.57%; NVDU 33.33%)

Virginia
More VDUs are likely government (VDU
77.78%; NVDU 42.86%); More NVDUs
were likely to be private (NVDU
85.71%; VDU 66.67% )

Notes by botanical resources More VDUs used N. Americ plant guides
used
(VDU 33.33%; NVDU 14.29%); More VDUs
used regional plant guides (VDU 33.33%;
NVDU 14.29%); More VDUs used plant
type guides (VDU 66.67%; NVDU 0%);
More NVDUs used institutional template
options for vegetation (NVDU 28.57%;
VDU 0%); More VDUs used the assistance
of a botanist or other botanically
experience person (VDU 33.33%; NVDU
14.29%)

More VDUs were likely to use regional
plant field guides (VDU 85.71%; NVDU
66.67%); More VDUs were likely to use
plant type guides (VDU 50%; NVDU
33.33%); More VDUs were likely to use
institutional template options (VDU
21.43%; NVDU 0%); More VDUs were
likely to use the assistance of a
botanists or other botanically
experienced person (VDU 64.29%;
NVDU 33.33%)

More VDUs were likely to use N. Amer.
Plant guides (VDU 22.22%; NVDU 0%);
More VDUs were likely to use regional
plant field guides (VDU 33.33%; NVDU
16.67%); More VDUs were likely to use
plant type guides (VDU 33.33%; NVDU
0%); More VDUs were likely to use
institutional template options (VDU
22.22%; NVDU 0%); More VDUs were
likely to use the assistance of a botanist
or otherbotanically experienced person
(VDU 33.33%; NVDU 0%)

Notes by sector

Notes by noticing plant-site
associations

More NVDUs were likely to notice plants No notable differences
associated with sites (NVDU 87.5%; VDU
66.67%); More VDU were unlikely to
notice plants associated with site (VDU
33.33%; NVDU 12.5%)

More NVDUs were unlikely to notice
plants associated with sites (NVDU
16.67%; VDU 0%)

Notes by method of what to More NVDUs were likely to rely on
record
template options of vegetation (NVDU
28.57%; VDU 0%)

More VDUs were likely to record
impressionable vegetation (VDU 50%;
NVDU 0%); More VDUs were likely to
record immediately recognizable
vegetation (VDU 28.57%; NVDU 0%);
More VDUs were likely to record
vegetation from template options
(VDU 21.43%; NVDU 0%)

More VDUs were likely record
vegetation within a pre-determined
distance of features (VDU 33.33%;
NVDU 16.67%); More VDUs were likely
to record immediately recognizable
vegetation (VDU 44.44%; NVDU
16.67%)

Notes on perceived research More VDUs were likely to view vague
usefulness of institution
institutional template options as useless
template options
for researchers (VDU 33.33%; NVDU 0%);
More NVDUs were likely to view vauge
institutional template options as
somewhat useful (NVDU 87.5%; VDU
66.67%)

More NVDUs were likely to view vague
institutional template options as
useless for researchers (NVDU 33.33%;
VDU 7.14%); More VDUs were likely to
view vague institutional template
options as somewhat useful for
researchers (VDU 57.14%; NVDU
33.33%); More NVDUs were likely to
view vague institutional template
options as very useful for researchers
(NVDU 33.33%; VDU 14.29%)
More VDU were likely to view vague
freeform template options as
somewhat useful for researchers (VDU
57.14%; NVDU 33.33%); More NVDUs
were likely to view vague freeform
template options as very useful for
researchers (NVDU 33.33%; VDU 0%)

More NVDUs were likely to view vague
institutional template otions as very
useful for researchers (NVDU 16.67%;
VDU 0%)

No notable differences

More VDUs look for anthropogenic
vegetation at sites (VDU 87.5%; NVDU
66.67%); More NVDUs do not look for
anthropogenic vegetation at sites
(NVDU 33.33%; VDU 12.5%)

Notes on perceived research More VDUs were likely to view vague
usefulness of freeform
freeform vegetal descriptions as
descriptions
somewhat useful (VDU 100%; NVDU
62.5%)

Notes on regularly looking
for anthropogenic plants

no notable differences
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More NVDUs were likely to view vague
freeform template options as
somewhat useful for researchers
(NVDU 100 %; VDU 75%)

Notes on interpretive
applications of surf. Veg

NVDUs were more likely to accept the
use of vegetation as site/feature
indicators (NVDU 85.71%; VDU 66.67%);
More NVDUs were more likely to accept
the use of vegetation in trade and
exchange (NVDU 71.43%; VDU 33.33%);
More VDUs were likely to accept the use
of vegetation in site/feature boundaries
(VDU 100%; NVDU 85.71%); More NVDUs
were likely accept the use of vegetation
regarding subsistance strategies (NVDU
100%; VDU 33.33%); More NVDUs were
likely to acept the use of vegetation
regarding past human activities (NVDU
100%; VDU 66.67%); More VDUs were
likely to accept the use of vegetation
regarding belief (VDU 66.67%; NVDU
42.86%)

Notes on accuracy and
reliability

VDUs were more likely to view the
No notable differences
prevailing approach to documenting site
vegetation as accurate and reliable (VDU
33.33%; NVDU 0%); NVDUs were more
likely to not view the prevailing approach
to documenting vegetation is accurate
and reliable (NVDU 100%; VDU 66.67%)

Notes on phytoarch
resources

More NVDUs were likely to accept the
use of vegetation regarding aerial
reconn. (NVDU 100%; VDU 78.57%);
More NVDUs were likely to accept the
use of vegetation regarding human
migration and ethnic markers (NVDU
100%; VDU 71.43%); More NVDUs
were likely to accept the use of
vegetation regarding trade and
exchange (NVDU 100%; VDU 42.86%);
More NVDUs were likely to accept the
use of vegetation regarding
boundaries (NVDU 100%; 78.57%);
More NVDUs were likely to accept the
use of vegetation regarding placemaking (NVDU 100%; VDU 64.29%);
VDUs were more likely to accept the
use of plants regarding belief (VDU
50%; NVDU 33.33%); More VDUs were
likely to accept the use of vegetation
regarding labor and gender (VDU 50%;
33.33%)

More NVDUs were likely to accept the
use of vegetation regarding aerial
reconn. (NVDU 100%; VDU 75%); More
VDUs were likely to accept the use of
vegetation regarding human migration
and ethnic markers (VDU 62.5%; NVDU
33.33%); More VDUs were likely to
accept the use of vegetation regarding
trade and exchange (VDU 62.5%; NVDU
33.33%); More VDUs were likely to
accept the use of vegetation regarding
past subsistence strategies (VDU 75%;
NVDU 33.33%); More NVDUs were
likely to accept the use of vegetation
regarding past attitudes twoards
landscape and the enviro. (NVDU
100%; VDU75%); More VDUs were
likely to accept the use of vegetation
regarding place-making (VDU 75%;
NVDU 50%); More VDUs were likely to
accept the use of vegetation regarding
belief (VDU 62.5%; NVDU 16.67%);
More VDUs were likely to accept the
use of vegetation regarding labor and
gender (VDU 37.5%; NVDU 0%)

More NVDUs are likely to accept the
the prevailing approach to
documenting vegetation as accurate
and reliable (NVDU 33.33%; VDU
14.29%); More VDUs were likely to not
view the prevailing approach to
documenting vegetation as inaccurate
and unreliable (VDU 85.71%; NVDU
66.67%)
NVDUs were more likely to be very
More VDUs were likely to be
More NVDUs are likley to be somewhat
interested in botanical resources geared somewhat interested in a botanical
interested in a botanical guide geared
towards archaeologists (NVDU 62.5%;
guide geared towards archaeologists towards archaeologists (NVDU 50%;
VDU 33.33%)
(VDU 28.47%; More NVDUs were likely VDU 25%)
to very interested in a botanical guide
geared towards archaeologists (NVDU
100%; VDU 71.43%)
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Select States’ MAPS Results - Work Sector Tendencies
(A= academic;
G= government;
P= private)
Notes by
botanical
resources used

VDU vs. NVDU

Colorado

Montana

Nevada

More of G [1] used plant type guides (G
50%; P 28.57%; A 20%); More of A [1] used
institutional template options (A 20%; P
9.52%; G 0%)

More P [1] were likely to use a N. Amer. Plant
guide (P 63.64%; A 40%; G 30.43%); More of
P [1] were likely to use a regional plant guide
(P 81.82%; A 66.67%; G 60.87%); More of P
[1] were likely to use a plant type guide (P
54.55%; A 40%; G 39.13%)

More of G [1] were VDUs (G 83.33%; P
76.19%; A 63.64%)); more of A [1] were
NVDUs (A 36.36%; P 23.81%; G 16.67%)

No notable differences

More of A [1] used N. Amer plant guides (A 40%; P
18.18%; G 14.29%); Both of A [1] and P [1] were
likelier to use plant type guides (A 20%; P 18.18%; G
0%); More of A [1] were likely to use the assistance
of a botanists or other botanically experienced
person (A 60%; P 36.36%; 28.57%); More of A [1]
were likely to collect specimens for identification at
an herbarium (A 20%; P 9.09%; G 0%)
More of A [1] were likely to be VDUs (A 83.33%; G
62.50%; P 54.55%); Both P [1] and G [1] were likely
to be NVDUs (P 45.45%; G 37.5%; A 16.67%)

Notes by
No notable differences
noticing plantsite associations

More P [1] were likely to notice plants
associated with sites (P 90.91%; G 73.91%; A
73.33%); Both A [1] and G [1] were likely to
not notice plant-site associations (A 26.67%;
G 26.09%; P 9.09%)
Notes by
More A [1] recorded impressionable plants More A [1] were likely to record vegetation
method of what (A 50%; P 38.1%; G 33.33%); More of A [1] based on a pre-determined distance from
to record
recorded immediately recognizable
features (A 35.71%; G 31.82%; P 0%)
vegetation (A 70%; G 66.67%; P 52.38%)

Notes on
perceived
research
usefulness of
institution
template
options
Notes on
perceived
research
usefulness of
freeform
descriptions
Notes on
regularly looking
for
anthropogenic
plants
Notes on
interpretive
applications of
surf. Veg

No notable differences

More of A [1] were likely to record impressionable
plants (A 33.33%; 27.27%; G 12.5%); More of P [1]
were likely to record immediately recognizable
vegetation (P 63.64%; G 25%; A 16.67%); More of G
[1] were likely to record vegetation among template
options (G 25%; A 16.67%; P 9.09%)

More of A [1] were likely to view vague
No notable differences
institutional template options as useless (A
20%; P 14.29%; G 0%); More of G [1] were
likely to view vague institutional template
options as very useful (G 16.67%; P
14.29%; A 0%)

More of G [1] were likely to view vague institutional
template options as somewhat useful for
researchers (G 87.5%; P 72.73%; A 66.67%); More of
A were likely to view vague institutional template
options as very useful for researchers (A 16.67%; P
9.09%; G 0%)

No notable differences

More P [1] were likely to view vague
institutional template options as somewhat
useful (P 91.91%; A 86.67%; 73.91%)

No notable differences

No notable differences

More P [1] were likely to look for
anthropogenic vegetation (P 72.73%; A
66.67%; G 56.52%); More G were unlikely to
look for anthropogenic vegetation (G 43.48%;
A 33.33%; P 27.27%)
More of P [1] were more likely to accept the
use of vegetation regarding aerial reconn. (P
81.82%; G 68.18%; A 66.67%); More of A [1]
were likely to accept the use of veg.
regarding human migration and ethnic
markers (A 60%; P 45.45%; G 40.91%); More
of A [1] were likely to accept the use of veg.
regarding trade and exchange (A 53.33%; P
54.55%; G 36.36%); More of A [1] were likely
to accept the use of veg. regarding
site/feature boundaries (A 86.67%; P 81.92%;
G 68.18%); Both P [1] and A [1] were more
likely to accept the use of veg. regarding past
attitudes towards the landscape and enviro.
(P 63.64%; A 53.33%; G 36.36%); More of A
[1] were likely to accept the use of veg.
regarding belief (A 66.67%; P 54.55%; G 50%)

More of A [1] were likely to look for anthropogenic
vegetation (A 50%; P 40%; G 28.57%); More of G [1]
were likely to not look for anthropogenic vegetation
(G 71.43%; P 60%; A 50%)

Both P [1] and A [1] tied in the acceptance
of using vegetation in aerial reconn, . (A
90%; P 90%; G 66.67%); More of G [1]
accepted the use of vegetation regarding
human migration and ethnic markers (G
66.67%; P35%; A 30%); More of G [1]
accepted the use of vegetation regarding
trade and exchange (G 66.67%; P 40%; A
30%); More of A [1] accepted the use of
vegetation regarding subsistence (A 100%;
P 90%; G 83.33%); More of P accepted the
use of vegetation regarding past human
activities (P 80%; G 66.67%; A 60%); More
of P [1] accepted the use of vegetation
regarding past attitudes towards the
landsc. and enviro. (P 65%; A 50%; G 50%);
More G [1] accepted the use of vegetation
regarding place-making (G 50%; A 40%; P
35%)

Both A [1] and G [1] are likely to accept the use of
veg. regarding aerial reconn. (A 100%; G 85.71%; P
63.64%); More of A [1] are likely to accept the use of
veg. regarding site/feature indicators (A 100%; G
85.71%; P 81.82%); Both A [1] and G [1] are likely to
accept the use of veg. regarding human migration
and ethnic markers (A 50%; G 42.86%; P 9.09%);
More of A [1] are likely to accept the use of veg.
regarding trade and exchange (A 16.67%; G 14.29%;
P 0%); More of A [2], followed by P [1] are likely to
accept the use of veg. regarding site/feature
boundaries (A 100%; P 72.73%; G 57.14%); Both A
[1] and G [1] are likely to accept the use of veg.
regarding past subsistence (A 83.33%; G 71.43%; P
54.55%); More of G [1] are likely to accept the use of
veg. regarding past human activities (G 71.43%; A
66.67%; P 54.55%); Both G [1] and A [1] are likely to
accept the use of veg. regarding past attitudes
towards landscape and the enviro. ( G. 57.14%; A
50%; P 27.27%); More of A [1] are likely to accept
the use of veg. regarding place-making (A 83.33%; P
45.45%; G 42.86%); More A [1] are likely to accept
the use of veg. regarding beliefs (A 16.67%; G
14.29%; P 0%); Both G [1] and A [1] are likely to
accept the use of veg. regarding labor and gender (G
42.86%; A 33.33%; P 18.18%)

Notes on
accuracy and
reliability

No notable differences

No notable differences

More of P [1] were likely to view the prevailing
methods of documenting vegetation as accurate and
reliable (P 40%; G 33.33%; A 20%); More of A [1]
were likely to view the prevailing methods of
documenting vegetation as inaccurate and
unreliable (A 80%; G 66.67%; P 60%)

Notes on
phytoarch
resources

More of G [1] were somewhat interested
in botanical resources geared towards
archaeologists (G 66.67%; A 40%; P 30%);
Both A [1] and P [1] tied as more likely to
be very interested in a botanical resource
for archaeologists

More of G [1] were likely to be somewhat
interested in a botanical resource for
archaeologists (G 45.45%; A 40%; P 27.27%)

Both P [1] and G [1] were likely to be somewhat
interested in botanical resources geared towards
archaeolgogists (P 60%; G 57.14%; 33.33%); More of
A [1] were likely to be very interested in botanical
resources geared towards archaeologists (A 66.67%;
G 42.86%; P 40%)
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(A= academic;
G= government;
P= private)
Notes by
botanical
resources used

New Mexico

New York

More of P [2] followed by G [1] were likely to use a
regional plant guide (P 71.43%; G 54.55%; A 37.5%);
More of A [1] were likely to use a firm provided
template options (A 50%; P 28.57%; G 27.27%)

More A [1] were likely to use regional plant
More A [1] were more likely to use collected
guides (A 40%; G 14.29%; P 0%); More P [1]
specimens and make identification at an
werel ikely to use the assistance of a botanist or herbarium (A 50%; G 38.46; P 33.33%);
other botanically experienced person (P 28.57%;
G 14.29%; A 0%);

More A [1] were likely to use plant type guides (A
36.36%; G 20%; P 15.38%); More P [1] were likely to
use institutional template options (P 38.46%; G
20%; A 18.18%);

More P [1] were VDUs (P 71.43%; A 62.5%; G
54.55%); More of G [1] were NVDUs (G 45.45%;
37.5%; A 28.57%)

More G [1] were likely to be VDUs (G 42.86%; A No notable differences
16.67%; P 12.5%); Both P [1] and A [1] were likely
to be NVDUs (P 87.5%; A 83.33%; G 57.14%)

More G [1] were likely to be VDUs (G 70%; A 60%; P
50%); More P [1] were likely to be NVDUs (P50%; A
40%: G 30%)

Notes by
No notable differences
noticing plantsite associations

Both A [1] and P [1] were likely to notice plants No notable differences
associated with sites (A 100%; P 87.5%; 71.43%);
More G [1] were likely to not notice plant-site
associations (G 28.57%; P 12.5%; A 0%)

No notable differences

Notes by
More of A [2] followed by P [1] were likely to record
method of what impressionable vegetation {A 62.5%; P 35.71%; G
to record
181.18%); More P [1] were liekly to record
vegetation within a pre-determined distance of a
feature (P 423.86%; G 36.36%; A 25%); More of A
were likely to record immediately recognizable
vegetation (A 50%; P 28.57%; G 18.18%)

More G [1] were likely to record impressionable More A [1] were likely to record impressionable
plants (G 57.14%; P 42.86%; A 40%); More P [1] vegetation (A 66.67%; P 46.15%; G 41.67%)
were likely to record vegetation within a predetermined distance of features (P 42.86%; G
28.57%; A 20%);

Both P [1] and G [1] were likely to record
impressionable veg. (P 45.45%; G 40%; A 20%);
More A [1] were likely to record veg. based on
template options (A 40%; G 20%; P 18.18%)

Notes on
perceived
research
usefulness of
institution
template
options
Notes on
perceived
research
usefulness of
freeform
descriptions
Notes on
regularly looking
for
anthropogenic
plants
Notes on
interpretive
applications of
surf. Veg

No notable differences

More A [1] were likely to view vague institutional More G [1] were more likely to view vague
No notable differences
template options as somewhat useful (A 100%; G institutional template options as useless (G
85.71%; P 75%);
16.67%; P 7.69%; G 0%); More A [1] were more
likely to view vague institutional template options
as somewhat useful (A 66.67%; P 61.54%; G 50%)

No notable differences

More A [1] were likely to view vague freeform
vegetal description as useless (A 16.67%; P
12.5%; G 0%); More G [1] were likely to see
vague freeform vegetal description as somewhat
useful (G85.71%; A 66.67%; P 62.5%);

More P [1] were likely to accept the use of veg.
regarding site/feature indicators (P 85.71%; A 75%;
G 70%); More G [1] is likely to accept the use of veg.
regarding past human activities (G 90%; P 85.71%; A
75%);

More P [1] were likely to accept veg. regarding Both G [1] and P [1] are likely to accept the use of
site indicators (P 100%; G 83.33%; A 83.33%);
veg. regarding belief (G 58.33%; P 53. 85%; A
More A [1] were likely to accept veg. regarding 33.33%);
human migration and ethnic markers (A 66.67%;
G 33.33%; P 28.57%); More A [1] were likely to
accept veg. regarding trade and exchange (A
83.33%; P 57.14%); Both G [1] and P[1] were
likely to accept the use of veg. regarding site
boundaries (G 100%; P 100%; A 83.33%); Both A
[1] and P [1] were likely to accept the use of veg.
regarding past subsistence strategires (A 100%; P
85.71%; G 66.67%); More A [1] accept the use of
veg. regarding past human activities (A 100%; P
85.71%; G 83.33%); Both P [1] and A [1] accept
the use of veg. regarding past attitudes towards
the landsc. and enviro. (P 85.71%; A 83.33%; G
66.67%); More A [1] accept the use of veg.
regarding place-making (A 50%; G 33.33%; P
28.57%)

Notes on
accuracy and
reliability

More P [1] were likely to view the prevailing
approach to documenting site vegetation as
accurate and reliable (P 35.71%; A 25%; G 20%);
More G [1] were likely to view the prevailing
approach of documenting site vegetation as
inaccurate and unreliable (G 80%; A 75%; P 64.29%)

Both A [1] and P [1] were more likely to consider No notable differences
the prevailing approach to documenting
vegetation as inaccurate and unreliable (A 100%;
P 100%; G 85.71%);

No notable differences

Notes on
phytoarch
resources

No notable differences

More G [1] were not interested in a botanical
No notable differences
resource for archaeologists (G 42.86%; P 25%; A
16.67%); Both A [2] and P [1] were very
interested in a botanical resource for
archaeologists (A 83.33%; P 50%; G 28.57%)

No notable differences

VDU vs. NVDU

No notable differences

Oregon

Virginia

Both G [1] and P [1] were more likely to view
No notable differences
vague freeform vegetal descriptions as useless for
researchers (G 41.67%; G 41.67%; A 11.11%);
More A [1] were likely to view vague freeform
vegetal descriptions as somewhat useful (A
66.67%; P 53.85%; G 50%)
More A [1] were likely to look for anthropogenic No notable differences
More G [1] were likely to look for anthropogenic
vegetation (A 80%; P 71.43%; G 57.14%); More G
veg. (G 90%; A 77.78%; P 72.73%)'; More P [1] were
[1] were likely to not look for anthropogenic
likely to not look for anthropogenic vegetation
vegetation (G 42.86%; P 28.57%; A 20%)
(P27.27%; A 22.22%; G 10%)
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More A [1] were likely to accept the use of veg.
regarding trade and exchange (A 66.67%; G 50%;
P 45.45%); More A [1] were likely to accept the
use of veg. regarding past subsistence strategies
(A 77.78%; G 60%; P 45.45%); More A [1] were
likely to accept the use of veg. regarding past
human activities (A 100%; G 80%; P 72.73%);
More A [1] were likely to accept the use of veg.
regarding past attitudes towards the landscape
and enviro. (A 100%; G 90%; P 81.82%); More A
[2] followed by G [1] were likely to accept the use
of vegetation regarding place-making (A 88.89%;
G 70%; P 54.55%)
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Appendix E
Resources For Different Approaches to
The Study of Surface Vegetation
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Bibliography for Procedural Data Collection of Site Surface Vegetation
Benedict, James
2009 A Review of Lichenometric Dating And Its Applications To Archaeology.
American Antiquity 74(1):143–172.
Brooks, R.R.
1983 Biological Methods of Prospecting for Minerals. John Wiley & Sons, NY.
Brooks, Robert, and Dieter Johannes
1990 Phytoarchaeology. Dioscorides Press, Portland, OR.
Houser, Steve, Linda Pelon, and Jimmy W. Arterberry
2016 Comanche Marker Trees of Texas. Texas A&M University Press, College Station,
TX.
McIntosh, Robert P. (editor)
1978 Phytosociology. Dowden, Hutchingson, and Ross, Inc, Stroudsburg, PA.
Neumann, Thomas W., and Robert M. Sanford
2001 Practicing Archaeology: A Training Manual For Cultural Resources Archaeology.
AltaMira Press, Lanham, MD.
Neumann, Thomas W., Robert M. Sanford, and Richard L. Warms
1993 Using Vegetation Sucessional Stages to Reconstruct Landscape History For
Cultural Resource Assessments in South-Central Texas. Lilburn, GA.
Nicolai, Dean Sonneah
2013 The Archaeological Investigation of Cedar Bark Basket Trees in Western Montana:
Background, Methods , And Trial Study of Culturally Modified Trees, Master's thesis.
Department of Anthropology, University of Montana, Missoula, MT.
Pearson, Sue
1988 Botanical Indicators in Historical Archaeology. Australian Journal of Historical
Archaeology 6: 74–82.
Sanford, Robert
2015 Reading Rural Landscapes: A Field Guide to New England’s Past. Tilbury House
Publishers, Thomaston, MA.
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Bibliography for Procedures on the Collection and Processing
of Site Surface Vegetation Specimens
Alexiades, Miguel N., and Jennie W. Sheldon
1996 Selected Guidelines for Ethnobotanical Research: A Field Manual. The New York Botanical Garden,
Bronx, NY.
Australian National Herbarium
2007 Policy for Accessioning of Material. Australian National Herbarium, Centre for Australian National
Biodiversity Research.
Australian National Herbarium
2015a What Makes a Good Specimen? Australian National Herbarium, Centre for Australian National
Biodiversity Research.
Australian National Herbarium
2015b Plant Collection Procedures and Specimen Preservation. Australian National Herbarium, Centre for
Australian National Biodiversity Research.
B.C. Ministry of Forests
1996 Techniques and Procedures for Collecting, Preserving, Processing, and Storing Botanical
Specimens. B.C. Ministry of Forests, Victoria, CAN.
Bean, Tony
2013 Collecting and Preserving Plant Specimens, a Manual. Brisbane, AU.
Bridson, Diane; Forman, Leonard (editor)
1999 The Herbarium Handbook. Third. Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, UK.
Harris, James G., and Melinda W. Harris
2001 Plant Identification Terminology: An Illustrated Glossary. Spring Lake Publishing, Spring Lake, UT.
Leonard, P.L. (editor)
2010 A Guide to Collecting and Preserving Fungal Specimens for the Queensland Herbarium. Brisbane,
AU.
Martin, Gary J.
2007 Ethnobotany: A Methods Manual. Earthscan Publications, London, UK.
May, P.F.
2000 How to Collect Lichens. Farlow Herbarium, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA.
Salick, Jan, Katie Konchar, and Mark Nesbitt (editors)
2014 Curating Biocultural Collections: A Handbook. Missouri Botanical Garden, Surrey, MO.
Smith, Earle
1971 Preparing Herbarium Specimens of Vascular Plants. Washington D.C.
Stuessy, Tod F., and S.H. Sohmer (editors)
1996 Sampling The Green World: Innovative Concepts of Collection, Preservation, and Storage of Plant
Diversity. Columbia University Press, New York, NY.
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Details to Collect on Potentially (Culturally) Bent Trees
Details to Collect on Potential Bent Trees
Adapted from Houser et al. (2016).

•

Feature #

•

Tree ID/ field specimen #

•

Species

•

GPS location

•

Access directions

•

Notes on nearby associated culture and natural features

•

Presence of artifacts and ecofacts (e.g. votive offerings)

•

Nearby high look out?

•

Nearby known tribal homeland boundaries, trade route, or trail?

•

Distance to nearest water

•

Description of water source type

•

Name of body of water

•

Possible water crossing?

•

CMT in riparian zone?

•

Vegetation zone

•

Vegetation description (see vegetation section)

•

Elevation

•

Contextual conditions: pollutants, other trees have exposed roots, tree has roots exposed
from erosion, tree has roots exposed from windfall, shared location, crowded, insect
damage, bend due to phototropism, deadfall/windthrow evidence (divets, uprooted trees,
deadfall), fire evidence, food evidence, mudslide evidence, other erosion, earthquake
evidence, growing on rocky site, growing on shallow soil, other leaning/swaying trees in
a shared direction of the prevailing wind (direction:
), surrounding trees weeping
from ice, surrounding tree crowns snapped by wind, surrounding trees coppiced/ having
multiple trunks
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•

Description and sketch of bent tree (with interval measurements of circumference at each
interval)

•

Known local culture to engage in tree bending (references?)

•

Scarring above or below the bent portions of the tree

•

Callous bark on upper or lower portions of the bent portions of the tree

•

Direction/alignment of bend

•

Dendroglyphs or scars present? (If yes, give a description)

•

Tree circumference (4.5 ft above ground, or higher if trunk too asymmetrical)

•

DBH (diameter breadth height, diameter of trunk 4.5 ft above ground, or higher if trunk
too asymmetrical)

•

Sample/ core taken? Repository location? Sample type: cookie, core, etc
o Assymetry of rings
o # of early wood growth rings (lighter)
o # of late wood growth rings (darker)

•

Cross-dating tree cores taken nearby or reference from existing collection?
o Assymetry of rings
o # of early wood growth rings (lighter)
o # of late wood growth rings (darker)
o GPS location
o DBH
o growth rate
o core repository location
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Details to Collect on a (Culturally) Scarred tree
Adapted from Stryd (1997), see for qualifier details on standardized categories.
•

Feature #

•

Tree ID #/ field specimen #

•

Species

•

GPS coordinate

•

Access directions

•

Notes on Nearby culture and natural features

•

Presence of artifacts and ecofacts (e.g. votives?)- describe

•

Distance to nearest water, type of water source, body of water name

•

Photo #s, photo repository location

•

Condition

•

Slope

•

Toolmarks:

•

Description of scar, dendroglyphs, or other modification

•

Overall CMT scar shapes

•

CMT scar top shape/form

•

Attribute orientation aspect/ side (also, if on a slope, is it on the inside of the slope
side, or outside of the slope side, or neither)

•

Core sample taken? Repository location? Sample type?

•

Scar length

•

Scar width

•

Attribute scar area
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•

Thickness (between maximum depth of scar to surrounding bark)

•

Height (of scar’s bottom) above ground

•

Trunk circumference (4.5 ft above ground)

•

DBH (diameter breast height, diameter of trunk 4.5 ft above ground)

•

Cross-dating tree cores taken nearby? Cross-dating collections used?

•

DBH

•

Growth rate

•

Age of CMT

•

Age of Scar

•

Category of CMT
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